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THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN.

will, we trust, be set forth with convincing arguments. We shall endeavor
to keep free from controversey, and to
avoid all offensive personalities. We
hope never to infringe upon the sacred
right of private judgment. Should it
ever be necessary to correct any misrepresentations that may be made, we
promise our friends that it shall be
done with all possible mildness, and in
the spirit of candor and love.
In short our object is to publish a revival journal/ our aim shall be to set
up the Bible standard of religion. We
hope by our catholic spirit, by an uncompromising advocacy of" righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit,"
to make our magazine a favorite and
welcome visitor to every family where
pure religion and moralit;y are inculcated.
And now we ask you, Christian
friends of every name, to aid us in our
undertaking. This you can do by
praying for us. Our enterprise has
been commenced after much pleading
for Divine direction, with the hope of
being able to contribute somewhat to
the promotion of the cause of Christ.
To succeed we must have the help of
the HoLY SPIRIT. Be importunate,
then, in your supplications for us, that
we may be governed by the wisdom
that cometh from above.
We need subscribers. The expense
of publishing such a magazine is necessarily considerable. From all parts of
the country we have received encouraging promises of support. Let us
have, in the outset, a large list of subscribers. We are satisfied that it can
be easily secured. Will you assist in
doing it 1 Please show this number to
persons of your acquaintance, induce
them to subscribe; and send on their
names and Post Office address without
delay.

FREE CHURCHES.
BY THE EDITOR.
Mankind need nothing so much, as
the universal prevalence of the Christian religion, in its purity. This would
allay the evils under which humanity
is groaning, by removing their cause.
It would bring Paradise back to. earth.
For the blessings of the Gospel of
Christ there is no substitute. He who
enjoys them, in their fulness, has all he
needs to make him happy. In their
absence, man is " wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked."
Things, trifling in themselves, become important when they affect the
accomplishment of some great, beneficent enterprise. A glass of wine overthrew the Orleans dynasty, resulted
in the horrors of civil war, and deluged
France with the best blood of her children. A passing cloud suggested to
Franklin the theory of electricity, and
led to the transmission of messages
upon the swift wing of the trained lightning. A small·file may render worthless the heaviest piece of artillery, and
decide the battle on which the fate of
nations is suspended.
The question of free churches derives its importance from its influence
upon the purity and the progress of
Christianity. It has a greater bearing
upon both, than many imagine. The
world will never become converted to
Christ, so long as the Churches are conducted upon the exclusive system. It
has always been contrary to the economy of the Methodist church, to build
houses of worship with pews to sell or
rent. But the spirit of the world has
encroached upon us by little, and little, until in many parts of the United
States, not a single free church can be
found in any of the cities o:r larger villages. The pew system generally obtains among all denominations. We
are thoroughly convinced that this system is wrong in principle, and bad in
its tendency. It is a corruption of
Christianity. This we propose to show.
We claim the indulgence of expressing

FREE CHURCHES.

ourself strongly. We cannot adopt the
cautious language of doubt, for we have
no misgivings. We do not believe
merely that there should be free
churches, but that all churches should
be free. Not merely that some unmarketable seats should not be rented
or sold, hut that no seat in the House of
God should be rented or sold. Respected
readers, we ask your candid attention
to the arguments that may be presented in these pages. Weigh them well.
You may have given your countenance
to the pew system, as many have; simply because you found it in practice.
If you have thought upon the question
at all, you may have regarded it merely as one of expediency. We hope to
show that the pew system is both inexpedient and wrong. We design to
prove that our houses of worship should
be, like the grace we preach, and the air
we breathe, free to all.
Free Churches are essential to reach
the masses.
The wealth of the world is in the
hands of a few. In every country the
poor abound. The most prudent are
liable to misfortunes. Sickness may
consume the earnings of the industrious. Death may take from the helpless wife, and dependent children, the
heart that loved, and the hand that filled the house with plenty. Man is depraved. Sin has diffused itself every
where, often causing poverty and suffering.
God assured his ancient people, favored above all others with precautions
against want, that "the poor shall never
cease out of the land.' 1 These are the
ones upon whom the ills of lifo fall with
crushing weight. Extortion wrings
from them their scanty pittance. The
law may endeavor to protect them ;
but they are without the means to obtain redress at her courts. If famine
visits the land, she comes unbidden to
their table, and remains their guest until
tbey are consumed.
The provisions of the gospel are for
all. The "glad tidings" must be proclaimed to every individual of the human race. God sends the TRUE LIGHT
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to illuminate and melt every heart. It
visits the palace and the dungeon,
saluting the king and the captive. The
good news falls soothingly upon the ear
of the victim of slavery, and tells him
of a happy land, beyond the grave,
where the crack of the driver's whip,
and the baying of blood-hounds are
never heard. The master is assured,
that though he be a sinner above all
other sinners, yet even he, by doing
works meet for repentance, may be
forgiven, and gain heaven. To civilized and savage, bond and free, black
and white, the ignorant and the learned,
is freely offered the great salvation.
But for whose benefit are special efforts to be put for th ?
Who must be particularly cared for?
Jesus settles this question. He leaves
no room for cavil. When John sent
to know who he was, Christ charged
the messengers to return and show
John the things which they had seen
and heard. "The blind receive their
sight, and the lame walk, the lepers are
cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead
are raised up," and as if all this
would be insufficient to satisfy John of
the validity of his claims, he adds, "AND
THE POOR HA VE THE GOSPEL PREACHED
TO THEM.
This was the crowning proof'
that He was the ONE THAT SHOULD
COME.
It does not appear that after
this John ever had any doubts of the
Messiahship of Christ. He that thus
cared for the po0r must be from God.
In this respect the Church must follow in the footsteps of Jesus. She
must see to it, that the gospel . is
preached to the poor. With them,
peculiar pains must be taken. The
message of the minister must be adapted to their wants and condition. The
greatest trophies of saving grace must
be sought among them. This was the
view taken by the first heralds of the
cross. Paul wrote to the Corinthians,
"for ye see your calling, brethren, how
that not many wise men after the flesh,
not many mighty, not many noble, are
called. But God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the
wise; and God hath chosen the weak
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things of the world to confound the
things which are mighty; and base
things of the world, and things which
are despised, hath God chosen, yea, and
things which are not, to bring to naught
things that are : that no flesh should
glory in his presence."
Similar statements in regard to the
rich are not to be found in the Bible.
On the contrary, the Apostle James
asks the brethren, " do not rich men
oppress you, and draw you before the
judgment seats ? Do not they blaspheme that worthy name by which ye
are called ? " He also refers to it, as
an undeniable fact, that the poor are
elected to special privileges under the
gospel dispensation. " Hearken my
beloved brethren, hath not God chosen
the poor of this world rich in faith, and
heirs of the kingdom which He hath
promised to them that love him ?"
Thus the duty of preaching the gospel to the poor is enjoined, by the
plainest precepts and examples. This
is the standing proof of the Divine
mission of the Church. In her regard
for the poor, Christianity asserts her
superiority to all systems of human
origin. The pride of man regards most
the mere accidents of humanity; but
God passes by these, and looks at that
which is alone essential and imperishable. In his sight, position, power, and
wealth, are the merest trifles. They
do not add to the value or dignity of
the possessor. God has magnified man
by making him free and immortal.
Like a good father, he provides for all
his family, but in a special manner for
the largest number, and the most destitute. He takes the most pains with
those that by others are most neglected.
Hence, as that great, good man, Dr.
Olin, says: "The Gospel is preached
to the poor-to the masses. It is made
for them-it suits them. Is it not for
the rich, for the cultivated, the intellectual? Not as such. They must become as the poor, as little children, as
fools. They must come down to the
common platform. They must be
saved just like so many plownen, or

common day laborers. They must feel
themselves sinners, must repent, trust
in Christ, like beggars, like publicans.
Sometimes we hear men prate about
preaching that may do for common
people, while it is good for nothing for
the refined, and the educated. This is
a damning heresy. It is a ruinous delusion. All breathe the same air. All
are of one blood. All die. There is
precisely one gospel for all; and that
is the gospel that the poor have preached to them. The poor are the favored
ones. They are not called up. The
great are called down. They may
dress, and feed, and ride, and live ih
ways of their own choosing; but as to
getting to heaven, there is only God's
way, the way of the poor. They may
fare sumptuously every day, but there
is only one sort of manna.
That is the gospel which is effectually
preached to the poor, and which converts the people. The result shows it.
It has demonstration in its fruits. A
great many things held, and preached,
may be above the common mind-intricate-requiring logic and grasp of
intellect to embrace them. They may
be true, important, but they are not
the gospel, not its vital, central truths.
Take them away, and the gospel will
remain. Add them and you do not
help the gospel. That is preached to
the poor. Common people can understand it. This is a good test. All the
rest is, at least, not essential.
There are hot controversies about
the true Church. What constitutes it,
what is essential to it, what vitiates it?
These may be important questions, but
there are more important ones. It may
be that there cannot be a Church without a bishop, or that there can. There
can be none without a gospel, and a
gospel for the poor. Does a church
preach the gospel to the poor-preach
it effectively? Does it convert and
sanctify the people? Are its preaching, its forms, its doctrines, adapted
specially to these results? If not, we
need not take the trouble of asking ahy
more questions about it. It has missed
the main matter. It does not do what

FREE CHURCHES.

Jesus did, what the Apostles did. Is
there a church, a ministry, that converts, reforms, sanctifies the people?
Do the poor really learn to love
Christ? Do they live purely, and die
happy ? I hope that Church conforms
to the New Testament in its government and forms, as far as may be. I
trust it has nothing anti-republican, or
schismatic, or disorderly in its fundamental principles and policy. I wish
its ministers may be men of the best
training, and eloquent. I hope they
worship in goodly temples, and all that;
but I cannot think or talk gravely
about these matters on the Sabbath.
They preach a saving gospel to the
poor, and that is enough. It is an
Apostolic church. Christ is the corner stone. The main thing is secured,
thank God."
If the gospel is to be preached to the
poor, then it follows, as a necessary
consequence, that all the arrangements
for preaching the gospel, should be so
made as to secure this object. There
must not be a mere inc.idental provision
for having the poor hear the gospel;
this is the main thing to be looked
after.
There is a feeling of independence in
man that prompts him not to go where
he fears he shall be regarded as an intruder. This is especially true of our
American people. They will not accept as a gratuity, what others claim as
a right. Their poverty does not lessen
their self-respect. Let them be treated
at a social visit as objects of charity,
rather than equals, and they will not
be very likely to repeat it. Hence,
houses of worship should be, not like
the first class car on a European railway, for the exclusive, but like the
streets we walk, free for all. Their
portals should be opened as wide for
the co:ttimon laborer, or the indigent
widow, as for the assuming, or the
wealthy. All who behave themselves
in a becoming manner, should feel at
perfect liberty to attend on all occasions
of public worship.
The requirement of the gospel is not
met by setting apart a certain number
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of free seats, for those who are too
poor, or too indifferent to rent or purchase. As Bishop Morris says : " We
know it is the custom in many pewed
chapels, to leave certain seats free for
the accommodation of such as cannot
buy or rent, but it seems to answer almost no purpose, except to give offence.
Who is willing, thus publicly, to advertise his poverty or misfortune, his
want of ability, or inclination to afford
himself a place in the church, by taking
the 'poor seats ? ' Such humility is not
to be expected in those who need the
instruction of the gospel most. Besides, to require it, is not only uncharitable and unwise, but unscriptural."
If it be said that seats would be freely given to those who are unable to
pay for them, we answer, this does not
meet the case. But few are willing, so
long as they are able to appear at
church, to be publicly treated as paupers. Neither is it true, as is sometimes
assumed, that those who are too poor,
too indifferent to religion, to pay for
a seat in the House of God, would not
be likely to be benefited by its ordinances. Had not such persons been
.reached, the conquests of the gospel
would have been limited indeed. Christianity would have died out long ago.
The greatest number of her adherents,
and the ablest champions that ever
stood up in her defense, were once of
this class.
The pew system, wherever it prevails, not only keeps the masses from
attending church, but alienates them, in
a great degree, from Christianity itself.
They look upon it as an institution for
the genteel, and the fashionable; and
upon Christians as a proud and exclusive class. "When I came to this city,"
said a respectable mechanic, "I was a
member of a Christian church. I rented a seat, and attended worship regularly. But I found that I could not
hire a seat, and attend church at an expense of less than fifty dollars a year,
without having my family looked down
upon with contempt. This expense I
could not afford; so we do not any
longer attend religious meetings." His
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experience is that of multitudes. Many
who, on going to the cities, are favorably inclined to religion, finding themselves virtually excluded from the
churches, become at first indifferent,
and then ready to drink in any error
that comes along.
Hence the ease
with which the advocates of Millerism,
and Spiritualism have found hearers
and converts.
Perhaps no part of our country has
greater religious advantages, than New
England. In some portions laws formerly existed, requiring, under penalty,
attendance upon church. A habit of
church-going was formed. The influence of the immigration of foreigners is
less there than in any other section of
the Union. There the pew system was
first introduced. There it almost universally prevails. What is the result?
Says the Report on Home Missions,
presented to the Massachusetts General
Association, 1858: "From reliable
statistics it appears, that in Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachusetts, not more than one quarter of the
population are in the habit of attending
church. There are one million, three
hundred thousand people in New England, who, so far as attending church is
concerned, are practically like the
heathen."
Says the Rev. Edward Stuart, a clergyman in London, " The pew system,
which has introduced so unchristian a
distinction in the House of God, between the sittings of the rich and the
poor, is (there can be little doubt) doing more to alienate the hearts of tens
of thousands in every large town in
England from the Church of CHRIST,
than any other thing that could be
named." He tells us that the large
churches in London are filled almost
exclusively with the rich, and adds, "In
some cases it is all but impossible for
a poor man to find a place in the House
of CHRIST-of CHRIST, who himself,
lived all his life amongst the poor."
The editor of the English Guardian,
remarks that the system of pews "has
eaten, and is eating, the very life out of
the church."

Take a city nearer home. Says the
Buffalo Christian Advocate: "We have
in Buffalo, about forty Protestant
churches. These reach, and influence,
more or less, about twenty thousand of
our eighty thousand people. This leaves
sixty thousand either unprovided for, or
to Catholic influence. It may be safe
to calculate that forty thousand of ourinhabitants attend no place of worship
whatever."
Friends of Jesus, we call upon you
to take this matter into serious consid-eration. The Gospel is committed to
your trust. Your business is to save
souls-first your own,· then the souls
of others. Y001 are to dig for rough
diamonds amid the ruins of fallen humanity, and polish them up for jewels
in the crown of your Redeemer. The
church edifice is your workshop. Do
not, we beseech you, convert it into a.
show room, to display, not the graces
of Christians, but the vain fashions of
the world.
Politicians teach us an important
lesson. How do they reach the masses?
The places for their public gatherings,
often rough and uncomfortable, are always free. The rich and poor associate as equals. What party could long
survive, should they build splendid
temples for the propagation of their
principles, and then sell, at a high rate,
the right to the occupancy of their
seats? It is no feeble proof of the Divine origin of Christianity, that it has
been able to survive a practice so absurd. But it can never spread with the
rapidity with which we are authorized
-from its sublime doctrines affecting
man's highest interests for time and for
eternity, from the beneficent influence
it ever exerts upon society, and from
the gracious efficacious assistance which
God has promised to those who
as He directs, for its promotion-to expect it should, until all its houses of
worship are free.
SLOTHFULNESS in the service of God
is as damning as open rebellion.-PRES.
EDWARDS.

BE THOROUGH, BUT BE IN HASTE.

BE THOROUGH, BUT BE IN
HASTE.
BY REV. J. W. REDFIELD.

IN taking a view of the work to be
done by the Church for the world, the
vast interests involved, the very nafrow
limit to the time within which it must
be done ; the very few to whom God
and the Church can look to as helpers
in this mighty enterprise involving the
world's redemption, I feel to ask, and
with an emphasis that would stir the
bones of the dead, Who, who will act;
act now). act vrith a purpose to succeed
at any cost? Enter the list with God
and Jesus and the Holy Ghost, for the
accomplishment of this grand objecta world's redemption?
THE WORK TO BE DONE.

We have upon our globe eight hundred and fifty millions of deathless souls
to be saved-souls once bearing the
image of the great Father, but now in
ruins, and yet capable of a re-creation
and an elevation above angels. "We
shall judge angels." Imagination grows
dizzy in the attempt to penetrate the
vast future of an interminable life ; a
life bounded only in its duration by the
coming years of GoD. And every one
of this great throng is now, while I
write, passing away to Heaven or to
Hell. The average of human life has
been variously estimated at from twenty-five to forty-three years; but to
silence all cavil, we may say, that this
vast congregation will be dead in fifty
years. Eight hundred and fifty millions added to the list of mortality !
Eight hundred and fifty millions more
of dead men, women and children putrifying in the grave! And eight hundred
and fifty millions of souls begin a destiny of joy or sorrow, never-no never
-to be changed in its character, however high the good may rise, or however
low the bad may sink. Their fate is
sealed, and sealed forever. Is the Bible
true? How overwhelming the contemplation of their fate, would we realize the length and breadth, nay, the
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immensity of interests involved! Then
measure, if we can, the value that any
one soul must put upon its individual
concern-foot up every hope of heaven,
every item of value in the world to
come-now dashed to atoms, and forever; then look at every foreboding of
the lost roused by the rehearsal of the
fate of rich Dives). and, all realized,
what a sense of loss, when first sent
utterly out of sight of every token of
God's approval; of crowns, thrones and
mansions ! What elements of anguish
in the uncounted items of torture, with
no relief but in the change of one sorrow for another; and, to drive each
sting deeper, to know it is forever. No
turn, no change, no hope, no mitigation
forever! If but one soul should ever
be thus lost, and the universe of intelligent beings were convened to make a
demonstration worthy of so sad a fate,
what wails could give vent to becoming
sorrow ! What badges of mourning
could image forth the solemn story !
What awful shrieks could jar to discord
the dead march of one soul's obsequies!
What length of funeral train would
shadow forth by any or every token of
agony the magnitude of such a tragedy!
Now multiply this unspoken suffering
eight hundred and fifty millions of times,
and we have the sum of interest involved in only half a century.
The soul sickens at the thought. Imagination staggers under the burden.
We utterly faint at the sight and seek
relief by ceasing to think.
Not to admit this tale of sorrow as
possible, is to assume that we can grasp
the utmost of what it is to be lost--is
to deny the plain declaration of the
Bible.
Eight hundred and fifty millions of
souls will be lost or saved within fifty
years.
God's way of saving the world is by
the instrumentality of the Church.
Let us now compare the number of
the army to be conquered and the army
to conquer, if we may use a military
figure. At least eight hundred millions
are arrayed against God. Now the
army to meet this great host is as Gid-
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eon's only. We have, probably, about
eight millions of evangelical Christians,
for we must leave out the Roman
and Greek Churches. It is probably
safe to say, that not more than six
millions, though orthodox in creed, believe in any change of heart. It is not
harsh judgment to suppose that three
millions of the six, have only the form
of godliness, and are more concerned
to maintain church order and popularity, than to get sinners converted to
Christ ; and all these are worse than
enemies out of the church. But alas,
we must more than decimate again !
Reduced to three millions, full two
millions of these have no sense of responsibility, and no courage to act for
God, only when and where a trifling
victory in a narrow limit has rendered
Jesus temporally popular. They shout
Hosanna to-day, and to-morrow cry
out Crucify Him I Cn1,cify Him I Of
the remaining one million, will one
half, ministers or members, "shut the
doors of God's house for naught?"
Position, salary, and church order sway
them effectually, and bring them to a
dead halt-or more frequently to an
open or secret opposition to the few.
whose fidelity to God, and whose fruits
are eclipsing them before the world.
See them watching for a flaw in a devoted brother, ready to fire their
heaviest artillery at the faithful worker,
when they will not discharge a single
arrow at the real enemies of God.
How willingly they allow to pass uncontradicted, any slander which may be
hurled against the little band who are
doing almost all that is effectually done
for the true church of Christ. Pamper
and flatter these men, and they will
work, as doth the hireling, forposition,
popularity and money; but will they go
alone, like an apostle, use their own
means, make tents for living, if need
be, carry the Gospel amid opposition
and perils uncounted, even amid false
brethren? Will they not effectually,
though secretly, try to reduce the true
laborers for God to their own level,
when the cost of coming up to the true
position is too expensive ?

I ask, have we more than half a million who have religion enough 1 Who
have so much of the spirit of Jesus as
to go amid scorn, and face the very
light persecution which the law permits 1 To go unpaid, if need be, go
without even the meed of flattery, go
against wind and tide, make every energy bend, bring every force of their
being to work, work for the redemption of a lost world-weep, pray, fast,
and exhort everybody,and everywhere
it is consistent, and have no reward but
in heaven and in seeing souls won to
Christ?
Ministers may live of the gospel if
they can, but nothing more. And what
if they cannot 1 shall souls perish? shall
Christ's interests be disregarded? Who
will go, if need be, without fee or reward-without even the poor man-conferred title of D. D. 1 Go, too, with
only idea, Christ Crucified; meet the
hostile army of more than eight hundred and forty-nine millions, amid
abuses, slanders, persecutions, and get
nothing for it till they pass away to
hear the " Well done, good and faithful
servant?"
How many can be found in America
who are actually doing this work, and
enduring rebuffs 1
Shall we call this an overdrawn picture of facts, or of the obligation now
pressing upon the churches with all the
solemn weight of eternal interests?
Is it above, or beyond the labors of
the primitive disciples 1 And do not
the wants of the present generation appeal for relief from the church, with
equal clamor, in this noon of the nineteenth century.
Do not ten, nay one hundred, die
without hope, and unwept by the church
in our nation, where one only is soundly
converted to God?
Should God call for another army of
martyrs, (the seed of the church,) to
win a victory for primitive piety, to
burn willingly at the stake, to give emphasis to their mission, where could be
found enough to form the first platoon i
How pertinent then is our motto,
"BE THOROUGH BUT BE IN HASTE."

SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS.

"SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS."
.A FEW WORDS RESPECTING ALLEGED
"EVILS" CONNECTED WITH CERTAIN MEETINGS.

It is assumed, that " screaming,"
" leaping," "falling," and such like exercises, in religious meetings, are not
the result of a divine influence, but are
proofs of " fanaticism; " and therefore,
disgraceful to the church, and offensive
to God.
It is also assumed, that the alleged
" evils " are general-the prominent
traits-in such meetings. But this is
a mistake. The " reports " of such
meetings are usually exaggerated, or
caricatured; the" evils" occuring only
to a very limited extent, not sufficient
to give character to the meetings.
The " evils," so called, when the real
truth respecting them is known, are
found, generally, to be only such as
have usually been connected with the
work of God. In the process of salvation, in the extending the cause of
Christ, the divine and the human are
combined; and though it is desirable
that the compound should be very
largely divine, and but slightly human,
yet facts prove that in all cases where
there is a deep, thorough work of the
Divine Spirit, there will be more or
less of the distinctly human manifestations. And we should no more decry
the whole work as "fanatical," or something worse, because of such results,
than we would ascribe the distinctly
human, in spiritual exercises, to the Divine Being ; though the agony of the
Divine Spirit in the heart and among
the people, is the occasion of such human manifestations. Hence, what are
usually denominated " evils," in this
connection, are not " evils ; " but considering the weakness, and infirmities,
and prejudices, and depravity of human
nature, these " evils," so called, are the
certain, and may I not say, the necessary accompaniments of the mighty operations of the Divine Spirit, in renovating our moral nature, that we
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" might be filled with all the fulness of
God? " In all religious meetings that
continue for several hours or days,
where there is a deep work of the Holy
Spirit on the hearts of the people, the
manifestations of the human spirit, under the influence of the divine, will
necessarily take their coloring from
those constitutional, or other peculiarities, with which they are connected, as
evinced bymoderate liveliness, or deep
solemnity, or excessive weeping, or extreme joyousness ; the occasional extravagance and excess of such manifestations being as natural and necessary
as the spray and foam of the deep,
mighty, majestic Niagara.
It is quite possible that some of these
manifestations are of merely human
prompting ; and some the result, in
part, of habit, and therefore, to a certain extent, voluntary; but then, such
like manifestations are the ordinary accompaniments of the deep and thorough
searchings of the Divine Spirit. It is
assumed that the leaders, in such meetings, labor to produce said manifestations, in all their variety, and then
argue to defend them as the marked
proofs of genuine and desirable spiritual results. No, brethren, you mistake the character of such labors.
Those men labor, as gospel instrumentalities, to advance the cause of Christ;
and when the blessing of God attends
their work, and candid persons who are
willing, or cavilers who desire to find
an "occasion," urge objections to the
work, or its results, because some
things are not in harmony with their
models of propriety ; then these men,
as in duty bound, argue to defend the
general work, as the work of God,
notwithstanding the occasional extravagances and excesses, so called, that
usually accompany the process of salvation.
That such meetings are not fanatical,
but in harmony with our church usages,
from the beginning, is evinced by an
incident at Hartland Corners, in 1818,
as given by Rev. Dr. Paddock, in a recent article in the N. 0. Advocate, under the heading, " Ridgeway Circuit."
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The Doctor says: " Supper was now
announced, and all were invited to 'set
by.' When .the meal was ended, the
preacher (that is, himself,) drew back
from the table, and, perhaps forgetting
that he had sung it before, sang the
same verse again. Ere it was concluded, however, a lady screamed out in
unutterable agony, and falling to the
floor, called .upon the preacher to pray
for her. He was soon on his knees,
and all the company with him, each one
crying for mercy. The whole scene
was not only unique, but quite indescribable. But the struggle was brief,
for in the course of some twenty or
thirty minutes, all was calm again;
when one after another arose and said,
' The Lord has spoken peace to my
soul!' All were saved, and all were
soon after formed into a class."
.Dec. 8, 1859.
D.
ARE YOU HOLY?
BY THE EDITOR.
Do not evade the question. Press
it home upon your conscience. Ponder
it, weigh it, consider it, revolve it.
Keep it in your mind until an honest
and correct conclusion is reached.
You readily admit that there would
be reason for uneasiness were you
justly in doubt as to whether or not
you were converted. The obligation
to be converted i8 no stronger than the
obligation to be holy. Both rest on the
same foundation-THE COMMAND OF
GoD. This is no less explicit in the
one case than in the other.
Why should we be born of the
Spirit? The ready answer is, Jesus
says, Ye must be born again. Why
OUGHT we to be holy? The same Divine Teacher declares, This is the
will of God, even your sanctification.
Is the one essential to salvation?
The infallible Guide which says, "except ye be converted and become as little
children, ye can in no case enter into
the kingdom of heaven," says also, WITHOUT HOLINESS, NO MAN SHALL SEE THE
LoRD. If you are indifferent as to

your personal sanctity, you have reason to doubt the genuineness of your
conversion. Truly regenerated souls
aspire after holiness. Even where the
system of theology in which they have
been educated denies its attainableness,
they still long for it as something desirable. With the pious Watts they
exclaim.
"Could we but climb where Moses stood,
And view the Ja.ndsca.pe o'er,
Not Jorda.n's strea.m nor dea.th's cold flood
Could fright us from the shore."

This is the longing of a converted
soul. "' Could we but climb,' how
gladly would we do it. Were we satisfied that it is within the reach of possibility, we would make a desperate
effort." Well, earnest Christian, you
may ascend, even here, to Pisgah's summit. You may dwell in the land of
Beulah, where the sun always shines .
Holiness is possible. Consider. Would
you impose upon your tender child of
ten years age, a load which would require ·the utmost strength of a full
grown man to carry? Would you
require your son, so far recovered from
a protracted sickness, as to be able to
sit up an hour at a time, to do a day's
work that none but an able-bodied man
could accomplish? "If ye then being
evil" would not require impossibilities,
how much less would " your Father in
Heaven?" God commands us BE YE
HOLY. Pharaoh may demand the full
tale of brick without furnishing material, but God never imposes a duty
without providing every needed help
for its fulfilment.
Were we obliged to obtain a holy
heart by our own efforts, we might despair. If we were "to grow up" into
holiness by habits of obedience, discouragement might take place. BuT A HOLY
HEART IS AS MUCH THE WORK OF GoD AS
1s CONVERSION. The WORD says, IF WE
CONFESS OUR SINS, HE IS FAITHFUL AND
JUST to forgive us our sins, and TO
CLEANSE US FROM ALL UNRIGHTEOUSNESS.
Who forgives sins? God only. Who
cleanses from ALL
The same ALMIGHTY BEING. None,
then, need despair. Do not limit the

PERSECUTED, BUT NOT FORSAKEN.

Holy One of Israel. If you meet the
conditions, God will make even you
holy. If holiness be God's work, try
ever so long and earnestly, and you
cannot grow up into it. Ask him now
to sprinkle clean water upon you, and
ye shall be clean, to put his Spirit within you, and cause you to walk in his
statutes.
As Dr. Adam Clark says: "In no
part of the scriptures are we directed
to seek holiness gradatim, (that is, step
by step, gradually). We are to come
to God as well for an instantaneous and
complete purification from all sins, as
for an instantaneous pardon. Neither
the seriatim pardon nor the gradatim
purification exists in the Bible. It is
when the soul is purified from all sin
that it can properly grow in grace, and
in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus
Christ. As the field may be expected
to produce a good crop, and
the
seed vegetate, when the thorns, thistles,
briars, and noxious weeds of every
kind are grubbed out of it."
Come to God, then, in faith to make
you holy; and soon, exulting, you shall
singRejoielng now in earnest hope,
I stand, and from the mountain top
See all the land below.

PERSECUTED, BUT NOT FORSAKEN.
BY

THE EDITOR.

THE minutes of the Genesee Conference for 1859, contain the following
record: "Who have been expelled? L.
Stiles, Jr., J. A. Wells, W. Cooley, C.
D. Burlingham."
These brethren are, all of them, able,
zealous, faithful laborers for the spread
of earnest Christianity. They are also
honest anti-slavery men, opposed to
the continuance of slaveholders in the
church. This accounts for their expulsion. Timid, compromising men never
reach the honors of martyrdom.
Rev. L. STILES, the first upon the
list, has for eleven years faithfully discharged the duties of a minister of J esus Christ. As a preacher, he is fear-
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less, pointed, clear and eloquent. The
editor of the Northern Independent,
himself a preacher of no ordinary
grade, said of Mr. Stiles after hearing
him at the Auburn Camp Meeting:
"He takes rank with the first pulpit
orators of the age." Living near to
God, with an honest, upright purpose
to do his will, incapable of being bought
with favors or of being intimidated
by proscription, Mr. Stiles has been
highly favored with the Divine approbation upon his labors. His charges
have always prospered under his administration. We have been assured, from
reliable sources, that the Pearl Street
Church in Buffalo has never flourished
so highly as under his labors. He
filled with great acceptability the office
of Presiding Elder of Genesee District, one year. We doubt if a Presiding Elder in that time ever intrenched himself more firmly in the
affections of the people. They
urgent for his return. But some thirty
preachers conspired together not to
take work unless he was removed from
the cabinet. His success in promoting
earnest Christianity was too great forendurance. The plot succeeded. He
was stationed at Union Chapel, Cincinnati. At the close of the year he was
transferred back at the solicitation of
the people and a large number of the
preachers to the Genesee Conference.
He well knew he was exposing himself
to danger, but he felt it his duty to
stand by the oppressed children of
God. He is in labors more abundant,
preaching since his expulsion with still
greater power than ever.
has heen seven
Rev. J. A.
years a successful laborer in the Genesee Conference. He is a good preacher,
studious in his habits, entirely devoted
to the service of God, a man of honest intention and straight forward integrity. We strongly suspect that
what caused him to be selected as a
victim of proscription, was the wonderful success which attended the Laymen's Camp Meeting held in the bounds
of his charge, with his approval.
He is now laboring at Brockport, and
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in the vicinity, for the salvation of souls.
He feels that God has called him to
this work, and who shall forbid him?
Rev. WM. CooLEY has been for seventeen years a diligent, faithful and acceptable preacher in the GeneseeConfcrence. He is a quiet, peaceable and unoffending man. This may be said of all
the expelled ministers. We doubt if
there is one of them that has an enemy
in the world save those that were made
such by their fidelity .of God and the
souls of man. Mr. Cooley is more
than an ordinary preacher. His sermons are clear, scriptural and searching. He always makes the impression
that he is thoroughly in earnest. He
professes, lives as we believe, and
preaches full salvation. He labors at
present in Niagara county.
Rev. C. D. BuRLINGHAM has, for
nineteen years, devoted his energies to
the service of the Methodist Church, as
a traveling preacher in the Genesee
Conference. He has labored much beyond his physical ability. With a
broken down constitution, a large and
dependent family, he is thrown out ot
a work to which he has given the best
years of his life, and to which he was
ardently attached. He is a superior
preacher, original in his thoughts, happy in his illustrations, never failing to
secure the unwearied attention of his
audience. For four years he filled, to
the satisfaction of his preachers and
people, the office of Presiding Elder
of the Olean District. All the departments of his work were carefully looked
after, and the District was never in so
flourishing a condition as when he left it.
He was a delegate to the last General
Conference.
Mr. Burlingham has decided not to
preach till after the next session of the
General Conference. His object is to
prevent the existence of any excuse for
rejecting his appeal. His continuing
to preach not by virtue of any authority from the M. E. Church, but BY VIRTUE OF HIS CALL FROM Gon, could not
prejudice his appeal before any impartial tribunal. It is probable that a
partisan spirit will prevail in the Gen-

eral Conference to some extent. But
we have no doubt but that among its
members will be found many honest
and upright men, who, whatever their
party predilections, will be disposed to
"judge righteous judgment," and it
should be assumed that the body will
be composed mainly of such.
A preacher of talent in the Presbyterian Church was a few years since
deposed from the ministry, as he conceived, unjustly. He joined the Methodists, and continued to preach. Lately the Presbyterians became convinced
that they had done him an injustice, and
in the true spirit of Christians, they
reinstated him as a minister, though at
the same time he was holding a license
in another church I
.
This was undoubtedly right. If a
man called of God to preach, has the
license which he received from man
taken from him wrongfully, the responsibility of the irregularity of his subsequent course, while he discharges his
duty to God, rests, not upon himself,
but upon those who have done him the
wrong. It would have been treason to
God for Luther to have desisted from
preaching when excommunicated by
the church to which he belonged.
In the second Conference held by
Wesley it was asked: "Is not the will
of our governors a law?" The answer
was emphatic, "No; not of any governor, temporal or spiritual. Therefore if any bishop wills that I should
not preach the Gospel, his will is no
law to me. But what if he produce a
law against your preaching? I am to
obey God rather than man."*
Yet any other person called and commissioned of God to preach, has the
same authority for discharging his duty
as Luther and Wesley had for executing the work intrusted to them.
We think, then, Mr. Burlingham errs
in remaining silent when God has not
silenced him. If men lived to the age
of Methuselah, if sinners were not
dying all around us, and going to perdition, we might better afford to lose

* Stevens'

History of Methodism, v-01. i, p. ?12.

MORAL INDIVIDUALITY.

a year or two at the dictation of a
party.
May HE who "suffered without the
gate" be with these brethren beloved,
who have gone "without the camp bearing his reproach," comfort their hearts,
make them exceeding joyful in all their
tribulations and abundantly bless their
labors.
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Such is the present disposition to
yield opinions, rather than provoke opposition, that the waters of virtue,
morality, and religion, are in danger of
stagnation, for want of rocks to break
their quiescence. " Anything for union," is the cry of the persistent, impudentminority. "Anythingforpeace,"
is the echo of the yielding, impressible
majority. The soul that would preserve a moral individuality, in this age
MORAL INDIVIDUALITY.
of mind amalgamation, must squander
BY REV. L. STILES, JR.
no time in calculating chances of loss
and gain in the path of life's activities.
Moral individuality stands in strik- Duty is ours, results are God's. "Do
ing contrast with a decided tendency of right though the heavens fall." Fear
the age to amalgamation of mind, and not, God will never let the heavens fall
an ignoring and relinquishing in moral on the path of duty. Go straight forward in the path of duty. Do not
actions, of personal responsibilities.
Thousands seem to have no positive dodge though the lightnings smite you.
opinions of their own, because they " Sanctified by lightning," I believe is
shun the responsibility incidental to the an old Latin proverb, for those who
avowal of a definite belief. They con- suffer in virtue's cause. Be not too
stitute othets the trustees and guardi- anxious to tread a beaten path. Inans of their opinions, from a conscious quire not what is the " vox po:puli,"
inability to support their own feeble but listen to the voice of duty. In the
bantlings of thought. Such are mere path of duty, you may often meet with
society automatons, burdens to them- the fiercest blasts of adverse elements.
selves, victims of knaves, pitied by the Murky clouds may drift above you,
good, and despised by the bad. If they . and darken your sky, but blessings will
avow an opinion, it is with the under- , be shaken from those very clouds that
standing, that with your consent they are rifted by the stoTI:n that beats upon
believe thus and thus. Cowper has well you, and you may shout a harvest
daguerreotyped this opinionless being, · home of good deeds, that a cloudless sky
in the following lines :
· might never have shed upon you. Duty
and teal interest are never antagonistic.
"He wauld not with a clear decided tone,
Ai!sert the nose u]lon his face, his own;
They are wedlocked by the unalterable
With hesitation admirably slow,
fiat of Heaven. The path of duty
He humbly hopes, presumes rt mll.y be so;
Knows whait he knows as if he.·knew it not,
should be chosen as men used to take
What he remembers, seems to h4ve forgot;
His sole opinion whatsoe'er befall,
their wives, "for richel' or for poorer,
Centering at last in having none at all."
for better or for worse." Such a union
Now this negation of humanity is of is very likely to be ahappyone. What
the least possible consequence in tha cheering and noble examples do we find
sum total of responsible existence. The in the history of God's people, of mol'al
dtimand of the age is for men of action, individuality! Job, forsaken by every
and nerve, and moral perpendicularity. friend, exclaiming, " Though He slay
The cry of the necessity of the age is, me, yet will I trust in him." Joshua
" give us positive men, with positive saying, "As for me and my house, we
characters, faith, opinions and actions." will serve the Lord." The three worGive us such men, although they may thies hurling defiance in the face of reoccasionally be in an error, rather than gal power, and saying to the king, "We
noncommittal, neutral beings, with are not careful to answe:r: thee in this
doubtful faith, wavering opinions, un- matter. Be it known unto thee, 0 king,
that we will not serve thy gods." Paul
decided actions, and fluttering hearts.
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declaring his purpose "To know nothing among men, but Jesus
him crucified," and Luther avowmg his
determination to go to Worms, "although they should build a fire that
mio-ht reach from Wittenburg to
and flame up to heaven." All
these are examples of moral individuality that put to blush the moral cowardice and fawning, favor majority
seeking, of the present age. Let us
heed well the voice of the Master,
"Thou shalt not follow the multitude
to do evil." God never made a slave,
moral or physical. This is all man's
work. Soul freedom is man's inalienable birthright. He who sells this for
a mess of pottage of popular, political,
or ecclesiastical favor, barters that
away which robs him or his manhood,
if not his hope of heaven.

A SCENE
IN THE LATE EPISCOPAL GENERAL CONVENTION.

WE have alluded to the great feeling
manifested at different times in our late
Convention. The question was as to
the sending forth of missionary Bishops,
and after different speakers had occupied the floor, Dr. Creighton, the president, put the question. But as a
writer of the Mobile Tribune has so
graphically described the scene, we let
him speak:
Dr. Creighton rose in his place and
called for the expression of the House
in the usual way. "Those who are in
favor, &c., will say aye."
"Aye I " rolled through the vast
church in one deep, strong voice, as the
voice of one man!
" Contrary minded," said the President. Unbroken silence all over the
House was the only response.
It was not· yet the hour of adjournment by half an hour. All debate on
lesser subjects that would have followed
seemed out of place after such a triumph of right feeling in the right direction. Rev. Dr. Stephens, under the

influence of this reflection, rose amid
the silence and said :
"Such an extraordinary occasion as
this ought not to pass without some
expression of gratitude to the great
Head of the Church for this unity of
the House on so momentous a question. Let us all rise my brethren, and
chant the Te Deum, and at once adjourn!"
"Not the Te Deum, but the Gloria
in Excelsis I" cried an earnest voice.
" Let some one of the Delegates
raise it!" said another, with emotion
in his tones.
The Rev. Dr. Talbot, of Indiana,
then rose with the mighty " Gloria"
on his lips, and two hundred and fifty
voices joined in and swelled the sublime
chant.
"Glory be to God on high, on earth
peace, good will towards men ! We
praise thee, we bless thee, we worship
thee, we give thanks to thee," &c., &c.
After the first few words many of
the voices gradually dropped down,
and faces were buried in hands and
handkerchiefs ; tears choked the utterance of many, and in the midst of the
profoundest emotion, which no pen can
describe, no tongue do justice to, the
Gloria went on, now rising, now falling, now kindling with rapture, now
muffled and lowered with weeping ;
bnt as one after another subdued his
emotions, and joined in again, the sacred
song rose louder and louder, with woman's trembling treble intermingled,
until at length with the full anthem of
all the voices, rich and tremulous, every
one of them with tears, this grand
chant, sung as it was never sung before
on earth, ended. Every eye was shining with tears, yet beaming with serene
joy! It seemed as if the Holy Spirit
had descended, upon his Church, as
in the day of Pentecost,
movmg all hearts as one heart towards
each other and to God.
" The Benediction from the chair ! "
cried some one.
The President had stood all the
while deeply moved, his handkerchief
in his hand, while the tears coursed

SALVATION AND PEW RENTING.

down his cheeks. He said, (as soon
as he could command himself srifficientl y to trust his voice,) "Let us pray."
The whole Delegation fell upon their
knees, and the President offered up the
beautiful and appropriate prayer, the
last in the Institution Office, which
seemed as if written for this very scene
and hour. The Benediction was then
pronounced with pathos most touching,
and for a long time the House remained
upon its knees in silent, solemn thanksgiving.
The members then rose calmly, every
eyelid wet, and retired with the gravity
of eternity impressed upon their countenances, as if they had seen God face to
face. Such, faintly, was the scene which
I have felt myself incompetent to describe so as to convey any just outline
of the reality, and so as fully to impress you with its extraordinary character.
The Bishops in the other House,
hearing the singing, were filled with
surprise, and several came in to see
what was passing, and stood in the
church looking on with wonder, not
knowing what had gone before.
This day will never be forgotten in
the Church.-Ohristian Witness.

SALVATION AND PEW RENTING.
[WE publish the following with
_pleasure. We shall be glad to insert
any incidents with which our. correspondents may furnish us, illustrating
the uncompromising devotion of Meth-0dist preachers in other years to the
·work of saving souls.-Ed.J
DEAR BRo. ROBERTS: I have before
.me a Prospectus for a new Monthly,
"'THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN." I like the
name, not for its newness, for Earnest
Christianity is no new thing. There
have been Earnest Christians in the M.
E. Church in by-gone days, as the following incident, which I give from
memory, after the lapse of about thirty
years, will prove.
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When·(the Rev. G. F--e was stationed at the first M. E. Church in
Rochester, a great revival occurred under his labors. The whole citv was
moved, and hundreds were com;erted.
A new and large church edifice was built.
When the time came for renting the
pews, the revival still continuing, the
trustees came to the preacher, just before the opening of the services one
Sabbath evening, and desired him to
give notice that the pews would be
rented; on a certain day of that week.
" And," said they, in a confidential
manner, "as we are deeply in debt, and
need all the assistance we can get, we
hope you will have as little noise and
excitement this evening, as possible;
so that some respectable persons who
feel favorably disposed towards us may
not be deterred from taking seats."
The minister gave no direct reply, but
went into the pulpit, and, as was his
wont, preached a powerful and moving
discourse. At the close of the sermon,
those who were willing to seek salva.
tion were invited forward, and the altar
was surrounded with weeping penitents.
After the penitents had come to the
altar, Brother F. arose and repeated
what the Trustees had said to himand then said, "Now, brethren, what
shall we do1 We have a good basement, and, if we should go down into
it, and invite these penitents to go,
some that feel the need of religion most
would go; others would leave the house,
and lose their convictions, and perhaps
their souls. The Trustees want the
money, and these souls want salvation;
I tell you what we will do. All you
that can pray come in and about the
altar, and we will have a camp meeting
time, and all pray. If the friends rent
pews afterwards, they will do so with
their eyes open. And if we make a
no'ise at any time, they cannot say we
deceived them."
This exhortation, given with the unction of the Holy Spirit, was nobly
responded to by the members who
crowded the altar. We had a camp
meeting time, and many souls were
saved.
J. A. LATTA.
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THE SUPERNATURAL IN CHRISU'IANITY.
-Instead of seeking to keep down
spiritual movements to the level of natural explanations, in an age whet1 natural marvels reach almost to miracles,
we ought rather to be impelled to pray
that they may put on a more striking
character of supernatural manifestation. To-day, more, by far, is necessary to carry into the mind of the
multitude a clear conviction, "It is the
hand of God," than was necessary in
other ages. When men saw few wonders from natural science, they readily
·
ascribed each wonder to Divine aaency
e
'
but now that they are accustomed to
see them daily, moral wonders must
swell beyond all pretext of natural explanations, before they are felt to be
from God. Is our footing firm? Do
we stand, or do we tremble? Is Christianity to seat herself in the circle of
natural agency, or to arise from the
dust, and prove that there is a God in
Israel? Are we to shrink from things
extraordinary? Are we to be afraid
of anything that would make skeptical
or prayerless men mock? Are we to
desire that the Spirit shall use us and
work in us to just such a degree as
will never bring a sneer upon us-to
pray, as a continental writer represents
some as meaning, "Give us of the
Holy Spirit, but not too much, lest the
people should say that we are full of
new wine. "-REv. WM. ARTHUR.Tongue of Fire, page 203.

WOULD YOU BE YOUNG
AGAIN?
Composed by Carolina, Baroness Nairn, in
1742, in her 76th year.
Would you be young again?
So would not I One tear to memory given,
Onward I'd hie.
Life's dark flood forded o'er,
All but at rest on shore,
Say, would you plunge once more,
With home so nigh?
If you might, would you now
Retrace your way?
W antler through stormy wilds,
Faint and astray?
Night's gloomy watches fled,
Morning all beaming red,
Hope1s smiles around us shed,Heaven ward-away I
Where, then, are those dear ones,
Our joy and deligl;it I
Dear and more dear,· though now
Hidden from sight?
Where they
to ba,
There is the land for me;
Fly time, fly speedilyCome, life and light I

WoRK OF THE SPIRIT.-To rejoice
that. the work of God is carried on
calmly, without much ado is in effect
to rejoice that it is
on with
less power, or that there is not so
much of the influence of God's Spirit;
for though the degree of the influence
of the S:pirit of God, on particular
persons, is by no means to be judO"ed
of by the degree of external
ances, because of the different constitutions, tempers and circumstances
of
yet if there be a very powerful mfluence bf the Spirit of God
on a mixed multitude, it will cause
way or other, a great visible commot10n.-PRESIDENT EDw.ARDS.

SAVING F AITH.-Let us depend upon
it, that nothing but real faith in Christ
proved to be genuine by a holy life,
can support us at last. That faith
which consists merely in a correct belief of the doctrines of grace, and
prompts to no self denial-that faith
which allows us to spend all our days
in serving self, content with merely refraining from outward sins, and attending to the ordinary duties of religionis no faith at all.
0, it is a solemn thing to die-an
awful thing to go into eternity, and disWE cannot vex the Devil more than
cover that we have been deceiving ourteaching, preaching, singing and talkmg of J esus.-LuTHER,
selves.-DR. JUDSON.

THE MILLENiu:M.

THE MILLENIUM.
BY BISHOP HAMLINE.

[THE following article copied from the
third volume of the Ladies' Repository,
is so appropriate to the conflict at present going on in the Church between
spirituality and formalism, that we conclude to give it entire to our readers.
To most of them it will be new, and
those who have read it will be glad to
give it another perusal.-Ed.]
THE word millenium, signifies a thousand years. In theology it denotes a
coming period, of the universal spread
and prevalence of holiness. As to its
manner, there are two differing opinions. The first is, that Christ will reign
personally on the earth, and that the
martyrs and eminent Christians will
rise from the dead, and share in his terrestrial reign. Others argue that Christ
will not appear in person, but will come
by the power of the Holy Spirit, and
that the resurrection of the martyred
saints denotes only the restoration of
their holy, self-denying tempers to the
hearts of Christians.
The fo:r:mer opinion has been embraced by thousands of learned and
pious men. Justin Martyr, who wrote
in the second century, earnestly .supports it. He claims that in his day it
was the commonly received opinion.
In modern times, Dr. Gill, Bishop Newton, Mr. Kett, and others of equal eminence, adopted this view of the subject.
Recently, some of the most respectable
divines in Europe and America have
become converts to the same faith. It
is said that in England, such men as
Baptiste Noel and Bickersteth are its
firm adherents. The opinion is gaining advocates amongst learned American divines.
If we are correctly informed, Mr.
W ollf, the converted Jew, now a presbyter of the Church of England, and a
sincere and zealous minister of Christ,
has extensively propagated this view
of the millenium in the English Church.
To him, more than to any other, may
2
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its present currency be traced. It is
said that he deems this view of the
prophecies important in regard to the
conversion of the Jews.
Some of the ablest living expositors
of Scripture in the west agree with this
opinion. A few openly advocate it.
Whether it gains or loses ground
amongst the clergy, we cannot say.
Our clerical acquaintances hold for the
most part, that the millenium will be a
period of unexampled religious pros.
perity, in which Christ will have spiritual dominion from sea to sea, and
from the rivers to the ends of the earth.
This is our own opinion, and for the
following reasons.
1. The prophecies which relate to
Christ's millenial reign are highly figurative in their style. This is the case
with the Book of Revelation. To interpret the fourth verse of the twentieth
chapter as simply implying a restoration of the spirit of the martyrs to the
Church, seeqis to us a warrantable license, taking into view the genius of
the Apocalypse. Should we insist on
the literal sense of this text, why not
also on the passages which describe the
binding of Satan with a great chain, or
the flight of the woman into the wilderness.
2. The personal reign of Jesus on
earth is hardly consistent with some
portions of Scripture, especially those
texts which speak of his second advent.
"And it is appointed unto men once to
die, but after this the judgment; so
Christ was once offered to bear the sinS;
of many; and unto them that look for
him shall he appear the second time
without sin unto salvation." Here the
judgment and the "second coming" are
connected, in a way that precludes the
millenial advent.
3. The passage in Revelation xx 4
speaks not of the bodies, but of
souls of the martyrs. "I saw the souls
of them that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for the word of God·
and they lived and reigned with Christ
a thousand years." How natural to
this as denoting the restora.
t10n to the Church, in her millenial
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state, of the purity and zeal which glowed in the hearts of her ancient confessors. As Elijah was restored to the
world in the person of John the Baptist, of whom the Saviour said, " Elias
hath already come ; " so the ancient witnesses will return in the persons of
many holy ministers, who shall not
count their lives dear unto them, if they
may but minister as becomes the Gospel, and finish their course with joy.
Happy Church, and blessed period,
when a martyr's spirit shall glow in
every pious bosom ! And "the time
is at hand." There are signs which
none need mistake, of the near approach
of the Saviour's universal dominion.
He shall soon " take to himself his great
power, and reign King of Rations, as he
is King of saints."
As to the commencement of this
happy period, we have little to say concerning it. It is near at hand. Of this
there can be no doubt. How nearwhether at the door, or one, twenty-five,
or one hundred and fifty-eight years distant, can be of little consequence. Too
much may have been written already
on this point. It is important to believe firmly that it is near ; but what
practical benefit could result from
knowing the day or the year?
It seems to us unadvised to draw the
attention of the Churdh to what may
properly be called curious and unlearned questions. And have we not done
it in regard to the millenium? Its exact period, its mode of commencing, its
implications as it regards the personal
coming of Christ, are of no great practical moment, or they would have been
revealed so clearly as not to admit of
pros and cons. These are unlearned
questions-that is, they are unlearnable, not being set forth with certainty
in the Scriptures. The fact that they
are not, is a hint to man. He should
let them alone, or at least touch them
,Jightly and diffidently. Over and above
mere hints, we are admonished to
" avoid" them. " It is not for us to
know the times and seasons which God
hath put in his own power." Creatures
cannot tell us the when of these things,

nor the how in any precise detail. Why
should we, launching on the sea of God's
providence, attempt to navigate regions
which the chart he has given does not
cover ? Let us explore where he offers
pilotage and anchorage. Let us bear
away from courses uninvited and unwarranted, and betake our:selves to the
voyage on which he sends us. He commissions us to sail in the regions of repentance, and afterwards in the
of faith and love. When we have mrcumnavigated these fields, and have no
more discoveries to make or depths to
sound, let us strive how many we can
take in convoy over the regions we have
so thoroughly explored. When we
have the world in our wake, and not a
craft on its surface is heading towards
perdition, then-no, not even then may
we launch beyond the limits of our commission ! Then we will cast anchor,
and wait for further orders.
Some think these things are revealed.
If revealed, why so much labored argument ? why so many and different opinions ? If revealed, they are facts, ·and
should be presented as clearly as the
facts of history. What orthodox couplet of high or low Churchman ever debated whether there shall be a resurrection anda judgment-whether there isa
heaven or a hell? These are Gospel
postulates with all but infidels. So is
the millenium; but not its period, nor
the manner of Christ's coming to dwell
among his saints ; whether in person,
or by the presence of the Comforter.
Let us hold on to the postulate then,
and make good use of it, but leave all
else where God is pleased to leave it.
Let us hold on to the postulates, that
courage and zeal may not be wanting
in the warfare whose issues involve this
holy, blessed. millenium.
Some other things are revealed which
it deeply concerns us to ponder. We
should know that perilous times are at
hand. Dread darkness will go before
the sunrise of the millenium. This is
told us for a warning. Shall we stir
curious questions, and pass admonitions
by? He would be a reckless officer,
who should disregard the reports of
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faithful spies. "An ambush," say they,
" is in your van. A fearful foe lurks
in the fastnesses of yonder heights, at
the base of which you are leading your
thronging legions." The commander
hears, calls a halt, draws up his troops,
and when they wait to hear a spiritstirring appeal to their courage and ambition, and warnings to beware, their
General entertains them with lively and
graphic descriptions of the cities they
shall conquer, and the booty they shall
win. Is this the way to triumph ? It
is the way to disaster and defeat. Is it
not our way? What, sing and shout
in millenial tones, while ambuscades
are thickening all around us, and shutting Zion in on every side ! An army
of formalists presses her on one side,
and hosts of errorists on the other side.
These mix and sweeten poisons to de.stray her-those waft upon her the
.spirit of slumber. Under both, she
nods and sickens. And shall we fall to
and entertain her drowsy, enfeebled
senses, with things sweet and savory to
her palate? She wants music. Give
it to her ; but let it be none of your
soft, cozening symphonies about a
"millenium at hand." Sound an alarm
in God's holy mountain. The foe! the
:foe! should be exclaimed by all her
wateh;men along the extended walls of
J' erusalem. Yet she is putting off her
armor, as though her enemy were finally and for ever repulsed. Repulsed !
There never was an hour in fifteen centuries so full of brooding mischief to
the Church, as is this very hour. Her
own zeal has inspirited her foes, and her
own providence has taught them.
Would to God that she could profit by
her own experience, as they do by her
example!
One thing is certain. Ours will be a
.day of conflict. The Scriptures which
·admonish us of perilous times, are so
near being fulfilled, that the event begins to interpret the prophecy. The
millenium, as is generally supposed,
may be near-tnat is, within two centuries of us. But in the meantime,
there are waiting for sudden development the elements of fiercer persecu-
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tions than ever yet raged on earth.
These the Church must endure, and she
should be making ready for the travail.
Is this unwelcome intelligence ? It
ought to be most welcome. Persecutions are precursory of the millenium.
"In the last days, perilous times shall
come." And if perils are to herald the
reign of the Messiah, shall we dread
their approach? They are graves which
lie between us and the augured triumphs
of the cross. They are shadows which
we are assured must gather around us,
that out of their deepest gloom may
spring, to our transport, the intense,
abiding light. Shall we lament the
trials, which however they involve us,
are harbingers of Zion's universal conquests? No. We hail the era of persecution. If we must pass through this
strait gate to the millenium, thank God
that we begin to feel its pressure. Let
the enemy exult upon us-let the
kindling fires burst forth-let blood
flow like rivers. These violences are
the throes of a new birth, and shall result in the regeneration of a world.
But in the meantime, what should
be the attitude of the Church? It should
be boldly offensive. No effort should
be relaxed, no em prise of charity abandoned. Otherwise, her zeal and toil
should be increased a thousand-fold.
She should be above past example, a
praying, laboring, suffering witness for
Jesus and his truth.
First, she should be a praying witness. vV e c-ontinually forget the power
of prayer; or if not, we are indolent
and worldly, and do not apply this
power to help on the conquests of Zion.
If you were now called upon to select
the most efficient of Christ's militant
followers, to whom more than to any
others, Zion is indebted for her advances
and her victories, where would you look
for them? In the pulpit? You might
mistake. Would you fix your eye on
a public-spirited professor, who gives
ten thousand dollars to a college, ten
thousand to a theological seminary, ten
thousand to the missions, and ten thousand to the Bible society? You might
greatly err. I would not go to the pul-
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pit, or to the list of charities to make
this selection; but I would go to the
closet. Give me access to the devotions of the closet, and power to ascertain who spends most time in secret
prayer, and wrestles with most faith
and fervor for God's blessing on a perishing world, and I will, with bold
assurance, point out the most efficient
of Christ's militant followers. The
humblest subaltern in Zion's armies
may be the bravest of her warring
bands-her champion in God's sight,
who seeth not as man seeth-who
judges not from the outward or formal
organization of the Church, but looketh
on the heart. Probably such a champion might be found in some undistinguished mother in Israel, who for fifty
years has been drawing nearer and
nearer to God, and now with almost
open vision, a faith clear as sight, wrestles day and night for the revival of
God's work, exclaiming, 0, that the salvation of Israel were come out of Zion !
And this is emphatically woman's
sphere. Does she ask what she can do
for Zion? I answer, pray. Pray as
Abraham did for Sodom, and with
more perseverance. Do this and you
shall stand in the front of battle. The
invincibles in Immanual's army are
those who, with uplifted weapons, receive the enemy on their knees. Woe
to them who make an onset in this direction. They will meet the captain
of the Lord's host, and will be scattered
like chaff before the wind.
And when the whole Church aw:tkes
to prayer-when each of her members
thirsts after God, and weeps day and
night for perishing sinners, the world
will be moved. A heavenly power
will descend and sway the minds of its
perishing millions, and like the multitudes on the day of Pentecost, these
millions will exclaim with one voice,
" Men and brethren, what shall we
do?"
But the Church must be a laboring
witness for God. She must no longer
busy herself about the world. She
must turn her energies into another
channel. Her enterprise must be di-

rected towards the relief of the spiritual,
not merely the temporal wants of our
nature. She must evidence that her
treasure is truly in heaven, and that her
business is to accumulate riches there.
She must prosecute her work of saving
souls with a zeal proportionate to her
avowed estimate of the value of the
soul. She is, even now, a busy Church.
What a bustling scene does she present
to the observer! But what is she doing? Buying and selling, and getting
gain-hoarding up silver and gold, and
lavishing both in extravagant outlays
for sumptuous dwellings and prideful
display. The disciple of Jesus, with
successful emulation, rivals the vainest
and most profligate of the world ; and
from their manner and apparel, who
can distinguish the Church from the
world-the modest bride of Christ from
the bold and flaunting harlot? 0, what
a stripping of herself will there be from
the disguises she hath so long worn !
What a putting off of pride and its coverings-what aversions from sin and
its indulgences-what a dressing herself in the decent attire of a humble,
laboring, blood-bought Church, whose
business it is to come out from the
world, and bring the world out from
itself to serve the living God. The
hour is at hand when prince and princess will turn exhorters in the cause of
God, and the saloons of the palace will
witness the birth and halleluiahs of converts to righteousness.
And why not now? Why not enter
at once on the blessed avocations of
piety and charity? Why not to-day
commence the labors which are to bless
the perishing nations with a millenium?
Let the reader and the writer make two
of the number who shall toil henceforth
to millenialize the world. Let us, in
this holy cause, do what our handsour lips-find to do, with our might.
We may stir up others to join us in
these labors. It may expose us to some
reproach ; but Jesus will not frownit may cost us sufferings; but we should
remember that the Church must also
become a suffering witness for Jesus.
What will be the mode or amount of
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her sufferings we cannot well determine.
Scorn and derision from her foes, and
treachery from her friends, will greatly
annoy and waste her. Her enemies
have scarcely yet commenced their
assaults. The Church has done little
to provoke derision. She is now so
like the world, that the world, which
loves its own, can tolerate her with
great comfort. When her example becomes reproving, and the world is
frowned from her fellowships, we shall
see a change. Then men will be provoked to ancient proofs of the malignant wickedness of the heart. It will
then be seen that God and his Son are
not less abhorred than when Noah
built the ark, and Christ was " crucified
and slain."
But the severest sufferings of the
Church will fl.ow from direct and cruel
persecution. Let none suppose for a
moment that no more trials of this sort
await us. Look for sanguinary scenes.
The spirit of past ages is rolling back
upon us, and already we can see the
swell and hear the surge. Zion has
endured sharp conflicts, and has won
hard-fought fields. In certain periods
of her militant career, she has been bold
and faithful. Sometimes she might have
been addressed,
"Servant of God, well done; well hast thou fought!"

But to her it cannot be said, as to
Abdiel" The easier conquest now remains to thee l"

Like Satan and his discomfited legions,
after the first day's onset, her enemies
have invented new weapons of war,
and
"Not distant fal', with heavy pace, the foe
Approaching gross and huge,"

trains his infernal enginery, compasses
is
the camp of the saints about,
waiting to lay waste the beloved city.
Our business should be to prepare to
witness for Jesus by meek and patient
suffering. The approaching conflict will
call for the exercise of all the passive
virtues. True, we must remit no holy
enterprise. Our missions must be sustained, our revivals encouraged, our
henevolent associations all cherished
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and multiplied a thousand fold ; but
while we act, we must also be ready to
die for Jesus.
In conclusion, if all the Church were
to assume the attitude of a praying,
laboring, suffering witness for Jesus,
we need not look far forward to the
millenium. We should suddenly find
ourselves making our triumphant entrance upon its opening scenes of light
and joy.
MINISTERS IN DANGER OF SELFDECEPTION. - "Examine yourselves
whether ye be in the faith," is an admonition necessary for ministers as
well as for people. Men are liable to
be deceived with regard to their own
conversion, and to satisfy themselves
with a work of the imagination instead
of the work of the Spirit. Let us,
therefore, compare our experience with
the Word of God, and satisfy ourselves
that we are truly born of the Spirit.
We are in danger of being deceived
in another way. Having been really
born of God, we may backslide in
heart, lose the Spirit we then received
from Heaven, and yet retain the form,
the morals, and the profession of Christianity, and still persuade ourselves
that we are as pious as when we were
warm in our first love ! Let us look
into this matter, and see whether we
are, indeed, as near to Christ as when
we were first made partakers of his
love. We ought to be nearer; we
should be growing in grace; and in the
knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.
-BISHOP HEDDING. Address to Genesee Conference, in 1842. Hedding's
L'ife, page 575.
ADMINISTERING DISCIPLINE.- It is
better to let many vicious persons
go unpunished, or uncensured, when
we want full evidence, than to censure one unjustly, which we may easily do if we go upon presumptions,
which is sure to bring on the pastors
the scandal of partiality, and of unrighteous and injurious dealing, and thereby
cause all their reproofs and censures to
become contemptible.-B.AxTER.
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REDEMPTION.
BY REV. J. W. REDFIELD.

WE are compelled to indorse the
doctrine that redemption must cover
the entire evil resting on our race resulting from the fall. And, if we accept Christ as our second Adam, to fill
the place of our first progenitor, vested
with full power to repair the whole
wrong, we must likewise own that doctrine in detail, and in its application to
the parts of man's interests to be repaired.
To deny power, capability, or design to cover the whole, is to undeify
Christ--is to reduce him to a secondrate god, and make him inadequate to
meet the exigencies of the case. The
term redemption means the ransom,
deliverance, and restoration of a lost
or captive being, to a condition equal
to that which has been lost. In dura·
tion it must reach from Adam to the
last man that shall die. In breadth it
must cover our moral nature, and our
mental faculties; em bracing reason,
memory, and all else pertaining to a
thinking, designing, and independent,
yet responsible being. In extent, it
must span the tomb, and go down to
the utmost limits of the wasteless ages
of eternity.
We take all these positions thus far
to be granted, and proceed to elaborate
the points as to the time and conditions
of. redemption. To get a fair starting
point, we must make the statement,
that our progenitor Adam, by one act
of disobedience, cut us loose, and set
us adrift far from God, the only fountain of life; so that the only life we
have, out of and from God, is due to
the unspent forces used in our creation;
and the result is, death will terminate our career in every sense, except
that immortality which could not become extinct, because our powers, primarily given, were never placed under
its control. Nor could they be ; for
any effort on our part to extinguish
being, would but add a life-sustaining
effort. Try, for example, to cease
thinking, and you will only increase

power and concentration of thought.
The question now is, how can we get
back to the life-giving and life-perpetuating fountain ? The chasm that separates us, in our fallen condition, from
Deity, is too broad for mortal to cross;
our Babel towers are too insignificant
to enable us to climb to Heaven. Nor
could we bear the approach, for " God
is a consuming fire." Nor could God
endure us, but must spurn us from his
presence. For aught we can see, God
had but one possible way to put us in
connection with the fountain; and that
was to open the communication by
means of His SoN, whose right hand
of Divinity could be laid on the only
true God, and then attach to that a
pure, unpolluted humanity, that might
touch us and impart to us the quickening principle, from the life-giving fountain. If Christ, then, is to be our
Adam, our Redeemer, he must not
simply heal, but resuscitate. He takes
not Adam's children to mend them,
but to make them over, and we become the children of God, being the
children of the resurrection. It follows, that if Christ undertakes our cure,,
only after death has done its work,
that each and every part must first suf-.
er death before we are proper subjects
of resurrection or redemption. What
more natural then, than that Christ
should begin to redeem where our ruin
began? The beginning, then, is with
us, as trangressors, and we must first
die to active sin, before we can be
brought to spiritual life.
The conditions of this are-that we
stop sinning, repent of sin, pray to conquer-deliberately take the cross, the
instrument of death, (ceasing to sin
does not kill us nor bring us to life,)
and confess to the world our want of
Christ, and thus a final blow is given
to our reasoning, our vain philosophy,
and our plans of saving ourselves. We
are now dead to active sin, and to the
opinions of the enemies of God. The
last act of faith in Christ touches the
crucified human nature, and instantly
life is imparted, guilt is gone, and we
are redeemed from the pangs of con-
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demnation, and adopted into the family
of God.
But is this all that was lost through
Adam, and restored through Christ ?
I answer, this is not the death caused
by Adam. We have thus far spoken
only of redemption from the death due
to known transgressions. The te:p.dencies of our natures to evil, for which
we feel no condemnation, and which
we inherited from Adam, still lie
masked; and they will struggle for ascendency. They naturally incline us
away from
Our next work then,
is to secure the restoration of the image
of God. And here again the death
pangs must precede the resurrection of
our moral natures. We need only try
our remodeling ene1 gies in forcing good
fruits, hoping to discipline ourselves
into harmony with God, to find out
that something above the human must
be brought to bear, if we succeed.
What then more appropriate than that
we begin, item by item, to starve the
wrong tendencies and affections to
death; to take them in their order, and
make of them 11ll a burnt offering before the Lord? Whatever we have on
earth, which causes us to swerve from
hearty love and obedience to God, give
up, crucify. Resolve to die, rather
than furnish a single supply for one
passion that diverts from God. And
now reach out the shriveled hand of
faith and lay hold of Jesus, and we are
so restored in our moral tendencies,
that we feel that God's will and our
wills harmonize. But who will say
that a change in our affections, and
moral tendencies, back to harmony
with God, completes the full restoration to what was lost in the fall? We
must have had senses capable of appreciating spiritual things. These have
been closed. But the Gospel on the
day of Pentecost, developed. capacities
rather than created them. But as the
death blow must precede the restoration, the sufferings preceding the restoration are usually the burdens borne
in doing the duties devolving upon us.
We may look in this direction for
the reasons why even the state of holi-
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ness ceases to supply the wants of the
soul fully, so that those in that state
lose the freshness 6f the joys of full
salvation. Our nature is ever on the
stretch for progress, and how natural
that each acquisition should cease to
satisfy, when well understood and enjoyed. Each acquisition increases the
longing for more. An innate presentiment possesses all minds, that onward
and upward is our interminable course.
Who does not feel, that to make a limit,
however distant in the world to come,
to the possible progress of the soul,
cripples our energies and depresses our
aspirations ? Intellect must be redeemed, and then the things of God are
open to our comprehension. So must
the body first pass to dust before it
can be resurrected. The earth, too,
shall be consumed, and then shall redemption bring back from its ashes a
new world, and Christ shall see of the
travail of his soul and be satisfied.
TARRY AT JERUSALEM.-Dr. P. said
to me a few hours after receiving the
fullness of salvation, "Mr. Wesley says
that one sanctified person is equal to
ten conversions, as it will result in
that." So I have found, that in due
proportion to the extent and depth of
the work of holiness in the church, has
the extent and permanency of the work
of conversion been among sinners.REDFIELD.
I FIND it impossible to avoid offending guilty men; for there is no way of
avoiding it but by our silence or their
patience; and silent we cannot be, because of God's commands; and patient
they cannot be, because of their guilt
and partiality .-BAXTER.
WHEN God contemplates some great
work he begins it by the hand of some
poor weak human creature, to whom he
afterwards gives aid, so that the enemies
who seek to obstruct it are overcome.LuTHER.
NOTHING we do for God, in the cause
of humanity is lost, either to the cause
or to ourselves.-BrsHOP OF CALCUTTA.
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SHOUTING AMONG SCOTCH
SECEDERS.
MAXWELL P. GAnms, in his Footprints of an Itinerant, gives an interesting account of the conversion of his
mother, who was, at the time, a staunch
member of the old Scotch Seceders'
Church. Her son John had been converted at a Methodist Camp Meeting,
and thus, in the estimation of the parents, brought disgrace upon the family.
The mother positively forbade his going
again among the Methodists. She said
"she felt it to be her duty, as a parent,
if possible, to restrain him from bringing any additional obloquy upon the
family. She would compel him to
obey her commands at all hazards."
That evening a Methodist meeting was
held at a neighbor's, and missing John,
she concluded he had gone, contrary to
-her injunction. She resolved to follow,
and to compel him to return. She
left the house in a great rage, breathing out terrible threatenings against the
Methodists, and all who attended their
meetings. Passing the barn she heard
the voice of her son John praying. She
stood and listened, and was at once
powerfully convicted by the Spirit of
God. She was seized with trembling,
her whole frame shook, and her strength
left her in a moment. She had to take
hold of the logs of the old barn to keep
from falling to the earth. With difficulty she reached the house, and retired to rest.
"My father," continues Mr. Gaddis,
"had fallen into a deep sleep. However, the agony of my mother soon became so great that she "cried out in
the night.watches upon her bed." This
aroused my father, and spread alarm
through all that part of the house.
Father sprang out on the floor, lighted a
candle, and cried out, "Mary! Mary! do
tell me what is the matter with you ! "
My mother made him no reply, but
with her hands clasped upon her breast,
with streaming eyes, continued, in the
in the most plaintive manner, to plead
with God for Christ's sake to have
mercy upon her soul. My father was

alarmed and bewildered. He ran into
the other part of the dwelling ai1d
awoke my brother John, and said,
"Come! 0, come quickly into my
room; your mother has an attack of
the 'hysterics ! ' Come, get up and go
for the doctor, I fear she will die soon,
unless she gets relief."
John arose and concluded to go and
see his mother before he started for the
physician. On entering her bedroom
he soon discovered that she had no
need of medical assistance. Christ, the
physician of the sin-sick soul, was all
she wanted now. As soon as mother
discovered my brother, she entreated
his forgiveness, and asked him to get
down and pray to God to forgive her
also, and change her nature, too. My
brother instantly fell upon his knees
and cried to God to set her soul at liberty. Oh! it was a time of deep anguish. The conflict lasted several hours.
She continued to cry, "Lord help me."
At last the Comforter came, and said
to the weeping Mary," Daughter, be
of good cheer, thy sins which are many,
are all forgiven thee; go in peace, and
sin n.o more." It was in that hour,
Her tongue broke forth in unknown strains,
And sang redeeming love.

My mother shouted aloud for joy,
and my brother rejoiced with her. The
balance of the night was nearly all
spent in prayer and praise. My father,
who had been an eye witness of all that
passed, said the only thing that comforted him at the time, was the reflection, that it had all occurred in the
night--the neighbors would not know
it, and the family would be saved from
disgrace. I have often heard him state
he thought they were both partially
deranged, and would be restored to
their senses by the light of the morning. This, however, was a delusive
hope. The following morning father
assembled the family as usual for worship. He read a psalm, and then sung
it, and kneeled down to pray; but soon
after he commenced, mother began to
praise God, in an audible voice. This
was a breach of decorum that my
father could not endure. He ceased
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praying at once, rose up from his knees,
and left the house. He did not return
again till called in to breakfast. This
was of frequent occurrence during the
week.
On the following Sabbath the family,
as usual, went to their own church.
The services were unusually solemn,
on that day. The Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper was administered. The
sermon was well adapted to the occasion, and long before its close my
mother was very happy. She shouted
aloud for joy. The consternation of
both minister and people was very
great, as mother continued to "bless
God in the Sanctuary." At last the
minister was overwhelmed with confusion, and took his seat in the pulpit;
a part of the congregation fled from
their seats toward the door, with great
fear and trembling ; the services were
speedily brought to a close, and as the
congregation returned home, they said
one to another, "We have seen strange
things to-day."· Among all of them
that retirea from the house that day,
none were so deeply chagrined as my
father. Mother was now considered
partially deranged, and, if not restored,
would soon be a fit subject for the Insane Asylum.
In the mean time, the news had
spread throughout the neighborhood,
like fire in dry stubble, that the good
old-fashioned, psalm-singing Seceders
had caught the Methodist fire, and were
actually engaged in shouting in the public congregation. This strange news
brought together a large congregation
to see and hear for themselves. Our
family repaired to their own place of
worship as usual. The services were
commenced, and conducted in the usual
manner about half way through, when,
on a sudden, the Spirit of God filled the
heart of my mother, and she broke out
in joyful strains of "halleluiah to God"
for what he had done for her soul. The
congregation was thrown into great
confusion, and the minister remarked
that he would sit down for a while, and
as soon as quiet was restored, he would
try to proceed with his discourse. The
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of my mother was very great,
and it was some time before she ceased
to praise the God of her salvation. The
excitement in the audience was indescribable; all present seemed to be overwhelmed with a sense of the majesty
and power of God. I have often heard
my father remark that, at that time he
would cheerfully have given all he possessed to be free from the odium thus
brought upon the family and upon his
own church by these strange religious
exercises of my mother.
The third Sabbath arrived, and a
greater crowd assembled at the church
to see· for themselves. The minister
had not preached long before my mother commenced praising God in an audible manner. The minister was sorely
displeased, and cried out at the top of
his voice, ORDER! Order! Order! But
mother heeded not the words, but contiirned to praise the Lord with a loud
and clear voice. Her pastor, finding
that she disregarded his commands,
called upon the elders of the church, in
the most imperative manner, to go and
remove her from the pew. But alas
for the poor elders! although they
loved their minister, not one of them
even arose from their places to attempt
to execute his orders. Their courage
was not equal to the task ; they seemed to act as though they were much
more safe to keep at a respectful distance. Mother continued to shout till
the whole congregation was melted to
tears. After she had desisted, the minister arose and dismissed the congregation, which retired hastily, in the greatest possible confusion; some crying,
others scoffing.
Things had now come to a crisis.
The minister was very angry. In the
early part of that week mother received a written notification to " attend
trial " before the " session," to answer
the charge of "disorderly conduct in the
house of God;" specification, for shouting three successive Sabbaths. When
the period for the trial arrived, both
my parents repaired to the church. The
session reported that after " mature deliberation, we have concluded not to
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examine Mrs. Gaddis upon the charge
preferred against her, or to inquire any
further at present into the peculiar·nature of her religious exercises. We
also have unshaken confidence in her
piety and integrity, and do not wish to
throw any obstacles in her way. We
will not even pass an OFFICIAL CENSURE
upon her late conduct at· church."
Soon after, Mrs. Gaddis joined the
Methodist Episcopal Church, in which
shouting was in order, and she was not
long after followed by almost all of her
family.
REST IN HEAVEN.
BY H. T. LYTE.

MY rest is in Heaven, my home is not here,
Then why should I murmar at trials severe?
Be hushed, my sad spirit, the worst that can
come,
But shortens thy journey, and hastens thee
home.
It is not for me to be seeking my bliss,

Or building my hopes in a region like this;
I look for a city that hands have not piled,
I pant for a country by sin undefiled.
No scrip for my journey, no staff in my hand,
A pilgrim and stranger, I press for that land;
My way may be rough, but it cannot be long,
So I'll smooth it with hope, and I'll cheer it
with song.
The thorn and the thistle around me may grow;
I would not lie down upon roses below;
I ask not my portion, I seek not my rest,
'Till I find them forever, eternally bless'd.
.Afflictions may damp me, they cannot destroy,
One glimpse of his love turns them all into joy;
And the bitterest tears if he smile but on them,
Like dew in the sunshine, tum diamond or gem.
Let troubles and dangers my progress oppose,
They'll only make Heaven more sweet at the
close;
Come joy, or come sorrow, whate'er may befall,
One moment in glory will make up for all.

WE grieve the Holy Spirit by little
sins, and thus lose our only support.-

DR.

JUDSON.

WHERE ARE WE DRIFTING 1
BY AN OLD METHODIST.

EvERY worldly fashion has its day.
So have religious fashions; by which
we mean the phases which meet the
casual observer, and give him the first
abiding impression of the nature, quality, and design of religion. Once our
church, as a whole, made the impression everywhere, that we ministers
and members believed the Bible, and
believing it, saw the world lying in the
wicked one, and having only to die to
be lost. With the love of Christ in
our souls we could no more trifle with
religion, joke or jest with sinners, than
we could trifle with the poor convict on
his way to the gallows.
The Bible was true to us, for we believed it. Religion was a reality, and
we knew it. Our work was before us,
and our plans to accomplish our work,
(the salvation of sinners,) were natural,
and suggested by the difficulties to be
overcome, and the noble end to be
gained.
Knowing the corrupt tendencies of
the heart, we did not dare to pander
to a corrupt taste by remodeling the
severe demands of the law, and converting half-way outward obedience into a
conventional rule, by which to make
an honorable distinction between gentlemen and lady professors, from the
unmannerly and uncouth poor. Our
churches were plain and a free seat for
everybody. Every man felt, if a
stranger even, "there is a shelter and a
seat for me in a Methodist church." It
was felt that every real christian would
extend
to the stranger; yes
a Methodist church was a bethel to
wayfaring man. It was the fashion;
Gon made that fashion ; true piety
fostered it. The plain preacher knew
there was a stranger in the house. The
leader was sure that not idle curiosity,
but heartfelt interest, would induce him
to come into a despised Methodist
church. Preacher, leader and member had a kind look, and a vigorous
shake of the hand was enough ; the
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stranger is at home. Sinners saw nothing to mar the symmetry of Bible religion. They were convinced of the
truth of Bible religion, sought it, obtained it, lived it, and died triumphantly. The end was gained. The
grand impression was made on the
world that a Methodist church was the
place where honest hearts communed
with God.
That fashion is changing fast. What
mean those towering steeples? Is it to
vie in stateliness with ambitious neighbors? Go inside. What is the minister trying to do? To win applause or
sinners? Which? Where is the poor
man's seat? Who has monopolized
the gallery? and who presides at the
worshipping machine? Who welcomes
the stranger, and tries to win him to
Jesus ? Where are the members ?
Surely these cannnot be Methodists,
so thoughtless, sleepy, and so gaudily
attired. Where are the Methodists ?
Where? the answer comes. And where
are we drifting ?
QUARTERLY MEETING OF OLDEN
TrnE.-ln Upper Canada a gracious
revival had commenced in 1797, chiefly
through the instrumentality of Calvin
Wooster, whose fervency of spirit led
him forth in the work of reformation
in a most remarkable manner, and with
singular success. In company with
Samuel Coate, he volunteered his services as a missionary to this distant
field of labor, and after enduring almost
incredible hardships on their way, for
they lodged no less than twenty-one
nights in the wilderness, they arrived
just in time to attend a quarterly meeting on the Bay of Quinte circuit. After the preaching on Saturday, while
the presiding elder, Darius Dunham,
retired with the official brethren to hold
the Quarterly Meeting Conference,
Brother Wooster remained in the meeting to pray with some who were under
awakenings; and others who were groaning for full redemption in the blood of
Christ. While uniting with his brethren in this exercise, the power of the
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Most High seemed to overshadow the
congregation, and many were filled with
joy unspeakable, and were praising the
Lord aloud for what he had done for
their souls, while others, "with speechless awe, and silent love," were prostrate on the floor.
When the presiding elder came into
the House, he beheld these things with
a mixture of wonder and indignation,
believing that "wild-fire" was burning
among the people. After gazing for a
while, with silent astonishment, he
kneeled down and began to pray to
God to stop the "raging of the wildfire," as he called it. In the meantime,
Calvin Wooster, whose soul was burning with the "fire of the Holy Spirit,"
kneeled by the side of Brother Dunham, and while the latter was earnestly
praying for God to put out the wildfire, Wooster softly whispered out a
prayer in the following words, " Lord,
bless Brother Dunham ! Lord, bless
Brother Dunham !" Thus they continued for some minutes; when, at
length, the prayer of Brother "'Vil ooster
prevailed, and Brother Dunham fell
prostrate on the floor; and ere he arose,
received a baptism of that very fire
which he had so feelingly deprecated,
as the effect of a wild imagination.
There was now harmony in their prayers, feelings, and views ; and this was
the commencement of a revival of religion, which soon spread through the
entire province; for as Brother Dunham was the presiding elder, he was
instrumental in spreading the sacred
flame throughout the district, to the
joy and salvation of hundreds of immortal souls--Bangs' Hist. M. E. 0.
RELIGIOUS ExCITEMENT. --Eternal
things are so great, and of such vast
concern, that there is great absurdity
in men's being but moderately moved
by them. And when was there ever
such a thing since the world stood, as
a people, in general, being greatly affected in any affairs whatsoever, without noise or stir? The nature of rn.an:
will not allow it.-PRES. EDw ARDS•.
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Rev. E. W. Dunbar, from Now Bedford,
Mass., is laboring with them at present, with
great acceptability and success. Some twentyBY THE EDITOR.
THE Lord has enabled us, in His good Provi· five have taken letters and removed from the
dence during the year past, to travel some six city, but their membership has increased from
thousand miles, and participate in, as nearly as ninety to one hundred and eighty-eight. Their
we can judge, some four hundred religious Sabbath school is prosperous, with an average
meetir.gs. In over half that number it was our attendance of from one hundred and fifty to
privilege to preach the Gospel of the grace of one hundred and seventy-five. Their place of
God. The interest every where is beyond worship, a large room capable of holding four
what we ever saw before. In places where it or five hundred persons, has become too small.
was formerly difficult to secure a respectable They have hired a large church, and also, as
audience on a week day, to listen to our ablest we understand, the St. Louis Theatre for reli·
preachers, large congregations have come out gious meetings. God bless the pilgrims of St..
in dark nights, over muddy roads, to hear the Louis.
plain, searching truths of God's Word applied
AT ALBION, a large majority of the members
to their consciences. From two to four thou- have resolved to stand by Bro. Stiles, and the
sand persons have attended common grove truth God has commissioned him to proclaim.
meetings held in the busiest season of the year. They could have kept the church property; for
We have seen, too, what we hope inay yet the law of this State gives the control of church
be a common thing, souls awakened and clear· property to a majority of the corporators. But
ly saved, in the first meeting we held in a the brethren dreaded strife and litigation, and
the loss of spirituality consequent thereon. So
place.
Early in the spring it was our privilege to they gave up all, "taking joyfully the spoiling
spend several weeks with the brethren at ST. of their goods." With an energy equal to that
Loms. Here the previous winter, under the exhibited by the pioneers of Methodism they
labors of that faithful servant of God, Rev. J. purchased a lot, raised a subscription, and proW. Redfield, a deep and thorough revival of ceeded at once to the erection of a new house
God's work had taken place. Many felt that of worship. They are building a large, plain,
henceforth they must live and labor for the and commodious edifice. The audience room
salvation of souls. Finding a determined op- is to be fifty-five feet by eighty. An airy,
position from some in the church to which they pleasant basement, the whole size of the buildbelonged, and judging from the past that it was ing, will afford ample room for class and prayer
likely to continue, they thought it best for meetings.
those who were of one heart and one mind, to
They now hope to have it dedicated in Febgo together and form a new M. E. Church. ruary next. Their meetings, held at present
They were encouraged by the Presiding Elder in the Academy Hall, are full of interest. The
of the district, to expect that they would be hall is crowded to its utmost capacity.
regularly organized and cared for. But he afBUFF.A.LO has not been unvisited by mercy
terwards refused to do any thing for them.
They organized as a "Free Methodist Church," drops. The calls away to labor have been so
adopting the old Methodist Discipline as far as many and so urgent, that we could not devote
applicable to their circumstances, making non· that attention to home work which we desired
slaveholding one of the con(Utions of membership. to. More has been realized from the amount of
Their enemies predicted that they would go labor expended, than could have been reasonadown as soon as Dr. Redfield left them. But bly anticipated. Quite a number of precious
ifesus had giv.en them life in themselves. For souls have found the "peace that passeth all unabout six months they were without preacher, derstanding." Through the liberality of Mt'..
presiding elder or bishop. But the Goon SHEP· Jesse Ketchum, of the Congregationalist
IUJRD was wlth them. A lively interest was
church, we have a commodious house of workept up in their meetings. Souls were con- ship furnished for us, free of cost. We have
an interesting congregation, gradually increasverted all along.
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ing in size; a flourishing Sabbath school, and
three or four prayer meetings a week, well attended. We are looking for " showers of
blessings" from the hand of the Lord.

"Nazarite revival." May such a work of God
sweep all over our land.

.AT BROCKPORT, some six or seven devoted
Christians, who had struggled with opposition
and persecution in the church, feeling that
they must go where they could worship Godin
spirit, without giving ofitince, assembled in
February last in the Village Hall, to hold a
prayer meeting. The Lord was with them.
They have kept up Sabbath services since.
The little praying band has increased to over
fifty, most of the additions being persons who
have been converted through their instrumen·
talities. Daniel Sinclair has labored with
them most of the time. Finding the hall too
small to accommodate the congregation, they
have rented the Free Will Baptist church.
They have a flourishing Sabbath
and
are making their influence felt for good upon
the community.

The Ayrshire Express, Scotland, gives an interesting account of a work of grace in a Scottish village, in which conversions occurred in
nearly every house.
·

.AT PEKIN, several souls have found peace,
within the past few days, as the result of
some extra meetings held in Temperance
Hall.
.AT TON.A.WANDA a strong religious influence
prevails. Several have been converted of late.
The Lord gives Bros. Sinclair and Chesbrough
favor in the eyes of the people; their meetings
are crowded, and sinners are coming to the
Saviour.
THE WONDERFUL REVIVAL IN IRELAND is
still in progress. It is carried on in a manner
that confounds formalism and false philosophy.
Stalwart men of all temperaments, hardened in
sin, with nerves of iron ; wild young men,
women and children, in the midst of their work,
by the roadside, in the market places, as well
as in the meetings, are suddenly arrested and
struck down by the power of God. In the
deepest agony they cry for mercy, till the wail
of penitence is succeeded by the shout of deliverance. These "physical manifestations''
are common among all denominations, Episcopalians, Presbyterians and Methodists. At the
first breaking out of this revival, the enemies
of earnest Christianity among us, attempted to
throw ridicule upon it, stigmatizing it as a

.A.

VILLAGE

CONVERTED.

Fifteen months since, some friends belonging
to a coal-pit at Drumclare, a village near Slamanan, eighteen miles east of Glasgow, wrote
to Mr. Abercrombie to come over from .America to his native country, and become the
teacher of the children belonging to the pitmen.
He came, but soon had reason to regret the
step; and heartily did he wish and pray that
God in his all-wise Providence would open to
him the way to escape. He had been useful
as a teacher, and also as a certified preacher in
the States: and here he found no congenial
spirits, but was imprisoned in a small hamlet
of three hundred souls, who seemed to be sunk
far below the moral level of his countrymen .
The filth of the houses, the degradation of the
entire people; the cursing, obscenity, drunkenness, open Sabbath desecration, and the incidental poverty and misery, were too much for
him. He opened a meeting for prayer and
preaching ; almost no one would attend. .At
length, resolved while he was there that he
would work, he began to preach outside, and
near enough to the houses to be heard by the
inmates. Thus he continued preaching, exhorting and praying; and when he was well
nigh weary-about six months ago-he found
two or three evincing much concern, who were
ultimately led to trust in the Saviour, and rejoice
in Him--".these with great heartiness helped on
the work. Mr. .Abercrombie is a Baptist, and
as soon as a few, six or seven, gave evidence of
a change of heart, he invited Mr. Dunn, a
Baptist minister of Airdrie, to go over, and they
were baptized in the Black Loch. .A.t this ordinance, at which there were many witnesses,
great solemnity prevailed ; many were pricked
to their hearts, and very shortly afterwards, a
goodly number desired to confess Christ, and
were also baptized into his name. Last Saturday, .August 13, twenty-three were added to
the number; in all about sixty souls, out of an
adult population of about one hundred.
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LETTER FROM ENGLAND.

North of England-Great Revival-Newcastleon-Tyne- Miners converted - .A new Element-Sunderland- Wonderful Work.
Here in the north of England the Lord has ·
commenced a work which, we have no doubt,
will spread over the whole kingdom, if all holy
carefulness is observed on the part of the hosts
of the Lord as workers together with God in promoting it. The battle is the Lord's. But God
works through human agencies and with prepared instrumentalities. Church communities
are made up of individuals. Zion has might.
The time is come whe::i, in the most emphatic
sense, the God of battles would have her arise
and put on her strength, and in her individual
and collective capacity come up to the help of
the Lord against the mighty. Day and night
are we being penetrated yet more deeply with
the solemnity of our position, as we by an eye
of faith see the Captain of the hosts of Israel,
with drawn sword, standing as the conqueror
of his foes, for the defense of his own glory, and
we hear him saying to us: " The place whereon thou standest is holy."
Newcastle-on-Tyne is a place noted for its
stoical coolness and apathy, if not worse, even
infidelity; nothing has ever before seemed to
make an impression on the public mind or move
the masses. The population is about 120,000.
But here God began to pour out his Spirit in a
wonderful manner. The ministers and official
and leading men of the Church sought and obtained the baptism of fire, even as the early disciples on the day of Pentecost, and pentecostal
blessings brought pentecostal results, as we believe they ever will. The whole town seemed
to be moved. The Brunswick-place Chapel, that
will hold about 3,000 persons, was generally
crowded, and we were told that hundreds at
times had to leave, unable even to find standing room. Members from all the different evangelical Churches very largely mingled with us,
and many of them were blest with full salvation, and carried the influence to their own
Churches. In one Episcopal Church, where
the uRual number of communicants was about
sixty, at a recent communion they had over
two hundred ; at another (Independent) they
bad one hundred and thirty new communicants. A note received a few nights since,
states that in a place a few miles distant from

Newcastle, from which place a number of
miners came in every Saturday, and many of
them received this full baptism of the Spirit, a
work has broke out, and upwards of four hundred miners have been converted. The note
ends with the exclamation, " Glory be to God ! "
in which, I am sure, you will join.
You will see by our address that we are now
in Sunderland. It is two weeks yesterday
since we left Newcastle. It was difficult to
tear ourselves away. We were there thirty-eight days, and gladly would have remained thirty-eight more had not our engagements elsewhere prevented. The revival flame broke out the first day after our
arrival, and kept steadily and most rapidly
extending its more fervent, all pervading, and
penetrating influences during our stay. Meetings were, held both afternoon and evening
during the whole time, (neither Saturday nor
Sabbath afternoons were excepted,) and during
the whole time the interest increased and the
flame rose higher. The last afternoon and
evening exceeded all The presence of the
High and Holy One was so manifestly realized,
truth was felt in its deep spirituality, and everything seemed naked and open to the eyes of
Him with whom we had to do. Surely the
place was
yet glorious, on account of the
felt presence of God. During the period of our
visitation in Newcastle the secretaries of the
meeting took over thirteen hundred names
among the newly blessed.
In an official document, which we received
by post since we left, of resolutions passed at a
meeting of the ministers, stewards, leaders, etc.,
of Newcastle, the second resolution reads thus:
" 2. Thil'I meeting records, with sincere gratitude to Him to whom alone is the glory, that
during the thirty-eight days' labor of Doctor
and Mrs. Palmer in this place, very many
Church members received the baptism of the
Holy Ghost, and not fewer than thirteen hund!red persons decided for God, and besought the
prayers of his people. Many of these were
from the world, the others from different sections of the Church; and it is hoped that the
largest portion of tliern obtained peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ."
Rev. Mr. Young speaks of this revival in the
Watchman, which you perhaps have seen, as
an " Evangelical Alliance Revival," and truly
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we seem to have come to a point where "Eph- out and definitely seek this endowment of
riam shall not envy Judah, and Judah shall not power. Among the first to approach the comvex Ephriam." Frequently from five to six munion rail, as openly seeking the baptism of
ministers, and people of different denomina- fire, was one of the able ministers of this town.
tions, would take part in the prayer-meeting I neeO. not say that many followed him. And
exercises. The chief notices of this revival thus the work went on. On Monday afternoon
have been given to the public by an honored the leading men in the Church, with their
gentleman of this community who is known as wives, came forward in well-nigh a body, and
an Independent, and much devoted to the in- such an outpouring of the Spirit as we then reterests of his own Churchcommunity. He has ceived I cannot describe. Pentecostal blesspublished tracts on the subject, which have ing1:1, as before observed, bring pentecostal rebeen largely diffused, and is weekly furnishing sults. In the evening we had an overwhelmnotices of the work in the British Standard, ing congregation. The chapel is very large
published in London, and is applying to us for here, as in Newcastle. It was estimated that
facts, ect., connected with the revival, which as many as 3,000 were present. I believe we
we are unable to furnish for want of time. The should speak truly if we should say hundreds
revival in Newcastle is still most graciously were pricked to the heart. There was a rush
progressing. The day meetings have been dis- to the altar when the invitation was given.
continued, but the evening meetings are still The communion rail and all its surroundings
being held, and the Saviour of sinners is glori- being filled, and not being able to find places
ously present. On the evening we closed our for more under the circumstances, I said, as
labors, Rev. Mr. Young announced that he there was no more room around the altar, that
all who desired to seek the Lord and wished
would bring in a new element.
Some young men of remarkable promise had the prayers of God's people, would manifest it
been ma.de partakers of saving grace, and now by raising the right hand, and keeping it upit was announced that evening after evening it lifted till the recording angel had made the
might be expected that some of these young record. Hundreds of bands were uplifted in
converts might enter within the communion every part of the house. What a scene was
rail and testify for Jesus. This proved to be this; never shall I forget it! The place was
eminently of God. To use the expression of filled with the solemn, awful presence of the
one, "The young men of Newcastle are com- Triune Deity. We had endeavored to ask in
ing in by shoals!" We are informed that faith that every person in the house might be
about twenty persons are being saved nightly. arrested by the power of the Spirit, and it is our
And now what shall we say of Sunderland? belief it was even so. The next evening not
The work exceeds any thing we have ever be- only was the communion rail and other surfore witnessed either in America or Ireland. roundings filled, but the vestry was also crowdIt seems as if the whole community is being ed. The next evening the upper vestry, which
moved. Surely it is " not by might, nor by is used as the lecture-room, was also filled, and
power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord." Two about one hundred were blessed. For several
or three nights in succession the secretaries of evenings past we have three vestries engaged
the meeting have recorded the names of one for persons seeking the Lord to retire to, one
hundred and over, who have been made recip- of them especially for the children, and they
ients of grace. The number of seekers seems are mostly filled, sometimes crowded, besides
to be only boundeQ. by the accommod!!-tions we the communion rail. Overone thousand names
are able to furnish them on presenting them- have been recorded the past fifteen days, and
selves for prayer. It is now Tuesday. We still the work seemio only to have begun.
commenced our labors here on Sabbath after- "Halleluiah, the Lord God Omnipotent reignnoon two weeks since. We talked ab.out the eth." "Not unto us, not unto us, but unto thy
full baptism of the Holy Ghost, as received by name give glory for thy mercy and thy truth's
the early disciples on the day of Pentecost, as sake."
W.A.LTER 0. AND PHOEBE P.A.LMER.
the absolute necessity of believers of the pres·
-Olvristian
Advocate and Journal.
ent day. Many resolved that they would come
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LITERARY NOTICES.
SLAVERY IN THE METHODIST
CHURCH. BY ELIAS BOWEN,

EPISCOPAL

D. D. Auburn, William J. Moses, Printer, 1859.
The slavery question is one that can never
lose its interest until tke oppressed go free.
God will raise up men who will bear their testimony, at any peril, against what John Wesley calls "the sum of all villainies." Dr. Bowen's book is a strong, able, and emphatic rebuke of the sin of slaveholding in the Church.
We wish his book might be read by every minister and member of the M. E. Church. He
shows that the Church is responsible for slavery-that the anti-slavery cause in the M. E.
Church is declining, and that for this fearful
state of things the bishops are mainly responsible. He says : " The last General Conference developed the humiliating fact, that as a
Church, we had greatly deteriorated in our
anti-slavery character, especially for the last
few years; and that the slave-power had been
rapidly gaining ground among us, riveting our
chains, and deluding us with the idea of progress, in the very face of our anti-slavery hopes
and en'orts. The bishops, whose equivocal
silence had long and justly been regarded as
evidence of their sympathy with the slave
power, here iaid aside their wonted reserve,
and openly espoused the cause of Church
slavery, by throwing the full weight of their
influence in the way of prohibitory legislation
upon the subject."
This work is the more remarkable from the
fact that its venerable author has long occupied a prominent position in the Church. He
has counted. the cost of speaking out m behalfof
humanity, for he Rays in the Introduction, "The
liberty of speech and of the press, and the
rights of conscience, if not wholly taken from
us by the slave power which has usurped the
control of the Church, can no longer be exercised with safety. Persecution and proscription, the sure harbingers of fire and faggot in
those countries where religion is enabled to
avail itself of the civil arm, are forever staring
us in the face; and reminding us of the difficulties and perils that await our anti-slavery
enterprise."
This book is a 12 mo. of 31 '1 pages, and may
be bad, we presume, at Auburn, or of the author, at Cortland, Cortland Co., N. Y.

GENUINE AND SPURIOUS. In ail
ages of the Church, from the birth of Creation, when the Sons of God shouted for joy,
until the shout of the Arch-angel: with numerous extracts from the Old and New Testaments, and from the works of Wesley,
Evans, Edwards, .Abbott, Cartwright and
Finley. Giving a history of the outward
demonstrations of the Spirit, such as Laughing, Screaming, Shouting, Leaping, Jerking,
and Ealling under the power, &c. With
extensive comments, numerous anecdotes,
and illustrations, by G. W. HENRY, author
of "Trials and Triumphs, or Travels in
Egypt," " Twilight and Beulah," "Wedlock
and Padlock, temporal and spiritual," " Camp
Meeting Hymn Book," &c. With steel engraving of author and son. Published and
bound by the author. Oneida, Madison Co.,

SHOUTING :

N. Y., 1859.

The above is the title in full, of a work intended, and destined, we doubt not, to do good
service in promoting earnest Christianity, written by a remarkable man. :Blind Henry is a
genius. His conceptions are original. His
mode of advocating truth is peculiar. Though
without the advantages of an early literary training, and in later life suffering from the still
greater disadvantage of being entirely blind,
he has nevertheless written several books that
have had a wide circulation and been made a
a blessing to thousands.
The work before us is an able defence of
emotional religion. His statements are clear,
and sustained by arguments that cannot easily
be answered, even by those who refuse to be
convinced by them. The book abounds in interesting incidents, and cannot fail to be read
with pleasure and pr0fit. It contains 425
pages 12 mo., and as a mechanical production
is highly creditable to the skill of a blind man,
not brought up to the business of book making.
In the characteristic preface the author says:
"We expect to give an account in the judgment for every word we have written. Our
book is a child of prayer. Unceasingly have
we prayed for the Spirit's direction ; the
need of whieh we have felt especially, because our blindness compelled us to the unnatural method of writing through our son or
daughter.
Oh I Lord, if the book please Thee, give it
the wings of a carrier dove, and prepare its
way to the :firesides of thousands ; and may it
win many souls to Christ after we are dead.
Amen!"
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FREE CHURCHES.
BY

THE EDITOR.

Free Churches are needed to save the
rich.
THE Bible recognizes the existence of
special difficulties in the way of the salvation of the rich. "How hardly," says
Jesus, '{shall they that have riches enter
into the kingdom of God! For it is
easier for a camel to go through a
needle's eye, than for a rich man to
enter into the kingdom of God."
"They that will be rich," writes Paul,
"fall into temptation, and a snare, and
into many foolish and hurtful lusts,
which drown men in destruction and
perdition."
It would be easy to multiply quotations on this point; but these are sufficient. They show that wealth interposes serious obstacles to the eternal
salvation of its possessor. One great
difficulty is the comparative ease with
which the rich may commit and cover
up transgressions. Many a man yields
to sinful passions if the means to
gratify them are at hand, when he
would not do so if gratification were
more difficult. The certainty of present exposure and disgrace, has often
strengthened the faltering resolution of
the lowly; while the hope of sinning
with impunity lures the wealthy on
into the jaws of destruction. The
readiness with which the influential find
apologists for their misdeeds is a great
injury to them. Many a rich transgressor is kept in the church and encouraged to maintain a christian profession;
when, ifhe were poor, he would soon be
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shown his true position. A keen observer of human nature says" Through tattered clothes small vices do appear
Robes and farred gowns hide all."

We are sorry that this saying finds its
application in the church as well as in
the world.
But the chief danger of riches is
found in their tendency to beget and
foster pride. The Holy Ghost recognizes this tendency in the injunction to
the ministry, " charge them that are rich
that they be not high-minded." Every
one has observed it, either in himself
or in others. A secret enemy is the
most dangerous. A small force, concealed in ambush, overcomes an army
that it would not dare to face in the
open field. Prfde is an insidious foe.
It reigns in many a heart where its
existence is hardly suspected. It comes
in a garb so tasteful and attractive, and
meets with so many compliments and
favors from the world, and withal is
treated with such consideration from
the church, that when it is found to be
a tenant of the soul, its residence there
is hardly regretted. Yet pride is a
dangerous and damning sin. It sinks
its victim to the depths of hell, and
leaves him ther.e in untold agonies forever. "For the day of the Lord of
hosts shall be upon every one that is
proud and lofty, and upon every one
that is lifted up ; and he shall be
brought low."
Notwithstanding the difficulties, the
rich may be saved. For them, also,
Christ died. With them the Holy
Spirit strives. But in order to be
saved, they must, like the poor, yield
an unconditional submission to all the
terms of the Gospel. Those who have
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been accustomed to make conditions
for others, will find, on coming to
Christ, that they have a new lesson to
learn. They must come to His terms.
Nothing short of the most perfect compliance will be accepted. None but an
unreserved consecration of all a man
has, and is, for all coming time, will be
received. As of old, any blemish,
however small, unfitted an animal for
a sacrifice, so any reservation, however
trifling, on the part of him who would
come to Christ, will cause his rejection.
We must go to the warfare at His
charges. We cannot "eat our own
bread, and wear our own apparel," and
still be called by his name, "to take
away our reproach."
We must be allowed to give here
another quotation from Dr. Olin. We
do this the more readily as it is not
generally known how deeply he felt
and mourned the increasing disposition
to depart from the ancient landmarks.
He says that multitudes of professing Christians "give law to religion.
They retain as many indulgencies, and
concede as many sacrifices, as may fall
in with their tastes. They make pro·
vision for pride, and ambition, and
sensuality and self-will, and 'put on
the Lord Jesus Christ' only in so far
as they think he may set off their own
purple and fine linen to the best advantage. But my business is with the
sincere, who wish to be made holy, and
to be saved by Christ, and who really
desire to know the conditions of success.
I take it upon me to warn all such to
beware of admitting any worldly or
selfish motive or consideration whatever
into the settlement of this great question between God and their souls. I
take it upon me to proclaim that all
such tampering in the business of religion will certainly prove fatal to any
well-founded hopes of success in the
Christian career.
Whoever stops to inquire whether
it may cost him sacrifices to be a
Christian, with any intention to hesitate
if it does, has admitted a consideration
utterly incompatible with his becoming
a Christian at all. Whoever chooses his

creed or his church with any, the slightest, reference to the honor, or the ease,
or the emolument it may give or withhold, does by such an admission, utterly vitiate all his claim to have any part
or lot in the matter of saving piety.
I do not speak of those who knowingly,
and deliberately make these their chief
ground of preference, but I affirm that
it is wholly anti-Christian and an insult
to the crucified Saviour to yield any, the
smallest, place to wordly motives in
choosing the christian position which
we will occupy. Let Christ and conscience decide this matter. 'Put ye
on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make
not provision for the flesh to fulfill the
lusts thereof.' The Gospel will admit
of no compromise here. This is its
point of·honor, which it cannot, and
will not yield by a single iota. I feel
called upon to use the language of unmeasured denunciation against a mistake so often fatal to hopeful beginnings in religion."
The rich man should feel, as he
enters the house of God, that he is in
the presence of that dread Being, in
whose sight worldly distinctions are of
no account whatever. Any concession
to his pride will be likely to inflict an
injury that all the services cannot repair. Every arrangement of the sanctuary of God should be such as to
teach, impressively, the essential equality of man. Here it should he the
case, now, as formerly, that the rich
and poor meet together, and every one
should be made to realize that the Lord
is the maker of them all.
That the tendency of the pew system
is the reverse of all this, must be admitted by those who have witnessed its
workings. The unregenerate man finding a still greater deference paid to him
in the house of God, on account of his
wealth, than he is accustomed to meet
with in the world, naturally comes to
think that he is by no means in as bad
a spiritual condition as common sinners; and after, perhaps, a feeble effort
to seek the Lord on terms of his own
proposing, either concludes that he is
good enough without religion, or takes
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up with an experience exceedingly superficial and unsatisfactory. Thus is
his danger increased. To his partially
awakened soul he cries, peace, peace!
when God hath not spoken peace.
Others are ready to echo the cry, and
the delusion is confirmed. In examining revivals of religion, one who has
not
it a subject of thought, will
be surprised at the small number of
pew-holders that give satisfactory evidence of being thoroughly converted
to God. It has been remarked by the
veterans of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, that in years gone by, when
the pew system was unknown among
us, a much larger proportion of men
of influence became converted and attached to the church, than do under existing arrangements.
I know it is said that many, if they
cannot have their pew, will not hear
the gospel at all. But this is a great
mistake. Who ever staid away from a
literary or political lecture, because he
could not have his "pew" so as to be
free from all danger of contact with the
vulgar throng? It is a burning shame
to the followers of Him who "had not
where to lay His head," that they pay,
in their solemn assemblies, a homage
to wealth and pride, that is stoutly refused by the literary and political world.
The Master did not so.
The pew system tends to introduce
unchristian distinction into the Ifouse
of God.
·
Christianity knows no difference between her votaries, except what is
based on personal piety. In many a
,college may be found young men of
opposite conditions in life. One belongs to a wealthy, honored, aristocratic
family. Another is the son of a common day laborer, battling bravely for
a thorough education. He sits side by
side with the favored child of fortune,
listens to the same instructions, has access to the same libraries, enjoys the
same rights. The Alma Mater, in distributing her honors, knows no distinction among her children, but those
founded on literary excellence. She
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says to the high born as they enter her
walls,
''Forget you now, your state and lofty birth ;
Not titles here, but works must prove your worth."

In a still more eminent degree, shines
forth the impartiality of the Church
of Jesus Christ, wherever her true
spirit is carried out. She has but one
altar, one baptism, one communion,
one salvation, for all her children. Has
a person renounced the world, the flesh,
and the devil; does he believe in Christ,
and is he saved through the virtue of
His blood from sin 1 She inquires no
farther. She welcomes him to her
em brace. Here is an immortal soul,
trying to get to Heaven, that needs her
help. She will know no more respecting him. She treats him with all the
kindness possible.
"Our mother, the Church, hath never a child,
To honor before t.he rest ;
But she singeth the same for mighty kings,
And the veriest babe on her breast;
And the Bishop goes down to his narrow bed,
As the ploughman's child is laid;
And alike she blesseth the dark-browed serf,
And the chief in his robe arrayed."

"It is," writes Dr. Olin, "the peculiar glory of the Gospel, that even under the most arbitrary governments, it
has usually been able to vindicate and
practically exemplify the essential
equality of man. It has had one doctrine and one hope for all its children ;
and the highest and the lowest have
been constrained to acknowledge one
holy law of brotherhood in the common faith of which they are made partakers." He says
gospel is a
leveler, and will have all classes "mingle before a common altar, and bow
before a common Saviour. It abhors
caste, and is ambitious of bringing together in one vast brotherhood of faith,
and feeling, and co-operation, all blood
bought souls." This would be accomplished but for human inteference.
" Now the pride of man comes in to
thwart this benevolent design. It will
have an aristocracy, where Heaven can,
least of all, tolerate it." The aristocracy, brought into the house of God
by the pew system, is the most contemptible of all ; an aristocracy of
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wealth. This prominent pew is occu- bor as thyself, ye do well. But if Y,e
pied by the family of a noted rum seller have respect to persons, ye commit
-that one by a professional gambler. sin, and are convinced of the law as
They pay liberally for the consideration transgressors. For whosoever shall
shown them by the church; and she keep the whole law and yet offend in
says she has no right to inquire how one point, he is guilty of all." The
they came by. their money.
repetition of a sinful act, does not renVery different from this was the or- der it any the less sinful. He who
der observed in the primitive church. steals from your drawer every day in
Mosheim says that in the first century, the year, is certainly as much a thief
"all the members of the Christian com- as when he committed the first offence.
munity considered themselves as being It must be admitted that this precept
on a footing of the most perfect equal- of St. James can be violated. There
ity." In their public worship, the is as much choice now in the places for
faithful, as would naturally be the case, sitting in the Christian assemblies, as
occupied the places nearest the altar, there was in his day. Two persons
and in rear of them the congregation enter a church, the one rich, the other
w.as seated promiscuously, without the poor. The rich man, because of his
slightest regard being paid to rank or wealth, is conducted to an eligible seat,
wealth. But if the Apostles and the the poor man is shown to an undesirSeventy were to visit some modern able seat in an obscure corner. Here,
churches, they would find themselves all will concede, is a violation of the
unceremoniously sent to the gallery or Apostolic injunction. But where the
some obscure corner, for they were pews are rented or sold, the "brethren"
poor, unassuming men. Such are some virtually say to him who is able and
of the absurdities of the Pew System. willing to pay the most for the privlt honors those whom God abhors, and ilege, " You shall have the exclusive
treats the special objects of His regard right to the occupancy of the best seat
with neglect. As Bishop Morris truly in the house, every Sabbath in the
says, "It begins, progresses, and ter- year." Does then an action, which,
minates in aristocracy."
when committed once, is a sin, become
The system of Free Seats is imper- right when it is virtually performed
atively required by the precept given fifty-two times or more in a year? By
:through St. James.
no means. Thus, wherever pews are
His language is explicit. He con- rented or sold, is one of the plainest
demns, as will be seen, the Pew Sys- injunctions of sacred writ systemattem in toto. He could not have done ically and regularly trampled upon.
so more
if he had written on
The Pew System is not only based
purpose. He says, "My brethren, upon a plain violation of an express
have not the faith of our Lord Jesus command of God, but, wherever it obChrist, the Lord of glory, withrespect tains, it involves special transgressions
of persons. For if there come unto from Sabbath to Sabbath. There is
your assembly, a man with a gold ring, not a sexton of a pewed church in the
in goodly apparel, and there come in land, that does not feel obliged to have
also a poor man in vile raiment; and respect to persons in seating a congreye have respect to him that weareth gation. He knows that it would not
the gay clothing, and say unto him, Sit do to put any other than genteel perthou here in a good place; and say sons into certain pews. A poor man,.
to the poor, Stand thou there, or sit in vile raiment, might consider himself
here under my footstool: Are ye not fortunate, if in some churches he was
then partial in yourselves, and are be- not hastily showed to the door, with a
come judges of evil thoughts? * * charge to go about his business!
If ye fulfill the royal law, according to
It is true that respect to persons may
the Scripture, Thou shalt love thy neigh- , be ood in a Free Church. But there is

LET ME STAY.
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no necessity for it. The system does
LET ME STAY.
not require it. But in a pewed church
there must be respect to persons. It
BY M. N. HALSEY.
is
essential
of the system. The Christian in Divine Oommunfon, the world
This ls the consideration for which the
calls him away.
rent is paid. When one pays for a
Let me stay! my soul is feasting
pew " in a good place," it is with the
On Immanuel's saving graceunderstanding that he shall have the
Let
me stay! I now behold Him
right to .say who shall occupy it.
In my spirit, face ta face.
Nor ls any regard had to moral
character. The rich man may be a
Let me stay! His charms pervade me
rum seller, a gambler, and an infidel.
With a bliss beyond control ;
The one qualification for the occupancy
Now His rapturous love, all vital,
of the seat of distinction in a pewed
Streams into my panting soul.
house, is the possession of money to
purchase .it! ·No matter how the money
I will stay ! The union's perfect,
o
. The " poor man in vile
I in Christ, and Christ in me I
raiment may be a sincere follower of
Henceforth I will draw my being,
the Saviour, but this does not secure
Every instant, Lord, from Thee.
him, in the House of his Master equal
Now the radiant scenes of Glory
privileges with the wealthy
Move around me clear and bright;
When the sale of pews takes place, the
Here the beings pure and perfect,
auctioneer never restricts his sales to
Bask and sing in living light.
men of "good, moral character." In
fact, the reason generally given for the
Deep and full their songs seraphic
adoption of the Pew System is, that
Swell the atmosphere divine;
more money can be obtained from irAnd I echo high their chorus,
religious men, for the support of the
" Life l Eternal Life ! is mine I "
gospel, than in any other way. Thus
plainly does the Word of God prohibit
I will stay l 0 this is Heaven !
the system of Pewed Churches.
Glorious mansion of the blessed!
PoTHINus, Bishop of Lyons, was put
to death in the fourth general persecution of Christians. He was ninety
years of age, of great weakness and infirmity of body, but his soul was in no
respect decayed. The desire of being
deemed worthy of martyrdom, gave
him vigor. When brought to the governor, this captious question was asked:
" Who is the God of the Christians ?"
He replied, "If you be worthy you
shall know." Regardless of both age
and humanity, he was barbarously
dragged up and down, and unmercifully
beaten, being kicked by those who were
nearest, and pelted by those more distant with anything offensive which they
could seize. He was at length taken
from the ground, almost breathless,
and cast into prison, where in two days
after he died.

Now my worn and weary spirit
Finds in Christ its perfect rest.

THERE is a two-fold perfection, the
perfection of the work, and that of the
workman. The perfection of the work
is, when the work does so exactly and
strictly answer the holy law of God,
that there is no irregularity it it. The
perfection of the workman, is nothing
but inward sincerity and uprightness
of the heart towards God, which may
be where there are many imperfections
and defects intermingled. It is not so
much what our works are, as what our
heart is, that God looks at and will reward. Yet know, also, that if our
hearts are perfect and sincere, we shall
endeavor, to the utmost of our power,
that our works may be perfect, according to the strictness of the law.BrsHOP HOPKINS.
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ON PREACHING PERFECTION.
BY REV. WILLIAM C. KENDALL, A. M.

[The following article from the pen of
our lamented brother Kendall, will, we
trust, be perused with interest by all
our readers. Those whose privilege it
was to sit under his ministry, will readily testify how perfectly his own practice corresponded with the views here
set forth. This article was prepared
by him a few years before his death,
to be read at the Preachers' Association, and has never before appeared
in print.-En.]
The commission of our Lord to his
apostles, "Go ye into all the world and
preach the gospel to every creature,"
points out in unmistakable terms, the
work of his ministers. The gospel,
without addition or diminution, is their
message. It has pleased God by the
foolishness of proclaiming it to save
the lost. To this end, all parts of the
gospel contribute their quota, yet no
one will maintain that the influence of
each is the same. The effect of setting aside portions of truth will be
more or less disastrous, as they are fundamental or otherwise. The Quaker
may renounce the obligation of the
Sabbath and water baptism, and be a
pious man; while the Universalist,leaving out of his creed the "faith that
works by love," is as truly a child of
the devil as before. A limb may perish with disease, and the man still live
and act; btlt let the heart be attacked,
and before destruction commences,
death will
We may readily ascertain the comparative necessity of preaching perfection by examining its position in the
gospel scheme, We call it a doctrine
of the Bible, but need only glance at
revelation to know that it is the doctrine of the Bible. Upon this requirement of the law hang all the law and
the prophets. Pluck away this, and the
whole svstem falls. It matters not
what ou; attainments are, without this,

all will be ruin. As faith is the one
condition of salvation, so is perfect holiness the only fitness for eternal
edness. It is the sun of the Chr1st1an
system, without which, all would be
dark and dead.
Glance at redemption's plan, and J:OU
will see this truth every where standmg
out. Mark those toil-worn apostles
facing every difficulty of land and sea,
counting all things but loss, not even
reckoning their lives dear unto themselves. And for what end? It may be
answered, to preach Christ. True, but
was this the final cause of their efforts? Hear St. Paul answer, "Whom
we preach warning e:rery. man and
teaching every man in all wisdom, that
we may present every man perfect in
Christ Jesus; whereunto I also labor,
striving according to his working, which
worketh in me mightily." This, then,
was the one aim of their teaching and
labor, to present every man perfect,
and for this Paul strove mightily, God
working with him. Again hear him:
"He gave some apostles, and some
prophets, and some evangelists, and
some pastors and teachers, for the perfecting of the saints for the work of the
ministry for the edifying of the body
of Christ, till we all come in the unity
of the faith and of the knowledge of
the son of God unto a perfect man,
unto the measure of the stature of the
fullness of Christ." This, then, was
the express design of these orders in
the ministry. Open again the sacred
volume, examine its doctrines, its precious promises, its commands and
awful threatenings, and mark, if you
will, the one design running through the
whole. No doubt exists here. "God
is his own interpreter." "All scripture is given by inspiration of God,
and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness, that the man of God may
be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto
all good works." In a still wider view,
survey as a whole that fearful tragedy
occupying the attention of all ages.
Heaven, Earth and Hell are actors.
For four thousand years altars are
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smoking with their slain victims. At
length Jesus, disrobed of glory, appears
within the arena and falls in the conflict. A world's wickedness crushes
the innocent one; but he rises again,
heralds run to and fro, martyrs bleed,
angels are flying, and God the Spirit
moving. What is the mighty motive
that stirs the universe? What sustains Christ amid the most fearful sufferings? Why, simply the fulfillment
of the "righteousness of the law in us."
"Christ gave himself for the. church,
that he might sanctify and cleanse it
with the washing of water by the word,
that He might present it to himself a
glorious church, not having spot or
wrinkle, or any such thing; that it
should be holy and without blemish."
Perfection, then, is the central idea of
christianity, and as ministers of the
New Testament, shall we pass it by,
neglecting our one work, or at best
give it a subordinate place in our ministrations? This course has already
aided fearfully in filling the world with
backsliders. All the energies of our
religion have been paralyzed by leaving out the main spring. As a late
writer remarks, "As well might you
tear out the heart and then attempt to
give value to the veins, and arteries,
and blood, as to reject holiness, and
still hope tO save the gospel scheme.
As well might you burn up your towns
and leave your guide-boards standing,
as to destroy holiness, and insist on
justification by faith or any other great
doctrine of christianity ." No, it must
be the one work of every preacher to
establish a full salvation, and to this
end every sermon should be framed
and uttered.
This, we are happy to say, has been
the economy of
Wesley
declared himself called of God, especially to this work. After more than
thirty years experience in the ministry,
he, with holy zeal, affirms, "all our
preachers should make a point of
preaching perfection constantly, strongly, explicitly." Such was his practice
and the practice of his co-laborers, who
were most successful in soul-saving.
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Again and again he attributes declension in societies to the neglect of preachers on this point. Speaking of one, he
says: "I hope he is not afraid to preach
full salvation receivable now by faith.
This is the word which God will always
bless and which the devil peculiarly
hates, therefore he is constantly stirring
up his own children and the weak children of God against it." Mr. Asbury, the Wesley of American Methodism, says: "I am divinely impressed
to preach sanctification in every sermon." A Garretson and an Abbott
were found thundering the same sentiments to all, wherever they went.
George Pickering, of a later date, after
fifty years in the ministry, in his semicentennial sermon, exhorts his brethren
to "preach to the people the blessed
doctrine of holiness," adding, "this is the
only thing that will hold the Methodist
Church together." When on his dying
bed, being visited by all the ministers
of Boston, grasping the hand of the
brother who was acting as spokesman
for the whole, he exclaimed: "Tell, 0
tell the brethren to preach Christ and
him crucified, an all-able, all-powerful,
all-willing, all-ready Saviour, a present
Saviour, saving now. Preach, now is
the accepted time, now is the day of
salvation. 0 tell them to preach holiness. Holiness is the principal thing.
Preach holiness, holiness, holiness!
God help you to preach holiness!" His
feelings here overcame him, and thus
ended the dying charge of that holy
man. We have cause of gratitude that
Methodism has yet some such spirits
within her bosom. Without this distinguishing characteristic, our communion
would compare favorably indeed with
other denominations, but in this respect she has towered far above them.
It is our earnest prayer that if they are
ever on a footing with us, it may be
by their coming up to our position, and
not by our sinking. Instead of yielding one iota from the stand taken, let
us in every movement write on all
our banners, "Holiness to the Lord."
Having thus seen the preacher's duty,
let us look for a moment at the manner
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of its performance. The divine direction is, "Thou shalt hear the word at
my mouth and warn them from me."
As God has preached it, so must we, not
merely as a privilege, hut as a solemn
command. Does the Most High, with
awful authority, forbid murder? With
the same he enjoins full salvation. The
same voice that says "Thou shalt not
kill/' says also "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart."
If we may neglect the enforcement of
the one, so we may of the other, and
of all the cotnmands of God.
With the obligation should be proclaimed the promises. Speaking of
this day, the prophet says, "Then will
I sprinkle clean water upon you, and
ye shall be clean." St. Paul writes
expressly of this, "Faithful is he who
hath called you, who also will do it."
0, how does God long to do the work,
and all his messages should impress this
truth upon the people, that He is infinitely able and willing to save to the
utmost them that come to Him.
The inquirer should know also the
conditions. There is only one condition of this work, which is F .A.ITH. St.
Peter declai:es of the Gentiles, God
·"put no difference between us and them,
purifying their hearts by faith." Faith
sees the work to be wrought--the obligation-the blessed Saviour waiting to
save. By faith, the Christian ventures
on Him, reckoning himself dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God, believing that the blood of Christ cleanseth from all sin. Not believing that
the blood has cleansed in order to be
cleansed, but relying on Christ as a
present Saviour saving now, and he is
that moment saved. With the work
he receives the spirit's witness, and the
language of his whole heart is, "thou
dost this moment save, with full salvation bless." Then will he cry with the
psalmist, "draw near all ye that fear
God, and I will declare what he hath
done for my soul." His whole being
exclaims:
"O, that the world might taste and see
The riches of his grace,
The arms of love that compass me,
Would all mankind embrace."

There is nothing so important as
definiteness on this subject. A confused indefinite attack, firing in no particular direction, would never enable
an army to conquer the foe. The minister must Nathan-like with the sharp
sword of the spirit, cut in pieces the
"man of sin." If he would be successful, let things be called by their
proper names-the names God has given them, and let the people feel the
infinite necessity of immediate action.
But says one, "This would cause divisions in the church." Did Christ come
to send peace on the earth? Nay, but
a sword; and this close work on holiness is the sword that strikes at the
root of carnality in the church as well
as out of it. The man who holds on
to his carnal propensities must, of necessity, take his stand against perfection. But would you have the martyr
renounce his religion to escape the
stake? Would you have the herald of
the cross draw back, lest opposition
arise? God says, "If any man draw
back my soul shall have no pleasure in
him."
Finally, preaching must be experimental. How can a man expect to be
relied upon as a safe pilot amid the
rocks and shoals of a sea he has never
traversed? Shall the diseased person
set himself up as competent to remove
from his brother the malady under
which himself continues to groan 1
His withering rebuke would be, "Physician, heal thyself." Can the blind
lead the blind, and escape the ditch in
spite of Omniscience? If ministers
would successfully lead the children of
God to the possession of entire holiness, they must first experience it.
Then will they no longer be exposed to
the imputation which St. Paul heaps
upon teachers of his day, of "not understanding what they say, nor whereof
they affirm." But in the language of
the poet of Methodism" What we have felt and seen,
With confidence we teu,.A.nd publish to the sons of men
The signs infallible.''

They would send conviction to many
hearts and awaken them to action.

BE IN EARNEST.

0, if the ministers of the Methodist
Episcopal Church would all become
fully alive on this subject, and breathe
that life into all their ministrations,
how would the church gird herself with
strength, and the world hasten to its
millennial day !
BE IN EARNEST.
BY REV. A. A.

PHELPS.

That Christians should be in earnest,
is but the common conviction of the
great heart of humanity, and the spontaneous confession of all who have any
just claims to orthodoxy. If the Christian system is true, " it is tremendously
true ! " If it is true, then heaven, with
its speechless glories, is all a reality,
and will one day open its bright portals for the admission of all the bloodwashed millions that shall eternally
swell the anthems of the skies! If it
is true, then hell, with its dark and
endless horrors, will be the portion of
every rebel against God ! If it is true,
then none can avoid perdition, and escape to the mansions above, but those
that give up their sins, renounce the
world, deny themselves and follow
Jesus according to all the light that
streams upon their pathway. If it is
true, then all this preparation must be
made within the brief span of human
life, or never be made at all I If it is
true, then millions on millions are
dropping into the whirlpool of despair,
where their cup will be filled with
wrath without mercy, and ruin without
remedy! If it is true, then everybody
that has any light, any conscience, any
love for souls, any desire to help hedge
up the way to hell, and to people heaven
with souls redeemed by blood, ought
to be all alive and all astir from this
very hour ! There is enough in the
scheme of salvation to move a man to
action, if his heart is not made of adamant, and his conscience so "seared"
as to be forever impervious to the impressions of the Holy Ghost. Does
the reader still want motives to earnest-
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ness ? Look over the churches, and
mark their general lethargy, their frigid
formality, their love of the world,
their exhibitions of vanity, their policyworking management, their general
contentedness with the mere politics of
religion, with scarcely any of its purity
and power I Look out upon the wants
of the world, and gather up arguments
that cannot fail to move an honest soul
to diligence and duty. See the ignorance to be dispelled, the sufferings to
be alleviated, the sinners to be converted, or lost forever ! Look into heaven,
and hear the sweet music, and see the
white robed company basking in the
mellow light of "one eternal day." Is
there anything desirable in such a
vision? and is it sufficiently so to make
you in sober earnest to participate in
those blissful scenes yourself, and enlist
your energies to help others there?
Look into hell, and hear them groan in
everlasting agony ! Is there anything
in such a scene that makes you shrink
back in horror, and fills you with deep
desires to avoid so fearful a destiny?
And have you no indescribab]e yearnings of heart to snatch your friends and
neighbors from the "fiery pool?" 0
be earnest, in spirit and in life, and thus
demonstrate to all that you believe in
God.
PoLYCARP, when being led out for
martyrdom, being required to swear
by the genius of Cresar, gave this spirited answer: " Four score and six years
have I served my master Christ, and
he never did me any injury ; how then
shall I now blaspheme my King and
my Saviour?" The same day he was
committed to the flames.
To allow yourself deliberately to sit
down satisfied with any imperfect attainments in religion, antl to look upon
a more confirmed and improved state
of it as what you do not desire, nay, as
what you secretly resolve that you
will not pursue, is one of the most fatal
signs we can well imagine, that you
are an entire stranger to the first principles of it.-DoDDRIDGE.
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PURITY AND PEACE.
BY REV. WILLIAM: COOLEY,
PEACE is really desirable. It has
many attractions to make it an object
of interest. It can hardly be esteemed
too highly. Christ is the Prince of
peace, the gospel is the gospel of peace,
and the peace makers are commended.
The early, angelic announcement, was
"peace on earth and good will to men."
It is also our duty to pray for the peace
of Jerusalem. The error into which
many fall is that peace is a means to
an end, rather than an end or result to
be achieved. Purity is the cause, and
peace the effect. "But the wisdom
that is from above is first pure, then
peaceable, gentle."-James iii, 17.
"Follow righteousness, faith, charity,
peace, with them that call on the Lord
out of a pure heart."-2d Tim. ii, 22.
"And the work of righteousness shall
he peace; and the effect of righteousness, quietness and assurance forever."
-Isa. xxxii, 17. Christ said, " Think
not that I am come to send peace on
earth; I am come not to send peace,
but a sword. For I am come to set a
man at variance against his father, and
the daughter against her mother, and
the daughter-in-law against her motherin-law, and a man's foes shall be they
of his own household."-Matt. x, 34,
36. The true ground of peace is purity, and peace resting on any other
foundation is false and dangerous.
False peace is the result of stupidity,
or of a seared conscience, or of error,
and is rather the precursor of coming
ruin, than an element of happiness.
Agitation is better than false peace.
Purity is the condition of peace with
the individual, the society, the church
or the nation. Sin and holiness, truth
and error, are eternal antagonisms, and
there can never be true peace until sin
and error are removed. In doing this
work, there will be agitation and commotion, but this agitation is a sure indication that the light is shining, and that
the lash of conscience is felt somewhere. It becomes our duty to expose

and oppose every wrong and
practice, and this is what causes agitation. Men are obliged to become
cause of agitation, and to fight even, m
order to secure peace. It is not with
carnal weapons or bitter strife that we
secure the peace of God to the souls of
men, but by proclaiming the plain
piercing truth of God's word. The
Bible enjoins upon us to "Cry aloud,
and spare not, lift up thy voice like a
trumpet, and show my people their
transgressions, and the house of Jacob
their sins."-lsa. lviii, 1. "Have no
fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them."Eph. v 11. "Them that sin rebuke
.r.
"
before ,all, that others a1so may iear.
-1 Tim. v, 20. "Reprove, rebuke,
exhort with all long suffering and doctrine."-2 Tim. iv, 2.
Elijah was a great agitator and troubler in Israel. Our Saviour, by his purity, his plain preaching, and uncompromising opposition to sin, made a
great stir in his day, and well deserved
the title of agitator. He disturbed the
peace and quiet of the formal, wordly
and hypocritical Pharisees, and was by
them in return slandered, opposed and
put to death. Paul was an agitator,and
so was Martin Luther, and John Wesley. They greatly disturbed the peace
of the churches to which they belonged.
What is now wanted, is an agitation
that shall rock all the churches in
Christendom, so that the chaff of formalish, worldly policy, and worldly con·
formity, shall blow away forever, and
the moral atmosphere become freed
from the deadly vapors of sin, so that
spiritual life, vitality and power, may
be felt in every department and branch
of this great Zion, and purity and evangelical peace everywhere prevail.
IF love be sincere, it is accepted as
the fulfilling of the law. Surely we
serve a good Master, that has summed
up all our duty in one word, and that a
short word, and a sweet word, love,
the beauty and harmony of the Universe. God is love ; and love is his
image upon the soul.-HENRY.
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no limit but the limit of the spirit.

THE SPIRIT OF JESUS IN THE But men have supposed that their orCHURCH.

BY REV. J. A. WELLS.

THE attempt to substitute electricity
for the vital forces in the human system will be about as likely to succeed
in bringing the dead to life, as the effort, now so generally made, to carry
on the operations of the Church by
worldly policy, without the Spirit of
Jesus, will be to succeed in converting
the world to God. When worldly
policy, in any form, awakens the church
to a realization of the condition of the
unsaved world, gives it melting sympathies for the perishing, and tongues
of fire to cut its way through the
myriad foes of God, we may expect
also that galvanic forces will cause the
dead man to feel, think, speak, act and
perform all the functions of the human
soul. As one is impossible, so is the
other. What a wonder that such an
absurdity as seeking, without the Spirit
of Jesus, to promote christianity should
be so persistently followed ! Only a
few men ever tried to raise the dead
by means of electricity, and they had
no hearty expectation of success; but
almost the whole professed christian
world have persevered, from age to age,
in trying to resuscitate a formal and
dead church by means of money, worldly greatness, show and pageantry. Let
us notice some of the errors that have
contributed to the adoption and perpetuation of this absurd and fatal
policy.
l . .Mistakes concerning the character
of the Church of Christ. Want of
spiritual vision calls for the use of carnal vision. Men who believe that
Christ has a church, but who are not
able to discern the spiritual, will look
for something temporal. Hence the
world-wide mistake of confounding the
church of Christ with ecclesiastical organizations.
l'he church of Jesus knows no parochial limits ; it cannot be hemmed in
by theological formularies. It is as
wide as redeemed humanity. It knows

ganization and creed were the limit of
the church. They have practically regarded all in the organization as Christians, all out of it as sinners. That first
principle of the kingdom of heav€n that
the church of Christ is the union of the
kindred spirits of believers, is forgotten.
With such a mistake as this, how could
it otherwise happen, than that worldly
policy should be resorted to, to carry
on the work of the church. If men
suppose that the church is of the world,
they will carry on its operations by
worldly means.
All the labors of the church, proceeding from such a mistake, are abortive. They are attempts to reach the
hearts of men by organizations, by
mere ecclesiastical machinery. It is
wholly forgotten that an organization,
as such, has no human sympathy. It
cannot feel for the lost. The work of
saving souls is a work of the heart.
Sympathy is the only human instrument that can be used in the case.
Christianity is a character rather
than an organization. Men who have
the spirit of Christ are drawn into society by the force of mutual affection.
They are baptized by one spirit into
one body. The unity of the spirit is
the bond of the church. When this
fundamental principle is forgotten, and
organizations are substituted for the
unity of the spirit, it is perfectly natural that the whole interior life of the
church should be discarded, and that
worldly policy should be called in to
supply its place. When will the
church learn that it is the character of
a Christian that constitutes a Christiani
When will the prayer of Jesus, "That
they may all be one, as Thou Father
art in me, and I in Thee, that they also
may be one in us," be realized in the recognized spiritual unity of the
Jesus is one with the Father spiritually.
We are made one with Jesus and the
Father spiritually. So the whole
church of Christ is one spirituaUy.
When this doctine shall be fully recognized, and men shall labor in accord-
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.ance with it, to build up the church,
then God will dwell in the church in
a.wful majesty, and her victories will
be glorious. The nations will know
that Jehovah is God.
2. Mistakes concerning the nature of
religion. True religion is nothing less
than such a change in the heart, that
the spirit of the world gives place to
the spirit of Christ. The real Christian
is actuated by the same spirit that actuated Jesus in all the labors and sufferings of his life. ';['he man of the
world, on the other hand, is actuated
by the same spirit that persecuted
Jesus and put him to death. The
transition from the state of a sinner to
that of a true Christian, is fundamental,
and consists in the substitution of the
spirit of Christ, as the ruling principle
of life, for a spirit in every sense the
opposite. But this radical change of
heart and spirit is lost sight of, to an
al.arming extent, by nominal Christians.
They are ever disposed to put on some
of the accidents of religion and retain
the spirit of the world. The carnal
mind will be allowed to live and rule,
on condition that it do homage to the
name of Christianity. Instead of yielding the heart to Jesus, there is an effort
to educate the spirit of the world into
religion.
Some suppose that training the intellect, and cultivating the moral sentiments, will answer the terms of Christianity, and save the soul. Others
believe that there is some virtue inhering in the means of grace, and the
forms of religion, which, when they
are diligently used, will secure eternal
salvation. Others believe that there is
a power in the church that can save
them. They, accordingly, bend all
their energies to securing the favor of
what they conceive to be the church.
There are still others, who, ignoring
the corruption and fall of human nature, or in other words, its unlikeness
to the spirit of Jesus, build their hopes
of salvation on that indefinite thing,
called by the world "morality."
All these ideas are of the world.
Their prototypes are worldly and not

heavenly. They are realized by worldly means. They set aside true Christianity, and leave men to run a fruitless
chase after a phantom of the world
bearing the name only of Christianity.
Throughout all the land do our eyes,
with pain, witness the desolation of
God's heritage in consequence of these
mistakes and follies. When will a
pure Christianity prevail?
3. Mistakes concerning the aim of
the ministry. The true aim of the
ministry is to get sinners converted,
and to build believers up in that holiness, without which no man can see the
Lord. Ministers are sent to speak in
Christ's stead, and beseech men to be
reconciled to God. .But many lose
sight of the true object of the ministry,
and go astray from its appropriate
labor. The disposition to look at temporal things rather than spiritual, leads
many a minister, even some who have
once been successful in saving souls, to
spend his time and talents in labor
aside from his true work. Some labor
merely to increase their own importance and extend their influence. Some
work for fame. To have their praise
in all the churches is of primary importance with them. There are those
who rise no higher in their aims than the
securing of their own support. All
these motives, and any others that are
not true gospel motives, are of the
world. They lead to the adoption of
worldly policy, and the use of worldly
means. The minister who thus loses
sight of the true aim of his work, will
be characterized by want of power in
proclaiming the Gospel. He will be
constantly endeavoring to make up for
that want of power by the use of some
worldly thing in support of the gospel.
All this use of some shining worldly
excellence, instead of the simple power
of the truth, this catering to the tastes
of the ungodly, this patronizing air and
demeanor towards sinners, this compromising with sin, and this weak,
bashful spirit and manner in dealing
with the wrongs of the day, which are
everywhere seen, as the reproach of
the church-all these show but too

REPROVING MINISTERS.

plainly that the occupants of our pulpits are losing sight of the true work
of Christ's ministers. Worldly means
prevail for the accomplishment of
worldly ends, instead of the spirit of
Jesus actuating the church for the salvation of souls.
The sure antidote to all these errors
and mistakes is the spirit of Jesus in
the church. Where Christ reigns in
the hearts of his people, there is spiritual life, and souls are saved. May
God hasten the day when the church
shall return from her wanderings and
follow Jesus.
REGRETS TOO LATE.-It is stated that
Lord Byron was at one time conversing in regard to his daughter with a
distinguished lady of rank, whose influence over him checked his continuing the glaring immoralities of one of
his worst poems, when she told him
that if he loved his child, he should
never write a line that would bring a
blush of shame to her cheek or a sorrowing tear to her eye. He replied
that the book was written to beguile
hours of wretchedness, and to loosen
her hold upon his affections, but added,
"I will write no more of it. Would
that I had not written a line." Referring in conversation with the same
lady to his unhappy temperament, he
said, "Depend upon it, people's tempers must be corrected while they are
children ; for not all the good resolutions in the world can enable a man to
-0onquer habits of ill-humor or rage,
however he may regret having given
way to them.
SAID a very promising young minister of a few years standing in the
Conference, (on witnessing the work of
God follow in conversions of sinners
as the fruit of a holy church,) "I verily
believed that the world's redemption
was to be secured by metaphysics ;
but I see it is a spiritual church, a holy
ministry, that is to be thus honored.

4:9

REPROVING MrNISTERs.-A free confession is a condition of a full remission; and when the sin is public, the
confession must be public. If the ministers of England had sinned only in
Latin, I would have made shift to have
admonished them in Latin, or else have
said nothing to them. But if they
will sin in English, they must hear of
it in English. Unpardoned sin will
never let us rest nor prosper, though
we be at ever so much care and cost to
cover it. Our sin will surely find us
out though we find not it.
Too many who have set their hand
to this sacred work (the ministry) are,
notwithstanding, still addicted to selfseeking, negligence, pride and other
sins, so that it is our duty to admonish
them. To give them up as incurable,
were cruel, as long as there are other
means to be used. We must not hate
them, but plainly rebuke them, and not
suffer sin upon them, (Lev. xix, 17.)
To bear with the vices of the ministers
is to promote the ruin of the church.
For what more speedy way is there to
deprave and undo the people than the
depravity of their guides 1 And how
can we more effectually farther a reformation than by endeavoring to reform
the leaders of the church 1 Surely,
brethren, if it be our duty to endeavor
to cast out those ministers that are
negligent, scandalous, and unfit for
the work, it must be our duty to endeavor to heal the sins of others, and
to use a much gentler remedy to them
that are less guilty.-BAXTER, 1656.
HE, therefore, who loves God with
his whole heart, and his neighbor as
himself, although he may be the subject of involuntary imperfections and
infirmities, which, in consequence of his
relation to Adam, require confession
and atonement, is nevertheless, in the
Gospel sense of the terms, a holy or
sanctified person.-UPHAM.

AFTER all, one touch of the Spirit of
I doubt we are not explicit enough, God is worth more than all our plans
in speaking on full sanctification, either and contrivances for the promotion of
church order.-DR. J unsoN.
in public or private.-W ESLEY.
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SCRIPTURAL CONVICTION.
BY MRS. MARIETTE HARDY FREELAND.

THE subject before us opens a field
for investigation of no ordinary importance.
Underlying, as it does, the religious experience of every Christian,
and thus forming a basis upon which
the glorious superstructure is reared,
conviction in its true character cannot
be too closely examined by such as
would win souls to God. However
extensive may be the oneness of theory
among theologians, respecting this subject, it is nevertheless true that there
does exist a very great practical difference among them, both as respects
conviction itself, and the means by
which it is produced.
True conviction, as taught by the
holy scriptures, is not sympathy with
Christ or his followers. The unawakened sinner may have his sympathies
enlisted, and his feelings powerfully
wrought upon by the rehearsal of real
or imaginary suffering, but this is not
conviction for sin. A sympathy for
friends, who deeply desire one's salvation, may prompt to identify one's self
as a seeker of salvation, but it is not
conviction. Therefore the minister or
private member who deeply desires
the salvation of souls, should beware
how he dwells upon subjects calculated
to arouse the sympathies rather than
enlighten the understanding and convict the heart, for in so doing he is in
danger of deceiving souls respecting
their real condition.
Neither is scriptural conviction a
mere intellectual perception of the
truthfulness of God's word. Men may
be convinced without being convicted,
the will remaining fully set to do evil.
They may admit that it is right to love
and serve God ; that men ought to be
moral; but at the same time be nurturing the most deadly hatred to right.
eousness. Let but the hearts of such
men be penetrated by the two edged
sword of gospel truth, and it would at
once be evident there was a nest of

vipers slumbering there, ready coiled
to inflict the mortal wound upon any
who should dare disturb their peace.
Conviction for sin is nt')t remorse.
The soul all hardened in guilt may suffer the keenest pangs of bitter remorse
and still not have one penitent thought.
He feels the horrors of retribution,
but curses the hand of justice. Remorse is, undoubtedly, often mistaken
for conviction, when experienced by
those near the eternal world. Hence,
the instances are not unfrequent where
individuals are restored to health, who
have professed repentance on the sick
bed, when no evidence is given of a real
change. Their's was not a godly sorrow. They sorrowed for the consequences of transgression, but not for
the transgression itself.
"The heart is deceitful above all
things, and desperately wicked," is the
declaration of God's word, but how
slow are we to believe. Sin has so interwoven itself with every fibre of our
being, that it will not relax its grasp
without a death struggle. And so far
gone from original righteousness is the
unrenewed heart, that it comes to regard sin as an indispensable part of
itself-a real friend and source of everlasting joy. Indeed, the heart of man,
while thus unchanged, is the abode of
darkness, anarchy and death. It is lost
to all good, and utterly incapable of
self renovation. Much as the doctrine
of total depravity is scouted at and rejected, even by many who are professedly orthodox, nevertheless it still remains true that " from the crown of
the head to the sole of the foot, there
is no soundness in" man. He is in a
lost condition; lost to every element of
righteousness. But what makes his
condition far more deplorable, is the
fact that he thinks himself safe ; he
knows not that he is lost, but as has
been remarked, he regards his direst
enemy, sin, as his real friend, and
madly clings to it as his only hope.
While the whole human family were
thus lost to all good, and plunged into
the darkness of sin in its varied form,
God was pleased to undertake for us.
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" He laid help upon one that is mighty draught, trembles and turns away from
to save and strong to deliver," at that the scenes of traffic with human souls,
moment " when there was no eye to to seek a more congenial employment.
pity, nor arm to save." Glory be to The airy belle of fashion lays aside her
God ! Jesus died to redeem the lost gilded baubles and robes of vanity,
race of man from the thraldom of sin ; and, like a Hester Ann Rogers, rips
n.nd by his death purchased the gift of them up, or consumes them in the
the Holy Ghost, which is freely be- flames, lest they should tempt her from
stowed upon man. The office of this her purpose to be right with God.
Spirit is to enlighten the understanding Such are some of the fruits of scriptuand convince the heart that it is thus ral conviction, or such conviction for
lost. This work of the Spirit is scrip- sin as the Holy Scriptures pronounce
turally termed conviction for sin. In genuine. Talk of men or women being
the light thus given, man sees the folly under conviction for sin, and earnestly
of trusting in the pleasures of sense seeking salvation, and still enjoying the
for permanent enjoyment. He awakes, vain fooleries of fashionable life, or
as it were, from the sleep of moral finding satisfaction in sinful pursuits,
death, to a realization of his true con- and you talk absurdities. Nay, sooner
-dition. Ah! how empty and unreli- would the man of correct morals love
able everything of earth in which he to mingle in scenes of drunkenness and
has so fondly trusted, now appears ! vice, than a convicted sinner in scenes
He sees, too, the awful guilt of ingrat- of frivolity and mirth. His language is
itude that rests upon his soul, for thus
" The world can never give
neglecting salvation in his vain pursuit
The bliss for which I sigh."
<:>f creature joys; and he deeply feels
But what do some professed teachthe infinite justice of the decree, " The
soul that sinneth, it shall die," and feels ers in our Israel affirm by their instrucalso that it would be just for him to tions and practice, but that the circle of
suffer the penalty of a broken law to fashionable pleasure is a fit place, not
all eternity. With sighs and groans only for the convicted sinner, but also
he confesses his transgressions, and his for· the converted soul? Else why
sins are ever before him. Like Bun- the festive scenes so frequently wityan's Pilgrim, he puts his fingers in his nessed in our churches and parsonage?
ears and cries" Life! life! eternal life!" Ah! may it not be said of such "They
as his former companions seek to dis- be blind leaders of the blind," and
suade him from his newly formed pur- shall not both fall into the ditch? Let
poses to live for God and heaven. The awakened souls beware how they minsinner, thus keenly alive to his condi- gle in such scenes, though patronized
tion, does not stop for the more hon- by ministry and membership, and even
orable of his companions in sin to ac- by dignified "D. D's." No marvel
company him, but he is ready to bow that there is confusion in our ranks, for
with the veriest beggar to supplicate all are not Christians who bearthe name,
as all are not meet for the kingdom of
for mercy.
The genuineness of conviction, when heaven who say Lord, Lord. May the
cherished, is also evidenced by a uni- time soon come when the abominations
versal hatred to sin, especially the sin which make desolate shall be done
that has been the greatest snare to the away, and mourning souls find proper
individual, and· the source of the most instructions to guide them into the narsinful pleasure. The convicted miser row way.
Thus we see it means something
scatters his golden store as mere bubbles on the murmuring stream. The more to be under conviction than is
drunkard dashes his cup to the earth usually supposed. Indeed, it is not
and vows eternal abstinence, while the uncommon to find those who have for
guilty vender of the intoxicating years professed to be followers of J e-
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who are, notwithstanding, practically ignorant of genuine conviction,
having never felt its penetrating power
upon their hearts. It is not strange
that such individuals should still pursue to a greater or less extent the same
r?und of worldly pleasures that they
did previous to professing religion,
decorating their bodies according to the
latest fashion, and frequenting places of
vain amusement, for their tastes and
inclinations remain unchanged. Conviction must precede conversion, hence
an individual that has never borne the
fruits of conviction, viz: universal hatred to sin, cannot be a converted man
or woman, however high the profession
may be. In view of such facts, it becomes a subject of deep and thrilling
interest, how this state of things has
been brought about, or in other words,
how have individuals found their way
within the pale of the Christian Church,
without so much as a practical or experimental knowledge of genuine conviction for sin, and destitute of a personal knowledge of sins forgiven. For
this, as we have remarked, must be the
case, if the first is wanting, and it is
not unfrequently true where conviction,
deep and pungent, has been felt upon
the soul. But as an investigation of
this subject would naturally involve
reference to the means or instrumentality divinely authorized to lead lost
sinners home to God, we will defer
such investigation to a future article;
meanwhile praying that the numerous
readers of The Earnest Christian may
look well to the important matter of
laying the foundation of a religious
experience in accordance with the word
of God. And hoping, too, that all who
labor for the salvation of others may
be watchful here, and not point souls
away to the wounds of the Crucified
before they are sufficiently sensible of
their need of a Saviour.

LETTER ON ORNAMENTAL
AND COSTLY ATTIRE.
[The following letter from the devoted Apostle of Burmah, now gone to
his rewa1d will, we trust, receive the
prayerful attention of all our readers.
We see from this, that the extravagance
of dress indulged in by too many of
the professed followers of the Meek
and the Lowly One, and countenanced
by too many ministers that stand up
in the sacred desk in His holy name,
exerts its baleful influence upon the
minds of poor benighted heathens in
far off lands. That soul must be hardened indeed, that can read unmoved
this touching appeal, and go away and
worship at the altar of vanity.-En.J

To the Female Members of Christian
Churches in the United States of
America.
DEAR SISTERS IN CHRIST :-Excuse
my publicly addressing you. The necessity of the case is my only apology.
Whether you will consider it a sufficient apology for the sentiments of this
letter-unfashionable, I confess, and
perhaps unpalatable-I know not. We
are sometimes obliged to encounter
the hazard of offending those whom, of
all others, we desire to please. Let me
throw myself at once on your mercy,
dear sisters, allied by national consanguinity, professors of the same holy
religion, fellow-pilgrims to the same
happy world. Pleading these endearing ties, let me beg you to regard me
as a brother, and to listen with candor
and forbearance to my honest tale.
In raising up a church of Christ in
this heathen land, and in laboring to
elevate the minds of the female converts to the standard of the gospel, we
have always found one chief obstacle
w ATCHFULNESS. -When we are in that principle of vanity, that love of
alone we have our thoughts to watch; dress and display-I beg you will bear
in the family, our tempers; in compa- :Vith
has, in every age and
m all countries, been a ruling passion
ny, our tongues-H. MoRE.
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of the fair sex, as the love of riches,
power, and fame, has characterized the
other. That obstacle lately became
more formidable, through the admission of two or three fashionable females
into the church, and the arrival of several missionary sisters, dressed and
adorned in that manner which is too
prevalent in our beloved native land.
On my meeting the church, after a
year's absence, I beheld an appalling
profusion of ornaments, and saw that
the demon of vanity was laying waste
the female department. At that time
I had not maturely considered the subject, and did not feel sure what ground I
ought to take. I apprehended, also,
that I should be unsupported, and, perhaps, opposed, by some of my coadjutors. I confined my efforts, therefore,
to private exhortation, and with but
little effect. Some of the ladies, out of
regard to their pastor's feelings, took
off their necklaces and ear ornaments
before they entered the chapel, tied them
up in a corner of their handkerchiefs, and
on returning, as soon as they were out
of sight of the mission house, stopped in
the middle of the street to array themselves anew.
In the mean time I was called to
visit the Karens, a wild people, several
days' journey to the north of Maulmain.
Little did I expect there to encounter
the same enemy, in those "wilds, horrid and dark with o'ershadowing trees."
But I found that he had been there before me, and reigned with a peculiar
sway, from time immemorial. On one
Karen lady I counted between twelve
and fifteen necklaces, of all colors, sizes,
and materials. Three was the average. Brass belts above the ankles;
neat braids of black hair tied below
the knees ; rings of all sorts on the fingers ; bracelets on the wrists and arms ;
long instruments of some metal, perforating the lower part of the ear, by an
immense aperture, and reaching nearly
to the shoulders; fancifully-constructed
bags enclosing the hair, and suspended
from the back part of the head ; not to
speak of the ornamental parts of their
clothing-constituted the fashions and
4
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the ton of the fair Rarenesses. The
dress of the female converts was not
essentially different from that of their
countrywomen. I saw that I was
brought into a situation that precluded
all retreat-that I must fight or die.
:For a few nights I spent some sleepless hours, distressed by this and other
subjects, which will always press upon
the heart of a missionary in a new
place. I considered the spirit of the
religion of Jesus Christ. I opened to
1 Tim. ii. 9, and read these words of
the inspired apostle : " I will, also, that
women adorn themselves in modest
apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety; not with broidered hair, or gold,
or pearls, or costly array." I asked
myself, can I baptize a Karen woman
in her present attire? No. Can I administer the Lord's supper to one of
the baptized in that attire? No. Can
I refrain from enforcing the prohibition
of the apostle? Not without betraying the trust I have received from him.
Again : I considered that the question
concerned not the Karens only, but the
whole Christian world; that its decision
would involve a train of unknown consequences; that a single step would
lead me into a long and perilous way.
I considered Maulmain and the other
stations ; I considered the state of the
public mind at home. But " what is
that to thee .g follow thou me," was the
continual response, and weighed more
than all. I renewedly offered myself
to Christ, and prayed for strength to
go forward in the path of duty, come
life or death, come praise or reproach,
supported or deserted, successful or defeated in the ultimate issue.
Soon after coming to this resolution,
a Karen woman offered herself for baptism. After the usual examination, I
inquired whether she could give up her
ornaments for Christ? It was an unexpected blow ! I explained the spirit
of the gospel. I appealed to her own
consciousness of vanity. I read her
the apostle's prohibition. She looked
again and again at her handsome necklace-she wore but one-and then,
' with an air of modest decision that
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would adorn, beyond all outward ornaments, any of my sisters whom I have
the honor of addressing, she quietly
took it off, saying, I love Christ more
than this. The news began to spread.
The Christian women made but little
hesitation. A few others opposed, but
the work went on.
At length the evil which I most
dreaded came upon me. Some of the
Karen men had been to Maulmain, and
seen what I wished they had not; and
one day, when we were discussing the
subject of ornaments, one of the Christians came forward, and declared that
at Maulmain he had actually seen one
of the great female teachers wearing a
string of gold beads around her neck.
Lay down this paper, dear sisters,
and sympathize a moment with your
fallen missionary. Was it not a hard
case? However, though cast down, I
was not destroyed ; I endeavered to
maintain the warfare as well as I could,
and when I left those parts, the female
converts were, generally speaking, arrayed in modest apparel.
On arriving at Maulmain, and partially recovering from a fever which I
had contracted in the Karen woods, the
first thing I did was to crawl out to the
house of the patroness of the gold necklace. To her I related my adventures,
and described my grief. With what
ease, and truth too, could that sister
say, notwithstanding this necklace, "I
dress more plainly than most ministers' wives and professors of religion
in our native land ! This necklace is
the only ornament I wear; it was given
me when quite a child, by a dear
mother, whom I expect never to see
again, (another hard case,) and she
begged me never to part with it as
long as I lived, but to wear it as a memorial of her." 0 ye Christian mothers ! what a lesson you have before
you! Can you, dare you give injunctions to your Q_aughters directly contrary to apostolic commands? But to
the honor of my sister, be it recorded,
that, as soon as she understood the
merits of the case, and the mischief
done by such example, off went the

gold necklace, and she gave decisive
proof that she loved Christ more than
father or mother. Her example, united with the efforts of the rest of us at
this station, is beginning to exercise a
redeeming influence in the female department of the church.
But notwithstanding these favorable
signs, nothing, really nothing, is yet
done. And why? This mission, and
and all others, must necessarily be sustained by continual supplies of missionaries, male and female, from the mother
country. Your sisters and daughters
will continually come out, to take the
place of those who are removed by
death, and to occupy numberless stations still unoccupied. And when they
arrive they will be dressed in their
usual way, as Christian women at home
are dressed. And the female converts
will run around them, and gaze upon
them, with the most prying curiosity,
regarding them as the freshest representatives of the Christian religion from
that land where it flourishes in all its
purity and glory. And when they see
the gold and jewels pendent from their
ears, the beads and chains encircling
their necks, the finger rings set with
diamonds and rubies, the rich variety
of ornamental head-dress, "the mantles,
and the wimples, and the crisping pins."
(see Is. iii. 19, 23,) they will cast a reproachful, triumphant glance at their
old teachers, and spring, with fresh
avidity, to repurchase and resume their
long-neglected elegances; the cheering
news will fly up the Dah-gyne, the
Laingcbwai, and the Salwen; the Karenesses will reload their necks, and
ears, and arms, and ankles ; and when,
after another year's absence, I return
and take my seat before the Burmese
or the Karen church, I shall behold the
demon of vanity enthroned in the centre of the assembly more firmly than
ever, grinning defiance to the prohibitions of apostles, and the exhortations
of us who would fain be their humble
followers. And thus you, my dear sisters, sitting quietly by your firesides,
or repairing devoutly to your places of
worship, do, by your example, spread
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the poison of vanity through all the
rivers, and mountains, and wilds of this
far-distant land; and while you are sincerely and fervently praying for the
upbuilding of the Redeemer's kingdom,
are inadvertently building up that of
the devil. If, on the other hand, you
divest yourselves of all meretricious
ornaments, your sisters and daughters,
who come hither, will be divested of
course ; the further supplies of vanity
and pride will be cut off, and the
churches at home being kept pure, the
churches here will be pure also.
Dear Sisters : Having finished my
tale, and therein exhibited the necessity under which I lay of addressing
you, I beg leave to submit a few topics
to your candid and prayerful consideration.
1. Let me appeal to conscience, and
inquire, what is the real motive for
wearing ornamental and costly appa.rel ? Is it not the desire of setting off
one's person to the best advantage, and
of exciting the admiration of others ?
Is not such dress calculated to gratify
self-love, and cherish sentiments of
vanity and pride? And is it not the
nature of those sentiments to acquire
strength from indulgence? Do such
motives and sentiments comport with
the meek, humble, self-denying religion
of Jesus Christ ? I would here respectfully suggest, that these questions
will not be answered so faithfully in
the midst of company as when quite
alone, kneeling before God.
2. Consider the words of the apostle, quoted above, from 1 Tim. ii. 9," I will also that women adorn themselves in modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety, not w,ith broidered hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly
array." I do not quote a similar command, recorded in I Pet. iii. 3, because
the verbal construction is not quite so
definite, though the import of the two
passages is the same. But cannot the
force of these two passages be evaded ?
Yes, and nearly every command in
Scripture can be evaded, and every doctrinal assertion perverted, plausibly
and handsomely too, if we set about it
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in good earnest. But preserving the
posture above alluded to, with the inspired volume spread open at the passage in question, ask your hearts, in
simplicity and godly sincerity, whether
the meaning is not just as plain as the
sun at noonday. Shall we then bow
to the authority of an inspired apostle,
or shall we not? From that authority
shall we appeal to the prevailing
usages and fashions of the age? If so,
please to recall the missionaries you
have sent to the heathen; for the heathen can vindicate all their superstitions
on the same ground.
3. In the posture you have assumed,
look up and behold the eye of your benignant Saviour ever gazing upon you
with the tenderest love-upon you, his
daughters, his spouse, wishing above
all things, that you would yield your
hearts entirely to him, and become
holy as he is holy, rejoicing when he
sees one after another accepting his
pressing invitation, and entering the
more perfect way.
4. Anticipate the happy moment,
" hastening on all the wings of time,"
when your joyful spirits will be welcomed into the assembly of the spirits
of the just made perfect. You appear
before the throne of Jehovah ; the approving smile of Jesus fixes your everlasting happy destiny ; and you are
plunging into "the sea of life and love
unknown, without a bottom or a shore."
Stop a moment; look back on yonder
dark and miserable world that you have
left ; fix your eye on the meagre,
vain, contemptible articles of ornamental dress, which you once hesitated to
give up for Christ, the King of glory ;
and on that glance decide the question
instantly and forever.
Surely you can hold out no longer.
You cannot rise from your knees in
your present attire. Thanks be to God,
I see you taking off your necklaces and
ear-rings, tearing away your ribbons,
and ruffles, and superfluities of head. dress and I hear you exclaim, " What
'
shall we do next ?"-an important question deserving serious consideration.
The ' ornaments you are removmg.

.

.
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though useless, and worse than useless,
in their present state, can be so disposed of as to feed the hungry, clothe
the naked, relieve the sick, enlighten
the dark-minded, disseminate the Holy
Scriptures, spread the glorious gospel
throughout the world. Little do the
inhabitants of a free Christian country
know of the want and distress endured
by the greater part of the inhabitants
of the earth. Still less idea can they
form of the awful darkness which rests
upon the great mass of mankind in regard to spiritual things. During the
years that you have been wearing these
useless ornaments, how many poor
creatures have been pining in want!
How many have languished and groaned on beds of abject wretchedness !
How many children have been bred up
in the blackest ignorance, hardened in
all manner of iniquity ! How many
immortal souls have gone down to
hell, with a lie in their right hand, having never heard of the true God and
the only Saviour! Some of these miseries might have been mitigated; some
poor wretch have felt his pain relieved;
some widow's heart been made to sing
for joy ; some helpless orphan have
been taught in the Sabbath school, and
trained up for a happy life here and
hereafter. The Holy Bible and valuable
tracts might have been far more extensively circulated in heathen lands had
you not been afraid of being thought
unfashionable, and not " like other
folks;" had you not preferred adorning
your persons, and cherishing the sweet
seductive feelings of vanity and pride.
0 Christian sisters, believers in God,
in Christ, in an eternal Heaven, and· an
eternal Hell, can you hesitate, and ask
what you shall do? Bedew those ornaments with the tears of contrition ;
consecrate them to the cause of charity ;
hang them on the cross of your dying
Lord. Delay not an instant. Hasten
with all your might, if not to make
reparation for the past, at least to prevent a continuance of the evil in future.
And for your guidance, allow me
to suggest two fundamental principles-the one based on 1 Tim. ii, 9-

all ornaments and costly dress to be disused · the other on the law of general
avails of such articles, and the savings resulting from the
plain dress system, to be devoted to purposes of charity. Some general rules
in regard to dress, and some general
objects of charity, may be easily ascertained ; and free discussion will
throw light on many points at first obscure. Be not deterred by the suggestion that in such discussions you are
concerned about. small things. Great
things depend on small ; and, in that
case, things which appear small to
short-sighted man are great in the sight
of God. Many there are who praise the
principle of self-denial in general, and
condemn it in all its particular applications as too minute, scrupulous, and
severe. The enemy is well aware that,
if he can secure the minute units, the
sum total will be his own. Think not
anything small which may have a bearing upon the kingdom of Christ and
upon the destinies of eternity. How
easy to conceive, from many known
events, that the single fact of a lady's
divesting herself of a necklace for
Christ's sake may involve consequences which shall be felt in the remotest
parts of the earth, and in all future generations to the end of time-yea,
stretch away into a boundless eternity,
and be a subject of praise millions of
ages after this world and all its ornaments are burned up.
Beware of another suggestion made
by weak and erring souls, who will tell
y;ou that there is more danger of being
proud of plain dress and other modes
of self-denial than of fashionable atti:te
and self-indulgence. Be not insnared
by this last, most finished, most insidious device of the great enemy. Rather
believe that He who enables you to
make a sacrifice is able to keep you
from being proud of it. Believe that
He will kindly permit such occasions
of mortification and shame as will preserve you from the evil threatened.
The severest part of self-denial consists
in encountering the disapprobation,
the envy, the hatred of one's dea'l'ett
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friends. All who enter the straight
and narrow path in good earnest soon
find themselves in a climate extremely
uncongenial to the growth of pride.
The gay and fashionable will, in
many cases, be the last to engage in
this holy undertaking. But let none
be discouraged on that account. Christ
has seldom honored the leaders of
worldly fashion by appointing them
leaders in his cause. Fix it in your
hearts that in this warfare tlie Lord
Jesus Christ expects every woman to do
her duty. There is, probably, not one
in the humblest walks oflife but would,
on strict examination, find some article
which might be dispensed with for purposes of charity, and ought to be dispensed with in compliance with the
apostolic command. Wait not, therefore, for the fashionable to set an example ; wait not for one another; listen
not to the news from the next town ;
but let every individual go forward, regardless of reproach, fearless of consequences. The eye of Christ is upon
you. Death is hastening to strip you
of your ornaments, and to turn your
fair forms into corruption and dust.
Many of those for whom this letter is
desigliled will be laid in the grave before it can ever reach their eyes. We
shall all soon appear before the judgment seat of Christ, to be tried for our
conduct, and to receive the things done
in the body. When placed before that
awful bar, in the presence of that Being
whose eyes are as a flame of fire, and
whose irrevocable fiat will fix you forever in Heaven or in Hell, and mete out
the measure of your everlasting pleasures and pains, what course will you
then wish you had taken ? Will you
then wish that, in defiance of His authority, you had adorned :your mortal
bodies with gold, and p.rec10us stones,
and costly attire, cherishing self-love,
vanity and pride? Or will you wish
that
had chosen a life of self-denial,
renounced the world, taken up the cross
daily, and followed Him? And as you
will then ·wish you had done, DO NOW.
Dear sisters, your affectionate brother in Christ,
A. JUDSON.
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WoRLDLY SocrnTY.-·-After long
doubting the propriety, and even the
lawfulness, of mixh1g at all in society
where duty does not call, and after
smarting a number of times for indulging myself in it--more, however,
through fear of offending, than for any
pleasure I find in it-I am at length
brought to renounce it entirely; and it
is not a needless scrupulosity. It does
appear a duty to shun all communication with the world, when there is no
well-grounded reason to hope to do
good. There are, to be sure, many
plausible reasons, but I doubt whether
they will bear the test of Scripture.
Can a man walk on pitch, and his
feet not be defiled ? Can a man take
coals of fire in his bosom and his
clothes not be burned ? If he can, then
he may mix freely with the world, and
not be contaminated. But I am not
the one who can do it.
I speak only for myself. Others
may experience no bad effects ; but,
for myself, when I go into company, if
it is pleasant and agreeable, it has a
tendency only to fix my thoughts on
earth, from which it is my duty and
my desire to turn them ; to give me a
distaste for serious duties, especially
prayer and meditation; and to render
me desirous of the applause and approbation of those with whom I associate.
I cannot avoid feeling some desire for
· its friendship ; and this friendship, the
apostle assures us, and my own experience feelingly convinces me, is enmity
with God.-P AYSON.
IT requires a great degree of watchfulness to retain the perfect love of
God ; and one great means of retaining it is, frankly to declare what God
has rriven you, and earnestly to exhort
all the believers you meet with to follow after full salvation.-"\VESLEY.
POLITENESS is the religion of the
heart, as piety is that of the soul. It
is good nature in action. It renders
whoever may be its object contented
and happy under its softening
It consists in acts which show their
source-the heart.
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that there are roots of bitterness yet
within you. You have felt the risings
of pride, anger, selfishness, impatience,
fretfulness, peevishness; you have seen
that they dwelt in "walled cities ;"
BY S. K. J. CHESBROUGH.
you are almost discouraged. Unbelief
whispers to you and says, "you are
How simple is the plan of Salvation. but as a grasshopper, do not venture."
Yet how many stumble at this very
What does Gon say? " See, J have
thing. Does not much of the power set the land before thee, go over and
of Salvation lie in the simplicity of the possess it, in the length of it and in the
Gospel plan? Was not this simplicity breadth of it." How many, from this
a stumbling block to the self-righteous point, shrink and go back, vainly
Jew, and foolishness to the proud and hoping that by wandering around forty
learned Greek? God has seen fit in years they will at last enter in over
His wisdom so to confound the wisdom against Jericho, instead of Kadish Barof this world as to hide these things nea. Ah ! how many carcasses lie
from the wise and prudent, and to re- scattered here and there. These inveal them into babes. How very re- ward foes have proved to be too
pugnant to the carnal heart this simple mighty. Reader, is this your condiway of faith! The heart convicted of tion ? I entreat you to consecrate all
sin, sinking beneath the weight of guilt, to God, and by simple faith claim the
looks all around for some other way to promised land, "the rest from inbred
be saved, endeavoring, though vainly, sin," "perfect love which casts out
by works, to gain Salvation; and it fear." We are to walk by the same
frequently happens that the soul, that rule and mind the same things in every
is thus seeking Jesus, mourns for weeks, step of the Divine life. Simple faith,
before it learns, like Peter, to repeat and trust in God-letting go of self,
the simple prayer of utter helplessness, and falling into the arms of Jesus, and
"Lord save me, or I perish." How sim- He will save you. Can you not now
ple was the remedy God provided for say "Lord, I believe?" Says one,
the poor sinning Israelite when bitten "Now we are over. What remains to
by the "fiery serpent." It was simply be done?"
to look upon the " brazen serpent "
Obey and possess. As the IsraelMoses had lifted up, and they were ites only possessed as much and as far
healed ; it was but to "look and live." as they obeyed God, so it will be with
Thus, dear sinner, has Jesus been lifted us. Our " Jericho," and our " Ai,"
up, that whosoever looks upon Him are to be taken, the Seven Nations are
may live. Look up, sinner, poor back- to be destroyed, the thirty and one
slider in heart or life, "look and live." Kings are to be overthrown-all, all, to
"Well," says one, "I have looked and be utterly destroyed.
I have been saved." Then there is anWe must contend for a " clean vicother step to be taken. The land of tory ." If we permit any to remain,
Canaan, or of perfect love, lies close to we shall find this man-fearing and comthis "wilderness" where you have been promising spirit will be " pricks in our
wandering. God has brought you up eyes," shutting out the clear light;
out of Egypt, through the Red Sea; " thorns in our sides," causing us pain
the Egyptians who followed hard after and fearful anxiety. God demands
have been drowned. Now you are perfect obedience. Oh! my brother
come to Kadish Barnea; God says and sister, what an inheritance is bego over, enter in. That mighty foe, fore us. Are you striving earnestly,
Unbelief, now confronts you, whispers yea contending for every foot of your
to you that there are giants there. possessions? Do not commence as
You have been conscious that you felt soon as Jericho is taken, and you gain
LOOK AND LIVE-BELIEVE
AND ENTER IN-OBEY
AND POSSESS.

THE KIND OF PRE.A.CHING WE NEED.

one victory, to sing "There is rest
for the weary." The battle has just
commenced. In this day, when a com
promising, man-fearing, and man-pleas
ing spirit abounds, and professed sol
diers of the cross are seeking for
worldly honors, positions in Church
and State, conforming to the world
sighing for the day to come " whe�
the offence of the cross shall cease'"
"c..1ear1ng
·
th,,e L
. ord and serving their
own gods;
we need to arise, and
shake ourselves from the dust, gird on
our armor, and in Jesus' might go forth
to glorious war against "spiritual wick
edness in high places." If the "Sauls,"
who stand head and shoulders above
the people, dare not fight with the
formidable Goliaths, God will raise up
Davids, who, with the simple sling of
faith, and the smooth stones-the pure
yet simple testimony-will · go up
against tlie enemies of our Israel.
Who will this day consecrate him
self to God, gird on all the armor, cut
off every retreat, and cry, "I mean to
die in the army of the Lord 1''
To prove the sincerity of our humili
ation and repentance, instead of cloak
ing and extenuating our manifold sins,
let us confess them with deep sorrow,
and return to the Lord with mourning
and prayer, as well as with fasting;
bearing each of us the load of our own
private iniquities, the additional load
of the iniquities of our families, and
the immensely accumulated load of
the iniquities of our country at large.
FLETCHER.

IF you cannot relieve, do not grieve
the poor ; give them soft words, if
nothing else; abstain from either sour
looks or harsh words. Let them be
glad to come, even though they should
go empty away. Put yourself in the
place of every poor man ; and deal
with him as you would God should
deal with you.-WEsLEY.
THESE professors, (unstable ones,)
have more of the moon than of the
sun, little light, less heat, and many
cbanges.-FLAVEL.
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THE KIND OF PREACHING WE
NEED.
BY MRS. ELLEN L, ROBERTS,
How many in these days are groan·
.
mg under the feeling, " Woe is me if I
preach not the Gospel." They look at
themselves-the few advantages they
have had for the cultivation of their
minds-their limited knowledge of
rhetoric and grammar and say "How
can I do it 1" They glance, toi� at the
style -of preaching which prevails at
th
resent day, and the response is'
.
" w1
ho 1s suffi'
�ent �I!.or these things 1 "
�ey try to think either that they are
mistaken, or else that God will perhaps
excuse them ; or perchance they en
deavor to compromise the matter so
as n?t to go quite as far as the Holy
_
Spmt leads them, and thus they bring
barrenness and leanness upon their
own souls and render themselves inef..
ficient in the cause of God. When
we see a cross, will God bless us in an
attempt to take a part of that cross or
in substituting a cross of our own 'for
the one He lays upon us 1 We say to
a so-µl,. seeking pardon or purity, take
the whole cross ; we say the same to
that person who is called to preach the
Gospel. Let us get in the dust and ask
Jesus to show us what kind of preach
ing He requires of us.
What does
the world demand, and the multitudes
call for 1 Not dry essays, nor theolog
ical dissertations, nor doctrinal discus.
sions; the masses have starved on these
and are now asking for holy lives, �
living, burning experience; men and
women that can pilot them from con
viction for sin, into justification, sanc
tifioation, and on into the ocean of
God's love. If you have the qualifica
tion of a Gideon Oursley, ".a know
lege of the disease and remedy," you
may, like him, be instrumental in sa
ving thousands from the death that
never dies.
Call to mind the eloquent sermons
to which you have listened, from the
most gifted ministers, and you may
find the impression they made soon
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wore away, while the simple story of
a child who had just passed from death
unto life, or the words of some father
or mother in Israel, as they testified to
the power of grace which enabled them
to triumph in the midst of suffering,
privation and the loss of all things, left
an arrow in vour soul which was never
removed till' you became savingly acquainted with Jesus. We have trembled like an aspen leaf under the burning appeals of an Olin and a Hamline,
and yet they did not make the impression upon our minds that the simple
relation of their experience did. The
way they came in possession of justifying and santifying grace, we remembered longer than their sermons upon
those subjects.
But do you say, "Must I go into the
pulpit with this simple kind of preaching 1" We answer, take the whole
cross. In Ireland little children are
placed upon the stand to tell what Jesus
has done for them; sinners are convicted, and they melt and yield to the
claims of God while listening to them.
If God should lead you farther, to talk
about any portion of His word, or
simply to read a command or threatening, we believe He could give you so
much of the holy unction that it would
sink deeper in some hearts than any
learned exposition of the word. It is
not the head we need to reach, but the
heart. When we get into some upper
room, and wait for the baptism of the
Holy Ghost, paying the price for it
which the disciples paid, laying our
wisdom in the dust, and continuing with
one accord in prayer and supplication,
"until we too are endowed with the
same " power from on high-then shall
we prove that " God has chosen the
foolish things of the world to confound
the wise;" and " the weak things of the
world to confound the things which are
mighty."
WHERE God's Word is taught, pure,
and undefiled, there is also poverty.
Superstition, idolatry and hypocrisy
have ample wages, but truth goes a
begging.-LUTHER.

THE blessed apostle John, living at
Ephesus to extreme old age, being
carried to the church, was wont to say
nothing but this, "Little children, love
one another." The brethren, tired with
hearing so often the same thing, said,
"Sir, why do you always say this 1"
He replied, "Because it is the Lord's
command ; and if that alone be done,
it is sufficient."-J EROME, A. D. 392.
WHEN Ongin was seventeen years
of age, his father was cast into prison
for being a Christian. The son fearing
that his father, distressed for the destitute condition of his family, might be
induced to compromise his religion,
wrote to him as follows: "Take heed,
father, that you do not change your
mind for our sakes."
No holy word, no righteous act can
ever die. Strike the cords of influence with a manly hand! Their vibration will ring on forever. Be hopeful!
We are moving on toward high noon;
hardly out of the twilight yet, it may
be, but thank God it is the twilight of
the morning and not of the evening,
and the hour hand on the great dial
plate of time never goes back. Slowly and silently, except when it strikes
at long intervals the progressive epochs
of the world, it advances toward the
meridian.
IT is possible that one's suffering and
privation may be numbered among his
poorest pleasures. He who foregoes a
luxury for the sake of those he loves,
or turns away from the gifts of fortune
to discharge a duty, finds in that self
denial his highest happiness.

GLORIOUS is the destiny of the real
martyr; there is a sublimity in his
voluntary sacrifice, that pertains not to
triumphs in arts and arms, when the
soul is girded, and equipped to suffer
and be strong.
GrvE to a grief a little time, and it
softens to regret, and grows beautiful,
at last, and we cherish it as we do some
old, dim picture of the dead.-B. F.
TAYLOR.

PREJUDICE.

PREJUDICE.
EvERY one is forward to complain of
the prejudices that mislead other men
or parties, as if he were free, and had
none of his own. This being objected
on all sides, it is agreed that it is a fault
and an hindrance to knowledge. What
now is the case? No other but this,
that every man should let alone others'
prejudices and examine his own. Nobody is convinced of his by the accusation of another; he recriminates by
the same rule, and is clear. The only
way to remove this great cause of ignorance and error out of the world, is
for every one, impartially, to examine
himself. If others will not deal fairly
with their own minds, does that make
my errors truths? or ought it to make
me in love with them, and willing to
impose upon myself? If others love
cataracts in their eyes, should that
hinder me from couching of mine as
soon as I can? Every one declares
against blindness, and yet who almost
is not fond of that which dims his sight,
and keeps the clear light out of his
mind, which should lead him into truth
and knowledge? False or doubtful
positions, relied upon as unquestionable
maxims, keep those in the dark from
truth who build on them.
To those who are willing to get rid
of this great hindrance of knowledge,
to those who would shake off this great
and dangerous impostor, prejudice, who
dresses up falsehood in the likeness of
truth, and so dexterously hoodwinks
men's minds, as to keep them in the
dark, with a belief that they are more
in the light than any that do not see
with their eyes, I shall offer this one
mark whereby prejudice may be known.
He that is strongly of any opinion,
must suppose, (unless he be self-condemned,) that his persuasion is built
upon good grounds ; and that his assent is no greater than what the evidence of the truth he holds forces him
to ; and that they are arguments, and
not inclination, or fancy, that make him
so confident and positive in his tenets.
Now, if after all his professions, he
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?annot bear any opposition to his opin10ns, if he cannot so much as give a patient hearing, much less examine and
weigh the arguments on the other side,
d?es he not plainly confess it is prejudice governs him ? And it is not the
evidence of truth, but some lazy
pation, some beloved presumption,
that he desires to rest undisturbed in.
For if what he holds be, as he gives
out, well fenced with evidence and he
fear to
sees it to be true, what need
put it to the proof? If his opinion be
settled upon a firm foundation, if the
arguments that support it and have obtained his assent, be clear, good and
convincing, why should he be shy to
have it tried, whether they be proofs
or not ? He whose assent goes beyond
this evidence, owes this excess of his
adherence only to prejudice, and does
in effect own it when he refuses to hear
what is offered against it; declaring
thereby that it is not evidence he seeks,
but the quiet enjoyment of the opinion
he is fond of, with a forward condemnation of all that may stand in opposition to it, unheard and unexamined ;
which, what is it but prejudice?LocKE.
SANCTus, a deacon of Vienna, sustained excessive torments, and would
neither tell his name, condition, nor
habitation, but constantly answered, "I
am a Christian." Red hot plates of
brass were then applied to the tenderest parts of his body, which was all
over full of wounds and stripes, besides being so bowed down as to have
lost the external shape of a man. In
the amphitheatre he was afflicted with
every torment, as if he had suffered
nothing before; sometimes being placed
on a red hot iron chair ; and at other
times dragged and torn by wild beasts
to satiate the fury of the people, until
his life was closed.
LovE and humility are two things
the most contrary to the spirit of the
devil of any thing in the world; for
the character of that evil spirit, above
all things, consists in pride and malice.-EnwARDS.
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forbid them " to speak any more in this name,"
but feeling that they must "obey God rather
BY THE EDITOR.
than man," they double their diligence and press
forward in their work. Where there is an open
When the human body is in a healthy con·
door to do good, they enter it; where there is
dition, every part performs its appropriate
none, they make one. Let others sigh for ease
functions. So of the Church of Jesus Christ,
and seek worldly honors and emoluments, they
which is termed His "body." Itii! peculiar
are striving for immortal crowns. A burning
work is, instrumentally, to save the souls of
love for sinners infused into their hearts by
men. .A. revival signifies, literally, a restoraChrist, constrains them
tion from death to life. Men, by nature, are
"To Eeek the wandering souls of men,
dead in trespasses and sins. The conversion
With cries, entreaties, tears to save,
of sinners and the quickening of believers conTo snatch them from the gaping grave.''
stitute a revival of religion. When a Church
Entirely consecrated to God, He fits them
is in a healthy state, one or both, and usually
for his service by touching their "lips with a
both of these works, is carried on. When
months and years pass away in the history of live coal from off his altar," purging away their
a Church, without either of these resultil being sins. As they wait upon him in all prevailing
achieved to any considerable degree, something prayer, he bestows upon them the Holy Ghost,
is as evidently out of place, as when a steamer giving them
" Hearts and tongues of fire
fails to make progress, having on a full head
To pray, and praise and love."
of steam, and all hands at work, or as when a
farm yields no harvest at the end of the year. Men thus called, commissioned, and furnished
.A. living Church is a revival Church. If no for the ministry, cannot be otherwise than sucrevival takes place, if no souls are saved cessful in their appropriate work. This is to
through its instrumentality, it fails to accom- promote revivals-to save souls. Laborers
plish the end for which it was instituted. Its lilent into the harvest field are expected, not to
organization may be perfect, its ceremonies duly flourish their sickles, and boast how bright and
performed, its seats filled with respectful hear- sharp they are, but to gather wheat. So Jesus
ers, its temporalities in a flourishing condition; looks to have his servants, sent forth to gather
but if sinful hearts are not purified and fitted souls in tbe whitening fields of humanity, emfor Heaven, its main business is neglected. ploy all their time, and bend all their energies,
However good its influence as a social organ- not in making a display of their literary or
ization, as a Church it is worthless. The money scientific attainments, but in "turning many to
laid out in keeping it up had better be expend- righteousness," in "converting sinners from
ed in feeding the hungry and clothing the the error of their ways."
It is as much the business of a minister to
naked.
Ministers are agents empwyed by God to p'l'o- promote revivals, as it is of a physician to cure
nwte revivals. They are the servants of Jesus his patients. How many would patronize a
Christ. He employs them. As distinctly as doctor, who, in his professional visits, invaria.Aaron was called of God to minister at the bly, with urbane manner and soft words, flataltar, so are they divinely called to labor for ters the sick, pampers their appetites, and
the salvation of immortal souls. They have gives them anodynes, till even those, who, left
their commission from Heaven written in char- alone, might recover, pass into eternity under
acters of living fire upon their hearts. .A. ne- his kind treatment ? What sane person would
cessity is upon them. .A. divine impulse is employ a surgeon whose custom it is to apply
impelling them to go forth to lead their fellow a cosmetic when a caustic is needed, and who
men to Christ. They cannot keep still if they to save the pain of amputating a finger allowa
would. The word of the Lord is "as a fire the body to perish?
shut up in their bones." They are ordained
Yet is not a parallel course pursued by too
by the imposition of an Almighty hand to pro- rpa:iy of the professed ministers of Jesus? Do
claim the gospel. Opposition may be encount- they not sing the lullaby of repose, when they
ered, tumults may be excited, authorities may should sound the note of alarm? If any, un·
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der their influence, are partially awakened to
the strictness of God's claims, and the narrowness of the way of life, do they not assure
them that their scruples are needless, and bid
them beware of "fanaticism," when their real
danger arises from a spirit of indifference?
Instead of applying God's scorching truth to
the torpid conscience, until the awakened soul
cries out,
"What shall be done
To save a wretch like me,
How shall a trembling sinner shun
That endless misery,"

do they not rather attempt to quiet his fears
and allay his excitement? In the place of
preaching as God directs, " hearing the word
at his mouth," and giving "warning from him,"
do they not

holding extra meetings for a few weeks past.
The Church is crowded with attentive hearers,
and awakenings are general. An old resident
of the village told us that he had never seen
the place so shaken by the Spirit of God.
From forty to fifty profess to have passed from
death unto life, and conversions are still occurring in almost every meeting. Some very interesting cases of conversion, which we may
speak of more definitely hereafter, have fallen
under our notice.
THE

GENER.AL

QUARTERLY MEETING A'l'

was attended with the Holy
Spirit's seal of approbation. Though held on
week days, the Church was filled-galleries,
porch, and aisles; and a Divine influence seemed
to pervade the entire throng of human beings.
A.11 felt that God was there. The work of re"Smooth down the stubborn text to ears polite,
.And snugly keep damnation out of sight? "
vival commenced, which is still going on. An
Ministers who pursue such a course will not esteemed Brother of that place, inviting us a
have revivals. They do not want them. They day or two since to go and assist them, says,
are looking for their reward here, in popular " God is at work among us, and some of us
applause, and good salaries. Whenever they already have confessed and forsaken our sins,
can "do better," in a worldly sense, at some and obtained full salvation. Backsliders are
other employment, they are ready to leave the coming out from the world, and sinners are
ministry. Whatever "call" promises to be getting interested to learn about this salvation.
most lucrative and honorable, whether it be to God bas commenced, and is making a clean
a teacher's chair, a legislator's seat, or a more sweep in the Church. Halleluiah to his
fashionable pulpit, they readily persuade them- name l " May the work go on till multitudes
are redeemed from sin!
selves it is from Heaven l
NORTH PARM.A.

There is always something wrong with minFROM MANY PLACES IN THE WEST we are
isters who are not instrumental in the salvareceiving cheering accounts of the progress of
tion of souls. Usually there is a want of perEarnest Christianity. Many professing Chrissonal piety. Men who daily walk with God, tians, tired of empty forms, are renouncing the
and who go into the pulpit "full of faith and world in reality, and coming to Christ for that
of the Holy Ghost," will so preach Christ, that full salvati0n which alone can satisfy the longsome of their hearers will be " pricked to the
ings of an awakened soul
heart.'' He then that is not instrumental in
One Brother writes us from Illinois, " I take
saving souls should be diligent to search out pleasure in informing you that there are pilthe cause. He should give himself no rest till grim bands springing up in every direction in
God works through him. If he will not pay this country."
the price of spiritual power, let him leave the
Another Brother, a local preacher, writing
work for those who will. He has no right to us respecting those who, in another place, are
stay in the ministry. He is like a fig tree in striving to walk in the narrow way, says, "I
the vineyard, which eats up the fatness of the was with them last Sabbath, and tried to
soil, and shades the ground, but bea,rs no fruit. preach to them; for which I expect to suffer
Earnest Christians, let us pray that God's dear martyrdom at the hands of the old Church.
ministers-the ambassadors of Christ-may be But my happy heart and redeemed spirit say
clothed with soul-saving power I
Amen to it. Brother Redfield was refused
AT TONAWANDA. the Lord is still carrying on the Methodist pulpit; so some of his friends
his work in power. Brother Sinclair bas been hired the Universalist Church, and went and
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salvation is the end of Christianity, or it is
without a purpose; and there cannot be two
ways of being saved. And here, strong men
in the midst of their work, or in the throng of
the market place, or by the roadside, as well
as women in the hum of domestic duties, and
girls while busy in the factory-young men
gay and frolicsome, "fast young men "-and
the profane mocker at that religion which is
man's only solace and hope-all these are arrested; all these are brought to prayer; all
seek mercy of an offending God; all plead one
atonement as their only refuge from the fears
of guilt; and eventually, as they have before
all used one Litany, now employ one Te Deum
on their deliverance. And this is agreeable to
truth. The articles and homilies of the Church
of England and the confession of all Protestant Churches, agree in the truths which vitally
concern the revival. Error and wickedness
cannot be the honored instruments of saving
men; and yet God may occasionally bless
truth mixed with venial error, and administration accompanied by much human infirmity.
The effects of the revival are too good to be
the work of our prime Deceiver, or bis kingTHE REVIV.ALS IN IRELAND.
dom is divided against itself; and too great to
The English and Irish newspapers continue be the product of man's best device and highto have many descriptions of the great revival est power. Nor is that to be denounced as a
-Rev. F. A. WEST writes an excellent arti- mere disease which yet, whatever its accident·
cle to the London Morning Star on the subject, al evils, heals the soul. Sudden moral changes
from which we extract the following :-Zion's from ill to good are none the worse for being
sudden; and, where so many are fitly fruitful,
Herald.
Whatever may be said of some localities, the it behooves the psychologist, as well as the
broad case is too public and general to admit religious teacher, to be slow in judgment, and
of dispute-that there is a great moral reform; to wait for such a collection of facts as will
and that there have been multiplied sudden enable him, by a true induction, to judge
conversions; as sudden as the primitive Christ- whether this is not, after all, the finger of God.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
ian types, given in an undoubted history of
F. A. WEST.
Hackney,
Oct. 18.
the workings of divine power. The moral
aspect of towns and villages, and neighborhoods, has been completely changed by the REV. WILLIAM ARTHUR'S "TR.ACTS FOR REVIVALS."
.only sure and permanent reform-that of individual conversion. It is, in my humble judgNo. VI. of this series continues the author's
ment, a grand manifestation of the power of account of the revival in Ballymena, and
Christianity; a divine rebuke of those who say glances at the same gracious work in Colethat it bas served its purpose-has become raine. The facts recited are the more valuable
effete, and must now be substituted by more as they appear to have been conscientiously
perfect knowledge, and institutions and influ- pondered and in some instances personally inences more adapted to the genius of the age. vestigated. From the remarks interwoven
God calls men to see that it retains its power with the narrative, we transcribe the following
to accomplish its original design. Personal extract :-Christian GuOJrdian.

heard him preach ; for which some fourteen
were read out of the Church without any trial.
They went and fitted up a hall, and now hold
meetings in it with crowded congregations.
The preacher in charge of the old Church told
me last Monday morning that he should read
out twenty-seven names more next Sunday
morning at the Love Feast. How can they
call it a Love Feast, when they read out of
the Church the vitality of religion? "
Another Brother, sending us a good list of
subscribers, says, " May the Lord abundantly
bless you in attempting to revive the old-fashioned Methodist thunder and fire. We used
to have it here in the West twenty-five years
ago. Until a few years since it has been somewhat dimmed by the influence of some of your
eastern regency preachers. We poor laymen
out here want something besides worldly wisdom to feed our poor souls. We must have
it. None of your milk-and-water preaching
is going to save American sinners, or be the
means of sanctifying believer&. If our Church
can have a holy ministry, the western world
will be taken."
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" The bodily affection attending some of the
cases of conviction had now become an ordinary feature of the revival. Beforehand, every
minister and religious man in the district would
have recoiled from the idea of such scenes;
the reproach certain to arise would have been
one ground of fear, and the danger of fanatioism a more serious one. A revival, such as
that lately witnessed in America, where the
dry bones came together without any terrific
shaking, was what all longed to see; and
what now occurred could not have found a
people less likely to welcome any thing boisterous, or forms of worship less likely to fan
wildfire, than among the 'cold Presbyterians,'
as they were so often called. But here, by no
man's desire or effort, contrary to the wish of
every one, was an uncontrollable, unaccountable, somewhat-influence? stroke? disease?
what? human weakness? Satanic alloy?
divine visitation? Perplexed, discomposed,
awed, and startled, good men pondered much.
One thing, and only one, was clear; but that
shone like the sun-the moral result. The
bad were suddenly good, the Ethiopian changed
his skin, the leepard his spots. 'Instead of the
thorn, came up the fir tree ; instead of the
briar, came up the myrtle tree.'
"The best of miracles, the moral miracle, by
which deeds of righteousness spring from those
whose natures had been deeply depraved-this
miracle was hourly wrought before all men.
The servants of God hailed it, wondering
greatly, and rejoicing much. One and another,
known as blind from their birth, always stumbling pitifully on the broad road, and making
dreadful falls close to the edge of the precipice, 'went and washed, and came seeing;
came with a firm tread into the strait and
narrow road, and went on, day by day, saying
to all who questioned them, ' One thing I
know, that, whereas I was blind, now I see.'
The fault found with this work wrought upon
them was not that it was done on the Sabbath
day, but that clay had been put on their eyes.
Why was that? It could do no good; it was
not dignified. It was very improbable that
such a strange and humbling circumstance
should be connected with a work really divine.
There must be error. The result could only
be a delusion. The only possible answer was,
1 He put clay upon mine eyes, and I washed,
and do see.'
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"Some asserted that a revival, accompanied
with similar affections, had never occurred in
the Church of England. They" were told,
among others, of Jno. Berridge's Church, at
Everton, in Bedfordshire, in the year 17 59,
just one hundred years ago. Others cried, ' It
is all hysteria, its cause close air, and girls its
subjects.' But the open fields, road sides,
markets, and the cool of evening, often witnessed these prostrations. Only girls I why,
bony working men, with arms like the handle
of a spade, of lymphatic, bilious, and sanguine
temperament, indifferently-men, the like of
whom not three doctors living ever treated fo:rhysteria-felt this influence. We do not explain it; but we are very sure some who imagine they do, ought to read what others attempted in the same line, respecting th&
' preaching sickness' in Sweden, or the great
revival in Cornwall, and then go to the scenes
of those movements, and learn how far the
lapse of years has accredited the imagined explanations.
" Others say that it is all produced through
appeals to the base passion of fear. Fear is
not base in itself. Love, ill-directed, often
drags us through vile mire ; and fear, ill-directed, drives us from right into wrong. But
fear of God, fear of sin, who shall call that
base? The voice of the Blessed never appealed
to a base passion ; and of all those implanted
pure in my nature by his hand, and fouled by
my first father's sin, no one is more frequently
addressed by bis voice than the fear of theLord. Base I He lifts us up, as on eagle's
wings, and sweeps heaven and earth, the caverns of death, the unfathomed sea, with the
question, ' Where shall wisdom be found?' and
returning from such a flight as the soul of man
is no where else carried over (Job xxviii, 12,
etc.) he sets us down with this everlasting
lesson: 'Unto man he said, Behold the fear of
the Lord, that is wisdom.' But were fear
base, we declare that we heard no preaching
on the scenes of the revival in which fear of
damnation, of unquenchable fire, of body and
soul being cast into hell, of weeping and wailing, and gnashing of teeth, of outer darkness,
of many stripes, of torment in flame, of God's
most terrible wrath against impenitent sinners,
was appealed to, either with frequency or plainness, comparable with those found in the dis-
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courses of him who was the word of God; and
who shall dare to call that which he did, ap·
pealing to base passion ?
"To accuse the ministers of Ulster of 'getting up ' these affections, is as rational as to
suspect physicians of bringing an epidemic.
The course taken by the Lancet, in charging
them with 'rascality,' reminds me of what
happened to a relative of my own, in a large
English town, in 1832, when he was mobbed
and pelted for spreading the cholera. The
ministers were at first terrified by the affections, and became reconciled to them only
after much evidence that, amid them-they at
first thought, in spite of them-the Lord was
manifesting his regenerating power in a way
never seen in Ireland before.
" The popular speech now became affected
by the feeling that the revival was a visitation
from the hand of God, in the same sense a::i an
epidemic. The common mind did not care to
sift second causes in the one case more than in
the other, but passed through them to the instinctive conclusion, that no matter to what
extent they were employed, they did not originate and could not direct the visitation. In
common parlance, a person 'affected' was ' a
case; ' being under conviction was being ' very
bad; ' :finding peace was becoming 'better;'
and so all the expressions describing sickness
and recovery were adopted. But, notwithstanding this, the reformation of manners and
morals proceeded with rapid steps. Each
fresh convert became a soldier fighting against
sin; the boldness of habitual transgressors forsook them ; the public mind became pervaded
with a conviction that God was directly dealing with his fallen creatures, for their sal vation.
" The effect of teaching by facts instead of
by words, was daily growing plainer. The
primary lesson of Christ's ministry, 'Ye must
be born again,' so hard to write upon the convictions of a community by mere language,
now became part of the popular perceptions.
A hundred cases of change from wicked to
holy lives, taking place before every man's
eye, among his neighbors and kinsfolk, made
him feel that salvation from sin was not a
dream, and preparation for heaven not a deathbed ceremony. In one thing all the dispensations agree i the ministry of the prophets, that

of John, of Jesus, and of the apostles, all make
God's first call to man, repent! Even in theory this had passed from the sight of many
Christians; and books, not very old, may be
found, in which men well placed in God's
Church do not know where to fix repentance
in Christian life, at the beginning, middle, or
end. But the voice of Christ, and of his own
messengers, 'Repent and believe the Gospel,•
was re-echoed by every case of conversion
which occurred, till, clear as day, the correspondence between the word written and the
work wrought gave to theologians the clear
conception, to the populace the prompt instinct,
that the foundation of the Spirit's work in the
soul of man is laid in repentance and faithrepentance from the dead works, and faith
towards God; that the high office of Christ
enthroned is as 'a Prince and Saviour to give
repentance to Israel and remission of sins.' "
"AWFUL GARDNER'S STORY OF HIMSELF.

"Awful Gardner," the converted pugilist,
was present on Sunday evening at a meeting
in the Methodist Church, in Greene street, and
narrated to the congregation the circumstan·
ces of his conversion, as follows:
I feel it my duty to tell you what God bas
done for me. I hope you will hear all I have
to say. There are many here who have known
me for ten years-have known me when I
was fearfully wicked. Now I am on the
Lord's side. I want it thoroughly understood
that now I am on the Lord's side.
I was on a visit to my brother in the country, about twenty-eight miles away, at a town
called Portchester. When I went there I had
as much idea of getting religion as many of
you have now-that is none at all But I
hope when you get home you cannot rest nor
sleep till you get religion. I went to church
in that town for accommodation, that's all, to
the folks. The Saviour was there. The Lord's
Spirit was powerfully displayed, and went
from heart to heart all through the Church.
It worked upon me three or four nights. The
pastor of the Chnrch came to me and asked
me if I would not like to get religion and
serve God. I answered., " No, I didn't care
about it just then," and told him a lie, for I
did; I felt as though I wanted religion.
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I got dreadfully uneasy, and made up my
mind I had better leave that part of the country; it was getting too warm for me. I told
my brother I was going to New York in the
morning. He said " Wait another day," and I
made up my mind I would stay and attend
another night. Some remarks were made to
backsliders the next night, many of whom I
knew ; they sat there unmoved. The minister and my friends had been trying to get me
to be a Christian, but the devil said, "Don't be
taken in by those fellows." After church that
night, as we were going heme-the minister
lived up our way-I made some remark about
those backsliders, saying to him that if I were
in their place I would come out like a man
and seek religion over again.
The minister told me that he thought I was
a. very great sinner; that I stood in a critical
condition, and was more likely to be lost than
any of them. I said to my brother, if that
was the way the minister was going to talk, I
would go; I got my carpet bag ready next
day and started. I opened the door; I wanted
to go, and I didn't want to go; and I hoped
my brother would urge me to stay ; he did so,
and I stayed. That w.as Saturday. After I
had my dinner, I resolved that I would seek
the Lord that night. I made a strong resolution ; I felt where I stood, that perhaps it was
the last time the Lord would strive with me.
Saturday night the invitation was given to
·come forward to the altar-on my shoulders
my load of sins-up I went with them, the
cross of Christ upon my back. I got up and
threw my sins down by the altar. I tried as
hard as a man ever did, and I got no religion.
Sunday night I attended with a like result.
That night I could not sleep, my sins looked
so bad; they came up on every hand and
looked at me; all the sins of my life crowded
upon me, many I should never have thought
had not the devil brought them before me.
I could not sleep; I wiggled and waggled
around the bed all nigbt; the Lord was striving with me. Monday morning I got up and
prayed; I did tbe best I could; I asked the
Lord to take away the weight that bore me
down so. There was a friend came to me
that day and said he was going over to White
Plains, and I could go with him. Knowing I
would be in good company, I concluded to go,
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thinking he might do me some good. .There
was little said on the way, but he told me to
keep looking for the Saviour; that I was trying
to get religion, and had let everybody know
it; the Lord was willing to bless me at any
time or anywhere. I was riding along, singing a hymn, and in an instant I felt as though
I was blessed. I am sure I gave up my soul
and body. The first thing I knew, God spokt:J
peace to my soul. It came like a shot-it
came like lightning when I was not anticipating it, and the first thing I said, "Glory! God
blessed me." My friend said he knew it; he
felt the shock too. We rode against a stone
fence two or three times, and came near tumbling on the gr01md. The change was surprising; the trees looked as though they had been
blessed; everything appeared to have been
blessed, even the horse and wagon. I felt
strong. I could almost fly. Glory to God,
this religion is good ! The Lord has blessed
me ever since. My faith in him grows stronger
every day. I would face all the people that
God ever put in the earth, and tell them all I
am bound for heaven. My heart says see the
scorner : I say, I will go and pray for him.
Everything is pleasing. I love those I used
to hate. Now, that shows pretty good for religion-don't it broLhers? [Yes, yes.] Men
that I used to seek to injure, I love now ; I
pray for them. I don't hate a soul that God
ever put breath in. A.s I look around, you all
look good to me ; I love the Christian a little
better than I do the sinner, but I love you too.
I would not swap this religion for all New
York city. I would rather have religion and
live on bread and water till God calls me.
They talk about noise here-what it will be
when we get to heaven? I have tested the
world's pleasures, but religion is the only thing
that will make a man happy here, and the
only thing that will make a man happy hereafter. There are a great many here that know
me, and it is, no doubt, a mystery to them that
God should accept such a creature. Now is
the time to step to the altar. Don't say to
God, let me accomplish this or that, and then
I will seek you. When you receive the religion of Jesus Christ, you are the richest person on the earth. Come at once. Clear the
way, here I Seats all around; allow yourselves to be led to Christ.-.N. Y. fi'ibune.
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azine. The mechanical execution of yoirr
periodical is certainly respectable, but this is
neither the best nor the most important part of
TuE EARNEST CHRISTIAN.-The first number it. I confess, I like your matter exceedingly,
of a new Monthly Magazine, to be published and only regret that such stirring truths canin this city by the Earnest Christian Publishing not have a world-wide circulation from the
Association, was laid on our table ·yesterday. the very start. Your theory and advocacy of
It is under the editorial charge of Mr. B. T. "free churches " are but the echo of my own
Roberts, A. M. By the title page we are ad- sentiments, entertained for years. Nothing
vised that this work is to be " devoted to the short of this will make it possible for any parpromotion of Experimental and Practical Piety" ticular church, or the church in general, to be
-than which, certainly, there can be no better the ever-living exemplification of New Testaor purer design. In the brief explanation by ment piety, for which she was raised up by the
the editor of "the object and scope of this hand of God. Dr. Redfield's first article is
magazine," he announces that it is designed to alone worth the subscription price of your periaid those who are in search of a true and un- odical. The great need of the church to-day,
defiled religion-of "those who are in earnest is to have such vivid, soul-stirring views of
to gain Heaven, and anxious to know the con- truth and duty, as will effectually break her
ditions upon which eternal happiness can be awful reverie, and send her out in one earnest,
secured." To this end, among other things, ceaseless march after human souls, that "must
he says, "the doctrines of Christian holiness, forever live, in raptures or in woe I "
as taught by WESLEY and FLETCHER, will ocA . .A. PHELPS.
cupy a prominent place" in the columns of the
work. "In short," says he,." our object is to From Rev. D. W. THURSTON, P. E., of Cortland Dist.
CORTLAND, Jan. 2d, 1860.
publish a revival journal"
MY DEAR BROTHER ROBERTS: I have read
From this notice, our readers may be able to
judge better than we can, to what particular your magazine with intense pleasure. It is just
sect this new magazine is to be an assistant in the thing. Success to THE EARNEST CHRISenfol'cing their peculiar doctrines. The mag- TIAN. God's blessing on the noble band of
azine contains 36 pages, and is very handsomely ministers in Western New York, who will
printed. The contents are of a diversified stand up for J'Elsus, cost what it may. I am
character, and appear to be upon many inter- grateful for the kind Providence which brought
me into ::iommunion with them.
esting subjects.-Bu.ffalo Oom. Adv.
Yours affectionately,
THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN.-The first numD. W. THURSTON.
ber of this new magazine has just come to
From Rev. E. BowEN, D. D.
hand. It makes a fine appearance, and is well
:filled. We have no doubt but it will be a sucCORTLAND, Jan. 2nd, 1860.
cess, and eminently deserving of patronage by
I hope and trust your periodical will sucthe religious public. The editor, Rev. B. T. ceed. I like the object at which you aim, and
Roberts, is a mature scholar and Christian; your first number augurs well for the enter"persecuted," it is true, "but not forsaken, cast prise. May Heaven bless you in the much
down, but not destroyed."-Nor. Independent. needed effort to promote the true interests and
E. BOWEN.
THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN.-Rev. B. T. Rob- spirit of our holy religion.
erts, of this city, has commenced the publicaEAST CLARKSON, Dec. 30th, 1859.
tion of a new religious magaziBe, with the
The first number of THE EARNEST CHRIS·
above title, the first number of which is before TIAN bas come to hand, and we are very much
us. The magazine is a neat one in appear- pleased with its contents. I think it is desance, and promises much in the ability of its tined to be a favorite with those who are in
management and the interest of its articles, favor of Christianity in earnest, and are striving
which, in the present number, are upon live to walk in the narrow way. Its position I
topics and subjects of great importance.-Bu/- think is the best that could have been taken.
/alo Morning Express.
* * * * It has my warmest sympathies,
and is, I trust, de,stined to be a blessing to the
MELROSE, Mass., Dec. 31st, 1859.
Your new monthly has just come to hand, age.
s. s. RICE.
and its pages have been examined with no orMARENGO, Illinois.
dinary interest. Its general appearance is at
I am much pleased with the way you have
once attractive, expressive, and Methodistic: got up THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN. I see you
though we use the last epithet to convey no are inclined to be as wise as a serpent, and aa
more than many are coming to endorse and harmless as a dove.
0. P. ROGERS ..
love, in the various Christian denominations of
YOUNGSTOWN, New York:
the land. THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN is surely
THE EARNEBT CHRISTIAN.-I must say I am
an appropriate title for a periodical designed
to be a faithful exponent of the principles highly pleased with this number-really elated.
adopted in your "Prospectus," and set forth at It looks so plain and modest, and yet is so regreater length in your ope11ing article on the plete with the marrow of the gospel.
" Object and Scope " of the newly issued magWILLIAM COOLlilY.
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VOL. I.

FREE CHURCHES.
BY THE EDITOR,

Free Churches can be sustained.
The practice of having the seats free
in the house of God, must be admitted
to be both Scriptural and rational. The
pew system is resorted to, it is claimed,
as a necessity. The Methodist discipline, which up to 1852 read, "Let all
our churches be built plain and decent,
and with free seats," now advises that
the same system be carried out, whenever "practicable." This concedes,
virtually, that the selling of pews is at
least of doubtless propriety; to be tolerated only in extreme cases, as a
wounded man submits to have a limb
amputated to save his life.
The Gospel never requires that we
should abandon its principles in order to
it. If a church could not be kept
up in any particular locality without tolerating rumselling and gambling, every
true Christian would say let it go down.
As you had better be entirely destitute,
than have a large supply of counterfeit
money, so a community is better off
without any religious services, than
with those that give countenance to
passions, the indulgence of which will
result in the loss of the soul. If pride
excludes men from Heaven, for a
church to adopt a system that begets
and fosters it, is as absurd as it would
be for a father to place in the position
of bar-keeper, an inebriate son whom
nehe wished to reform. No
cessity can justify the act. A Roman
General, sent by the Senate upon a
service that required him to cross the
5

NO. 3.

Tiber, when a storm was raging so
violently that it seemed impossible for
a boat to keep above the waves, said to
fri{}nds who tried to dissuade him from
the attempt, " It is not necessary that
I should live, but it is necessary that I
should obey my orders."
Do the churches sincerely desire the
salvation of men more than to obta:in
their money 1 This should be so apparent as not to admit of question.
The father of Cyrus the Great, when
about to die and leave his kingdom t@
his son, said to him, "If you would
have the cordial obedience of your .officers, you must make them believe
that you understand affairs better than
they do." " But how," said the young
man," shall I make them believe so 1"
" By understanding them better in reality ," replied the dying king. So, if
the churches would produce the impression that they are laboring, instrumentally, to save souls from death and
hell, rather than to gain money or applause, this must really be their aim.
In all the arrangements that are made,
this end will be kept steadily in view.
In every place where a church is needed, a free church can be sustained. Do
you ask, how ? We answer by the voluntary offerings of the people. Those
who attend church, generally believe
the Bible. Now the Bible declares
that whosoever gives a cup of cold
water, in the name of a disciple, to
one engaged in propagating Christianity, shall in no wise lose his reward.
Says the Apostle, "God is not unrighteous to forget your work and labor of
love, which ye have showed toward his
name, in that ye have ministered to the
saints, and do minister." Voluntary
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contributions for the support of the
ordinances of religion, are then to be
regarded in the light of acceptable offerings to the Most High. As such,
they entitle the giver, by virtue of the
promise, to look for a reward. We
may then reasonably expect that every
believer in revelation, and especially
every lover of Jesus, will contribute
more for the cause of God, when he
looks to eternity for his reward, than
when he receives an equivalent for his
money in the use of a pew, and in the
enjoyment of a certain degree of social
distinction. In the days of the purity
and poverty of the church, when this
view prevailed, there was no difficulty
in sustaining its ordinances without
calling in the aid of worldly policy.
Mosheim says, " The prayers of the
first Christians were followed by oblations of bread, wine, and other things ;
and hence, both the ministers of the
church and the poor derived their subsistence. Every Christian who was in
an opulent condition, and indeed every
one according to his circumstances,
brought gifts and offered them, as it
were, to the Lord." We have gained
little and lost much by the unnatural
divorce of praying and giving. Many
do not contribute anything for the support of the Gospel. Some, feeling
compelled to do it if they would not
lose caste, pay for a seat much more
than their just proportion ; others not
so much, as with their means they
should devote to Christianity. The distribution of the burden is very unequal.
Let every one give, as in apostolic
days, "according as the Lord hath
prospered him," and the church can be
far more easily sustained than under
the pew system. An average of ten
cents per member, per week, would
amount in a church numbering 200, to
over $1000 per annum. God can take
care of His cause without calling in
the aid of mammon.
The tendency of Christianity is not
to make men selfish. We are not left,
however, to mere reasoning. The institutions of religion have, for six thousand years, been supported upon the

voluntary principle. The patriarchal,
the Mosaic, and the Gospel ordinances,
have all been sustained, without the aid
of the traffic in pews. It was the
opinion of St. Chryrostom, and St.
Austin, that the system of voluntary
offerings, when practised, furnished a
better provision for the support of the
ministry, than the income from the
lands and possessions of the church, with
which, after the conversion of Constantine, she. became endowed, by princely
munificence. The Methodist church in
this country has been, and still is, we
believe, in a majority of places, sustained under the system of free seats.
And shall it be said that those who
worship in pews have less love for the
institutions of Christi
The experiment of free seats is being
tried, at the present time, by the Protestant Episcopal Church. Many of
their houses of worship have been
made free, in accordance with resolutions passed by their conventions. Statistics have been collected, showing the
effect of the free seat system upon the
finances. We quote from a long list,
almost at random. " The church of
the Holy Communion, New York, seating but 500 persons, defrays all the expenses of public worship, with a Daily
Service, and contributes more than any
church of its size to the general purposes of the church. St. Pauls, Key
West, Florida, seating but 250 persons,
where the pews, if rented, would realize $800, receives from its offertory
and subscriptions $1,150 per annum.
Holy Innocents, Albany, New York,
seating 250 persons, where the p.ews if
rented, would realize $800, receives
from its offerings $1,200 to $1,300 per
annum. Christ church, Elizabeth Town,
New Jersey, seating 250 persons, where
the pews, if rented, would realize about
$500 or $600, received last year from
offerings and subscriptions for parish
expenses, $1,066, besides $600 appropriated to the poor and general objects
of the church. Grace church, Petersburgh, Va., seating 350 persons, realizes from subscriptions and offerings,
$1,100 per annum. Christ church,
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Vicksburgh, Miss., seating 500 persons,
had great difficulty in paying
its expenses under the pew system, last
year, the fifth since they adopted the
free system, received through the offerings and sucscriptions for various ob.
jects, about $3000, exclusive of the
Rector's salary, which is equal to about
,$2000. St. Stephen's church, Oxford,
North Carolina, seating 150 persons,
receives from subscriptions, $1,500 per
annum. St. John's church, Knoxville
Tenn., seating 250, receives from offerings and subscriptions, $1,200 per annum." We are willing to place these
examples, taken from every portion of
the country, by the side of the like
number of churches of the same size,
which have the pew system, without
the least fear that the free churches will,
in any way, suffer by the comparison.
Facts are stubborn things. These
facts show conclusively, that in the
Protestant Episcopal church, at the
present day, the expenses of public
worship can be better m_et under the
free, than under the pew system. But
does this denomination possess a monopoly of piety 1 Is there less of a
spirit of consecration in the other
churches 1 It is an insult to the piety
of any congregation, to say that they
will not sustain the Gospel, unless their
pride and love of distinction can be flattered. A church composed of such
members is not worth sustaining. For
the honor of religion it had better go
<lown. But we do not believe that such
churches exist. It is our firm conviction, that there would still be found in
all our churches enough of piety to sustain them without a resort to worldly
policy.
We are forbidden to make the House
of God a House of merchandise.
To the worst of sinners the Saviour
was usually mild and forbearing. He
had compassion and forgiveness for a
repentant. Magdalene. The dying thief,
confessing his sins, and believing in
Jesus, was promised a seat with him in
Paradise. His tears flowed freely over
the hardened apostates who killed the
prophets, and stoned the holy men that
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were sent unto therp.. He met with
the most violent opposition, and endured the most bitter persecution at
the hands of men who should have been
his warmest friends ; his words were
perverted, his motives were impugned,
his character assailed ; he was charged
with being a glutton and a wine-bibber,
a Sabbath-breaker, and a blasphemer,
a friend of publicans and sinners ; yet
he bore all with calmness, and expiring
on the cross, prayed for his merciless
tormentors.
Of all the sins that he witnessed, one
only aroused his holy indignation to
such a degree, that he resorted to physical force. This was the profanation of
the Temple. He cleansed it in a summary manner once, and probably twice.
Dr. A. Clarke says, "The vindication
of God's house from profanation was
the first and the last care of our Lord ;
and it is probable he began and finished
his public ministry by this significant
act." This incident is one of the few
in the life of our Saviour, recorded by
all four of the Evangelists. The Holy
Ghost regarded it as conveying too
important a lesson to be omitted by
any of his historians. Wherever the
Gospel shall be sent in all coming time,
there shall this forcible teaching of
Christ go with it. We quote the account given by St. John. " And the
Jews passover was at hand; and Jesus
went up to Jerusalem, and found in the
temple those that sold oxen, and sheep,
and doves, .and the changers of money,
sitting : And when he had made a
scourge of small cords, he drove them
all out of the temple, and the sheep and
the oxen; and poured out the changer's
money, and overthrew the tables; and
said unto them that sold doves, Take
these things hence ; make not my Father's house, an house of merchandise."
We should bear in mind that all
these things were lawful articles of
traffic. They were also indispensable
to the Temple service. Many of the
worshippers came from a great distance,
and from far off countries. No one
was permitted to appear empty handed
before the Lord. They could not, with-
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out great inconvenience, bring from
their distant homes the animals needed
for offerings to the 'Most High. It was
difficult to find in the public market
those suitable for sacrifices, of the
proper age, without spot and blemish.
It was, then, a matter of great convenience, if not necessity, to have for sale,
in the outer courts of the Temple, the
cattle, sheep, and doves required in
worship, by the law of Moses. The
money changers enabled the devout to
present to. the treasury such sums as
they wished, and in the current coin of
Jerusalem,
All this trade was intended to facilitate religious worship. It was carried
on with decency and propriety. But
the Saviour would not tolerate it, however good the intention. He made a
scourge of small cords and drove out
the buyers and sellers. What would
he have done, if he had found them
selling by auction, to the highest bidder,
parts of the temple itselO Would
the traffic in pews, in the House or His
Father, have excited his indignation
less than did the traffic in sacrifices 7
The one had an immediate connection
with the worship of God ; the other is
often a mere matter of speculation.
Pews are offered for sale in the market,
and advertised in the newspapers, the
same as dry goods and groceries.
Church stock rises in value, as religion
becomes fashionable, and the minister
of the Gospel popular among the proud
and aspiring. Stock is sometimes purchased in churches, as it is in banks
and railroads-to make money. We
once heard a speculator boast that the
money which he had invested in a certain church, brought him in fourteen
per cent. Men of means buy pews in
the house of the Lord and rent them,
for their own benefit, for much more
per year than the legal interest of the
purchase money. This speculating in
the house of the Lord, grows naturally
out of the pew system, which is based
on mercenary considerations.
The striking conduct of Christ in
cleansing the Temple, could not have
been recorded by the four Evangelists

to prevent the repetition of the particular offence that he thus strongly condemned; for they knew that the Temple would soon be destroyed, and its
typical ceremonials be abolished forever. Had the all-seeing eye of Jesus
looked down through the vista of succeeding centuries and rested upon the
pew system, the latest corruption of
the religion which He came down upon
earth to establish, He could hardly
have condemned it more strongly than
by the words and the actions which
accompanied them. "Make not my
Father's House an house of merchandise." A pew is a man's- personal
property. He sells it at his pleasure.
It may be attached for his debts. How
can God's house be made a house of
merchandise, if the pew system does
not do it 7
It is a solemn mockery to dedicate a
church to God, and then sell it off in
parcels, like the estate of an insolvent,
under the auctioneer's hammer.
When the Temple at Jerusalem was
built, the people brought, in great abundance, gold, and silver, and precious
stones, and gave them willingly to the
Lord. They renounced the ownership
in them as much as if they had received
a material equivalent. The complaint
against Ananias and Sapphira was, not
that they gave too little, but that,
having devoted their possessions to
Christ, they kept back part of the price.
Is not this same thing done whenever a
church is dedicated to the service of
Almighty God, without reserve, and
then the pews sold, like any other articles of traffic ? Wherever it is the intention to make merchandise· of the
seats of the Lord's house, the solemn
rites of dedication should never be performed, "For," as the learned Wheatly says, "by these solemnities, the
founders surrender all the right they
have in them to Gon, and make God
himself the sole owner of them. And
formerly, whoever gave any lands or
endowments to the service of God, gave
them in a formal writing, sealed and
witnessed, (as is now usual between
man and man,) the tender of the gift
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being laid upon the altar by the donor
<>n his knees. The antiquity of such
dedications is evident, from its being a
universal custom amongst Jews and
Gentiles; and it is observable that
amongst the former, at the consecration
of both the Tabernacle and the Temple, it pleased the Almighty to give a
manifest sign that He then took possession of them." What devout person
ever attended the dedication of a church,
when, a few hours after the officiating
minister, in behalf of the donors, had
solemnly cosecrated the pulpit, the altar, the seats, the galleries, and all, to
the service of Almighty God, the shrill
voice of the auctioneer, and the clamor
of competing bidders filled the sacred
courts, that so recently resounded with
the voice of prayer and praise, without
feeling shocked at the horrid profanation 1 lt would be considered childish
trifling, or criminal fraud, for a man to
bestow a.house or farm upon a friend,
and then claim the rents of it for his
own use. When Christians dedicate a
church to the service of the Lord, it
should be free for all who may wi.sh to
unite with them in His worship. To
put the pews up for public sale, to any
one, Jew or Gentile, believer or infidel,
who may choose to become a purchaser,
has the appearance of dedicating the
house to God, in cqmpliment, and then
inviting and urging mammon, in earnest, to come and take possession.
The Pew System robs Christians of
rewards promised by the Saviour for labors in His cause.
It is a glorious truth that he who
dies in the faith is at once saved, without respect to any works of righteousness which he has done. But to escape
hell, is not all that may be accomplished by the follower of Jesus. There is
a wide difference in the condition and
circumstances of the citizens of New
York, though all reside in the same city,
and receive the protection of the same
laws. One may enjoy every comfort
that wea1th can purchase; another may,
by unremitting toil, barely secure a
scanty subsistence. So .there is a diversity of state in Heaven, though all
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are happy. But there are degrees of
happiness. As the sun, moon and stars
differ in glory, so do those that share
in the first resurrection. They that
are wise shall shine as the firmamentbut they that turn many to righteousness, as the stars for ever and ever.
The stars outshine the firmament as
much as the kingly palace excels the
hut of poverty. The honors of the
world soon fade away ; the rich and
the poor lie down alike in the grave;
but those whom God especially honors,
are honored for ever. Too little attention is paid by Christians to the degrees of bliss enjoyed by the redeemed above. Many appear to think, if
they are barely admitted to the mansions of glory, it is sufficient. But no
one should be satisfied with this. We
cannot conceive how any earnest Christian can be. The voice of his ascended Lord is urging him on to take a seat
near the throne. The strongest inducements are held out to every one, to
lead a life of devotion to Christ.
Over and above participating in the
common salvation of the redeemed,
the faithful laborer shall be specially
rewarded. No action, however trifling,
performed out of love to Christ, shall
be forgotten by Him, in the great day
of eternity.
Building churches, for the worship
of His followers, and the promotion of
His cause, is a means of doing good
that the Saviour will remember with
special marks of approbation. Jesus
performed but fuw miracles in behalf
of any but the covenant people of God.
" I am not sent," he said, " but unto the
lost sheep of the house of Israel."
To the Canaanitish woman, who besought him, with great earnestness, in
behalf of her daughter, he replied, "It
is not meet to take the children's bread
and to cast it to the dogs." But when
the elders of the Jews requested him
to heal the servant of a Gentile centurion, and backed up the request by
saying, That he was worthy for whom
he should do this; for he loveth our
nation, and hath built us a synagogue,
without making a single objection, J e-
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sus went with them. It was as if he rary-the loss will be folt while
said, "I will do any thing in my pow- nity endures. The benefit is imaginaer, for one who, out of love for the ry-the injury real.
When a Church is built upon the
people of God, hath built them a house
of worship."
principles of worldly policy, which
Now the Pew System steps in here, constitute an essential element of the
and robs those who contribu..te of their Pew System, all its enterprises are too
means for the erection of the church, likely to be carried on in the same
of all expectation of being specially re- spirit. The taint spreads. If money
warded by Christ. They have their is to be raised for any purpose connecreward here, and in consequence are ted with the Redeemer's Kingdom,
the losers to all eternity. They re- those having the matter in charge proceive an equivalent for their money in ceed upon the assumption that the
the shape of church stock. It is true "perilous times" spoken of by the
their money is invested in a house of Spirit, when men having the form of
worship. But this alone does not ren- Godliness, shall be lovers of pleasure,
der the investment particularly accept- more than lovers of God, have already
able to God. It is their property still. · come. So instead of appealing to the
They might as well expect God to re- love the people have for Christ, and
ward them for taking stock in a rail- the motives drawn from eternity, virroad, because bibles and ministers are tually acknowledging the weakness of
transported upon it.
these, they appeal to their love of
Special blessings are also promised pleasure. Does the church need reto those who, out of love to Christ,
a festival, with its lottery acaid in supporting his ambassadors, who companiments, is gotten up, and the·
are laboring to persuade men to become patronage of the world solicited. The
reconciled to God.
servants of God, without scruple, resort
Here again the Pew System inter- to expedients for raising money, which
poses, and by corrupting the motives when adopted by sinners, becomes an
of the giver, deprives him of the great- indictable offence.
est benefits that would otherwise accrue
If the Sabbath school library needs
from his gifts. Instead of bestowing replenishing, an excursion is planned.
his means directly for the support of And even the motives which should
the gospel, he rents a pew for his own lead Christians to make liberal contriconvenience and that of his family, or, butions for the conversion of the heaif he owns it, he pays the annual tax then would seem to be insufficient unto which it is subjected, and which, in less the attractions of a tea party are
many instances, constitutes a lien upon superadded ! The love of pleasure
it. As he pays the market price for must indeed be much stronger than the
the use of the property, the thought of love of God, if after defraying the exbeing rewarded by the Great Judge, at penses of all these various contrivanthe day of reckoning, never enters his ces for the support of His cause, a larmind. He would as soon think of be- ger amount is realized than would have
ing rewarded for buying a carriage for been obtained by appealing to higher
principles. Such is the tendency of
his family to ride in to· church.
Thus the Pew System works an eter- the Pew System. The shape of the
nal loss to all Christians who give it foundation controls that of the supertheir support. It leads many to do, strucfo:re. A Church built upon the
out of selfish considerations, what un- expedients of worldly policy, will be
der other
they would very likely to be carried on in the same
be ready to do from higher and holier way. Whatever we do in the cause
impulses. Nor is the advantage which of God, should be done with a single
they receive sufficient to compensate eye. We should learn to act for eterfor the loss. The advantage is tempo- . nity. Let no man take thy crown.
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FORGET ME NOT.
BY

P. C.

LAVANT.

When from the east the morning breaks,
And twilight gently flits awayWhen from repose all nature wakes
To praise her God at early dayUnknown, unseen to mortal eye,
Then hie thee to a lonely spot,
And meekly pray to God on high,
And in thy prayer-"-forget me not.
When thou shalt see the sun's last rays
Beam brightly from the golden west,
Go pour thy soul in prayer and praiseGo meet thy Maker, and be blest;
Oh, when to thee the blessing's given,
And God smiles on thy happy Jot,
When thou dost raise thy prayer to heaven,
In thy request-forget me not.
When sore temptations thee beset,
And darkness covers all thy dayWheu evil spreads her wanton net,
To lure thee from the "Liv1ng Way"Then turn thee from the tempter's power,
To Him who hath salvation wrought ;
Pray for deliverance in that hour,
And in thy prayer-forget me not.
For I, temptations, too, must meet,
Must overcome, if I would reign,
And never from the field retreat,
'Till I the '' heavenly rest " obtain;
Then oft at each returning day,
Seek thee a lone secluded spot,
In solitude where thou canst pray,
And in thy prayer-forget me not.

IT is hardly credible of how great
consequence before God, the smallest
things are ; and what great inconveniences sometimes follow those which appear to be light faults.
As a very little dust will disorder a
clock, so the least grain of sin, which
is upon the heart, will hinder its right
motion towards God.-W ESLEY.
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ENTHUSIASM rN RELIGION. - We
need more of it, a hundred-fold more
than we have. Enthusiasm in science, in trade, in politics, we have
plenty of, and all that is done for the
advance of business and learning is-•
done by enthusiastic men.
The word needs to be guarded, but.
the prudent reader knows that enthus-is ?-ot fanaticism. The grandest
subject m all the universe of God taking full :poss.ession of the soul, ought
to fill with mtense emotion. It shall
profit a man nothing to gain the whole
world and lose his own soul · and if
we praise him who pursues 'business
with so much industry and tact as to
gain a million before he dies, shall we
not much more admire the enthusiasm
of hirn who gains heaven !
The world is to be saved. We
ought to be in earnest about saving it.
Our friends, children, neighbors, the
heathen, are perishing. We can do
something to save them. If they were
on a ship wrecked off shore or in a
burning house, we would be
tic to deliver them from death. May
we not be enthusiastic in delivering
them from hell
The apostles were enthusiastic. The
Saviour himself was filled with zeal.
the best men who have been mighty
m pulling down error or building up
truth, have been enthusiastic. God
grant that the church may rise and
shake herself from the dust. It is a
time to be up and doing. Let us work
while it is day.-N. Y. Observer.

IMMODERATE zeal is always to be suspected; especially when it appears in
pursuing such measures as tend to in.jure or ruh1 an individual. A bad cause,
which originated from hatred or malice,
will almost always be carried on with
more intemperate zeal, and bolder
measures than a consciousness of acting right will ever produce. The purTHERE is no love of God without suit of any end in view, when governpatience, and no patience without low- ed by the passions, is always more violiness and sweetness of spirit.-WES- lent than when directed by reason and
truth.-W HITEHEAD.
LEY.
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REPENTANCE.
BY THE EDITOR.

Have you ever truly repented of
your sins? Do you now possess the
Christian grace of repentance?
The apostle says, "Ye are God's
building." Repentance is the foundation. A defect in this endangers the
entire superstructure. The higher the
edifice is reared, the more elaborately
it is finished and adorned, the greater
will be the loss, if, when "the rains descend and the winds blow," the foundation gives way.
Repentance is "the strait gate" spoken of by our Saviour as placed at the
entrance of "the narrow way that leadeth unto life." The longer and the
faster you travel, the farther you will
be from Heaven unless your steps are
in that way cast up for the ransomed
of the Lord, upon which no one can
possibly enter without passing through
the "strait gate."
How important, then, that you truly
repent! If you would not pass the
endless years of eternity in hopeless
agony among the lost in perdition, tormented by your own conscience, now
terribly alive to reproach you for the
sins of a life time, committed against a
God of purity, vexed with the companions of your misery, and tortured
by a remorseless Devil, whose victim
you are, you must see to it that you
repent; for He who never sounded an
idle alarm, has said, "Except ye repent,
ye shall all likewise perish. There is
reason to fear that many who feel secure, dreaming of Heaven, have never
yet taken this first step in the right direction.
Beloved friend, we would. not needlessly afflict or grieve you, but we
would help you to a correct understanding of your case, so that if you
have been building upon the sand, you
may, before the storms of eternity beat
upon your structure, correct your mistake.
Repentance, literally signifies, "an
after thought," "a change of mind or

purpose on reflection." In the gospel
sense it is "turning with penitential
grief from all our sins to God."
"When evangelical, repentance is always accompanied by deep anguish of
spirit, because of the sins we have committed against God. Thus the Psalmist says: "There is no soundness in my
flesh because of thine anger; neither is
. there any rest in my bones because of
my sin. For mine iniquities are gone
over mine head, as a heavy burden they
are too heavy for me. I am troubled;
I am bowed down greatly; I go mourning all the day long." What grief,
what compunction is here expressed!
Have you ever felt it? If you have
ever drunk the wormwood and the gall
of true repentance, you will not consider the language of the Psalmist as
extravagant.
St. Paul says, " Godly sorrow worketh repentance." By the phrase "Godly sorrow," literally "sorrow in respect
to God "-may be meant "sorrow "
' incurred
'
because we, by our sins, have
the displeasure of :God, and exposed
ourselves to the penalties of his holy
law. In this view, we shall mourn just
as deeply for sins that are known to
him only, as for those that have brought
upon us exposure and disgrace. With
penitential grief we shall cry out,
"Against Thee, Thee only have I sinned
and done this evil in thy sight."
Or the term "Godly sorrow,"-sorrow in respect to God-may be used as
a term of comparison. Among the old
Hebrews, the highest degree of comparison was expressed in this way:
Thus "Ninevah was an exceeding great
city," (Jonah iii, 3.) In the original,
"a great city before God." "Nimrod
, was a mighty hunter before the Lord,"
(Gen. x, 9) that is, exceedingly expert
in hunting. So also "Moses was exceeding fair/' (Acts vii, 20) in the
Greek, literally "fair before God."
"Zacharias and Elizabeth were righteous before God," (Luke i, 6) that
is, really and eminently pious. The
reason for this mode of comparison
doubtless is, that everything appears to
be, in the sight of God, what it really
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is. The phrase, Godly sorrow, taken
in this sense, would mean exceedingly
great sorrow on account of our sins-a
deep anguish of spirit that will not let
us take pleasure in any thing until
God's "anger is turned away," and He
comforts us with the assurance that our
iniquities are all forgiven. Such sorrow
did Ezra feel when he prayed and confessed "weeping and casting himself
down before the house of God," and
''the people wept very sore." Job experienced it, when, upon a view of the
God of purity, he exclaimed, "Wherefore I abhor myself and repent in dust
and ashes." Peter felt it, when, after
having denied Jesus, he "went out, and
wept bitterly."
The same view is inculcated by the
Church of England, which says, in the
Homily on Fasting: "When men feel
in themselves the heavy burden of sin,
see damnation to be the reward of it,
and behold with the eye of their mind
the horror of hell, they tremble, they
quake, and are inwardly touched with
sorrowfulness of heart, and cannot but
accuse themselves, and open their grief
unto Almighty God, and call unto him
for mercy. This being done seriously,
their mind is so occupied, partly with
sorrow and heaviness, partly with an
earnest desire to be delivered from this
danger of hell and damnation, that all
desire of meat and drink is laid apart,
and loathsomeness (or loathing) of all
worldly things and pleasure cometh in
place, so that nothing then liketh them
more than to weep, to lament, to
mourn, and both with words and behaviour of body, to show themselves
weary of life."
This is the description of repentance
given by a Church not considered fanatical. Who will say that such penitence is not Scriptural 1 Have you felt
the heavy burden of sin, and seen damnation to be the reward of it? Have
you trembled and quaked as you beheld
with the eye of your mind the horror
of hell.2 Has your mind been so occupied with sorrow and a desire to be
delivered &om the danger of hell and
damnation, as to destroy your ap-
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petite for "meat and drink 1" Alas!
. how few even of those who profess to
repent, act as if they really believe
there is any danger of their falling into
hell!
Southey, the poet laureate of England,
thus describes the emotions of the awakened soul when called by God to repent:
In awe I heard, and trembled and obeyed;
The bitterness was even as of death ;
I felt a cold and piercing thrill pervade
My loosened limbs, and, losing sight and breath,
To ea.rth I should have fallen in despair,
Had I not clasped the cross and been supported there.
My heart I thought was bursting with the force
Of that most fatal fruit; soul-sick I felt,
And tear! ran down in such continuous course
As if the very eyes themselves should melt.
But then I heard my Heavenly Tea.char say
Drink, and this mortal grief shall pass away.
I stooped and dr1mk of that Divinest well,
Fresh from the rock of ages where it ran ;
It had a hea.venly quality to quell
My pa.in ; I rose a renovated man,
And would not now when that relief was known
For worlds the needful suffering have foregone.

Men who have been eminent for
piety and usefulness, have laid the
foundation of their spiritual power in
a deep repentance.
Luther's meditations, so says one
of his biographers, "on the divine justice and wrath, awakened such terrors
in him, that his bodily powers failed
him, and he sometimes lay motionless,
as if dead. He was, indeed, found
one day on the floor of his cell without
any signs of life." Whitfield, when
awakened, was accustomed to go out
into an open meadow upon a stormy
night, exposed to the cold till his hands
began to blacken. He fasted and prayed till, by "abstinence and inward
struggles, he so emaciated his body as
to be scarcely able to creep up stairs."
The Scriptures nowhere specify the
degree of "Godly sorrow" that is essential to "work repentance." It must
be sufficiently deep and lasting to induce a settled hatred of sin and a controlling desire to be delivered from its
guilt and power. Any thing short of
this will be utterly unavailing. When
this exists, the flesh will be crucified,
the appetites brought into subjection,
and the pride of the heart will be subdued.
Confession of sin will always be made
when repentance is genuine and evangelical. Perhaps no requirement which
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God makes of the transgressor comes
harder than this. It has sometimes
seemed that men would sooner take the
fearful plunge into perdition, than make
a frank and open confession of their
sins, especially if they were committed
under the cloak of a religious profession. They will readily consent to make
promises of amendment, when they
will not consent to make a humble acknowledgment of guilt. Yet confession is an imperative condition of forgiveness.
.
"He that covereth his sins shall not
prosper: but whoso confesseth imd
forsaketh them, shall have mercy."
Confession must, in all cases, be made
to God. Many, perhaps the greater
number, of our sins are committed
against Him directly. They consist in
a violation of the obligatioiis we owe
to Him. But sin against any of His
creatures is sin against God. So that
every transgression, whether it be
against the Divine Sovereignty only,
or whether it involve a violation of the
rights of our fellow creatures, must be
penitently confessed to God. But the
hll!fder part, in many cases, is to go to
bur fellow men whom we have injured,
and frankly confess the wrong, and
make reparation to the best of our
ability. But this must be done by all
who would truly repent. Jesus says:
"If thou bring thy gift to the altar, and
there rememberest that thy brother
hath aught against thee, leave there
thy gift before the altar, and go thy
way; first be reconciled to thy brother,
and then come and offer thy gift."
Both the Old and the New Testament
insist upon restitution. Every truly
awakened soul sees its necessity. When
Freeborn Garrettson was aroused to
the fact that he was a sinner on his way
to hell, he was the owner, by inheritance, of a number of slaves. He says
that he had never, up to that time, suspected that the practice of slave-holding was wrong, having neither read any
thing on the subject, nor conversed
with any persons respecting its sinfulness. As a true penitent he began to
discharge, to the best of his ability, all

the duties he owed to God. While engaged in conducting family worship, as
he was giving out the hymn, the Holy
Spirit said to him: "It is not right for
you to keep your fellow creatures in
bondage, you must let the oppressed
. t e' s
go free." He says "after a mmu
pause, I replied: Lord, the oppressed
shall go free. I then addressed the
slaves and told them, 'You do not belong to me; I will not desire your service without making you a sufficient
compensation.' I now found liberty
to proceed in family worship. After
singing, I kneeled down to pray, but if
I had the tongue of an angel, I could
never fully describe what I felt. All
that dejection and melancholy gloom
which I had groaned under, vanished
away in a moment. A divine sweetness ran through my whole frame. My
soul was admitted into the depths of
the Redeemer's love in an inexpressible
manner." Thus will it be with every
repenting sinner. He will "bring forth
fruits meet for repentance," by restoring, as far as lies in his power, to even the
meanest of his fellow creatures, their
God-given rights. Let none hope that
his sin is forgiven while he holds posse£sion of the prize for which it was
committed.
" May one be pardoned, and retain the offence?
In the corrupted currents of this world,
Offence's gilded hand may shove by justice ;
And oft 'tis seen, the wicked prize itself
Buys out the law: But 'tis not so above;
There is no shuffling, there the action lies
In his true nature; and we ourselves compelled,
Even to the teeth and forehead of our faults,
To give in evidence."

For the want of this humiliating
work of confession and restitution,
many hopeful beginnings in religion
have a disastrous issµe.
In building up a Christian character,
see to it then, that in laying the foundation you go down to the rock. Let
all the rubbish be removed. You had
better, by far, grieve too much over
your sins, than grieve too little. If
you err at all in this momentous
matter, let it be upon the safe side.
Your peril will be less if you should
confess and restore in some cases where
it was not called for, than if you should
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allow a single wrong that you have
committed to pass without being recti
fied. May you have, dear reader; that
"repentance unto salvation that nedeeth
not to be repented of." Take all nec
essary pains, for you are doing work
for eternity.

RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE.
BY D. W. TINKHAM.

THE EARNEST CJmxsTIAN ! My soul
is stirred within me as I write these
words, and inquire of myself, am I an
earnest Christian 1 Am I Christ-like 1
Do I rebuke sin of every kind, unbelief,
wickedness in high places ; and do I
bear my testimony against all that robs
God of His glory 1 An " earnest
Christ�" will seek to please God
rather than men. The Bible and the
Holy Ghost will be his teacher, and if,
obedient to God's commands, he will be
led into all truth, will walk " in the
light" and become a living reproof of
sin wherever he comes in contact with
it, there will be point and edge to
his words. His appearance and man
ners wil l send conviction to those who
are walking in darkness. He fears to
offend God. Flavel says, "If I let into
my· heart the slavish fear of man, I
must let out the reverential awe and
fear of God."
An earnest Christian is a true wit
ness for Jesus. He feels it a privilege,
though sometimes. a cross, to declare
what Jesus has done for his soul.
I lived in the Church 16 years, sin
ning and repenting ; making my vows
to God and breaking them ; resolving
from time to time to keep the com
mandments, and even writing down
my resolutions, but all to no purpose.
Occasionally I heard a sermon with a
little salvation in it, and I would find
some crumbs for my hungry soul. I
attended the means of grace, gave lib
erally for the support of the Gospel ;
comforted myself that we had means
and numbers; at times had a rejoicing
in others, was warmed by their fires ;
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in short had a form of Godliness, know
ing little· of its power. The grave
looked dark, and l could not rejoice in
prospect of death. There was a long
ing for something I . did not possess.
My Heavenly Father permitted trials
to come upon me. I felt I was wronged
'by those who professed to love Jesus,
but though trying to my nature, it
proved a blessing to my soul. I soon
found it was hard to pray for my en
emies, and I began to look and search
my heart and to resolve I would be
right with God, or die at the feet of
Jesus. The evidence of my acceptance
was restored to me, and I began to seek
something more. I had not believed
in holiness of heart as a distinct bles
sing. God showed me my inbred cor
ruption-the· inward foes of my heart,
pride, anger, and love of the world. I
began to read Wesley's Plain Account
of ChristianPerfe()tion,and J. T. Peck's
Central· Idea of Christianity, which
gave me great light on the subject. I
'Saw the Bible commanded us to be holy.
I began seeking to have the roots of
bitterness all raked out by the fine har
row of the Gospel. Oh what a killing
out, what a dying I experienced as the
light shone on the truth. I saw the de
pravity and unbelief of my heart, the
strength of my will, and I btigged to
· know the worst of my case; I prayed
for the mighty searching of God's
Spirit,· and the Gospel plough did go
through and through my heart, till it
was all broken up. Then it was har
rowed till every root, and stump, and
stone, seemed laid on the surface.
I looked the ground over, saw God
demanded all--time, property, family,
self, all. Satan withstood me at every
step. I struggled, groaned, agonised
at this point of yielding all-but I was
enabled to surrender. The promises
came to my relief, and I began to sink
down on Jesus. Then came the enemy
and told me if I had given all I would
have the witness. I traveled the ground
over again, reading the Bible and other
books, and again laid all on Christ. It
was the hardest to keep self on the
altar. The enemy knowing where to
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take me, kept me looking at myself
and the consecration. I wa.s miserable,.
grew poor, could not work, and my
determined will resolved to die begging, or find the promised land,
"The land or rest from inbred sin."

It was the month of February-I
was in the woods trying to chop a little, when I became so uneasy I shouldered my axe, started for my barn, determined not to sleep till I found rest
in Christ. I loathed myself, it seemed
impossible for Jesus to receive me.
The heavens seemed as brass, and I almost despaired of finding rest. I rose
from my knees, went to the house
where all had been peace and harmony,
and everything was wrong-wife, children, and all. I took my Bible and
Hymn-book and returned to the barn
and knelt in the same place where I
had received the pardon of my sins.
I read about the baptism of the Holy
Ghost. I laid down my book and began to talk to my Father as a helpless,
dependent child ; told Him I had done
all I could-I would lay
his feetr-if
He showed me anything more I could
do I would do it. I began to feel a
sidking down, and a voice said, believe
in Jesus. A sweetness came over my
soul as I repeated the words believe in
Jesus. I seemed to fall at Jes us' feet
as helpless as an infant. The promises
were sweet, the name of Jesus precious
to my soul. I did not want to think
of anything but Jesus. I rested there
five days and eight hours, watching the
offering, hardly daring to move lest I
should lose sight of Jes us. My faith
was weak. About this time, while
listening to a sermon from Bro. Stiles,
and as he was speaking of Jacob's
wrestling and prevailing with God, it
struck me I had wrestled and prevailed,
and Jesus was my Saviour and saved
me now. Bless His name. My faith
increased and I claimed all in Jesus as
mine. Just then a bright light came
down with the speed of lightning, and
as it struck me I was filled with glory.
I praised the Lord with all my soul
and strength, and forgetting everything

around me I was lost in praise. When
I began to realize again where I was, I
found myself lying on the floor, and
the congregation singing. l was happy day and night for a long
Then
came trials but I ran to Jesus m every
and He kept me safe.
time of
I was tried on every point ; lost a considerable sum of money, had my property attached ; death came to our family, but I saw the hand of my Father
in it all. I needed to be tried to see
whether the tree God had planted in
my heart would bear all the fruits of
the spirit. Bless the Lord, He has
kept me for two years by the moment,
and I believe He can keep me forty
more in the same way. I don't love
sin, especially the sin of unbelief. I
have claimed many things at the hand
of my Father, since he began to lead
me, and I am this day strong in the
faith-giving glory of God. I am in
"The land of corn and wine and oil,"

where the sun never goes down out of
sight of Doubting Castle. My name
is written in the Lamb's book of Life;
indelibly stamped there in his own
blood by the Holy Ghost, and I am on
my way to the City of the living God.
The Lord permits Satan to put new
teeth into his harrow every few days,
so as to keep the soil stirred up just
enough to make new applications of
the truth, which strengthens my love
to God and man, and hatred to the enemy and all his works. I find it requires constant watching to keep the
eye single. I ask for no ease or rest
till I join the throng above.
"Knowing as I e.m known,
How shall I love that word,
And oft repeat before the throne
Forever with the Lord."

WE ought quietly to suffer whatever
befalls us, to bear the defects of others
and our own, to confess them to God
in secret prayer or with groans which
cannot be uttered ; but never to speak
a sharp or peevish word, nor to murmur or repine.-W ESLEY.
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ORDER AND CONFUSION.
BY REV. W. C. COOLEY.

MucH is said about order and confusion. A little earnestness or noise is
regarded as confusion, and with many
is intolerable. Some seem to have
strange notions of order. They appear to believe that entire regularity
and stillness constitute true order in religious worship, and to prove it Paul's
language in 1 Cor. xiv, is often quoted,
" Let all things be done decently and
in order." The confusion which is
condemned here is, several prophesying or teaching at the same time in an
ordinary assembly. Where the design
is to instruct, what is said must be
heard to do any good, but in a large as
sembly several may speak at the same
time without interfering with each other; as at the Caneridge camp meeting
in Kentucky, the Rev. J. B. Finley
says he saw seven ministers preaching
at the same time. But there were in
the congregation about 25,000 people.
For some to fall under the power of
the Spirit, and others to pray with
groanings that cannot be uttered, and
others to shout, is God's order or He
would not cause it. The great lesson
many need to learn is, that God's order is very different from man's notion
of order. Says Mr. Platt, ''Order, indeed ! what is order, if following the
impulses of the Holy Spirit is IfOt?
Does God's Spirit need to be taught
politeness by the colc, impassive frigidities of modern conventionalism ?"
The bible, the work of the Spirit, and
nature, are the three sources of knowledge in relation to the divine order.
The bible says much more about noise,
than it does about stillness. There
may be times when it is our strength
to sit still, and when God's people
should stand still and see the salvation
of God, but the general rule is to be
active, and stillness is the exception.
It is true the Lord came to the prophet Elijah not in the great wind, nor in
the earthquake, nor in the fire, but in
the still small voice. But we must re-
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member that the still small voice was
preceded by great agitation and noise.
The obvious design of God in this case,
was to teach the prophet, who had complained -0f being alone in Israel, that
victory does not depend upon numbers
or great things, but upon simply trusting in the Lord. God comes into the
hearts of some sinners, who have been
lashed by the guilt of conscience into a
storm of grief and agony, in a still
small voice, and then all is quiet and
serene, and the soul is filled with great
peace. But God often comes in a manner quite different.
When He came down upon Mount
Sinai, the record says, "And it came
to pass on the third day in the
morning, that,. there were thunders and
lightnings, and a thick cloud upon the
mount, and the voice of the trumpet
exceeding loud ; so that all the people
that was in the camp trembled."
''And Mount Sinai was altogether on a
smoke, because the Lord descended upon it in fire; and the smoke thereof ascended as the smoke of a furnace, and
the whole mount quaked greatly."
God was in all this noise and commotion.
When the foundation of the second
temple was laid, as recorded in the
third chapter of the book of Ezra,
there was what many would call great
disorder, but the Lord approved of it.
The account given is, " So that the people could not discern the noise of the
shout of joy from the noise of the weeping of the people ; for the people shouted with a loud shout, and the noise was
heard afar off." When God came
by the Spirit, among the disciples on
the day of Pentecost, it was not in a
still manner, for there was heard "suddenly a sound from heaven, as of a
rushing mighty wind, and it filled all
the house where they were sitting."
In addition to this great noise, they
were all filled with the Holy Ghost,
and spake with tongues, and appeared
as men intoxicated, and a multitude of
the people were crying out, Men and
brethren, what shall we do ? Instead
of this great confusion's hindering the
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work, three thousand souls were converted in one day under such power.
When Jesus rode into Jerusalem, the
people spread their clothes in the way,
" And when He was come nigh, even
now at the descent of the Mount of Olives, the whole multitude of the disciples began to rejoice and praise God
with a loud voice for all the mighty
works that they had seen, saying, Blessed be the King that cometh in the
name of the Lord : peace in heaven,
and glory in the highest." But some
of the Pharisees said to Jesus, Rebuke
thy disciples; but his reply was, If
these should hold their peace, the
stones would immediately cry out.
David said, " 0 clap your hands, all
ye people ; shout unto God with the
voice of triumph. God is gone up
with a shout, the Lord with the sound
of a trumpet." Zechariah says, " Rejoice greatly, 0 daughter of Zion;
shout, 0 daughter of Jerusalem ; behold, thy King cometh unto thee.':
St. John says in the book of Revelation, " And a voice came out of the
throne, saying, Praise our God, all ye
His servants, and ye that fear Him,
both small and great. And l heard as
it were the voice of a great multitude,
and as the voice of many waters, and
as the voice of mighty thunderings,
saying, Alleluia : for the Lord God
omnipotent reigneth."
To ascertain what God's order is, as
seen in the work of the Spirit, we will
notice some of the revivals of religion
in the past history of the Church.
The revival under Mr. Wesley was
characterized by great power, deep convictions, thorough conversions, various
manifestations, and much apparrent
disorder and confusion. We will give
as an example the Fetter-lane baptism.
Mr. Wesley's account of it is, " We
acknowledged our having grieved Him
by our divisions; 'one saying, I am of
Paul, another, I am of Apollos ; ' by
our leaning again to our own works,
and trusting in them, instead of Christ;
by our resting in those little beginnings
of sanctification, which it had pleased
Him to work in our souls ; and, above

all, by blaspheming His work among
us, imputingit either to nature, to the
force of imagination and animal spirits,
or even to the delusion of the devil.
In that hour, we found God with us as
at the first. Some fell prostrate upon
the ground. Others burst out, as with
one consent, into loud praise and thanksgiving. And many openly testified,
there had been no such day as this since
January the first preceding."
Mr. Wesley speaks thus of another
meeting at the same place. "Mr. Hall,
Kinchin, Ingham, Whitfield, Hutchins,
and my brother Charles, were present
at our love-feast in Fetter-lane, with
about sixty of our brethren. About
three in the morning, as we were continuing instant in prayer, the power of
God came mightily upon us, insomuch
that many cried out for exceeding joy,
and many fell to the ground. As soon
as we were recovered a little from that
awe and amazement at the presence of
His Majesty, we broke out with one
voice, We praise Thee, 0 God ; we acknowledge Thee to be the Lord." Mr.
Whitfield says, " After I had begun,
the Spirit of the Lord gave me great
freedom, till at length it came down
like a mighty rushing wind, and carried all before it. Immediately the
whole congregation was alarmed.
Shrieking, crying, weeping and wailing
were to be heard in every corner, men's
hearts failing them for fear, and many
falling into the arms of their friends."
President Edwards, speaking of the
great revival in New England, says,
"It was a very frequent thing to see a
house full of outcries, faintings, convulsions and such like, both with distress,
and with admiration and joy. There
lying
were some instances of
in a sort of trance, remaining for perhaps a whole twenty-four hours motionless, and with their senses locked
up; but in the meantime under strong
imaginations, as though they went to
Heaven, and had there a vision of glorious and delightful objects."
Mr. Finley, speaking of the Caneridge revival, says, "These meetings
exhibited nothing to the spectator un-
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acquainted with them but a scene of
confusion, such as scarcely could be
put in human language. They were
generally opened with a sermon or exhortation, at the close of which there
would be a universal cry for mercysome bursting forth in loud ejaculations
of prayer or thanksgiving for the
truth ; some breaking forth in strong
and powerful exhortations, others flying to their careless friends with tears
of compassion, entreating them to fly
to Christ for mercy; some, struck with
terror and conviction, hasting through
the crowd to escape, or pulling away
from their relations; others trembling,
weeping, crying for mercy ; some falling and swooning away, till every appearance of life was gone, and the extremities of the body assumed the
coldness of death."
The great revival now in progress
in Ireland, with all the manifestations
and confusion of all other noted revivals, has a place in this testimony.
The facts are so fully before the people,
we will not make any quotations here.
What we learn of God's order in the
natural world, agrees with what we
have shown in the preceding remarks
and facts. Sometimes all is still and
quiet in nature around us, then again
all is commotion and the war of elements, the driving storm, the rattling
hail, the pealing thunder, and the surging waters are heard. Some of the
great powers in nature work silently,
as gravitation, but its effects are not silent, as falling bodies prove.
Some hold that for more than one to
pray vocally at the same time, is opposed to order, and is only confusion.
Perhaps it is to the mere looker on,
who ought to be praying, but God is
no more confused than if they were
miles apart. In teaching, " we are to
prophesy one by one," but it is widely different in praying. As a general
rule, the leading voice should be heard
in the time of prayer, but there are exceptions to this rule, as when several
penitents are in great distress of mind
on account of their sins, they should
wrestle with God for deliverance each
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for himself until salvation com.es.
For these, or for believers who are laboring for them, to wait for each other
would be a waste of time. Also when
a company of believers are seeking
of the spirsanctification or a
it upon their own hearts, it is well for
each to go earnestly to God for what
he needs, and press his case until he
gets it. We should guard against doing this from habit or from a desire to
have a noisy meeting, for such a meeting, cannot bless us. It is Jesus, and
not the meeting, whether still or noisy,
that blesses the soul.
We have seen great displays of divine
power when many have been calling
earnestly upon God at the same time,
which shows that God is not offended
with this noise. When the Spirit
presses us to pray, or to shout, we
should do it with an eye to please God
and not men. Several years ago in a
revival the brethren were in earnest,
and at times, several of them would
pray, without waiting for each other,
and some of the formal members were
confused and offended. One of these
went to the minister, who was an elderly man, and complained that he could
not understand all that was said in the
time of prayer, and he wanted him to
correct these brethren. The minister
put on the air of authority, and sternly replied, "Brother, I want you to understand we do not pray to you at all."
How grossly do you delude yourselves, who make your hearts dens of
pride, filthy lust, malice and envy, and
thousands of vanities, and yet think to
find a corner in them to lodge Christ
too ! Truly, you would both straiten
him in room, and give him very bad
neighbors. No: they that think not a
whole heart too little for him, shall
never enjoy him.-LEIGHTON.
IT is scarce conceivable how strait the
wa.y is, wherein God leads them that
follow him ; and how dependent on
him we must be, unless we are wanting
in our faithfulness to him.-WESLEY.
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A SINGLE EYE.
BY MRS. M. F. KENDALL.

The want of a single eye makes vascillating church members.
There are multitudes of professing
Christians who live year after year in
doubts and darkness. Here began the
backsliding of those who once did run
well. They ceased to ask the question when anything doubtful came before the mind, " Will this please the
Lord ? Can I do this to the glory of
God?" The Holy Spirit, so tender,
given to lead them into all truth, was
grieved and gradually withdrawn. At
first a mist gathered over the mind so
they could not see clearly, but after a
time thick darkness came on, and they
had no spiritual discernment left. At
times they were melted down by the
heat around them. By the light reflected from others, they saw that they
were far from God, and they resolved
to get back. Then the Holy Spirit began to draw them; and as they uttered
their resolutions, it shed comfort into
their hearts to encourage them to come
back to Jesus. Perhaps it applied
some promise that caused a degree of
joy. They might even in the midst
of rejoicing saints, sometimes rejoice
aloud. But mistaking these evidences
for the direct witness of the Spirit that
they were free from condemnation, they
rested short of saving faith. They
found, when temptation came, they had
no power to overcome-that with all
their good resolutions, none were carried out-and their rejoicing was found
to be, not in themselves alone, but in
another. If they are ever saved, they
will have to come back to the very
spot where they refused to walk in all
the light, repent of it, and again by
faith in Christ obtain the witness of
their adoption.
There is nothing hard to be understood in God's way of saving souls. It
is so plain, that a "wayfaring man,
though a fool, need not err therein."
How presumptuous then-how wicked,
for those who acknowledge they are

not meeting all the claims of God, to
assert over and over a.gain, they are
doing the best they know how to dothey would do this or that if they could
only see it to be their duty-they cartinot believe.. Such may think themselves honest, but they are not. "Let
God be true and every man. a liar."
True indeed, " ye cannot serve God,"
but why ? " How can ye believe who
receive honor one of another, and seek
not that honor which cometh from God
only."
Ceasing to act with a singte eye,
makes vascillating ministers.
Confusion is the consequence, not
only in the class, and the prayer-meeting, but in every department of the
aim
church. So long as the
is to preach the gospel so as to save
men, he has light in his own soul, and
sheds it on others around him. The
word he preaches, brings forth fruit.
While he is resolved to hold his hearers to the standard of God's Word, and
rm)s the risk of losing their favor and
his support, determined to live of the
Gospel or not at all, he finds the Holy
Ghost is given to clothe his ministrations with power to lay open men's
hearts, making them feel they have to
do with God. Just as long as he seeks
the glory of God, and the triumph of
the cross of Christ as the end of his
labors, he is never long in doubt as to
the means to be employed in accomplishing that end. It matters not how
many or how few are with him, he
must please him whose servant he is.
And whether men hear or forbear, he
reiterates the warning, as a faithful
watchman, that their "blood be not required at his hands."
Let him swerve from any one of these
positions, he is shorn of his strength to
the extent he deviates. When he seeks
to please men he is left to his own understandings, and the mist of unbelief
obscures the truth, if it does not lead
into fatal error. He is left to wonder
why conversions do not attend his
preaching, or why they are so few and
so weak. If he lowers the standard of
truth a little, to suit the tastes and ex-
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perience of the masses and insure also
a better living, he has 'to resort to the
rhetoric, and the fancies of
imagmat1on, to hold even the attention
of his hearers. The Holy Spirit is not
in all his words and prayers. The
faithful mourn, and God forsakes the
place ! Shoul.d _he so far forget his callmg, and the ll1Junction to seek to present every man perfect in Christ Jesus
to seek t?e pre-eminence spoken of
rn John, he is ever in doubt as to what
is the best course to build up " the
church." He tries first one experiment and then another till he loses
sight entirely of the tru'th that God is
to save men as individuals and not as
churches ; that the church of Christ
can never be raised UJ> or sustained, except by personal holmess ; and he thus
becomes an easy prey to practical infidelity.
He may contend for the form of
a
religion,
a zeal becoming a
samt mdeed, but his heart has no relish
for the spirit of that form; and while
he vehemently contends thll.t he both
loves and enjoys it, he will be the first
to silence,. or condemn, as possessed
of the devil, that one who really gives
to that spirit which magmfies the Lord, or which maketh intercession for us with groanings which
cannot be uttered, however holy in life
that person may be. True this is
confusion and darkness indeed. Woe
be to that man or woman who lends
his or her influence to promote it! But
whether we intend it or not we do it
' with'
when we cease to act in all things
an eye single to the glory of God!
Vf hat darkuess, confusion and eternal
ruin might be shunned, if 'we would remember this one rule, "When thine
eye is single, thy whole body also is
full of light; but when thine eye is
evil, thy body also is full of darkness."
There is no excuse, no exempt case.
All_ may know what God requires at
then· hands, both for their own well-being, and for the prosperity of Zion.
We need uot l.Je mistaken amidst all
t11e commotion of church and state, as
to v. hat is our individual work. We
6

have only to carry our case to God
with a sincere desire to know his will'
and a _fixed purpose to do it, a:nd though
o:pposmg_ elements are on every side to
bias our judgment, He will so cause the
true light to shine on our heart and understanding, that we can do as Luther
did, decide for truth, and right and God
against the whole world.
'
'
FoRMAL MINISTERS. -The Italian
proverb
of preachers, "They do
not hear their own voice."
They may grow hard by custom of
speaking of Divine things without Divine affection ; so that nothing themselves or others say, can work on them.
Hence it is that so few formal dead
ministers are converted, that one said,
"Raro vidi clericum poenitentem j" ( seldom have 1 seen a minister penitent)
so hardened are they against the means
of conviction, in which they have been
speaking so oft.en of heaven and hell,
and of Jesus Christ, and feeling nothing of them that the words have
lost their power, and they are grown
hard as the skin of Leviathan, esteeming iron as straw and brass as
rotten wood. And this may be areason why that sin mentioned in the sixth
chapter of the epistle to the He brews,
is unpardonable : it is, in the nature of
things, without such a miracle as God
will not exert, impossible that they who
have stood out such things in vain,
should be renewed. This should make
us who are ministers, especially to
tremble at an unholy life, or at the
thought of declining from those ways
of religion of which we have known
so much, and for which we have so
many means of improvement.-ARcHBISHOP LEIGHTON.
CoNSECRATION.-Offer all that thou
hast, to be nothing, to use nothing of
all that thou hast about thee and is
called thine, but to His honor and glory; and resolve through His grace to
use all the powers of thy soul, and every member of thy body, to His service, as formerly thou hast done to sin.
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THE DIVINE PROMISES.
BY REV. C. D. BURLINGHAM.
2ND PETER, i. 4.-'' Whereby are given unto us exceeding great and precious promises; that by these
ye might be partakers of the divine nature, having
escaped the corruption that is in th,e world through
lust."

A very marked trait in the character
of the inspired Scriptures is, the prominence given to experimental religion.
This may be deemed the distinguishing
characteristic of the apostolic witness.
Certainly our doctrines, and ceremonies
and ordinances, though excellent and
important, can be of but little benefit
to us, unless they tend to increase our
spirituality-to advance us in our
Christian experience. Saint Peter appears to entertain very elevated and
comprehensive views respecting Gospel privileges and Christian attainments.
1. The character of Bible promises,
the promises of God, are numerous,
adapted, comprehensive, " exceedingly
great," inconceivably "precious/' free
and unlimited in the benefits they proffer to man, conditional and discriminating in the blessings they secure to
man.
2. The object they are designed to
accomplish- salvation. Salvation is·
deliverance from all sin: "having escaped the corruption that is in the
world through lust." "Lust," or desire,
is the origin and conservator of depravity. This depravity pervades all minds
and corrupts all hearts. Here is the
fountain of moral evil, and the agent of
eternal death! Salvation is deliverance
from all moral depravity, and from the
curse it entails. Salvation demands our
mightiest energies as the condition of
and preparation for it. Salvation requires the exertion of Almighty Power. Salvation is the elevation of the
soul from the groveling and sensual to
the ennobling and spiritual-the subjugation of the affections and desires,
here denominated "lust," to the conscience and judgment : and the entire
being-physical, intellectual and moral-pervaded by and assimilated to the
Divine nature. "Partakers of the

Divine nature;" that is, perfectly renewed in the Divine image, and living
in God.
This is a very high state of grace :
and does the Gospel provide for it 1
Does God require it 1 Do our interests demand it 1 Do the promises
pledge it 1 Then it is practicable, and
we may enjoy it.
·
3. The manner in which the Divine
promises accomplish their object. The
promises inspire confidence in the Mercy of God. They inspire the highest
respect for the Divine veracity. God
will dispense blessings according to his
promises, and He will inflict curses according to His threatenings. The
promises encourages repentance and
prayer, as means of grace. The promises are the arguments for faith in
Christ. The promises are the channels of grace to the soul, in every possible need: Ezek. xxxvi, 25-27. "Then
will I sprinkle clean water upon you,
and ye shall be clean : from all your
filthiness, and from all your idols, will
I cleanse you. A new heart also will
I give you, and a new spirit will I put
within you: and I will take away the
stony heart out of your flesh, and I
will give you a heart of flesh. And I
will put my Spirit within you, and
cause you to walk in my statutes, and
ye shall keep my judgments and do
them. And ye shall dwell in the land
that I gave to your fathers; and ye
shall be my people, and I will be your
God."
IT is not one of the least fruits of
righteousness to bear the reproach of
Christ. The world will let you go on
quietly enough if you have no more
piety than what pleases them. WhHe
you follow the indifferent rationality
of your neighbors, you will never be
reproached ; but strike out of the beaten path that leads to death, and you
will be pointed at. And yet this must
be so ; a sense of the presence of God
surrounding you and a view of eternity will always inspire you with singularity .-SUMMERFIELD.

CONSECRATION.

CONSECRATION.
GREAT revivals are preceded by God's
people consecrating themselves entirely to His service. President Edwards
makes the following remarks relative
to the great revival which took place
in Northampton under his labors:
"I have been," he says, "particularly acquainted with many persons who
have been the subjects of the high and
extraordinary transports of the present
day. Extraordinary views of Divine
things, and religious affections are frequently attended with very great effect
on the body, nature often sinking under the weight of divine discoveries,
the strength of the body taken away,
so as to deprive of all ability to stand
or speak ; sometimes the hands clinched and flesh cold, but senses still remaining ; animal nature often in a
great emotion and agitation, and the
soul very often, of late, so overcome
with great admiration, and a kind of
omnipotent joy, as to cause the person
(wholly unavoidably) to leap with all
the might, with joy and mighty exultation of soul ; the soul at the same
time being so strongly drawn toward
God and Christ in heaven that it seemed to the person as though soul and
body would, as it were of themselves,
of necessity mount up, leave the earth
and ascend thither.
These effects on the body did not
begin now in this wonderful season,
that they should be owing to the influence of the example of the times, but
about seven years ago ; and began in a
much higher degree, and· greater frequency, near three years ago, when
there was no such enthusiastical season,
as many account this ; but it was a very
dead time through the land : they
arose from no distemper catched from
Mr. Whitfield or Mr. Tennent, because they began before either of them
came into the country ; they began as
I said, near three years ago, in a great
increase, upon an extraordinary selfdedication, and renunciation of the
world, and resignation of all to God,
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made in a great view of God's excellency, and high exercise of love to Him,
and rest and joy in Him; since which
time they have been very frequent;
and began in a yet higher degree, and
greater frequency, about a year and a
half ago, upon another new resignation
of all to God, with a yet greater fervency and delight of soul ; since which
time the body has been very often
fainting, with the love of Christ; and
began in a much higher degree still, the
last winter upon another resignation and
acceptance of God as the only portion
and happiness of the soul, wherein the
whole world and the dearest enjoyments
in it, were renounced as dirt, and all that
is pleasant and glorious, and all that is
terrible in this world, seemed perfectly
to vanish into nothing, and nothing to
be left but God, in whom the soul was
perfectly swallowed up, as in an infinite ocean of blessedness. Since which
time there have often been great agitations of body, and an unavoidable leaping for joy ; and the soul as it were
dwelling almost without interruption,
in a kind of paradise ; and very often,
in high transports, disposed to speak of
these great and glorious things of God
and Christ, and the eternal world that
are in view to others present, in a most
earnest manner, and with a loud voice,
so that it is next to impossible to avoid
it ; these effects on the body not arising
from any bodily distemper or weakness,
because the greatest of all have been in a
good state of health. This great rejoicing has been a rejoicing with trembling,
i.e. attended with adeepandlivelysense
of the greatness and majesty of God, and
the persons own exceeding littleness
and vileness. Spiritual joys in this
person never were attended, either formerly or lately, with the least appearance of any laughter or lightness of
countenance, or manner of speaking;
but with·a peculiar abhorrence of such
appearances in spiritual rejoicings, especially since joys have been greatest
of all. These high transports when
they have been past, have had abiding efeffects in the increase of the sweetness,
rest and humility that they have left up-
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BE silent when blamed and reproachon the soul; and a new engagedness of
heart to live to God's honor, and watch ed unjustly, and under such circumand fight against sin.-PRESIDENT ED- stances that the reproachful and injurious person will be likely, from the inWARDS.
fluence of his own reflections, to discover his error and wrong speedily. ListCouRAGE.-Be well satisfied that you en not to the suggestions of nature,
are in the way of your duty, and that which would prompt a hasty reply;
will beget holy courage in times of but receive the injurious treatment
danger. "Who will harm you if you with humility and calmness; and He in
be followers of that which is good?" whose name you thus suffer, will reOr if any do attempt it, you may bold- ward you with inward consolation,
ly commit yourselves to God in well- while He sends the sharp arrow of
doing. It was this consideration that conviction into the heart of your adraised Luther's spirit above all fear. versary.
Do not think it strange when trou"In the cause of God," said he, "I ever am and shall be stout ; herein I as- bles and persecutions come upon you.
sume this title, " Cedo nulli"-I yield Rather receive them quietly and thankto none. A good cause will bear up a fully, as coming from a Father's hand.
:nan's spirit bravely. .Hear the say- Yea, happy are ye, if in the exercise of
mg of a heathen, to the shame of cow- faith you can look above the earthly
ardly Christians. When the emperor instrumentality, above the selfishness
Vespasian had commanded Fluidius and malice of men, to Him who has
Priscus not to come to the senate or permitted them for your good. Thus
if he did, to speak nothing but ;hat persecuted they the Saviour and. the
he would have him, the senator return- prophets.-U PHAM.
ed this noble answer; that," as he was
MoRTIFY all impatience in all pains
a senator, it was fit he should be at the and troubles, whether from the hands
senate ; and if being there he were re- of God or men, all desire of revenge,
quired to give his advice, he would all resentment of injuries; and by the
speak freely that which his conscience pure love of God, love thy very .persecommandedhim." Theemperorthreat- cutors as if they were thy dearest
he should die, he an- friend:
ening that
swered, " Did I ever tell you that I was
Mortify all bitterness of heart toward
Do you what you will, thy neighbors, and all vain complaeenand I will do what I ought; it is in cy in thyself, all vain glory and desire
your power to put me to death unjust- of esteem, in words and deeds, in gifts
ly, and in mine to die with constancy." and graces. To this thou shalt come
Righteousness is a breastplate · the by a more clear and perfect knowledge
cause of God will sustain all yod ven- and consideration of thy own vileness,
ture upon it: let them tremble whom and by knowing God to be the fountdanger finds out of the way of duty.- ain of all grace andgoodness.-LEIGHFLAVEL.
TON.

uNCONVERTED

PROFESSORs.-Methodism as well as other Churches is
cursed with unconverted members
live without salvation, who are ju;t like
the brutes that went into
ark·went in brutes, and they came
brutes ;-they come among the Methodists unconverted, and they <10 · into
eternity in the same manner.-CAuGREY.

To a worldly ma:n, great gain sWeetens· the hardest labor· and to a Christian, spiritual profit
advantage may
do much to move him to take those-sf·
flictions well which are otherwise very
unpleasant. Though they are not joy·
ous for the preserit, yet this allays the
sorrow of them-the fruit that grows
of them-that peaceable fruit of
righteousness.-ARCHBISHOP LEIGHTON.

SELF-DECEPTION.

SELF-DECEPTION.
BY MRS. EMELINE SMITH.

Among the most serious obstacles
in the way of the work of God, are the
unscriptural views of the Christian
character entertained by a large proportion of those professing godliness.
There is not, taking in the whole range
of difficulties to be overcome, in the accomplishment of the great work for
which the Church of Christ was instituted, anything so calculated to paralyze the energies, and grieve the very
souls of God's believing and obedient
children as the claims set up, and the
practices indulged by many who professedly are engaged in carrying out
the same object.
In our branch of the visible Church,
we claim to be devoted to the spread
of Scriptural holiness.
Multitudes
may be found in this, as in other
'branches of the Church, who, although
they bring forth none of the fruits
which spring from real union with
Christ, seem confidently to expect a
a participation in the blessedness,
promised to those who labor and suffer
in His cause. While the word of God
is so full of cautions to take heed to
ourselves, lest we deceive our own
souls, and while the tests of discipleship are laid down on almost every
page of the New Testament, it would
seem impossible for one to mistake his
spiritual condition. But we have only
to glance at the mass of those who profess to be the disciples of Jesus, and to
compare the hopes they entertain in
their lives and labors, with the plain
requirements of God's holy word, to be
mournfully convinced that self-deception is not so rare as might be expected. Taking the professed followers of
Christ in the aggregate, there is great
reason to fear by far the largest proportion will refuse to test themselves
by the rules laid down in the word of
God. It is hard to say this, but will
not the facts sustain us 1
If we look into the New Testament
we shall find several classes of persons
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accurately portrayed. Promises and
warnings are given, differing as widely
as the various classes of persons to
whom they are addressed. To the
children of GoG. are made those promises and encouragements which the
apostle speaks of as " exceeding great
and precious." Then there is a class
spoken of, who "say they are rich, and
increased in goods, and have need of
nothing." God says of these, they are
neither cold or hot, and the admonition
given to these is that unless they repent, and buy the gold tried in the fire,
that He will spew them out of His
mouth. And so the various classes of
men are spoken of, and as their characters vary, so are the promises and admonitions made to each distinct class
of persons varied. If we regard as a
matter of any importance the knowledge of our true standing in the sight
of God, we have only to study His
word, and find under which class we
come, and then we may ascertain,
without any possibility of a failure, if
we are but honest, whither we are
tending.
Having ascertained where
we belong, we are prepared to apply to
ourselves the portion of Scripture belonging to us. But here lies the difficulty. Persons coming to the word
of God, without any reference to the
conditions upon which the promises are
based, claim the glorious ones made by
the Almighty to His believing and
obedient children. Too many, making
this claim, answer to a far different
description and inherit an entirely different class of promises. The true
child of God is described all through
the New Testament as one who is
completely delivered from the bondage
and dominion of sin. " Whosoever is
born of God doth not commit sin."
And on the other hand, " He that
committeth sin is of the devil." "There
is, therefore, now, no condemnation to
them who are in Christ Jesus, who
walk not after the flesh, but after the
Spirit." " If our heart condemn us,
God is greater than our heart." Ifwe
love God we are represented as "keeping all His commandments;" " Walk-
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ing in the light ; " "Denying self, and
taking up the cross daily;" "Abiding
in Christ and bringing forth much fruit
to His glory ; " " Gathering with
Christ." As the fountain is .pure,
all the streams flowing therefrom are
pure. And thus lineament after lineament of the Christian character is so
plainly portrayed that none need be
deceived but those who choose to be.
Yet, a class of persons, just as accurately described, and to whom a far
different type of promises are made,
boldly claim those precious encouragements that God in His written
word holds out to those who walk with
Him in white. True they will acknowledge they are living in the frequent neglect of known duty. Years
ago, perhaps, there were crosses presented which they refused to bear. They
are now almost daily brought under condemnation. Even atthe bar of their own
consciences, seared as they have become
by long continued disobedience of God's
requirements, they are constrained to
admit that they are not walking in all
the light, and keeping all the commands
of God. With what propriety can
such persons expect a part in the final
reward of those who bear the burdens
and perform the labor required of
Christ's true disciples? The true believers show their faith by a cheerful
obedience, an unfaltering pursuit of the
prize held out to those who run in the
way of God's commandments. To
them the promises of God are yea and
amen in. Christ Jesus. But the other
class who thus lay claim to the same
prize, are running a far different race.
The opinions of men form the bar at
which they try the calls of God's Spirit
and word. If not regarded as very
fanatical, they will do some Christiitn duties ; possibly speak and go
through the f01:m of prayer in a religious meeting, unless the cross is too
heavy. But these never know what it
is to labor successfully for those out of
Christ. Their pride of heart is yet unsubdued, and self is just as truly reigning in such a heart as ever. If their
circumstances in life are prosperous,

they conclude the complacence they
feel is religion. If God, by His providences, calls after them, and adversity
becomes their teacher to win them
back to the cross, they fail to discern
the hand of God in the trials which are
suffered to befall them. They see oqly
second causes, and while they murmur
and struggle against these providential
dealings of God, they still talk of resignation to His will. But this resignation is compulsory. They are submissive because it is impossible for
them to control or change the circumstances that hem them in. They are
always persuading themselves that they
are undervalued and misunderstood.
Peevish, impatient, yielding to every
temptation, it does not matter what
such persons profess. Before they
have any right to the encouragements
given to the people of God, there must
be a genuine repentance ! a sorrow so
deep and pungent· as shall lead them at
once to forsake every evil way ! and a.
hearty confession, not to God only but
to all who have seen in them these
tempers and practices. A complete
surrender of soul and bodies' powers
into the hands of God ! And a willingness, if God so requires, to forsake all that they have, whether it be
reputation, or friends, or substance.!
When these steps ha,ve been taken, J esus will be presented to them as the object of faith. Having met the conditions laid down in the word of God,
He on his part will forgive their sins,
renew their natures, and implant His
Spirit in their hearts. They will find
Christ the door by which they will enter the sheepfold. Entering through
the door, their title to the promises is
secured to them if they continue to
walk in the way.
It is not enough for a .person who
has been living in the neglect of some
duty once plainly presented, but now
not clearly seen as duty, to plead that
now they feel no condemnation for their
neglect, This is not strange ! Refusing
to walk in the light that light has become darkness. Such persons will often talk of faith in Christ, and even of
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being blessed of God. At one time
they had probably a measure of saving
faith. But they saw a self denying
path. They saw the reproach and contempt that might come upon them if
they walked in that path. They were
unwilling to have their names cast out
as evil, and thus they refused to follow
Jesus in the way. The Spirit was
grieved, they felt the loss ; but still
persisting in their refusal to walk in
the light, it has now become darkness.
They profess, it may be, just as much
religion as ever. Possibly they have
ersuaded themselves they enjoy more.
know some who say they have no fear
of death, and who claim that they do
believe in God to the salvation of their
souls. Though they can look back to
a point where they deliberately refused
to do duty, when it was plainly presented, still they talk of joys and
peace ! Such persons are to be met in
all the Churches. 0 if God would but
enable me to say something that would
reach and alarm such souls ! What a
snare of the devil is here. The enemy
of souls is a wily foe. After a refusal
to follow Christ, and the consequent
withdrawal of the light of God's countenance, unless the adversary can substitute something in its place to lull the
conscience, there is hope that we may
become so much alarmed as to give
over these wanderings, and again take
up the cross. Satan knows this full
well, and to such souls he gives something as near like their former experience as he possibly can, a sort of dead
faith-a peace-but it is a peace with
sin in our hearts. It is not necessary
that we should be outbreakingly wicked. If one should fall into any great
wickedness, he would be aroused to
see that he had departed from his God.
Satan can accomplish far more with
one of these "good" people than with
one who stands confessed a child of
wrath.
This peace differs from God's peace
so widely that none need be deceived,
unless they refuse to come to the light,
lest their deeds should be reproved.
God's peace cannot exist where there
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is not obedience to all of God's requirements. But these deceived ones can
fall into sin, and call it infirmity ! temperament ! anything but what it isan infraction of the law of God. They
do feel a degree of condemnation, for
every violation of God's requirements,.
but here is another point of difference.
A soul that has not rejected the light,
if by any means it is led into any sin,
or says, or does anything that brings
condemnation, feels a loathing of sin
As sin.
There is no disposition to
palliate it, as a very little thing, hardly
worthy of notice, but there is a willingness to confess, and the heart is fully
set to forsake all such practices. And
0 how that point is guarded after such
a stumble! But these who can hardly
believe that God condescends to mark
their omissions and commissions, unless they are of th€\ grossest kind, feel
in one sort condemned, but the sorrow
they experience is, in fact, only a fear
of punishment.
A confession of our faults one to
another, is a serious business, and the
soul that realizes, that if it yields to
evil tempers it will have to confess the
wrong to all who have witnessed it,
finds that Sin is not such a cheap thing
after all.
There is another strongly marked
point of difference between those in the
light, and those in whom the light has
become darkness. Talk to the latter
class of the mercies of God-of the
glories of the heavenly world-the rewards of the blessed on high--charm
them with singing ! or with the beau.
ties of poetry, and their natural sympathy will be excited; they will shed a
few tears perhaps, and profess and believe, they are happy in God ! As
well might the sentimentalist, weeping
over the last new novel ! The feeling
is precisely the same. But you talk
to such souls of a God of infinite purity, of unbending justice. Hold the
truth upon their heart and conscience,
that God's people are an obedient working people ! Present the fields all
white to the harvest, and call for the
laborers! Urge the truth that no man
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is following Christ, who is not bearing
the cross ; repeat in their hearing,
Whosoever will live godly in Christ
Jesus, shall suffer persecution ; and do
they get happy? Try them once more.
The word says, "The kingdom of God
is righteousness and peace and joy in
the Holy Ghost." Have they these
constituent elements of the kingdom
of God? But they say they have
peace and joy even. " But the joy of
the Lord is our strength." Is there
any strength in the joy of which such
persons speak? Have they strength
to overcome temptation? Have they
strength to work for God any where?
Are they enabled to win souls to Christ?
Is not their joy like the crackling of
thorns under a pot, destitute of heat.
'fo such a talent has been entrusted,
but they have not improved upon it.
Looking upon those who have made
the effort to improve upon what God
has given, they have been tried with
their extravagant zeal, and high professions, and have rejoiced in their own
fancied humility. What a fearful awaking as they come up to the very entrance of the Celestial City, and say,
" Lord, Lord, open unto us," &c.
Here they stand, still self deceived,
confidently expecting to be admitted
into the Kingdom. And here at last,
when too late to rectify the fatal mistake, the Judge of quick and dead startles them in their fancied security, by
declaring, " Depart from me, I never
knew you-ye that work iniquity."
Take the talent from the unprofitable
servant, and cast him into outer darkness." May the Holy Spirit search
our hearts, that we may know on what
foundation our hopes are based.

the Holy Ghost. I expect to see preachers as powerful to set forth Christ evidently crucified before the eyes of men,
as powerful to pierce the conscience, to
persuade, to convince, to convert, as any
that ever shook the multitudes of J erusalem, or Corinth, or Rome-because
I believe in the Holy Ghost. I expect
to see Churches, the members of which
shall be endued with spiritual gifts, and
every one moving in spiritual activity,
animating and edifying one another,
commending themselves to the con.
science of the world by their good
works, commending their Saviour to it
by a heart-engaging testimony-because I believe in the Holy Ghost. I
expect to see villages where the respectable people are now opposed to religion, the proprietor ungodly, the nomi.
nal pastor worldly, all that take a lead,
set against living Christianity-to see
such villages summoned, disturbed, di.
vided, and then re-united, by the subduing of the whole population to Christ
-because I believe in the Holy Ghost.
I expect to see cities swept from end to
end, their manners elevated, their commerce purified, their politics Christianized, their criminal population reformed, their poor made to feel that they
are among brethren-righteousness in
the streets, peace in the homes, an altar
at every fireside-because I believe in
the Holy Ghost. I expect the world
to be overflowed with the knowledge
of God; the day to come when no man
shall need to say to his neighbor,
" Know thou the Lord;" but when all
shall know Him, " from the least unto
the greatest ; " east and west, north
and south, uniting to praise the name
of the one God, and the one Mediator
-because I believe in the Holy Ghost.
-REV. WILLIAM ARTHUR.

THE SPIRIT'S POWER.
IN this age of faith in the natural,
and disinclination to the supernatural,
we want especially to meet the whole
world with this credo, "I believe in the
Holy Ghost." I expect to see saints
as lovely as any that are written of in
the Scriptures-because I believe in

To ridicule old age is like pouring
cold water into the bed in the mor.
ning, in which you have to sleep at
night.
NEVER forget the kindness which
others do for you, nor remind others of
. the kindness which you do for them.

8.ATAN IN WHITE.

SATAN IN WHITE.
SATAN perceived that it would be
convenient and advantageous for him
to have two suits of clothes. A suit
of flaming, impurpled, and blackish red
was his raiment since he instigated the
rebellion in heaven: this he wears at
home. This is the garment that is emblatic of his wrath and cruelty a(J'ainst
El-Shaddai. He transformed
when he tempted the first Adam, and
succeeded in casting him down. The
Second Adam knew him, when he required him to obey his command, and
worship him instead of the true God.
The Second Adam would die, rather
than eat bread made out of a stone by
the command of Satan.
It was in his flaming, bloody, blackred garb that Satan appeared among
the persecutors, both pagan and popish,
lighting up the funeral fires of the Martyrs. But he soon found it necessary
to have a suit of white, descriptive of
his cunning and hypccrisy ; and he ordered white garments for his servants
also, to wear upon certain occasions,
when from home upon his expeditions.
He met with reception in his white
robe, angel-like, in many places where
he would not have been received at all
in his suit of flaming red-black, in which
he took the lead at pastimes, Sabbath
plays, in taverns, and horse-races.
But in his white robe he had an early
admittance into many a cathedral, and
he appointed some of his servants to
offices there.
He also, in his white suit, found his
way into the houses of evangelical dissenters, though they profess to have a
book which exhibits his devices. Notwithstanding all the watching that had
been at the doors, he rushed in to the
communion table, as he had done to
the consecrated altar of the cathedral,
and sowed discord between the minister and the deacons ; and he himself
undertook the managing matters between them, seated in his chair and
vested in his white robe. He forced
many to assume a profession, like tares
of the field ; and some also of his best
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servants, who were utterly destitute of the love of Christ and the fear
of God, he raised into the pulpit, while
they were living in secret sins ; but
they all had a white robe, as white as
the sepulchres of the Pharisees, covering all these things. Satan held these
up to deceive before the eye of God,
and
the terrors of eternity. To
sustam them from fainting, he adminisunto them his potions from the
pitcher of presumption· and hardened
their consciences with the hot iron of
hypocrisy, heated in the fire of hell.
He taught them to persecute religion
in the garb of an angel.
Let us not give room to the devil in
his white raiment! When he attempts
to destroy the character of a brother
he assumes his white robe and not
murdering garment,
to vindicate the glory of God and the cause
of justice, asserting that the cause of
religion must be cleared · while all
this time envy rankles in his heart notwithstanding. his fair pretences, as
the Jews delivered Jesus to be crucified. It was his white garment that
Satan wore in the court of Caiaphas
when he charged the true God with
blasphemy. This garb, also, his servant Judas wore, when he displayed
such zeal and sympathy for the poor,
in the case of the ointment at Bethany.
Let us ask grace, that we may be able
to recognise the devil in his white raiment, as well as in his old black-red
garb. He is not so easily distinguished in his borrowed white, as in his own
proper suit. Let us cleanse out hypocrisy. Such is our instruction.
-CHRISTMAS EVANS.

THE saints are as in a common butchery in the world; yea, not only "as
sheep for the slaughter," but sometimes
as sheep for the altar, men thinking it
a sacrifice. " They that kill you," says
our Saviour, "shall think they do God
service. Yet even this pulls not from
Him. They part with life? ay, why
not? This life is but a death, and He
is our life for whom we live it.-ARcHBISHOP LEIGHTON.
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young, healthy and happy; I have been
so too, but that time is past. I am
now old, decrepit, and forlorn. This
ONCE when traveling in a stage-coach,
coach is taking me to the death-bed of
I met a young lady who seemed to be my only child. And then, my dear, I
upon the constant look out for
shall be a poor old woman, all alone in
thing laughable; and not content
a world where merry girls will think
laughing herself, she took great pams me a very amusing object. They will
to make others do the same.
laugh at my old-fashioned clothes, forN ow traveling in a stage-coach is getting that the old woman has a spirit
rather prosy business. People in this that has loved, and suffered, and will
·
situation are very apt to show them- live forever."
selves peevish and selfish; so the young
The coach now stopped before a poor
lady's good humor was, for a time, very looking house, and the old lady feebly
agreeable. Every old barn was made descended the steps.
"How is she 1" was the first trembthe subject of a passing joke, while the
cows and hens looked demurely on, ling inquiry of the poor mother.
"Just alive," said the man who was
little dreaming that folks could be merry at their expense. All this perhaps, leading her into the house.
Putting up the steps, the driver
was harmless enough. Animals are
not sensitive in that respect. They mounted his box, and we were on the
are not likely to have their feelings in- road again. Our merry young friend
jured because people make fun of them; had placed the card in her pocket. She
bnt when we come to human beings, was leaning her head upon her hand;
that is quite another thing. So it seem- and you may be assured I was not sored to me, for after a while an old lady ry to see a tear upon her fair young
came running across the fields, swing- cheek. It was a good lesson, and one
ing her bag at the coachman, and in a which we greatly hoped would do her
shrill voice begging him to stop. The good.
It is pleasant to see a smiling face.
good-natured coachman drew up his
horses, and the old lady, coming to the We should encourage our hearts to
fence by the road-side, squeezed her- look on the sunny side of things, and
self through two bars which were not there is no harm in being merry where
only in a horizontal position, but very no one is injured by it ; but in this, as
near together. The young lady in the in every other thing, let us be conscistage-coach made some ludicrous re- entious. The wise man has said,mark, and the passengers laughed. It " There is a time to lauO'h
·" but re0
seemed very excusable; for in getting member, dear children, lf' we would
through the fence the poor woman had not displease our heavenly Father, we
made sad work with her old black bon- must take care and not be merry when
net, and now, taking a seat beside a conscience tells us it is wrong. I have
well dressed lady, really looked as if heard children excuse themselves for
she had been blown there .by a whirl- laughing in the house of God, by saying
wind. This was a new piece of fun, they couldn't help it. Now what is to
and the girl made the most of it. She be done when children can't help doing
caricatured the old lady upon a card; wrong 1 When they kneel before God
when she was not looking, in prayer, do they say 7 "I have done
to take patterns of her bonnet; and in wrong, but I couldn't help it 1" No,
various other ways sought to raise a I they would not dare say that. Let us,
laugh. At length the poor woman then, teach our hearts to be very honturned a pale face toward her.
est, for unto Him who searcheth the
" My dear," she said, " you are heart we must tell the whole truth.
M A K IN G F UN.

I

w
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I HOLD STILL.

"I HOLD STILL."

REV IV A.LS.

Pain's furnace heat within me quivers,
God's breath upon the flame doth blow,
And all my heart in anguish quivers,
And trembles at the fiery glow;
And yet I whisper, As God will I
And in his hottest fire hold still.

BY THE EDITOR.

He comes and lays my heart, all heated,
On the hard anvil, minded so
Into His own fair shape to beat it
With His great hammer, blow on blow;
And yet I whisper, As God will I
And at bis heaviest blows hold still.
He takes my softened heart and beats it,
The sparks fly off at every blow.
He turns it o'er and o'er, and heats it,
And lets it cool, and makes it glow ;
And yet I whisper, As God will I
And in His mighty hand bold still.
Why should I murmur? for the sorrow
Thus only loager lived would be;
Its end may come, and will, to·morrowi
When God has done His work in me.
So I say, trusting, As God will!
And, trusting to the end, hold still.
He kindles for my profit purely
Affiiction's glowing fiery brand,
And all His heaviest blows are surely
Inflicted by a Master hand ;
So I say, praying, As God will I
And hope in Him, and suffer still.

IN the afternoon, an old friend (now
with the Moravians) labored much to
convince me that I could not continue
in the church of England, because I
could not implicitly submit to her determinations; "For this," he said," was
essentially necessary to the continuing
in any church." Not to the continuing
in any but that of the Brethren ; if it
were, I would be a member of no
church under heaven. For I must still
insist on the rights of private judgment.
I dare .call no man, Rabbi. I cannot
yield implicit faith or obedience to any
men, or number of men, under heaven.
-WESLEY.

THE natural tendency of the human heart is

to depart from God. This tendency exists,
though in greatly diminished force, even after
conversion has truly taken.place. It remains
until the obedient disciple is fully " crucified
with Christ," dead unto sin, and " alive to
God." As comparatively few in any of the
churches are led into the enjoyment of this
state of grace, there is apparent every where a
proneness to backsliding. The revival ceases,
and the faith: and love, and zeal, of too many
die away. The Holy Spirit is grieved, and
gradually withdraws His support, worldly conformity ensues, sinful passions are indulged,
and the tone of piety is lessened down far below the Gospel standard. With such a state
of things, a revival, to be a blessing, must
commence with the professed children of God.
They are the models after which the new recruits will naturally fashion their experience
and their lives. Unless the leading members
of the church are obediently walking in God's
commandments, and living free from condem·
nation, the converts, in the mass, will be almost certain to fall below the tequirements of
the Bible. A class-leader in a fashionable
Methodist church stated in our hearing, that
out of a large number who bad united with
the church, as the fruit of a "splendid revival,"
he had not known one to cease to " adorn
themselves with gold and pearls and costly ar·
ray," but he had known some who had not
previously worn
to put it on upon
uniting with the church I It is one of the
greatest injuries that can be inflicted upon an
individual, to persuade him to take up with
any thing short of a Gospel hope. His profes·
sion serves as a shield to ward off the arrows
of truth. The self-complacency naturally resulting from a discharge of what are considered
religious duties, he mistakes for the approbation of God; the conviction, felt occasionally,
of the necessity of a more radical change of
heart, he is taught to regard as a morbid scrupulousness of conscience which must be repressed; and the melting influences of the
Spirit given to him, at times, to encourage him
to come to Christ, he looks upon as an assur-
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ance from Heaven that he is in the right way.
Thus his condition is far more hopeless than
when he made no profession of religion. He
is rather a proselyte than a convert, and happy
is be if he does not become " two-fold more
the child of hell" than before I .A. revival, then,
should commence with the church. Let every
one that has named the name of Christ repent
in dust and ashes before the Lord, depart from
all iniquity, and be filled with "faith, and with
the Holy Ghost," and God's work will be carried on through their instrumentality. Diffi·
culties will vanish, or be overcome, resources
will be created or dispensed with, and souls
will be converted, not to a party or an opinion,
but to CHRIST.
LAY PRE.A.CHING.

.A.s churches become rich., ministers clothe
themselves with importance. They arrogate
high-sounding titles, and, without any regard
to their personal sanctity, claim a supertitious
reverence, by virtue of their office as "ambassadors of Christ." God, who chooses "the
weak things of the world to confound the
mighty," passes by these consequential ones,
and selects persons of no pretensions as the
chosen instrumentalities for promoting His
work. He leaves the professional warrior unnoticed, and takes a Deborah from the cares of
her family, or a Gideon from the threshing floor,
to lead his marshalled hosts to battle and to
victory.
all the great revivals that have
taken place, private members have actQd a
conspicuous part. One of the objections most
strongly and frequently urged against the work
of God, carried on in Wesley's day, was the
fact that the instruments chiefly employed in
promoting it were laymen. To those who
pressed this objection, and urged that he must
be sensible of its strength, as he had not attempted to answer it, Wesley replied :
" It was not distrust of my cause, but tenderness to you, which occasioned my silence.
I had something to advance on this head also ;
but I was afraid you could not bear it. I was
conscious to myself that, some years since, to
touch this point, was to touch the apple of my
eye; and this makes me almost unwilling .to
speak now, lest I should shock the prejudices I
cannot remove.
"Suffer me, however, just to intimate to you
something which I would leave to your further

consideration. The scribes of old, who were
the ordinary preachers among the Jews, were
not priests; they were not better than laymen.
Yea, many of them were incapable of the
priesthood, being of the tribe of Simeon, not of
Levi. Hence, probably it was that the Jews
themselves never urged it as an objection to our
Lord's preaching, (even those who did not ac·
knowledge or believe that he was sent of God
in an extraordinary character,) that he was no
priest
the. order of Aaron, nor, indeed,
could be, seeing he was of the tribe of Judah.
11
Nor does it appear that any objected this
to the Apostles; so far from it, that at Antioch
in Pisidia, we find the rulers of the synagogue
sending unto Paul and Barnabas, strangers just
come into the city, "Saying, men and brethren,
if ye have any word <>f exhortation for the
people, say on."-Acts xiii. 15.
" If we consider these things, we shall be
the less surprised at what occurs in the eighth
ehapter of the Acts: 11 .A.t that time there was
a great persecution against the Church; and
they were all scattered abroad, (that is all the
church, all the believers in Jesus) throughout the regions of Judea and Samaria," verse
1. "Therefore they that were scattered abroad
went everywhere preaching the word," verse
4. Now what shadow of reason have we to
say, or think, that all these were ordained be·
fore they preached ? "
"If we come to later times; was Mr. Calvin
. ordained? Was he either priest or deacon t
And were not most of thm1e whom it pleased
God to employ in promoting the reformation
abroad, laymen also? Could that great work
have been promoted at all in many places, iflay·
men had &ot preached? .A.nd yet how seldom
do the very Papists urge this as an objection.
against the reformation I Nay, as rigorous 88
they are in things of this kind, they themselves
appoint, even in some of their strictest orders,.
that, " if any lay brother believes himself
called of God to preach as a missionary, the
superior of the order, being informed
shall immediately send him away."
.
"In all Protestant churches it is still more
evident that ordination is !'.lot held a necessaq
prerequisite for preaching; for in Sweden, fut
Germany, in Hollaud, and I belie:ve in every
reformed church in Europe, it is not only pel'.M
mitted but required, that before any one is qr·
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dained, (before he is admitted even into deacon's orders, wherever the distinction between
priests and deacons is retained.) he should
publicly preach a year or more, adprobandum
facuUat<:.m (on trial.) And for this practice
they believe they have the authority of an ex·
press command of God. "Let them first be
proved; then let them use the office of a deacim, being found blameless."-1 Tim. iii. IO.''
At the present time, in the church which
Mr. W esiey founded, about the same importm1ce i8 attached to the necessity of being
licensed, to authorize one to call sinners to
re.penteuce, that there was in his day to being
ordained to preach the Gospel. Many are
troublt,d about a license. Give yourself no
anxiety about it. Does God call you to
preach? Up and at it. Go to your neighbors and warn them faithfully to flee from the
wrath to eome. .Are they awakent-d? Lead
them to Christ. Is an interest in religion excited? Appoint meetings, bear your testi·
mony to the power of Christ to Sa.'Ve, exhort,
siug, pray, as the Holy Spirit leads, and encourage others to do the same. But is this preachWesley says, "What is it to preach, but
pr<J!,dicare verbum .Dei, to publish the word of
God. And this, laymen do all over England."
Do not tl'ren be anxious about a license.
Obey G·•d. Be filled with the Spirit. We
have tried to spread the Glad Tidings with.out
license and with licenl'le ; we have been ordained aud we have been unordained, but we
never could discover that any of these thin:gs
aff€1cted our ability to preach one way or the
other. 1'he 011e essecitial qualification we ·have
found to be the baptism of the Holy Ghost, inspirin!o(' the heart with love to God and love to
the souls of men. If yon have thiH, go forward. Do your whole duty, Turn to right·
eousnPSS as many of your erring fellow men as·
The disciplihe of the Methodist Church implies plainly that
sh11ll preach before
they are
Iri the section eutitled, " Of
the trial of those who tbink they are moved
by the Holy Ghost to preach," the question ls'
ashd, " Have they fruit'! Are any truly con·
vinced of f!in, and converted to God, hy thl'ir
pre.. chiog? "' How can men be converted " by
thdr preach mg'' untll they preach ?
Again, the General Rult:s-the constitution

of the church-say that all who have "a desire
to flee from the wrath to come, and to be saved
from their sins," should evince this desire "by
instructing, reproving or exhorting all they
have any intercouri;;e with." What is this but
preaching? What preacher does more than
this? How few do as much l God gives you,
earnest Christian, a license to do all the good
you can.
SALVATION BANDS.

One of the most important measures adopted by the late Laymen's Convention of Genesee Conference, was that recommending the
formation of praying bands. The design is
to induce thos.e in sympathy with earnest
Chrietianity to put forth direct, systematic
and persevering efforts for the salvation of
souls. Wherever there are three or more be·
lievers in Christ, of one heart and one mind,
who feel the worth of souls, let them form a
Band, adopting the directions to the Band
Societies, found in all the Methodist Disciplines
published prior to Ie52. Let them choose a
, leader who shall give direction, under God, to
, the meetingR. Guided by the Holy Spirit, select some locality where a revival of religion
is' specially needed. Procure some place-a
church, school-house,.
shop, any place
where the people can be comfortably convened
-and go to work. Sing, pray, exhort, "with
hearts and tongues of fire." At each meeting
let one or more who has a living experience
relate it as the spirit directs. Clear, burning
testimonials of the power of Christ to save, are
the ''sling-stones " before which the enemies
of God wiill fall. .A.s souls are awakened pray
with them and lead them to Jesus. As they
are converted, set them to work for the salva·
tion of others. Let this be done all over the
land, and a mighty revival of religion would
take place.
I

LAYMEN'S CONVENTION OF THE GENESEE CON·
FERENCE.

A very interesting session was held at Olean
the fi1.1ilt and second of February. Its proceedings have been published BO widely in the
we,,kly papers that we deem it best to give
ouly a general outline.
The Lr;ve
on Tuesday evening was a
season ot grt:at spiritual profit.
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The Convention was opened on Wednesday
morning by Al;mer I. Wood, Esq., of Parma,
President, who presided with his usual ability.
The attendance was large, and the action emphatic and harmonious. The delegates pledged
themselves personally, and in behalf of their
constituents, to stand by the work of God and
the men who are laboring to promote it. The
intelligence, Christian firmness, kindness and
devotion to the great interests of the Redeemer's Kingdom, manifested by the Convention,
must have favorably impressed all who witnessed their proceedings.
On Wednesday evening the Rev. L. Stiles
preached an able and spiritual sermon, and administered the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper to a large number of communicants. It
was a solemn occasion. Most of the members
of the Presbyterian and Methodist churches
present, came together at the common board of
our common Lord.
On Thursday, measures were taken to circulate a petition asking the General Conference
to exclude slaveholders from the church, and
also one asking the General Conference to give
a patient hearing to the difficulties of Genesee
Conference.
The delegates went home from the Convention to labor with renewed zeal, and increased
faith, for the salvation of souls.
THE WORK OF REVIVAL GOING ON.
AN esteemed brother, in the regular work,
formerly a member of the Genesee Conference,
writes us from Illinois. " We are now enjoying a glorious outpouring of salvation of the
earnest type. Sinners seek in earnest, and God
converts in earnest. Where Christ reveals
himself, it sometimes happens to the penitent
as it did to Daniel by the river Hiddekel-to
the three on the mount-to Saul on his way to
Damascus, and to John on Patmos-" There
remains no strength in them." Between sixty
and seventy have been converted, and " the
Lords adds to their number daily." In addition, some forty rose last night and requested
prayers, and the end is I).Ot yet."
H. E.
A LOCAL PREACHER writing from Illinois,
says, " I have been laboring here a few weeks
in connection with another pilgrim preacher,
and more than one hundred have passed from

death unto life. Many are witnesses to the
work of holiness, and the work is still going
on."
A BROTHER writes us from central Illinois,
" We are more than pleased with the February
number of the EARNEST CHRISTIAN, and if you
should issue no more, we have got more than
paid. "Hallelujah to God and the Lamb for.
ever, that you have been directed by the Spirit
of God to tear away the rubbish, dig up and
bring to light the thunders of Methodism that
shook old England and America more than a
century ago. We can smell the smoke of the
old artillery in your last number. May the
Lord help you to bring out more of the old
fire, and let the world have it. There is rich·
ness, dignity and glory about it, that eclipse
all modern improvements."
L. J.
A DEVOTED Local Preacher, who is evidently
determined to have "a starry crown" on the
other shore, writes us, " I thought I would let
you know sometl1ing how. we are getting along
'out west.' As a general thing, the work is
deepening, the more and the harder the efforts
to stop it, the fa.sti:ir it rolls. Like the flame
Bunyan saw, the more water they turn on, the
more the flame increases. But the mystery is
solved; somebody 'the other side the wall,'
is turning on oil The Lord is raising up a
host in the west, to battle for God and the
right; raising- up preachers, and firing up the
Laity. At one camp meeting, last fall, a brother
and I counted twenty young men then on the
ground, all young converts, called to preach,
and going 'the straight way.' They all are
'rowing against wind and tide,' but it is having
the happy effect to make them the more firm
and uncompromising. Fathers and mothers,
that have grown gray in Methodism, are taking
a bold stand for the ' old paths.' Looking on
and beholding the desolation of Zion, they
have come to the conclusion, something must
be done. A Presiding Elder in the Rock River
Conference asked a Brother, ' Who would you
like to have for your next preacher?' 'Well,
anybody that's got religion; and if we can't
have one of that kind, do send us one that's
seriously inclined.' Oh I such stabs. From
all parts we bear of the great stir, the proceed·
ings of Genesee 0onference, and the spirit manifesting iLsdf in our own, has produced. Tha
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inquiry arises, 'What evil hath he done ? '
Why, they will halloo and shout in meeting.
Every effort put forth to stop the work, only
rings the bell for everybody to come. The
people are anxious to see how we look, but
they invariably get the impression that we are
what their fathers used to call Methodi,sts.
' Well, don't you believe they're honest? '
'Yes sir.' 'Well, the only trouble I find with
them, they draw the light so straight.'
" At Clinton, a short distance above us on the
river, there has been a glorious work. There
were, to begin with, some three or four living
members in the place. One hundred and
twenty have been converted, and that in a
place where there are two distilleries. It was
a place thrown away by the Conference. The
pastor of the adjoining charge hearing of the
success of two little local preachers, who didn't
try to be anybody, was very much concerned
to know whether they had license to preach or
not ; and spent nearly a day trying to find out
the facts.
"A few days ago I received a letter from
Mt. P. where Brother R. and I labored in the
fall. One Sabbath one of their class leaders
took a number of "Pilgrims," and went over
to a neighboring school-house and commenced
operations. The teacher of tli!.e school arose
the first opportunity, and told them he wanted
this kind of religion. So the fire rolls. Another
Brother writes, 'The work of the Lord is progressing among us. The work of Holiness has
been increasing steadily ever since the fourth
of July last. We hold a meeting expressly
for Holiness every Monday eve, where we get
empowered to work for the Lord ; and then we
go out into the highways where the people
have been neglected by the regular ministry
for the last fifteen years. We have adopted a
system peculiar to ourselves, viz. : I try to
preach a short sermon, al ways insisting on the
absolute necessity of Holiness in order to salvation, and then the truth is backed by the
testimony of a number of living witnesses, as
the spirit givAth utterance; and the stouthearted are made to bend, and yield to be saved,
and as soon as they are soundly converted, we
lead them right to the 'Fountain,' and thus
our army is increased. There are so few
preachers that go straight for God, it is hard
getting a supply, so we use our lay members.
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Some of our Sisters are becoming powerful
preachers, and all they need is liberty to use
their talents, and the Lord will make them
mighty to move the people. We have one
young sister, (M. R.) who is worth a score of
some preachers. May she live forever."
" Here in this place the Lord is leading out
the Sisters, in prophecying. Some of them
speak in power. We number about fifty at
present, and are gradually increasing. Members from the old church come over to our
meetings to seek for Holiness. Everything
seems to be moving right."
J. G. T.
.A. beloved brother who has been weeping
for years over the spiritual desolation of Zion,
writes us from New York: " I have read the
first number of the Earnest Ohrwtian with. interest and profit. Without being invidious I
may say one article is worth the price of the
volume. Its appearance is decidedly creditable, while its matter is not only creditable but
profitable; and very forcibly reminds an old
pilgrim like myself of the days when we had
but one periodical in our entire connection in
this country, and that one teemed with thrilling relations of God's power in the salvation
of sinners. The Earnest Ohri,stian rekindles
the hope that the time is rapidly approaching
when the mountain of the Lord's house shall
be established in the mountains, and all men
shall fl.ow unto it.
The article on Free Churches has touched a
chord to which my soul vibrates. My soul agonizes for the salvation of the poor as I pass
them in the street in my rounds of duty on
the Sabbath, and reflect how iudustrious they
are in their efforts to make ihe most of the
time in such unlawful pursuits as affords them
a momentary gratification, and leaves a sting
behind like the sting of the scorpion. What
adds greatly to my agony for them is the reflection .that they, or many of them are shut
out from the house of God by the alliance
formed between the Church and the world,
which is worse than the re-established friendship of Pilate and Herod. It is like an agree·
ment with Hell and a league with damnation.
Its avowed object is to draw the wealthy into
the Church. For what? If I answer the
question as I have been often answered, 'For
the purpose of building up and sustaining '
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fashionable "Churches," which must of course
be expensive Churches, what is the result ?
Are these fashionable and rich pew-holders
saved? The day Of judgment will reveal how
many noble, mighty or rich ones are saved.
But one of the apparent results we shall not
have to wait until the day of judgment to
learn; that is, the poor do not have the Gospel preached to them. The mission of Christ
in this respect is thwarted, and that by His
professed friends and followers. There is a
fearful responsibility resting upon some body,
and the inquiry may be made by more than it
was at the last supper, 'Lord, is it I?' "
J. A. C.

.A. SISTER writing us from a locality where
we held a grove meeting last summer, says:
11
.A. short time since a stranger came to Mr. B.
with the question, 'Are you a holy man?' and
taking his hand with such joyful eagerness
that at first my husband theught he might be
insane, but it did not take long to understand
him. He was the sexton of the Presbyterian
church, and was just converted He said that
the Spirit had been striving with him for a long
time- mentioned your meeting-repeated your
text, etc.-all of which convinces me that he
was then awakened. Si11ce then bis sister
came to our meeting. She is now clearly converted, and her husband was forward for prayers last Sunday evening. We have now four
in our meetings recently converted."
N. S. B.

The meetings referred to are in a private
house. These are but the first fruits of a great
harvest of souls which we trust will be gathered to Christ in the band meetings which are
being instituted in many places.

LITERARY NOTICES.
THE LIFE OF MRS. FANNY L. BARTLETT, Con·
sort ot the late DR. OLIVER c. BARTLETT.
Containing copious extract8 from her Jour·
nal, and eminently calculated to lead to a
holy life. BY REV. A. A. PHELPS. "The
rigldeous shall be in everlasting nmernbrance."
-Ps. cxiL 6. Boston, Published by H. V.
Degen, 1860.
Mrs. BARTLETT was a Christian of the prim·
itive stamp She was for twenty-five years a
resident of Lima. She retained, till the close
of her useful life, tht1t Gospel simplicity and
spiritual power, for which the early Mtthodists
were distinguished.. She became acquai1,ted
with many of the young preachers · students
-and her influence over them was most salutary, as the writer of this can cheerfully tea·
tify. She encouraged them not to rest without
a deep experience in the things of God. Her
exhortation to the preachers. at the last Bergen
Camp mei·ting she attended, to hold up the
self denying docttines of the cro8s, wlrn1ever
the consequences to them personally, will not
soon be forgotten.
In the interesting volume before us we have a
faithful record of her experience, her stnwgles,
and her victories. Our friend, Rev. A. A.
PHELPS, of the Genei>ee college, has p"rformed
his part well. Hh; style is pleasing aad aitnctive• and bis subject is pre::;entt d to us as she
appeared to those whose privilege it was to
enjoy a personal acquaintance with her. As
stated in the title, we believe this book is•· em·
inently calculatt•d to lead to a holy lite 11 all
who shall give it a careful perusal.
It is a neat volume of 295 p;.iges, got ·up
in j?Ood style, and embellished with a portrait
of Mrs. BARTLETT. IL may be had of th" pub·
lisher at
or of the author at Lima, Liv·
ingston Co., N. Y. You can have a copy
to you hy mail, 1;ostage p;.iid, by euclmiing 15
three cent postage stamp::; to the aut11or as
above.

I have read the two numbers of the Earnest
Ohristian, especially the last, with pleasure
and profit. The artieles, generally, are not only good specimens of Essaying, but they are
eminently practical and
the
demands of the times.
The following are worthy of special attention for tl;ieir appropriateness and excellen'y:
Scriptural Conviction, Be in Earnest, Look DR. BOWEN'S BOOK ON SLAVERY.
and Live, On Preaching Perfection, The Spirit . We have procured a
copiei; of this st er·
of Jesus in the Church, Purity and Peace, aud ling w-0rk, 11nd any of our re11d ...1s l:lIII have a
Doctor Judson's Address. The Lord make the . copy sent to them by muil, po,;tage
by
Magazine a blessing to thousand;i.
senditog 27 postage 1Stamps w B. T. H.otitrts,
C. D. BURLINGHAM.
, Butlalo, N. Y.
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RIGHTEOUSNESS.
BY THE EDITOR.
EvERY material substance has its essential properties. These distinguish
it from every other body, and without
them it could not exist. Gold possesses the quality of being drawn into thin
sheets when sufficiently beaten, while
iron pyrites, of nearly the same external appearance, fly into. fragments under the hammer.
Christianity is something positive.
It is not a mere negative. It has an actual existence, and possesses its positive
elements. First and foremost among
them is RIGHTEOUSNESS. The religion
of Christ appears before the.world with
so many appendages, that we almost
look upon these as the thing itself.
Like the birds in the cornfield, we mistake the coat and the hat, carefully adjusted upon a bundle of straw, for the
man himself. Forms and ceremonies
do not make the performer a disciple
of Christ. Tall-steepled temples, decorated in the highest style of art, do
not constitute Christian churches ; and
the singing of devout hymns by undevout vocalists, hired for the purpose,
and the reading, in solemn tone to a
polite congregation by a grave-looking
gentleman, of a moral, historical or philosophical essay, do not constitute
Christian worship. There may be
Christianity with or without churches,
bishops, ministers or choirs, but there
can be none without righteousness.
"Ye are," says Paul, of Christians, "the
temple of God." Righteousness is the
frame-work, without which the entire
7
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structure will fall to ruins before the
fierce blast of the tempest. Righteousness is the breast-plate of the soldier
of the cross, and if he goes into battle
without it, the. first arrow from his
skillful adversary will lay him prostrate upon the field, mortally wounded•.
It is the warp of the white robe, in
which the redeemed saint shall be presented to the court of Heaven.
In its most comprehem;ive sense,
righteousness denotes that state of the
heart which enables one faithfully to
discharge all the duties he owes to God
and man. This is the signification in
which it is used by our· Saviour when
He says, "Blessed are they which do.
hunger and thirst after righteousness:
for they shall be filled "-they shall have
such a fullness of grace, that, like Enoch of old, they will "walk with God."
In thi.s sense it corresponds most nearly to the Latin justitia, ex qua una
virtute says Cicero, bani viri appellantur-" From which virtue alone, men
are called good." In the more limited
signification in which it is generally
used in the Bible, it denotes that gracious disposition of the soul, which leads
to the fulfilling of all moral obligations
-which prompts one to perform all
the acts affecting our fellow men that
God requires, and to exercise suitable
dispositions towards them.
In particular it implies, strict honesty
in all business transactions. Men
are in haste to get rich. With many,
wealth is the grand object of pursuit.
The disciples of Christ, thrown into
competition with those who prosper
by dishonesty, are tempted to pursue
a course which they see generally practised, though it involve a deviation
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wickedness and necessarily implied in
'
.
it is the vindication
of the rnnocent.
The penitent thief upon the
manifested the genuineness of his repentance not only by a confession of his
own' guilt, but by declaring. the innocence of Jesus. "We receive the due
reward of our deeds, but this man hath
done nothing amiss." It is not conclusive evidence that an individual is wicked because some man, or body of men,
ho'wever respectable their position,
have pronounced him guilty of crime.
It is possible that the guilt attaches to
the tribunal rendering the verdict.
Christ was crucified, the apostles were
put to death, the martyrs burned, Luther was excommunicated and the Wesleys indicted by the proper authorities!
Righteousness recognizes virtue upon
the gallows or in the dungeon, just as
readily as when she walks forth among
her votaries the admired of all beholdViee is a monster of' so frightful mien,
ers.
As to be hated needs but to be seen;
But seen too oft, familiar with her face,
Rigid impartiality is another eleWe first endure, then pity, then embrace.
ment of righteousness.
The teaching of the Bible, little as
There is no respect of persons with
it is heeded, is very emphatic upon God. With Him the distinctions that
this point. Prov. xvii. 19-" He that men make among themselves, pass for
justifieth the wicked, and he that con- nothing. To His eyes of purity, sin
demneth the just, even they both are perpetrated in a palace, in the most reabomination to the LoRn." Isa. v. 23 fined manner possible, presents as re-" Wo unto them which justify the volting an appearance as when it is
wicked for reward, and take away the committed in a hovel by the coarse
righteousness of the righteous from and ignorant. " He hath appointed a
him! therefore as the fire devoureth the day in which He will judge the world
stubble, and the flame consumeth the in righteousness," that is, with imparchaff, so their root shall be as rotten- tiality. A degree of this attribute He
ness, and their blossom shall go up as gives to all His children as soon as He
dust: because they have cast away the adopts them into His family.. Their
law of the LORD of hosts, and despised new nature disposes them to look at
the word of the Holy One of Israel. things as they are, irrespective of the
Therefore is the anger of the LoRn circumstances by which they are surkindled against His people." It would rounded. They remember the combe well for those who look in silence, mand, "Ye shall do no unrighteousness
construed into approbation, upon gi- in judgment ; thou shalt not respect
gantic oppression and enormous wrong, the person of the poor, nor honor the
to ponder these and similar passages. person of the mighty : but in righteousLot would never have come out of So- ness shalt thou judge thy neighbor."
dom alive had not that " righteous
Were this principle generally prevman," dwelling among the wicked, alent, what a change would be produced
" vexed his righteous soul from day to in the administration of justice! Neiday with their unlawful deeds."
ther the man of passion, though seated
Connected with the condemnation of in Congress, nor the wealthy planter,

from the strict principles of integrity.
But the righteous resist the temptation.
They are honest not merely when "honesty is the best policy," but when it involves a sacrifice of pecuniary interests.
They serve Christ: and the requirement "to do justly" they consider
binding upon them at all times.
Open opposition to all wrong and injustice is another element of Scriptural
righteousness. Many who would not
do wrong themselves will countenance
it, at least indirectly, in others. This
is usually the first step towards a loss
of virtue. He who, for the sake of
party interests, personal friendship, or
any other cause, is silent when he should
reprove, will soon apologize for, theri
justify, then approve, and, if occasion
serves, perpetrate the wrong from
which, at first, his moral sensibilities
revolted. Well has it been said:
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could murder, in open day, with impunity. Juries, civil and ecclesiastical,
would decide cases according to their
merits, and not as partisan inclination
or personal bias should dictate.
This Scriptural righteousness prompting to do right under all circumstances
is not inherent in man. By nature
there is none righteous, no, not one.
But by grace, righteousness is possible
to humanity. Here and there one may
be found who is righteous before God.
The Bible speaks of such a class.
Ceremonial righteousness has its
foundation iu fallen human nature. It
is an artificial growth from a degenerate stock. The unconverted man, influenced by education or a partially
awakened conscience, commences the
performance of some religious rites,
and when his lesson is learned so that
he can go through the prescibed routine, with comparative ease, he persuades himself that he is a child of
God ! He makes a conscience of discharging what he is pleased to call religious duties, but still lives, as before,
the life of nature.
Evangelical righteousness is the result of the operation of the Spirit of
God upon the human heart. None
possess it save those who have been
born again. To obtain it we must" put
off the old man which is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts, and put on
the new man which after God is created in righteousness and true holiness."
There must be, not a polishing up of
the old nature, but a new CREATION,
bringing into being that which had no
existence before. God puts into the
human heart a principle which was lost
by the fall. Man is transformed by
the renewing of his mind, before righteousness can dwell in his heart.
Allow me to ask you, respected reader, do you possess this righteousness?
You may be orthodox in your creedwe trust you are-but it matters not
how correct your conceptions of the
doctrines of the Bible are, or with what
clearness you may state them, or with
what ability you may defend them, if
you are defective in personal righteous-
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ness at that dread hour when God shall
bring the secrets of man into judgment,
your eternal ruin will be inevitable.
No substitute for this will be allowed.
No scrupulous observance of ritesnot even of those ordained of Godneither fervent numerous prayers, nor
study of the Bible, nor fastings, nor
bestowment of money to build churches, or support ministers or missionaries,
nor attendance upon the preaching of
the word, nor going to sacramentsneither one nor all of these, can compensate, in the slightest degree, for the
lack of righteousness.
In particular, are you honest? especially in small matters? Do you
never practice deception? Do you
claim as your own, property that rightfully belongs to others? It makes no
difference whether you obtained it before or since you made a profession of
religion. God never pardons a soul
until that person has done all he can to
make right the wrongs which he has
committed.
Are you as careful to give to others
their due as you are to exact your
claims of them? Do you never take
ad vantage of the ignorance or necessities of men? The heathen standard of
honesty was higher than that of some
professed Christians ! Cicero proposes
a case. He says, Antisthenes brings a
ship load of grain to Rhodes at a time
of great scarcity. The Rhodians flock
about him to buy. He knows that five
other ships, laden with grain, will be
there to-morrow. Ought he to tell the
Rhodians this before he sells his own
grain? "Undoubtedly he ought," says
this honest heathen, " otherwise he
makes a gain of their ignorance, and so
is no better than a thief or a robber ! "
Let now memory and conscience do
their offices, and if you can discover
any dishonest act that you have committed in the past, give yourself no
rest till, by repentance, confession, and
restitution, you have done all in your
power to have the guilt of the wrong
blotted out. Perhaps you may satisfy
yourself in an easier way, but you cannot obtain the favor of God on any
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other terms. Praying is good, but it
can never answer as a substitute for
honesty.
Again, do you in your. decisions
upon the conduct of your fellow-men
discountenance vice and encourage virtue? Or do you "justify the wicked
for reward ? " To incur the " wo "
pronounced against such, it is not
necessary that you should be openly
bribed. Satan is too skillful a fisher
for the souls of men to throw out a bait
so gross. The reward you anticipate
may be the approval of those in position and power, or the promoting of
the success of a party, or of the" unity
of the Church ! " A professed Christian was asked what he knew against
one whom he had loved as a devoted
and eminent servant of Christ, that he
would not hear him preach. " All I
wish to," was the prompt reply.
"What is it?" was urged. "Why,
that a majority voted against him ! "
This was all he wished to know ! No
matter how the majority was obtained.
How unlike is this to righteous Job,
who said, " The cause which I knew not
I searched out." Had such men lived
in the days of the Apostles, they would
not have professed Christianity, for this
was proscribed by the unanimous verdict of the authorities of" the Church!"
Were slaveholding abolished in our
country how few would be found
among us who would apologize for its
existence in Turkey or Algiers ! But
on the side of the oppressor there is
power, and when grave doctors of divinity and venerable bishops give oppression their sanctions, too many,who
would be Christians, are led away by
such examples.
See to it, then, that you are righteous. If you have it not, make haste
to get that unbending integrity, which
will not let you do wrong under any
temptation. What an enemy said of
an old Roman ought to be true of every
Christian. "It would be easier to turn
the sun from his course than Fabricius
from the path of honesty." Rememthe words of our Lord : " Except
your righte,ousness shall exceed the

righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees ye shall in no case enter into the
kingdom of Heaven."
HA vE you the love of God in your
soul, the Spirit of God in you? How
dare you cross the thr'eshold of a theatre or tavern any more? What ! the
Spirit of God amid the wanton songs
of a theatre, or the boisterous merriment of a tavern ! Shame on such
practical blasphemy! No : leave them,
dear friends, to be cages for devils, and
every unclean and hateful bird. You
must never cross their threshold any
more. What shall I say of games,
cards, dice and dancing ? I will only
say this, that if you love them, you've
never tasted the joys of the new creature. If you feel the love of God and
the Spirit, you will not lightly sin
these joys away amid the vain anxieties of cards, or the rattling of senseless dice. What shall I say of simpering tea-parties, the pleasures of religious gossiping, and useless calls, without meaning, sincerity or end? I will
only say, they are the happiest of God's
children who have neither time nor
heart for these things. I believe there
cannot be much of the Spirit where
there is much of these.
What shall I say of dress? A young
believer,
of faith and joy, was offered a present of flowers for her hair.
She would not take them. She was
pressed to accept them ; still she refused. Why will you not? Ah, she
said, how can I wea:r roses on my brow,
when Christ wore thorns on his ? The
joy of being in Christ is so sweet that
it makes all other joys insipid, dull,
lifeless. In his right hand are riches
and honors ; in his left are length of
days. His ways are ways of pleasantness. What, then, have I to do any
more with idols ?-McCHEYNE.
To what purpose dost thou reason
profoundly concerning the Trinity, if
thou art without humility, and thereby
displeasest that Trinity ?-KEMPIS.

THE CHARACTER OF A METHODIST.

THE CHARACTER OF A
METHODIST.
1. THE distinguishing marks of a
Methodist are not his opinions of any
sort. His assenting to this or that
scheme of religion, his embracing any
particular set of notions, his espousing
the judgment of one man or of another,
are all quite wide of the point. Whosoever, therefore, imagines that a Methodist is a man of such or such an opinion, is grossly ignorant of the whole
affair; he mistakes the truth totally.
We believe, indeed, that "all Scripture
is given by the inspiration of God; "
and herein we are distinguished from
Jews, Turks, and infidels. We believe
the written word of God to be the only
and sufficient rule both of Christian
faith and practice ; and herein we are
fundamentally distinguished from those
of the Romish Church. We believe
Christ to be the eternal, supreme God ;
and herein we are distinguished from
the Socinians and Arians. But as to
all opinions which do not strike at the
root of Christianity, we think and let
think. So that, whatsoever they are,
whether right or wrong, they are no
distinguishing marks of a Methodist.
2. Neither are words or phrases of
any sort. We do not place our religion, or any part of it, in being attached to any peculiar mode of speaking, any quaint or uncommon set of
expressions. The most obvious, easy,
common words, wherein our meaning
can be conveyed, we prefer before others, both on ordinary occasions, and
when we speak of the things of God.
We never, therefore, willingly or designedly, deviate from the most usual
way of speaking; unless when we express Scripture truths in Scripture
words, which, we presume, no Christian will condemn. Neither do we affect to use any particular expressions
of Scripture more frequently than others, unless they are such as are more
frequently used by the inspired writers
themselves. So that it is as gross an
error to place the marks of a Method-
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dist in his words, as in opinions of any
sort.
3. Nor do we desire to be distinguished by actions, customs, or usages,
of an indifferent nature. Our religion
does not lie in doing what God has not
enjoined, or abstaining from what he
hath not forbidden. It does not lie in
the form of our apparel, in the posture
of our body, or the covering of our
heads ; nor yet in abstaining from
marriage, or from meats and drinks,
which are all good if received with
thanksgiving. Therefore, neither will
any man, who knows whereof he af:
firms, fix the mark of a Methodist
here,-in any actions or customs purely
indifferent, undetermined by the word
of God.
4. Nor, lastly, is he distinguished
by laying the whole stress of religion
on any single part of it. If you say,
"Yes, he is ; for he thinks ' we are
saved by faith alone: '" I answer, You
do not understand the terms. By salvation he means holiness of heart and
life. And this he affirms to spring
from true faith alone. Can even a
nominal Christian deny it? Is this
placing a part of religion for the whole?
" Do we then make void the law
through faith? God forbid! Yea, we
establish the law." We do not place
the whole of religion, (as too many do,
God knoweth,) either in doing no harm,
or in doing good, or in using the ordinances of God. No, not in all of them
together ; wherein we know by experience a man may labor many years,
and at the end have no religion at all,
no more than he had at the beginning.
Much less in any one of these; or, it
may be, in a scrap of one of them:
like her who fancies herself a virtuous
woman, only because she is not a proi;titute; or him who dreams he is an
honest man, merely because he does
not rob or steal. May the Lord God
of my fathers preserve me from such
a poor, starved religion as this ! Were
. this the mark of a Methodist, I would
sooner choose to be a sincere Jew,
Turk, or Pagan.
5. " What then is the mark? Who
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is a Methodist, according to your own
account ? " I answer : A Methodist
is one who has "the love of God shed
abroad in his heart by the Holy Ghost
given unto him;" one who "loves the
Lord his God with all his heart, and
with all his soul, and with all his mind,
and with all his strength." God is the
joy of his heart, and the desire of his
soul ; which is constantly crying out :
" Whom have I in Heaven but thee?
and there is none upon earth that I desire beside thee! My God and my all!
Thou art the strength of my heart, and
my portion for ever ! "
6. He is therefore happy in God,
yea, always happy, as having in him
"a well of water springing up into
everlasting life," and overflowing his
soul with peace and joy. "Perfect
love" having now "cast out fear," he
"rejoices evermore." He "rejoices in
the Lord always," even " in God his
Saviour;" and in the Father, "through
our Lord Jesus Christ; by whom he
hath now received the atonement."
"Having" found "redemption through
his blood, the forgiveness of his sins,"
he cannot but rejoice, whenever he
looks back on the horrible pit out of
which he is delivered ; when he sees
" all his transgressions blotted out as
a cloud, and his iniquities as a thick
cloud." He cannot but rejoice, whenever he looks on the state wherein he
now is; "being justified freely, and
having peace. with God through our
Lord Jesus Christ." For "he that believeth, hath the witness" of this " in
himself;" being now the son of God
by faith. "Because he is a son, God
hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son
into his heart, crying, Abba, Father!"
And "the Spirit itself beareth witness
with his spirit, that he is a child of
God." He rejoiceth also, whenever he.
looks forward, " in hope of the glory
that shall be revealed;" yea, this his
joy is full, and all his bones cry out,
" Blessed be the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, who, according to
his abundant mercy, hath begotten me
again to a living hope-of an inheritance incorruptible, undefiled, and that

fadeth not away, reserved in Heaven
for me!"
7. And he who hath this hope, thus
" full of immortality, in everything
giveth thanks ; " as knowing that this
(whatsoever it is) "is the will of God
in Christ Jesus concerning him." From
him, therefore, he cheerfully receives
all, saying, "Good is the will of the
Lord ; " and whether the Lord giveth
or taketh away, equally "blessing the·
the name of the Lord." For he hath
"learned, in whatsoever state he is,
therewith to be content." He knoweth
"both how to be abased, and how to
abound. Everywhere and in all things
he is instructed both to be full and to
be hungry, both to abound and suffer
need." Whether in ease or pain,
whether in sickness or health, whether
in life or death, he giveth thanks from
the ground of his heart to Him who
orders it for good ; knowing that as
" every good gift cometh from above,"
so none but good can come from the·
Father of lights, into whose hand he
has wholly committed his body and
soul, as into the hands of a faithful
Creator. He is therefore " careful"
(anxiously or uneasily) "for nothing;"
as having "cast all his care on Him
that careth for him," and " in all
things" resting on him, after "making
his request known to him with thanksgiving."
8. For indeed, he "prays without
ceasing." It is given him "always to
pray, and not to faint." Not that he
is always in the house of prayer;
though he neglects no opportunity of
being there. Neither is he always on
his knees, although he often is, or on
his face, before the Lord his God. Nor
yet is he always crying aloud to God,
or calling upon him in words : for
many times "the Spirit maketh intercession for him with groans that cannot.
be uttered." But at all times the language of his heart is this : " Thou
brightness of the eternal glory, unto
thee is my heart, though without a
voice, and my silence speaketh unto
thee." And this is true prayer, and
this alone. But his heart is ever lifted
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up to God, at all times and in all
places. In this he is never hindered,
much less interrupted, by any person
or thing. In retirement or company,
in leisure, business, or conversation, his
heart is ever with the Lord. Whether
he lie down or rise up, God is in all his
thoughts; he walks with God continually, having the loving eye of his mind
still fixed upon him, and everywhere
" seeing him that is invisible."
9. And while he thus always exercises his love to God, by praying without ceasing, rejoicing evermore, and in
everything giving thanks, this commandment is written in his heart,
"That he who loveth God, love his
brother also.:' And he accordingly
loves his neighbor as himself; he loves
every man as his own soul. His heart
is full of love to all mankind, to every
child of " the Father of the spirits of
all flesh." That a man is not personally known to him, is no bar to his
love; no, nor that he is known to be
such as he approves not, that he repays
hatred for his good will. For he "loves
his enemies;" yea, and the enemies of
God, " the evil and the unthankful."
And if it be not in his power to "do
good to them that hate him," yet he
ceases not to pray for them, though
they continue to spurn his love, and
still "despitefully use him and persecute him."
10. For he is "pure in heart.i' The
love of God has purified his heart from
all revengeful passions, from envy,
malice, and wrath, from every unkind
temper or malign affection. It hath
cleansed him from pride and haughtiness of spirit, whereof alone cometh
contention. And he hath now " put
on bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness of mind, meekness, long suffering:" so that he "forbears and forgives, if he had a quarrel against any ;
even as God in Christ hath forgiven
him." And indeed all possible ground
for contention, on his part, is utterly
cut off. For none can take from him
what he desires ; seeing he " lo"."es not
the world, nor" any of "the thrngs of
the world ; ". bei:ng now " crucified to
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the world, and the world crucified to
him;" being dead to all that is in
the world, both to " the lust of the
flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride
of life." For "all his desire is unto
God, and to the remembrance of his
name."
11. Agreeable to this his one desire,
is the one design of his life, namely,
" not to do his own will. but the will
of Him that sent him." , His one intention at all times and in all things is,
not to please himself, but Him whom
his soul loveth. He has a single eye.
And because "his eye is single, his
whole body is full of light." Indeed,
where the loving eye of the soul is
continually fixed upon God, there can
be no darkness at all, "but the whole
is light ; as when the bright shining of
i;i. candle doth enlighten the house."
God then reigns alone. All that is in
the soul is holiness to the Lord. There
is not a motion in his heart, but is according to his will. Every thought
that arises points to him, and is in
obedience to the law of Christ.
12. And the tree is known by its
fruits. For as he loves God, so he
keeps his commandments ; not only
some, or most of them, but all, from
the least to the greatest. He is not
content to " keep the whole law, and
offend in one point; " but has in all
points, " a conscience void of offence
toward God and toward man." Whatever God has forbidden, he avoids;
whatever God hath enjoined, he doeth;
and that whether it be little or great,
hard or easy, joyous or grievous to the
flesh. He " runs the way of God's
commandments," now he hath set his
heart at liberty, It is his glory so to
do ; it is his daily crown of rejoicing,
" to do the will of God on earth, as it
is clone in Heaven;" knowing it is the
highest privilege of " the angels of
God, of those that excel in strength, to
fulfil his commandments, and hearken
to the. voice of his word."
13. All the commandments of Goel
he accordingly keeps, and that with all
his might. For his obedience is in
proportion to his love, the source from
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whence it flows. And therefore, loving God with all his heart, he serves
him with all his strength. He continually presents his soul and body a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God;
entirely and without reserve devoting
himself, all he has, and all he is, to his
glory. All the talents he has received,
he constantly employs according to his
Master's will ; every power and faculty of his soul, every member of his
body. Once he "yielded" them "unto
sin" and the devil, "as instruments of
unrighteousness;" but now, "being
alive from the dead, he yields" them
all "as instruments of righteousness
unto God."
14. By consequence, whatsoever he
doeth, it is all to the glory of God. In
all his employments of every kind, he
not only aims at this, (which is implied
in having a single eye,) but actually
attains it. His business and refreshments, as well as his prayers, all serve
this great end. Whether he sit in his
house or walk by the way, whether he
lie down or rise up, he is promoting,
in all he speaks or does, the one business of his life ; whether he put on his
apparel, or labor, or eat and drink, or
divert himself from too wasting labor,
it all tends to advance the glory of
God, by peace and good will among
men. His one invariable rule is this :
" Whatsoever ye do, in word or deed,
do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus,
giving thanks to God and the Father
by him."
15. Nor do the customs of the world
at all hinder his "running the race that
is set before him." He knows that
vice does not lose its nature, though it
becomes ever so fashionable; and remembers, that "every man is to give
an account of himself to God." He
cannot, therefore, " follow" even "a
multitude to do evil." He cannot
" fare sumptuously every day," or
"make provision for the flesh to fulfil
the lusts thereof." He cannot "lay up
treasures upon earth," any more than
he can take fire into his bosom. He
cannot "adorn himself," on any pretence, "with gold or costly apparel."

He cannot join in or countenance any
diversion which has the least tendency
to vice of any kind. He cannot "speak
evil" of his neighbor, any more than
he can lie either for God or man. He
cannot utter an unkind word of any
one ; for love keeps the door of his
lips. He cannot speak " idle words;"
" no corrupt communication" ever
" comes out of his mouth," as is all
that "which is" not "good to the use
of edifying," not " fit to minister grace
to the hearers." But "whatsoever
things are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are" justly
" of good report," he thinks and speaks,
and acts, "adorning the Gospel of our
Lord Jesus Christ in all things."
16. Lastly. Ashehastime,he"does
good unto all men;" unto neighbors and
strangers, friends and enemies; and that
in every possible kind; not only to
their bodies, by "feeding the hungry,
clothing the naked, visiting those that
are sick or in prison;" but much more
does he labor to do good to their souls,
as of the ability which God giveth; to
awaken those that sleep in death; to
bring those who are awakened to the
atoning blood, that, "being justified by
faith, they may have peace with God;"
and to provoke those who have peace
with God to abound more in love and
in good works. And he is willing to
" spend and be spent herein," even " to
be offered up on the sacrifice and service of their faith," so they may "all
come unto the measure of the stature
of the fullness of Christ."
17. These are the principles and
practices of our sect ; these are the
marks of a true Methodist. By these
alone do those who are in derision so
called, desire to be distinguished from
other men. If any man say, "Why,
these are only the common, fundamental principles of Christianity ! " Thou
hast said ; so I mean ; this is the very
truth ; I know they are no other; and
I would to God both thou and all men
knew, that I, and all who follow my
judgment, do vehemently refuse to be
distinguished from other men, by any
but the common principles of Chris-
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tianity,-the plain, old Christianity
that 1 teach, renouncing and detestinoall other marks of distinction. And
whosoever is what I preach, (let him
be called what he will, for names
the nature of things,) he is
a Chr1st1an, not in name only, but in
heart and in life. He is inwardly and
outwardly conformed to the will of
God, as revealed in the written word.
He thinks, speaks, and lives, according
to the method laid down in the revelation of Jesus Christ. His soul is renewed after the image of God in righteousness and in all true holiness. And
having the mind that was in Christ, he
so walks as Christ also walked.
18. By these marks, by these fruits
of a living faith, do we labor to distinguish ourselves from the unbelieving
world, from all those whose minds or
lives are not according to the Gospel of
Christ. But from real Christians, of
whatsoever denomination they be, we
earnestly desire not to be distinguished
at all; not from any who sincerely follow after what they know they have
not yet attained. No : " Whosoever
doeth the will of my Father which is
in Heaven, the same is my brother,
and sister, and mother." And I beseech you, brethren, by the mercies of
God, that we be in no wise divided
among ourselves. Is thy heart right,
as my heart is with thine? I ask no
farther question. If it be, give me thy
hand. For opinions, or terms, let us
not destroy the work of God. Dost
thou love and serve God? It is enough.
I give thee the right hand of fellowship. If there be any consolation in
in Christ, if any comfort of love, if any
fellowship of the Spirit, if any bowels
and mercies; let us strive together for
the faith of the Gospel ; walking worthy of the vocation wherewith we are
called; with all lowliness and meekness, with long suffering, forbearing
one another in love, endeavoring to
keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond
of peace; remembering, there is one
body, and one Spirit, even as we are
called with one hope of our calling ;
" one Lord; one faith, one baptism ;
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one God and Father of all, who is
above all, and through all, and in you
all."-J ORN WESLEY.
HE that resolves to live well when
a danger is upon him, or a violent fear,
or when the appetites of lust are newly satisfied, or newly served, and yet
when the temptation comes again, sins
again, and then is sorrowful, and resolves once more against it, and yet
falls when the temptation returrts is a
. man, b ut no true penitent, nor
' in
vam
the state of grace ; and if he chance to
die in one of these good moods, is very
far from salvation; for if it be necessary that we resolve to live well, it is
necessary we should do so. For resolution is an imperfect act, a term of relation, and signifies nothing but in order to the actions; it is as a faculty is
to the act, as spring is to the harvest,
as eggs are to birds, as a relative to its
correspondent, nothing without it. No
man, therefore, can be in a state of
grace and actual favor, by resolutions
and holy purposes; these are but the
gate and portal toward pardon; a holy
life is the only perfection of repentance,
and the firm ground upon which we can
cast the anchor of hope in the mercies
of God, through Jes us Christ.-JEREMY TAYLOR.
THERE is no man in this world without temptation. In the time of prosperity, we are tempted to wantonness,
pleasures, and all lightness ; in the
time of adversity to despair of God's
goodness. Temptation never ceases.
There is a difference between being
tempted, and entering into temptation.
He bids them therefore, not to pray
that they be not tempted, but that they
"enter not into temptation." To be
tempted is no evil thing. For what is
it? It is no more than when the flesh,
the devil and the world solicit and
move us against God. To give place
to their suggestions, and to yield ourselves, and suffer ourselves to be overcome by them, this is to enter into
temptation.-B1sHOP LATIMER.
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THE REFINER OF SILVER.
SoME months ago, a few ladies, who
niet together in Dublin, to read the
Scriptures and make them the subject
of conversation, were reading the 3d
chapter of Malachi. One of the ladies
gave it as her opinion, that the Fuller's
soap, and the Refiner of silver, were
the image, both intended to convey the
same view of the sanctifying influence
of the grace of Christ ; while another
observed :-there is something remarkable in the expression in the third
verse:-" He shall sit as a refiner and
purifier of silver."
They agreed that possibly it might
be so ; and one of the ladies promised
to call on a silversmith, and report to
them what he said on the subject. She
went accordingly, and without telling
the object of her errand, begged to know
from him the process of refining silver,
which he fully described to her, "But,
sir," said she, "do you sit while the
work of refining is going on?" "0
yes, madam," replied the silversmith,
''I must sit with iny eye steadily fixed
on the furnace, for if the time necessary for refining, be exceeded in the
slightest degree, the silver will be injured." She saw at once the beauty,
and the comfort too of the expression.
" He shall sit as a refiner and purifier
of silver." Christ sees it needful to
put his children into the furnace, but
he is seated by the side of it, his eye
is steadily intent on the work of purifying, and his wisdom and love are
both engaged in the best manner for
for them. Their trials do not come at
random ; the very hairs of their head
are all numbered. As the ladv was leaving the shop, the silversmith called her
back, and said he had still further to
mention that he only knew when the
process of purifying was complete, by
seeing his own image reflected in the silver. Beautiful figure ! When Christ
shall see his own image in his people,
his work of purifying will be accomplished.

ETERNAL LrnE.-The following sentiment from one of the Christians of
the third century, we commend to the
careful consideration of all, especially
of those who think to gain Heaven
without difficulty or self-denial :
Whosoever prefers the life of the
soul, must of necessity despise that of
the body ; nor can he aspire to the
highest good, unless he despise advantages of an inferior kind. For the AIIwise God did not choose that we should
attain to immortality in a soft, indolent
way, but that we should gain that inexpressible reward of eternal life, with
the highest difficulty and severest labor.-LACTAUTIUS.
OuR offences sometimes are of such
nature, as required that particular
men be satisfied, or else repentance to
be utterly void and of none effect.
For if either through open rapine or
cloaked fraud, if through injurious or
unconsciable dealings, a man have
wittingly wronged others to enrich
himself; the first thing evermore in this
case required (ability serving) is restitution. For let no man deceive himself:
from suchoffencesweare not discharged,
neither can we be, till recompense and
restitution to man accompany the
penitent confession we have made to Almighty God.-HooKER.
TnosE WHOM CHRIST KNOW HE CoNFORMS TO Hrs lMAGE.-An unrenewed person, whatever be his education, talents, or natural temper, can
never fall in with Christianity as it is
taught in the New Testament. If,
therefore, he occupies a station in the
church, he will be almost certain to
transform religion so as to suit himself. This was the grand source of
the Romish apostacy .-ANDREW FULLER.
THAT is not saving faith which can
be separated, even in theory, from good
works and evangelical obedience.-Dll-·
HOPKINS.

ENTIRE CONSECRATION TO GOD.

ENTIRE CONSECRATION
TO GOD.
KNow, therefore, that the Lord thy
God, he is God," (Deut. vrr., 9.) "that
keepeth covenant and mercy for them
that love him and observe his commandments;" (Nehemiah r., 5.) "And
if thou wilt love the Lord, and serve
him," (Deuteronomy x., 12; x., 20;
xr., 13; xrrr., 4.) "And keep the charge
of the Lord thy God, to walk in his
ways, to keep his statutes, and his
commandments, and his judgments,
and his testimonies." (1st Kings, n., 3.)
"Then shall thy light break forth as the
morning, and thy health shall spring
forth speedily: And thy righteousness
shall go before thee; the glory of the
Lord shall be thy reward." (Isaiah Lvm,
8.) "And he shall guide thee continually, and thou shall be as a watered
garden, and like a spring of water
whose waters fail not." (Isaiah LVIII.,

11.)
FORM OF CONSECRATION.

Eternal and ever-blessed Lord, deeply impressed with the solemnity and
importance of the step I am taking, I
humbly crave and implore divine assistance.
In obedience to the word of inspiration and the dictates of conscience, and
desiring to occupy a position where I
may receive and enjoy the precious
blessings and privileges so graciously
provided and freely offered to those
who enter into and keep covenant with
thee, I present myself to thee a li,ving
sacrifice, with full confidence in thy
truth and faith/itlness, and firm reliance in the virtue of the atonement, for
acceptance.
Feelingly alive to my utter unworthiness of any favor at thy hand, and desiring nothing so much as to be thine, and
thine altogether, I solemnly and willingly, fully surrender and consecrate
to thee all that I am, and all that I have,
soul, body and spirit, my time, talents
and influence, together with my worldly possessions, all to be resolutely em-
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ployed in obedience to thy commands,
as long as I live-holding all in readiness to know, to do, or to suffer thy
holy and righteous will.
Helpless of myself, I look to thee
for aid, and trust in the assurance "My
grace is sufficient for thee." Yielding
thus my all to thee, I nothing claim orhave as my own, but, being brought
into covenant union with the Sovereign
of the world, I have thy promise that
my wants shall be supplied. Condescend, 0 my father! to use me as an
instrument of thy service, and number me with thy "peculiar people."
Sprinkle me ever with the purifying
blood of thy dear Son; transform me
more and more into his image; impart
to me, through him, all needful influences of. thy spirit, and let my life be
passed under the approving smile of
thy gracious countenance, as my Father and my God. And when the solemn
hour of death shall come, and heart
and flesh shall fail, be thou my confidence and my strength. Sustained in
thy everlasting arms, may I triumph
over the "King of terrors," and receive
an abundant entrance into the kingdo:i;n
of thy glory, to go out no more forever. And to thee, 0 Father! to
Jesus, the Mediator of the new covenant, and to thy Holy Spirit, be eternal
glory. Amen.
RULES FOR HOLY LIVING.

"If ye live after the fi.esh, ye shall die;
but if ye through the spirit do mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall
live."-RoM. VIII. 13.
1. I will endeavor to render perfect
obedience to the revealed will of God.
2. Religion shall be my chief concern, and the business of my life.
3. I ·will begin each day with God,.
by consecrating myself anew to his
service.
4. In resuming my daily cares, I will
endeavor to aim at the glory of God.
5. I will improve my time to the
best of my ability.
u. I will observe three s:·,ted seasons.
each day for private devotion.
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7. When I have the privilege, I will
puruse the word of God on my knees.
8. I will watch over myself with
godly jealousy, carefully inspecting
my thoughts, motives and desires.
9. I will practice self-denial in various ways, and fast each week, as
health and circumstances permit.
10. I will pay strict regard to truth.
11. I will resolutely oppose all inclination to fictitious and unprofitable
reading.
12. I will, when possible, punctually
attend the stated means of grace, ready
and willing to bear the cross.
13. Inclination shall in no case prevent compliance with known duty.
14. As far as circumstances shall
permit, I will do to others as I would
they should do unto me.
15. I will observe plainness and simplicity in dress, avoiding useless expenditure and ornament.
16. I will shun idle and unprofitable
conversation and foolish jesting.
17. I will join no association likely
to injure my religious influence.
18. I will take no recreation that I
may not in the name of the Lord.
19. I will neither make nor attend
large "tea parties."
20. I will be scrupulous in observance of the Sabbath day, and enter
the sanctuary prayerfully and seriously.
21. I will endeavor, by divine grace,
in all things to be exemplary, that my
influence may be a savor of life unto
life.
22. I will close each day with selfexamination and prayer, and will not
suffer myself to close my eyes in sleep
in a state of condemnation before God.
23. Love to God and filial fear shall
be my motive in the discharge of every
Christian duty.
A HELP TO SELF-EXAMINATION.

" Ponder the path of thy feet, and let
all thy ways be established."-PRov.
IV. 26.
QuESTION.-1. Did I rise this morning with a grateful sense of the goodness of God?

2. Did I offer myself anew to him
in consecration?
3. Did I do it thoughtfully, as in
the presence of duty ?
4. Has the reading of the Scripture
profited me?
5. Have I been firm and resolute in
doing my duty ?
6. Has no part of my time run to
waste?
7. Have I governed my thoughts
well?
8. Have I indulged no wrong tempers or dispositions?
9. Have I improved opportunities
for doing or getting good?
10. Have I been strong in faith toward God?
11. Have I seen the goodness of
God in little things which have a tendency to disquiet me?
12. Have I been resigned to the will
of God, as indicated in His providences.
13. Have I been much in prayer?
14. Has my life corresponded with
my profession?
15. Have I held sweet communion
with my Saviour?
16. Have I met and overcome temptation?
17. Have I knowingly done anything
to grieve another ?
18. Have I broken any of my
"Rules?"
19. Do I close this day with gratitude to God, and a consciousness of
His favor and approbation.
20. Do I feel a firm unwavering
confidence in God as my Father and
my God.
A professed Christian, whether a private member or an officer in the church, or
a minister of the gospel, who enjoys
the fullness of the love of God in his
heart, by his daily walk and conversation, may bind the golden chain of divine love around scores by the bright
light emanating from his own character;
or by a manifest disregard of vital
piety, either in sentiment or example,
by making his own elevation tower
above the promotion of God's glory,
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may lose the respect and confidence
of all, and thus become the gilded vessel sailing under false colors, bearing
a cargo of immortal souls to the dark
ocean of eternal ruin.
As the sense, so the motion, of him
that liveth the life of God hath a peculiar kind of excellency. His hands are
not stretched out towards his enemies,
except it be to give them alms: his
feet are slow save only when he travelleth for the benefit of his brethren.
When he is railed upon by the wicked,
his voice is not otherwise heard than
the voice of Stephen-"Lord lay not
this thing to their charge."-HooKER.
THE circumstances of the Christian
profession vary; but the Christian spirit
is the same in every age. There must
be the same essential feature of eharacter in all the servants of God, amid
all their diversified experience in passing through this world to heaven, and
that feature is spirituality.-RoBER'l'
H.ALL.
Cursed are all preachers that in the
the church aim at high, hard, and neat
things, and (neglecting the saving health
of the poor unlearned :r;ieople,)
their own honor and praise, therewith
to please one or two ambitious persons.-LuTHER.
Let prayer be not only the key that
opens the day, and the lock that shuts
out the night; but let it be also, fro:n
morning to night, our staff and stay m
all our labors, and enable us to go
cheerfully up into the mount of God.LEIGHTON.
The most unprofitable piece of the
world, is either a profane, a carnal, or
a formal dead minister; he is good for
nothing-'unsavory salt, of all things
the most unsavory.-LEIGHTON.
Why are ye fond of those
thincrs which are neither true riches,
0 '
nor are they yours 1 If they are yours,
take them with you.-LT. BERN.ARD.

REV. JAMES B. FINLEY.
BY

THE EDITOR.

WE have seldom been more entertained with any book than with the
autobiography of this pioneer of the
west. He was born in the year 1781,
while the war of the revolution was
raging, and died some year or two
since, honored and beloved. He contributed as much perhaps as any other
man to the establishment and spread
of Methodism at the west. His father
was a graduate of Princeton College
and Presbyterian preacher. In 1788,
he removed with his family to the wilds
of Kentucky. The Indians were still
hostile, and the voyage of the emigrants
down the Ohio in an open boat was
full of danger. They however reached
their destination in safety, and went to
work and made them a home in the
wilderness. After some years of toil,
having cleared up the land, and rendered
themselves comfortable, defects in the
title of their farm, occasioned them to
remove into the wilds of Ohio.
Amid the excitements, hardships and
perils of pioneer life, augmented
the
hostilities of the savages, young Fmley
was brought up. His father, however,
gave him a good classical education.
He studied for the medical profession,
and was duly admitted to practice, but
the attractions of a backwoods hunter's
life were too powerful for the young
physician : he threw aside
books
and medicines, and plunged mto all
the excitements of border life. " Occasionally," he says, "I would take
a spree; would swear when angry;
and fight when insulted, at the drop of
a hat."
In the midst of his wild career the
young backwoodsman was arrested by
the Spirit of God.
his ears of a areat revival of rebg10n
that had
in the State of
Kentucky. It was attended with such
physical manifestations as spread terror and alarm all over the country.
" It was reported," he says,
hundreds who attended the meetmg
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were suddenly struck down, and would
lie for hours, and sometimes for days,
in a state of insensibility; and that
when they came out of that state, they
would commence praising God for his
pardoning mercy and redeeming love.
Hearing that a great meeting was to
be held in his father's old congregation
in Kentucky, he concluded to go, and
see and hear for himself. On the way
he said to his companions, "now if I
fall it must be by physical power, and
not by singing and praying;" and, he
proceeds to say, "as I prided myself
upon my manhood. and courage, I had
no fear of being overcome by any nervous excitability, or of being frightened
into religion." But no one can tell
what he will do when he comes under
the influence of the Spirit of God.
Physical strength can be turned into
corruption in a moment, as in the case
of Daniel, and prejudices as deeply
rooted as the oaks upon the mountains
may be overturned in the twinkling of
an eye, as in the case of Saul of Tarsus.
Finley describes this camp-meeting,
held in 1801, in the following lan"We arrived upon the ground,
and here a scene presented itself to
my mind. not only novel and unaccountable, but awful beyond description. A
vast crowd, supposed by some to have
amounted to twenty-five thousand, was
collected together. The noise was like
the roar of Niagara. The vast sea of
human beings seemed to be agitated as
if by a storm. I counted seven ministers, all preaching at the same time,
some on stumps, others in wagons, and
one was standing on a tree, which had
in falling, lodged against another.
Some of the people were singing,
others praying, some crying for mercy
in the most piteous accents, while
others were shoutingmost vociferously.
While witnessing these scenes, a peculiarly strange sensation, such as I had
never felt before, came over me. My
heart beat tumultuously, my knees
trembled, my lip quivered, and I felt
as though I must fall to the ground. A
strange supernatural power seemed to
pervade the entire mass of mind there

collected.
I became so weak and
powerless that I found it necessary to
sit down. Soon after I left and went
into the woods, and there I strove to
rally, and man up my courage. My
pride was wounded, for I had supposed
that my mental and physical strength
and vigor could most successfully resist
these influences."
" After some time I returned to the
scene of excitement the waves of which,
if possible, had risen still higher. The
same awfulness of feeling came over
me. I stepped up on to a log,
where I could have a better view of the
surging sea of humanity. The scene
that then presented itself to my mind
was indescribable. At one time I saw
at least five hundred swept down in a
moment, as if a battery ·of a thousand guns had been opened upon them,
and then immediately followed shrieks
and shouts that rent the very heavens.
My hair rose upon my head, my whole
frame trembled, the blood run cold in
my veins, and I fled for the woods a
second time and wished I had staid at
home. While I remained here my
feelings became intense and insupportable. A sense of suffocation and
blindness seemed to come over me,
and I thought I was going to die. I
cautiously avoided my companions
fearing lest they should discover something the matter with me. In this state
I wandered about from place to place
in and around the encampment. At
times, it seemed as if all the sins I had
ever committed in my life were vividly brought in array before my terrified
imagination, and under this awful pressure I felt that I must die if I did not
get relief. Then it was that I saw
clearly through the thin veil of Universalism, and this refuge of lies was
swept away by the Spirit of God. Then
fell the scales from my sin-blinded eyes,
and I realized in all its force and power,
the awful truth that if I died in my sins
I was a lost man forever. 0 how I
dreaded the death of the soul, for
"There is a death whose pang
Outlasts the fleeting breath
0 what eternal horrors hang
.A.round the second death ! "
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Notwithstanding all this, my heart was
so proud and hard that I would not
have fallen to the ground for the whole
State of Kentucky."
The next day he started for home,
feeling that he was a "ruined man."
The spirit of the Lord followed him,
and his trouble on account of his sins
continued to increase. Putting up at
the close of the day, he passed the
night in weeping and promising God
that if he would spare him till morning, he would pray and "mend his
life" and abandon his wicked practices.
As soon as the day broke he went to
the woods to pray, and no sooner had
his knees touched the ground than he
cried aloud for mercy and fell prostrate.
His cries attracted the neighbors and
they gathered around him. Among
them was a German who enjoyed religion. He had him carried to the
house and then prayed for his salvation
in Dutch and broken English. He
continued singing and prayii1g till nine
o'clock, when" suddenly," says Finley,
"my load was gone, my g·uilt removed,
and presently the direct witness from
heaven shone full upon my soul. Then
there flowed such copious streams of
love into the hitherto waste and desolate places of my soul, that I thought 1
should die with excess of joy. I cried,
I laughed, I shouted, and so strangly
did I appear to all but my Dutch brother, that they thought me deranged."
He continued happy in the Lord
until his mind became exercised upon
the subject of preaching; he resisted
the call as a temptation.; had no rest
day nor night, till from a state of robust health he was reduced almost to
" a walking skeleton." His comfort
was gone-he gave up his religious exercises and gradually relapsed to his
former practices.
In this backsliden state he remained
for about three years, when he again
yielded to the strivings of the spirit
and resolved to return to the Lord.
While on his way to the barn to pray,
he says, "suddenly God poured upon
me the Holy Spirit in such a manner,
and in such measure, that I fell my
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whole length in the snow, and shouted
and praised God so loud that I was
heard over the neighborhood. As soon
as I was able to rise I returned to the
house, and caught my wife in my arms
and ran round the house, shouting
Salvation! Salvation! God has again
blessed rn.e with his pardoning love.
No doubt many would have said, had
they seen me, " This man is drunk or
crazy."
But I was not "drunk wit11
wine, wherein is. excess," but I
was filled with the spirit." For an
hour I could do nothing but praise
the Lord. While thus exercised, I felt
as though some one had spoken to me,
"Go preach my Gospel." I instantly
replied, "Yes, Lord, if thou wilt go
with me." He started at once; went
to his nearest neighbor, called all the family together and told them what God
had done for his soul. From this time,
without waiting for a license, he commenced holding meetings in his own
house. In less than a month nineteen
of his relatives and neighbors expeperienced religion. From this time
to the close of his life, he made the
salvation of men his one business.
He filled prominent positions in the
church, always with credit and acceptability. He was Presiding Elder for
a nurn ber of terms, Chaplain to the
State Penitentiary of Ohio, and a delegate to many of the General Conferences. We conclude this sketch by
giving the account which he has published of
A REMARKABLE VISION.

"During my labors on the Dayton
District, an incident occurred which I
must relate.
It was in the summer of l 842,
worn down with fatigue, I was completing my last round of quarterly meetings, and winding up the labors of a
very toilsome year. I had scarcely
finished my work till I was most violently attacked with bilious fever, and
1t was with great difficulty I reached
home. The disease had taken so violent a hold on my system that I sank
rapidly under its power. Everthing
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that kind attention and medical skill
could impart was resorted to, to arrest
its ravages; but all was in vain and
my life was despaired of. On the
seventh night, in a state of entire insensibility to all around me, when the
last ray of hope had departed, and my
weeping family and friends were standing around my couch waiting to see
me breathe my last, it seemed to me
that a heavenly visitant entered my
room. It came to my side, and, in the
softest and most silvery tones, which
fell like rich music on my ear, it said,
"I have come to conduct you to another state and place of existence." In
an. instant I seemed to rise, and, gently
borne by my angel guide, I floated out
on the ambient air. Soon earth was
lost in the distance, and around us, on
every side, were worlds of light and
glory. On, on, away, away from world
to luminous worlds afar, we sped with
the velocity of thought. At length we
reached the gates of Paradise; and 0,
the transporting scene that fell upon my
vision as the emerald portals, wide and
high, rolled back upon their golden
hinges! Then in its fullest extent, did
I realize the invocation of the poet:
Burst, ye emerald gn.tes, and bring
To my raptured vision
All the ecstatic joys that spring
}!.ound the bright Elysian.

Language, however, is inadequate to
describe what then, with unveiled eyes,
I saw. The picture is indelibly pictured
on my heart. Before me, spread out in
beauty, was a broad sheet of water,
clear as crystal, not a single ripple on
its surface, and its purity and clearness
indescribable. On each side of this
lake, or river, rose up the most tall
and beautiful trees, covered with all
manner of fruits and flowers, the brilliant hues of which were reflected in the
bosom of the placid river.
While I stood gazing with joy and
rapture at the scene, a convoy of angels
was seen floating in the pure ether of
that world. They all had long wings,
and,
they "':ent .with the greatest rap1d1ty, yet their wrngs were folded close by their sides. While I ga-

zed I asked my guide who they were,
and what their mission. To this he responded, "They are angels, dispatched
to the world from whence you came,
on an errand of mercy." I could hear
strains of the most entrancing melody
all around me, but no one was discoverable but my guide. At length I said
"Will it be possible for me to have a
sight of some of the just made perfect
in glory
Just then there came before us three persons ; one had the appearance of a male, the other a female,
and the third an infant. The appearance of the first two was somewhat
similar to the angels I saw, with the
exception that they had crowns of the
purest yellow, and harps in their hands.
Their robes, which were full and flowing, were of the purest white. Their
countenances were lighted up with a
heavenly radiance, and they smiled upon me with ineffable sweetness.
There was nothing with which the
blessed babe or child could be compared. It seemed to be about three feet
high. Its ·vyfogs, which were long and
most beautiful, were tinged with all the
colors of the rainbow. Its dress seemed to be of the whitest silk, covered
with the softest white down. The driven snow could not exceed it for whiteness or purity. Its face was all radiant
with glory; its very smile now plays
around my heart. I gazed and gazed
with wonder upon this heavenly child.
At length I said, "If I have to return
to earth, from whence I came, I should
love to take this child with me, and
show it to the weeping mothers of
earth. Methinks, when they see it,
they will never shed another tear over
their children when they die." So
anxious was I to carry out the desire of
my heart, that I made a grasp at the
bright and beautiful one, desiring to
clasp it in my arms, but it eluded my
grasp, and plunged into the river of
life. Soon it rose up from the waters,
and as the drops fell from its expanding wings, they seemed like diamonds,
so brightly did they sparkle. Directing its course to the other shore it flew
. up to one of the topmost
of
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one of life's fair trees. With a look of
most seraphic sweetness it gazed upon
me, and then commenced singing in
heaven's own strains, "To Him that
hath loved me, and washed me from
my sins in His own blood, to Him be
glory both now and forever. Amen."
At that moment, the power of the eternal God came upon me, and I began to
shout, and, clapping my hands, I sprang
from my bed, and was healed as instantly as the lame man in the beautiful porch of the temple, who "went
walking, and leaping, praising God."
Overwhelmed with the glory I saw and
felt, I could not cease praising God.
The next Sabbath I went to camp-meeting, filled with the love and power of
God. There I told the listening thousands what I saw and felt, and what
God had done for me, and loud were
the shouts of glory that reverberated
through the forests.
Though years have rolled away
since that bright, happy hour, yet the
same holy flame in burning in my heart,
and I retain the same glorious victory.
" Hallelujah ! for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth."
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the means of perpetuating my name,
and love for me, in the hearts of men,
and to effect these things without physical means. Now that I am alone,
chained upon this rock, who fights and
wins empires for me? who are the
courtiers of my misfortunes ? who
thinks of me? who makes efforts for me
in Europe? Where are my friends?
" CHRIST speaks, and at once generations become his by stricter, closer ties
than those of blood-by the most sacred, the most indissoluble of all
unions. He lights up the flame of a
love which consumes self-love, which
prevails over every other love. The
founders of other religions never conceived of this mystical love, which is
the essence of Christianity, and is beautifully called Charity. In every attempt to effect this thing, namely, to
malce himself beloved, man deeply feels
his own impotence. So that Christ's
greatest miracle undoubtedly is the
reign of Charity."
LIVING TO Gon.-I am laboring to
live as near to God as any one I have
ever known ; yea, as near as Saint
Paul himself. I read more frequently
his character, and study more closely
his deadness to the world, his zeal, his
love to souls, his labor, his being always ready for his change, and his desiring rather to be with Christ. But I
am more than ever convinced, that to
accomplish this, I must redeem time to
the uttermost; I must sleep no more,
eat and drink no more than nature requires; and this calls for daily self-deµial, such as I believe our Lord meant
in his Divine Instructions. The Testament, the Book of God is more
precious than ever. I read it, and am
lost in wonder, love and praise. I find
that to be cleansed from sin is one
thina · but to be filled with God is
much 'more. Dr. Clarke's note on that
expression, " the fullness of Gon,"
never leaves me.-BRAMWELL.

THE PowER OF CHRIST. -When
Napoleon, on St. Helena, contemplated
the wreck of his own empire, he was
filled with awe of this mysterious power
of Christ. " With all my power,"
said he, "I have only made men fear
me· but this carpenter, without an
ardy, has made men love him for
eighteen hundred years.
"I have so often inspired multitud.es
that they would die for me. God .forbid that I should form any comparison
between the enthusiasm of the soldier
and Christian charity, which are as unlike as their cause. But after all, my
presence was necessary ; the lightning
of my eye my voice, a word from me,
then the 'sacred fire was kindled in
their hearts. I do, indeed, possess the
secret of this ma(J'ical
power, • which
0
Tim eyes of the Lord are in every
lifts the soul, but I could never impart
place,
beholding the evil and the
it to any one. · None of my generals
ever learned it from me ; nor have I good.
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God, and to pervert the plain precepts
of his word. We allude to the period
of infancy. The Scriptures fix its termination in early life, yet the exac.t
period when man enters upon his
BY REV. D. W. THURSTON.
for eternity is one of those secret thmgs
THE relation between parents and which belong to the Lord our God.
children is deeply interesting and im- We infer, however, that in its deterportant. It was designed by Infinite mination he is influenced by the native
Wisdom to form a source of the rich- strength of the mind's powers, and by
est earthly enjoyment; yet it often be- the circumstances favoring their develcomes the occasion of unmingled sor- opment. Now, whenever this boundrow ; a result originating almost inva- ary is passed by the youthful candidate
riably from a violation of the obliga- for eternity, he becomes exposed to
tions growing out of this relation. The the torments of a dreadful hell, unless
extent of these obligations we appre- he immediately yields his heart to God.
For he resists the Holy Ghost--refuses
hend is not properly appreciated.
Parents, generally, deem it an im- to love God-and thereby transgresses
perative duty to instruct their children the divine laws ; which is sin, of which
in good morals ; to present before their the wages are death.
minds the beauty and rewards of virSince, then, the child becomes actue, and the tendency and fruits of vice. countable to God at a period unknown
Many sustaining the parental relation to parents, and therefore becomes, at
go farther. They would feel con- that time, subject to the awful penalties
demned did they not impress upon the of a violated law, is it not their maniminds of their offspring the precepts of fest duty to labor earnestly to bring
the Christian religion. These they in- his mind under the renewing power of
culcate diligently during the hours of the Holy Spirit as early as possible?
family devotion. To aid them in this Suppose the captain ofa vessel, finding
work, they secure for their children it necessary to send some one to the
the instructions of the Sabbath School, top of the mast, calls upon his son for
and the stated ministration of the sanc- the performance of the required sertuary. Over the associations of their · vice ; he has reason to believe that, aftender charge they exercise untiring ter ascending to a certain height, the
vigilance, promptly checking their evil boy will become dizzy, and can keep
propensities, encouraging and reward- from falling only by looking aloft. If
ing every virtuous manifestation.
he loves his son, will he neglect earThere is reason to fear, however, nestly and repeatedly to instruct and
that even of Christian parents, there is caution him in these things, so essential
a small minority only, who employ di- to his safety ? Will not the anxious
rect and efficient means to secure the father vociferate, even before his child
early conversion of their children to reaches the point of supposed danger,
God. That this is the imperative duty look up, my son! look up ! look up!
of all having the charge of childhood,
This duty is arguedwe shall ·endeavor to establish. It is
2. From the corruption of human
arguednature.
1. From the obscurity attending the
The Scriptures lucidly teach that a
period when children become account- depraved nature is inherited by every
able to God.
child of apostate Adam. " Who," says
That there is a period in the existence Job, "can bring a clean thing out of an
of every human being, when he is irre- unclean? Not one." Says the inspired
sponsible for his conduct, is a point David: "Behold, I was shapen in
generally conceded. To controvert it iniquity, and in sin did my mother conis to impeach the justice and mercy of ceive me." In proof of this point,
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which is confirmed by universal experience, other passages might be adduced, but those already quoted are
sufficient.
This inherent depravity of children,
predisposes their minds to the embraces of error, and to the pursuits of
vice. It invests with fearful potency
the influence of vicious example, with
which their minds are in frequent contact, and affords for the success af Satanic agency peculiar ad vantages.
Besides, the evil propensities of
children grow with their growth, and
strengthen with their strength. Their
enmity to God-their love of the
world, and their corrupt inclinations
strike their roots deeper and deeper
into the heart, while the increasing
power of habit-of vicious associations,
and the consequent fierce assaults of
fa1len spirits, urge the youthful probationer with uniformly accelerated velocity towards the gulf of perdition.
It is alarming to observe with what
fearful rapidity the tender sensibilities
of the child are merged into the cold
indifference and daring recklessness of
the hardened sinner ! The transition
is often complete long before the unsuspecting parent detects the first premonitions of the awful change!
Is it not the duty of parents to employ every instrumentality for the
rescue of their children from the impending danger to which we have referred
Within the whole range of
parental obligations, we can discover
none more weighty than this. But
against this danger religious instructions afford an insufficient safeguard.
It may prevent the commission of
overt acts of wickedness, yet nothing
but the regenerating energy of the Divine Spirit can stay the rapid tide of
inbred corruption.
That it is the duty of parents to attempt the early conversion of their
children, is argued3. From the constitution of the human mind.
God has endowed man with a capacity for the exercise of various passions and emotions. Whenever the
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excitement of these is followed by corresponding actions, their original susceptibility gains strength. On the
other hand, their power is always enfeebled by exercise when we fail to act
in accordance with their direction.
In the perusal of fictitious narratives,
which usually abound in scenes of sorrow, the sympathies of the soul become powerfully excited; but their
excitement can be followed by no corresponding effort to relieve the sufferings contemplated, for they have no
real existence. As a consequence, these
sympathies are weakened, and a cold
barren sentimentalism, which is unmoved by real misery, inevitably
ensues.
It is a notorious fact, that a few
years' residence in slaveholding communities, destroys in many minds their
former deep-rooted aversion to human
oppression. Why are their tender
sensibilitities so soon struck down 1
Were the sufferings which first awakened them imaginary 1 No, they beggar all de'scription. They surpass in
horror the irnages of the liveliest imagination. The reason is obvious. The
legal enactments of pro-slavery communities prohibits the performance of
those duties which the wretchedness of
the slave demands, and to which the
feelings of the heart urgently prom pt.
Thus, the lover of his species first endures, then pities, then embraces a system which crushes the noblest powers
of man, sunders the most sacred ties,
and forces from the bleeding hearts of
oppressed millions the lamentations of
despair.
Religious instruction awakens in the
minds of children a sense of their obligations to love and serve God. When
corresponding duties are performed,
the more exquisite does this moral
sense become by successive excitements. But when these are neglected,
as in the case of those who refuse to
dedicate their hearts to God, their impressions of duty diminish in power.
Frequent neglect secures to them the
appellation of " Gospel-hardened sinrnfrs." In this condition, appeals that
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bring to their knees unenlightened and
vicious men, fall as idle tales upon
their ears, and affect their hearts no
more than the pale moon-beams the
mountain ice-berg. This feature in the
human constitution accounts for the
fact so frequently observed, that the
children of religious parents often excel
others for indifference to religious
things. The world attributes this fact
to undue strictness in parental oversight, than which nothing is more
false. The truth is, the harmony of
the moral powers is destroyed by neglecting the emotions, and the duties
corresponding with the impres8ions of
duty. Parents should deal with their
children as the Gospel does with sinners of adult age. Immediate repentance and faith should be urged by all
the solemn motives which the Gospel
affords. A neglect to do this will render their instructions the savor of death
unto death. Those instructions had
better be withheld.
The duty in question is urged4. From the uncertain tenure of the
parental relation.
That the tie uniting parents and
children is subject to premature dissolution, no argument is needed to prove.
Mysterious, indeed, is that Providence
which tears from the embrace of children those who alone appear qualified to
nurture and guide their youthful minds.
But it is one of frequent occurrence.
Parents reading this article, will, long
before their youthful charge reach the
period of manhood, mingle with departed spirits. What Christian parent
can bid adieu to sinful children without
the most gloomy forebodings? As he
gazes upon them for the last time. he
reflects that they are making their way
towards the chambers of unending
night. He knows that no human being can exert the power over their
minds that the God of nature has rendered him capable of wielding. He is
conscious that none will succeed to his
charge who can feel for it a parent's
concern. But he must yield it, perhaps, to wicked minds. In view of
these solemn considerations, is it not

the manifest duty of the parent to lead
his child to Christ in infancy ? Should
he not labor to place his child in a position in which he may be reached by
mercy's arm the very moment he
passes the line of accountability ?
That it is the duty of parents to seek
the early conversion of their children
is inferred5. From the instructions of Scripture.
The Bible teaches that the precepts
of the Divine law are within the comprehension of children. The inculcation of those precepts to children was
enjoined upon parents under the Mosaic dispensation. Whenabout taking
leave of his countrymen, Moses, at the
instigation of the Almighty, delivers
to them
solemn charge: These
words, which I command thee this day,
shall be in thine heart : And thou
shalt teach them diligently unto thy
children, and thou shalt talk of them
when thou sittest in thine house, and
when thou walkest by the way; and
when thou liest down, and when thou
risest up." Deut. vr. 6-7. Says Saint
Paul to Timothy, "From a child thou
hast known the holy Scriptures, which
are able to make thee wise unto salvation through faith which is m Christ
Jes us." II Tim. m. 15.
From the fact thus established, that
children may know God's law, we infer that they are capable of transgression, and consequently subject to the
judgment of the Almighty. This inference is justified by Scripture authority. In proof of this, an incident
in the life of Elisha is in point. God
sanctioned the curse pronounced by
this holy man upon the children of
Bethel, who had reproached him, by
commissioning wild beasts to destroy
them. Would this awful judgment
have fallen upon these children if they
had not been vi.ewed bv God as transgressors of his law? \'vill it be urged
that they had passed the period of
children? The records of this transaction state explicitly that these offenders were " little children." It being
proved, then, that little children may
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render themselves obnoxious to the
wrath of God, is it not the duty of
those having charge of them to induce
them to seek his pardoning mercy ?
Again, the Scriptures recognize children as acceptable worshippers. David
-calls upon " young men and maidens,
old men and children, to praise the
name of the Lord. Christ publicly
sanctioned and encouraged the acts of
worship presented to him by children
in the Temple. He silenced those who
rebuked these juvenile worshippers by
a reference to the inspired record.
" Have ye not read," says he, " Out of
the mouth of babes and sucklings there
hast perfected praise ?" Children, then,
being called upon to engage in divine
worship, ought not parents to urge
them to comply with God's call, and
to seek the renewing favor of the Spirit
essential to spiritual homage ?
Once more. We are taught in the
book of God that children are susceptible of renewing grace. " All thy
children shall be taught of the Lord,"
is an expression referring most manifestly to the inward operation of the
Spirit; and the "great peace" to the
fruits of this internal work. The following exhortation of the Apostle establishes the same doctrine: "Bring
up your children in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord." These terms
evidently embrace the whole of the
Christian religion. The history of the
church confirms the instruction of Scripture on this point. Children, even before they have passed the fifth year of
their existence, have manifested deep
·contrition for sin-given clear evidence
.of regeneration, and have left the world
in ecstacy and triumph. If, then, they
are susceptible of converting grace,
who dare say that they are not accountable for its fruits ? If they may
partake of the rich enjoyments of the
Christian religion, where is the heart
so unfeeling as to neglect the instruction that might lead them into the possession of those enjoyments ? Seeing,
then, that the inspired writings teach
that children may be informed of the
Divine will-that they are treated as
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sinners upon the violating of God's
law-that they are capable of glorifying their Maker by acts of devotion,
and that they are susceptible of gracious influences and of the sweet enjoyment thereof, are not parents solemnly bound to labor to bring their
little ones to the Cross at the earliest
period possible? They need not fear
that their offspring will be induced to
make too early a consecration of their
powers to God. The disciples of Christ
thought that the blunder of those
parents who brought their infants to
Jesus was so gross as to merit rebuke.
But the action and remarks of the
Great Teacher, on this occasion, should
be matters of grateful recollection to
every parent. He took these infants
in his arms and blessed them, and said,
"Suffer little children to come unto
me, and forbid them not, for of such is
the kingdom of God."
Upon this subject, there is much infidelity. The church itself, we fear, is
not free from it. In seasons of revival,
who has not witnessed clear manifestations of dejection on the part of God's
people, because " none but children
expressed a desire for salvation? "
Yes, although a score of weeping children are around the altar, crying for
mercy-although Heaven is filled with
joyful acclaim for the penitence of these
young prodigals, Christians are disheartened, and report a " poor meeting" to their absent brethren, for
"Nobody but children were forward
for prayers." We have never heard
anything which sounds so much like
blasphemy against the Holy Ghost as
this. " No body but children ! " Did
not the Eternal Spirit awaken them?
Must they not be converted or sink to
an eternal hell? Are they not possessed of immortal spirits, panting for
the enjoyments and hopes of the
Christian religion? 0 ! why interdict
them from the inheritance of the saints?
Why not bear them on the arms of
wrestling faith to the Eternal Throne,
until their little hearts are gladdened
by the love of Jesus?
The unbelief from which this uncon·
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cern for the souls of children originates, on the part of the spiritual laborer has
has framed numerous objections against no tendency to destroy that respect,
their early nurture in the things of re- but will almost invariably result in
ligion. It is urged that "in matters of early conversion.
We will mention but one objection
religion they should be left uninfluenced, to think and choose for them- more. It is urged that " Children are
selves." They must think and choose more liable to backslide than converts
for themselves, most certainly, before of mature years." If .this is a fact, it
they are converted ; but that they must owe its existence to neglect on the
should be left to do so uninfluenced by part of those whose duty it is to watch
the counsel of experience, is unreasona- over the spiritual interests of babes in
ble and inhuman. The suggestions of Christ, or to some weakness or besettheir corrupt natures, of fallen spirits, ments peculiar to children. If the asand of a wicked world, powerfully in- sumed fact originates in neglect, its exfluence them to act in a manner that istence may and should be avoided.
would ruin them eternally. May not, But to say that circumstances incidenshould not the parent counteract the tal to childhood, render youthful piety
tendency of such influence, by giving a precarious, is to impeach the mercy
right direction to their inexperienced and veracity of God-to say that the
minds 1 What parent or guardian is Great Shepherd leaves the tender lambs
willing to carry out the principle of of his flock without those provisions
this objection? To do so, he must which their helplessness requires, and
learn his child to select his books of that the promise, "My grace is suffiinstruction, his teacher, and his associa- cient for you," is not fulfilled-which is
tions. He must not dissuade his child blasphemy. But it remains to be
from lying, drunkenness, theft or mur- proved, that a greater :µumber of those
der. He must not influence him to the converted in childhood apostatize from
practice of virtue. All interference God, than of those reconciled to him
with him in these things is as incon- in manhood. We believe the assersistent as in the affairs of his soul ; for tion to be utterly false.
certainly he cannot be educated, moral,
0 ! what a vast addition of moral
or virtuous, without thinking and power might be secured-what an imchoosing for himself. The child left mense outlay of means might be saved;.
to think and act for himself in matters and 0, how ;rnuch more rapidly would
of religion, is almost sure to act wrong. the cause of Christ be extended, if paGod holds parents responsible for the rents would attend faithfully to the
proper guidance of the youthful mind, duty in question ! A new era would
and woe to that parent who proves re- dawn upon the world. Millennial glory
creant to his solemn charge.
would be ushered in, and the knowIt is objected, again, that "importu- ledge of God .would cover the earth!
nate efforts to convert children, will
We entreat parents to ponder serirender religious things objects of dis- ously and prayerfully this solemn subgust to their minds." Were this ob- ject. You do well to pro-0ure for your
jection founded in truth, it would not children the instructions of the Sabjustify a neglect to press unceasingly bath school, and the ministrations of
and urgently the claims of religion the Gospel. You do well to expound
upon the youthful mind. His expo- to them the Scriptures of inspiration in
sure to ruin demands vigorous effort the domestic circle; but 0, do not stop
to effect his conversion at every haz- here. They may endlessly wail with
ard. But experience and the philoso- the lost, notwithstanding these instrucphy of mind are opposed to this objec- tions, and they certainly will, unless
tion. God has a witness in the minds converted, if they have passed the line
of children, which secures respect for of accountability! Rest not until their
the ministrations of truth. Diligence . little hearts receive the impress of
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God's own image. Take them daily
into the closet; agonize before the
throne; teach them to agonize ; urge
them to repentance and faith, and God
will give you the desire of your hearts.
Look into the future. A few days
more and you are on the dying bed,
bidding farewell to those loved ones.
0, what will they do without religion,
in a wicked world, surrounded by
wicked men, pursued by wicked spirits?
Praise God, parents, that your children are yet within the reach of your influence. Haste to apply yourselves
more diligently and earnestly in leading them into the kingdom; and may
God grant that you, with them, may
form an unbroken circle in Heaven.
Amen.

Oh ! it is the only sweet life to be
living thus, and daily learning to live
more fully thus ! It is heaven this, a
little scantling of it here, and a pledge
of whole heaven. This is, indeed, the
life of Christ, not only like his, but one
with his ; it is his spirit, his life, derived into the soul.-LEIGHTON.

Gon's W1LL.-As living to God's
will is in all things to be our end, so
in all the way to that end it is to be
the rule of every
For we cannot
attain this end but in his way; nor can
we attain it without a resignation of
the way to his prescription, taking all
our directions from him, how we shall
honor him in ·an. This is to live to
him, to find it our life. That such a
lust be crucified, is it thy will, Lord?
Then, no more advising, no more delay. How dear soever that was
I lived to it, it is now as hateful, seemg
I live to thee who hatest it. Wilt thou
have me foraet an injury, though a
ureat one and love the person that has
While 1 lived to myself
and my passions, this had been hard.
But now, how sweet is it! seeing I
live to thee, and am
to be put
upon things most opposite to my corrupt heart; glad to t.rample upon .my
own will to follow thme. And this I
have
daily aspire to and aim at,
will of my own, but that thme be. m
me, that I may live to thee as one.with
thee, and thou my rule and delight;
yea, not to use the very natural comforts of my life, but for thee ; to eat
and drink and sleep for thee ; and not
to please myself, but to be enabled to
one
revere and please thee ; to
offering of myself and all my actions to
thee, my Lord!

WATCHMAN.
Watchman, tell me, does the morning
Of fair Zion's glory dawn?
Have the signs that mark his comingr
Yet upon my pathway shone?
Pilgrim, yes-arise, look 'round theeLight is breaking in the skies;
Gird thy bridal robes around thee,
Morning dawns-arise, arise I
Watchman, see, the light is beaming
Brighter still upon the way;
Signs through all the earth are gleamingOmens of the coming day.
When the Jubal trumpet sounding
Shall awake from earth aml sea
All the saints of God, now sleeping,
Clad in immortality I
Watchman, hail the light ascending,
Of the grand
year;
All with voices loud proclaiming
That the Kingdom's very near.
Pilgrim, yes, I see just yonder
Canaan's glorious height arise ;
Salem, too, appears in grandeur,
Towering 'neath its sunlit skies !
Watchman, in the glorious city,
Seated on his azure throne,
Zion's King, enthroned in beauty,
Reigns in peace from zone to zone.
There, on sunlit hills and mountains,
Golden beams serenely glow ;
Purling streams and crystal fountains,
On whose banks sweet flowerets grow I
Watchman, see, the land is nearing,
With its vernal fruits and flowers;
On just yonder- 0, how cheering,
Bloom forever Eden b0wers.
Hark I the choral strains there ringing,
Wafted on the balmy air;
See the millions, hea.r them singingSoon the pilgrims will be there I
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GUIDANCE OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT.
[WE, commend to the careful perusal
of our readers, the following article
from the pen of the late Justice Hale,
of England, who was no less eminent
as a man of deep piety than as a learned and impartial judge. That the doctrine of the inward direction of God's
Spirit is susceptible of abuse we readily admit; and what doctrine of the
Bible is not? But the greater danger
in this day of self.sufficiency lies in our
laying too little rather than too much
stress upon the guidance of the Holy
Spirit.-En.J
They who truly fear God, have a
secret guidance from a higher wisdom
than that which is barely human,namely, the Spirit of truth and
ness, which does really, though secretly, prevent and direct them. Any
man that sincerely and truly fears Almighty God, and calls and relies upon
him for his guidance and direction, has
it as really as a son has the counsel
of his father: and though the voice be
not audible, nor discernable by sense,
yet it is equally as real as if a man
heard a voice saying : "This is the
way, walk ye in it."
Though this secret direction of Almighty God is principally seen in matters relating to the good of the soul ;
yet, even in the concerns of this life, a
good man fearing God, and begging
his direction, will very often, ·if not at
all times, find it. I can call my own
experience to witness, that even in the
temporal affairs of my whole life, I
have never been disappointed of the
best direction, when I have, in humility and sincerity, implored it.
The observance of the secret admonition of this Spirit of God in the heart,
is an effectual means to cleanse and
sanctify us ; and the more it is attended to, the more it will be conversant
with our souls, for
instruction. In

the midst of difficulties it will be our
counsellor, in the midst of temptations
it will be our strength and grace sufficient for us, in the midst of trouble it
will be our light and our comfort.
It is impossible for us to enjoy the
influence of this Good Spirit, till we
are deeply sensible of our own emptiness and nothingness, and our own
minds are thereby brought down and
laid in the dust. The Spirit of Christ
is indeed a humbling Spirit, and the
more we have of it, the more we shall
be humbled; and it is a sign that either
we have it not, or that it is yet overpowered by our corruptions, if our
heart be still haughty.
Attend, therefore, to. the secret per•
suasions of the Spirit of God, and beware of quenching or grieving it. This
wind that blows where it lists, if shut
out or resisted, may never breathe
upon us again, but leave us to be hardened in our sins. If observed and
obeyed, it will on all occasions, be our
monitor and director. When we go
out, it will lead us ; wheii we sleep, it
will keep us ; and when we awake, it
will talk with us.-HAL'.E:.
THE BIBLE.
BY

A.

F.

BR 0 W N.

How comes it that this little volume,
written by humble men, in a rude age,
when art and science were in their childhood, has exerted more influence on
the human mind and on the social system than all other books put together?
Whence comes it that this book has
achieved such marvelous changes in
the opinions of mankind-has banished
idol worship-has abolished infanticide
-raised the standard of public morality-created for families that blessed
thing, a Christian home ? What sort
of a book is this, that even the winds
and waves of human passion obey it?
What other engine of social improvement has operated so long, and yet
lost none of its virtues ? Since it appeared, many boasted plans of amelioration have been tried and failed-
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many codes of jurisprudence have
arisen, and run their course. Empire
after empire has been launched upon
the tide of time, and gone down, leaving no trace upon the waters. But
this book, this blessed book is still
going about doing good, learning society with its holy principles-cheering
the sorrowful with its consolationsstrengthening the tempted-encouraging the penitent, calming the troubled
spirit-and smoothing the pillow of
death. Should the Bible be taken
from us, it would be to mantle the
world with more than Egyptian darkness ; it would be taking the moral
chart by which alone the inhabitants of
Earth 'are guided. Ignorant of the
nature of God, and only guessing at
their own immortality, the tens of
thousands would be as mariners tossed
on a wide ocean, without a pole-star
and without compass. The loss of the
Bible would dry up the fountain of human happiness ; it would take the tide
from our waters, and leave them stagnant; and the stars from our heavens,
and leave them in sackcloth ; and the
verdure from our valleys, and leave
them in barrenness; it would make the
present all recklessness, and the future
all hopelessness. It tells us of God;
unveils immortality, instructs in duty,
wooes on to glory. Such is the Bible.
Prize it more and more. Prize it, as
ye are immortal beings, for it guideth
to the New J urusalem. Prize it, as ye
are intellectual beings, for it giveth
light to the simple.
CONVERSION.
WE readily take any little slight
change for true conversion, but we
may see here that we mistake it. It
doth not barely knock off some obvious
apparent enormities, but casts all in a
new mould, alters the whole frame of
the heart and life, kills a man and
makes him alive again. And this new
life is contrary to the old ; for the
change is made with that intent, that
he live no longer to the lusts of men,
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but to the will of God. He is now,
indeed, a new creature, having a new
judgment and new thoughts of things,
and so, accordingly, new desires and
affections, and answerably to these,
new actions. Old things are passed
away and dead, and all things are become new.
Political men have observed, that
in states, if alterations must be, it is
better to alter many things than a few.
Things do so relate one to another,
that except they be adapted and suited
together in the change it avails not;
yea, it sometimes proves the worse on
the whole, though a few things in particular seem to be bettered. Thus, halfreformations in a Christian turn to his
prejudice; it is only best to be reformed throughout; and to give up with all
idols; not to live one half to himself
and the world, and as it were, another
half to God, for that is but falsely so,
and, in reality, cannot be. The only
way is, to make a heap of all, to have
all sacrificed together, and to live to no
lust, but altogether and only to God.
Thus it must be, there is no monster
in the new Creation, no half-new creature-either all, or not at all.
We have to deal with the Maker and
the Searcher of the heart, and he will
have nothing unless he have the heart,
and none of that neither, unless he have
it all. If thou pass over into his kingdom, and become his subject, thou must
have him for thy only sovereign. Omnisque potestas impatiens consortis.
"RoYALTY can admit of no rivalry."
and least of all the highest and best of
all. If Christ be thy king, then his
laws and sceptre must rule all in thee;
thou must now acknowledge no foreign
power ; that will be treason.
And if he be thy husband, thou must
renounce all others. Wilt thou provoke him to jealousy? Yea, beware
how thou givest a thought or a look of
thy affection any other way, for he will
spy it, and will not endure it. The
title of a husband is strict and tender.
Now, thou hast but One to serve,
and that is a great ease; and it is no
slavery, but true honor, to serve so ex-
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cellent a Lord, and in so high services;
for he puts thee upon nothing but what
is neat and what is honorable. Thou
art as a vessel of honor in his house,
for his best employment. Now thou
art not in pain how to please this person and the other, nor needest thou
vex thyself to gain men, to study their
approbation and honor, nor to keep to
thine own lusts and observe their will.
Thou hast none but thy God to please
in all; and if he be pleased thou mayest
disregard who is displeased. His will
is not fickle and changing as men's are,
and as thine own is. He hath told
thee what he likes and desires, and he
alters not ; so that now thou knowest
whom to please, and what will please
him. This cannot but much settle thy
mind and put thee at ease.-ARcHBISHOP LEIGHTON.
CONFESSION.
BY S.

K. J.

CHESBROUGH.

AT the present day, the duty of confession is not held up before the Church
as it should be. Too many make it a
superficial work. What is it to confess our sins? One defines it thus :
"To own, and lay open our sins and
offences, either unto God in private, or
in public confession." The work must
be thorough, it must needs go to the
very depths of the heart. We must
not judge of our sins by our own judgment as to their sinfulness, but must
a.cknowledge even the so called "little
sins," as heinous and damning in the
sight of the great God, ''who seeth not
as man seeth."
Why should we confess our sins?
Because God commands it, and it must
necessarily precede our salvation," for
he that confesseth and forsaketh his
sins shall have mercy." When we see
ourselves as sinners, we must confess,
repent of and forsake them. The reason why many bow at our altars of
prayer, night after night, and yet go
away unblessed, is because they do not
make thorough work of confessing their

sins. When this work is commenced
in earnest, and we let the light shine,
we shall find such a work before us as
we little thought of, and to our sorrow
we shall find the " leprosy of sin lies
deep within." Satan whispers to the
ear, Omit this and that ; but we must
go through. " Strait is the gate." We
had better die here to self, than to die
eternally. Reader, make thorough
work in this matter; a mistake here
may prove fatal to thy soul.
To whom should we confess our sins?
Undoubtedly, most of our sins should
be confessed to God in our closets.
But our public faults or sins must be
publicly confessed. The sins committed against our families, our friends,
our neighbors, must be confessed to
them as well as to God. Here is a
point at which many stumble. The
word of God, which is Spirit and Life,
becomes like a two-edged sword. We
see ourselves in the Gospel mirror.
We feel that "our hearts have been secretly enticed "--ourwalk, our
tion, or dealings one with the other, our
conduct before our families, have not
been consistent with our profession.
We begin in good earnest to confess to
God our wanderings-we feel some relief, but no clear evidence of our acceptance. Why not ? " We must confess our faults one to another, that we
may be healed." And here is where
the great hue and cry is made the present day against an earnest Christianity.
"What! must I confess to the Church,
to my wife, to my husband, to my children, to my hired servants, to my
neighbors? Yes, reader, if you have
given way to impatience, anger, pride,
to light and trifling conversation, you
need to confess to God, and to those
before whom you committed these sins;
they remember them, you remember
them, God remembers them. "But,"
says one, "if I do this I shall bring a
reproach upon the Church." God help
you, my friend, He ·says that you are
already a reproach. You may meet
the frowns of those who are in the
same condition. Never mind : obey
God, and shame the devil. But instead
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of its bringing a reproach upon the
Church, it is just the reverse. Israel
was put to flight, they turned their
backs to their enemies ,· there was
sin in their ranks-secret sin. God
knew it. Hear what Joshua says :
Joshua, vii. 19, 20" And Joshua said unto Achan, My
son, give, I pray thee, glory to the Lord
God of Israel, and make conjession unto Him: and tell me now what thou
hast done; hide it not from me. And
Achan answeredJ oshua and said, Indeed
I have sinned against the Lord God of
Israel, and thus and thus have I done."
Mark the expression-" Give glory to
the Lord God"-how this puts to
blush the teachings of some ministers
and class leaders of the present day,
who cry," Hold thy peace." Oh, may
God's Spirit search out the Achans of
the camp, and raise up J oshuas who,
amid the threatenings of "hireling
shepherds " and dead formalists, will
hold the people to this cross until they
confess their secret backslidings from
God. How many have hid in their
hearts the "Babylonish garment and
wedge of gold." God sees it. They
have lost their power. The world
knows it, and they know it. In vain
will they strive to get around the Cross
-this duty stands before them : "Confess your sins." How many are shutting out the light! How many have
emerged into the clear light, by simply
tising and confessing before the Church
the true state of their backslidden
heart ! Others have had to go from
house to house. But to-day they are
free. Oh ! glorious freedom ! Reader, search your heart ; ·have you confessions to make 1 Tarry not ! confer
not with flesh and blood, but go and
make thy confession, and thou shalt
find mercy.
He will gain wisdom who knocks
by prayer; not he who by quarreling
makes a noise at the gate of truth.AUGUSTINE.
All the virtues are the daughters of
faith.-CLEMENS ALEXANDRIUS.
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·
B Y REV. A. A. PHELPS.
IN the remarks which we are about
to make, it is no part of our design to
" slander the Church." Our inmost
feeling is that of lamentation rather
than of reproach. If our pen should
run into a strain of seeming severity,
the undying interest we feel for the
prosperity of Zion must be our only
apology. That there is danger of departing from the simplicity of the gospel, and of losing the real elements of
our power and success, is admitted by
all. That this loss has been actually
sustained by all branches of the Christian Church, to an alarming extent, is
equally obvious to every careful observer who has no favorite theory to establish on the opposite assumption. In
the same proportion as the Church loses
the real DIVINITY from her midst,
she is sure to accept some other god.
There is a Divine philosophy which
God designed should regulate the
Church; and that philosophy is both
understood and adopted when her politics and purity are in harmony with
the order of Heaven; but when and
in so far as she loses her spiritual vision, the philosophy of this world becomes the platform of her action.
Mark some of the things upon which
the Church depends for success, and
which are often substituted for the omnipotent energies of the Holy Ghost :
1. Numbers. How natural it is to
measure our power by the multitudes
that thron£: our altars, and to become
elated ove; the reflection that we are
the " biggest Church in the land !" A
feeling of self-security arises within us.
on seeing ourselves surrounded by so.
many of the " same faith and order,"
and we are ready to believe that the
ark of God will move on irrespective
of our individual character and posit.ion.
We forget that the thousands of members in any single denomination, or of
all the denominations combined, are utterly incapable of converting a single
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soul, without the accompanying agency of the Holy Spirit. If all who are
admitted to Church fellowship were required to conform in all things to the
Bible standard of piety, our numbers
might be a more reliable measurement
of our power. As it is, the saying of
a former Bishop is doubtless true, "that
we could part with ship-loads of members, and be better off." And even if
the entire membership were deeply devoted, it would be dangerous to rely
on our numbers as an element of success. God does not want multitudes
to fight His battles, but He wants "valient hearted men who are not afraid to
die ! " Sometimes numbers are in the
way-a thinning out is the first step to
efficiency, as in the case of Gideon's
army, which was reduced from thirtytwo thousand to three hundred. These,
with God Almighty assisting, were
enough to gain the most signal victory.
2. Wealth. The highest ambition
-0f some professed Christians, seems to
be to influence the rich to profess religion, and identify themselves with the
Church. The gospel to them is a sort
of machinery which is to be run with
money. Their attention is all absorbed in the outward-·the mechanical of
Christianity, while the underlying spirit seems hid from view. How low
must be their ideas of God to suppose
that He cares aw hit more for a millionaire than for the veriest pauper that
walks the streets ! Money is good in
its place, but money is not God, and
it will never answer as a substitute for
God. If any doubt our position, let
them find a practical demonstration in
the fact that our poorest Churches, taking the work as a whole, actually do
more in getting sinners saved than those
that roll in opulence and ease, for the
two are generally united.
3. Social position. It is true that
Christianity has numbered among her
votaries some of the wisest and mightiest men that have ever lived; and this
fact is not without weight and importance in recounting the evidences of the
Christian system; but when these giant intellects are in any manner depen-

ded on to carry forward the practical
operations of the gospel, defeat and dismay must be the result of our ill-directed confidence. Men of honor and position may give to the Church the influence of their greatness, but they
cannot give her the power that breaks
the sinner's heart, and prevails with
God. It is insulting to the Most High
to suppose that with social position the
Church can succeed without the Holy
Ghost, or. that with the Holy Ghost
she cannot succeed without social position! "The great and wise" are far
from being the principal want of the
Church. God rather wants, to slay the
Goliaths of sin, the "little ones" of real
devotion and awful power. Let a
Church be clothed with the might of
the Spirit, and it matters but · little
whether "any of the rulers have believed on" Christ or not. With such
a baptism of pure fire, she has a weapon more effectual than a combination
of the largest numbers, the greatest
wealth and the highest position among
men.
4. Forms. These are eminently appropriate when appropriately employed. They must, however, be regarded
as helps to a real good, and not the
good itself. They are the leadingstrings of the gospel to assist us in our
approaches to the Parent of all. If
we recline upon these, and refuse to go
beyond them, we shall never outlive
the weakness of a spiritual infancy.
Forms and ceremonies amount to nothing and worse than nothing, only so
far as they point us to something above
and beyond themselves. They never
saved anybody, and never will. "It
is the Spirit that giveth life." But
alas ! how many have no eyes to look
beyond the types and shadows ! They
bury them.selves up in a mass of frigid
and stereotyped formularies, and consent to drag out a miserable existence,
without any touches of heavenly power, or baptisms of Divine consolation.
They make speeches, and say prayers,
and go through the routine of ordinary Christian duties, bnt they see and
feel but very little of God in them all!
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It is true they "hold fast the form of
sound words," but they do no more;
they never seek the energizing influence of the Holy Ghost. And yet,
nothing else will answer. We must
have, we must have it, or this revolted
world will never be redeemed to God !
Let us have what we may of outward
prosperity and favorable circumstantials, but never may we mourn the absence of the Infinite Spirit ! Take
away our numbers, our wealth, our reputation, our ceremonies, but leave us,
0 leave us the anointing that abideth
-the baptism of refining fire-the spirituality of a living gospel-the presence of an indwelling Divinity-the
unction of the Holy Ghost !
THE more I see and know of the
world the less I esteem it, and the
more I desire to be delivered from it:
to live indifferent to its smiles and
frowns. 0, what vanity and vexation
is the portion of those, at least many
of them, that enjoy much of what are
called its good things. My soul keep
thou free from it ! In God alone is
true happiness to be found. It is a
great thing to be altogether a Christian.
-LADY MAXWELL.
I am not afraid that the people called Methodists, should ever ce.ase to exist either in Europe or America. But
I am afraid lest they should only exist
as a dead Sect, having the form of religion without the power. And this
undoubtedly will be the case, unless
they hold fast both the Doctrine, Spirit
and Discipline, with which they first
set out.-WESLEY.
IT would be wrong to suppose that
the way of holiness is a
way. It is wonderful, but
.1s not
miraculous. Those who are m it walk
by simple faith alone. And perhaps
there is nothing more remarkable or
wonderful in it, than that a result so
great as that of the purification of heart,
should be produced by a principle so
sirn ple.-FENTON.

REVIVALS.
BY THE EDITOR.
NEVER, since our remembrance, have the
fields been so white for a spiritual harvest as
at the present. There is an element in man
that cannot be satisfied with material objects.
The summit of ambition may be reachedpolitical power may be secured, competency
and wealth may be gained, but still, man's nature is not satisfied-he craves something
more. This is illustrated forcibly in the experience of Madame de Maintenon, who had been
married to Louis the 14th, though, for political
reasons i,;he was not publicly acknowledged as
his wife. She had his confidence as well as
his affections. For many years the most important affairs of France depended upon her
concurrence. Her power was felt to be hardly
less than that of the King. The greatest men
of the Kingdom paid her homage. Everything which wealth or art could furnish was
put in requisition to make her happy.
In the height of her prosperity and power,
writing to a friend, she says: " Why can I
not make you sensible of that uneasiness which
preys upon the great, and the difficulty they
labor under to employ their time. Do you not
see that I am dying with melancholy, in a
height of fortune which once my imagination
could scarce have conceived? I have been
young anci beautiful, have had a high relish of
pleasure, and have been the universal object
of love. In a more advanced age I have spent
years in intellectual pleasures, I have at last
risen to favor; but I protest to you, my dear
Madame, that every one of these conditions leaves
in the mind a DISMAL v .ACUITY."
So is it with mankind generally in all conditions of fortune. There is in the mind,
"An aching voiO
The world can never fill."
This hunger of the soul for fruit that does
not grow on trees of nature's planting, Christianity was designed to satisfy. It has in it a
supernatural element calculated to meet the
highest wants of man's spiritual being. It
proffers to him the highest and most substantial joys; fl.owing from a source unseen by
mortal eye; and completely delivered from the
influence of all external circumstances. But
where the Churches, the guardians and repre·
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sentatives of the religion of Christ, settle down
into a dead formalism this want is not met.
The earnest soul turns away in disgust from
dry speculations, barren forms and idle fancies.
It asks for the bread of life, and is offered instead the painted flowers of rhetoric, and spiritual mummies (from which the vital spark bas
long since fled,) carefully embalmed, and superstitiously preserved.
Hence the rapidity with which modern
Spiritualism-the latest emanation from the
bottomless pit-swept, like a moral simoon,
over the country, leaving the wrecks of ruined
virtue and domestic happiness in its path.
Had a proper tone of Spirituality prevailed in
the Churches, the devil could not have thus
deceived, with his enchantments. But the
effects of this diabolical attempt to imitate the
work of the finger of God are too terrible for
the delusion to be lasting. Already the attention of the public is directed to the Christian
religion as that which alone can satisfy the
conditions of our being.
All that is wanting· for a revival of earnest
Christianity to sweep through the country is
for men and women, full of faith· and the Holy
Ghost, to labor everywhere, as in apostolic
times, for the salvation of souls, preaching to
sinners and formalists " repentance from dead
works,'' and urging believers to " go on to perfection." Wherever this bas been done faithfully, no matter what obstacles have been in
the way, good results, exceeding the anticipations of the mos.t sanguine, have been realized. In the hope of stirring up others to a holy
activity, we give a brief account of what the
Lord is doing in reviving earnest Christianity
in different parts.
.A. brother, writing us from Illinois, says :
"God has a little pilgrim band in St. Charles,
Rock River, Con., numbering something over
a hundred. Some twenty-five of their number were expelled from the M. E. Church, (if
the preache1· in charge can become complainant, counsel, committee, chairman and quarterly conference, and all at one and the same time,
Others have risen up from the blood of these
martyrs anu enlisted for life or during the war
for holiness.
But the best of all is "the Lord of Host is
with us! The God of Jacob iR our refuge"and in our " own hired house" sinners are con-

verted to God-backsliders restored to their
" first love " and led out into the highway of
holiness.
The sister Churches in the place are deeply
feeling the lightings-down of the Spirit of
grace, a goodly number receiving among us
the " baptism of fire," to return, as we trust,
and kindle the flame in their own homes.
The entire place is moved, but whether the
walls sh8Jl utterly tumble at the blowing of
the crooked horns, remains to be seen.
Thus far, in the battle, "He that is for us
has been more than all" that have been against
us. We have greatly wanted for room, and
the work has been evidently hindered from
this cause. We expect soon to remedy this
by erecting a house in which . God can be
"Spiritually " worshipped. I bless God for a
stamp of salvation, that does not congeal in
winter nor evaporate in summer, for a salvation
that lives, breathes, walks, talks, and thinks, and
acts, that has in it "mustard-seed faith,"
"leavening-power, Holy Ghost," energies, with
fire shut up in the bones, with " immortality
and eternal life."
Often have I looked upon these expansive
prairies and seen the night receding before a
pursuing lake of fire; but a far sublimer scene
is here preparing to open to the admiration of
Angels and the astonishment of men. Even
now, all along Fox River, and on either side
of it, and out upon the stretching prairies, the
holy fires are kindling, and we onl.v wait
another sweeping breath of heaven and we
stand upon " a sea of glass, mingled with fire,''
with many harpers harping with their harps.
" Hallelujah to God and the Lamb! " The
deep-toned thunders of early Methodism are
beginning again to salute our ears, and her
long hushed echoes to utter their voices.
.A.gain, the voice of the expring Jesus is rending the rocks and quaking the earth-the
graves are opening and many of the saints
which slept are rising to appear unto many.
Continue the voice, my Lord, until the
Churches "shall give up their dead," and the
world shall be blessed and redeemed by a
living ministry and a holy people.
PARMA, N. Y.-.A. member of the Genesee
Conference, who has not bowed the knee to
Baal, writes :
" The Lord is working with us on this
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charge, both in the Church and out. Believers
have been sanctified, and upwards of thirty
sinners converted since the Conference, and
still the work goes on. The Earnest Christian is loved much by the earnest Methodists
in these parts, and you know their number is
legion."-C. D.
PORTER, N. Y.-Rev. Wm. Cooley, one of
the preachers " exp€lled" from the Genesee
Conference last fall, writes:
"The revival on the Randall Road goes on
gloriously. Over fifty have been converted
here and a number have been clearly sanctified. So about seventy-five have been converted since we came to Porter, and about
twenty have been sanctified. It looks to me
as though the Lord is about to sweep through
all this region in great power. I am in for
this war to the end."-W. C.
"P. S.-I understand a good work is going
on in Pendleton, under brother J. Stacy.
Bless the Lord."-W. C.
WALES, N. Y.-A good brother laboring
for souls in Wales, Erie County, writes:
The Lord has not forgotton us. Notwithstanding, on the part of the oppressor, there
is power, the God of Daniel still lives, and all
we have to do, after having done our duty, is
to stand still, and see the salvation of our God.
I can say of a truth that earnest Christianity
is on the increase. And we are nobly "contending for the faith once delivered to the
Saints."
We've nailed our colors to the mast,
And firmly we declare
We never will strike while time shall last,
Or Jesus answers prayer.

Our congregations are increasing in numbers
and sinners are enquiring what they shall do
to be saved. At Spring Book, the Lord is
evidently reviving his work. Blacksliders
have been reclaimed, and still the work goes
on, to God be all the glory.
Yours, for an Earnest Christianity,
C. HUDSON.
BuFFALO.-A good revival bas been in progress for some time in the Thirteenth Street
Free Methodist Church, in this city. The
Lord has been carrying on a work of grace
there almost ever since we commenced holding
meetings in Mr. Ketchum's Church.
The interest has been steadily upon the increase, and souls have been saved almost from
the commencement of our labors. For some
weeks past brother Daniel Sinclair has been
carrying on a protracted meeting there with
the best results. Some forty or over give good
evidence of having passed from death unto
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life. Last Sabbath from fifty to sixty staid in
class, each one of whom gave in a clear testimony, of the enjoyment of a present salvation.
This is about double the number that composed
the entire congregation when we began to
preach there, about one year since. Now the
house is often crowded to the utmost, many
going away unable to find standing room. A
general interest is excited, and we hope soon
to hold meetings also in a more central porti0.u
of the city.
IN ROCHESTER, we held some meetings for
the promotion of earnest Christianity the latter
part of February and fore part of March.
Much of the divine presence was realized in all
the meetings and great good was done. Persons in the habit for years of neglecting religious services were constant in attendance-a
number were clearly saved and conviction appeared to be general. Such was the interest
that we were obliged the last Sabbath of the
meeting to go to Corinthian Hall for room.
This, too, was crowded. It was said by those
knowing the capacity of the Hall that there
were at least 1,400 persons in attendance. A
good work is commenced there, which
we
trust, result in the conversion of thousands
of souls.
AT SYRACUSE there is a small but choice
band of pilgrims, who are " strong in the faith,
giving glory to God." Our four days meeting with them, commencing the 8th of March,
was thinly attended, but the Lord was with
us, a11d we bad a pleasant and profitable time.
AT CANANDAIGUA we held a four days meeting, commencing the 15th of March. We
have seldom left a place with so many regrets
at our being unable to continue our labors
longer. The congregations were large, there
being, it was estimated, eight hundred or one
thousand people present at the last servicethere were all that could be crowded into the
large hall, and into the entrance leading to it.
The word was listened to with marked attention. Several came out into the clear light of
a present salvation, and others received impressions which will, we trust, lead them to a
speedy and total surrender to the claims of
Christ. We would gladly have staid there
longer, but other and pressing engagements
compelled us to leave.
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.A.T ALBION we learn that an interesting
state of things prevails in the "Free Methodist church, of which the Rev. L. Stiles is the
pastor. They now worship in the basement of
their new church. This is a large and commodious room, ca.pable of seating some six or
seven hundred persons. This, we are iuformed,
·is crowded from Sabbath to Sabbath. .A. good
religious influence prevails, and additions are
made to their membership from week to week,
of such, we trust, as 'shall be saved.'"
PERRY, N. Y.-An esteemed brother writing us from this place, gives the names of
seventeen of the old and reliable members
of the Methodist Episcopal church who were
"withdrawn" without their knowledge or
consent. At the time the preacher thus unceremoniously ''read out" these Christians
frorn the church which they had helped by
their labors and money to build up, he also
read a resolution of the official board, (his own
creation) the substance of which was, "that
if, through insufficient evidence or wrong information, any had been unjustly 'withdrawn,'
they might appear before the next official meeting and they would reverse their action and reinstate them to their former position." "Now,"
writes the brother, "if we had any knowlege
what we were turned out for, we might appear
before that august body. There is not one of
us that has been reproved by pastor or classleader. The pastor said the case of Brother
J. was a very clear one; for about one year
before, a Protestant minister had held a protracted meeting in the school-house in Brother
J. 's neighborhood, and was instrumental in the
conversion of some of his children. Brother
J. paid something for bis support, thinking it
to be his duty to do so, and notwithstanding
be has attended preaching and class-meeting
as regularly as he ever did, he is now read out
of the M. E. Church for that single act ; and
the pastor said this was a very clear case.
There is Popery for you with a vengeance!
The official board yoted sister R. out, but
before the quarterly meeting, they found out
that she had paid her q1rnrterage-some fifty
cents. So they held a special meeting and
voted lier in again !
But blessed be God, thou;:rh we are cast out
we are not forsaken, for Gcd is with
of a
truth. After the action of the official boa.rd
we organized ourselves intu a ba.nd. Our

meetings continue to increase in numbers and
in interest. Two young- men have been converted and have joined, and others are seeking.
T. S. C.
THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN.
WE are truly thankful to our Heavenly
Father for the favor which he gives our magazine in the eyes of His children. We commenced it from a conviction of duty, at quite
a pecuniary risk. Subscribers have come in
from all secLions of the country, beyond our
most sanguine expectations. It is no longer
an experiment. Its success is established.
We are gratified with the many expressions
of approb1:1tion it receives from those whose
approbation we prize.
.A. preacher in Vermont, a stranger to us in
the tiesh, but partaker of the precious faith,
writes:
"I am beginning to think much, very much,
of the Earne.st Christian. The January number did nut impress me very favorably, but the
February number was much better, and the
last is better still-it is full of power. I have
just finished reading its strongest articles, and
they so perfectly harmonize with my views,
feelings, and preaching, that I must sit down
and speak a word of encouragement to you.
And the great feeling of my heart is this: God
bless Brother Roberts in: his uncompromising
fidelity to pure Bible truth. Your last article
on PEw RENTING is just the thing for these
I give it my unqualified and unshrinking approval. It will stand the fires of the last
day. SisteJi Smith's article is characterized by
directness and searching truth, and consequently power. It should be read by all professing Christians. All the articles of this
number which I have read are excellent, and
I shall make an effort right -away to get some
to subscribe for you."
J. F. C.
A local preacher of the Genesee Conference
writes: " I am more and more pleased with
the Earne8t Christian. I have only one source
of anxiety un its
viz: How can it be
sustained and continued as good as it is now?
But God will inspi're writers as well as speakers,
and I pray God that all who write for its pages
will have the iuspiration in their souls of an
Earnest Christianity."
W. H.
BACK NUMBERS.-We can supply back
numbers for a fow hundred new subscribers.
Will our friends take a little pains, show the
E. 0. to their neigl1 bors, induce them to subscribe for it and seud on their names, with the
money, without delay? We shall try to make
each numbt-r of the Magazine as good or a
liule bettt•r than its predecessor.

DIRECTioNs.-Write proper Mmes very
Office, County and State.
plainly, giving
If you wis·1 the direction of your Magazine
changed, be sure to give the Post Office where
vou have received it as well as that to which
you wish it sent.
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SALVATION FROM SIN.
BY THE EDITOR.

Sin is always an injury. It is polluting in its nature, and damning in its
effects. When "it is finished, it brings
forth death." Every awakened soul
longs for deliverance from its dominion. No one can be rescued from its
power and guilt, without often feeling
a strong desire to have every sinful
temper that has brought him into bondage, completely destroyed. The prayer
of his heart is,
"Break off the yoke of inbred sin,
And fully set n;iy spirit free."

Does the Bible teach us the possibility of having every wrong propensity of the soul destroyed 1 We are
aware that some passages look, at first
view, as though the continuance of sin
in the soul was unavoidable. Let us
give the more prominent of these a
careful and candid examination. The
first to which we call attention is found
in 1 Kings, viii, 46 : "If they sin against
thee, (for there is no man that sinneth
not.)" In the original Hebrew the word
that is translated "sinneth" is in the
future tense. "This tense," says Stuart, in his Hebrew Grammar, page
207, "designates all those shades of
meaning, which we express in English
by the auxiliaries may, can, must,
might, could, should, would," etc.
Thus, Gen. iii, 2: " We may eat of
the fruit of the trees of the garden."
The term " may eat," is, in the original, in the future tense. So, also,
1 Kings, viii, 40 : " That they may fear
thee." The phrase "may fear," is in
the future tense in the Hebrew. The
9

NO. 5.

same is true of the phrase "may
know," in the 43d verse, "That all
people of the earth may know thy
name." Hence, a literal translation of
the 46th verse would read "If they
sin against thee, (for there is no man
that may not sin.)" This teaches, not
that every man does actually and necessarily sin, but that every one is liable
to sin. There is a possibility but not
a necessity that he should sin. So,
also, the supposition, " if they sin,"
implies that they might sin, or they
might not. It expresses a contingency
that could not exist if sin were unavoidable. That they might not sin, is
clearly implied in the declaration that
if they did, God would be angry with
them, and deliver them into the hands
of their enemies, so that they should
be carried into captivity. But as this
was not necessary, it follows that it
was not necessary that they should
sin.
Most of the above remarks will apply to the passage found in Eccl. vii, 20:
"For there is not a just man upon
earth that doeth good and sinneth not."
The word " sinneth," is in the original,
in the future tense, and should also, be
rendered "may sin." This passage
teaches the doctrine that runs all
through the Bible, that we are never
secure from the danger of falling. In
our best estate, when grace has done
the most for us, we have great need to
" watch and pray that we enter not
into temptation," to "keep our bodies
under and bring them into subjection,'
lest we should "become castaways."
Prov. xx, 9 : "Who can say, I have
made my heart clean, I am pure from
my sin." This passage is intended to
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reprove the boasting of a self-righteous, and an upright man, one that feareth
conceited Pharisee, who not only claims Gon and escheweth evil?"
Job xiv, 4: "Who can bring a clean
a goodness he does not possess, but
ascribes his fancied purity to himself. thing out of an unclean? not one."
If we offer up in fervent desire, and a This text refers to the natural depravfaith that will not be denied, the prayer ity that belongs to every one that is
of David, "Create in me a clean heart, born into the world-to what is com0 God," who shall say that this prayer monly termed original sin. It teaches
will not be answered? God alone is that all are by nature depraved, not
able to purify the soul. It is only by that this depravity cannot be removed
coming to Him in importunate suppli- by grace. The Septuagint-the Greek
cation that we can obey the Apostle's version of the Old Testament, from
direction, "Cleanse your hands, ye which our Saviour and the Apostles
sinners, and purify your hearts, ye generally quoted, thus renders it: "For
who is pure from corruption? Not
double-minded."
one, although his life upon the earth
"I cannot wash my heart;
be but one day."
But my believing thee,
And waiting for thy blood t' impart
Isa. vi, 5: "W o is me ! for I am unThe spotless purity."
done ; because I am a man of unclean
In this way alone can God's com- lips." This is true of all while in their
mand be met. " 0 Jerusalem, wash natural unsanctified condition, yet let
thine heart from wickedness that thou us read on and we shall see that the
SPIRIT OF Gon, represented by " a live
mayst be saved."
Job ix, 20: "If I justify myself, mine coal" ·"from off the altar" touched his
own mouth shall condemn me ; if I lips, so that his "iniquity was taken
say I am perfect, it shall also prove away," and his "sin was purged."
Isa. lxiv, 6: "All our righteousnesses
me perverse."
In this chapter Job treats of the are as filthy rags." The Jews were.
majesty and holiness of God. In the exceedingly corrupted in the days of
15th verse he says: "Whom though Isaiah. The prophet being humbled
I were righteous, yet would I not an- and alarmed at the general wickedness
swer, but I would make supplication to of his people, confesses it in the first
my judge." Before the infinite purity person, as ministers generally do on
of God he counted his righteousness as such occasions. It is the hypocritical
nothing, however he might lift up his righteousness of the ungodly-a strict
head in the presence of his fellow man. observance of the forms and ceremoThus, in the verse above, we under- nies of religion while living in sin-that
stand Job to say, " If I justify myself" the prophet compares to filthy rags.
before God "mine own mouth," in the
Rom. vii, 14: "I am carnal, sold
prayers that I make for the mercy of under sin." In this connection, the
the Lord, " shall condemn me." He Apostle speaks of himself in different
did justify himself most triumphantly stages of inward experience. 1. As
before man, and repelled the accusations an unawakened Jew : " I was alive
which his friends, unable to reconcile without the law once." 2. As a conhis afflictions with the supposition of victed sinner : "But when the com·
his innocence had brought against him. mandment came" to my comprehen·
If I say "I am perfect" in God's sight sion, "sin revived, and I died." My
of myself, "it shall also prove me per- hopes perished. 3. As a believer in
verse." His perfect humility here Christ: "For the law of the Spirit of
manifested justifies the testimony that life in Christ Jesus, hath made me free
the Lord, who cannot be deceived, from the law of sin and death." Now,
gives in his favor. "Hast thou con- " being made free from sin," and besidered my servant Job, that there is come truly the "servant of God," he
none like him in the earth, a PERFECT had his " fruit unto holiness, and the
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end everlasting life." That the Apostle, in the above passage, refers to himself prior to his conversion, is the
opinion of President Edwards, a Congregationalist divine, who, for learning and piety, and philosophical acumen, never had a superior in this
country: who says, "The Apostle
Paul; speaking of what he was naturally, says, "I am carnal, sold under
sin."
1 John i, 8: "If we say that we
have no sin, we deceive ourselves and
the truth is not in us." That this refers to man in his natural condition, is
evident. The Apostle is speaking
about the power of Jesus' blood to
cleanse us from all sin. It is those
who falsely and dangerously trusting
to their own morality and their naturally aimable dispositions, say that
they do not need to be "cleansed from
sin," that the Apostle applies the
above verse. But being convinced
that we are sinners, both by nature
and by practice, he assures us that "If
we confess our sins, he is faithful and
just to forgive us our sins, and to
CLEANSE US FROM ALL UNRIGHTEOUSNESS."
These, we believe, are the strongest
passages ever brought forward to
prove the necessary continuance of sin.
Look at them candidly and you will
be satisfied that we have given them
their true meaning.
Let us ask you, beloved reader, are
you at the present time saved from
sin? You may have been once. That
cannot help you now. It only makes
your condition still more dep!o_rable,
if you are now under the domm10n. of
sin. Seek deliverance at once. Give
no quarters. Let every sin die. Salvation from sin can alone secure salvation in Heaven. As Toplady, a pious
Calvinist, sings" The grace that saves the soul from hell,
Will save from present sin."

One house, one day's food, and one
suit of raiment are sufficient for thee;
and if thou die before noon, thou hast
one-half too much.-ARABIC PROVERB.
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Spiritual pride takes great notice of
opposition and injuries that are received, and is apt to be often speaking
of them, and to be much in taking
notice of the aggravations of them,
either with an air of bitterness or contempt: whereas, pure unmixed Christian humility disposes a person rather
to be like his blessed Lord, when reviled, dumb, not opening his mouth,
but committing himself in silence to
Him that judgeth righteously. The
eminently humble Christian, the more
clamorous and furious the world is
against him, the more silent and still
will he be; unless it be in his closet,
and there he will not be still. Our
blessed Lord Jesus seems never to have
been so silent as when the world compassed him round, reproaching, buffeting, and spitting on him, with loud and
virulent outcries, and horrid cruelties.-EnwARDS.
A graceless heart is not quickly and
easily brought to see the hand of Gon
in those troubles that befall it, and to
be duly affected with it. " Lord, when
thy hand is lifted up, they will not
see." When it has smitten, or is lifted
up to smite, they shut their eyes. It
is the malice of this man, or the negligence of that, or the unfaithfulness of
another, that has brought all this
trouble upon me. Thus, the creature
is the horizon that terminates their
Sight, and beyond that they usually
see nothing. Sometimes, indeed, the
hand of God is so convincingly manifested in affliction, that they cannot
avoid the sight of it; and then they
may, in their way, P?ur ?ut a pra;yer
before him; but ordmarily they nnpute all to second causes, and overlook the first cause of their troubles.FLAVEL.
I am persuaded much of the credit
and comfort of Christianity is lost, in
consequence of its professors
their aims too low, and not conce1vmg
of their hirrh and holy calling in so elevated and
a view as the nature
of relirrion would require .and the Word
of God would direct.-DonnRIDGE.
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and you will find no provision for the
exercise and encouragement of the talents, gifts and graces of the. fem.ale disThe following extract from a letter ciple of Jesus. No provis10n is there
found authorizing a " Mary " to " go to
written in July last, by a lawyer in my brethren and say unto them, I asMichigan, of devoted piety, to a broth- cend unto my Father, and to your
er in Syracuse, though not intended for Father, and to my God and your God."
publication, is so pertinent to the pres- No authority to the female soul that is
ent state of affairs that we have con- in labor for the salvation of sinners to
say, "Behold the Lamb of God, who
cluded to give it to our readers :
taketh away the sins of the world."
No man authority in the churches.
Mrs. H. and myself are lovers of
the truth, and greatly rejoice in its to a Christian female to say any of the
progressive development in the human words of Jesus-however amply qualified she may be by nature and Divine
mind.
We entertain no hopes, however, of Grace. Look 'at this appalling
a Christian reform of the denomina- my brother, for the heavens behold!
tions now in operation. A radical, How must the churches on earth apmoral reform of an ecclesiastical or- pear in the eye of the Lord, as their
ganism is unknown in history. There- ''chief men and captains" are engaged
fore we regard the exodus of the Chris- in forging the chains of ecclesiastical
tian Pilgrims from the ecclesiastical despotism, and coiling those chains
Egypt, as a necessity, and of conse- around the more delicate members of
quence irresistible. The army of the Christ's body? How must it sound in
Lord is on its homeward march, and the ears of the Lord, as He hears the
woe betide all its opposing forces. The dark, puny, ignorant spirit in man, dicpowers of evil, both in the body, and tating the Holy Ghost in His mighty
out of the body, must give way for its workings in the human soul ! ! What
upward advance. This army is return- awful presumption! What Satanic aring to God, with shouts of" Liberty !" rogance ! Yet this is daily done by
and "songs" of deliverance, and ever- men denominating themselves Chrislasting joy upon their heads.
tians.
The free and full development of the
The Lord says, "Your sons and your
Divine life, in the female heart, presents daughters shall prophecy."
to our mind scenes of the brightest
But Satan says Your sons may prophmoral grandeur. It is the key-note of ecy, but your daughters shall not
that universal anthem which will be prophecy ; and to this prohibition all
sung by all the inhabitants of the " new the rulers in the churches say Amen!
heavens and the new earth," saying, All are, or appear to be, in league with
" Glory to God in the highest, on earth Satan to suppress the Holy Spirit in
peace and good will towards men." women. All the church creeds and forLook at it, my brother, look at this ap- mulas seal the lips of Jesus in the
palling scene, and estimate, if you can, heart of His female disciple-in the
its awful, soul-destroying effect. For soul of His little ones. A majority of
more than eighteen hundred years past, the members of Christ's body on earth,
woman, Christian woman ! has been are paralyzed by Satanic prejudice-beand is the innocent victim of Satanic cause Satan entertains and manifests a
prejudice. Look into all the churches, more deadly hatred of woman than he
or into any of them. Look, for ex- does of man, for the reason that woman
ample, into the " Discipline " of that gave birth to Satan's destroyer. Into
church organization of which we are the masculine element of human namembers (one of the most liberal in its ture Satan infuses his own vile spirit,
polity of all the churches.) Look there, thus causing depraved man to bind and
SPIRITUAL FREEDOM.

WATCHING FOR MORNING.

lacerate the members of Christ's body,
knowing that truth (or Jesus) cannot
triumph, while his disciples are at war
with each other. At this day, "the
Bride, the Lamb's wife," is agonizing
and weeping tears of blood, to be released of this inferno-ecclesiastical
oppression and suppression. Her cries
have gone up, her tears are numbered,
and I hear a voice sounding down from
the heavens, saying, " Liberty to the
captives ! " 0 Power Divine! dissolve
every chain and bond, that holds to
evil.
Yours, in Christian freedom,
M.A.H.
Do not expect to be made happy by
religion, unless you become eminent
Christians. A half-way Christian can
neither enjoy the pleasures of the world
nor the pleasures of religion ; for his
conscience will not let him seek the
one, and he is too indolent to obtain
the other. The Christian may be the
happiest man on earth, but he must be
a faithful, active and devoted Ohristian.-BAXTER.
Reader, be on thy guard: thou
mayest fall by comparatively small
matters, while resolutely and successfully resisting those which require a
giant's strength to counteract them. In
every concern God is necessary : Seek
him for the body and for the soul : and
do not think that anything that concerns thy present or eternal peace is
too small or insignificant to interest
Him.-AnAM CLARKE.
The godly have found by experience, that prayer, with quiet waiting
in the use of means, getteth comfortably through, where overcaring and
carnal policy, in the use of all other
shifts, hath been forced to stick.-FuLFILLING OF THE SCRIPTURE.
It is the true character of a self-deceiver to make a religion to himself of
the cheapest part of God's service,
which he endeavors to reconcile with
his selfish ends, and to reject the
rest.-BAXTER.
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I am watching for the morning:
The night is long and dreary ;
I have waited for the dawning
Till I am sad and weary i
I am watching for the morning,
When the sons of God shall show
All their beauteous adorning
So dimly Reen below.
I'm a stranger and sojourner,
A pilgrim on the earth;
A sick and lonely mourner,
Few own my noble birth:
But I am watching for the morningOh when will morning come.And I change the world's rude scorning
For the fellowship of home.
They call me strange and gloomy,
But ob ! they litLle dream,
Of the hopes that fill my bosom,
For I am not what I seemI am watching for the morning
When he who for me died,
In triumphant state returning,
Shall claim the church his bride.
They often find me weeping
When I cannot tell them why,
For they know not the deep meaning
Of my spirit's sympathy;
I am watching for the morning
Of a bright and glorious day,
That shall bush creation's groaning
And wipe her tears away.
The earnest expectation
Of all nature is abroad ;
Waiting the manifestation
Of the true sons of God;
And I'm watching for the morning
That shall set the captive free,
And shall change the chains of bondage
Into glorious liberty.
I will get me to the mountain
Till the shadows flee away i

I will ask of all the wa:tchmen
For the tokens of the day.
I am watching for the morning,
The night is almost gone i
I hear their note of warning,
I will hie me to my home.
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WILLIAM CLOWES.
BY

THE EDITOR.

THE human body . possesses no inherent power of self-preservation. No
matter how massive in its proportions,
how symmetrical in its form, or how
fair its aspects, no qualities can save it
from corruption when vitality is fled.
So it is with Christians. He is a living Christian in whom the Holy Ghost
dwells. Let the Spirit be grieved by
disobedience or neglect, until He takes
his departure as a controlling power,
and no correctness of creed, nor outward propriety of conduct can prevent
the loss of spiritual life.
No quality or process has ever yet
been discovered, by which churches
may be preserved in purity and simplicity. As with individuals, so with
associations, the natural tendency is to
depart from God. Neither doctrines,
nor government, nor ritual, can destroy
this tendency. The church at .Ephesus
was planted under the most favorable
auspices. The apostle Paul, traveling
through Asia Minor, found at Ephesus
a few disciples. He instructed them,
and labored with them in the gospel,
until they were fully saved, and were
endowed with the Holy Ghost. With
the church thus started he spared no
pains, "to present them perfect in
Christ Jesus," laboring with them night
and day for the space of three years.
He kept back "nothing that was profitable to them," but declared unto them
"all the counsel of God." Of the piety
of the church thus planted and established, he speaks in the highest terms.
Yet in a few years Jesus pronounces
this very church fallen! Though they
still kept up the form, the profession,
and the morals of Christianity, and
were an orthodox working church, they
had lost their first love, and had become objects of loathing to Christ!
This great change took place in the
life-time of the apostles.
There probably never was a church
that had its foundation in greater irregularities than did the Methodist societies. John Wesley, a presbyter of the

Church of England, openly and system-·
atically violated the plainest of her
canons. He utterly disregarded parochial limits, going from place to place
proclaiming the Gospel, and when, as
was often the case, the churches were
closed against him, he went into the
highways and places of public resort,
with the messages of mercy. He organized societies and licensed ministers.
Whenever his fellow clergymen endeavored to impair his usefulness, by
exciting a prejudice against him, he
meted out to them the severest reproof.
To the archbishop of York, who, in a
pastoral address, had warned his clergy
against the Methodists, Wesley
"0, my lord, what manner of words
are these! Supposing candour and
love out of the question, are they the
words of truth 1 I dare stake my life
upon it there is not one true clause in.
all this paragraph." The clergy he
charged with "setting themselves with.
all their might against a glorious work
of God," and said there were among
them." ungodly and unholy men, openly, undeniably such-drunkards, gluttons, returners of evil for evil,
swearers, profaners of the day of the
Lord." Notwithstanding all this, John
Wesley was
to live and die,
a member of the church whose rnles
he thus violated, and whose clergy he
thus exposed to contempt !
Yet strange to say, the church he
thus founded, expelled from her communion, within twenty years after the
death of Wesley, a pious and useful
preacher, for the crime of attending·
camp or field meetings, "contrary to
the Methodist discipline ! "
William Clowes, the preacher referred to, one of the founders, under·
God, of the " Primitive Methodist
Connexion," was born in Staffordshire,.
England, on the 12th of March, 1780.
His father, pious in early youth, lost
his religion in consequence of reading
a pernicious book and remained "wild
and dissipated" till near the close of
life. At the age of ten years, William
was apprenticed .to learn the potter's
trade, the business which his father followed. His literary advantages were
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poor, and poorly improved. He
plunged into vice, he became an expert
at dancing, with which was associated
banqueting, gambling, drinking, swearing and fighting. "In the exercise of
the last," he says, "my body has often
been so beaten, that I have been nearly
covered with bruises. Indeed, on one
occasion, I was carried out of the room
where I had been fighting, apparently
dead, and a medical man was sent for
to ascertain whether any symptoms of
life remained." A strange training
this for the founder of a new religious
denomination, which was to number its
converts by thousands, and among
them the celebrated Spurgeon! But
God can send by whom he will.
The Spirit of God, a "manifestation"
of which "is given to every man to
profit withal," arrested him from time
to time in his wild career. Once when
assembled with a party to dance, God
so impressed him with a consciousness
that his life had been spent in flagrant
sin, that " great distress of mind followed." He was so ashamed that he
left the place at once without speaking
a word to any person, fearing that unless he did so, the Lord would take
away his life and send him to hell.
Running home he aroused his parents,
who, supposing his distress to arise
from some sudden attack of disease,
administered to him tobacco smoke and
gin ! This, as is generally the case
with all such prescriptions for sin-sick
souls, only increased the anguish it was
intended to remove. He besought his
mother to pray for him, prayed himself, and promised the Lord that if he
would spare his life he would give body
and soul to his service. But he soon
forgot his vows and again plunged
headlong into sin.
With the hope of aiding him in his
reformation he married ; but he found
his disposition remained unchanged.
Becoming offended with his wife and
her mother, he left them to go into
another part of the country. Taking
his mother's prayer book without her
knowledge, he read in it and wept over
it, as he sat down to rest by the way.
He took an oath to abstain from drink-
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ing, but yielded to almost the first
temptation with which he was assailed.
Again " the Spirit of God," he says,
"wrought upon me in such a manner,
that I expected every moment for the
space of two hours my soul would have
been hurled into hell." Again he promised God that if He would spare him
he would love and obey Him, but in a
few days was "the same reckless, violent and miserable creature" as before.
At length these terrible conflicts between the Spirit of God and strong
passions confirmed by indulgence, were
to have a glorious termination. In a
love-feast, to which he gained admission
by artifice, he saw the folly of trying
to serve God in his own strength, and
clinging to the society of dissipated and
ungodly associates." He resolved to
give up with his besetting sins, his
wicked companions, and to attend religious meetings. The next morning
at seven o:clock he went to a prayermeeting. " The meeting," he says,
"was what some would term a noisy
one, but I was not affected on that account; I felt I had enough to do for
myself. The power of heaven came
clown upon me, and I cried for help to
Him who is mighty to save. It was
towards the close of the meeting when
I felt my bonds breaking; and when
this change was taking place, I thought
within myself, what is this? This I
said is what the Methodists mean by
conversion ; yes, this is it-God is converting my soul. In an agony of
prayer, I believed God would save me
-then I believed he was saving methen I believed he had saved me, and it
was so. I said God has pardoned all
my sins."
The grace thus received was severely
tested. But it was from God, and so
it nobly stood the trial. His evil habits were at once broken up, his passions, which had exercised such tyrannical sway over him, were subdued by
a power far superior to human resolution, and from that period till the close
of life, though " narrowly watched by
the world's malignant eye," he lived
without a stain upon his character.
Soon after he received the pardon of
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his sins he was assailed by the temptation that he had deceived himselfthat he had "mistaken the drawings of
the Father for conversion." Satan
now whispered in his ear, "It is all
over with thee. Thou hast sinned
against the Holy Ghost in telling the
people thou art pardoned, whereas thou
art not." Under these powerful temptations his heart almost died within him.
He acquainted his class leader with his
distress. While following his advice,
and going to the Lord in fervent prayer, he says, "the glorious power came
down upon my soul, and such was the
manifestation, that I instantly sprang
to my feet and shouted " Glory !
Glory!" with all my strength. My
wife tried to stop me in vain, by telling me that the neighbors would hear
me, and conclude that I had gone beside
myself."
From this period on, though strongly assailed at times by the adversary
of souls, he was borne upon the wings
of love and praise, " in the world but
not of the world." He took his leave
of all his wicked associates, joined the
Methodists, and commenced at once reproving sin, and persuading all he could
to seek that salvation which he had
found to be
A sovereign balm for every wound,
A cordial for our fears.

The conversion of his wife followed
soon after his own.
While pursuing his wicked career,
he had contracted debts in different
places, and then left without ever intending to pay them. These he set
himself to work to cancel. As many
of them were of long standing, his
creditors had given up all hope of ever
receiving any thing from him. But he
0.id not leave them in doubt as to the
motives that influenced him to make
restitution. In the letters containing his
remittances, he told his creditors that
" God had converted his soul," a fact
they were not disposed to question after the tangible evidence with which
they were furnished.
His house was opened for prayer-

meetings, which were attended by all
that the room could hold. "They
were," he says, "mighty meetings,
times of refreshing from the presence
of the Lord. God saved souls in every
room of the house, and in the pantry
also."
He toiled all day at his trade, and
every evening attended meetings, in
which he usually labored till his
strength failed. His Sabbath labors
were excessive, commencing with a
prayer meeting at six o'clock, and continuing almost unceasingly till late at
night. Yet in the midst of all this
labor, he says, "I felt strong, active,
and unspeakably happy in God. My
peace flowed like a river. My soul enjoyed such ecstacy, both night and day,
that the time I spent in sleep was comparatively trifling."
Appointed a class-leader at Kidsgrove, the class-meetings greatly increased in usefulness, and many of the
roughest colliers were brought to God.
At one of these meetings many of the
wicked came in, some of whom were
half drunk. In doubt at first as to what
course to pursue, he began personally to
address the ungodly, and, he says, "As I
proceeded, some of them were struck
with such terror and alarm that they
jumped up and rushed out of the house."
They confessed afterwards that they
"thought they should have fallen into
hell if they had remained any longer,
and they should take care not to go to
William Clowes' class again." "The
meeting being thus tolerably cleared, a
mighty shout of glory went through
the house, and many were saved of the
Lord."
Thus far everything had gone on
smoothly. Happy in his soul, and encouraged by his brethren, he labored
in harmony with the preachers, and
was often sent out to fill the appointments of the local ministers. But now
new trials awaited him. He came in
conflict with church authority. The
occasion was this. An association, of
which he was a member, was formed
for the suppression of Sabbath breaking. In carrying out their object, they
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complained of several inn-keepers who
allowed tippling in their houses on the
Sabbath, contrary to law, and had them
fined. The anger of the publicans was
aroused. They went to the circuit
steward, a wine and spirit merchant, of
whom they bought their liquors, and
told him that unless he endeavored in
future to prevent the operations of
tMs association, they should withdraw
their patronage. The steward, whose
craft was in danger, conferred with the
preacher in charge of the circuit, and a
meeting was called to put a stop to the
obnoxious proceedings. The members
of the association were told that "their
conduct gave general dissatisfaction,"
and that if they "went on any longer
they should be considered forthwith as
expelled from the Methodist Society."
The wicked, encouraged by the rulers
of the church, came upon the association with redoubled fury, and seeing
that it was hopeless to attempt to stem
so high a tide of opposition, it was
abandoned.
The steward and preacher then went
to a Mr. Smith, in whose house William Clowes, with others, held a prayer meeting, and persuaded him that it
was very wrong to have such " noises
made" in the prayer meeting; that
" such loud praying should be put an
end to," as it was " very inconsistent."
Mr. Smith made a vigorous effort to
obey the directions of his spiritual
rulers, but the faith of the praying
band was too mighty for him, and he
gave up vanquished.
Assisted from above, Mr. Clowes
labored with increasing power to promote the work of the Lord in the class,
and prayer meetings. "Many a time,"
he says, "I felt humbled in the dust
before God to hear the people in speaking their experience, attribute their
conversion and getting good, under
God, to my instrumentality. The feelings of gratitude, joy, and astonishment, filled my soul in such a manner,
whilst I listened to the recital of these
things, that I often gave vent to my
intense feelings, and shouts of praise
and glory my lips did utter. But there
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were several persons who did not relish
these demonstrations, and I was occasionally told to cease my noise in the
love-feasts, as by my shouts of glory I
made the chapel like a cock-pit. But
the more this sort of disapprobation
was expressed towards me, the more
the people who had been blessed
through my labors rejoiced aloud, and
the more I was also constrained to give
glory to God."
In 1807, about two years after his
conversion, Mr. Clowes was regularly
licensed to preach. His name appeared
on the preachers' plan with appointments. These appointments he punctually supplied, and in connection with
Hugh and James Bourne, James Nixon
and others, assisted at camp meetings,
so called, held in different parts of the
country.
These meetings generally lasted but
one day-usually Sunday-commencing at six o'clock in the morning, and
continuing till dark. No particular
order appears to have been observed.
They were held by men of strong
faith, who believed in the Holy Ghost,
and they preached, exhorted, prayed
and sung as the "Spirit gave them utterance." Sometimes four or more
would be preaching at once. Praying
services were held in different parts of
the ground, and direct efforts were put
forth for the salvation of souls. Multitudes were attracted to these meetings, and many were saved.
But they were not popular with the
formal professors. "Much uneasiness,"
he says, was manifested by certain parties in the Burslem circuit on account
of the camp meetings, and my attending them. Accordingly in the June
quarter of 1810, my name was omitted on the preachers' plan." This, according to the usages of the church,
was a deposition from the ministry.
This intolerant measure created quite
an excitement, and invitations to preach
were sent to him from all parts of the
country.
In September following, without the
useless formality of a trial, he was excluded from the society. When he in-
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quired at the leader's meeting the cause his residence, he found the work still
of his expulsion, he was told that it progressing. Their first love feast was
was" because he attended camp meet- held in Mr. Smith's kitchen. Such was
ings contrary to the Methodist disci- the feeling against them· among their
pline," and that he " could not be a old friends, the Methodists, that they
preacher or leader amongst them un- actually turned out one of their most
less he promised not to attend them influential members, a Mr. James
any more." He assured them that he Steele, the " leader of two classes, a
would " attend to all the appointments chapel steward, and superintendent of
that might be given him, and to all the a large Sunday school," upon the false
means of grace and ordinances of the supposition that he had attended this
church ; but he could not promise not love feast ! The Sunday after, Mr.
to attend any more camp meetings, as Steele went to open the Sunday school
God had greatly blessed him in these as usual, when one of the officials ormeetings which he believed were calcu- dered him out of the pulpit. He sublated for great usefulness." He was mitted, and withdrew from the house,
then told that he was no longer with when nearly all the teachers and scholthem-that the matter was settled. "I ars followed. He exhorted them to
therefore," he adds, "immediately de- return, stating that perhaps something
livered up my class papers and became would be done in the course of the
week. During the week, Mr. Boden, a
unchurched."
A few days after, some of the mem- master potter, offered a large unoccubers of his late classes came to him, pied room to teach the school in, and
and desired him to continue to lead his offer was accepted. He also gave
them in the way to Heaven. He told them permission to have Sunday
them that if they thought it was the preaching in it, and regular services
will of the Lord, they might come to were established in Tunstall," a place
his house and he would give them such famous in the annals of the primitive
advice and instruction as he was able. Methodists, and which place became
They went accordingly, and .James the head of the first circuit in the ConNixon, Thomas W oodnorth, and two nexion."
others, left the Methodist society and
Mr. Steele's two classes continued
went with them. The num her of mem- to go to him for spiritual instruction.
bers was between thirty and forty. Hugh and James Bourne had taken the
The Mr. Smith referred to above, charge of a class at Stanley, in March,
opened his kitchen for a preaching place. 1810. These two brothers also supSuch was the position of affairs that ported a. home missionary,James CrawJames Nixon and Thomas W oodnorth foot. These all labored together in harproposed to William Clowes, that if mony.
he would devote his whole time to the
In July, 1811, a partial organization
work of saving souls, they would each was effected, Mr. Steele was chosen
give him for the support of his fam- circuit steward-the salaries of the travily, five shillings a week out of their eling preachers or " missionaries" was
wages. To this he and his wife readily fixed, contributions were raised for
consented, although he could make their support, preaching appointments
four or five times that amount at his were made and regularly filled, and
trade. He then went out upon preach- quarterly tickets were given to all the
ing excursions in different portions of members of their classes. Thev now
the country, and was encouraged by had two traveling preachers, fifteen loseeing souls converted to God. The cal preachers, two hundred members
persecutbns and hardships which he and seventeen preaching places.
endured were cheerfully borne, for his
When societies were formed and eswas a joyous and triumphant faith.
tablished, they were left in the care of
Returning to Tunstall, the place of , the local preachers and class-lead-
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ers, and the " missionaries" sought new
openings for preaching the Gospel. No
special effort seems to have been put
forth to form new societies, but a large
share of the fruits of the labors of these
men of God, was reaped by the Church
that had so unkindly thrust them from
her bosom.
These desultory labors were continued till the 2nd of May, 1820, when the
first conference of the primitive Methodists was held. This was composed
of six traveling preachers, and twelve
laymen. The state and prospects of
the body were considered very encouraging; the number in society being
7,842. They had, during the session of
the conference, preaching morning and
evening, and three "camp meetings" on
the Sabbath.
From this period the work assumed
a regular aspect, and spread with much
greater rapidity. The opposition to
them from their old friends remained
unabated. Thus at Marton, says Mr.
Clowes, " Mark Noble, a Wesleyan
class-leader wished to help us in our
work, and to lead one of our classes ;
but this course met with censure from
head quarters. He was ordered to desist leading our class, or give up his
own. He was unwilling to do either,
and suffered judgment to be passed upon him, which was, his expuh;;ion from
the W eslevan society. He then became one
us. We employed him
in the office of a local preacher, and he
went on his way rejoicing. His house,
which had been a comfortable home for
the Wesleyan preachers, was abandoned by them because we were admitted
to share the hospitalities of the family.
The result was, we then became the only
g uests and two of the daughters joined
us and' became usefil'
u m t he cause. "
'The preachers of this new sect were
opposed and ridiculed everywhere they
went. Even the once despised name
of " Methodist" was refused them, and
the appellation of "ranters" was commonly applied to them to bring into
reproach the earnestness with which
their religious exercises were conduct-
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They had no men of commanding
talents or influence, but the Lord was.
with them, and gave them unparalleled
prosperity in their humble earnest efforts to do good. At their third conference held in May, 1822, the
of members was found to be 25,218an increase of 17,376, or over 300 per
cent. in two years.
At the present time they number,
according to an article carefully prepared by Rev. C. Prindle, editor of the
Wesleyan, 116,216 members, 609 circuit preachers, and 10,533 local preachers. "They have been" says Mr. P.,
in formal existence for forty years, and
number 126,358-not far from three
times as many as the parent body did
in the same number of years."
Their government is liberal, their conference being composed of one-third
traveling preachers, the other twothirds being local preachers or laymen.
They hold, in practice as well as in theory, that the gift& of the Holy Ghost
constitute the main elements for success in the work of saving souls ; and
the exercise of these they encourage
wherever found, whether among men
or women. Some of their earliest and
most successful travelling preachers
were females.
Their "General Minutes" or Discipline, contains the following
"A female travelling preacher shall
receive two guineas a quarter, for the
first and second years of her travelling,
and fifty shillings a quarter during every successive year ; and for her board
and lodgings there must be allowed the
same amount as is allowed to single
male preachers according to the rule."
Every preacher is required to employ all his time in saving souls ; four
hours a day being allowed to study;·
and the balance to be devoted to family " visiting, and other active ministerial labors." He is required to make
at least thirty family visits a week,
throughout the year. "He must not
be a member of any society called' Order of Odd Fellows,' 'Secret Order'
or any other name of a similar kind."
The connexion has had, as is stated
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in the preface to the "Deed Poll, or
charter of incorporation," great trials,
with little apparent prospect of standing its ground.
"But, by the providence and grace of
God, it rose amidst its difficulties, and
many were converted to God, and other
communities gathered of the fruits of
its labors."
" It has been a means in the hand of
God, of reviving open-air worship."
" It has also been instrumental in assisting to set forth and maintain the
doctrines of a free, full and present salvation, through and by faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ."
LAURENCE SAUNDERS, THE :M:ARTYR.
-Bonner, the bishop of London, desired him to write what he believed of
transubstantiation. This Saunders did,
saying, ":M:y Lord, you seek my blood,
and you shall have it: I pray God you
may be so baptised in it, that you may
ever after loathe blood-sucking, and become a better man." When being
closely charged with contumacy, the severe replies of :M:r. Saunders to the
bishop so irritated him, that he exclaimed, "Carry away this frenzied
fool to prison ! "
On the 8th of February, 1555, he
was led to the place of execution, in the
park, without the city ; he went in an
old gown and a shirt, bare-footed; and
oftentimes fell flat on the ground, and
prayed. When he was come nigh to
the place, the officer appointed to see
the execution done, said to :M:r. Saunders, that he was one of those who
marred the Queen's realm; but if he
would recant, there was pardon for him.
"Not I," replied the holy martyr, "but
such as you, have injured the realm.
The blessed gospel of Christ is what I
hold; that do I believe, that have I
taught, and that I will never revoke l"
:M:r. Saunders then slowly moved towards the fire, sank to the earth, and
prayed; he then rose up, embraced the
stake, and frequently said, "Welcome,
thou cross of Christ ! welcome, everlasting life!" Fire was then put to the

fagots ; and he was overwhelmed in the
dreadful flames, and sweetly slept in
the Lord Jesus.
What will the reader think, when he
is told that this martyr was of a timid
disposition l and yet here we see with
what constancy he died. This is a
strong proof that there must be an almighty power working through. faith
in the hearts of those who are punished for the truth.
This is strongly verified in a conversation which took place between Dr.
Pendleton and :M:r. Saunders. The
Doctor encouraged his friend to act heroically, and die a martyr for the truth;
urging that he should himself have
much more to bear from the agonies of
burning, being a larger and lustier man;
but how are the mighty often humbled!
This proud talker turned apostate, and
the humble Saunders acted that brave
holy character the other knew only to
talk of.-Fox.
Srn.-One way of sin lived in will
wonderfully keep you down in your
spiritual prosperity, and in the growth
and strength of grace in your hearts.
It will grieve the Holy Spirit of God,
and will, in a great measure, banish
him from you; this will prevent the
good influence of the word and ordinances of God to the causing of grace
to flourish in you. It will be a great
obstacle to their good effect. It will
be like an ulcer within a man, which,
while it remains, will keep him weak
and lean, though you feed him with
ever so wholesome food, or feast him
ever so daintily.-EDWARDS.
:M:y heart is so enlarged to the poor,
especially the Lord's poor, that I am
in danger of making myself poor. I
find the more I am found in this labor
of love, the more the Lord finds out
ways and opportunities for it; and
sometimes causes others, even the most
unlikely, to assist me. 0, it is sweet
to act for my God; to give to the Lord
through the medium of his own poor
precious people.-LADY MAXWELL.

HIGH PROFESSIONS.

HIGH PROFESSIONS.
BY N. M. DOWNING.

Many professed Christians, among
whom are some ministers of the Gospel, make a great ado about high proas holiness, sanctificat10n, and perfect love. They look suspiciously at those who make them,
treat them coldly, and in some instances go so far as to impeach their
moral character, while at the same
time they profess to be Christians,
thereby professing to be the "light of
the world," and the " salt of the earth."
We have been shocked to behold the
irritation of some, while the redeemed
of the Lord have spoken in humility,
yet with holy boldness, of the triumphs
of grace ; declaring they had, through
the blood of the Lamb, achieved a victory over the world, the flesh and the
Devil, and that the Holy Ghost was
their present sanctifier. These objectors to high professions dare not profess holiness themselves, for the sufficient reason that they have it not.
As there is such an aversion to high
professions of religious attainment, we
wish to ask the question, is the profession of holiness higher, and does it impose a greater individual responsibility
to God, as far as ourselves are concerned, tha-n the profession of being a
Christian? We answer no; for every
one who professes to be a Christian
professes to live without sin ; for
Christ did no sin, neither was guile
found in His mouth ; and every one
who professes to be a Christian, professes to be like Christ, in spirit, word
and deed. This is all the professor of
holiness claims, and this is the lowest
state of saving grace. And, instead of
such a life being peculiar to the sanctified soul alone, it is the life of all who
walk in the light of justif)ring grace.
Let us substantiate this somewhat controverted point by the Word of God.
Rom. viii. 1. "There is, therefore,
now, no condemnation to them who are
in Christ Jesus, who walk not after
the flesh but after the Spirit." Now,
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they who knowingly commit sin are
condemned ; consequently they are not
in Christ Jesus. Therefore, if they
are not in Christ Jesus, they are out of
Christ Jesus, and if out of Christ Jesus,
they cannot be in the "narrow way,"
for Christ is the way. If not in the
narrow way, they must be in the broad
way that leads to death, there being no
middle path. Again, "whosoever is
born of God doth not commit sin."
1 Jno. iii. 9. Observe, "whosoever is
born of God;" not whosoever was, a
few months or years ago, but "whosoever is born of God," i. e., now "born
of God," now a Christian, now enjoying the love of God, " doth not commit
sin," " for his seed remaineth in him,
and he cannot sin, because he is born
of God." Now, this passage does not
teach the impossibility of sinning, but
that we cannot sin and enjoy the love
of God at the same time. He that
knowingly sins, realizes the immediate
result, viz: a condemned heart and a
guilty conscience. Therefore, he cannot sin, in the sense that he cannot put
his hand in a flame of fire. He knows
what the consequence will be. Neither
does the justified soul any more desire
to sin than a man desires to put his
hand in the fire; for he who really desires to sin, is condemned, for he only
needs opportunity to fulfill his desire.
We ask, again, is the profession of holiness higher than the profession of living without even a desire to sin?
Again, "He that committeth sin is
of the Devil." 1 John iii, 8. This being true, we ask where is there room
for the sinning Christian? Nay, where
is the sinning Christian to be found ?
Nowhere.
Again, "He that saith he abideth in
Him, ought himself also to walk even
as He walked." I John, ii, 6. Now,
whoever professes to be a Christian,
professes to abide in Christ. But why
ought he to walk as Christ walked ?
That he may not give a lie to his profession. If he would enjoy the approbation of God, or have men believe
what he says, he must walk as Christ
walked. But how did Christ walk?
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He certainly did not walk in sin. He
was a pattern of purity in deed, word
.and heart.
In deed Christ was pure. Purity
was stamped on all His actions. He
was not a wine-bibber, nor a gluttonous person. He walked not in the
paths of the wicked, neither did He
mingle with them in their unholy
pleasures. He did not conform to the
world in spirit and practice. Hear
Him, "My kingdom is not of this
world." He was not a member of
any secret society. Hear Him again,
"What I tell you in darkness, that
speak ye in light, and what ye hear in
the ear, that preach ye on the housetops." Neither was He pro-slavery.
Listen, " As ye would that others
should do unto you do ye even so
unto them." Is there any slavery in
that?
In word Christ was pure. He was
not deceitful. He did not say one
thing and mean another. No guile was
found in His mouth. His conversation was heavenly. When reviled He
reviled not again. He did not speak
evil of another. Though He rebuked
sin in strong terms, yet it was in the
spirit of love.
In heart Christ was pure. He indulged in no angry tempers, no impure desires, no unholy jealousies.
He harbored no hardness towards
any for abuse of any kind. He was
kind, gentle, patient, loving, full of
good works, without partiality, and
without hypocrisy. This is how Christ
walked, and he who professes to be a
Christian, professes to walk the same
way. And now, we ask, is the profession of holiness a higher profession
than the profession of abiding in Christ?
We answer, no.
Again, to profess to be a Christian,
is to profess to be holy, for Christ was
holy. We are aware' this is a nice as
well as a controverted point. We believe with all true Methodists, that at
conversion the soul is not entirely
sanctified, and yet at conversion all
the graces of the Spirit are implanted
in the soul. The power of sin is

broken, the guilt incurred by actual
transgression is wiped away, thereby
removing condemnation, and the justified soul stands as clear before God, as
far as guilt and condemnation is concerned, as though it had never sinned.
And yet, the Bible and experience declare that there remains in the justified
soul what is expressed by the use of
various phrases, such as the "remains
of the carnal mind," "inclination to sin,"
and "native depravity." These terms
are used to denote what experience says
remains in the newly born soul. This
manifests itself in the inclination to
gratify pride, to indulge in angry feelings and unholy desires. In the hour
of temptation the justified soul feels the
wrangling of these to his sorrow. But
they do not gain the ascendancy, he
does not yield to them, while he calls
on God for help. As soon as he yields
to them, he forfeits his justification.
The difference, therefore, between the
justified and the sanctified, in this respect, is this : While the former feels
these things and has to war against
them, the latter does not feel them,
Then we say the justified soul is holy
in the sense that it yields to no unholy
desires, or tempers, is all consecrated
to God, and has peace with Him.
Then what is gained by sneering at
high professions, since every one who
professes the religion of Jesus Christ,
professes to live without committing
known sin?
In conclusion, we will remark, Christ
is not faithfully confessed unless He is
confessed all He is unto us. If He is
unto us justification, He should be confessed so. If He is unto us sanctification, He should be confessed so. "He
that is ashamed of me and my words,
of him will I be ashamed before my
Father and the holy angels."
The perfection we preach is nothing
but perfect repentance, perfect faith
and perfect love, productive of the gracious temper which Saint Paul himself
describes in the 13th Chapter of First
Corinthians.-FLETCHER.

GODLY LETTER.

OF

GODLY LETTER
JOHN BRADFORD, THE HOLY MARTYR.

We have been highly entertained
and instructed with looking over the
3d volume of the first edition of Fox's
Book of Martyrs. It is a large folio
volume of over 1,000 pages, weighing
some fourteen pounds avoirdupois ! It
was printed in London in 1684, and is
now owned by Rev. R. M. EVARTS, a
worthy superannuated preacher, who
has kindly consented to loan it to us.
The following extract is taken from
it.-ED.
MY DEARLY BELOVED IN THE LORD:
As in Him I wish you well to fare, so
I pray God I and you may continue in
his true service, that perpetually we
may enjoy the same welfare, as here
in hope, so in Heaven indeed, and
eternally.
.
You know this world is not your
Home, but a Pilgrimage and place
wherein God trieth his Children; and
therefore as it knoweth you not, nor
can know you, so I trust you know not
it; that is, you allow it not, nor in
any point will seem so to do, although
by many you be occasioned thereto.
For this hot sun, which now shineth,
burneth so sore, that the corn which is
sown upon sand and stony ground, beginneth to wither; that is, many which
before times were taken for hearty
Gospellers, begin now, for the fear of
afflictions, to relent, yea to turn to their
vomit again, thereby declaring that
though they go from among us, yet
they were never of us ! or else they
would have still tarried with us, and
neither for sin nor loss have left us,
either in word or in deed. As for
their heart, (which undoubtedly is
double, and therefore in danger of
God's curse,) we have as much with
us, as the Papist have with them, and
more too by their own judgement.
For they playing wily beguiling themselves, think it enough inwardly to
favour the truth, though outwardly
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they curry favour. What though with
my body, say they, I do this or that?
God knoweth my heart is whole with
him.
Ah, Brother, if thy heart be whole
with God, why doest not thou confess
and declare thyself accordingly by word
and fact? Either that, which thou
sayest thou believest in thy heart, is
good or no. If it be good, why art
thou ashamed of it? If it be evil, why
dost thou keep it in thy heart? Is
not God able to defend thee, adventuring thyself for his cause? Or will
he not defend his worshipers? Doth
not the Scripture say, that the eyes of
the Lord are on them that fear him,
and trust in his Ip.ercy? And whereto?
Forsooth, to deliver their souls from
death, and feed them in the time of
hunger.
If this be true, as it is most true,
why are we afraid of death, as though
God could not comfort or deliver us,
or would not, contrary to his promise?
Why are we afraid of the loss of our
goods, as though God leave them that
fear him destitute of all things, and so
do against his most ample promises?
Ah, Faith ! Faith ! how few feel thee
now-a-days ! Full truely said Christ,
that we should scarcely find Faith
when he cometh on earth. For if
men believed these promises, they
would never do anything outwardly,
which inwardly they disallow. No
example of men, how many soever
they be, or how learned soever they
be, can prevail in this behalf; for the
pattern which we must follow is Christ
himself, and not the mere company or
custom. His Word is the lantern to
lighten our steps, and not learned men.
Company and custom are to be conconsidered according to the thing they
allow.
Learned men are to be listened to
and followed according to God's love
and law; for else the more part goeth
to the Devil. As custom causeth errour and blindness, so learning, if it be
not according to the light of God's
Word, is poison, and learned men
most pernicious.
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SELF-EXAMINATION.-ln judging ourselves, the leaning should be to the
side of severity. Let us be satisfied
with nothing short of the real power of
religion. Whatever we depend upon,
while we are strangers to this, will be
more than useless-it will issue in the
most dreadful disappointment. It is
better to err on the side of caution
than of self-security. According to our
Saviour, the delusion accompanies some
to the very door of Heaven; they
knock with confidence that they shall
be admitted, and are surprised and
confounded when they hear from
within, I know you not, whence ye are.
Do not place your religion in attending on divine ordinances; or in a mere
belief of the truth ; or in some outward
reformation; or in some particular
course of duty, to which you may have
inducements that render it easy. Search
and try your ways. See whether you
have given God your whole heart, and
can sacrifice every bosom lust. See
whether your religion has anything in
it above the efficiency of natural principles-whether it is flesh or spiritwhether you are under the law or
under grace. Examine yourselves. If
believers, does your faith work by
love ? And do you love in word and
in tongue, or in deed and in truth? If
penitents, have you said with Ephraim,
what have I any more to do with idols?
If worshippers, do you only draw nigh
to Him with the mouth, and honor
Him with your lips, while your heart is
far from Him? If hearers, has the Gospel come to you, not in word only,
but in power, and in the Holy Ghost,
JAY.
and in much
FREE CHURCHES. - Let all our
churches be built plain and decent, and
with free seats ; but not more expensive than is absolutely unavoidable;
otherwise the necessity of raising
money will make rich men necessary
to us. But if so, we must be dependent on them; yea, and governed by
them. And then farewell to Methodist discipline, if not doctrine too.0IrD METHODIST D1sc1PLINE.

F AITH.-God has marked implicitness and simplicity of faith with peculiar approbation. He has done this
through the Scriptures, and he is doing
it daily in the Christian life. An unsuspecting, unquestioning, unhesitating
spirit, he delights to honor. He does
not delight in a credulous, weak, and
unstable mind. He gives us full evidence, when he calls and leads; but
he expects to find in us a disposed
heart. Though he gives us not the
evidence of sense, yet he gives us such
evidences as will be heard by an open
ear, and followed by a disposed heart.
" Thomas, because thou hast seen me,
thou hast believed ; blessed are they
that have not seen, and yet believe!"
We are witnesses what an open ear
and a disposed heart will do in men of
the world. If wealth is their pursuit;
if a place presents itself before them;
if their persons and families and affairs
are the object; a whisper, a hint, a
probability, a mere chance, is a sufficient ground of action. It is this very
state of mind with regard to religion,
which God delights in and honors. He
seems to put forth hands, and to say,
"Put thy hand into mine; follow all
my leading; keep thyself attentively
to every turn."-CEcIL.
Whoever stops to inquire whether
it may cost him sacrifices to be a Christian, with any intention to hesitate if
it does, has admitted a consideration
utterly incompatible with his becoming
a Christian at all. Whoever chooses
his creed or his church with any, the
slightest, reference to the honor, or the
ease, or the emolument it may give or
withhold, does, by such an admission,
utterly vitiate all his claim to have
any part or lot in the matter of saving
piety. I do not speak of those who
knowingly and deliberately make these
their chief grounds of preference ; but·
1 affirm that it is wholly anti-Christian,
and an insult to the crucified Saviour,
to yield any, the smallest, place to
worldly motives in choosing the Christian position which we will occupy.OLIN.

MORAL :MIRA.OLES.

MORAL MIRACLES.
THE following extract from " The
Gift of Power''-a work which we
cannot commend too strongly to our
readers, written by Rev. S. H. Platt,
of the New York Conference, and printed at the Methodist Book Concern,sets forth the privileges of believers in
a stronger light than we have been accustomed to hear them advocated.
Yet who can say that the view here
presented is not fully warranted by the
Scriptures ? Let us claim by importunate prayer all that God has for
us.-En.
There can be no question that faith
in prayer secures all blessings of the
Spirit, whether miraculous or otherwise. I grant, indeed, that the prayer
must be the inspiration of the Spiritas are all pious desires-and that, consequently, if the Spirit never impels to
prayers for miraculous works, they cannot be wrought. But some promises of
the Bible are utte1·ly meaningless, or the
Spirit does incite to such prayers, and
such results may be realized! To the
denial of this proposition, I oppose simple facts.
I do not advocate this truth to encourage fanaticism, but to show the
Church that she possesses a magazine
of convicting energy, which, if brought
forth and displayed, would astonish the
·world.
Upon the hypothesis of those who
contend that this power was voluntarily withdrawn from the Church by her
Lord-I ask when was it withdrawn?
and when that is answered, why was it
recalled? But the answer is at hand" Because it was no longer necessary."
But why was it no longer necessary?
" Because Christianity was established,
and the purpose for which it was given
was accomplished!" Then I answer,
it existed for three hundred years after
the necessity for it had ceased ;* for

* According to Mosheim, miracles had not entirely
ceased in the fourth century.
10
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Christianity was established firmly as
the pillars of Heaven, before the last
Apostle went to his reward. And if
it existed three hundred years, then why
not eighteen hundred ?
I contend that all the historical authorization that Christianity neededall that could add one particle to its
weight of evidence-was experienced
in the days of the Apostles. Why,
then, was it continued? Was it for
the sake of impression? The world
never needed impression as it does today!
Where, then, is the unreasonableness;
of the view which is here presented..
But let us guard it from misapprehension. The Church may possess a miracle working power, so far as is n.ecessary to produce the impression of its
divinity; but it is held strictly trpon
the conditions of a holy life, and faith
in prayer! This seems to be the doctrine of the Bible, and I have sought
in vain for a well-grounded objection to
it. There can be no danger in this view,
so long as the qualifying clause is kept
before the mind, viz.: That the incitements of the Spirit are necessary te>
such prayer and faith. I do not believe
that a state of " ordinary piety'' ca.111
claim it, for this is a most palpable
misnomer. "Ordinary piety" is, in
fact, gross impiety! and to such God
will never vouchsafe· the higher blessings with which he "honors those who
honor him," by deep communings and
unfaltering trust.
CHRIST saves those only who submit
to his authority, and take His Spirit
for the regulator of their heart, and
His Word for the director of their
conduct. How many do we find among
those who would be sorry to be rated
so low as to rank only with nominal
Christians, talking of Christ as their
prophet, priest and king ; who are not
taught by His word and Spirit; who
apply not for redemption in His blooa,
and who submit not to His authority.
-ADAM CLARKE.
TELL the truth, and shame the devil !
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THE record of the faith of Christ's
people in Madagascar deserves to stand
side by side with the highest triumphs
of ancient martyrdom. For seventeen
years the English missionaries were
allowed to labor on that island, during
that time completing and publishing a
translation of the Scriptures. At the
end of that time they were banished,
and the profession of religion forbidden
under the heaviest penalties. But there
were fifty Christians on the island, and
the translated Scriptures not easily to
be blotted out. Among those Christians was a wealthy woman, privileged
to become the first martyr for Christ.
She was imprisoned, and her house
given to plunder; it did not move her.
She was renounced by her family; it
did not move her. She was loaded
with irons, and beaten ; she continued
to sing her hymns to Christ. She was
led to execution ; she said, " I care not
if my blood be shed, so that the Word
of God shall thereby prosper in this
country." At the place of execution,
she knelt calmly down and prayed.
The queen forbid her to pray: but she
cemtinued to pray, and preached Christ
to the crowds that surrounded her, until her constant soul was dismissed to
heaven by a soldier's spear. Many
were compelled to drink poisoned
water. Some hid themselves in caves
and forests. Some escaped to other
lands. In 1840, sixteen who had been
concealed were discovered. On being
questioned, they replied, "We are not
or murderers ; we are the
praying people. This is our answer
for lite or death." Nine of them were
slain. But Christianity was not destroyed. Let any one who is doubtful
of the result of preaching a pure gospel
among the heathen, look at the history
of the Church in Madagascar. After
only thirteen years' instruction, left
absolutely without a school, a teacher,
a minister, or a sacrament, with nothing but the Bible and a living faith,·
persecuted, cast out, reviled, more than
half of them slain, yet through sixteen
years that diminished band retained
their lo:ve for Christ, and their devotion

to him. At last the son of the queen
herself, the heir to the throne, was converted under the powerful preaching
of these martyrdoms ; and happier
days have begun to reward their constancy.-BP. BEARD.
ABOVE all, we need an inspiration,
an indwelling spirit, that shall control,
by a power outside of ourselves, the
mind. This is the theme that I most
love to dwell upon ; my own faith that
God's mind does not act upon ours
through nature-though that is true;
nor through the truth-though that is
true; but by absolute contact, mind
with mind - by inspiration coming
from, springing from the very soul of
God, being infused into our nature,
resting in us, and acting upon us.
When the power of God restrains our
thoughts, guides our impulses, and inspires our affections, when God dwells
in us, workin:g in us to will and to do
of his good pleasure-I need not say
how secure we then are. God becomes
the great author, as he will be the great
finisher of our faith.-HRNRY WARD
BEECHER.
PRAYER. - When a pump is frequently used, but little pains are necessary to have water; the water pours
out at the first stroke, because it is
high. But if the pump has not been
used for a long while, the water gets
low, and when you want it you must
pump a long while, and the water
comes only after great efforts. It is
so with prayer ; if we are instant in
prayer, every little circumstance awakens the disposition to pray, and desires
and words are always ready. But if
we neglect prayer, it is difficult for us
to pray; for the water in the well gets
low.-FELIX NEFF.

IT is easier to be wise for others than
for ourselves. We have all sufficient
strength to bear the evils which befall
others.-TuRKISH PROVERB.
A DIAMOND with some flaws is still
more precious than a pe.bble that has
none.-INDIAN PaovERB.

COMPROMISING.

COMPROMISING.
BY THE EDITOR.

WE often find 011rselves in circumstances in which concession becomes a
duty. In this world of conflicting interests, he who would obstinately stand
upon his own rights, and never yield,
will involve himself in serious and endless difficulties. To waive our own
rights, in whole or in part, may be commendable ; but to assume and exercise
the authority of surrendering the rights
of another, is an usurpation which admits of no apology or defence. We
may give to the robber who demands
it at the peril of our lives, all our money
and be blameless, but when we authorize him to take a moiety of our neighbor's, without his consent, we become
a participant in the crime.
With so:r:qe show of propriety, we
might commission the Southern master
to drag us from our families, and condemn us to a life of unrequited toil, under the burning sun, and the stinging
lash ; but when we consent that he
should take our helpless neighbor,
whose only crime is being
"Guilty of a skin
Not colored like our own,"

and reduce him and his posterity to the
condition of a brute, we become a partaker of his sin-" a sin which, among
Christians," says Dr. Clarke, "is an
enormity and a crime for which perdition has scarcely an adequate state of
punishment."
The slaverf compromises that we as
a nation, have for years been making,
are of this one-sided, despotic character. Comparatively no. concession
has been made, by the rulers either of
the North or of the South, of their own
rights or those of their constituents :
We have preserved our own privileges
intact. Every white man is at liberty
to gain wealth and to enjoy it-to pursue whatever harmless avocation he
chooses ; and to go when and where he
pleases. Our own rights are jealously
guarded and always have been. The
house of the poorest is his castle ; and
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he and his family dwell in safety. But
our colored brother has been the victim
of our national compromises. We have
assumed to give up one after another
of his God-given rights until, at last,
the declaration has been formally made
by the highest judicial tribunal of the
land, that "the colored race have no
rights that the white man is bound to
respect." The North is turned into
one great hunting ground. Man, made
in the image of God, is the game.
This compromising spirit has not confined itself to politicians. It is generally diffused. It has invaded the sacred
desk. Ministers have drunk it in from
the surrounding air. We too often
manifest it when we stand up to speak
in the name of Christ. We compromise His truth-a part is surrendered.
We polish what God has left rough.
We soften His hard sayings. Thus,
unconsciously it may be, we treat God's
truth as though it were our own.
We compromise, when, for the sake
of pleasing men, we abandon the use of
Scriptural terms.
This is often done in narrating religious experience. Some are prejudiced
against the doctrine of holiness as taught
in the Bible. To propitiate them we
abandon the terms employed by the
sacred writers to describe this state of
grace. We then flatter ourselves that
we have too broad views to adhere rigidly to mere phrases. Those who
will not hear of" sanctification" or" perfect love," or "holiness," words dictated
by the Holy Ghost, we exhort to seek
"a deeper work of grace"- an expression no where to be met with in the Bible. " If people only experience the
thing intended," it is said, " no matter
by what name you call it." But it does
matter. Jesus says," If any man shall
take away from the words of the book
of this prophecy, God shall take away
his part out of the book of life, and
out of the holy city." It is dangerous
to be ashamed of the words of Jesus.
We may thus hope to bring the hated
doctrine into favor, but a rigid analysis
of motives might show us that there is
also blended some anxiety to secure our
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own popularity. Men can never love
a doctrine, and at the same time dislike
the terms in which it is stated in the
Bible.
So, too, the scriptural terms for sin,
are too harsh for the refined ear of the
present day. Those whom the Bible
calls" proud" are sty led in the improved dialect, " persons of taste;" the
" covetous" are " careful men of business;" the fearful, who by their cowardice betray the cause of Christ, are
transformed into
modest and retiring;" "lovers of pleasure" are" social and agreeable;" and " liars" are
" shrewd managers."
What a pity that Ananias had not
fallen into the hands of apostles of this
charitable school ! Suppose he sold
the land for four thousand dollars, and
kept back one thousand : they would
have apologized for him after this manner, '' It was very wrong, but then you
must take the ' circumstances' into account. Ananias was only just converted. He was brought up a Jew, and
the Jews love money. We cannot expect that the combined influence of nature, education and habit can be broken
at once. It was natural that he should
wish to lay by something for old age,
or to help his children. The three thousand dollars is a large sum for one man
to give-much larger than we apostles
contributed to the common fund.
Christ did not command His disciples
to give all they had. As for the falsehood, it was rather a prevarication, for
he did not say that he did not sell the
land for any more than three thousand
dollars, only that he received that sum
for it, which was true. We ought not
to conclude from this one circumstance
that he is not a Christian ; but his having done as much as he has, should be
taken as an evidence of his sincerity.
We must still consider him a good
man."
But Peter, uncompromising in his
devotion to the right, said, '' Ananias,
why hath Satan filled thine heart to lie
to the Holy Ghost? Why hast thou
conceived this thing in thine heart ?
Thou hast not lied unto men, but unto

God ; " and Ananias fell down dead.
The fate of the first compromiser under the Gospel dispensation should be
a warning.
The terms used in the Bible to designate the punishment of sin, are also going sadly out of use. The fashionable
pulpit of to-day has but little to say
about the " damnation of hell." The
warnings of God are but little noticed,
and men are sought to be won to Christianity by the beauties of poetry and
rhetoric, and the soft blandishments of
a higher style of social life.
We compromise when we attempt to
regulate sin instead of prohibiting it
altogether.
General commands sometimes have,
in other parts of the Bible, limits set
to their application. Where this is the
case, the injunction and the limitation
are to be taken together. They both
rest upon the same author;ity. For instance, the general prohibition, " Thou
shalt not kill," is limited in its application by this decree of equal authority,
"Whosoever sheddeth man's blood, by
man shall his blood be shed." But we
have no right to make exceptions where
God has made none. To make exceptions to a law, where and when we
please, is equivalent to repealing the
law.
No where in the Scriptures is the
command; "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," limited in its application to those who are of our complexion. He whom Providence places within the reach of our kind offices, is our
neighbor, whatever opinions he may
hold, or whatever may be the land of
his nativity.
Any thing that serves only to pander to the vices of our fellow-men cannot receive our countenance, directly
or indirectly, without compromising.
Whoever assists in obtaining for an·
other a licence for th.e selling of spiritous liquors, will find in the great day
of retribution, when God shall make
inquisition for the blood of husbands,
fathers and sons, slowly poisoned, tortured and put to death by strong drink,
that a part of the woe pronounced
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against " him who putteth the bottle to
his neighbor's lips" will fall upon him,
to his eternal ruin.
Worldly conformity-adorning our
persons in a way that tends only to inflame vanity and lust, cannot receive
the countenance of him who would follow the Lord fully.
The temptation to compromise is one
of the most subtle, as well as one of
the most successful, employed by the
arch-deceiver to neutralize the influence,
and compass the ruin of the child of
God. It is fabled that Achilles, having,
when an infant, been immersed by his
goddess-mother in the waters of Styx,
so that he became invulnerable to mortal weapons, was at last slain by an arrow aimed at the heel, by which his
mother held him-the only portion of
his body that could be wounded. So,
many faithful Christians, who were
proof against the power Qf passion, and
the seductions of the world, have, under the plea of increasing their influence, or of rendering religion less repulsive, gradually lowered down the
standard of piety, and thus inflicted a
heavier blow upon Christianity than
could be given by all her enemies combined. No part of the world is so inaccessible to Gospel truth as those countries where the Greek and Romish
Churches prevail. Mosheim thus describes the compromises by which the
corruptions were established that have,
for so many centuries, involved in moral gloom the Churches planted by the
apostles, and watered by the blood of
martyrs : "The rites and institutions,
by which the Greeks, Romans, and
other nations, had formerly testified
their religious veneration for ficticious
deities, were now adopted with some
slight alterations by Christian Bishops,
and employed in the service of the true
God. These fervent heralds of the
Gospel, whose zeal outran their candor and integrity, imagined that the
nations would receive Christianity with
more facility, when they saw the rites
and ceremonies to which they were accustomed, adopted in the church, and
the same worship paid to Christ and
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his martyrs, which they had formerly
offered to their idol deities. Hence it
happened that in those times the religion of the Greeks and Romans differed very little, in its external appearance
from that of the Christians. They had
both a most pompous and splendid ritual. Gorgeous robes, mitres, tiaras,
wax-tapers, crosiers, processions, lustrations, images, gold and silver vases,
and many such circumstances of pageantry, were equally to be seen in the
heathen temples and in the Christian
churches.
No sooner had Constantine abolished
the superstitions of his ancestors, than
magnificent churches were everywhere
erected for the Christians, which were
richly adorned with pictures and images, and bore a striking resemblance
to the pagan temples, both in their outward and inward form."
The wounds given to the Church, the
body of Christ, by the horrible cruelties of Nero, and the savage fierceness
of Domitian were soon healed, but
those inflicted by compromising bishops and ministers, in their well-meant
efforts to render the cross of Christ
less offensive, remain uncured, and to
all appearance, incurable.
The maxim, " Of two evils choose
the least," has done immense service to
Satan. Through the application of this,
African slavery was first introduced
upon this continent. Las Casas, bishop
of Granada, was a kind-hearted man,
with a high reputation for personal
sanctity. His sympathies were deeply moved at witnessing the sufferings
of the Indians under the cruel treatment
of the Spaniards. The proud-spirited
sons of the forest could not brook servitude, and they rapidly wasted away
and died. The pious bishop, lacking
the courage to denounce in suitable
terms the wrong, proposed that the
more patient and tractable African
should be substituted. The avaricious
Spaniards were but too ready to act
upon the suggestion. From this compromise, made by a good, easy, timid
bishop, have resulted already evils
which no tongue can describe, and
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g:reater still are probably yet to
come.
The experience of the past abundantly proves the falsity of the pleas usua1ly urged in favor of compromising
principle, that thereby some greater
good can be effected, or some heavy
calamity averted. If good cannot be
accomplished without doing violence
to one of the least of the commands of
God, it had better go undone. If calamity cannot be averted without our
departing, in the slightest degree, from
the strictest rectitude, we had better
suffer it patiently. Better for churches to go unbuilt, than for the followers
of Jesus to cater to pride and covetousness. A , community left entirely
without the ordinances of religion,
would be in a more hopeful condition
than one where what is called the Gospel is preached in a way that gives
countenance to prevailing sins. If, in
all the South, not a minister or a Church
could be found, there would be hope of
the peaceful abolition of slavery. A
field had better lie fallow than be sown
with tares.
To the hope, delusive in reality,
though apparently well-founded, of doing good by compromising, is often added the prospect of personal advantages to be realized. The compromiser,
by carefully blending the bounds of
right and wrong, expects to win the
confidence of the lovers of righteousness without forfeiting the good-will of
those who will not.consent to abandon
a course of sin. He usually enjoys
the patronage of those in power who
have favors to dispense, and offices at
their disposal. Daniel Webster doubtless supposed that the way to the
Presidential mansion lay between the
abolitionism of New England and the
slavery propagandism of South Carolina.
Compromising our religious principles is not only a sin in itself, but it
generally includes a long catalogue of
sins, such as contempt of the authority
of God-·distrust of the providential
care of God-love of ease-of reputation; unbounded self complacency
and moral cowardice.

Had David and the Hebrew children compromised, as they might easily
have done, and found better reasons for
it than compromisers usually have, the
Bible would have wanted some of its
most interesting illustrations of the
care which God takes of those, who,
leaving consequences to Him, dare·to
do right. The special interposition of
God in behalf of His children is prevented by their failing when the crisis
comes to hold fast with unbending
firmness their integrity, looking to
Him for deliverance.. Fletcher mentions the case of a woman, who being
awakened, was threatened with being
burned alive if she went to meeting.
She felt it her duty to go, and she went
in the face of the most dreadful threatenings, and was converted. Coming
home she found a fierce fire blazing in
the oven, but her late infuriated husband, arrested by the Spirit of God,
was on his knees pleading for mercy.
Had she yielded to her fears in the
hour of danger, the souls of both might
have been lost.
Let us then, where our own ease or
interests are at stake, be ever ready to
make sacrifices for the good of others;
and where fidelity to Christ is concerned, let us be like the break-water at
the entrance of the harbor, defying the
fury of the tempest, and affording protection to all within the circle of our
influence.
Tms is a changing world, and men
change as often as anything in it, and
not always for the better. Highwrought notions of denominational excellence ; posts of honor or profit
gleaming in the distance; or some immediate acquisition of personal advantage, operate like magic power on certain minds ; so that whoever undertakes to reform mankind at the present
day, has a task which Gabriel might
hesitate to touch.-REv, J. D. BRIDGE.
WE must not suppose a false doctrine harmless, merely because it has
not been able to corrupt the heart of a
good man.-BEATTIE.

FULLNESS OF JOY.

FULLNESS OF JOY.
BY MRS. B. M. GILLEY.

IT is the design of God that the
peace which the believer receives
through the Gospel shall be at all times,
and under all ciraumstances, full, permanent, and uninterrupted. Hear the
words of our Saviour. "These things
have I spoken unto you, that my joy
might remain in you, and that your
joy might be full."
This fullness of joy is presented in
the Bible, not only as the privilege of
the believer, but its manifestation is
required of him as a sacred duty.
"Rejoice in the Lord always; and
again I say rejoice." Hence we see,
Christian, that just as far as you are
destitute of this " fullness of joy," just
so far you are disqualified for the great
work to which God has called you.
This fullness of joy does not, of necessity, imply the entire absence of external affliction. On the other hand, the
design of the Saviour is that the peacegiving power of the gospel shall be
rendered pre-eminently conspicuous in
consequence of its filling the believer's
cup of blessedness, even in affliction.
How glorious the Gospel appears when
it is seen to possess, the power to cause
the believer to rejoice in tribulation ;
and to render him, in the midst of persecution, famine, nakedness, peril, and
sword, more than conqueror, th.rough
Him that loved him. The Bible does
not promise to the believer freedom
from physical suffering. It does, however on the condition of simple faith,
prodiise perfect peace, and entire fullness of joy. Consequently it proposes
to bring the believer into such a relation to all physical suffering, that it
shall not be a source of real unhappiness but shall constitute one of the
of that perfect peace into which
steady and unwavering faith
the mind. Nor does fullness of JOY
imply the total absence of what may
be called mental sorrows. Among the
divine requirements we find a class of
precepts like the following : " Re-
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joice with them that do rejoice, and
weep with them that weep." To pour
out our heart then for objects which
demand tears of us, is not inconsistent
with fullness of joy, but is rather essential to it. Tears poured out like water
over sinners exposed to the pangs of
the second death, and what may be
called agonizing prayer for the redemption of lost men, are among the streams
of pure and perfect blessedness which
flow through a truly sanctified mind.
Nor does fullness of joy imply that
the mind be always in a state of the
highest conceivable ecstacy. The present circumstances and capacities of the
mind do not permit it to be always in
this state. There is, in a deep and pervading serenity of mind, a blessedness
as full and perfect as in ecstatic joy.
What then does fullness of joy imply 1
I answer: It implies the conscious absence of everything which would be to
the mind a real evil. " All things
work together for good to them that
love God." What blessedness more
pure, full, and perfect can we conceive
of than this ? In short, fullness of joy
implies the same blessedness in kind
and degree, as far as our capabilities
permit, which Christ enjoyed when on
earth. "Peace," says Christ, "I leave
with you; my peace," that is the peace
which I enjoy, "I give unto you."
This, Christian, is the fullness of joy
proffered to you in the Gospel. This
is the blessedness which it is both your
duty and your privilege to enjoy. This
command and promise embrace everything which God sees necessary to our
happiness. Did you ever reflect that
whrm your joy is not full, and when
the peace of God does not rule in your
heart, that you are living in disobedience to the requirements of God 1 You
have no more right to be filled with
care and perplexity-you have no
more right to let that " aching void"
within remain unfilled with "joy unspeakable, and full of glory," than you
have to blaspheme the worthy name
by which you are called.
This fullness of joy in Christ is indispensable to the most energetic action
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in his service. "The joy of the Lord
is your strength."
But just as far as the " peace of God "
does not " rule in our hearts," so far
we are weak and powerless in his service. If then, Christian, you would be
"strong in the Lord, and in the power
of his might," besiege the throne of
grace, and, in the name of Christ, ask
till your joy is full. " Whatsoever ye
shall ask the Father in my name, He
will give it you." Christian," believest
thou this 1" If thou canst believe, all
things are possible to him that believeth. While we thus ask God to
meet all our necessities, we must present our whole being as a willing sacrifice to Him to be employed in his
service. On no other conditions have
we a right to ask or expect such fullness of the Lord. " Let us present
our bodies a living sacrifice, holy and
acceptable unto the Lord, which is our
reasonable service." Christian, are
you willing to do this ? Are you willing to " suffer the loss of all things for
Christ, and let" God dwell in you, and
walk in you, and be your God, and
you be his son or his daughter" for
ever 1 If you can do this with all your
heart, then in the name of the Lord let
me assure you that " Because thou hast
made the Lord, which is my refuge,
even the Most High, thy habitation,
there shall no evil befall thee, neither
shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling." Surely He shall deliver thee
from the snare of the fowler, and from
the noisome pestilence. He shall cover
thee with His feathers, and under his
wings shalt thou trust; His truth shall
be thy shield and buckler." Glory to
God.

ANSWER TO PRAYER.-The following remarkable instance of answer to
prayer, we give from the New York
Independent. How the faith of this
little girl reproves the unbelief of many
who use words of prayer!
At the close of a prayer meeting in
a country village, the clergyman observed that a little girl about twelve
years of age remained upon her knees,
when most of the congregation had retired. Thinking that the child had
fallen asleep, he touched her, and to1d
her it was time to return home. To
his surprise, he found that she was engaged in prayer, and he said, " All
things whatever ye shall ask in prayer,
believing ye shall receive." She looked
at her pastor earnestly, and inquired,
" Is it so 1 Does God say that? " He
took up a Bible and read the passage
aloud. She immediately commenced
praying, " Lord, send my father to the
church. Lord, send my father here ! "
Thus she continued for about a half an
hour, attracting by her earnest cry
the attention of persons lingering about
the door.
At last a man rushed into the church,
ran up the aisle, and sank upon his
knees by the side of the child, exclaiming, "What do you want of me 1" She
threw her arms about his neck, and
began to pray, "0, Lord, convert my
father!" Soon the man's heart was
melted, and he began to pray for himself-a gracious answer of peace to a
prayer of faith from the lips of a child.
It was ascertained, afterwards, that
the child's father was three miles from
the church, when she commenced praying for him. He was packing goods
into a wagon, and he felt an irresistible impulse to return home. Driving
rapidly to his house, he left the goods
in the wagon and hastened to the
church, where he found his daughter
crying mightily to God in his behalf,
and he was then led to the Saviour.

THERE are critical times of danger. After great services, honors
and consolations, we should stand
upon our guard. Noah, Lot, David
and Solomon, fell in these circumstances. Satan is a footpad : a footpad will not attack a man in goOBSTINACY and a want of common.
ing to the bank, but in returning sense, are two mental disorders for
with his pocket full of money.
which logic provides no remedy.

A PURE CHURCH.

A PURE CHURCH.

I NEVER see a new church edifice
erected and dedicated to God's service,
without thinking how glorious a thing
it would be, if a new congregation
could be formed on a truly Christian
model; not chiefly in regard to its form
of ecclesiastical polity, or to a faultless
creed, or to the external seemliness of
its devotions-things by no means unworthy of attention, or destitute of
considerable influence on religious prosperity-but in the far higher regards
of the deep piety of its members, and
the entireness of their devotion to
Christ's kingdom and glory. I have
long since nearly despaired of seeing
such a church in this dark world ; yet
I can see no insuperable obstacle, mora]
or physical, to its existence, and I am
wholly sure that its example, and
splendid successes, would usher in a new
era. A band of a hundred, or of fifty,
or even of ten living CHRIS'rIANS, strong
in mutual affections and confidence, and
entire in their devotedness to Christ
and to the salvation of souls, would, I am
confident, wield an amount of religious
influence immeasureably greater than
is usually exerted by our largest and
most flourishing churches. As matters
are too often managed, scarcely one in
every four or five professors of religion ever attains to such elevation
and maturity in piety as to be of much
positive use to the cause, while all the
rest require about as much effort on
the part of the Church to keep them
along as they contribute to the general
movement. They are ever in bondage
to first principles-to doubts and fears,
and temptations, and bad habits, and
besetting sins-evils which believing,
courageous souls should dispose of
very speedily, that they may "go on
to perfection." While the vast majority are forever at or about this point
of tantalizing equipoise, wasting much
and contributing nothing of the spiritual resources of the Church-exciting
at least as much of fear as of hope in
the mind of charity itself, the sounder
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portion usually contrive to misdirect
and squander away their moral force
upon trifles, or in doing mischief. They
glory in men or in sect more than in
Christ and the truth. They thank God,
and applaud themselves for being of a
Church most distinguished for its stern
orthodoxy, or its enlightened and large
liberality-most venerable for its hoary
antiquity, or most admirable for late
improvements and new discoveriesmost orderly or most zealous......:..most
apostolic or most democratic.-OLIN.
PERSONAL CONSECRATION.-" Lo! I
come," if this soul and body may be
useful to anything, "to do thy will, 0,
God." And if it please thee to use the
power thou hast over dust and ashes,
over weak flesh and blood, over a brittle vessel of clay, over the works of
thine own hands ; lo ! here they are,
to suffer also thy good pleasure. If
thou please to visit me either with pain
or dishonor, I will "humble myself"
under it, and through thy grace be
obedient unto death, even the death
upon the cross. Whatsoever may befall me, either from neighbors or strangers, since it is thou employest them,
though they know it not, (unless thou
help ;.oe to some lawful means of redressingthe wrong,) I will not" open my
mouth before the Lord," who smiteth
me, except only to bless the Lord.
Hereafter, no man can take away anything from me, no life, no honor, no
estate ; since I am ready to lay them
down, as soon as I perceive thou requirest them at my hands. Nevertheless, "0, Father, if thou be willing,
remove this cup from me ; but if not,
thy will be done." Whatever suffering hereafter may trouble my flesh, or
whatever agonies may trouble my
spirit, "0, Father, into thy hands will
I commend my life, and all that concerneth it. And if thou be pleased,
either that I live yet awhile, or not,, I
will with my Saviour, bow down my
head." I will humble myself under
thy hand ; I will give up all thou art
pleased to ask, until at last, I "give up
the Ghost."-JoHN WESLEY.
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general be useful in gathering souls to
Christ. I hope you will pray for your
sincere friend in the kingdom and paTHE following letter, written by tience of Jesus.
ENOCH GEORGE.
Bishop GEORGE, to Rev. R. M. EvARTS,
when he was a Presiding Elder in the
PERSECUTION.-It must never surGenesee Conference, will, we think, re- prise true Christians if they meet with
pay a careful perusal:
the same treatment that the Lord Jesus
met with. " Marvel not if the world
AUGUST 14th, 1820.
hate
you." It is not the
conMY DEAR BROTHER :-I have been
sistency,
or:
the
closest
walk
with
G?d,
writina to the Presiding Elders in the
that will exempt them from the enunty
New England, New York and
of the natural man. They need not
Conference, on one particular
torture their consciencies by fancying
that is, to request
as far as
ble
that
if they were only more faultless
to introduce the doctrme, the spirit and
and
consistent every body would
practice of holiness among their preachIt is all a mistake.
surely
love
ers local and traveling, that the Heavenly influence may spread its energies They should remember that there was
among the membership; for there can never but one perfect man on earth,
be but little doubt but the members of and that he was not loved, but hated.
our church will unite with us in pursu- It is not the infirmities of a believer
ing and realizing this precious pearl that the world dislikes, but his goodwhen they find us sincere in doctrine ness. It is not the remains of the old
and example. I have found. in my ex- nature that call forth the world's enperience as P. E., that this may be mity but the exhibition of the new.
remember these things and be
done with the most ease and success Let
patient.
The world hated Christ, and
by introducing it into the Quarterly
Conferences. There obtain the prom- the world will hate
ise of all the official characters to comALMOST all the principal Churches
mence the pursuit of it themselves, by within our bounds, are at this hour like
prayer and fasting fo; this
the Pyramids of Egypt, each at once a
blessing, and .then invite and lead. their temple and a t?mb,.
. with
of spiritual mummies, s1ttmg m silence
different charges into the
this special and Scriptural quahficat10n amid all the chiselled grandeur of Sarfor Heaven. Permit me to assign one donic maanificence, awaiting embalmed
or two reasons for this request. And in the odor of a lifeless sanctity the
first we ouaht to do so for the sake of vain hope of a resurrection th,ey
con;istency We read that the Method- never see while the preacher s voice,
ists were raised up to be a holy peo- instead or' beina the deputed voice of
0
•
ple. The doctrines we preach, and the the Son of God
in its resurrect1@
discipline we administer, call upon us power is smoothed and softened and
to be a holy people, and while our
down to a reptile's whimper
practice is at war with our doctrines in these habitations of the dead.-J.
and discipline, we shall always appear McCREERY.
to disadvantage among men of reason
and intelligence. But my final and
NOTHING proves more invincibly the
conclusive reason is this, that we may immortality of the soul, the truth of.rego on ourselves, and lead our people ligion, and the eternity of another hfe,
in a safe and pleasant way to Heaven; than to see that in this life the righteous
and also that we may see our fields of seldom receive the reward of their virlabor blooming with beauty, prosperity tue, and that in temporal things they
and glory ; for we shall
holy are often less happy than the workers
ministrv and holy people will m the of iniquity.-CALMET.
.'
PREACHING HOLINESS.

RULES FOR A HOLY LIFE.

RULES FOR A HOLY LIFE.
1. Too much desire to please men
mightily prejudgeth of God.
'
2. Too great earnestness and vehemency, and too greedy delight in bodily
work and external doings, scattereth
and loseth the tranquility and calmness
of the mind.
3. Cast all thy care on God, and
commit all to His good pleasure · laud
and praise, and applaud Him in all
things, small and great. Forsake thy
own will, and deliver up thyself freely
and cheerfully to the will of God without reserve or exception, in prosperity
and adversity, sweet or sour, to have
or to want, to Ii ve or to die.
4. Disunite thy heart from all things
'
and unite it only to God.
5 .. Remember often and devoutly,
the hfe and passion, the death and resurrection of our Saviour Jesus.
6. Descant not on other men's deeds,
but consider thine own ; forget other
men's faults, and remember thine own.
7. Never think highly of thyself, nor
despise any other man.
8. Keep silence and retirement as
much as thou canst, and, through God's
grace, they will keep thee from snares
and offences.
9. Lift up thy heart often to God,
and desire in all things His assistance.
10. Let thy heart be filled and wholly taken up with the love of God, and
of thy neighbor; and do all that thou
dost, in that sincere charity and love.
The sum is:
I. Remember always the presence
of God.
2. Rejoice always in the will of God.
And,
3. Direct all to the glory of God.
-ARCHBISHOP LEIGHTON.
MoMENTs.-Every passing moment
is furnishing the records of heaven, and
filling up the pages of our history with
good or evil, against the day of judgment.-BucKLEY.
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ENERGY.-A man never knows what
he is capable of until he has tried his
powers. There seems to be no bounds
to human capacity. Insight, energy
and will, produce astonishing results.
How often modest talent, driven by circumstances to undertake some formidable work, has felt his own untried
and hitherto unconscious power rising
up to grapple and to master, and afterward stood amazed at its own unexpected success.
Those circumstances, those people
enemies and friends, that provoke
to any noble undertaking, are our
greatest benefactors. Opposition and
persecution do more for a man than
any seemingly good fortune. The
sneers of critics develope the latent
fire of the young poet. The anathemas of the angry church inflame the
zeal of the reformer. Tyranny, threats,
fagots, torture, raise up heroes and
martyrs, who might otherwise have
slept away slothful and thoughtless
lives, never dreaming what splendid
acts and words lay buried in their
bosoms. And who knows but the
wrongs of society are permitted, be..
cause of the fine gold which is beaten
out of the crude ore of humanity ?
Here is the truth worth considering.
Are you in poverty ? have you suffered wrong ? do circumstances oppose
you? are you beset by enemies? Now
is your time. Never lie there depressed and melancholy. Spend no
more time in idle whining. Up, like
a lion! Make no complaint, but if
difficulty overtake you, roar your defiance. You are at school, this is your
necessary discipline; poverty and pain
are your masters; use the powers God
has given you, and you shall be master
at last. Fear of failure is the most
fruitful cause of failure. Stand firm,
and you will not fail. What seems
failure at first is a discipline.
Accept the lesson ; trust the grand
result; up and up again; strike and
strike again,. and you shall al ways gain,
whatever the fortune of to-day's or tomorrow's battle.
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:fifteen of the converts. Two sisters experienced this second blessing in two days after
conversion. One sister in four days, and a
BY THE EDITOR.
brother in eight days after conversion. .And
the fifteen came out in this clear light within
ONE of the most encouraging features in the
three weeks after their conversion. This is
revival of earnest Christianity that is going on
God's order, and what a powerful preventive
in many places is, that the children of God are
to backsliding it becomes, by giving to these
exercising a faith that knows no discouraging
converts such a relish for the service of God,
circumstances. Precious ingatherings of souls
and such a Heavenward tendency! How much
have taken place, where everything seemed to
it increases their happiness and usefulness!
be in the way. But Gon's SPIRIT knows no
We have marked the difference between old
obstacle but unbelief.
professors and converts in obtaining this grace,
ALDEN, in this county, has been visited by
though we have seen converts go through a
a gracious influence from above. A few pray.
very great struggle, yet faith takes hold so
ing ones met on week day evenings at the
readily with them, and the cleansing power
house of brother HARTSHORN, and the Lord
comes down. We have an old pilgrim among
set the seal of his approval by the conversion
us, Mother WRIGHT, as she is called. She is
of several precious souls. The children of
about seventy years of age, and is greatly reGod were greatly quickened. Brother and
joicing in God, and in the return of primitive
sister HARTSHORN were prepared, by a special
power. This is, she says, as Methodism was
baptism of the Holy Spirit, for the heavy affifty years ago. One sister, who had been a
fliction that came upon them. .And when
member of the Baptist church for six years,
their oldest child-a very interesting boy-' was
was lately converted,, for she says she had
brought in mangled and torn by the machinery
never been before, and then in a few days was
of a horse power into which he had fallen, they
clearly sanctified, and is greatly rejoicing in the
were prepared to endure the severe trial with
Lord, and laboring for souls. Another sister
a calmness and serenity surprising to themhad been over twenty years a member of the
selves and to all their friends. The little sufMethodist Church without religion. She got
ferer lingered for about twenty-four hours, enjustified and then was soon sanctified, and
tirely conscious, but patient to a degree astonthen went among her neighbors and talked
ishing to all. To his mother, who was weepwith them about their souls, and at once the
ing over him, he said, with calmness, " Ma,
report went out that she was really crazy.
don't cry : it don't hurt as bad as it did when
Sister R., in Youngstown, was warned not to
I was in the machine." Not a cry escaped
go to our meetings, that is, the meetings of
from his lips. " I love Jesus," he said, "I love
those who go in for the life and power of re·
every body," and his unsullied spirit took its
ligion. When we came here there was a great
flight to HIM who says, " Suffer little children
amount of opposition and prejudice against us,
to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of
and she was troubled about what was duty,
such is the kingdom of Heaven."
and one night she prayed for the Lord to show
her which party was right, and that night she
MATTERS OF EXPERIENCE.
dreamed she saw two companies; one was
The following letter, from one of the "exsmaller than the other; the smallest company,
pelled" ministers, will be read with interest :
including myself, wife and a few others, were
DEAR BROTHER ROBERTS:-! feel it due to walking on a narrow plank path, surrounded
the cause of Christ to give to the readers of with a peculiar light, and something said these
the Earnest Christian a few facts connected Nazarites are right, go with them. And when
with our revival in Poter and Wilson. At the she awoke she saw in her room the same
different points where I labor, about eighty light, and she came with us, and last New
have found pardoning mercy, and about thirty- Years' day, which was Sunday, she came for·
five have experienced sanctification. The ward seeking full salvation; and, after a. severe
work is going on still. Among those who struggle, the blessing came, and when it came
have obtained the blessing of sanctification are she saw distinctly the same peculiar light, and
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she is now rejoicing in God. Sister D., of
Youngstown, for twelve years belonged to the
Episcopal Church without religion, and when
Brother D. was converted and joined the
Methodist Church, hoping her spiritual state
might be bettered, she also joined the Methodist Church, but she was in the same unsatisfied state still. Changing her forms of religion
did not save her, and she sometimes would
state her feelings to the ministers, and they
would say, "O, sister, that is a temptation,
you are a good Christian," and so she would
quiet down again; and so it went on, until the
last Bergen Camp-meeting, she went forward
and sought justification, and experienced religion, and knew she bad it, and knew she
never had it before, and a few weeks ago she
was brought out into entire sanctification. Before she was converted, she was full of preju·
dice against these straight pilgrims, a.nd could
not bear to have one of them come near her
house. She says, last year, when Brother and
Sister ROBERTS drove up to her house, and she
ascertained who they were, she was so prejudiced against them, she started to leave and
go to the neighbors, but Mother WRIGHT was
there, and remonstrated with her, and urged
her not to leave, and she, with the greatest
rel11ctance, staid. She expected, from what
she had heard, they would come in and abuse
her, but she says they had not been in the
house five minutes before she was really
pleased with them, and that was the turning
point with her religious life.
One feature of this work of the Lord is, that
many, old and young, ranging in age from
eighteen to seventy years of age, have given
up tobacco, and know what self-denial is, in a
practical sense. This is a reform that is greatly
needed in the Church, among ministers and
laymen, as well as in the world. God requires
all to " cleanse themselves from all filthiness
of the flesh and spirit."
w. COOLEY.
YOUNGSTOWN, April 6, 1860.
.A. "Regular Minister," writing us from a
charge where was held a "General Quarterly
Meeting," some months since, says :
MY BROTHER IN THE WAR:-You will be
glad to learn that the work of the Lord is
going on with power on this charge. Have
now been steadily at the work ever since the
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General Quarterly Meeting, (14 weeks,) and
and see yet no place to stop. Some seventy
or eighty have been converted or reclaimed
and many members are cleansed. Praise
Lord!
We are receiving many such letters as the
following. Coming as they do from those who
are walking in the light, they encourage us to
labor
in the face of every difficulty, for the
promotion of an earnest Christianity :
GOWANDA, March 26, 1860.
BROTHER RoBERTS:-Permit me, as a reader
of the Earnest Ohristian, to tell you with what
interest I peruse that valuable Monthly.
How glad I am that there are a few who do
uphold an earnest, uncompromising Christianity.
May God bless their efforts to sustain it.
O, may the followers of Christ gird on the
whole armor, and go forth in the name of the
Lord, to battle against the enemy of all righteousness! If we trust wholly in God,
will
lead us on to certain victory, and strengthen
us to build up the walls of Zion.
Our strength lies all in God ; without it we
can do nothing. Then, "Tarry at Jerusalem
until ye be endowed with power from on
high."
There, at the foot of the cross, may we await
and receive the "Promise of the Father."
Glory to God, this hour, for a full redemption.
We are entered in, by a new and living way,
even by the blood of Christ. I love the crose,
the blood-stained cross. Yes, I love it, for by
it I expect to gain Heaven.
:My soul is happy in God. I know that my
Redeemer liveth. I am the Lord's, and He is
mine. One year I have lived, yes, lived. One
year ago the 18th of this present montl;i, as I
knelt at the altar, seeking full salvation, Jesus
came ; He took away all filthiness and dross
from my soul ; He filled it with His love, peace
and joy. Old things passed away, all became
new in Christ. It is nearly four years since I
first found Christ precious to my soul, but the
past year has been so much better. Words
cannot express the language of my soul.
It is to be all transformed into the image of
Him who hath redeemed us ; to follow Him
whithersoever He leads me; to suffer with
Him, that we may also be glorified together.
0, may I, indeed, be a living witness of the
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power of Christ to save unto the uttermost, to
be an earnest Christian.
Go on, Brother ROBERTS, and may your
publication prove a blessing to thousands in
leading them into the highway of holiness, and
encourage those who are in the way to press
on. We'll soon get home.
May God ble13s all those who are persecuted
for His sake; yea, He will, for His promises
are sure ; theirs shall be the kingdom. Let
us all stand fast in the liberty wherewith
Christ hath made us, free. Bless the Lord, 0
my soul ; no mortal powers can bring us into
bondage.
R. L. P.
Your Sister in Christ,

a month for the special supplication of the
Holy Spirit. - Christian Witness.

'.L'HE REVIV.AL IN ENGL.AND.

We have been favorlld with the following
extract from a private letter lately received in
this city:
CHESHNUT, England, Feb. 10, 1860.
We have been most deeply interested in the
revival going on in Ireland and Wales. .A.
clergyman, from Belfast, gave a lecture here
on the subject, which was very interesting. I
do not see how we can doubt the special work
of the Holy Spirit. I do not see why we
should doubt God's willingness to quicken the
hearts of men in these days, any more than in
times past. .A.t Testinvig, North Wales, where
we spent last summer, there has been a most
wonderful movement. The clergyrn.an, w:ho
was averse to the revival, has now entirely
changed his Qpinion. Two of the men who
worked in the slate qua.rries were in deep mental distress. on account of their sins. They
could get no peace, and one day, at their dinner hour, agreed to go up on one of the hills,
where they could be alone, for prayer. When
they ascended the hill, instead offinding themselves alone, they found four or five hundred
of their fellow workmen, all going up for the
same purpose, .and the prayers offered by that
quickened multitude were wonderful to bear.
The result is, that public houses are closed, or '
oi:J.ly opened for religious purposes, that the
sale of Bibles and religious books has greatly
increased, and the whole tone of the people
entirely altered. Would that God would bring
such a work about in our parish, and in our
own hearts and homes. Mr. - - has joined
the dissenters in having a union meeting once

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We are always thankful for contributions of
the right stamp for our Magazine. We have
received several communications without the
name of the writer. It is our choice, when we
publish an article, to give, in all cases, the
name of the writer. We have always felt an
aversion for anonymous communications. If
we have anything to say, we prefer to say it
openly, and to meet the responsibility. We
wish to publish nothing in our Magazine of
which any one need be ashamed.
Some articles have been deferred for subsequent numbers. Of poetry we have a large
stock on hand-more than we can use. Our
object being-not simply to afford literary en·
tertainment-but to assist earnest souls in
gaining Heaven-to stir up the children of
God to entire devotion to His service-to set
up and defend the New Testament standard
of piety. We can find room for but little
poetry, and that must be devotional and of the
higher order. Give us plain prose-stirring,
searching truths.
Again we say, if you wish your contributions to appear, send your names with them.
Our readers wish to know that the writers of
the articles they read, show by their lives that
they believe the doctrines they inculcate.
TO SUBSCRIBERS·

We take all the pains in our power to avoid
mistakes in mailing the Earnest Christian.
But if any occur, either through our fault or
that of the Post Office
if you will
inform us we will properly correct them.
We feel grateful for the interest that many
of you have taken and are taking in getting
new subscribers for us. Our list is already
larger than we anticipated it would be when
we started. But there are many more who
would be benefited by taking the Earnest
Christian, and who, if you should show it to
them, would send on their names with the
money. We can still supply back numbers
for new subscribers. Please make a little
effort to extend the circulation, and thus in·
crease the usefulness of the Earnest OJvristi,an.
To several offices we send but a single num·
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ber. Can you not find some one among your
neighbors, brother or sister, who wishes to
share the benefit you receive frem a perusal of
its pages?
The following we take from a letter written
to us, by one of our old preachers, now in
Illinois:
"DEAR BROTHER ROBERTS : - Having been
some fifteen years a member of the Genesee
Conference, and having had special efforts
made to get me connected with all the secret
cliques of that Conference, but thanks to God,
in vain, I could tell some facts that would
make the Devil blush. I have often expressed
my wish that something might be done to call
back the Methodist Church to its original
purity, and thousands more in the West are of
the same mind. Many are looking to the
traveling preachers about as the Papal Church
does to their priest.
"But the best of the Church are antislavery, anti-secret-society men, and in favor
of earnest Christianity, and pure Methodism.
"What we want is more light, and having
seen one number of the EMnest Christian, we
want more of the same with the Indepen-

dent."

L. B.

BROTHER ROBERTS :-The work of God is
still going on in power on old Parma charge.
Upwards of one hundred souls have com·
menced a life of prayer, and give evidence of
conversion. Many others have been sanctified, and several of the young converts are
groaning after the fullness of grace and love.
We look for more fruit. Some '70 or 80 copies
of the E. 0. are taken on the charge, besides
several copies of the Beauty and the Gv,ide.
C. D. BROOKS.
A friend in New York writes us as follows,
respecting a Minister there, whose piety and
zeal God is honoring in the salvation of souls:
The Rev. H. GRATTAN GuINNES, the Presbyterian preacher from England, has been
holding forth six days in the week, for most of
the winter, in this devoted city. Thousands
have rushed to hear him as often as be speaks,
crowding every nook and corner and standing
place in the aisles. The Churches where he
preaches are frequently filled half an hour be·
ore the services commence.
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He appears to be from 26 to 30 years old,
but may be older ; rather slender form and
medium height; dark hair, rather pale visage,
remarkable for its sensibility and loveliness of
expression. His organization is sensitive and
sympathetic. It is in his heart, and not in
his brain, that his great strength lieth. He
commences his services by a short invocation
and reading a hymn, two lines at a time, which
the congregation join in singing. He then
reads a chapter or a part of a chapter from the
Bible, on which he comments rather freely;
then prays, standing with bis face turned and
his hands lifted towards Heaven. In this attitude he pleads with God for pardon, acceptance and justification through faith in the Beloved ; and pleads as though he expected his
prayer to be answered. After which, he announces his text and commences his illustrations, which are extempore, and with little
or no exordium. His words seem to flow from
a heart exuberant with love to God and love
for the souls of men. Instead of a studied
effort to show himself or to preach hims.elf, his
great aim seems to be to convince his hearers
of the necessity of immediate repentance towards God, and faith on the Lord Jesus
Christ. The thousands that constitute his audiences, seem more impressed with the impassioned zeal and ardor of the speaker, than· with
his well measured sentences and his graceful
gestures. His illustrations are clear and forcible, and rather slightly resemble Mr. PHINNEY,
except in sternness and severity. After having heard him once, you feel strongly inclined
to hear him frequently. I understand that
under his ministrations many have professed
faith in Christ in the different Churches where
he has labored. I can but involuntarily exclaim, Oh that many of our preachers, with
more talent, would emulate his zeal !
Yours, &c.
D. C.
MORAL ENTHUSIASM.
The following extract from the Christian Inquirer, a Unitarian paper, breathes a spirit
which we are glad to believe is spreading
among all the Churches of the land. Oh, that
all who bear the name of Christ were intensely
earnest in his service :
"If there is any one thing needed more
than another, both in pulpits and in parishes,
at this juncture, we believe it is moral enthu-
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siasm. Truth is good, and theology is good,
and morality is good, and criticism is good ;
but do let us have live preachers, live parishioners, live churches. It is good to be zealously affected in a good cause. Our cause is
tlie noblest on earth-the cause of God, of
Christ, of humanity. Strange that our words
do not glow and burn when we speak of the
astonishing theme of Christian salvation.
Something more is wanted than fine rhetoric,
or well-sifted learning, or human eloquence.
Something more is wanted than emotional religion, which weeps and cries to-day, and goes
the way of the world to-morrow. We do not
know bow better to characterize this much
needed quality than to call it moral enthusiasm. It is the divine, the God-like waking
up within us. Of how many preachers we can
say, You are thoroughly prepared for your
work, you have all the requisite education,
general and professional. Oh I let there now
be a precipitate of the heart in your sermons.
Be not timid, but courageous; not faithless,
but believing; not cold, but warm; muse,
pray till the fire burns. If you preach sermons but fifteen minutes long, be sure they
are live sermons, and not dead ones. Men are
not saved by niceties and criticisms, but by the
broad, plain, decisive truths of the gospel, believed, and preached, with all the mind and
heart. ' Carry,' said one of our noble fraternity just translated, ' carry great matters with
you, not corners and angles of subjects into the
pulpit.' The machinery is all ready, the engine is on the right track, the ponderous cars
are attached, but all is in vain unless our furnace is lighted, and our boiler heated.

''

Moral enthusiasm I This is the want of flhe
parish, too, as well as the preacher. Live
parishes help to make live preachers, or, at
least, do not kill those who are already alive,
as dead ones do. All that many parishes need
is not a new church, not a new pastor, nor the
addition of new members, nor rich and influential persons, to make them flourish like the
cedars of Lebanon, but more steam in the
boiler. Let there be a baptism of the Holy
Spirit. Let the tongues of fire again appear
over each disciple. For never, never was
there such want of a true, earnest, affectionate
religion as now, in this new world, in this
nineteenth century, in this perilous experiment of liberty, in this breaking up and passing away of old creeds and usages.
"Never was there a time when the high key
and intense strain of the world required a
more wide-awake and enthusiastic administra·
tion of the commanding interests of life. Not
a noisy fanaticism, not a chafed and transient
emotion, but a deep central life-glow, as of the
steady beat of the heart, should move our
words, and make our every motion and deed
speak of the living and beautiful features of
the human face divine. For what are all
things in this world, that men most zealously
labor for, compared with the spiritual interests
of society, the victory of truth, the creation of
a noble manhood, the beauty of holiness, the
warm grasp of a tender and powerful human·
ity, and a lowly awe before the Infinite God?
These are the gems of immortal worth, and it
is not too much for us to live for them, it would
not be too much for us to die for them."
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RELIGIOUS SENSIBILITY.
BY THE EDITOR.

Allow me to ask, beloved reader, are
you earnestly striving to wm:k out your
salvation? You may inherit wealth. A
fortuitous combination of favorable circumstances may render you famous. Naturemaygiveyouhealthandbeauty. But
neither
nor fortune, nor nature
can bestow upon you eternal happiness;
you will never go to heaven by accident.
An effort is needed. The mightiest exertion of which you are capable is required. Hear what the Great Teacher
has said, " Agonize to enter in at the
strait gate, for many, I say unto you,
shall seek to enter in, but shall not be
able.'' You cannot commence too
soon. You have not a longer period
granted to you in which to prepare for
eternity than is necessary. Time is
flying on with tireless wing. Having
commenced, with earnestness, the great
work for securing for yourself a mansion in the skies, you have need of
prosecuting it, till the end of your probation, with increasing intensity of
purpose.
No matter with what alacrity the
runner of a race begins, if he gives out
before the terminus is reached, he does
not win the prize. The blight that destroys the grain just before the golden
eared harvest invites the reapers sickle
is no less detrimental than the early
frost that nips the infant blade. The
emigrant who, having safely passed the
dangers of the deep, is carried on shore
to die, fails of realizing his golden
visions, no less than he who, just as he
was going on board, expired iri the
11

NO. 6.

fatherland. So he who serves God
long and faithfully but dies an apostate,
misses heaven just as surely as if he
had lived a sinner all his days. Over
two thousand years ago, the Holy
Ghost told the prophet Ezekiel to
write : "But when the righteous turneth
away from his righteousness and committeth iniquity, and doeth accordingto all the abominations that the wicked
man doeth, shall he live? All his,
righteousness that he hath done, shall
not be mentioned ; in his trespass that
he hath trespassed, and in his sin that he
hath sinned, in them shall he die." Do
not say
the selfrighteous is meant;
for the sooner he turns from his spurious righteousness the better. If he
holds on to that he must sink to ruin ..
If you are thus in earnest, you will
make religion the business of life. As
the plant absorbs from air and earth
and water only what is essential to its
growth, and allows the noxious elements to pass untouched, so you will
lay every providential occurrence under
contribution to minister to your growth
in grace. In all things you will aim to
please God. Your feelings may fluctuate, but your outward life will present to the world a beautiful uniformity. You will do right at all tim.es, and
under all circumstances. In unswerving rectitude you will be like the old
Homan of whom an enemy bore testimony, "That it would be easier to
turn the Sun from. his course, than
Fabricius from the path of honesty."
You may be devoid of comfort, but
instead of neglecting your closet, you
will visit it the oftener. The smouldering embers of the family altar may be
nearly extinct, lmt you will only put
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on fuel the more carefully, and with
the breath of prayer blow them into a
flame.
Your corruptions may struggle hard
for the mastery and, in fact, often prevail, but you will wrestle with them
the more vigorously and call the more
imploringly upon God for help, lest
" these Sons of Zeruiah prove too
hard " for you. He is not in earnest
to secure his salvation, who, upon an
interruption of his enjoyments becomes
careless, prayerless, immoral and wicked.
We must here raise our warning voice
against a practice but too prevalent.
Many, as soon as they lose the power,
think themselves fully justified in giving up the form of godliness. This is
a great mistake. If a man faints it is
not the best way to recover him to cut
off his head. If your fire goes out you
will not warm your room by petulantly throwing off the fuel and pouring
on water. So, if your spiritual affections become languid, use incessantly
the means of grace. Give yourselfno
rest. Stir up yourself to take hold of
God. " Strengthen the things that remain, that are ready to die."
If you thus earnestly serve God,
from deep seated principle, he will not
leave you long without enjoyment.
There will soon be a supernatural element introduced into your religion. It
wiH not be a base morality, frigid and
sparkling as the iceberg. Jesus says:
" He that hath my commandments and
keepeth them, he it is that loveth me,
and he that loveth me, shall be loved
·of my father, and I will love him and
will manifest myself to him .
.Just here you will be exposed to
danger in the opposite direction. You
have complained of the want of feeling.
You may now have so much that unless you are careful you will grieve the
Holy Spirit, fall into darkness, and so
your last state become worse than the
first. God will let you see something
of the magnitude of your eternal interests. And as President Edwards
says : " Eternal things are so great and
of such vast concern, that there is great

absurdity in men's being but lightly
moved by them." Your heart will be
stirred to its lowest depths. The world
will pronounce it excitement. Formality will decide that you are excited.
And the Devil seizing an auspicious
moment, will whisper to you, in the
kindest manner, "may this not be
mere excitement?" You reason with
him. He is a shrewd logician-has
had the benefit of six thousand years
experience, which he well knows how
to use. Overcome by his sophistry,
you admit that, perhaps, it was excitement.
It is permitted by the prevailing
code of fashion, for persons to become
excited without losing caste on all subjects except religion. The editor of a
leading journal, in describing the effect
produced in a political meeting by
singing a political song, says: "The
audience wrought itself up into a perfect furore, and as the last words of the
concluding stanza died away in a volume of sound, which made the very
building shake, the whole assemblage
rose to their feet en rnasse, and joined
in a bust of cheering, again and again
renewed, amid waving of hats, handkerchiefs and frantic demonstrations of
delight." This was regarded as entirely proper. Men may become "frantic"
in politics, without causing alarm or
condemnation. But religious ·excitement is pronounced unbecoming in the
highest degree. All unite in applying
to it to the most oppro bious epithets.
Vital godliness has thus far had to
make its way into the world under this
great disadvantage.
The Apostles
were called "babblers," "fools," and
said to be '· mad," "drunk" and " beside themselves." Luther was styled
a heretic, and Wesley, Whitfield and
their coadjutors, fanatics and enthusiasts. The same weapon is still sue·
cessfully wielded by the enemy of all
righteousness. Many, whom the Spirit
of God is endeavoring to lead into the
full liberty of the Gospel, fail of making any considerable progress, because
they shrink from this cross. They
anxiously inquire if it is not possible
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to follow the Lord fully, without such
manifestations of emotion as bring upon them the reproach of the world.
Some bearing the Christian name Jook
upon such manifestations with suspicion. They do not appear to be
as much afflicted with the indifference
and wordliness exhibited by many of
the professed disciples of Christ, as
with the overpowering feeling seen, at
times, in a few.
This is the great impediment to the
work of God, at the present time. The
opposition, weH-meant it may be, by
many in the Church of Christ, to all
uncommon manifestations of the Spirit's
influence is, to-day, effecting more harm
than the cavils of the skeptic and the
sneers of the profane. Says an eminent
living minister of the Presbyterian
Church, " I have supposed, and do still
suppose, that the great reason why revivals of religion have not been more
deep, permanent and sin-subduing is,
that the spirit has been unable to proceed beyond a certain limit in his work
without meeting with a stern resistance
on the part of multitudes of professors
of religion and ministers. They seem
in their unbelief, to have prescribed
certain limits within which revivals
should be kept ; formed certain notions
of order, and endeavored to confine the
spirit down to a stereotyped mode of
operation, ready to make common
cause, and unite their hands in opposing the spirit, whenever he should step
over into what they suppose to be the
regions of disorder.
For myself, I am expecting, as soon
as the Church will consent to it, and
the ministry are prepared to lead the
way, much deeper, more permanent,
and sin-subduing revivals of religion
than the world has ever seen. This
must be if the world is ever to be converted."
. This is the testimony of a man of
piety and learning, whose labors have,
for many years, been highly blessed in
promoting revivals of religion, both in
this country and in England. He speaks
from experience.
Our object in this article is two-fold.
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First. To persuade, if possible, all who
fear the Lord, not to countenance this
" stern resistance to the work of the
spirit;" and secondly, to caution all
who are endeavoring to follow the
Lord fully, against grieving the Holy
Spirit by allowing themselves to be
tried with their peculiar exercises. In
doing this we shall show that it is entirely proper, and to be expected, that
those engaged in the service of God
should manifest, at times, the deepest
emotion.
While the earnest Christian will
uniformly walk with the Lord by faith,
and thus preserve an entire consistency
of conduct, yet the depth of his emotions will vary. A continuance of the
overpowering emotions that he sometimes experiences, would unfit him for
the duties of life, and exhaust his physical frame. Paul could never have
preached the Gospel had he always
been so transported as not to know
whether he "was in the body or out of
the body."
Our first argument is drawn from the
greatness of the danger to which sinners
are exposed. They have wantonly
violated the Divine law, which is holy
and just and good. They have scornfully rejected all the overtures of
mercy. God, who cannot lie, has said,
"These shall go away into everlasting
punishment. And the smoke of their
torment ascendeth up forever, and
ever; and they have no rest, day nor
night ! " I once saw a man who had
violated the laws of his country and
was awaiting his sentence to the State
prison. Though a strong man he
sobbed aloud, and for some minutes
could not control himself so as to speak.
No one who saw him could have pronounced his great grief extravagant.
Shall then the sinner, whose crimes in
the sight of God are of a far deeper dye,
and who is exposed to a fate infinitely
more dreadful, be thought to be unduly
excited at the discovery of his guilt,
though he should "roar by reason of
the disquietness of his heart !"
An aged mother left the home of her
youth and the graves of her kindred,
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and with tottering step crossed the Atlantic, that she might seek her son, in
this land of plenty. She found him in
a prison! I saw her as she reached her
hand through the iron grating and
grasped the hand of her loved though
erring child; and then she turned away
and sank to the ground, with a grief
too big for utterance. He must be an
unfeeling wretch who could ridicule
the deep anguish of her broken heart.
Who then will say that that Christian
mother is fanatical, who seeing the child
of her affections " condemned already,"
waiting only for the ministering spirits
of the justice of the Almighty, to hurry
him away to "outer darkness, where
is weeping and wailing and gnashing of
teeth," cries unto God, "with groanings that cannot be uttered," to stay
the avenging sword, and send once
more, to his obdurate heart, the condcting Spirit, to persuade him if possible to escape the damnation of hell 1
As the Bible is true, his danger is real,
and hence no anxiety that she can feel
is greater than the dreadfulness of the
exposure will warrant.
But we prefer to let President Ed:wards speak on this point. As a
philosopher and Divine, this country
has never produced his equal. He was
as pious as learned. Dr. Chambers
says of him: "Looking to Edwards,
we behold the most philisophical of all
theologians, at the same time the humblest and holiest of men." Robert
Hall pronounces him "The greatest
man of the world." Through his labors
many souls were brought to Christ.
We do not subscribe to his Calvinistic
views, but we do consider him as good
authority on Christian experience. No
one will hardly dare to charge this
eminent Presbyterian Divine with
either being fanatical himself or encouraging fanaticism in others. Edwards says, "There is one particular
kind of exercise and concern of mind,
that may have been overpowered by,
that has been especially stumbling to
some ; and that is, the deep concern and
distress that they have been in for the
souls of others. I am sorry that any

put us to the trouble of doing that
which seems so needless, as .defending
such a thing as this. It seems like
mere trifling in so plain a case: to enter into a formal and particular debate,
in order to determine whither there be
anything in the greatness and import.
ance of the case that will answer, and
bear a proportion to the greatness of
the concern that some have manifested. Men may be allowed, from no
higher a principle than common ingenuity and humanity, to be very deeply concerned, and greatly exercised in
mind, at the seeing others in great
danger, of no greater calamity than
drowning or being burned up in a
house on fire. And if so, then doubtless it will be allowed to be equally
remarkable if they saw them in danger
of a calamity ten times greater, to be
still much more concerned: and so
much more still, if the calamity was
still vastly greater. And why then
should it be thought unreasonable, and
looked upon with a very suspicious
eye, as if it must come from some bad
cause, when persons are extremely con·
cerned at seeing others in very great
danger of suffering the fierceness and
wrath of Almighty God, to all eternity 1 And besides, it will doubtless be
allowed that those that have very great
degrees of the Spirit of God, that is a
spirit of love, may well be supposed
to have vastly more of love and com·
passion to their fellow creatures, than
those that are influenced only by common humanity. Why should it be
thought strange that those that are full
of the Spirit of Christ, should be proportionably, in their love to souls like
to Christ; who had so strong a love to
them, and concern for them, as to be
willing to drink the dregs of the cup of
God's fury for them ; and at the same
time that He offered up His blood for
souls, offered up also, as their high priest,
strong crying and tears, with an extreme
agony, wherein the soul of Christ was,
as it were, in travail for the souls of the
elect ; and therefore in saving them He
is said to see of the travail of His soul.
As such a spirit of love to, and concern
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for souls, was the spirit of Christ, so it
is the spirit of the Church; and therefore the Church in desiring and seeking
that Christ might be brought forth in
the world, and in the souls of men, is
represented, Rev. xii. as "a woman
crying, travailing in birth, and pained
to be delivered." The spirit of those
that have been in distress for the souls
of others, so far as I can discern, seems
not to have been different from that of
the apostle who travailed for souls, and
was ready to wish himself accursed
from Christ for others. And that of
the psalmist-Ps. cxix. 53.; "Horror
hath taken hold upon me, because of
the wicked that forsake Thy law."
And v.136, "Rivers of water run down
mine eyes because they keep not Thy
law." And that of the prophet Jeremiah-J er. iv. 19-"My bowels! my
bowels ! I am pained at my very heart.
My head maketh a noise in me ! I cannot hold my peace! Because thou hast
heard, 0 my soul, the sound of the
trumpet, the alarm of war." And so,
chap. xi. 1, and iii. 17, and xiv.17, and
Isa. xxii. 4. We read of Mordecai,
when he saw his people in danger of
being destroyed with a temporal destruction-Esth. iv. 1-" That he rent
his clothes, and put on sackcloth with
ashes, and went out into the midst of
the city, and cried with a loud and bitter cry." And why, then, should persons be thought to be distracted, when
they cannot forbear crying out, at the
consideration of the misery of those
that are going to eternal destruction."
"I have seen," says Finney," a man
of as much strength of intellect and
muscle as any man in the community,
fall down prostrate, absolutely overpowered by his unutterable desires for
sinners. I know this is a stumblingblock to many; and it always will be
as long as there remain in the Church
so many blind and stupid professors of
religion. But I cannot doubt that these
things are the work of the Spirit of
God. 0 that the whole Church could
be so filled with the Spirit as to travail
in prayer, till a nation should be born
in a day."
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God does not give any one this travail for souls continually, because no one
could live under it; but every earnest
and true Christian has it at times, and
he that is led by the Spirit will have
as much of it as he can well endure.
Reader, if you have never felt it, you
have good reason to fear that you have
never yet been converted to God, and
you cannot have the Spirit of Christ.
And the apostle says-Rom. viii. 9" Now if any man have not the Spirit
of Christ, he is none of His."
The Spirit opens our eyes to the
condition of sinners. In His light the
threatenings with which the Bible
abounds are dothed with terror. Have
we, by any act of disobedience, brought
ourselves within the range of the artillery of Sinai? Does the dark cloud of
Divine vengeance hang over us? The
consciousness of our condition can but
be attended with the deepest anguish
of Spirit. The soul thus exposed goes
"mourning all the day long." The
sweetest pleasures have lost their
tractions.
Have we been rescued from our
perilous condition by the strong arm
of Him who is mighty to deliver? Do
we see others, strangers, acquaintances,
friends, relatives, in imminent danger
of the same destruction which so recently threatened us'? Does the compassionate Spirit of Jesus dwell within
us? Then, how natural, how unavoidable is it that we should manifest, when
alive to the condition of sinners, the
deepest emotion.
Did Christ o'er sinners weep,
And shall our cheeks be dry?
Let floods of peni tenti grief
Burst forth from every eye.

When the ear is soothed with a variety of fine harmony, the sc1ul is too
often allured away from spiritual worship, even though a divine song attend
the music.-W ATTS.
BELIEVER, the more worldly business
lies upon thy hand, the more need thou
hast to keep close to thy closet. Much
business lays a man open to many sins,
many snares and many temptations.
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PuRE Christian humility has no such
thing as roughness, or contempt ; or
fierceness or bitterness, in its nature ;
it makes a person like a little child,
harmless and innocent ; and that none
need to be afraid of; or like a lamb,
destitute of all bitterness, wrath, anger,
and clamor, agreeable to Eph. iv. 31.
With such a spirit as this ought especially zealous ministers of the gospel to be clothed, and those that God
is pleased to improve as instruments
in His hands of promoting His work:
they ought indeed to be thorough in
preaching the word of God, without
mincing the matter at all; in handling
the sword of the Spirit, as the ministers of the Lord of Hosts, they ought
not to be mild and gentle ; they are
not to be gentle and moderate in searching and awakening the conscience, but
should be sons of thunder: the word
of God, which is in itself sharper than
any two-edged sword, ought not to be
sheathed by its ministers, but so used,
that its sharp edges may have their full
effect, even to the dividing asunder soul
and spirit, joints and marrow (provided they do it without judging particular persons, leaving it to conscience and
the Spirit of God to make the particular application) ; but all their conversation should savor of nothing but lowliness and good will, love and pity to
all mankind; so that such a spirit should
be like a sweet odor diffused around
them wherever they go, or like a light
shining about them, their faces should,
as it were, shine with it; they should
be like lions to guilty consciences, but
like lambs t_o men's persons. This
would have no tendency to prevent the
awakening of men's consciences, but on
the contrary would have a very great
tendency to awaken them; it would
make way for the sharp sword to enter;
it would remove the obstacles, and
make a naked breast for the arrow.EDWARDS.
GoD will not give his blessing to
even a divine service, if not done in
His own way, on principles of truth
and righteousness.-ADAM CLARKE.

THE most fatal ruins are, frequently,
not those which come suddenly, but
those which come progressively-by
little and little-from step to step.
There is not a more fatal disease
than a consumption; yet the consumptive patient is frequently so deceived
respecting his disorder, because he is
not in violent pain, and the progress
of his disease is slow, that you can
scarcely persuade him of his dang'er.
Consumptive persons will plan and
contrive for months and years to come,
when they have not a week to live t
Decay in religion is of this nature; it
is a spiritual consumption. If a house
receive a shock from a stroke of lightning, it may still be sound in the main,
and may not require to be pulled down;
but if a house begin to decay at the
foundation, there is little hope but it
must come down.-CECIL.
SELF-LovE.-Self·love is our most
terrible enemy, because it is our nearest. Every one covets praise; but
there is a strong self-love that has no
bound, which is vanity; as there is,
also, a feeble self-love which is moderate. We baptize the latter with the
name of modesty. This is not a virtue, it is a natural quality, a simple
mark of good sense. There is a great
distance between modesty and humility. True humility is a miracle. A
supernatural grace is necessary to impart to a minister. Nothing but love
can remove self-love from the throne
of his heart. Love is an ardent, passionate, pre-occupation, which withdraws from everything that is not
allied to itself, from blame and from
praise alike. Conversion essentially
consists in love.-VINET.
LovE.-Let our love be firm, constant, and inseparable; not coming and
returning like the tide, but descending
!ike a never failing river, ever running
into the ocean of Divine excellency,
passing on in these channels of duty al!ld
a constant obedience ; still being a
river till it be turned into sea and vastness, even the immensity of a blissful
eternity.-TAYLOR's HoLY L1vING.

WHO .A.RE THE CHILDREN OF GOD.

WHO ARE THE CHILDREN OF
GOD?
BY NELSON C. LYON.

What an important question! It is
one that should come home with force
to the heart of every one who professes
to be a follower of Christ. But who
will answer it ? Let the Word of God
answer ; for we must not judge. The
inspired penman tells us that " As
many as are led by the Spirit of God,
they are the sons of God." It appears
that our worship is based upon our
ing led by the Spirit ; for the passage
quoted implies that ''As many as are
not led· by the Spirit of God, they are
not the sons of God." If our being
the children of God depends upon our
being led by His Spirit, how important it is that we should be very careful to obey all its teachings.
What is it to be led by the Spirit?
Where will it lead us? "He shall
guide you into all truth, and teach you
all things." Christ prayed, "Sanctify
them through thy truth; thy Word is
truth."· If we are to be sanctified
through the truth, and the Spirit guides
us into all truth, it must, of course,
lead us into sanctification ; and if we
are led by the Spirit, we shall be sanctified.
Perhaps you ask, "When?" Taking
the Word of God for our guide, we reply, now; for, "Behold, now is the accepted time; behold, now is the day of
salvation."
We are commanded to " Love God
with all the heart, with all the soul,
with all the mind, and with all the
strength," and surely we cannot do that
until our hearts are cleansed from all
sin.
We cannot love God with all the
heart, until our hearts are filled with
love, and our hearts cannot be filled
with love until they are emptied of all
sin, till they are made pure. Being
wholly sanctified, is nothing more or
less than being cleansed from all sin ;
and " If we conjess our sins, He is
faithful and just to forgive us our sins;
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and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness."
Here is truth ; that we must love
God with all the heart, and at the
present time; that we cannot do it until we are cleansed from all sin, or
wholly sanctified; that, as the Spirit is
to guide us into all truth, He will
guide us into this truth. Also, that if
we are led by the Spirit, we shall be
cleansed from all sin now.
The Apostle prayed," And the very
God of peace sanctify you wholly ;
and I pray God yoµr whole spirit, and
soul, and body, be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ. Faithful is He that . calleth
you who will do it." How can we be
preserved blameless until we are first
wholly sanctified? Certainly we cannot be, unless we say that sin is pleasing in the sight of God, and surely no
one who believes the Word of God
will say that it is; for He says that
He " Cannot look upon sin with the
least degree of allowance." " No unclean thing shall enter the kingdom
of Heaven." It is evident, that before
we can be preserved blameless, we
must be made blameless, that is, pure
in heart. Nothing that is defiled with
sin can be blameless in the sight of a
Holy God. " We are the temple of
God ; and if any man defile the temple of God him shall God destroy."
Will not sin defile the temple of God?
We have proved, from the Word of
God, that it is our privilege, and our
duty, to be holy, and I ask, can we live
year after year in a justified state,
without going any farther ? We have
proved that if we are led by the Spirit,
we shall be led into sanctification; that
if we follow the teachings of the Spirit,
and the Word of God, we shall be
sanctified wholly, and preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ. Are those who have been professing to enjoy religion from five to
forty or more years, and yet know
nothing about sanctification-I ask with
all charity-are they the children of
God? Certainly they have not been
led by His Spirit. Reader, hast thou
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obtained a pure heart? If so, thank
God and take courage. Hast thou
been many years professing to live
justified in His sight, and yet hast thou
not followed the teachings of His
Sprit, or His Word, which says, "Be
ye holy 1 for I the Lord your God am
holy? If the latter case be your condition, a,re you a child of God? "Examine yourselves; prove your own
selves ; know ye not that Jesus Christ
is in you, except ye be reprobates ?
"And if Christ be in you the body is
dead because of sin." " Herein was
the Son of God manifested to destroy
the work of the devil." Sin is the
work of the devil, and hence if Christ
destroys the work of the devil, he must
destroy sin. Reader, if Christ dwell
in your heart, will he not destroy sin
there? "If any man have not the
Spirit of Christ, he is none of His." If
we have the Spirit of Christ, we shall
have its fruits also, which are " Love,
joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, temperance."
"Against such there is no law."
PRrnE.-Let none think themselves
out of danger of spiritual pride, even
in their best frames. Pride is the
worst viper in the heart; it is the first
sin that ever entered into the univBrse,
is lowest of all i.n the foundation of
the whole building of sin, and is the
most secret, deceitful and unsearchable
in its ways of working, of any lusts
whatever. It is ready to mix with
everything; and nothing is so hateful
to God, contrary to the spirit of the
gospel, or of so dangerous consequence; and there is no one sin that
does so much to let the devil into the
hearts of the saints and expose them to
his delusions.-EnwARDS.
WE are apt to believe in Providence
so long as we have our own way; but
if things go awry, then we think if
there is a God, He is in Heaven, and
not 011 earth.-BEECHER.
HE that would pray with effect must
live with care and piety.-TAYLOR.

THEY have healed also the hurt of
the daitghters of my people slightly,
saying ]Jeace, peace, when there is no
peace.
The prophet gives a thundering message, that they might be terrified, and
have some convictions and inclinations
to repent; but it seems that the false
prophets, the false priests, went about
stifling people's convictions, and when
they were hurt or a little terrified,
they were for daubing over the wound,
telling them that.Jeremiah was but an
enthusiastic preacher.
Our hearts are exceedingly deceitful,
and desperately wicked ; none but the
eternal God knows how treacherous
they are. How many of us cry peace,
peace to our souls, when there is no
peace. How many are there that are
now settled upon their lees, that now
think they are Christians, that now
flatter themselves that they have an
interest in Jesus Christ! whereas, if
we come to examine their experiences,
we will find that their peace is but a
peace of the devil's making; it is not
peace of God's giving; it is not a peace
that passeth human understanding. It
is matter, therefore, of great importance to know whether we may speak
peace to our hearts.
I know, by sad experience, what it is
to be lulled asleep with a false peace.
Long was I lulled asleep; long did I
think myself a Christian, when I knew
nothing of the Lord Jesus Christ. I
went, perhaps, further than many of
you do; I used to fast twice a week;
I used to pray, sometimes, nine times
a day; I used to receive the sacrament
constantly every Lord's day; and yet
I knew nothing of Jesus Christ in my
heart. I knew nothing of inward religion in my soul.
0, if ye do not take care, a form of
religion will destroy your soul; ye will
rest in it, and will not come to Jesus
Christ at all; whereas, those things
are only the means and not the end of
religion ; Christ is the end of the law
for righteousness to all that believe.W mTFIELD.

EXPERIENCE.

EXPERIENCE
OF MRS. MINERVA COOLEY.

I w As taught by a praying mother
in the days of my infancy to lisp my
evening prayer, and I never durst, before my conversion, close my eyes in
sleep without first kneeling by my bedside, and saying my little prayer to
God. But I do not remember to have
been especially convicted for sin until
after my tenth year, when I began to
feel my need of salvation. During a
series of meetings I went several times
to the anxious seat. My heart was all
broken down before the Lord, but I did
not know how to cast my burden on
Him, or how to exercise saving faith.
After a time my deep convictions wore
off, and 1 was encouraged by some to
believe that God had pardoned my sins.
But Jesus showed me by a vision of
the night that I had settled down upon
a false hope. After tenderly embracing me, he seemed to say to me, You
think you are in the way to heaven,
but you are in the way to hell : He
then smiled upon me, and disappeared.
When I awoke, it seemed to me that
Jesus had appeared to me in person
and told me that I was self-deceived.
I now began in earnest to seek the
Lord, and soon felt His power to save,
and then how my young heart went out
after others, especially the unconverted
members of my father's family! I
found some heavy crosses to bear,
though they might appear trifling to
persons of maturer years. I felt that
God called me to labor, to do something
for souls young as I was. I well remember the glory I used to feel in
bearing the cross, and though Satan
tried to prevent my doing certain duties, by telling me I was too young,
yet my heavenly Father gave me grace
and decision to put him to flight, and
for a time led me by His Spirit in the
path of obedience. I kept on in this
way for a few years as well as I could,
trying to follow Jesus according to the
light I had, and sometimes I would feel
so much of His presence as to quite
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overcome my physical powers; and
then a great solemnity would pervade
my mind for days, and I would feel
such a sinking into God as I could not
express. I read the lives of Hester
Ann Rogers and Mrs. Fletcher, and
greatly longed to see somebody deeply
experienced as they were, to whom I
could go for counsel, but I looked in
vain to find them. 0 how I needed
some spiritual guide to point out the
dangers that beset my path, and guide
my feet in the narrow way. Happy
had it been for me had I kept on living
near to Jesus. But after the lapse of
a few years I commenced going in young
company ; and I proved, alas! that the
society of the gay and thoughtless was
no help to a life of faith. I now began
to lay down my watch, and to neglect
certain duties until I felt the light going
out of my soul; and thus was I shorn
of my strength, so that I had no power
to labor, though I kept up an outward
form, and attended regularly class and
prayer meetings, and visited i:ny closet
three times a day; but 0 how little I
knew of what it reall v was to be blessfeeling in
ed ! I felt a sort of
doing those duties, because they were
enjoined upon me, but my heart did
not go out to God in them; it lay all
unmoved and unwarmed within; though
the divine rays were shining then as
now, I had no faith to conduct them to
my heart. I read the promises in God's
holy word to His believing children,
but I had no power to claim them as
mine. I lived on in this way until in
my nineteenth year I became the wife
of an itinerant minister; and how little
I then felt the responsibilities of a minister's wife! I thought I must please
the people, and this I endeavored to do,
by doing all that I thought was required of me; in visiting the members,
taking part in the social meetings, in
instructing the youth, in superintending
Sabbath schools, and by being active
in all the benevolent societies. I felt
it a task to move,, and thought when we
went to a new station, if we could
please the people the first year, they
would want us back the second year ;
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and they generally did. Things passed
on in this way until we went to the
Springville charge, and Bro. Eleazier
Thomas was appointed our Presiding
Elder. With him holiness was a prominent theme, and he preached it whereever he went. Previous to this time, I
do not recollect to have heard a sermon
preached on this subject during all these
years that I had lived so backslidden in
heart though not in life. I did not
know any one who could declare from
a personal experience that there was
power in Jesus' blood to cleanse the
heart from all sin.
I had gone on measuring myself by
others, and had thought I was as good
as most in the Church ; but sometimes
I would feel the upbraidings of conscience, and some circumstance would
lead to self-examination ; and then I
would feel that .all was not right, and
that I was not prepared for sudden
death; but I had heard it many times
said that we should have dying grace
given to us in that hour, and that we
did not need dying grace to live by. I
tried to believe this, and would quiet
my conscience and pass on. Yet I
knew the Church was not what it ought
to be, and was Jar from what it was in
its earlier days of simplicity and power.
I had read of those times, and could remember when a child, how the memhers went plainly dressed, and would
kneel in the public congregation; and
when assembled in love-feasts, the doors
being shut, would enjoy seasons of great
refreshing from the presence of the
Lord. lt did seem now as I looked
over the state of the Church, and saw
how its members tried to outvie each
other in worldly conformity, and in
building costly edifices to. gratify the
eyes of its fashionable worshippers, and
saw so little humble piety and true
Christian zeal for God, that Ichabod
would soon be written upon· the doorposts of our Methodism, for the glory
was departing from her. At times I
would see these things, and mourn over
them, and would resolve to live nearer
to God, and at times had some peace
and rest, but it was only for a few mo-

ments. Thus I went on resolving and
re-resolving to be more faithful, but
without any real abiding change in my
feelings, for about ten years.
And then, glory be to Jesus! it was
my privilege to become acquainted
with some Christians who walked in
the clear light, and who felt it their duty to deal faithfully with souls. And
these did not as others had done, flatter
me, and encourage me to think I was
doing well without any satisfactory evidences of my personal salvation. As
I sat under the pointed preaching of
some devoted ministers, the word came
to my soul with searching, sifting power. And 0 how I saw that I was living on shadows without tasting the substance! Then, when I looked over my
past life, and saw how little I had done
with an eye to the glory of God ; and
how I had misrepresented Jesus, professing to be His disciple, and at the
sa:rne time indulging in pride of life,
and doing many things to gratify self,
I felt like getting in the dust and thanking God that He had not removed the
candlestick out of its place, and left me
no space for repentance. About this
time, while residing in Somerset, I was
taken suddenly ill, and did not expect
to live twenty-four hours; and keenly
I then felt that the dying grace I had
before expected would not be given
when there were neglected duties unrepented of. I felt that I was not prepared to go into the presence of my
Judge-I had not the wedding garment
on. But God saw fit in His mercy to
rebuke the disease, and to spare my
life.
I then sought earnestly the forgiveness of all my backslidings, and felt
that God did justi(y me freely, through
faith in His name. I now felt greatly
the need of more power to be useful,
and was convicted for the blessing of
entire holjness.
I resolved to seek it at the coming
camp meeting which was soon to be
held in Newfane. That meeting was
rendered a great blessing to very many
souls. The fruits of it will only be
, seen in eternity. It was the first that
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had been held in that region for fifteen
years ; and this would not have been,
but for the untiring and persevering
efforts of Bro. Joseph McCreery. It
was there my soul entered the " Canaan
of perfect love"-the land of rest from
in-bred sin. On the last day of this
meeting, a beloved sister-a mother in
Israel, (wife of Dr. Israel Chamberlain)
came to me and invited me to go into
a tent where a few were seeking for entire holiness. I went in and found sister Hardy and Bro. William C. Kendall laboring with a few souls. I knelt
with them, and was enabled by the help
of God's Spirit to make an entire consecration of all I had to Him. And
0 how I saw the crosses coming up before me ! One was to go home and
profess it in the society where we then
lived. I saw a little of what I should
have to meet; there was very little
sympathy with earnest religion in that
place, only about a half dozen members
out of seventy who met in class, and
these were cold and formal, and my
husband did not enjoy the blessingbut I said, Lord, I will confess it. Another was, to exhort in the public congregation, and another was to go home
and labor with my mother, although
she had long been a member of the
Church, I felt sure she was not saved.
A little before this she had been afflicted with severe illness ; and I had stood
by her bedside and saw her sinking, as
I supposed, in the arms of death, and
had not courage to speak to her about
her soul.
The Lord pity such professors of religion ! The reason this was such a
cross to me, was, because religion was
not a familiar subject in the family;
and in how many professedly Christian
families is this the case! Everything
else, almost, is looked after, but the
salvation of its me1nbers.
After promising the Lord I would
take the cross every where with all the
reproach, I felt the light breaking into
my soul, and 0 what waves of light
seemed to pass all through my inner
and outer being. I was enabled by
faith to put on Christ fully, and felt all
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through my soul such a glorious union
with him. It was now my greatest delight to do His blessed will, and I began to feel such a sympathy for perishing souls, as I had never felt before.
My soul was greatly burdened when I
beheld the backslidings of God's people. At one time, for nearly a week
so heavily did the state of the Church
press upon me, that I was scarcely able
to perform the common duties of the
family. At length I was enabled to
cast my burden upon the Lord. I went
alone to the sanctuary, and entered the
sacred desk, where I prostrated myself
before the Lord, and earnestly besought
Him to endue my husband with power
from on high, to give edge and force to
his truth as proclaimed from that desk
-that the hearts of the people might
melt under its burning power. I felt
assured by the Holy Spirit my prayer
was heard, and waited patiently expecting the answer. My burden was all
gone, and with a light and happy heart
I went about my work until the next
Sabbath; and that day as I sat under
the word, I thought I had never heard
my husband preach with such freedom
and power. I saw it was taking effect,
and God manifested His presence in
the class meeting, in a wonderful manner. Some fell under His power, and
nearly all eyes were suffused with tears
-it was the dawning of a new era to
that society.
Glory, glory be to Jesus, who hears
and answers prayer !
I felt it my duty to reprove sin whereever I rnw it, in the Church or out of
it, and this called down upon me bitter
opposition. I met with trials and persecutions I had not expected, but 0
how graciously did the Lord sustain
me, and cause me in every trial to triumph!
And 0 how I now felt that my husband as well as every minister of the
gospel, needed the clear light in his
soul, in order to teach others the way.
And before our four days' meeting on
Bear Ridge, I carried his case to the
Lord, and got the assurnnce that He
would save him fully at that meeting.
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But the meeting passed on until the
last evening, when the Lord laid upon
me a heavy cross; but He gave me
strength to bear it, although Satan suggested it would be very much out of
place, and would injure the cause. I
felt it my duty to go to him in the
church, and ask him to come forward
with others, and seek the blessing of
holiness ; for I felt that ministers must
lay aside their dignity, and get down
as low as others, to be fully saved.
I went to him, and we knelt together
at the altar, and as we commenced praying, God began to show him his heart,
and earnestly did he plead that the second work, the work ofpurification might
be completed there. And that night,
between the hours of eleven and twelve,
while the now sainted William C. Kendall was lifting him up to .the throne in
earnest believing prayer, he experienced
the inward crucifixion, the death of nature, and was enabled to testify clearly
to the power of Jesus' blood to cleanse
and purify the heart. And since that
hour the ever blessed Jesus has been
an abiding guest at our humble home.
0 glory, glory be to His name, how
He has sustained us while passing
through trials, and He has enabled us
to count it all joy when we fall into divers temptations, knowing that the trial
of our faith worketh patience. Now I
can say as did the apostle, I live, yet
not I but Christ liveth in me. 0 what
an amazing stoop of condescending grace
to save so sweetly, so fully, a rebel
soul like me. I find in Jesus my all
every day, every hour, every moment,
and like as the atom plays in the sun's
beams, so my soul seems lost in God,
and delights itself in the ocean of His
love. 0 that I had an angel's tongue
and a trumpet's voice to tell the world
of God's redeeming love. 0, how
gently He bears me along, and unfolds
to me daily the riches of His grace !
My every wish and desire centers in
Him, and the language of my heart is,
0 Jesus !, I'll follow Thee everywhere,
I'll go at Thy bidding, regardless of the
world's flatteries or frowns, till Thou
shalt sign my release and take me
home!

QUALIFICATIONS FOR

PREACHING.-

When any one comes forward to offer
hirµself as a laborer in the vineyard
of the Lord, before he can be rightly
assigned to any sphere, the question as
to his spiritual character must be favorably decided, and then his sphere
should be determined by his gifts.
Which of the various gifts of the Holy
Spirit have been conferred upon him?
If none of them, who dare say that he
is to be a minister of God, and a teacher
of the souls of men? It is a manifest
inversion of Christian order, when the
commission of the Church is taken to
be the authority to commence the exercise of spiritual gifts. In the New
Testament the Church's only warrant
for issuing her commissions is the
known possession of such gifts ; and
this can only be proved by their previous exercise. Her work was not
to create gifts, but from among the
gifted brethren to select those whom
the Lord had, by His own will and
act, previously fitted for special offices.
The ordination of the Church to the
ministry was not a Christian's first authority to preach Christ; for that, opportunity and ability were authority
enough ; but the special eminence and
usefulness of some among the company
of preachers was the Church's warrant
for separating them to the sole work
of the ministry. If a commission from
the Church be held to supply the place
either of the Spirit's constraining call,
or of His qualifying gift, His office in
perpetuating the ministry is superceded. To do this effectually, it is not
necessary to blot from creeds the expressions of right belief, but only to
adopt in practice such regulations as
will enable men without grace,. or
without gifts, by the use of ordinary
professional preparations, to obtain a
commission, and stand up as accredited
stewards of the mysteries of God.ARTHUR.

T1rn carnal minded cannot believe
that there is any sure plan of driving
out o;i· keeping under one devil, except
by calling in the aid of another.HARE.

SINGING IN CHURCH.

SINGING IN CHURCH.
How can we get persons to sing in
our Churches 1 This is the inquiry
that is being constantly made, not only
in this city, but in many other places
also. It ought not to be so. God requires his people to praise him, and
especially iiJ. the sanctuary. By the
mouth of the sweet Psalmist of Israel
he said, " Whoso offereth praise glorifieth me," and David resolved accordingly, "I will bless the Lord at all
times ; his praise shall be continually
in my mouth; " and invites all to do
the same, " Sing praises to God, sing
praises ; sing praises to our King, sing
praises ; for God is the King of all the
earth, sing ye praises with understanding ; " and in other places he saith, " It
is good to sing praises unto our God,
for it is pleasant, and praise is comely;
praise him in his sanctuary, praise him
in the congregation of his saints."
Praise constituted a very large part of
the worship of the Jewish Church, and
the Christians in apostolic times delighted in the same holy exercise.
They waited not for the accompaniment of wind or stringed instruments,
but in open air, in secret chambers, in
prisons, or wherever any saints happened to be assembled, there they
could sing a hymn. There was no
straining after any artistic effect or scientific execution ; but the plain song
of piety ascended from earth to
Heaven, in direct obedience to the
command of the apostle to " offer the
sacrifice of praise to God continually,
that is, the fruit of our lips, giving
thanks to his name." So, at a later
period, in time of persecution, the
early Christians were accustomed to
meet a great while before day and sing
praises to Christ as God. So, again,
at a later period stilJ, as we learn from
Cave.
" When they (Christians) were at
dinner, they sang hymns and psalms;
a practice which Clement of Alexandria
commends as very suitable to Christians, and a modest and decent way of
praising God whilst we are partaking
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of his creatures. Saint Chrysostom
also strongly pleads for it, that men
should be careful to teach their wives
and children; and which (singing) they
should use at their ordinary works."
Numberless testimonies to the same
effect might be cited. The primitive
Christians praised the "Lord at all
times." So, again, at the times of the
great Reformation, we have abundant
evidence of psalmody and hymnology
being common among Protestants.
•And from the glimpses which are afforded us of Heaven, it would seem
that new songs of praise, " loud as from
numbers without number, sweet as
from blessed voices," will never die
away from the lips of the holy and
happy worshippers. Now the path of
duty is plain. All must recognise it,
and at the same time feel the need of
united praise in church. But it may
be asked, can any plan be devised to
meet and overcome the difficulty com
plained of? We reply, most certainly. God has given all voices,
some after one sort, some after another, but all have voices capable of
improvement. Let, then, the heads of
households practice plain singing at
home'; and, if "men," feeling indisposed to lead in this matter, will not
prevent such pious exhortations of
singing under their own roofs, " wives
and children," sisters and brothers,
maid servants and men-servants, will
quickly draw all "men" out into family
psalmody. Familiarized to it by fives,
and by tens, and by scores in their private worship, what would check spontaneous joining (with or without choirs)
in church 1 Accustomed to ecclesiastical music within their own family circle, where would any longer be such
grave impediments as are now alleged
to exist? Then we would also suggest
that an effort should be made to get as
many as possible of the people together to practice some two or three
plain tunes by the ear during the intermediate week days. It could be
done. Nature makes human beings
vocal, and none refuse to sing any
popular airs or national melodies when
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the occasion offers ; and that they acquire by the ear, accomplish by practice. So it should be, and it could be,
with sacred tunes if the spiritual pastor
cordially called upon his flock to assemble in church or other suitable
place for that exclusive purpose. In
answer to an objection that may naturally arise to this plan, we would ask
our readers to remember that among
those who sang hosannas to the Lord,
there might have been, and probably
were, many false notes, many inaccurate and uncouth voices ; yet our Saviour loved to hear them sing ; and he
declared, if they held their peace, the
very stones would immediately cry
out. Let us then be very careful how
we silence any who would join in the
act of praise, from the mistaken idea
that they would interrupt others. "Let
everything that hath breath praise the
Lord, for His name only is excellent,
His glory above Heaven and earth."Church Witness.

SUBSTITUTES FOR THE HOLY
GHOST.
BY

REV. A. A. PHELPS.

HAVING treated this subject in a former number in its application to the
membership of the Church generally,
we now proceed to notice some of the
substitutes frequently made by the
Christian ministry for the baptism of
celestial fire.
1. Education. Many act as though
they believed their erudition would
measure their success more nearly than
anything else. Their critical exposi. tions and labored essays are dealt out
with a master's hand, and regarded as
the very quintessence of the gospel itself. In their estimation, the intellect
is the devil's stronghold, against which
their heaviest artillery is leveled. Logic is their principal weapon in the
mighty war with sin and Satan. A
perfect volley of arguments is hurled
at the reasoning faculties, which may
FANATICISM. - Fanaticism is the be robbed of every refuge of defense,
child of false zeal and of superstition, and the heart remain the same dungeon
the father of intolerance and of perse- of darkness-the same den of thieves
cution ; it is, therefore, very different -the same seat of Satan as before.
from piety, though some persons are This is surely the character of too much
pleased to confound them. The pious of our modern preaching. The intelman, always governed by humility lect is fed, but the soul goes hungry
and reason, implores and receives the away. The judgment is convinced, but
succors of grace ; and evidences this the. conscience is not effectually aroused
Divine nature by conducting himself and stung with the" arrows of the Alwith sweet humility and love, the gen- mighty." There is a fearful tendency
uine character of the first Christians. to be satisfied with the light without
But the fanatic, big with pride, and full the .fire-the thunder without the lightof himself, rejects reason, and takes the ning.
emotions of his own passions for those
2. Eloquence. True eloquence is the
of grace; and.far from conducting him- power to move mind. There is nothing
self with Christian modesty and love, unlawful in possessing such a power if
he follows the reveries of his imagina- employed in the right direction. Many,
tion as if they were the inspirations of however, seem to rely more on their
the Divine Spirit; he imitates the fol- powers of oratory to move, than upon
lies of enthusiastic fools, and if occa- the unction of the Holy Spirit. A
sion offers, t;he cruelties of bloody per- splendid elocution, and dazzling rhetor·
secutors. Let us cautiously guard ical flourishes, are prominent features
against this excess, but let us not des- of the sermon, which often have the ef.
pise true zeal; for it differs as much feet upon the simple to make them pro·
from fanaticism as vigour, accompanied nounce the preacher a most" eloquent"
with health, differs from a delirium pro- man! A short extract from "B. M. A."
duced by a burning fever.-FLETCHER. of the Gilide to Holiness, a few months
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since, will forcibly illustrate this point: in preaching a considerable length of
" We have seen the Redeemer of men time without making any enemies.
so presented, that His friends scarcely Having secured the good will of a large
knew Him. We have heard the gos- community, and established what they
pel (as it was called) preached in such call a ministerial reputation, they seem
a way that we could think of nothing to think that success henceforth is to be
like it, but a grand display of spiritual expected as a matter of course. Prospyrotechnics-rockets of imagination perity blinds their eyes, and they lose
went streaming away into the heavens; sight of the great fact that all their efall sorts of fires, from angel luminaries forts will amount to nothing, or next to
down, winding up in involved blazings nothing, if unaccompanied by the Spirof many-colored lights, and a terrific it's burning agency. A man that lives
explosion, leaving us peering out into the nearest to God, and preaches with
the darkness that followed, and asking, most of the unction of holy One, will
not always or often be regarded with
' Where is Jesus 1' "
3. Orthodoxy. It is a great, thing, the greatest public favor. Such a man
and very desirable withal, to be correct will "suffer persecution," for he must
in doctrine, for God has made it a mat- necessarily come in conflict with the
ter of no small concern as to what we darling sins of those who prefer to be
believe. But theoretical and theologi- let alone. To keep on good terms with
cal correctness is not everything. In- everybody, a man must be composed
deed, for all practical and saving pur- of a peculiarly pliable material. It is
poses it is nothing unless something seldom that a popular preacher is a
else is superadded. Orthodoxy is the straight preacher. So far from popufinished engine without the propelling larity answering as a substitute for the
steam-the . perfect body without the Holy Ghost, a man that would be fully
animating and energizing spirit! It led by this heavenly Guide, will probis not enough that the people be indoc- ably be obliged to pursue a course emtrinated; they must be stirred, melted, inently calculated to diminish his popslain by the sharpness of the two-edged ularity. "Woe unto you when all
sword, and made gloriously alive from men shall speak well of you; for it
the dead by the power of the Holy Ghost! will doubtless be at the expense of your
It is not enough that a minister preach faithfulness to their souls, and of the
the truth j this he might do by assert- anointing of the Holy Spirit.
What an amazing pity that the choing from morning till night that my
name is Alexander j but who is made sen heralds of mercy should so far rebetter by its announcement 1 Much verse the order of Heaven as to pretruth may be preached and yet but very sume to do anything in carrying out
little be accomplished: .first, because their great commission without a mighty
the most essential class of truths is baptism from on high ! What wretchnot proclaimed ; and second, because ed work they always make when they
the truth itself, more than the Holy endeavor to dispense with the Holy
Ghost, is relied on for success. U this Ghost ! How Churches die off on their
will never do ! Let us have the truth hands, and Infidelity, with unwonted
-the simple truth-the whole truth, boldness, stalks abroad over the fair
but let it come burning with the asso- fields of this favored land ! How
ciated presence of the Infinite Spirit ! strangely weak appears the gospel as
Then it will cut its way to the heart of proclaimed by these polished theothe King's enemy, and multiply its vic- logians, in contrast with the mighty
gospel of primitive times, and even of
tories everywhere.
4. Popularity. Some preachers mea- the present time, when announced by
sure their success by their acceptability. lips that are touched with celestial emNearly the highest point of desirable- bers! It is t0o bad to find so many
ness is reached if they have succeeded dead Churches over the land, but min-
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isters should doubtless be sparing of
PREACHING.
their complaints unless they are quite
certain that they have not contributed
I HAVE sometimes been tempted to
by their
preaching to induce speak thus from the pulpit : "My
this very state of death. May God friends, I am as tired of sermons as
pity us ! Amen.
you are; henceforth I will lay aside all
pretensions to sty le, and speak to you
RICHES NOT HAPPINESs.-The late as I do to a friend on the street. I
Mr. Girard, when surrounded by im- will try to be simple, honest, tr.ue ·
mense wealth, and supposed to he tak- telling you just what I think, and as I
ing supreme delight i.n its accumula- think it. I hope you will listen with
attention and interest, as it is for your
tion, wrote thus to a f'riend :
"As to myself, I live like a galley benefit, not my own, that I speak."
slave, constantly occupied, and often But, on consideration, I saw it was betpassing the night without sleeping. I ter to make no such declaration, but to
am wrapped in a labyrinth of affairs, endeavor to act up to it. I have atand worn out with care. I do not value tempted it, but with how little success !
fortune. The love of labor is my high- The force of habit overcomes my best
est emotion. When I rise in the morn- intentions; after a few minutes of siming, my only effort is to labor so hard plicity, I again fall into declamation.
during the day, that when the night But I do declare, that when I have been
comes, I may be enabled to sleep sound- fortunate enough-let me speak more
ly."
correctly and say-when I have been
so
far sustained from above as to reTHE most you can do to a good man
is to persecute him; and the worst main simple and true, I have invariathat persecution can do is to kill him. bly enjoyed an unusual measure of
And killing a good man is as bad as it peace of mind. I may add, that when
would be to spite a ship by launching I have suddenly checked myself in an
it. The soul is built for Heaven, and affected deli very, and resumed a natuthe ship for the ocean, and blessed be ral tone, I haYe seen drooping heads
the hour that gives both to the true raised, wandering eyes fixed ; my auditors thus taught me which was the
element.-BEECHER.
right course.
Try it, Eusebius ! Try it, and you
A PAINTER who was once reprehended by a cardinal, for putting so will find the benefit of the change.
much red in the faces of St. Paul and You may fail the first time, but sucSt. Peter, answered·: "It is to show ceed the second. And you will suchow much they blush at the conduct of ceed if you are in earnest, have real
many who style themselves their suc- faith in the gospel, and love to souls.
If the ministry is to you merely a processors.-ANoN.
THERE is not a duty we are called to fession, you will never be simple, beperform, not an evil temper we are re- cause you are in a false position. Imitaquired to vanquish, but we are directed tion of simplicity is as bad as imitation
in Scripture to seek for the aid of the of dignity ; both are disguises, and
Spirit of God, that our endeavors may there can be no success in the pulpit
without truth in principle and in pracbe crowned with success.-VENN.
tice.-REv. NAPOLEON RoussEL.
PERSONS may go to Church, receive
the sacrament, lead honest, moral lives,
John the Baptist was a " burning
and yet be sent to Hell at the last
and
shining light." To shine is not
day.-WHITFIELD.
enough-a glow-worm will do so; to
Do not complain of the shoe when burn. is not enough-a fire-brand will
the disease is in the foot.-A. A.
do so.-SECKER.

BACKSLIDING IN OLD AGE.

BACKSLIDING IN OLD AGE.
BY

THE EDITOR.

THE pulpit and the religious press
teem with admonitions to the young
aaainst backsliding. They are needed.
The young Christian cannot be too
much upon his guard. He is surrounded with dangers. His previous habits must be broken up. The associations formed p1for to his conversion,
cannot be continued without jeopardy.
Invisible powerful foes are prowling
about, plotting his destruction. He cannot tread too cautiously.
But it deserves to be remembered
that those persons mentioned in the Bible as departing from God _were
ally men, who were, at the ti?1e thell'
defection upon the down-lull side of
life.
Moses. Exposed in his
youth to the seductions found in the
household of a heathen king, he remembered God and retained his integrity.
Vicious
was lost upon him.
Ambition proffered her gilded baubles
in vain. Passion tried its power to no
purpose. He identified himself with a
nation of slaves, choosing rather to
"suffer affliction with the people of God,
than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a
season.' In advanced life, just as he
was ready to enter the promised land,
he gave way to a spirit of vanit:Y and
impatience, and brought upon himself
the displeasure of God, and though he
was doubtless taken to Heaven, he was
not permitted to enter the promised
land.
Eli appears to have been eminently
pious nearly all his days. It was not
until he was "very old" that he "honored his sons above the Lord," and
brought upon himself the malediction
of Heaven.
See David. In his youth and through
his prime, a man after God's own heart
-in advanced life guilty of murder
adultery! and at a still later pe:1od
giving way to yride
self-conceitvices from which age is by no means
exempt.
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Consider the historv of Solomon.
The God of nature
him wisdom
above all men. The God of grace gave
him another heart ; and in a special
sense the Lord loved him. Yet strange
to say-" it carne to pass when Solornon
wAS ·OLD" that " his heart was turned
from the Lord God of Israel." He
yielded to a compromising
sin of old age. The altar and worship
of Jehovah he never thought of forsaking; but in sinful compliance with the
wishes of his wives, he gave countenance and support to the worship of
false Gods. " And the Lord was angry
with Solomon."
How many, who, in their younger
days were noted for their uncompromising hostility to the fashionable follies and vanities of the world, find reasons, when their children come upo11
the stage of action, in favor of. practices, which, when they walked m the
liaht of the Spirit they strongly conWhat a pitiable sight to see
men in old age spending the remnai:t
of their days in pulling down the edifice for the erection of which they devoted the strength of their manhood.
Old acre is by no means exempt from
the liability to backslide. There is
danger when habits of piety are formed,
that piety will degenerate into a mere
habit. The body may retain its form
Iona after vitality is fled-the em·
skill may keep it from cor.
ruption, so the form of
may
be retained long after the spmt has de.parted.
SATAN'S AR·rs.-Thou hast contended with Satan and hast been successful. Thou hast fought with him, and
he has fled from thee. But, 0, remember his artifices. Do not
the belief that his nature is changed.
True indeed, he is now very complacent,'and is, perhaps, singing thee some
svren song· but he was never more a
"
' is now. He now assau1ts
devil
than he
thee, by not assaulting thee; and knows
that he shall conquer, when THOU FALLEST ASLEEP.-UPHAM.
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tent thief. "To-day shalt thou be with
me in paradise." Who is this, nailed
and
expiring on the cross, that can use
BY REV. WM. HART.
Who can
such language as this
open
the
gate
of
paradise,
and give en'' Lord, remember me when thou
comest into thy kingdom. And Jesus trance into eternal glory i
He who is exalted a Prince and
said unto him, Verily, I say unto you,
today shalt thou be with me in para- Saviour, to give repentance unto Israel
dise."-Luke xxiii, 42 and 43. In this and the remission of sin. Well may
chapter is recorded the closing scenes we say with Thomas, and happy he
-0f the life of our Divine Redeemer. who can look to the bleeding, dying
True to the purpose for which he left Saviour, and with faith cry, "My Lord,
the shining seats above, we find him in and My God."
In the character of the two thieves
of death listening to,
the very
we
have a striking illustration of the'
and. answermg prayer. No wonder we
different
effect produced by preaching
oft-times sing, " Jesus loves to answer
the
gospel
of Christ. One of these
pray.er." And what a view does this
give us, of the intense desire of Jesus dies hardened to the very last. He
to save the souls of men. Look at even joined the mockings of the. rabble
his sufferings, the cruel mockings and below, and railed on him saying, "If
scourgings, his agony in the uarden thou be Christ, save thyself and us."
We should have expected, in such an
his fainting under the cross a: he
cended Calvary's mount, then the driv- hour as this, that his soul would have
ing of the spikes through the quivering been in some degree humbled, enough
flesh, and above all this, and in the so at least, to make a dying man refrain
midst of all, the load of sin for a guilty from insulting a dying man. The exworld, and the hidings of his Father's ample of Christ, which has softened the
face, causing him to cry out, "My heart of the other, has had an opposite
God, my God, why hast thou for- effect on him. Making true the declaration of Scripture, that the gospel
saken me
While undergoing such sufferings is to some, a savor of life unto life,
while to others of death unto death.
a;id accomplishing the work
tion for a lost race, yet he finds time " The cross of Christ is to the Jew a
and inclination, to answer the prayer stumbling block, and to the Greek
of the penitent thief. Infinite com- foolishness, but to them who are saved
the power of God, and the wisdom of
passion! Wondrous love!
God."
"0, for such love let rock and hills,
As far as we can learn from the narraTheir lasting silence break."
tive the circumstances of these thieves
After Jesus was crucified, the first were similar. Both had the example of
thing he did, was to pray for his mur- Christ before them, both had the same
derers. " Father forgive them, they
to learn and see, that hewho
know not what they do." How per- was crucified was truly the Lord, and
fectly his teachings and his character both would have found the same free
correspond. And if the Jews were grace in answer to prayer. Where then
led to say at one time, " Never man was the difference 1 One as he felt the
spake like this man," how much more movings of the spirit, yielded, and his
might we say, never man died like this heart was softened, and aided by these
man. Or in the words of an Infidel, gracious influences, he made known the
who, when contemplating the death and desires of his heart to Christ, and was
sufferings of Jesus, exclaimed, " If saved. The other, having equally the
Socrates died like a philosopher, Jesus first gentle movings of the Spirit, re·
Christ died like a God." And like a sis.ted, and by his voluntary perversity,
God he answers the prayer of the peni- grieved the Holy Spirit, and thus de·
WITH CHRIST.

WITH CHRIST.

prived himself of the only means
which God could use to save him,
We see from this, that the greatest
plagues will not humble men. Outward pains will never expel inward
sins. How often God lays his hand
upon us, and the racking pains of disease, and the scorchings of fever, bring
us near the grave, and if our life is
spared, we rise from the bed of suffering, with the same proud, unhumbled
hearts. I once attended the funeral of
a young man, who died of a loathsome
disease.
Decomposition progressed
with such rapidity that the last look of
mourning friends was prevented, and
the coffin removed from the house during the services. The minister in
alluding to the circumstances, remarked
If such a sight as this will not expel
all levity and pride from the heart, I
do not know what will." But a thousand such thoughts and sights never
will. The gospel has pr,esented a far
different sight, by which to expel the
pride of the heart, than the dissolution
·of this vile body. The burden falls,
as the Cross of Christ appears in view.
"When I survey the wondrous cross,
On which the Prince of glory diecl,
My richest gain, I count but loss
.And pour contempt an all my pride."

Look at that man doomed to die. See
him in yon narrow cell, left to the corroding reflections of a guilty mind.
The hour for his execution draws near.
Eternity begins to unfold before his
spiritual vision. But he nerves himself against any appearance of concern,
and passes to the bar of God unhumbled
a.nd unsaved. What earthly condition
can man be placed in, whe;e the grace
of humility would take root and grow,
if not in circumstances like these 1
None. Nothing but Jesus' blood can
wash away sin. The example of Jesus,
,and the history of the cross, is God's
method of softening the hard heart.
Hopeless, indeed, is that case, where
these avail not. Apply then, oh! apply, for an interest in his blood, and
the answer shall be given, and salvation received.
This penitent, who was this day to be
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with Christ, had outraged the law of
his country, and died a criminal. But
repentance and faith in his suffering
David
Lord, took him to glory.
the adulterer and murderer, received
again the pardoning seal of his Master's
love. Peter, the swearer and perjurer,
was pardoned, and with the rest received the pentecostal baptism. And
Paul, breathing out threatenings and
slaughter against the disciples, was arrested, converted, and made the chiefest
of the Apostles. Omnipotent love can
soften the hardest heart. No soul is
so crimsoned with sin, but Jesus' blood
can wash it white as snow.
Reader, dost thou desire to be
with Christ, in the paradise of God 1
Learn then this prayer, " Lord, remember me."
MELANCTHON's PORTRAIT OF A GosPEL PREACHER.-He enters the house
of God with a pious intention of
preaching the unadulterated truth, and
to present that which alone is useful
and necessary, and not merely to delight the fancy of his hearers with human inventions, clothed in florid language. He disposes the matter of his
discourse in a proper and natural order,
and discusses it in a lucid and proper
manner. He admonishes his hearers,
and distinctly shows them how they
may apply to themselves each truth.
To impress it upon their minds, he employs clear and convincing argument,
and illustrates it with appropriate examples, that every hearer may remember it well. He holds out motives, he
rouses the feelings, he alarms them by
denouncing the terrible threatenings of
God, and awakens hope and confidence
by the promise of His word. At one
time he preaches the law, and then the
Gospel, and explains the difference between them in the clearest manner.
At one time he only explains the Scriptures, at another he addresses the heart
and conscience vigorously-he excites
the mind to activity, not by a mere
sound of words, but by a solemn appeal to the affections. Such a preacher
I knew well, it was MARTIN LUTHER.
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BACKWOODS PREACHERS.
The following graphic description of
backwoods preachers, furnished me by
a friend, serves not only to illustrate
the manner in which many preachers
were manufactured in early days, but
will convey some idea of their character
and talents :
A Presbytery of the Cumberland
Church had assembled in one of the
valleys of the Cumberland range. It
was a season of spiritual drought, and
the Churches had suffered from famine.
The members of the ecclesiastical body
then cbllected in their semi-annual
convocation, were mostly weatherbeaten veterans-who had braved the
earlier difficulties of the denomination
to which they were attached, when,
about twenty years before, it had seceded from the parent stock, to erect a
banner in Zion with a new device.
They were in all about twenty persons,
of whom little more than half were
preachers, the rest ruling elders of congregations, who were there to represent the local interests of the Church
sessions.
This meeting was at a solemn crisis ;
for the Church was troubled, and the
way before her was shrouded in darkness. The love of many had waxed
cold. Defections had occurred. Somewho were once masters in Israel had
withdrawn, carrying off weighty influence and leaving perplexities behind.
Others were threatening to dissolve
the Church ui1less radical changes were
made in doctrines and polity. Alarming coldness prevailed in regard to candidates for the ministry, none having
offered for several sessions, and those
already in charge giving but little evidence of a disposition to advance or an
ability to labor in the work which they
had professed to love. Presbytery,
however, was unusually full, nearly
every Church session being represented
and not one of the ordained ministers
absent. The deliberations were opened,
as usual, with prayer by the moderator, an aged servant of God; and it

a

was observed by those skilled in such
things, that there was great liberty given
him when he entreated " that the God
of the harvest, in ,infinite mercy, would
send more laborers into his harvest.''
The usual formalities being ended,
the opening sermon was preached by
the same person. His subject comprehended the character and importance
of a call to the Gospel ministry, and
was treated with much earnestness.
The morning hour being ended, the
body adjourned to early candle-lighting. A considerable crowd had assembled upon this novel occasion, and it
was under their hospitable roofs that
the members found welcome reception.
Few, indeed, of the mountain cabins
in the vicinity but what received one
or more upon that occasion, glad to be
permitted to. talk of the Saviour to
those who rarely had such opportunities of hearing the Gospel. Night
brought them all back again to ihe
house of gathering. It was a singularly wild and startling scene to one who
has not mixed in the different phases
of frontier life. The building in which
the meeting was held was a plain logcabin, the dwelling of one of the elders,
and only selected on account of its being the largest in the vicinity. There
were the beds and the furniture of the
whole family, no unprolific one at that,
stowed around a room but twenty feet
square.
Upon those beds, and upon seats
made by laying split puncheons upon
cross logs, was seated the company of
men, women, and children, ministers,
delegates, and all, each glad to endure
a process of compression for a few
hours, in the expectation of an intellectual reward.
It had before been arranged that this
night's meeting should be devoted to
candidates for the ministry. A call
was, therefore, made "to all who had
felt impressions to preach to come forward and converse with Presbytery on
the subject." Every one must under·
go this peculiar ordeal who inclines to
enter the ministry , and there are no
traditions in the Church more enter-
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taining than those which tell how the
ministers who are now burning and
shining lights made their first awkward
and unpromising exhibit before Presbytery.
The call being made by the presiding
officer, three persons arose to their feet.
Of the first and second it will be unnecessary here to speak. The third had
stood partly concealed in a dark corner
of the room, while the others were relating the particulars which induced the
Presbytery to accept them as probationers; but now he stepped forward
and faced the moderator. His appearance excited a universal start of surprise even among that unsophisticated
audience, accustomed to great peculiarities of dress and rudeness of manner. Let the reader imagine a person
dressed in what is styled copperas
cloth ). that is, a cloth home-spun, homewoven, home-cut, and home-sewed,
dyed in that bilious hue which is
formed by copperas, alum, and walnut
bark, and made into coat; vest and
breeches.
To this add brogans of home-tanned,
red leather, tied with a leather thong,
covering immense feet, made-both
feet and brogans-for climbing hills, and
you have the portrait of a mountain
boy ). able at full run to scale a bluff,
to live upon the proceeds of his rifle
for support, and to whip any lowland
fellow in the State. Such was the
person who left his dark corner and
came into the full blaze of the pineknot fire. He was weeping bitterly,
and, having no handkerchief, the primitive arrangement for such cases provided was necessarily adopted. He
stood silent for a minute, every beholder awaiting with intense curiosity the
announcement of his business, then,
clearing his throat, commenced, "I've
come to Presby--," but a new flood
of tears impeded his efforts to speak.
The moderator ki:n.dlyren:i.arked, "And
what did you come to Presbytery for,
my good friend? Take your own time
and tell us all about it ; don't be
alarmed; be seated; nobody will hurt
you. Come, now, tell us what you come
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to Presbytery for." The stranger emboldened by this to commence again,
even the third and fourth time, but
could never proceed further than " I've
come to Presby-," and the storm of
his soul prevailed.
Here one of the members suggested
that he had better retire with some one
and communicate his wishes privately;
for as yet no person imagined his true
errand, but rather supposed that he
was laboring under some spiritual difficulty, which he would needs have settled by the meeting. But to this hint
he resolutely demurred, replying "that
he'd get his voice d'reckly, please
God ;" and so he did ; and he rose up,
straightening his gaunt, awkward form,
and then such words as passed his lips
had never before rung through that assembly.
I shall not attempt-nor could I do
it, for want of a report-to quote
his own words ; but the oldest minister
present declared, years afterward, that
they scorched and burnt where ever they
fell. A sketch of his subject will be
sufficient here. It seemed that he had
lived all his days in ignorance and sin,
without an hour's schooling, without
any training either for this world or the
next, without any knowledge of the
affairs of humanity, having sprung up
like one of the cedars on his own
mountains, and with as little cultivation. Thus he had passed more than
twenty years, laboring in a humble
way for support, and at times pursuing
the pleasures and profits of the chase.
A few months back he had accidentally fallen in with a traveling preacher,
who had lost hisway among the mountains, and, by several miles travel, had
put him in the right track.
The minister, interested at the oddity
of his appearance and his intense ignorance of everything religious, devoted
the hour to a sketch of this world's
condition, buried in sin, his own perilous state, and the value of his immortal
soul, and concluded by kneeling with
him, at the root of a tree, and pleading
with God for his spiritual regeneration.
They parted, and met no more, but the
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influence of that meeting parted not.
The spirit which dictated the good man's
effort, abode henceforward in the temple of his heart. A voice began to
whisper in his ears, " Repent, repent ;
why will ye die ?" A load, a weight
of mountains, pressed upon his soul.
Sleep forsook his eyelids. His axe
rusted by the pile ; his rifle hung, dustcovered, on the wall.
The simple-hearted neighbors, ignorant as himself, pronounced him deranged; the younger portion called it
love ; a few, not slanderous,. but suspicious, thought, in a private way, it
might be liquor. The man himself
sought religious meetings, but they
were few and distant, and he heard no
echo to the voice within him, and he
still returned hungry and dissatisfied.
The people of a certain town will
not soon forget the apparition of that
awkward and ill"dressed man who visited their churches, to plant himself in
front of the pulpit, and to listen to the
exercises with all that attention which
the criminal upon the gallows bestows
upon the distant horseman, who, .perhaps, brings him the expected reprieve.
It was in the midst of a camp meeting
fervor that he at last found peace ; and
there his frantic ejaculation, " I've got
it, I've got it !" was like the world-wide
Eureka of the Syracusean, when his
grand discovery first electrified his own
breast.
Then he came home to tell his neighbors what the Lord had done for his
soul. Forsaking all other duties, he
wandered from cabin to cabin, and,
wherever he foµnd a hearer, he called
upon him to forsake his sins. His ardor
increased every day.
Soon his rude but forcible illustrations began to tell upon the hearts of
those simple mountaineers, as the words
of a second John Baptist, crying out,
"Prepare ye thewayofthe Lord, make
his path straight."
And yet he seemed to have no idea
that he was called to preach. Such a
thought as that of entering the ministry
did not enter his breast. Although
his heart overflowed with the one sub-

ject, and he declared hls determination
to speak that subject to others, so long
as he lived, yet it was only as a friend
counsels friend that he expected to do
it-no more. How could he become a
preacher? He couldn't read a hymn
or a text ; he hadn't means to buy decent clothing, or pay for a session's.
schooling. But he was guided right,
for· he fell in with a gentleman who was
botanizing among his native hills, and
had the good fortune to spend a Sabbath in his company. This man, a
profound observer of human nature,
and a friend of his species, was struck
with the peculiarities of the case, and,
although no professor in a religious
way, yet he felt convinced that the hand
of might was here. He, therefore, advised him to apply to some religious
association, before which he could lay
open his heart and be understood.
The result of this counsel we have
seen in his coming to Presbytery, and
presenting himself, a stranger to all, in
the manner before described. This
history, much elaborated, he gave out
with a volubility that took away the
breath.
The pine fire blazed low ; the dipped
and shapeless candles simmered thewsel ves into torrents, unobserved by the
hearers, while all sat spell-bound at the
recital. With uncouth gestures, words
barbarous as the African's, alternately
crying and laughing, as he wandered
from his first agony to his final triumph,
and shouting till his voice rang back
from the hill-side, the mountain boy enchained each heart, till its very pulsations might be heard. There was not
a dry eye in the assembly. The greyhaired moderator sobbed aloud. The
more excitable joined, from time to
time, in his shouts, as the word of victory rung in tl::teir ears; and when, after
a sentence of great length, he declared
that "glory was begun in his
and that " God alone had done this
work within him," not one who was
experienced in such announcements but
declared his convictions that it was
even so-the hand of God was there.
A brief consultation ensued, and then

THE BANK OF HE.A.VEN.

by general consent, George Willets
was duly received as a candidate for the
holy ministry.

THE BANK OF HEAVEN.
TUNE-Common

Metre.

I have a never failing bank,
A more than golden store;
No earthly bank is half so richHow then can I be poor?
No earthly bank is half so richHow then can I be poor?
'Tis when my stock is spent and gone,
And I without a groat,
I'm glad to hasten to my bank
And beg a little more.
Sometimes my banker, smiling, says
"Why don't you oft'ner come?
And when you draw a little note,
Wby not a larger sum?
" Why live so niggardly and poor ?
Your bank contains a plenty;
Why come and take a one pound note?
You might as well have twenty.
"Yea, twenty thousand, ten times told,
Is but a trifling sum,
To what your Father has laid up,
Secure for all his Sons."
Since then my banker is so rich,
I have no cause to borrow,
I'll live upon my cash to-day,
And draw again to-morrow.
I've been a thousand times before,
And never was rejected;
Sometimes my banker gives me more
Than asked for or expected.
And if you have but one small 'note,
Fear not to bring it in ;
Come boldly to this bank of graceThe banker is within.
All forged notes will be refused,
Man's merits are rejected ;
There's not a single note will pass
That God has not aecepted.
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This )Jank is full of precious notes,
All sign'd and seal'd and freeThough many doubting souls may say,
There is not one for me.
The leper had a little note" Lord, if thou wilt thou can I "
The banker cash'd his little note,
And healed the sickly man.
We read of one young man, indeed,
Whose riches did abound ;
:But in this banker's look of grace,
This man was never found.
But see the wretched dying thief,
Hang by the banker's side,
He cried, ''dear Lord, remember me I"
He got his cash-and died I "

CHRISTIAN SIMPLICITY .-When on a
certain occasion the pious Fenelon, after having experienced much trouble
and persecution from his opposers, was
advised by some one to take greater
precautions against the artifices and
evil designs of men, he made an answer
in the true spirit of a Christian, " .Moriamur in simplicitate nostra," let us
die in our simplicity. He that is wholly
in Christ has a oneness and purity of
purpose, altogether inconsistent with
those tricks and subterfuges which are
so common among men. He walks in
broad day. He goes forth in the light
of conscious honesty. He is willing
that men and angels should read the
very bottom of his heart. He has
but one rule. His language is, in the
ordinary affairs of life, as well as in
the duties of religion, "My Father,
what wilt thou have me to do?" This
is Christian simplicity; and happy,
thrice happy is he who possesses it.UPHAM.

THE first Adam was for self-advancement ; but the second Adam is for selfa basement: the former was for having
self deified-the latter is for having
self critcijied.-SECKER.
THERE is a way to keep a man out of
hell, but there is no way to get a man
out of hell.-W. SECKER.
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WHO SHOULD PREACH.

It happened that on a Saturday afternoon in February, a ship was discovered in the offing, which was supposed
to be a cartel, bringing home our commissioners at Ghent, from their unsuccessful mission.
The sun had set
gloomily, before any intelligence from
the vessel had reached the city. Expectation became painfully intense, as
the hours of darkness drew on. At
length a boat reached the wharf, announcing the fact that a treaty of peace
had been signed, and was waiting for
nothing but the action of our government to become a law. The men on
whose ears these words first fell, rushed
in breathless haste into the city, to repeat. them to their friends, shouting, as
they ran through the streets, peace !
peace ! peace ! Every one who heard
the sound repeated it. From house to
house, from street to street, the news
spread with electric rapidity. The
whole city was in commotion. Men
bearing lighted torches were flying to
and fro, shouting like madmen, peace!
peace! peace ! When the rapture had
· partially subsided, one idea occupied
every mind. But few men slept that
night. In groups they were gathered
in the streets and by the fire-side, beguiling the hours of midnight by reminding each other that the agony of
war was over, and that a worn out and
distracted country was about to enter
again upon its wonted career of prosperity. Thus, every one becoming a
herald, the news soon reached every
man, woman and child in the city, and
in this sense, the city was evangelized. All this you see was reasonable and proper. 'But when Jehovah
has offered to our world a treaty of
peace, when men doomed to hell may
be raised to seats at the right hand of
God, why is not a similar zeal displayed
in proclaiming the good news ? Why
are men
all around us, and
no one has ever personally offered to
them salvation through a crucified Re·
deemed ?-DR.
AYLAND.

When the Israelites were bitten by
the fiery flying serpents, and the bite
was inevitably fatal, Moses was directed to set up a brazen serpent, with the
assurance that whosoever that had been
bitten, looked upon it, should be healed.
You can imagine how the first man
who had felt its savi.ng efficacy, flew to
communicate the news to his brethren,
and urge them to avail themselves of
the remedy which had delivered him
Every man who was
from death.
healed became immediately a herald of
the glad tidings to others. Every one
who was saved became a publisher of
the salvation, or in other words, a
preacher, until in a few minutes the
news spread throughout the encampment, and in this sense every tribewas
evangelized.
Allow me to
the meaning
of this term, as used by our Lord, by
an occurrence of which I was an eyewitness. It so chanced, that at the
close of the la.st war with Great Britain,
I was temporarily a resident of the city
of New York. The prospects of the
nation were shrouded in gloom. We
had been two or three years at war
with the mightiest nation on earth, and
as she had now concluded a peace with
the continent of Europe, we were obliged to cope with her single-handed.
Our harbors were blockaded. Communication coast-wise, between our
ports, was cut off. Our ships were rotting in every creek and cove where they
could find a place of security. Our
immense annual products were moulding in our ware-houses. The sources
of profitable labor were dried up. Our
currency was reduced to irredeemable
paper. The extreme portions of our
country were becoming hostile to each
other, and differences of political opinion were embittering the peace of every
household. The credit of the government was exhausted. No one could
predict when the contest would terminate, or discover the means by which
To talk of grace is good-to taste of
it could much longer be protracted. grace is better.-A. A. P.
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HOW FAR IS IT TO CANAAN.

HOW FAR IS IT TO CANAAN?
" How far is it to Canaan?" said a
friend. " Why," replied I, " the children of Israel found it a long way; for
they traveled forty years in the wilderness. The most important thing is to
know that we are in the way-, for then
the distance will get less and less every
hour."
" How far is it to Canaan?" asks the
doubting Christian; "for I am sadly
afraid I shall never get there. My sins
are a heavy burden to me, and I long
to be rid of them, if indeed there is
hope for such a one as I."
Go on, poor doubting Christian;
take fresh courage, and quicken thy
step. Canaan is not so far off but thou
shalt reach it at last; and if thou
couldst know how willing the Saviour
of sinners is to receive thee, it would
shed a sunbeam on thy dejected countenance. I have a word of comfort for
thee, a cordial for thy heart :
" I, even I, am he that blotteth out
thy transgressions for mine own sake,
and will not remember thy sins."-Isa.
xliii. 25.
"How far is it to Canaan?" asks the
triumphant Christian; "for I long to
be at home. I know that my Red.eemer liveth, and because He lives I shall
live also. My soul has made me like
'the chariots of Aminidab,' and I am
impatient to behold Him face to face!"
Go forward, triumphant Christian,
with the glorious ring of assurance upon thy finger. Cast not away thy confidence, which hath "great recompense
of reward." But stay, I have a word
for thee, which may be useful. Ponder
it in thy heart:
" Let him that thinketh he standeth,
take heed lest he fall."-1 Cor, x. 12.
"How far is it to Canaan?" inquires
the affiicted Christian; "for I have lain
a long,while upon the bed of suffering.
' Wearisome nights are appointed unto
me.' I am full of tossing to and fro
unto the dawning day. '0 that I had
wings like a dove ! for then would I fly
away, and be at rest.' "
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Be of good cheer, affiicted Christian!
The heavier the cross, the more pleasant will be the crown. If we suffer
with Christ, we shall be glorified with
Christ. I have a word to refresh thy
fainting soul, and will now give it
thee:
"The sufferings of this present time
are not worthy to be compared with
the glory which shall be revealed in
us."-Rom. viii. 18.
" How far is it to Canaan?" asks the
persecuted Christian; "for I am an outcast from my family, a stranger upon
earth; like my Lord, I am 'despised
and rejected of men.' 'Many are they
that rise up against me,' and ' they hate
me with cruel hatred.' "
Hold on thy way, persecuted Christian : it is a safe one, and a blessed one,
yea, the one thy Redeemer trod before
thee. Dost thou want a word of consolation? I will give it thee; lay it up
in thy bosom :
" Blessed are ye, when men shall
hate you, and when they shall separate
you from their company, and shall reproach you, and cast out your name as
evil, for the Son of man's sake. Rejoice ye in that day, and leap for joy:
for, behold your reward is great in heaven."-Luke vi. 22, 23.
"How far is it to Canaan?" sighs the
bereaved Christian; "for I am a lonely
and desolate pilgrim. All that were
dear to me upon earth are taken away.
My tears have been my meat day and
night, and my soul yearns for the land
where 'there shall be no more death,
neither sorrow nor crying.' "
Pass on, bereaved Christian; the
more lonely thy pilgrimage, the more
pleasant will be the company of the
"shining ones" that await thee, and
the sweeter thy reception at the end of
thy journey. The Lord whom thou
seekest hath a special care and pity for
His desolate ones. Take these words
with thee, and they may refresh thy
spirit. For even though they be desolate" The redeemed of the Lord shall
return, and come with singing unto Zion; and everlasting joy shall be upon
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their head : they shall obtain gladness
and joy; and sorrow and mourning
shall flee away ."-Isa. li. 11.
" How far is it to Canaan?" asks the
dying Christian ; " for the swellings of
Jordan are risen about rny soul. Fearfulness and trembling are come upon
me, ' and the terrors of death are fallen
upon me.' Alas ! I sink in deep waters : I shall not see the land that flows
with milk and honey."
Look up, poor dying Christian ; for
yonder is the bright and morning Star ;
thy night is far spent, and the day is
at hand. Is thine arm too feeble to
be put forth for the book of God, then
I must even hold it up before thine
eyes. Look on these words, and let
neither :flood nor flame affright thee ;
be of good courage, for they are the
words of Him who has promised, when
flesh and heart fail, to be the strength
of thy heart, and thy portion forever :
"When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee; and through
the rivers, they shall not overflow thee:
when thou walkest through the fire,
thou shalt not be burned; neither shall
the flame kindle upon thee. For I am
the Lord thy God, the Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour."-lsa. xliii. 2, 3.0Ln HuMPHREY.

of Jerusalem, it was the further progress of that prophecy. And let us
mark that in that beginning of that
fulfilment, all that we read of exhibits
a rapid, powerful work of conversion,
which arrested multitudes at once, and
turned them instantly to Christ. The
awakening was so mighty, that in the
same day, thousands who, when it
dawned, were at enmity with Christ,
before it ended had confessed Him before men, and were regarded by apostles as new creatures in Him.
Say not there was miracle in those
days. The Scriptures never set down
the conversion of a sinner, the renewal
of his heart, to miracle. " Begotten
again by the word of God," as the instrument, and by the Spirit of God as
the power, is the invariable testimony
of Scripture. Miracle called attention
to the apostles ; miracle attested their
credentials as God's messengers; miracle was the seal which certified their
word to be the word of God. And
those same miracles are as conclusive
at this day as ever. And what the
Spirit and the Truth, with miracle or
without it, were then, they are still;
so that if once they turned the hearts
of the disobedient to the wisdom of
the just, by thousands, in a day, in a
single city, why may they not be exREVIVALS OF RELIGION.-You well pected to do the same now, in many
know that all our dependence for the cities and in all lands, where the gospel
conversion of sinners, the increase of is preached ?-BrsH. MclLVAINE.
holiness in God's people, and whatever
else our ministry was appointed for, is
PREACHER'S DEFECTs.-The defects
on the promise of our blessed Lord
of a preacher are soon spied. Let a
that He would send His Holy Spirit
preacher be endued with ten virtues,
to testify of Him ; " to reprove the and have but one fault, that one fault
world of sin, of righteousness, and of
will eclipse and darken all his virtues
judgment." The fulfillment of that
and gifts, so evil is the world in these
promise began in the mighty works
times. Dr. Justus Jonas hath all the
and blessed fruit of the day of Pentegood qualities that a man may have, yet
cost. In the midst of that outpouring
by reason that he only often hemmeth
of the Spirit, Peter pronounced it to
and spitteth, therefore the people cannot
be what the prophet Joel had predicted,
bear with that good and honest man.viz: "It shall come to pass in the last
Luther's Table Talk.
days, said God, I will pour out my Spirit on all :flesh." So, when in a few
OF what advantage is it to be cried
days after, "the number of the men up on earth by those about us, and
that believed, (besides others) was cried down in heaven by those above
about five thousand," in the single city us 1-SECKER.
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REVIVALS.
BY THE EDITOR.

THE

REVlV AL IN IRELAND.

WE have received "occasional reports"
through our friend, Doctor HEATHER, of Dublin, which contain highly interesting accounts
of the revival of religion in Ireland. We cannot, however, give much space in this number
to extracts from the ".papers,, sent us, and we
therefore take the following from the statement of Mr. WHITE, general missionary, whose
position and observation enable him to speak
intelligently about the " meetings" and the
" revival " connected with them :
MY DEAR BROTHER:-At your request, I
give you a few extracts from my journal, in
reference to the great work of God which is at
present spreading so gloriously over this land.
And while we rejoice that God has poured out
His Holy Spirit on all the Churches of His
people-making no difference-we ought to
thank Him that He has not overlooked our
Society, but has abundantly blessed the labors
of our agents in every place. Boasting is excluded forever from us or any people; but
''praise is comely," and perhaps we have been
more deficient in this than in any other duty.
July 22d, I visited Lurgan, and although
there was no announcement made for anything
the chapel was densely crowded with
a deeply anxious congregation. The revival
had commenced here: for a long time two
Christian brethren had been earnestly pleading
with God for the shower to come, and through
discouragement and difficulties they prayed
and labored on. Like Elijah, they looked toward the sea, and while others saw nothing
but apparent drought, they beheld the promise of the coming shower, and it did come.
While these brethren were holding a meeting
one evening in our chapel, the Lord poured
out His Spirit, and several sinners were cut to
the heart, and cried aloud for mercy. The
meeting continued till a late hour, when some
went home rejoicing, and others in distress.
These brethren retired too, but it was not to
rest; for the work spread with amazing power,
and many in several parts of the town were in
deep distress in their houses, and sent for these
brethren and others to pray with them. All
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the Churches were ready to fall in with the
movement. Meetings for prayer were appointed in every place of worship; they were
all crowded every night with anxious and
prayerful congregations ; and everywhere the
same feelings were manifested, and the same
glorious'transformations effected.
This, my first night in Lurgan, was a very
remarkable one. A multitude of newly converted souls were in the chapel, happy in God.
Joy was depicted in their countenances ; and
their eyes, wet with tears, sparkled with delight, while they sung of Jesus, or heard of his
love. Others appeared sad and downcast,
while they audibly groaned out their distress
into the ears of our compassionate Redeemer.
Several, that night, found peace in believing.
"On the following Sabbath, the 24th, I
preached in a field adjoining the town, and
contiguous to our chapel, in Queen street, in
the afternoon, at half-past three o'clock, to
about/our thousand of a congregation. While
the Gospel was but simply proclaimed to them,
there was deep solemnity, but no extraordinary exhibition of feeling. Some silently
wept; others were deeply solemn and thoughtful; all seemed to feel that God was there,
and speaking to them in His Word. Immediately after the sermon, the chapel was densely
crowded at a prayer meeting. Several mensome of them stout-hearted sinners-fell before
God to plead for mercy ; and many of them
were enabled to rejoice in a consciousness of
pardon through Christ Jesus. This meeting
lasted till near the time of preaching-at seven
o'clock. At that hour, the house was again
densely packed in every part; every foot of
i:;itting and standing room was occupied by
some one anxious to hear the Gospel; and
many had to go away who could not get into
the house at all. During the sermon, there
was awful attentiou; every eye fixed ; the
tears falling like rain, and anon the stillness of
the multitude broken by the sobbing of some
burdened sinner. After the sermon, we proposed to offer prayer for all who were in distress on account of sin, when about sixty, men
and women, old and young, fell prostrate before
God to seek for pardon. The most of those in
distress were young men and young women, in
the prime of life, and among them some aged
sinners. The meeting was vc.:ry orderly, con-
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sidering the multitude in distress. There was
no screaming, but many loudly and bitterly
wept before God. Singing and prayer were
alternately engaged in till nearly two o'clock
in the morning, when, I think, not less than
sixty souls had entered into the liberty of the
children of God.
" The work is still progressing in Lurgan.
By a letter received from Brother P.A.TTYSON,
it appears that since the 3d of July last, when
the revival commenced, more than a thousand
souls have been converted in one chapel alone.
They have not all connected themselves with
us; but our Brother states that during the
past three months four hundred have been
added to the Society.
"I arrived in Clowes on Friday, the 9th
September, and remained there till the following Tuesday, attending two meetings each
day. The revival had begun and was progressing with great power for some weeks previous to this time.
"Brother WILSON, the Superintendent of
the Circuit, on his return from the Conference,
was deeply anxious about the work of God,
and believing that He was as willing to bless
souls in Clowes as in other places, he commenced to pray and labor for a revival of His
work. He appointed as his first public effort,
an open air union prayer meeting near the
town, and invited the co-operation of Christian
ministers of other denominations, with that of
some of his own brethren in the ministry.
.A.bout four thousand assembled op. the occasion; the people were much impressed under
the addresses of the speakers; a solemn stillness pervaded the assembly, and many were
moved to tears; but nothing of a marked nature occurred.
"The evening I arrived in Clowes, I found
Brother WILSON laid up from exhaustion, occasioned by hard labor and constant anxiety.
The chapel was densely crowded in every part,
and the large porch at the entrance was
closely seated and crowded also. The meeting was commenced with singing and prayer,
and then I addressed the people for a few
minutes. While I was speaking, the sobbing
of those in distress was audible. A great
many fell before the Lord, crying for mercy.
Several were stricken, and carried into the
Society-room ; some shrieked out in a most

awful manner, and others, in comparative
silence, sought mercy from the Lord.
" It would be impossible to say how many
were saved at this meeting ; every part of the
house seemed filled with the glory of God.
The Society-room was full of 'stricken ones,'
all of whom went home happy. In the chapel
were scores who were not prostrated, but who
were in great distress; many of whom were
delivered from the burden of their sins, and
enabled to rejoice in God their Saviour. The
meeting separated about one o'clock in the
morning. The next day I had an opportunity
of visiting a great many in their houses, who
were either in great distress or happy in God.
I was greatly struck with the wonderful change
that had passed over the people ; whole families of the very worst characters were saved;
and, instead of drunkenness and swearing, now
there are songs of praise and thanksgiving ascending from their dwellings.
"The following day-the Sabbath-was a
very memorable time. .A.t our morning service, at ten o'clock, we had a down-pour of
Heavenly blessings. The congregation was
very large, almost entirely composed of those
who were happy in God. How easy was it to
preach to them! How good was it to be
there! At four o'clock in the afternoon, we
held an open-air service in the field, where the
former meeting was held. Between four and
jive thousand were there. Brother WILSON
opened the meeting with praise and prayer.
Mr. JOHNSTON, Wesleyan minister, read the
Scriptures and prayed. Then, Mr. WILEY1
from Belfast, a Presbyterian, addressed the
meeting with great power. After which, I
preached a short sermon on the sufferings of
Christ for sinners, and the meeting was con·
eluded with a short prayer meeting. It was a
very solemn time. Many wept silently, others
groaned in distress ; one was stricken, and all
seemed conscious that God was there. It was
a beautiful, calm summer evening. It seemed
as if God had hushed the winds, and arreated
the rain, and curtained the sun with clouds, so
that we worshipped with the greatest comfort.
It was announced that our chapel, the Presby·
rian Church, and the Wesleyan Chapel, were
to be opened for prayer meetings, when the
people retired from the field. As they moved
down the slope of the beautiful hill leading to
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the town, a few friends commenced singing-
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curred in trying to promote the work of the
Lord. We ask our friends-the best in the
world, for they are the friends of Jesus-to
help us by getting subscribers for the Earnest
"The multitude joined with great earnest- Christian. We can still supply back numbers.
ness in singing this beautiful hymn; and sel- Or, we will furnish it for half the year, commencing with the July number, for fifty cents
dom did such music float on the evening air.
''I have read of the glorious march of armies for each subscriber. This is a good time to get
after a victory, as they entered the capitol of us a few hundred new subscribers, either for
their country with martial music, amidst the they.ear or for half a year. We intend, by the
plaudits of the populace, and felt the blood blessmg of the Lord, to keep up the high
course more quickly through my veins as I character of our Magazine, and we ask you to
read of the glorious spectacle ; but what is do good to us and to the cause of God, and to
such a pageant when compared with such a the souls of men, by assisting in extending its
a spectacle as this-four thousand men and wo- circulation. .Addreo:s Rev. B. T. ROBERTS
'
men, from different parts of the country, of Bufl'alo, N. Y.
different denominations, many of whom had
TIDINGS FROM AN OLD PILGRIM.
never seen each other before, all singingTHE following is an extract from a letter
" Crown Him Lord of all ! "
written by one of our old preachers:
"It was, doubtless, music that angels bent
DEAR BROTHER:-The first number of the
down from their seats of glory to listen to.
Earnest Christian fell into my hands accident"The multitude reached our chapel, Whiteally, and reminded me of the expression of my
hall Street, and the living stream flowed into
pious father on our first meeting after my conit till the body of the house, the galleries,
version, " Now lettest thou thy servant deaisles, porch, lobby, area, and every available
part in peace." On receiving the last three
spot of standing-room was crowded to suffocanumbers, I could but say as the Dutch brother
tion. The living tide surged back again on
said of religion, "It grows better and better."
the street; it moved toward the Wesleyan
For almost forty years I have tried to mainChapel, which was soon crowded, then to the
tain the doctrines and Discipline of the MethodPresbyterian Church, which also was crowded
ist Episcopal Church, the most of that time
to inconvenience, and many could not even obin the Genesee or East Genesee Conference.
tain standing room anywhere."
Through the grace of God I have been able to
It is computed that not less than eighty
walk in the sunshine of the Gospel for the last
thou.sand souls have been converted to Christ
thirty years, by the faith thatduring the time thus far of the revival's con" In danger knows no feo.r,
tinuance.-American and Foreign Christian
In darkness feels no doubt,"
Union Magazine, Dublin, Feb. 28, 1860.
though for the last fifteen years it has been
REVIVAL IN FRANCE.
against wind and tide. Though I now feel
A GREAT revival bas taken place, recently, that my work is almost done, yet I am anew
among the Roman Catholics, near Vesoul. In fired with the hope that our Israel may yet be
two or three villages, situated in the neigh- redeemed. To God be all the glory.
We see our beloved brethren falling martyrs
borhood of this place, nearly a tlwusand souls
have left the Roman Catholic Church and for truth, but we regard this as but sealing the
turned to evangelical Protestantism. Other truth for which you suffer. May God abundmov@ments of this kinci are announced in other antly bless you in all your labors of love, and
raise up thousands and millions to the Gospel
localities.-Letter from S. H. Grandpierre, of
standard of Holiness, through the instrumentalOen. Prot. Soc. Evangelization.
ity employed.
TO OUR FRIENDS.
If martyrs are needed, you are now ready
WE are in immediate want of about two to be offered, and what little I can do to scathundred dollars to meet liabilities we have in- ter broad-cast this light shall be done, though
" All hail the power of Jesus' name J
angels prostrate fall ;
Bring forth tlie royal diadem
And crown him Lord of all'!''
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it is against prejudice and superstition that I
never thought existed to so great an extent in
the Methodist Episcopal Church.
An Old Itinerant,
LOOMIS BENJAMIN.
PERSECUTION.
IT is strange that the enemies of Holy Ghost
religion do not learn from the experience of
centuries that it can never be put down by
any acts of persecution. Even error will live
so long as it is persecuted. Direct assaults
upon the religion of Jesus only tend to make
it take deeper root in the heart of its votaries,
and to commend it to the honest and magnanimous, whose nature it is to espouse the cause
of the oppressed.
From the accounts we are receiving from
different parts of the country of the persecutions that are raging against the friends of holiness, we judge that the number of those who
are " living godly in Christ Jesus," are rapidly
multiplying. The civil law prohibits the use
of £.re and fagot, of stocks and dungeons, but
to one who has contributed his toils and
prayers and money, for years, for building up
the Church of his choice, excommunication
may be as severe a test of constancy as sufferings in a more severe and dignified form.
Hundreds of as pious and devoted Christians
as can be found, have, in different places, in
the Genesee Conference, been read out of their
Church as withdrawn, without their consent.
Others have been expelled for "contumacy,"
or disobedience to the order and discipline of
tb.e Church." This generally consists in attending religious meetings where their pastor
does not like to have them, though they find
them greatly blessed to the good of their
souls.
The same work, as will be seen from the
following letter, is going on in some places in
the West.
FRANKLINVILLE, March 25, 1860.
REV. B. T. ROBERTS: -Dear Brother-I
came here last Thursday, in time to get to a
Church trial on Friday. Five persons (one
whole family) were summoned to appear at
the Church.
Oharge-" Neglect of duty and disobedience
to the Order and Discipline of the Church."
Filrst Specification - Neglecting the public

worship of God at the Franklinville Church,
where you belong.
Second Specijicatiqn - Neglecting to meet
your class.
Two o'clock found them, the accused and
a few of their friends, at the Church. After
singing,
" A charge to keep I have,"

and prayer by the preacher, E. W., the trial
commenced. The names of the accused were
called over, and the charges read. The
preacher then requested all to leave the house,
with the exception of the accused, the committee ·:md Secretary. The witnesses might retire
to the Parsonage, and would bt> sent for as
wanted. Their counsel, Rev. J. H. FAIR·
CHILD, could not be permitted to attend, because a member of another charge. The accused, not willing to be tried there, the
preacher adjolirn.ed to the Parsonage, and proceeded with the trial. Meanwhile, we had a
Love Feast, a time of rejoicing together-disturbed now and then by their officer coming
in and summoning them one by one to appear
at the Parsonage. .A.bout haJf..past four the
preacher and committee came in. Our Love
Feast went on. Five o'clock came, and we
were dismissed by Brother
It so
happened Brother WILLIAM BisHOP had a good
letter in his pocket, given by L. WHIPPLE,
preacher in charge, which he denies giving.
Brother WILLIAM says, " I suppose you know
your own hand writing," and takes out the
letter. I was standing near by, and noticed
that Brother WILLIAM did not let go of it. I
thought to myself, he is afraid to trust him,
and thought I would watch. The preacher
read the letter and looked up at Brother WIL·
LIAM, and says, "You don't want this, it's
mine," and jerked it out of his hands, and tore
his name off, and then gave it up, Brother WIL·
LIAM having got hold of it again. The preacher
flatly denied jerking it. He said, "Brother
WILLIAM jerked it out of my hands.," What
a scene I Some were wringing their bands
and calling upon God to have mercy; others
sank to the floor; while the preacher fooked
on, with a half laugh upon his face, seemingly
indifferent to what he had done, and as if en·
joying what was going on around him. Before
he left the house, he denied no less than three
ti.mes his tearing the letter, against the united
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testimony of eight or nine persons that saw it.
The accused had been in the habit of holding
meetings in the school houses around there,
during the winter, where the people bad been
neglected by the ministry; and, as the result
of it, some thirty or forty have been converted
and sanctified. Little did I ever think it wa.c:;
coming to this.
Yours, in haste,
J. G. T.
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umph of our dear Brother, that a deep impression was made on the spectators, and some
men of the world, who witnessed his sufferings
and triumphs, said, with emotion, 'I could
die for him.' Our hearts are made sad by our
loss, while we doubt unt that the hearts of
angels were made glad.
J. W. REDFIELD.

"Last Sabbath our Church paid its last sad
respects to the late Miss MARY FERGUSON,
aged 21. She died on the first of May, of the
THE religion of Jesus gives happiness and con- protracted chronic disease, which for two years
solation under any and every circumstance oflife. had been wasting her body, brigbtenirig her
Christ intended that his followers should be eye, and flushing her cheek with the fearful
happy. But its crowning excellence is found hectic, which hung out the sign of ber coming
in its ability to afford joy and peace when all funeral. To me, last Sabbath was a sad,
things else fail to comfort. We have seen the solemn, and a rich day. I first saw MARY besinner on his death bed, wrung with anguish. fore our Church was organized. She was a
Too often have we listened to the plaintive member of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
cries of the formalist for mercy, when he saw She was bright, beautiful, the beloved of all.
the time had come when he must bid farewell She was very gay, and had been taught by
to this world, and enter upon an eternity for ministers to believe that there was no harm in
which he made no adequate preparation. But living the life of innocent pleasures and amusethe earnest Christian, who has renounced the ments. But God opened MARY'S eyes to see
world and all its pomp and show, and trusted that her life did not comport with the Bible. In
in Jesus for full salvation from sin, we have the honesty of her heart, she resolved at all
always found ready to go with holy triumph cost, to be a Bible Christian. She put away
at the Master's bidding. The following ac- her worldly conformity, sought and obtained a
count of the death of two of the members of salvation that saved her from the love of these
the Free Methodist Church in Saint Louis, things ; and ever after, her testimony was deillustrates the value of a thorough work of cided and clear for a salvation from all sin .
.grace mthe soul. We need every hour of our Members of the Church, and even ministers,
life grace that would take us to Heaven.
tried to persuade her to believe there was no
" Among the first ripe fruit gathered by the harm in this worldly conformity. But MARY
angels, from the First Free Methodist Church had chosen that good part, and she met and
of Saint Louis, was our very much esteemed repelled all persuasion from both members and
Brother TWYFORD. Never can we forget the preachers, to return to a proud and fashionable
desperate struggle of our Brother while seek- life. On parting with her, last spring, and
ing the blessing of holiness before our separate when, to all appearances she could remain on
organization, and his consistent, faithful and earth but a short time, I asked her, ' Do you
zealous deportment from that time until called now feel any misgivings for your thoroughness
as one of our first representatives to Heaven. in laying aside all worldly conformity?' 'O,
While in the discharge of his duties South, and no,' said the dear one. '0, how thankful I
among strangers, a high ladder on which he am that you dealt so faithfully with me. I exwas standing, gave way. By his fall, he re- pect to see you no more on earth, but I will
ceived his death., wound, breaking one or more come to meet you when you too shall follow
of his limbs, and driving the bone of one arm me to the Spirit land. 0, I shall be a star in
into his body. His sufferings were severe, your crown of rejoicing when we all meet in
and he told the people he should die. But, Heaven.'
This testimony and these assurances I then
said he, tell my brethren of Sixth Street
Church, in Saint Louis, I am going home. felt more than compensated me for all my toil
.Such was the testimony, and so great the tri- and suffering through which I passed, and the
DYING GRACE.
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vituperation heaped upon me by professed ministers of the Gospel. But, thank God, MARY
is out of the reach of their influence, and the
hope of meeting her a redeemed spirit in the
land of the blessed, inspires me with consolation.
Last Sabbath a large audience evidenced by
their attendance at MARY'S fuueral how greatly
she was beloved, and how extensively she was
respected. At the grave many of the members of Sixth Street, who seemed more to
triumph than to mourn, sung a parting farewell"W o'll be there, we'll bo there,
Palms of victory, crowns of glory
We shall wear,
In that beautiful world on high "

On our way back to the city, it did seem
that MARY was with us in the carriage, and
we continued to sing for some time the same
notes of triumph, while those in sympathy
with MARY'S religion and Saviour, shouted
aloud the praise of Jesus' love.

J. W.

REDFIELD.

DOES CHRIST DWELL HERE

?

THE following, from the Sunday School Banner, shows how the Spirit of God can and does
operate to open the eyes of the blind, and bring
them to feel the necessity of salvation:
Many years ago, a lady was seated, reading,
in the veranda of her Burmese house, when
suddenly she was startled by seeing a little,
wild-looking boy standing before her, and asking, with great eagerness, " Does Jesus Christ
live here? " He appeared about twelve years
old. His coarse, black hair, matted with dirt,
bristled up in every direction, like the quills of
a porcupine; and the only covering about bis
person was a ragged cloth of cotton. " Does
Jesus Christ live here?" he again asked, as
he crouched at the lady's feet. " What do
you want of Jesus Christ?" inquired the lady.
''I want to see him: I want to coufess to
him." "Why, what have you been doing,
that you want to confess to him?" "Doing! "
repeated the boy: " what have I been doing'?
Why, I tell lies, I steal, I do everything that
is bad. I am afraid of going to hell, and T

want to see Jesus
for I heard say, he
can save us from hell. Does he live here? Oh,
tell me where can I find Jesus Christ." "But,
my poor boy,'' said the lady, "Jesus Christ
does not save people from hell if they continue to do wickedly." "But I want to stop,"
answered the boy. "I want to stop doing
wickedly; but I can't stop. I don't know how
to stop. The evil thoughts are in me, and the
bad deeds come out of evil thoughts. What
can I do? " " Nothing," said the lady, "but
come to Christ, like the rest of us; but you
cannot see Jesus Christ now." Here she was
interrupted by a sharp cry of distress from the
poor boy. "But," she continued, "I am hb
humble follower and servant, and I can teach
all those who wish to escape from hell how to
do so." The joyful look of the wild Karen boy
was beyond all description, as he exclaimed.
"Tell me! oh, tell me! Only ask your master, the Lord Jesus Christ, to save me, and I
will be your servant, your slave, for life. Do
not be angry. Do not send me away. I want
to be saved-saved from he11! "
The lady, you may believe, was not angry,
and the next day she took him to the little
bamboo school-house; and never was there a
scholar, in any school or country, more anxious to learn "the truth as it is in Jesus."
After some time, he was baptized; and thlln
he went on daily improving in the knowledge
of those things which belong to our salvation.
Years passed away, and the gentle lady had
gone to that happy home where sin and
sorrow are known no more. The wild Karen
boy had also changed from boyhood to youth,
from youth to strong manhood, and then the
hand of death was laid upon him. But while
the strong man lay bowed down with sickness-while he tossed wildly to and fro upon
his fevered couch-even then !Jis heart was
filled with precious memories of Jesus, and
lips uttered fragments of hytmis and texts
which he had learned in days of health.
"At last the parting hour arrived, when,
without a Righ or struggle, his happy spirit
p11ssed away, to be forever with that Saviour
whom he had songht with such eagerness."
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RELIGIOUS SENSIBILITY.
BY THE EDITOR.

.
to feel. God gives us
sensibilities that we may feel. It is
only by a long process of hardeninrr
that persons come into that fearful
state described in the Scriptures as
"being past feeling." If any thing
should stir us, it is religion.
Every part of man's nature that can
be m?ved-his .fears and his hopes, his
and his sympathies, his judgment, his sense of duty, his love of
happiness, and his dread of sufferir.w
ol
of exposure and of shame-each and
all are appealed to in the strongest
manner by the Gospel of Christ to
lead erring mortals to return to their
allegiance to God.
But the arch-enemy has succeeded
not only in influencing many to resist
the claims of their Maker, and to listen
to his earnest appeals with indifference
if not
secret or open scorn,
treat with contempt, and to overwhelm
with opprobrious epithets, all who act
as if they believe the awful truths
which God has so clearly revealed. Insanity is one of the mildest terms employed to designate the state of those
who are awake to eternal things.
In this number we propose to adduce
some farther proof of the proposition
we laid down last month. That, It is
entirely proper that the servants of God
should manifest, at times, tlie deepest
emotion.
We need not repeat. what we then
said, that while the inward emotions of
the child of God may vary, his outward life will preserve a consistent
13

NO. 7.

uniformity; however his feelings may
fluctuate, he is unwavering in the discharge of duty.
In
of the proposition, we call
attentwn to the greatness of the change
that takes place when the penitent sinner becomes a child of God.
" I n w1'tnessmg,
·
" says a celebrated
English philosopher,* "first the
treaties, and supplications, and tears, of
a convicted, condemned, and repentan1J,
malefactor, prostrate at the feet of his
sovereign; and then, the exuberance of
his joy and gratitude in receiving parand life, no one would so absurdly
m1suse language as to call the intensity
and fervor of the criminal's feelings
enthusiastical ; for however strong or
even ungovernable these emotions may
be, they are perfectly congruous with
.occasion ;-they SJ?ring from no
illus10n ; but are fully justified 1>.y the
momentous turn that has taken pLaoe
in his affairs :-in the past hour he co:n,..
templated nothing but the horrors of
an ignominious death, but now life and
its delights are before him. It is true
that all men in the same circumstances
would not undergo the same intensity
of emotion; but all, unless obdurate
in wickedness, must experience feelings
of the same quality. And thus so
long as the real circumstances
which every human being stands in the
court of the Supreme Judge are clearly
understood, and duly felt, ENTHUSIASM
FINDS NO PLACE ;-all is real . nothing
is illusion."
'
The beggar may become a millionaire, the slave a king, with obedient
nations at his feet, but this improve-

* Natural History of Enthusiasm, page 46.
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ment in his condition is infinitely less
than that which the sinner realizes when
he is made an heir to " an inheritance
incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth
not away."
Julia was born of respectable parents, and carefully tended in her early
years. Her mother was a prudent,
pious woman, but she died when Julia
was but twelve years of age. The
father, soon after, took to drinking and
gambling, and spent all the property
he possessed. Hisdaughterwas brought
into the midst of profligate associates,
and became vicious and abandoned. In
a fit of intoxication she married a
worthless, dissipated fellow. When
she was eighteen years old she was tried
for perjury, convicted and sentenced to
the Sing Sing prison for fourteen years.
She was naturally intelligent, active,
and energetic, and the limitations of a
prison had a worse effect upon her
than they would have had upon a more
stolid temperament. In the course of
a year or two her mind began to sink
under the pressure, and finally exhibited signs of melancholy insanity. Friend
Hopper had an interview with her at
Sing Sing, and found her in a state of
deep dejection. She afterward became
completely deranged, and was removed
to the Lunatic Asylum at Bloomingdale. He and his wife visited her there,
and found her in a state of temporary
rationality. They took her in a walk
with them through the grounds ; and
she enjoyed this little excursion very
highly. But when one of the company
remarked that it was a very pleasant
place, she sighed deeply, and replied,
" Yes, it is a pleasant place to those
who can leave it. But chains are chains,
though they are made of gold ; and
mine grow heavier every day." Her
temperament peculiarly required freedom, and chafed and fretted under restraint. Friend Hopper obtained permission for her to spend a day and
night at his house in the city. The
visit was found beneficial, and after a
short interval was renewed. She spent
several days in his family and conducted with the greatest propriety. He

soon after applied to the Governor for
a pardon, which was promptly granted.
He next provided a suitable home for
her. When all was arranged, Friend
Hopper went out to the Asylum to
carry the news. Fearful of exciting
her too much, he asked if she would
like to go into the dty again to spend
a fortnight in his family. She replied
"Indeed I would." He promised to
take her, and added, "Perhaps thou
wilt stay longer than two weeks." At
last he said, " It may be that thou wilt
not have to return here again." She
sprung up instantly, and looking in his
face with intense. anxiety, exclaimed,
" Am I pardoned? Am I pardoned?"
"Yes, thou art pardoned," he replied,
"And I have come to take thee home."
She fell back into her seat, covered her
face with her hands, and wept aloud.
Friend Hopper says, "This was the
most affecting scene l ever witnessed."
Obdurate, indeed, must be the heart of
that man who could ridicule the deep
emotion of this child of sorrow in this
joyous hour.
But as great as is the difference between an eternity in perdition, and
fourteen years in prison, so much greater occasion of rejoicing is there in the
case of every sinner when God says to
him by the Holy Spirit, " Thy sins,
which are many, are all forgiven thee."
We do not read that any of these
events, which are admitted to justify
tumultuous demonstrations of delight
among men are notic.ed above, but our
Saviour has said that " There is joy
in the presence of the angels of God
over one sinner that repenteth."
He, then, that can witness with indifference, and coolly criticise, a scene
that sends thrills of joy through all the
ranks of the angelic hosts, has good
reason to conclude that the veil is yet
upon his heart,-that he has no just or
proper sense of the magnitude of eternal things.
Well may Isaac Taylor say, "When
those whose temper is abhorrent to religious services anirnad vert sarcastically
upon the follies, real or supposed, of
religionists, there is a sad inconsistency
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in such criticisms, like that which is pised him in her heart. And Michal,
when the insane make ghastly the Daughter of Saul, came out to
mirth of the manners or personal de- meet David, and said, How glorious
fects of their friends and keepers."
was the King of Israel to day, who unThe application of the argument is covered himself to day in the eyes of
easily made. Events that affect great- the handmaids of his servants, as one
ly our temporal welfare justify a mani- of the vain fellows shamelessly uncovfestation of the deepest emotion. But ereth himself!" To this irony David
our temporal bear no comparison to replied, " It was before the Lord . .And
I will yet be more vile than this, and
our eternal interests.
Therefore the service of God, affect- will be base in my own sight." Are
ing, as it does, our eternal interests, and there none at the present day who
those of our fellow men, renders a would have united with Michal in saymanifestation of the deepest emotion ing that King David had disgraced
himself?
None, who seem to feel,
entirely proper.
We next adduce a few of the ex- like her, that they have to support the
amples of Scripture in proof of our dignity of the Church? Let them take
proposition. Let us first consider the warning from her, for she bore her recase of Moses as recorded in Ex. xix, proach all her days; while David realand Heb. xii, 21. God manifested him- ized the fulfilment of that Scripture,
self to him upon Mount Sinai. And "He that humbleth himself shall be
"there were thunders and lightnings, exalted."
Jeremiah was greatly troubled beand a thick cloud upon the mount, and
the voice of the trumpet exceeding cause of the defection of the religious
loud; so that all the people that was teachers of the people. They amused
in the camp trembled; and so terrible their hearers with fine words, and
was the sight, that Moses said, I ex- cried, "Peace! Peace! when God had
ceedingly fear and quake." Here was not spoken peace." Hear .Jeremiah
the emotion of fear manifested by express his anguish, "Mine heart withtrembling and quaking. The sinner, in me is broken because of the protoo, may well "tremble and quake," phets; all my bones shake; I am like
when the thunders of the law are sound- a drunken man, and like a man whom
wine hath overcome, because of the
ing in his ear.
of his
David was a man of great strength Lord, and because of the
holiness."-J
er.
xiii,
9.
He
knew
what
of body and of mind. In the height
of his power he did not consider it it was to be burdened for souls.
Daniel does not appear to have been
derogatory to his dignity as a king, and
a prophet, to give expression, publicly, wanting in intellect or nerve. The
to the highest transports of joy. Read prospect of lodging in a den of lions
the account of his bringing up the ark did not frighten him. But on seeing
of the Lord, from the house of Obed a vision from the Lord he says,*
Edom, to the city of David, as given " There remained no strength in me,
in the iv. Chap. of the Second book of for my comeliness was turned in me
Samuel. "And David danced before into corruption, and I retained no
the Lord with all his might; and David strength." His awe was so great that
was girded with a linen ephod. So his physical frame could not bear up
David and all the house of Israel under it-he fell prostrate.
On the day of Pentecost, when the
brought up the ark of the Lord with
shouting, and with the sound of the Holy Spirit was poured out upon the
trumpet. And as the ark of the Lord disciples, there were such manifestacame into the city of David, Michal, tions of feeling, that the bystanders
Saul's daughter, looked through a win- could account for on no other theory
dow, and saw King David leaping and
*Dan. x, 8.
dancing before the Lord, and she des-
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than that " These men are full of new
wine."* There was such plausibility in
the objection, that Peter felt called upon to enter into a formal argument to
disprove it, "These are not drunken as
you suppose, seeing it is but the third
hour c1f the day."
When the Re velator, John, was favored
with a manifestation of the Son of Man,
in his glorified body, he thus describes
the effect that it produced upon him:
"And when I saw him, I fell at his feet
as dead."f
He assures us that in Heaven, there
is the deepest emotion among the worshipers that surround the throne,
"And a voice came out of the throne,
saying, Praise our God all ye his servants, and ye that fear him, both small
and great. And I heard as it were the
voice of a great multitude, and as the
voice of mighty thunderings, saying,
Alleluia; for the Lord God omnipotent
reigneth. "t
Reader, if you have no sympathy
with those who praise the Lord audibly in His sanctuaries below, how do
you think you will be prepared to join
above in this mighty tumult of praise?
No more, or clearer Scripture proof
can be required to establish our proposition. If religion is the same in
every age, and if under the Christian
dispensation, the Spirit is to be poured
out more abundantly than ever before,
we may then expect, that those who
are earnestly engaged in the service of
the Lord, shall manifest from time to
time the deepest emotion.
We refer, also, to the experience of
those, who, in different branches of the
Church of Christ, have been eminent
for piety and usefulness.
The inquiry is often made, why, if
this deep emotion is essential to the
earnest Christian, do we not see it
manifested among different denominations ? Our answer is, that we do,
among the eminently pious of all denominations. We will give you as
many cases as our limits will permit.
Luther, having gained the reputation
*Acts ii, 18. t Rev. i, 17. :J: Rev. xix, 56.

of being one of the most learned men
of his day, became awakened, by alarming providences, to his condition as
a sinner. He solemnly determined to
seek after holiness,
eagerly as he
had pursued knowledge. For nearly
two years he practised the greatest
austerities, and discharged the most
self-debasing duties. But he could find
no peace. Sometimes his meditations
on the divine justice and wrath, awakened such terrors in him, that his bodily
powers failed him, and he sometimes
lay motionless as if dead. He was
found one day, on the floor of his cell,
without any signs of life. "It is in
vain," he says to Staupitz, "that I
make promises to God; sin is always
too strong for me.'' Staupitz told him
to " look to the wounds of Jesus Christ
to the blood which he has shed for you;
it is then you will see the mercy of
God."·Y< He looked; and his deep emotions were followed by peace of conscience and joy in the Holy Ghost.
But for these deep stirrings of soul,
Luther had never been the Reformer
he was.
Whitfield's life furnishes another example of the deepest emotion, first of
penitence, then of joy. Had his conversion been of a superficial character,
his name would not have gone down to
posterity as the most successful preach·
er of modern times. Whitfield sought
the Lord in earnest. He was accustomed to select Christ Church meadow
as the scene, and a stormy night as
the time, of his mental conflicts. He
prostrated his body on the bare earth,
fasted during Lent, and exposed himself to the cold till his hands began to
blacken, and, by abstinence and inward
struggles, so emaciated his body as to
be scarcely able to creep up stairs. For
seven weeks he labored under a severe
illness. It was, in his own language,
"a glorious visitation."f It gave him
time and composure to make a written
record and a penitent confession of his
youthful sins-to examine the New
*Life of Luther, by Cubitt, p. 44, 45.
t Stevens Miscellanies, p. 24.
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and to seek, by prayer, for
wisdom and for peace. The blessiiws
thus invoked were not denied. "The
day star," he says, " arose in m.y heart.
The spirit of mourning was taken from
me. For some time I could not avoid
singing Psalms wherever I was, but
my joy became gradually more settled.
Thus were the days of my mourning
ended." From that time, Whitfield
was a joyous triumphant Christian, and
the word which he preached was in
demonstration of the Spirit and in
power.
Mr. Flavel was an eminent minister
of the Calvinistic school. His labors
were greatly blessed. His works are
still read with profit, by the devout of
all denominations.* Mr. Flavel gives
an account of a man that he knew, that
was wonderfully overcome with divine
comforts. It is supposed that he relates
his own experience. He says "that
as the person was traveling alone,
with his thoughts closely fixed on the
great and astonishing things of another
world, his thoughts began to swell
higher and higher, like the water in
Ezekiel's vision, until at last they became an overflowing flood; such was
the intenseness of his mind, such the
ravishing tastes of heavenly joys, and
such his full assurance of his interest
therein, that he utterly lost all sight
and sense of this world, and the concernments thereof; and for some hours,
knew not where he was, nor what he
was about; but having lost a great
quantity of blood at the nose, he found
himself so faint, that it brought him a
little more to himself. And after he
had washed him.self at a spring, and
drank of the water for his refreshment,
he continued to the end of his journey,
which was thirty miles ; and all this
while was scarce sensible ; and says
he had several trances of considerable
continuance. The same blessed frame
was preserved all that night, and in a
lower degree, great part of the next
day ; the night passed without one wink
of sleep ; and yet he declares he never
*Edwards, vol. 3, 287.
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had a sweeter night's rest in all his life.
Still the joy of the Lord overflowed
him, and he seemed to be an inhabitant
of another world. And he used, for
many years after, to call that day one
of the days of Heaven; and professed
that he understood more of the life of
Heaven by it than by all the books he
ever used, or discourses he ever entertained about it."
In these deep experiences, is found
the secret of the strength of these old
divines, who shook the world in their
day, and whose works are still exerting a benign influence far and wide.
The revival that took place under
the labor of Edwards was characterized
by the intensest feeling. No cold and
heartless "submission to God" was regarded in those days as all the experience necessary to constitute the sinner
a child of Goel.
He gives, with approbation, many
. instances of the manifestation of the
deepest emotion. He says, *"Persons
are first awakened with a sense of their
miserable condition by nature, the
danger they are in of perishing eternally, and that it is of great importance
to them that they speedily escape, and
get into a better state. Some have
had such a sense of the displeasure of
God, and the great danger they were
in of damnation, that they could not
sleep at nights. There have been some
instances of persons that have had as
great a sense of their danger and misery,
as their natures could well suosist under, so that a little more would probably have destroyed them."
Of course this deep conviction was
not produced in the minds of sinners
without a corresponding depth of emotion in the hearts of believers. He
represents that t" Some persons have
had longing desires after Christ, which
have risen to that degree, as to take
away their natural strength. Some
have been so overcome with a sense of
the dying love of Christ to such poor,
wretched, and unworthy creatures, as
*Edwards, vol. 3, pages240, 1, 2, 3.
t Vol. 3, page 254.
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to weaken the body. Several persons
have had so great a sense of the glory
of God, and excellency of Christ, that
nature and life have seen1ed almost to
sink under it; and in all probability,
if God had showed them a little more
of himself it would have dissolved
their frame."
He gives, at considerable length, the
experience of several individuals whose
emotions were, at times, overpowering.
We can find room for a brief account
of only one, a young lady of "a rational understanding family." *"She was,
before her conversion, of a sober and
inoffensive conversation, and was a
still, quiet, reserved person. She was
first awakened by something she heard
her brother say of the necessity of being in good earnest in seeking regenerating grace, together with the news of
the conversion of a young woman. Her
great terror," she said, was, "that she
had si'nned against God;" her distress
grew more and more for three days,
until, (as she said,) she saw nothing
but blackness of darkness before her,
and her very flesh trembled for fear of
God's wrath. In prayer and reading
the Bible she sought the Lord for a
number of days. One morning, on
awaking, these words came to her mind,
" The blood of Christ cleanses from all
sin ; " they were accompanied with a
lively sense of the excellency of Christ,
and his sufficiency to satisfy for the
sins of the whole world. Her mind
was led into such contemplations and
views of Christ, as filled her exceeding
full of joy. All the next day she felt
a constant sweetness in her soul. She
had a repetition of the same discoveries
of Christ three mornings together.
One morning while in the enjoyment
of a spiritual view of Christ's glory
and fulness, her' soul was filled with
distress for Christless persons ; and she
felt in herself a strong i.nclination immediately, to go forth and warn sinners ; and
to her brother to
assist her in going
house to house.
After this, seeing three persons lately

* Edwards, vol. 3, 260.

converted, as they stepped in one after
another at the door, so affected her, and
so drew forth her love to them, that it
overcame her,. and she almost fainted;
and when they began to talk of the
things of religion, it was more than
she could bear,-they were obliged to
desist on that account. Soon after this
she went to a private religious meeting, and her mind was full of a sense
and view of the glory of God all the
time; and when the exercise was ended some asked her concerning what she
had experienced; and she began to
give them an account: but as she was
relating it, it revived such a sense of
the same things, that her strength failed
and they were obliged to take her and
lay her upon the bed. Afterward she
was greatly affected, and rejoiced with
these words : " Worthy is the lamb
that was slain." She endured unto the
end and died triumphantly. He gives
this and some similar cases as specimens of the experiences of those who
shared in this gracious out-pouring of
the Holy Spirit. It seems to have been
a common thing among them for persons to lose their strength, as it is now
termed.
He says, *"It is remarkable, considering in what multitudes of instances,
and to how a great a degree, the frame
of the body has been overpowered of
late, that person's lives have, notwithstanding, been preserved, and that the
instances of those that have been deprived of reason have been so very
few, and those, perhaps, all of them
persons, under the peculiar disadvantages of a weak, vapory habit of body.
A merciful and careful divine hand is
very manifest in it, that in so many instances where the ship has begun to
sink, yet it has been upheld, and has
not totally sunk. The instances of such
as have been deprived of reason are so
few, that certainly they are not enough
to cause us to be in any fright, as though
this work that has been carried on in
the country, was not likely to be of beneficial influence, unless we are disposed
*Vol. 3, p. 284.
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to gather up all we can to darken it,
and set it forth in frightful colors."
This Presbyterian revival must have
exceeded by far, in its effects upon the
body, any that have taken place, of
late years, among denomination in
this country, to justify him in saying,
" that in multitudes of instances, the
frame of the body has been overpowe:ed." Yet, it seems that nobody was
killed, and but few became deranged.
Edwards was not in the habit of using,
of exin his narratives,
the lanauaae
•
0
b
aggerat10n.
" These things did not begin," he
says, "in his day." *"They are not
new in their kind ; but are things
of the same nature as have been found
and well approved of in the Church of
God before, from time to time."
We have a remarkable instance in
Mr. Bolton, that noted minister of the
Church of England, who being awakened by the preaching of the famous
Mr. Perkins, minister of Christ in the
University of Cambridge, was subject
to such terrors as threw him to the
ground, and caused him to roar with
anguish; and the pangs of the new
birth in him were such, that he lay
pale and without sense, like one dead ;
as we have an account in the " Fulfilling of the Scripture," the 5th edition,
p. 103, 104. We have an account in
the same page of another whose comforts, under the sunshine of God's presence, were so great, that he could not
forbear crying out in a transport, and
expressing in exclamations, the great
sense he had of forgiving mercy, and
his assurance of God's love. And we
have a remarkable instance in the life
of Mr. George Trosse, written by
himself, (who, of a notoriously vicious,
profligate liver, became an eminent
saint, and minister of the Gospel) of
terrors occasioned by awakenings of
conscience, so overpowering the body,
as to deprive, for some time, of the use
of reason.
Yea, such extraordinary external effects of inward impressions, have not
*Vol. 3, p. 286.
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only been to be found in here and there
a single person, but there have also be·
fore now been times wherein many
have been thus affected, in some particular parts of the Church of God ;
and such effects have appeared in congregations, in many at once. So it
was in the year 1625 in the west of
Scotland, in a time of great out-pouring of the Spirit of God. It was then
a frequent thing for many to be so extraordinarily seized with terror in the
hearing of the word, by the Spirit of
God convincing them of sin, that they
fell down and were carried out of the
Church, who afterwards proved most
solid and lively Christians.
Many in France were so wonderfully affected with the preaching of the
Gospel, in the time of those famous
divines, Farel and Viret, that for a time
they could not follow their secular
business. Many, in Ireland, in time of
a great out-pouring of the Spirit there
in the year 1628, were so filled with
divine comforts and a sense of God,
that they had but little use of either
meat, drink or sleep, and professed that
they did not feel the need thereof."
Edwards thus shows that these manifestations of emotions were common among earnest Christians. Of
course, the devil was not pleased. Too
general attention to religion was excited, and too many sinners were converted, for him to be very well satisfied.
He stirred up all he could to talk
against this way.
Manifestations and exaggerations
were freely circulated. The ministers
chiefly instrumental were freely charged
with looking upon them as certain
evidences of a work of the Spirit. This
against a Cal vanistic minister was a
most serious charge, as according to
their theory it could not, from any
amount of evidence before one's death,
be certainly ascertained that. he was
converted. If he fell away, the theory
was that his apparent piety was not real.
Edwards defends these manifestations as follows : * " Another thing,

* Edward's Works, vol. 3, p. 843.
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wherein I think some ministers have
been injured, is in being very much
blamed for making so much of outcries,
faintings and other bodily effects ;
speaking of them as tokens of the presence of God, and arguments of the success of preaching; seeming to strive
to their utmost to bring a congregation
to that pass, and seeming to rejoice,
yea, even blessing God for it, when
they see these effects.
Concerning this I would observe, in
the first place, that there are many things,
with respect to cryings out, falling
down, &c., that are charged on ministers that they are not guilty of. Some
would have it, that they speak of these
things as certain evidences of a work
of the Spirit of God on the hearts of
their hearers, or that they esteem these
bodily effects, themselves, to be the
work of God, as though the Spirit of
God took hold of, and agitated the
bodies of men ; and some are charged
with making these things essential, and
supposing that persons cannot be converted without them; whereas I never
yet could see the person that held eith ·
er of these things.
But for speaking of such effects as
probable tokens of God's presence, and
arguments of the success of preaching,
it seems to me they are not to be
blamed ; because I think they are so,
indeed; and therefore when I see them
excited by preaching the important
truths of God's word, urged and enforced by proper arguments and motives, or as consequent on other means
that are good, I do not scruple to
speak of them, and to rejoice in them,
and bless God for them as such; and
that for this (as I think) good reason,
viz : that from time to time, upon proper inquiry and examination, and observation of the consequence and fruits,
I have found that these are all evidences that persons in whom these effects
appear, are under the influence of God's
Spirit, in such cases. Cryings out, in
such a manner, and with such circum .
stances, as I have seen them from time
to time, is as much an evidence to me,
of the general cause it proceeds from,

as language; I have learned the meaning of it, the same way that persons
learn the meaning of language, viz: by
use and experience. I confess that
when I see a great crying out in a congregation, in the manner that I have
seen it, when these things are held
forth to them that are worthy of their
being greatly affected by, I rejoice in it
much more than merely in an appearance of solemn attention, and a show
of affection by weeping ; and tnat because when there have been those outcries, I have found from time to time,
a much greater and more excellent effect."
*" The most specious thing that is
alleged against these extraordinary ef..
fects upon the body is, that the body
is impaired and health wronged; and
that it is hard to think that God, in
the merciful influences of his Spirit on
men, would wound their bodies and
impair their health. But if it were so
pretty commonly, or in multiplied instances, (which I do not suppose it is)
that persons received a lasting wound
to their health by extraordinary religious impressions made upon their
minds, yet it is too much for us to
determine that God shall never bring
an outward calamity, in bestowing a
vastly greater spiritual and eternal
good.
Jacob, in doing his duty in wrestling
with God for the blessing, and while
God was striving with him, at the same
time that he received the blessing from
God, suffered a great outward calamity
from his hand; God impaired his body
so that he never got over it as long as
he lived; he gave him the blessing, but
sent him away halting on his thigh, and
he went lame all his life after. And
yet this is not mentioned as if it were
any diminution of the great mercy of
God to him, when God blessed him
and called his name, Israel, be-cause as a
prince he had power with God and had
prevailed.
We cannot determine that God
never shall give any person so much

* Edwards, vol. 3, 282.
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of a discovery of himself, not only as
to weaken their bodies, but to take
away their lives. It is supposed by
very learned and judicious divines,
that Moses' life was taken away after
this manner ; and this has also been
supposed to be the case with some
other saints.
Yea, I do not see any solid, sure
grounds, any have to determine that
God shall never make such strong impressions on the mind by his spirit,,
that shall be an occasion of so impairing the frame of the body, and particularly that part of the body, the brain,
that persons shall be deprived of the
use of reason. As I said before, it is
too much for us to determine, that
God will not bring an outward calamity
in bestowing spiritual and eternal blessings ; so it is too much for us to determine how great an outward calamity
he will bring. If God gives a great
increase of discoveries of himself, and
of love to him, the benefit is infinitely
greater than the calamity, though the
life should presently be taken away.
We cannot determine how great a calamity distraction is, when considered
with all its consequences, and all that
might have been consequent, if the distraction had not happened; nor indeed,
whether (thus considered) it may be
any calamity at all, or whether it be
not a mercy, by preventing some great
sin, or some more dreadful thing if it
had not been."
*"It is easily accounted for from the
consideration of the nature of divine
and eternal things, and the nature of
man, and the laws of the union between soul and body, how a right influence, a true and proper sense of
things, should have such effects on the
body, even those that are of the most
extraordinary kind, such as taking
away the bodily strength, or throwing
the body into great agonies, and extorting loud outcries."
We have given large extracts from
writers of other denominations. We
have done this purposely. Our object

* Edwards, vol; 1, 528.
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has been to show that these manifestations of religious feeling that are of
late so strongly opposed, have been
common in thorough revivals, among
those denominations that are freest
from them now. We have room to
fortify our position by only a brief
reference to Methodist writers. These
manifestations have been common
among us as a denomination, from the
beginning.
Almost all our books of biography
and history abound with accounts of
the extraordinary effects produced upon
the body by the outpouring of the
Spirit. I would refer the reader to
Bangs' History of the M. E. Church,
the Autobiographies of Finley and
Cartwright, the Life of Benj. Abbott,
Footprints of an Itinerant, by Maxwell P. Gaddis, and other biographical
works.
I cannot forbear g1vmg as a specimen, a few extracts from the account
which Bangs gives of a wonderful revival that took place in 1775 and
1776. * He quotes from Asbury's
Journal the narrative given by the
Rev. Mr. Jarratt, a minister of the
Church of England, who participated
largely in that re vi val, and contributed
by his labors to its advancement. Mr.
Jarratt says: "l have no doubt but
the work i1ow carrying on is genuine ;
yet there were some circumstances
attending it which I disliked; such as
loud outcries, tremblings, fallings, convulsions. But I am better reconciled
since I read President Edwards on that
head, who observes, 'that whenever
these most appears, there is always the
greatest and the deepest work.'
There is another thing which has
given me much pain; the praying of
several at one and the same time.
Sometimes five or six, or more have
been praying all at once, in several
parts of the room, for distressed persons. Others were speaking by way
of exhortation, so that the assembly
appeared to be all in confusion, and
must seem to one at a little distance,
*Bang's History M. E. C. Vol. 1, p. 90, et. seq.
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more like a drunken rabble than the
worshiping of God ; I was afraid that
was not doing all things in decency and
order. Indeed, Dr. Edwards defends
this also. But yet, 1 am not satisfied
concerning it. But as this abated, the
work of conviction and conversion usually abated too."
One of his correspondents, a local
preacher, wrote him thus: "It is
common with us for men and women
to fall down as dead under an exhortation, but many more under prayer,
perhaps twenty at a time. And some
that have not fallen to the earth, have
shown the same distress, wringing
their hands, smiting their breasts and
begging all to pray for them,"
Mr. Lee in an account which he
gives of a revival in 1787, says :
"Hundreds of the believ·ers were so
overcome with the power of God that
they fell down, and-lay helpless on the
floor or on the ground ; and some of
them continued in that helpless condition for a considerable time, and were
happy in God beyond description.
When they came to themselves, it
was generally with loud praises to
God and with tears and expressions
' to melt the hardest heart. " ·
enough
The next day, *"while the ministers
were preaching, the power of the Lord
was felt among the people in such a
manner that they roared and screamed
so loud that the preacher could not be
heard, and he was compelled to stop.
Many of the wealthy people, both
men and women, were seen lying in
the dust, sweating and rolling on the
ground in their fine broadcloths or
. 1or
c
s1'lk s, cry mg
mercy. "
CHRISTIAN CoNVERSATroN.-The eminently pious Rev.James Hervey, said,
of fashionable society, "I hear much
frothy and worldly chit-chat, but not a
word of Christ; and I am determined
not to visit those companies where
there is not room for my Master, as
well as for myself."
Bangs, vol. 1, 265.

GOD'S PRESENCE.
THE first want of our Christianity is
a clearer recognition and a more perfect realization of God's actual presence
and agency in all its conceptions and
enterprises. Its greatest danger lurks,
on the one hand, in a philosophising
hard orthodoxy ; on the other, in a
sensuous, fastidious liberalism - the
first insensibly losing, the last frankly
discarding from its system the indwelling, co-working divinity. Meantime,
every truly Christian aspiration that is
felt among us cries aloud for the living
God. Our helpless human nature turns
away dissatisfied and disheartened from
a religion which has no Divine manifestation to stir the soul and justify its
hopes. Of philosophies and cosmogonies it has enough, or can make more;
but it longs for a Divine presence, and
will not endure the terrific solitude of
a clime in which there is no God. In
its desperate efforts to supply a want
so intolerable, it creates divinities.
The Israelites substituted a golden ca]f
for Jehovah before he had been forty
days withdrawn from their camp. It
. was not enough that they beheld the
dark symbols of His presence on the
dim, distant mountain top. They
would see the cloud and the pillar of
fire dwelling in the midst of them.
Natural religion, in all its aberrations, ever manifests its longings after
Divine manifestations, that may make
known, at least to the fears of men, the
power and majesty of Heaven. Hence,
it forms monsters hideous to the sight
-Molochs to drink the blood of childhood-Juggernauts to be approved by
martvrdom or self-immolations. The
tendency is developed, though
in less exaggerated forms, under the
Christian dispensation. It is this, that
in the absence or denial of the transforming energies of the Holy Ghost,
deifies popes and hierarchies, and ordi ·
nances. It invests symbols and ceremonies with Divine attributes, and
worships the wafer it has transformed
into a crucified Saviour. Or, with an
impiety yet more daring, as well as ab-

THE CROWN OF THORNS.

surd, because it will not recognize God
in revelation; and in Christ reconciling
the world to Himself, it deifies man
man and the universe, making all things
living and brute, Divine, that it may
reject the one only Divinity.
While we lament these deplorable
errors, let us receive their lessons of
instruction. They are spontaneous efforts, put forth by those who have lost
God out of their Christianity, te save
themselves from starkAtheism.-OLIN.

THE CROWN OF THORNS.
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.And when I am departing,
0, part not Thou from me,
When mortal pangs are darting,
Come, Lord, and set me free I
And when my heart must languish
Amidst the final throe,
Release me from my anguish,
By Thine own pain and woe.
Be near when I am dyingOh, show Thy cross to me !
.And, for my succor flying,
Come, Lord, and set me free.
These eyes, new faith receiving,
From Jesus shall not move,
For he who dies believing,
Dies safely, through Thy love.

Translated from the German.

0 sacred Head! now wounded,
With grief and shame weighed down,
Now scornfully surrounded
With thorns, Thine only crown;
0 sacred Head! what glory,
What bliss till now was Thine,
Yet, though despised and gory,
I joy to call Thee mine.
What Thou, my Lord, hast suffered,
Was all for sinners' gain;
Mine, mine, was the transgression,
But Thine the deadly pain.
Lo! here I fall, my
!
'Tis I deserve Thy place ;
Look on me with. Thy favor,
Vouchsafe to me Thy grace.
The joy can ne'er be spokenAbove aJl joys besideWben in Thy body broken
I thus with safety hide.
My Lord of life, desiring
Thy glory now to see,
Beside Thy cross expiring,
I'd breathe my soul to Thee.
What language shall I borrow,
To thank Thee, dearest Friend,
For this, Thy dying sorrow,
Thy pity without end !
O, make me Thine for ever,
And should I fainting be,
Lord, let me never, never,
Outlive my love to Thee-

MEEKNEss.-How difficult it is to be
of a meek and forgiving spirit, when
despitefully used. To love an enemy,
and forgive an evil speaker, is a
higher attainment than is commonly
believed.
It is easy to talk of Christian forbearance among neighbors, but to practice it ourselves proves us to be Christians indeed.
The surmises of a few credulous persons need not trouble that man who
knows his cause is soon to be tried in
Court, and he openly acquitted.
So the evil language of the times
need not disturb me, since, in the day
of judgment my judgment shall be
brought forth as the noon day.
DANCING.-When about twelve or
thirteen years old, I learned to dance.
I grew passionately fond of it. I lost
the spirit of subordination, did not love
work, imbibed a spirit of idieness, and,
in short, drunk in all the brain-sickening effluvia of pleasure. I entered into
no disreputable assembly, and in no
one case ever kept any improper company. Nevertheless, dancing was to
me a perverting influence. Let them
plead for it who will, l know it to be
evil, and that only.-ADAM CLARKE.
WE must believe God fully, or we
shall profit little by a belief of Him in
part.
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PREACHING IN ANOTHER'S p ARISH.
METHODIST MEETING IN 1775.-I
-In December 1772, Mr. Asbury was weak in body through ridinO' so
went into Kent county, Maryland. far in extreme heat and much exerclsed
"Before preaching," he says," one Mr. in mind, and did not know how I
R., a Church minister, came to me and should be able to go through the Ia.
desired to know who I was, and wheth- bor of the day. We went to the
er I was licensed. I told him who I chapel at ten, where I had liberty
was. He spoke great swelling words, of mind and strength of body, be.
and said he had authority over the peo- yond my expectation. After preachple, and was charged with the care of ing I met the society, and was more
their souls. He also said that I could relieved both in body and mind. At
not and should not preach : and if I did, four in the afternoon I preached again,
he should proceed against me according · from "I set before thee an open door
to law. I let him know that I came to and none can shut it." I had
preach, and preach I would; and far- through about two-thirds of my dis.
ther asked him if he had authority to course, and was bringing the words
bind the consciences of the people, or home to the present now, when such
if he was a justice of the peace ; and power descended that hundreds fell to
told him I thought he had nothing to the ground, and the house seemed to
do with me. He charged me with shake with the glory of God. The
making a scism. I told him that I did chapel was full of white and black, and
not draw the people from the Church, many were without that could not get
and asked him if his church was then in. Look wherever we would, we saw
open. He then said that I hindered nothing but streaming eyes, and faces
the people from their work. I asked bathed in tears ; and heard nothing but
him if fairs and horse races did not hin- groans and strong cries after God and
der them; and farther told him that I the Lord Jesus Christ. My voice was
came to help him. He said he had not drowned amid the groans and prayers
hired me for an assisstant, and did not of the congregation. I then sat down
want my help. I told him if there in the pulpit; and both Mr. S. and I
were no swearers or other sinners, he were so filled with the divine presence
was sufficient. 'But,' said he, 'what that we could only say, This is none
do you come for?' I replied, 'To turn other than the ho.use of God ! this is
sinners to God.' He said, ' Cannot I the gate of heaven ! Husbands were
do that as well as you?' I told him inviting their wives to go to heaven,
that I had authority from God. He wives their husbands: parents their
then laughed at me, and said, 'You are children, and children their parents:
a fine fellow indeed !' I told him I did brothers their sisters, and sisters their
not do this to invalidate his authority: brothers. In short, those who were
and also gave him to understand that happy in God themselves were for
I did not wish to dispute with him; bringing all their friends to Him in
but he said he had business with me, their arms. This mighty effusion of
and came into the house iu a great rage. the Spirit continued for above an
I began to preach, and urged the people hour : in which time many were awakto repent and turn from all their trans- ened, some found peace with God, and
gressions, so iniquity should not prove others His pure love. We attempted
their ruin. After preaching, the par- to speak or sing again and again; but
son went out, and told the people they we no sooner began than our
did wrong in coming to hear me ; and were drowned. It was with much d1f.
said I spoke against learning, whereas I ficulty that we at last persuaded the
only spoke to this purpose-when a people, as night drew on, to retire to
man turned frorn all sin he would adorn their own homes.-REv. THOMAS RAN·
every character in life, both in Church KIN.
and state."-ASBURY.
TRUTH is the highest style of charity.

SECTARIAN STRIFE.

SECTARIAN STRIFE.
BY REV. S. COLLEY.
AN Irishman, entering the fair at
Ballinagone, saw the well-defined form
of a large round head bulging out the
canvass of a tent. The temptation was
irresistable; up went his shillalah, down
went the man. :Forth rushed from the
tent a host of angry fellows to avenge
the onslaught. Judge of their astonishment when they found their assailant to be one of their own faction.
"Och, Nicholas," say they, "and did
ye not know it was Brady O'Brien ye
hit?" "Troth, did I not," says he;
"bad luck to me for that ·same; but
sure if my own father had been there,
and his head looking so nice and convanient, I could not have helped myself." Poor Paddy! true type of some
controversial spirits; it is not in them
to let the chance of a blow go by.
They are of the brood of the vulture,
not of the dove. " They scent the battle from afar." And many of the moot
points for which they have done fierce
fight, are so infinitesimally small that
I would not give the turn of a button
shank to get them infallibly decided.
Many contentions arise out of sheer
misunderstanding. Disputants often
become metaphysical according to the
explanation given of metaphysics by
the Scotchman who said: "Why, ye
see, metaphysics is when twa mun are
talking thegither, and the ane o' them
dinna ken what he is talking about, and
the ither canna understond him." Drs.
Chalmers and Stuart must have been a
"wee bit" metaphysical that day they
got into a controversy about the nature
of faith. Chalmers, compelled at length
to leave his friend, said : "I have time
to say no more; but you will find my
views fully and well put up in a recent
tract called 'Difficulties in the Way of
Believing.'" "Why," exclaimed the
astonished Dr. Stuart,'' that is my own
tract; I published it myself!"
That man was surely wise who prefaced every debate with, " Gentlemen,
define your terms." During the Pe-
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ninsular war, an officer of artillery had
just served a gun with admirable precision against a body of men posted in
a wood to his left. When the Duke
rode up, after turning his glass for a
moment in the direction of the shot,
he said in his cool way: "Well aimed,
captain; but no more; they are our
own 39th !" The blunder has been repeated sadly too often in the armies of
Jesus. With what fatal frequency
have great guns of the Church, which
might have battered down citadels of
Satan, been misdirected against Christian brethren ! There are surely deviltries enough in this world to shoot
at without firing into each other.Household Magazine.
THE LIGHT OF THE SPIRIT.-The
promised baptism of the Holy Ghost
is a flood of light, penetrating the
darkest recesses of the soul, revealing
its most concealed corruption.
It discovers dangers that were never
before realized. It shows the perilous
track of a wandering Church within
the unhallowed precincts of sin. It
compels the soul to shrink from and
abhor the very things which before it
has earnestly coveted. It trembles to
see that the outward splendors of the
Church, once deemed the reliable evidences of success, are but the attire of
a harlot, both revealing and inviting
illicit intercourse with a godless world.
-PECK'S CENTRAL lnEA.
WE ARE LABORERS TOGETHER WITH
Gon.-Y oung converts often believe
they should devote themselves ·wholly
to God-in the ministry, perhaps-are
unwilling-resist till the Spirit leaves
them doubtful or blind. Such persons
usually become mere formalists. They
even fear to have more of the Spirit,
lest this disagreeable conviction of
duty may return.-OLIN.
WHOMSOEVER I please or displease,
I will be faithful to God, to the people
and to my own soul.-AsBURY.
HuMAN nature is too selfish to love
justly.
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row, and caused. the scalding tears of
repentance to flow, while ·he cried
" Restore to me, oh God, the joys of
thy salvation." It was only one act
.DY D. C.
of disobedience that brought the
God sees not as man seeth. Hence prophet, sent to prophecy against the
the great impropriety of calling any- Altar of Bethel, to a violent and unthing that is contrary to the law of timely death.
How hard it was for Lot to obey
God a small sin. The only justification I can offer for the use of the term when told to flee for his life, escape to
the mountains, tarry not in all the
" small sin," is the poet's license.
Sin is a transgression of the law. plains. How ready to disobey: "See,
The greatest commandment is, " Thou this is a little place, may I not stop
shalt love the Lord thy God with all here," and thus he tempts God. Ba.
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and laam is told not to go with the servwith all thy mind." The second is ants of Balack, and yet, alter listening
like unto it: " Thou shalt love thy to the tempting offers of the servants
neighbor as thyself." This is the law. of Balack, he again tempts God by
A violation of this is sin. It is break- asking permission to go with them, as
ing God's holy commandment. Mur- though God was man that he should
der, covetousness, and adultery, are change. He loved the wages of un·
only breaking the law. It is theft to righteousness.
Oh that we were wise, that we untake a penny that is not ours. It is
only theft to take one hundred dollars. derstood this, that we considered our
True, one is petit larceny, and the other latter end!
How hard it is for us to obey God
is grand larceny, according to our criminal code ; but both are sin. In the and not lean to our own wills. We
code of God we have no such nice dis- too often say in effect "this is a small
tinctions. He who neglects to love thing, may we not indulge in it?" Yet
God with all his soul, mind and we profess to be Christ's disciples, and
strength, needs as much the atoning to desire to do his will, and to be made
merits and righteousness of Christ to wholly his. As soon as he touches
wash away his sins and make him our idols, health, friends, children,
meet for the inheritance of the saints, money or reputation, we at once cry
as does the one who steals, or who out, "Oh, anything else but this affliccommits a murder. "The smallest tion !" What brings the soul to a
sin," requires the atonement, and the sense of its true. condition, and espedarkest requires no more. There was cially the believer to a knowledge of
no provision made in God's economy, the fullness of the Gospel of Christ
for the pardon of sin, until the blessed Jesus, our Lord, is the taking away of
son of God offered to take upon him- broken stays and props, the removing
self the sins of the human race. of our Isaacs, and the prostrating of
Adam's sin was only eating the fruit of our bodies with disease. Or, what is
one tree which was forbidden. One most trying of all, He has suffered, or
act of disobedience " brought death some of our brethren in the church
into the world." One act of impa- have without his sufferance, blasted our
tience, or hastiness of spirits, kept the good reputation that we had always
meek man Moses, after a pupilage of maintained. Though we never had
forty years in the land of Midian, said much about it, yet we were in the
from leading God's chosen Israel over habit of thinking of it rather complaJordan into the promised land. One cently as a better qualification to do
act of David's, the sweet singer of Is- good than many others professed.
rael, once the man after God's own
But, they are now all gone, nothing
heart, filled his soul with deepest sor- left, praise the Lord. Jesus wants to
SMALL SINS.
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save us just now. "Whom I love, I
THE WEDGE OF GOLD.
chasten." Now we begin to desire of
God that which we can find no where
else. Glory to God for this bankruptcy;
AN army went forth, in the name of
for it is just like him to take us now the God of Israel, to meet the enemy.
with all our poverty, without friends They had conquered in other conflicts,
or character, or reputation, health, or and they were not less sure of victory.
money.
But the tide of success was turned
against
them. The sun went down,
"Now rest my long divided heart,
Fixed on this blissful centre rest;
and cast his setting rays on the prosNor ever from thy Lord depart,
trate banners of Israel. Defeat had
With him of every good possessed."
discouraged their hearts, and losses had
Oh, how easy it is now to believe, weakened their hands. It was a time
to trust God-to do his will. We of mourning and humiliation.
can now pray, and know that he heareth
Then went forth the voice of the Lord
us. We now hear him say, "Ask to the leader of the people-" There is
what you will, and it shall be done an accursed thing among you!" There
unto you." Our prayer is not for was no mention of its nature or its
any of those things that we have lost, magnitude; but it was an iniquity and
for we find we are better off without a transgression which could not be sufthem. We now pray to be kept by fered to remain, except by the forfeitthe power of God through faith unto ure of Divine favor and support. How
salvation, ready to be revealed in the must the heart of that devoted leader
last time. What an astonishing effect have throbbed, during the long night
chastening has had on us! How close which intervened between the rebuke
to God it has brought us; how hum- and the ordeal by which the transgresble and submissive it has made us; sion was to be disclosed ! When the
how our vision has changed ; how morning came, and the whole multiwonderfully those little things have tude were commanded to· appear by
grown in a short time; how child-like tribes, what heart-searching must there
we are; how we love the Lord, and have been! " Lord, is it l?" was the
those that persecute us ; how willing inquiry of all, in that time of fear and
to be anything or nothing! Glory to suspense.
God for afflictions, for chastenings !
The tribes passed in review, and
Bless the Lord, oh my soul ! all that Judah was taken. From the tribe of
is within me bless his holy name, for- Judah, the Zarhites were taken. From
·ever and ever. Amen.
the family of Zerah, the house of Zabdi
was chosen. Step by step, the inquiA Gooo ANSWER.-" How do you sition went on ; and as the guilty one
know," said an enlightened man to saw the precision of the choice, he bea poor ignorant savage of Kamschat- came more and more conscious of his
ga, "how do you know there is a God?" sin. Man by man, the sons of Zabdi
"How do you know," replied the came before the judge ; and Achan at
savage, pointing to human footsteps last stood forth, the author of the connear him, " how do you know that men fusion, and the transgressor.
He had seen a goodly Baby lonish
have passed this way?"
garment, two hundred shekels of silver,
CHRISTIAN GRACEs.-Christian gra- and a wedge of gold, and had seized
ces are like perfumes. The more they them for his spoils. Himself and his
are pressed, the sweeter they smell ; house suffered the penalty of the broken
like stars that shine brightest in the command, and the people witnessed a
<lark; like trees, the more they are solemn and impressive vindication of
shaken the deeper root they take, and the Divine law.
The Babylonish garment and the
the more fruit they bear.
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wedge of gold have their admirers today, as well as when Israel was striving for her possession. The cloth is
just as glossy and as richly dyed; the
price is just as high now as then; the
cost of its purchase precisely the same.
It has different forms, woven by different artists, enriched by different ornaments, but all of them are produced in
the workshops of Baby 1011, and by the
hands of idolatrous artificers. The
tinsel of the world is upon them. The
glitter and the
of earth, her
baubles and her gems, are seen flashing in the light of earthly pleasures.
Be they never so rich and beautiful, be
they never so costly and rare, they are
nothing but Babylonish garments, and
are not for the children of God.
The wedge of gold is wrapped up in
the garment, as it was then. It is a
tempting thing to look upon. The
world has riches for its worshipers :
and though the purchase-price may at
last be an eternal loss, yet the wedge
of gold will find the eager spoilsmen
who will seize it as their reward. It is
in every church, in every tent, in every
heart, in some form or other; and if
the work of searching were commenced,
who would escape? Ifjudgment should
begin at the house of God, how many
would be found with the wedge of gold
lying deep in their hearts ! Searching
deep, the messenger would uncover the
hiding-place, and display the transgression, the covetousness, and the idolatry
of the professed follower of Christ.
Shall the wedge of gold be cast
aside, and the Babylonish garment be
destroyed, so that Israel may be
blessed ? If the Church should earnestly and humbly betake itself to
heart-searching, in order to find out
what hinders the full glory of the Divine blessing being poured out upon
us, we should soon see the fruit in a
work such as the world has not seen.
The hindrances would be removed, the
transgressions repented of, the Church
purified from worldliness and pride,
and the followers of Christ would appear in robes of righteousness, and with
fine gold, not of Babylon, but tried in

the fire, and stamped with the image
of the Redeemer.-CHRISTIAN INTELLIGENCER.
PREPARA'L'ION FOR DEATH. -When
you lie down at night, compose your
spirits as if you were not to awake till
the heavens be no more; and when
you awake in the morning, consider
that new day as your last, and live accordingly. That night cometh, of which
you will never see the morning, or that
morning of which you will never see
the night. Let the mantle of worldly
enjoyment hang loose about you, that
it may be easily dropped when death
comes to carry you into another world,
When the fruit is ripe, it falls off the
tree easily; so, when a Christian's
heart is truly weaned from the world,
he is prepared for death, and it will be
be the more easy for him.

IT is quite possible for a man to pos·
sess the evidence of sanctification, who
is temporarily destitute of joyful and
rapturous emotions. But it is not possible for a man to possess such evi·
deuce, who is destitute of a living, operative and effective conscience. On
no part of our nature does sanctification work greater effects than on the
conscience. It may be said to give to
it an intensity and multiplicity of.ex·
istence ; so that like the flaming sword
of the cheru hims it turns every way
and guards the tree of life.-UPHAM.
HEAR ye, and give ear; be not
proud ; for the Lord hath spoken.
Give glory to the Lord your God, before he cause darkness, and before your
feet stumble upon the dark mountains,
and while ye look for light, he turn it
into the shadow of death, and make it
gross darlmess.-J EREMIAH.

OuR advancement in the Christian
life may be said to depend upon one
thing, viz: whether we wish to direct
God, or are willing to resign ourselves
to be wholly dfrected by him.-UPBAM·
PRIDE

pression.

makes more slaves than op-

NO ALTERNATIVE.

NO ALTERNATIVE.
BY M. H. FREELAND.

"He that is not with me, is against
me ; and he that gathereth not with
me, scattereth abroad;" Matt. ii, 30.
According to this unequivocal declaration of the blessed Saviour, mankind is divided, with respect to their
moral character, into two grand divisions-the good and the bad ; the righteous and the wicked ; believers and
unbelievers; godly and ungodly; in
short, those who are for God, and
those who are against him. Theoretically, this division is emphatically true,
as will be demonstrated to an assembled universe, when the books shall be
opened, and the dead judged according
to the deeds done in the body; but,
practically, the accurate observer will
discover the necessity of designating a
third class in order to give a correct
representation of the human family.
It was, undoubtedly, at this would-be
third class, that the Saviour aimed the
searching declaration, "He that is not
with me, is against me; and he that
gathereth not with me, scattereth
abroad ; " for He that knew all things
saw that there were such as would persist in declaring themselves as identified with a third class, (hence its practical existence,) notwithstanding the
numerous Scripture tests that so plainly
shows the impossibility of its existence;
therefore, he was pleased to declare
thus plainly and openly that all who
who were not with Him were against
Him ; that there was no such a thing
as occupying neutral ground, being
neither good nor bad-right nor wrong,
for such was the position professedly
occupied by those who professed to belong to the third classs. The real position and character of all such individuals, however, can always be determined by tests that compel them to
identi(y themselves somewhere. As a
general rule, they are found voting the
devil's ticket every time.
Such are the proverbially harmless
14
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men of every community; who, never
doing the devil any injury, are always
pointed to as very consistent Christians-models of peace and loyalty.
Such, too, are the devoted Phariseesthe worldly-wise and wordly prudent;
yea, the worldly-policy men also.
Here, too, we find that large class of
individuals termed fence-men, who occupy such a position respecting every
great political or moral question,
that as soon as it is decided where the
majority go, they instantly jump off
and mingle with the throng. Hence,
when the multitude cry "Hosanna to
the son of David ! " they too cry Hosanna the loudest, perhaps, of the multitude; and, when on the morrow the
popular voice so changes as to cry,
"Away with him! Crucify Him!
Crucify Him !" their voices are again
heard as loudly as before.
Again we find individuals of this
third class assuming the inoffensive title of conservatives, professing to be
in favor of the right every time, and
every where, but always having some
cause to advocate, or some end to
gain, whether right or wrong. We
hear such men crying out for peace
and the exercise of charity, when some
ultraist, all imbued with a sanctified
recklessness, that dares do right though
the heavens fall, hurls a blazing fire
brand into the corn fields of the Philistines; thereby disturbing the enemy
and endangering some " peculiar institution" of the devil, i.n which they
have some personal or denominational
interest. We ever find these careful
souls blocking the wheels of radical
reform in Church or State, preferring
an unrighteous peace to a holy, righteous war. Failin·g to discriminate between a hot-headed fanaticism and a
burning zeal for the right, they denounce agitators as enemies of the
public good. Such men would not
hesitate to beg pardon even of his Satanic majesty, should they accidentally
disturb his repose with an arrow of
truth, aimed at nothing, but which, unfortunately missing the mark, has fallen exactly into his dark dominion, and
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then forced the affrighted marksman
to do penance for his offence.
These third-class individuals, though
seemingly so inoffensive, are nevertheless, the most dangerous members of
community; for there are always
enough of them found to turn the scale
whenever important decisions are to
made; and, as remarked before, their
vote is invariably cast on the side of
wrong. Their habitual indecision begets a fearfulness that dares not face
the foe; hence, you will either find them
running, or cowardly seeking protection under the dark banner of wrong.
Ah! how many benevolent schemes,
and philanthropic purposes have been
defeated by such non-committal kind
of men! Their pathway is stained
with the blood of their innocent victims; which in many instances their
very silence has slain. Such men are
more offensive to the Deity than the
openly wicked. The words of inspiration concerning them is "I know thy
works, that thou art neither cold nor
hot; I would thou wert cold or hot.
So then because thou art neither cold
nor hot, I will spew thee out of my
mouth." How fearful the denunciation, and yet how just. As we look
over the land-especially the church,
how manv immortal souls we find
way down to ruin under
posting
this lukewarm influence ! How many
glorious revivals have been quenched
by this time-serving spirit ! Said a
celebrated D. D. when interrogated as
to .his non-identification with a revival
movement in progress, in his immediate vicinity : " I believe God is blessing his people and saving sinners, but
I cannot endorse the manner in which
the good is accomplished." Such excuses may be heard every where from
men professedly occupying neutral
ground. Alas! the result is too often
as in the case alluded to ; throwing an
effectual barrier in the way of the work
of God, or the success of the right in
any form.
Reader, what is your position?
Are you afraid to do what you know
is right, lest some one should frown

upon you and use his influence to
blight your earthly prospects. Remember "He that is not witli me is
against me." Who shall stand in this
present evil hour? Who shall be num.
bered with that white-robed company
bearing palms of victory up the mount
of God? They " that come up through
great tribulation, having washed their
robes and made them white in the
blood of the Lamb." The walls of the
new Jerusalem will never be scaled by
cowards. The fearful and unbelieving will be without the gates to all
eternity. God loves valiant hearted
men who are not afraid to die. May
the number be greatly increased all
through the land ! Amen.
"Since I must fight if I would reign,
Increase my courage, Lord ;
I'll bear the toil, endure the pain
Supported by thy word."

EvrL CoMPANY.-Sophronius, a wise
teacher of the people, did not allow his
daughters, even when they were grown
up, to associate with persons whose
lives were not moral and pure.
"Father," said the gentle Eulalia one
day, when he had refused to permit her
to go, in company with her brother, to
visit the frivolous Lucinda," father, you
must think that we are very weak and
childish, since you are afraid it would
be dangerous to us in visiting Lucin·
da."
Without saying a word, the father
took a coal from the hearth, and handed it to his daughter. "It will not burn
you, my child," said he ; " only take
it."
Eulalia took the coal, and beheld her
tender white hand black; and, without
thinking, she touched her white dress,
and it was also blackened. "See,"
said Eulalia, somewhat displeased as
she looked at her hands and dress, "one
cannot be too careful enough when
handling coals."
"Yes, truly," said her father; "you
see, my child, that the coal, even though
it did not burn yo1t has nevertheless
blackened you ! So 'is the company of
immoral persons."

ffiNTS TO PREACHERS.

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
THE following hints to Preachers are
from an old copy of the Wesleyan
Methodist Magazine. They are said
to have been given in the year 1713, to
Dr. Andrew Gifford, by his grandfather. Though too quaintly expressed,
in some instances, they contain many
good thoughts and useful directions :
Discover no more of your method
than what is necessary. Pass not any
thing till you have bolted it to the
bran.
Use the mother-speech and
tone, without affectation or imitation of
any man ; that you may not seem to
act a comedy, instead of preaching a
sermon. Clog not your memory too
much ; it
exceedingly hinder invention, and mar delivery. Be sure
that you eye God, His glory and the
good of souls; having, the.day before,
mortified self and man-pleasing. Let
your words be soft, few and slow, and
see that they come no faster than the
weakest hearer can digest each morsel ;
pause a little and look in the child's
eye till he swallow his bit.
Look to your affections most carefully, that they be not feigned; nor
forcedly let loose to have their full
scope; for then they will either overrun your judgment, or be a temptation to
vain glory. Preach as if speaking or
talking to the people. Look on the
people and not on the walls or roofs ;
and look on the most mortified faces in
the assembly. Let them know that
your preaching is a real talking with
them, whereby they may be provoked,
as it were, to answer you again. Take
heed of over wording any thing. Be
sure that you have made the people
thoroughly understand what is the good
you exhort them to, or the evil you
exhort them from, before you bring
your motives and means. Touch no
Scripture slightly, nor too many in the
same discourse; but open the metaphors, and let one Scripture point out
another-the one being a key to the
other. Let the Scripture teach you,
.and not you it. Be sure that you feed
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yourself upon every passage with the
people before you pass it, else it will
do them little good, and you none at
all. 0, taste every bit. Take these
four candles in order to find out what
to say to the people. The Scriptures
unbiassed; the thoughts and experience
of good men; your own experience;
and the condition of the people. Break
off anywhere rather than run upon
either of these two inconvenienceseither to puddle or jamble together
Spiritual things, or tire (by unreasonable prolixity) the weakest of the flock.
Never pass over one point, provided
it be a Spiritual point, when you have
anything to say of it.
Let your doctrine, and the constant
strain of your preaching, be about the
chief Spiritual things ; and let small
controversies and external duties come
in by the by.
Beware of (a servile adherence to)
forms; neither be tied to any one
method. Be always on the subject
next your heart, and be not thrifty or
careful what to say next, for God will
provide. It will stink like kept
manna, if preserved through distrust
until the next day. Be sure that you
extricate carefully, any Godly point
you speak of, out of the terms · of
divinity, else it will freeze in your
mouth and in the people's ears. Let
there be no disfiguring of faces, nor
snuffing in the nose, nor teazling in the
throat, nor any antique gesture, pretended devotion, or made-up gravity ;
such things would make you look like
a painted Pharisee, or a distracted man
broke out of Bedlam. Do not care
so much about what the people say of
your doctrine, as whether you and it
is acceptable to the Lord.
Do not conceive that your mere zeal
or earnestness can prevail with the
people, but the force of Spiritual
reason, the evidence of Scripture, and
the power of the Holy Ghost. Do
not think that the hearers can receive
as yon conceive, and so make your
comprehension the rule of dealing the
bread of life ; for so shall you only be
admired, but not understood by others .
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Let there be something in every sermon to draw perishing sinners to
Christ. Take heed that your comparsions be not coarse, vulgar, and
ridiculous; and yet be not too shy of
homely ones. Study every Scripture
you are to speak of beforehand, but do
not overburden invention, or presume
too much on your own parts. Beware
of needless designs, needless heads, and
innuendos. Shun apologies, for they
always stink.
THE MYSTERIES OF THE FALL.
Before a man could understand his
errors there are several mysteries
which he must know. But each one
of these mysteries, methinks, is beyond his knowledge, and consequently
the understanding of the whole depth
of the guilt of his sin must be quite
beyond human power. Now the first
mystery that man must understand is
the fall. Until I know how much all
my powers are debased and depraved,
how thoroughly my will is perverted
and my judgment turned from its right
channel, how really and essentially vicious my nature has become, it cannot
be possible for me to know the whole
extent of my guilt. Here is a piece
of iron laid upon the anvil. The hammers are plied upon it lustily. A
thousand sparks are scattered on every
side. Suppose it possible to count
each spark as it falls from the anvil ;
yet who could guess the number of
the unborn sparks that still lie latent
and hidden in the mass of iron 1 Now,
brethren, your sinful nature may be
compared to that bar of iron. Temptations are the hammers ; your sins
the sparks. If you could count them
(which you cannot do,) yet who could
tell the multitude of unborn iniquities
-eggs of sin, that lie slumbering in
your souls 1 Yet must you know this
before you know the whole sinfulness
of your nature. Our open sins are
like the farmer's little sample which
he brings to market. There are granaries full at home. The iniquities

that we see are like the weeds upon
the surface soil ; but I have been told
and indeed have seen the truth of it'
that if you dig six feet into the earth'
and turn up fresh soil, there will
found in that soil six feet deep the
seeds of the weeds indigenous to the
land. And so we are not to think
merely of the sins that grow on the
surface, but if we could turn our heart
up to its core and centre, we should
find it as fully permeated with sin as
every piece of putridity is with worms
and rottenirnss. The fact is, that man
is a reeking mass of corruption. His
whole soul is by nature so debased
and so depraved, that no description
which can be given of him, even by
inspired tongues, can fully tell how
base and vile a thing he is. An ancient writer said once of the iniquity
within, that it was like the stores of
water which it is believed are hidden
in the depths of the earth. God once
broke up the fountains of the great
deep, and then they covered the mountains twenty cubits upward. If God
should ever withdraw his restraining
grace, and break up our hearts, the
whole fountains of the great depths of
our iniquity, it would be a flood so
wondrous, that it would cover the
highest tops of our hopes, and the
whole world within us would be
drowned in dread despair. Not a living thing could be found in this sea of
evil. It would cover all, and swallow
up the whole of our manhood. Ah!
says an old proverb, "If man could
wear his sins on his forehead, he would
pull his hat over his eyes." That old
Roman who said he would like to have
a window into his heart, that every
man could see within it, did not know
himself, for if he had such a window
he would soon have begged to have a
pair of shutters, and he would have
kept them shut up, I am sure; for
could he ever have seen his own heart,
he would have been driven raving mad.
God, therefore, spares all eyes but his
own that desperate sight-a naked human heart. Great God, here would
we pause and cry, " Behold, l was
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ALWAYS REJOICING.

shapen in iniquity, and in sin did my
mother conceive me. Thou desirest
truth in the inward parts, and in the
hidden part thou shalt make me to
know wisdom. Purge me with hyssop and I shall be clean ; wash me
and I shall be whiter than snow."SPURGEON.
ALWAYS REJOICING.
ROM. v. 2.

"My days are gliding swifily by,
And I a pilgrim stranger,
Would not detain them as they fly,
Those hours of toil and danger.
We'll gird our loins, my brethren dear,
Our heavenly home discerning;
Our absent Lord has left us word,
Let every lamp be burning.
Should coming days be cold and dark,
We need not cease our singing ;
That perfect rest naught can molest,
Where golden harps are ringing.
Let sorrow's rudest tempest blow,
Each chord on earth to sever;
Our King says Come, and there's our home
For ever! oh, for ever!"
CHORUS.

., For obi we stand on Jordan's strand,
Our friends are passing over,
And just before, the shining shore,
We may almost discover."

I HAVE observed that a word cast in
by the by, hath done more execution
in a sermon than all that was spoken
beside. Sometimes also, when I have
thought I did no good, then I did the
most of all ; and at other times, when
I thought I should catch them, I have
fished for nothing.-BuNYAN.
MEN will wrangle for religion ; write
for it; fight for it; die for it; anything but live it.
THE Father purposed, the Son purchased, and the Spirit applies.

TRIALS.
Are trials appointed and permitted
by the Lord for the discovery of his
people's sincerity,? Then let none of
God's people expect a quiet station in
this world. Certainly you will meet
with no rest here. You must pass
out of one fire into another. And it is
a merciful condescension of the Lord
to poor creatures, thus to concern
himself for their safety and benefit.
" What is man that thou shouldest
magnify him, and that thou shouldest
set thine heart upon him ; and that
thou shouldest visit him every morning, and try him every moment ?"
0, it is a great honor put upon a poor
worm, when God will every moment
try him and visit him. It argues the
great esteem the goldsmith has of his
gold, when he will sit by the furnace
himself, and order the fire with his
own hand; when he pries so often and
so curiously into the firing-pot to see
that none of the precious metal upon
which he has set his heart be lost.
Think it not then debasing to you
to be so often exposed to trials. If
God did not value you highly, he
would not try you so frequently.
What would become of you, if your
condition here should be more settled
and quiet than now it is? I believe
you find dross enough in your hearts
after all the fires into which God has
cast you. Surely there is filth enough
in the best of God's people to require
all the trouble they have yet met with,
and perhaps a great deal more. We
fancy it a brave life to live at ease;
and if we meet with larger respites and
intervals of trial than usual, we are
apt to say, "We shall never be moved,"
or " We shall die in our nest," as in
Job xxix, 18; our hard and difficult days
are over ; but woe to us if God should
give us the desire of our hearts in this.
See what is the temper of these men's
spirits who meet with no changes:
" Because they had no changes, therefore they fear not God." 0, it is bet. ter to be preserved sweet in brine than
to rot in honey .-FLAVEL.
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MESSAGES OF DYING SAINTS.
We customarily divide the pious
into the Ii ving and the dead ; and we
think with interest of the influence
still exerted over the living by those
who, being dead, yet speak; and we
sometimes sing, with aspiring spirits,
the sweet lines" Give us the wings of faith to rise
Within the vale and see
The saints above, how great their joy,
How great their glories be."

0 could we but hear from them!
could we but get one message! we
longingly but vainly exclaim.
But we overlook another division of
the saints that lie between the living
and the dead-the dying saints; and
we slight their messages, delivered
from the confines of eternity. Think
of these favored ones, concerning
whom it is said, "Precious in the
sight of the Lord is their
; and
" he shall make all their bed in their
sickness." They have bid adieu to
the world, they are ready to depart,
and they wait all the. days of their appointed time till their change shall
come. They have finished their course;
they expect their crovn1. They are
midway from earth to heaven. They
are a class, a division of themselves,
and they make a large company; and
are a standing order-as abiding as
the living or dead. They are a part
of the membership of every church.:_
the members that never go to church
nor sit at the Lord's table; but yet
are earnest in prayers and fervent in
spirit, serving the Lord, by their
"faith and patience." Surely it must
be the good pleasure of God to have
this particular order of saints; it must
be that the Master hath need of them;
seeing they linger often so many weary
months. Now what can be their mission? Are they here to be ministered unto altogether, or to minister
to the living? For the latter purpose,
we think, mainly; "none of us liveth
unto himself, and no man dieth unto
himself;" and no saint is here solely to

be waited on, even when dying. These
lingering, languishing, suffering ones.
are not useless, not a mere burthen.
They are God's messengers to the
busy, the active. "For us they languish, and for us they die." And
what are their messages? What do
they say to the living? What do they
whisper to the worldly, to the ambitious, to the covetous, to the careworn 1
What do they testify to the dissatisfied? What comfort do they communicate to the disappointed? What
words do they speak to their brethren
who are in health, and can go to the
sanctuary every Sabbath, and to the
weekly prayer meeting? What do
they say to the Marthas, the busy
housekeepers, and what messages have
they for those disciples who take undue thought about what they shall eat
and drink, and wear? What special
word have they for young Christians1
What have they to witness concerning
Christ? How do they regard death 7
Are they afraid of it? Is it gloomy
to them? What is their estimate of
the forms of godliness, compared with
the power thereof?
These dying saints are continually
sending out their messages, voiceless.
messages, most of·them. Their sick
chambers are sanctuaries, their pillows
are pulpits, and every day of their
stay is a hallowed day of rest, a holy
Sabbath.-OBERLIN EVANGELIST.
OFTEN the water that is enclosed in
a glass vessel appears to the unaided
eye clear and pure. But if a ray of
bright light suddenly strikes the vessel and illuminates it, we at once discover various impurities which before
had escaped our notice. So our sins
have many hiding places, which conceal them from the natural conscience.
Hence we should ask God for light
that we may find them out.-UPHAM.
"Just as the tree cut down, that fell
To north or southward, there it lies;
So man departs to heaven or bell,
Fixed in the state wherein be dies."

PITCAIRN'S ISL.A.ND.

PITCAIRN'S ISLAND.
Of all the romantic and strange incidents connected with the story of the
English Colony on Pitcairn's Island,
there is nothing that touches the heart
like the true, tender, deep and simple
piety
seems to characterize the
whole of that extraordinary community. Their pastor, the Rev. Mr. Nobbs,
thus writes concerning the prosperity
of the community :
" The community were never more
harmoniously united than at the present time. There are eighty communicants, sixty scholars in the Sunday
School, and fifty-five children in the
day school; I am fully employed every
day in the week either with the well or
the sick, and I thank God, my avocations suit me, and I think I am suited
to them."
His account of three deaths is very
touching ; the first of them is that of
his own son:
" Sometimes his dear mother, flattered by the specious appearance of
his insidious disease, hinted at the possibility of his being yet spared to us,
but with a gentle shake of the head he
would reply, 'No, dear mother, I feel
I am rapidly approaching the grave ;
humanly speaking, my recovery is impossible, and that my dear father knows
as well as I do ; and if it is not improper to entertain such a wish, I would
rather not return to health again; my
desire and prayer is to depart and be
with Christ, which is far better.' Such
was the tenor of his discourse during
the short time he remained with us;
and he died strong in faith, giving glory
to God.
An hour before his death he was
seized with a violent spasm, which we
thought would have carried him off,
but he rallied again. Seeing his mother in tears, he said, ' Do not weep,
mother; only one more such stroke
and I shall be in the arms of my Saviour.' Shortly after he had another
attack, and nothing remained but his
attenuated form. The happy spirit had
returned to join the glorified throng.
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Daniel McCoy and his wife went to
the northwest side of the Island in
quest of fish. After descending to the
rocks on .a level with the sea, Daniel
left his wife and re-ascended, intending
to pass a small inlet ; on doing so he
fell, and his wife saw him fall; but
there was the inlet between them, into
which a heavy surf was running; it
was to avoid this he had gone round,
and in descending to the shore he fell.
His wife had the presence of mind to
call a lad at some distance, fishing, and
despatch him to the village with the
sad tidings that Daniel had fallen, but.
she did not know the extent of his hurt.
She, being alone, plunged into the heavy
surf which she had unfortunately per-suaded her husband to avoid, and landing on the opposite side of the inlet,
found him on the rugged beach of the
shore, a corpse ! Less than half an
hour before, he had left her with a
smile upon his countenance, for Daniel
was always in a cheerful mood. What
must have been the poor girl's agony,
as she sat by her dead husband for
more than an hour ere any could get
to her assistance, I will not attempt to
describe, but I will tell you what she
did-on finding life extinct, she knelt
down and prayed that God would give
her grace so to live that she might rejoin her dear Daniel in heaven; 'for I
am sure,' said she, (when speaking to
me on the subject), 'that he was prepared for death, and that takes away
the pain of my great loss.'
Three weeks after the demise of my
son, death made another inroad amongst
us. A little boy ten years old pierced
his foot with a bar bed arrow (used for
takin$ fish from the holes among the
rocks), which induced Tetanus; and in
forty-eight hours after the terrible disease had manifested itself, his happy
spirit fled to the realms of bliss. During the intervals of the violent spasmodic contractions of the suffering
body, the dear child would speak of his
blessed Saviour, and ask Him to take
him to be with those who he took in
his arms when on earth. The patient
sufferer was aware that he could not
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recover, still he never expressed the
least fear of death. At the time of his
departure, I was praying with him, his
parents and several others kneeling
around his bed ; the contraction relaxed from his jaws, he gave one slight
shudder, and exclaimed in a clear audible voice, ' Lord Jesus, receive my
spirit,' and then went to see Him as
He is."-Ohurch Journal.
WORLDLY AMUSEMENTS.
A SHORT time ago, we had a sermon
in our church upon worldly amusements
-a sermon good in itself, but which
might be misunderstood by those who
wished to do so. Now young Christians are greatly troubled on this score.
Perhaps a few words of my experience
might be good for those just commencing a Christian course. I was a very
self-willed girl, and had been in the habit of doing just as I pleased, consulting my own inclinations in all things.
At first I objected to joining the Church
because I thought it would be a restraint; but as my love for Christ
grew, I felt that I must obey or renounce my religion. I did not hesitate.
I united with the Church, inwardly resolving that I would go to the places of
amusement if I liked ; and as there
was no express prohibition, I felt the
more liberty. Gradually a change
came over me. The more I went to
prayer-meetings the better I liked them.
Teaching in Sunday-school was a delight
to me. I looked forward to Sunday
with fond expectation and desire. At
length came an invitation to a small
party. Shall I go ? Why not? I did
not expect to lead a hermit's life.
Conscience said, "don't go." But a
hankering after the party siezed upon
me. I went. Of course I was asked
to dance. I hesitated. Then I thought,
"I have always thought there was no
harm in dancing, why should I not
dance?" I did dance, but I felt terribly uncomfortable. I went home, went
straight to my closet, confessed to God
that 1 had made a mistake, asked for-

giveness, and promised, with His assistance, never to offend again in this particular. I have never since felt an inclination.
Now my dear young friends, take
warning. If your heart is right, you
will not, you cannot enjoy worldly amusements. If you do enjoy them, oh,
beware. Gay parties and religious
lectures, prayer meetings and theatres,
do not agree. One must in time give
way to the other. I do not say that
no Christians ever go to such places ;
no, God forbid that I should be so uncharitable ; but I do say that a Christian who does go is very apt to fall into a cold and languid state ; to take
less pleasure in religious duties, and
after a while to find himself hesitating,
(if the question comes,) to which he
shall go, and finally giving the preference to the place of amusement. "Ye
cannot serve two masters, for either ye
will hate the one and love the other, or
else ye will hold to the one and despise
the other ; ye cannot serve God a,nd
mainn1on."-S. S. Times.
THEY who do not acknowledge the
Son of God incarnate, shall acknowledge Him.when He comes as Judge in
glory, even Him who now is abused
in an inglorious body.-HrPPOLYTUS,
A. D. 220.

A SINFUL life is a bitter pill. The
sinner may coat it over with pleasure,
but the flames of hell will melt the
sugar-coat and leave it in all its bitterness to nauseate the ruined soul forever.
-A.A.P.
HE that does not reason is a fanaticj
he that will not reason is a bigot; and
he that cannot reason is a fool.
PRAYER without study is presump·

tion; but study without prayer is
atheism.
WHEN the wolf is dead all the dogs
give him a bite!
PEOPLE do not like to drink a river
. to get a drop of honey.

BLUEBEARD.

BLUEBEARD:
AN ALLEGORY FOR CHILDREN.

" IT was in the olden time ; no, I forget-it was not very long ago, when
there lived in some land which I shall
not name, a rich old baron whom we
consider to be Bluebeard. He was
slow in his movements, and heavy in
his gait-indeed, some said that he
limped. He had a long nose, a long
beard, and a long name ; his real name
was Procrastination."
" I don't think I can remember it,"
said Rosey.
" The country people around shortened the title to ' Put-off,' for Procrastination is putting off till to-morrow
what ought to be done to-day; so if
you forget the long name, Rosey, you
will easily remember the short one."
'' Now this Baron Procrastination
was wealthy, though how he had acquired his riches was rather a delicate
question. If you have ever heard of
him before, Lily,perhaps you can throw
some light upon the subject."
"Mamma often says that 'Procrastination is the thief of time,' " replied
Lily.
"A thief! oh what a shocking fellow ! " cried Rosev.
" A shocking
he was, as you
will see before I conclude my story.
And yet, strange to say, though he was
neither handsome, clever nor good, Baron Procrastination managed to get introduced into most respectable families.
I rather think that I have seen him in
this!"
"Uh!" exclaimed Rosey, opening her
blue eyes very wide, " did he come with
his long beard and all?"
" Don't interrupt so,. Rosey ," said
Lily ; "it is so tiresome to be stopped
every minute; you can't be expected
to understand an allegory."
"Rosey will understand me better,
I hope, before my story is ended," said
George, smoothing away with his hand
an angry little furrow which appeared
for a moment on the forehead ofRosey.
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"There are many things which we all
find it hard to understand ; but gradually, with patience and attention, we
find the meaning drawing upon us.
Think of my hero as Baron Put-off,
and you may remember that he is not
quite a stranger.
" Well, as I said, this baron was received in many places as a visitor-in
some he was even detained as a guest;
and though something was generally
missed wherever he had been, no one
seemed to take warning by the past,
or to see any harm in this Bluebeard.
" One day as the baron was sitting
before his long mirror in the long hall
of the long palace of Procrastination,
in which he usually abode, stroking his
long beard with a satisfied air, thus
he held converse with himself:
" 'For many a year I've meditated
on the subject of taking a wife, and at
length I have come to a decision on the
matter. The town of Good Resolutions lies not far off: its citizens are
handsome, prosperous and wealthy. It
seems to me that I cannot do better
than to than go there and win a fair
bride; she is likely to have a rich dowry, and I am tired of dwelling here all
alone.'
"So the baron pulled his long bellrope, summoned an old servant, and ordered his coach to be brought to the door.
A heavy, lumbering vehicle it was, rolling from side to side like a cradle, and
drawn by four fat horses that moved
at the pace of snails."
" I wish I'd been the coachman !" exclaimed Eddy ; "wouldn't I have made
them gallop ! This slow old baron of
yours, George, is not in my line; I'd
have had nothing to do with such a
sluggard!"
George only smiled, and went on:
"Miss Study-well was the fair lady
to whom my Bluebeard first paid his
addresses. She was pleasant looking
and comely, as indeed all her countrywomen are, for Good Resolutions, as
every one knows, are an uncommonly
handsome race. The baron found her
seated in a library, a large atlas spread
open before her, her arm resting on a
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Latin grammar, and a volume of history laid on her knee !"
"Oh! I'd never have
near
her!" cried Eddy.
"I think that you took her to school
with you, George," said Lily. But
Rosey looked puzzled still.
"So the baron wooed the lady, and
won her, and a grand marriage feast
they had. Etymology, Entomology,
Zoology, and all the other ologies, were
invited ; the wedding cakes were decorated with goose-quills, and every one
complimented the bride by going
through the multiplication table !"
"The poor Good Resolution, Studywell, had not been one month married
to Procrastination, when tidings came,
alas ! of her death ! Of all the fortune
which she was said to possess, nothing
remained to her family, as a memorial
of her, but blotted copy-books and an
old dog's-eared grammar!"
"Oh!" cried simple Rosey, "how
sorry her husband must have been!"
"It did not appear so," said George,
"for he was soon again on his way, in
his rumbling old coach, to the town of
Good Resolutions. Again he wooed
and won a fair lady, Miss Work-well,
the cousin of his first wife. She was
quick and lively in her manner, and rather peculiar in her dress. She wore
as a brooch a red pin-cushion, with a
thimble hanging from it as a pendant;
her necklace was of reels of white cotton; scissors, needle-book and bodkin
hung suspended from her waist."
Eddy glanced archly at Lily, as if
suspecting that this Good Resolution
might be some acquaintance of hers;
but Lily looked down steadily on her
knitting, and seemed to take no notice
of the glance.
" Again," continued George, " there
was a wedding and a feast, and soon
afterwards the mysterious death of the
bride ! A broken-pointed pair of scissors, and a tangled skein of silk were
sent to her family by Baron Procrastination, as relics of a Good Resolution
now no more.
"Yet a third time came our Bluebeard to the town to wed. A sweet,
smiling little fairy, was sitting in a jes-

samine bower, and weaving a wreath
of the blossoms. She looked young
and bright, and happy, and her
was Please-my-Mother."
"Oh! that's my good resolutionmine ! " exclaimed Rosey, a gleam of
intelligence breaking over her features·
"don't say that she married Put-off,
don't!" and ::\he grasped George's arrn
with an eagerness which set the others
laughing.
" It seems almost a shame to say
that she did, and yet such is my story,"
replied George.
"But Please-my-mother did not die
like the rest? "
"When once given up to Procrastination, I fear that even she had a poor
chance. of life. She lived no longer
than other Good Resolutions ! "
" Well," exclaimed Eddy, striking
his fist on the cushion, " I can only
say this, that if Baron Put-off, or whatever you call him, found any one else
silly enough to marry him, she deserved to disappear and be heard of no
more, like that unfortunate Miss Studywell."
"I do believe, Master Eddy," laughed
Lily, ''that you smothered poor Studywell yourself, and that her blotted
copy-books and dog's-eared grammar,
are all in your school-box at this minute! But pray, George, go on with
your story. Who was Baron Put-off's
next bride?"
"A very sweet but quiet Good Resolution; one with gentle mien, and a
soft, winning voice ; one too goodoh ! a thousand times too good to be
given up by those who might have
kept her ! " George lowered his voice
as he continued: " She might have
made a home so happy ; she might
have smoothed every roughness away;
but, alas ! even sooner than those who
had preceded ;her, died the gentle Good
Resolution, Speak-kindly!"
. A quick flush passed over the face
of Lily, and she knitted on faster than
before. George saw that his sister understood him, and, unwilling to inflict
more pain, he passed on to Bluebeard's
fifth bride.
"Rise-early was the next good Reso·
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lution who disappeared in the palace of
Procrastination. The baron said that
the chill of a winter's morning had
killed the sprightly little dame; but I
think that all who study the subject
will agree, that had it not been for that
sad fellow, Put-off, she might have been
alive to this day."
" Were there any more wives ? "
asked Rosey.
" There was Help-others, one of the
fairest and best to be found in the town
of Good Resolutions. She was one
whom everybody loved, and loud were
the laments in her native place when
she left it for the palace of Procrastination. After what had happened
to Study-well, Work-well, Rise-early,
Speak-kindly, and Please-my-mother,
no one was astonished to hear that
Help-others had died like the former
brides ; and every one in the town
declared that Baron Procrastination
should be flogged out of the parish if
ever he ventured to come near a Good
Resolution again !"
"I'd not have flogged him, but hanged him !" cried Rosey, fiercely, clenching her little hands. Her temper, as I
have before hinted, was none of the
gentlest or best, and she might have
suggested some yet more terrible punishment for the killer of so many Good
Resolutions, when her attention was directed to a tap at the door, and Sarah,
her nurse, appeared at the entrance.
''Miss Rasey, it is time to go to bed."
"Oh, how tiresome!" exclaimed the
little girl with impatience; ''I am sure
that it's not seven o'clock yet!"
" I heard it strike some minutes
acro"
observed Lily, "just as George
0
was' finishing off poor R'ise-ear1y. "
"So now, Go-to-bed-early must
have her turn," said Eddy, with his
good-humored smile.
"It doesn't matter, I don't choose
to go yet" cried Rosey ; "nurse may
come back
' in half an hour. "
"Mistress particularly desired that
you would not be late," said Sarah, to
her spoilt little. charge.
"Ah, ha!" exclaimed Eddy, rubbing his hands, "there's Baron Pro-
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crastination running away with Pleasemy-mother ! He has got hold of a
Good Resolution, and will smother her
dead in a minute ! Oh, Rosey ! run,
run, or she is lost ! "
Rosey burst into a merry laugh,
jumped down from George's knee, and
giving hurried kisses to her brothers
and sisters, scampered out of the room,
exclaiming, " No, no, I was just in
time to save her! Old Bluebeard
shan't kill Please-my-mother!"
" We must not go on with the story
while poor little Rosey is away," said
Eddy.
" No ; and I think that I should set
to my Greek," observed George, "or
the Good Resolution Study-well may
suffer from our evening's amusement."
"And I suppose," said Lily, taking
up her volume, "that for the sake of
both Study-well and Please-my-mother,
I should read over my portion of
Hume."
"Let me see, what Good Resolution
can I keep from being smothered? "
cried Eddy. " I told Rosey, before I
went to school, that I'd make her a little paper box to hold her needles and
pins; and oh ! dear me ! Help-others
has been all this time shut up a prisoner in the palace of Put-off! Just lend
me your scissors, Lily, and I'll have
her out in a trice ! "
HEAVEN A HoME.-Chrysostom,
when banished, said to a friend, "You
now begin to lament my banishment,
but I have done so for a long time; for
since I knew that heaven is my country,
I have esteemed the whole world as a
place of exile. Constantinople, whence I
am expelled, is as far from Paradise as
the desert whither they send me."
J oHN WESLEY preached forty thousand sermons, and traveled two hundred
and twenty thousand miles.
" MILLIONS for Mars, but mites for
Jesus," is the worldly maxim.
WE must already be wise to prize
wisdom.
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REVIVALS.
BY THE EDITOR.

NOTHING rejoices us more than to see the
work of God moving on in power at all seasons of the year. This is one peculiarity of
the thorough work He is carrying on in many
places. When a person, saved to the uttermost, is enabled to sing"No changes of.season or place,
Can make any change in my mind,"

he is then prepared to labor successfully for
the salvation of others. Such men and women
the Lord is raising up. Wherever they are
found there will be a religious interest.
Last Saturday and Sabbath it was our privi·
lege to attend the first Quarterly Meeting of
the Free Methodist Church of Rochester. God
was there. All said it was one of the be$t
meetings they ever attended. 1n the evening,
several penitents, all broken down, came to the
altar; some professed to find peace, and all
expressed the determination not to rest until
they have the assurance of sins forgiven. A
good work is begun in Rochester, which will,
we trust, go on until a multitude of souls are
saved. Rev. J. K. TINKHAM, of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, was present, and rendered
efficient service. Brother TINKHAM thinks it
is hardly worth while to expend large sums of
money to send delegates across the ocean to
testify our love for Christians, when we can do
it right at home.
DEDICATION AT ALBION.

EVERY provision made for preaching the
gospel to the masses is a matter for congratulation.
The tendency of the exclusive system upon
which most of the churches in the cities and
large towns in Western New York are conducted, is to alienate the masses from religious
worship. In a church where a few have their
pews which they occupy as a right, the many
will not feel like intruding:; nor will they consent to advertise their poverty from Sabbath
to Sabbath by occupying seats reserved for
the poor.
Hence, we are glad to chronicle the success
which has crowned the effort to build a Free
Church in Albion.

The Rev. L. STILES, who, with others,
was expelled by the Genesee Conference,
at its last session, for doing his duty as a
Christian minister, was invited by the great
majority of the clnarch at Albion, which he had
served with great acceptability for the two previous years, to continue bis labors among them
as a minister of Jesus Christ, and he accepted
the invitation. Rather than have any dig.
turbance, they gave up the church property, to
which they were legally entitled, and proceeded at once to purchase a lot and erect a
house of worship. This house was, yesterday,
dedicated to the worship of God by the Rev.
E. BowEN, D. D., of the Oneida Conference of
the Methodist Episcopal Church. His sermon,
on holiness, based upon 1 Cor. vi. 20, " For ye
are bought with a price," etc., was most able
and impressive, and it made. a profound impression upon the vast congregation in atten!l·
ance. It was judged that some 1,300 persona
were in attendace. Many went away unable
to find standing room. In the evening, the
Rev. B. J. IVES delivered one of his powerful
appeals from the words, "We will go with
you, for we have heard that God is with you."
The th.rilling shouts of the people showed that
the truth had fell upon ears capable of appre·
ciating it.
The house thus dedicated is a substantial
structure, 101 feet by 55. The audience
room-the largest in the place-pleasant and
and commodious, will seat about 1,000 per·
sons. .A. basement, the whole size of the
building, entirely above ground, affords pleas·
ant and convenient rooms for class and prayer
meetings and Sunday school The lecture
room in the basement will hold about 600 per·
sons. The house is plainly and neatly furnish·
ed, and lighted with gas.
The cost of the whole has been, in round
numbers, about $10,000. The whole bas been
paid or provided for. A.bout $1,500 were
raised yesterday and last evening. For this
result great credit is due to the Rev. B. J.
IVES, through whose indefatigable exertions
the whole amount called for was secured.
The meeting continued over the Sabbath.
Rev. Mr. IVES preached with more than bis
usual power to a congregation as large as could
be packed into the spacious church, and the
sacrament of the Lord's supper was adminis·
tered to some 440 communicants.
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Mr. STILES has collected a large and intelligent congregation-a devoted, pious, working
church, and with their present facilities for
doing good, the best results may be anticipated.
FROM ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS.
A. brother writes us-" Please say to the
friends of Jesus that the first General Quarterly Meeting ever held in the West by the
Pilgrims, took place at St. Charles on the 19th
and 20th of May. Many rejoiced that they
had lived to see this day. One brother,
coming up to this feast from an adjoining
town, testified, in the Love Feast, that when
he drew near the sacred spot, he felt as though
he had struck the borders of Canaan. It was
a gforious day for the Pilgrim band in the
West. Glory to God for a salvation that saves
the peaple."
E. 0.
The following letter, from a brother at the
East of this, whom we have never seen, and
has never been exposed to our influence,
will show how what are called Nazarites are
made. Let one be fully saved and take an
uncompromising stand against ail sin, and at
once the most opprobrious epithets are applied
to them. Let all such remember the word of
the Lord, "If when ye do well, and suffer for
it, ye take it patiently, this is acceptable with
God." Let all then be borne with meekness
and humility.
REV. B. T. ROBERTS :-Dear B?·other-It is
persecution that urges me to write to you. I
was born ih the year 1841, in the town of
Malling, West Kent, England. I became very
much attached to the Methodist society, but,
my parents being very much opposed to them,
would not let me attend many of their means
of grace, and, of course, I was trained up in
the Church of England, and taught to read
prayers. A.t the early age of nine, I loved to
mingle in the grog shop and taste of the poison. I wandered far from everything that
was good, and very far from God our common
Father. Yet, I would go to Church and read
prayers. Three years ago my father and
mother thought that they would try .America.
While on the Atlantic ocean, a dreadful storm
arose, and we all expected a watery grave. It
was a very dark night, over four hundred souls
on board-most all using forms of prayer.
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Some continued to repeat their prayers seve·
ral times, and others would gather together in
groups and worship the Holy Virgin Mary,
while I was fast asleep. But my sweet repose
was broken by a huge wave which broke to
pieces against the vessel. What a time was
that! Too dark to read prayers; expecting
every moment to perish, my mind was agitated
as to what prayer could I offer, what sacrifice
could I make. At length, I prayed, "Lord,
save me till I land, and then I will serve
Thee I " The storm decreased, but the vow
was made. We safely reached the shore, but
the conviction followed me, and for almost a
year I was striving· against the Spirit, but at
last I yielded, and sought after Obrist who
saves me now, day by day, by His preCious
blood. I had never before realized what it
was to seek after Christ. My seeking was all
in vain, till I sought with all my heart, and
gave up everything for the sake of Christ. It
was early in the morning when I weBt to the
hay shed to feed my cattle. I felt that the
Lord would hear, my prayer there. I prayed,
but no relief: I examined my heart, and gave
up everything for the Saviour, got on my
knees, utttired a few words, and 0 how Jesus
blessed my soul I Yes, Jesus set me free I
Glory to God I I cried, "The power of sin and
Satan is removed, and I am free I " Then the
the Lord set me to work. I had a father who
opposed me, and a mother who ridiculed me,
and a brother who mocked me, and a sister
who thought I was crazy. But these did not
move my integrity. Jesus bad taken full possession of my' soul. I continued to pray for
them, talk with them, and prayed with them.
Whilst at a
I made a covenant
with God that I would never leave off praying
for them. God had promised to bear and answer prayer. So I struggled on. Sometimes,
at midnight, I would pour out my soul's desire, and get my faith made stronger while
praying for my friends. Were those prayers
useless? No I I trust the Lord was pleased,
though they scoffed at me, and told me that
my relig10n was too severe ; they do not think
so now, for God bas had mercy, and they all
have attained the precious faith. Jesus saves
us day by day, through His all redeeming
grace, and we are a family bound for Heaven
and immortal glory. We expect to urge our
way through, and when these mortal bodies
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fail on earth, we shall be clad with immortality.
We worship God according to our conscience. They have tried to use me up by
calling me a N azarite, and the pastor has told
me that he was sorry that I was getting to be
a Nazarite. He said that the devil was at the
bottom of N azaritism, but I am willing to follow Christ through evil as well as good report.
I want to show to the world that I have Christ
found within, the hope of glory. I very often
think if I was older I would do more for the
Saviour, but when I speak in prayer-meeting,
and talk about pride, the ruling sin in our
Church, the brethren tell me that I am too
young to advise older ones, and then I often
think of David and Goliah. I want to live
peaceably with all men. But I pray day by
day that God will make me valiant for the
truth. There is qu.ite a number in C. that
would like to hear you preach. We pray for
your welfare-hope that you will be successful
in rooting out the sins that are so prevalent.
We are expecting to come out to your campmeeting, if you have one. A little band of
Christ's frock meet together in C. on every
Wednesday night to worship. We are censured. The pastor is trying to break up the
Wednesday evening prayer meetings, but we
trust in God, and fear not what man can do
unto us."
A.
GENERAL CONFERENCR OF THE METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
THIS body closed its labors on the 4th of
June. Though the session was protracted but
little was done. An intense .interest was felt
in most porticms of the Church, that its connection with Slavery might cease. Its position
upon the "vexed question" has been most inc:onsistent. Denouncing slavery as a sin, they
yet welcome slaveholders without stint to its
communion. It is supposed that there are
now, in the Northern division of the M. E. Ch.,
at least ten thousand slaveholders communicants in the Church. Private members, class
leaders, stewards, local preacbers, and even
traveling preachers bold slaves l
To these it must be quite a relief to have
the present Chapter, which forbids official
members and ministers to hold slaves, substituted by the one adopted by the late General
Conference, which forbids nothing, but " ajfec-

tionately admonishes" all our preachers and
people to keep themselves pure from this great
evil, and to seek its extirpation by all lawful
and Christian means."
"Affectionate admonition" must exert a
greater potentcy than it was ever yet known
to possess, if it frees the Church from "this
great evil." The case of GORSUCH and others
of a similar stamp, almost persuade us that
Methodist slaveholders wot.'lld bear a little se·
rious scolding, before they would part voluntarily with their slaves I
It is a matter of profound regret, that the
Church founded by JOHN WESJ,EY, should occupy so inconsistent a position in relation to a
system which he fearlessly denounced as the
" sum of all villianies.'' If slavery be a sin, as
we believe, and as the General Conference de·
clares, then let the " accursed thing" be put
out and no longer find a sanctuary in the
Church. But if the M. E. Church intends to
tolerate it let her boldly take the stand assumed
by the Church south, that " the relation of
master and slave when
by law, is
one with which the Church as such has nothing to do." Then the meed of consistency at
least, can be awarded her. What would be
thought of a Church that should pronounce
against gambling in the strongest terms, and
then freely admit gamblers without repentance
or reformation to her communion'?
We look upon the action of this General
Conference upon the slavery question as decisive. We fear that the M. E. Church will
never be free from slavery, so long as the
states uphold it within which her influence extends.
.A.PPEAL ·CASES.
Great dissatisfaction is felt at the disposition
of several appeal cases that were brought be·
fore the General Conference. Some ministers in
whom the community has no confidence, gnilty,
in the judgment of those who knew them well,
of real immoralities, were restored. The Gene·
see Conference matters were passed over with
as little attention as possible. Petitions came
in from some fifteen hundred members, asking
that the judicial action of that Conference
might be thoroughly investigated. The Gene·
see delegates professed great willingness to
have their doings thoroughly examined. A
committee of one from each Conference was
appointed for that purpose. Just as they were
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getting ready to enter upon their duties, a de- pleading the cause of bis Master before Agrippa
termined effort was made by the Genesee Con- he was accused of being beside himself, but it
is something astonishing at the present day to
ference delegates, and their partisans, to get
learn that people are charged with being mad
the Committee discharged. Suspicious as this when they become religious. This has, howeffort to shut out the light must look in the ever, recently happened in Middleton, Engeyes of every impartial person, it nevertheless land. .A.bout a month ago, a young woman,
Hannah Lee, a reeler, employed at
succeeded. THE COMMITTEE w AS DISMISSED. named
Messrs. Schofield and Buckley's factory, Rall
Of the six appeal cases, two only were en- Yard, and residing· with her brother-in-law,
tertained. On one of them, an appeal from a John Wrigley, Swindell's Buildings, went to a
sentence of censure, the Committee were religious service at the Primitive Methodioi
Cb.ape!, Mount Pleasant. It was a revival
equally divided. The other was sent back for meeting, and Hannah Lee found her way to the
a new trial. What there is to try is a mystery, penitent form. She was converted that night
as all the facts are admitted.
along with the town crier, James Tagg, and
We must confess that we felt greatly disap- several others. She then began to pray aloud
in the family, morning and evening, and to
pointed. The hope had been indulged that ask a blessing before and after the meals, to
these difficulties would be investigated with the no small astonishment and annoyance of
such thoroughness and impartiality, as would her brother-in-law and bis wife. Nothing of
entitle the decision to respect. If we have the kind had ever been known in the family
before, and this unwonted introduction of
been wrong in our teaching, or spirit or prac- prayer into th.e house was deemed a sure sign
tice, we feel anxious to know it. No person of madness, both by her sister, Mrs. Wrigley,
can possibly be so solicitous as we are, to be and the master of the house, Mr. Wrigley.
convinced that we are out of the way, if this The neighbors also became alarmed for the
young woman's wits, and therefore a jury of
is really the case. But such proceedings con- women was called, and sat in solemn conclave
vince us only that there is in certain quarters on the case at the Trowell Inn, where they
a great dread of LIGHT, and that other con- came to the conclusion that Hannah Lee was
siderations weigh more heavily with the au- mad, and must be immured in a lunatic ward.
With a perfect conviction of their own power
thorities of the Church than the disposition to act in the matter, and with no doubts as to
to do justice, and to judge righteous judgment. their own sanity, some of the jury went as a
We trust our friends will give us their sym- deputation to Mr. Ramsden, the relieving officer, and after making him acquainted with
pathies and their prayers, and we will do the their verdict, requested him to give a certifibest we can, under the disadvantageous cir- cate for her removal as a lunatic to the female
cumstances we are placed in, to promote the imbecile ward of the Oldham workhouse. Mr.
Redeemer's kingdom, waiting for the revela- Ramsden, at length, convinced the sane jurors
that they had really no power to decide in the
tions of the last day to set all right.
matter, and informed them that before he
Should any of our readers desire more par- could give an order for the woman's removal
ticular information respecting these matters, if he must have a medical man's certificate of her
they will send us eight three cent postage insanity. Nothing daunted by this unlookedfor information, they still hoped for success in
stamps, we will in return, forward them a ridding the neighborhood of a woman who
copy of our trial, and of the proceedings of was insane enough to pray aloud and be conthe Laymen's Convention, and then they can verted. So the aid of Mr. Knott, the medical
officer of the Middleton district, was called
read and judge for themselves.
into requisition, and he proceeded to subject
THE following from an English paper, the her to the necessary scrutiny in order to determine her state of mind. He asked her how
Oldham Chronicle for May 26th, 18(10, shows
she was ; to which she replied that she was
that the spirit of persecution is not confined to very well, but a great sinner ; and after
any age or country. It will be manifested in hearing the statements of Hannah Lee's
one form or another, whenever and wherever brother-in-law and her sister, and satisfying
himself that it was a case of insanity, he made
there is a revival of spiritual religion.
out the necessary certificate for her removal to
IMMURING A WOMAN IN THE IMBECILE WARD the imbecile ward as an insane person. Armed
FOR BEING CONVERTED. - I t may be easily with this formidable instrument from one of
imagined that on the first introduction of the officers of the Oldham Union, the next
Christianity amongst heathens, they would step was bow to get the dangerous praying wolook upon its professors with feelings of min- man out of the district, so as to immure her
gled pity and contempt. Even when Paul was amongst people bereft of reason. To accom·
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plish this object as neatly as possible, Hannah
was persuaded that there was a tea party at
Royton, and her sister invited her to go
along with her and another, because Royton
was their native village. They set out and
took care to have the certificate along with
them. They passed along by the Union
workhouse, and when they were at its gates
persuaded lier to call in with them, when they
produced their certificate, and she was immured in the female imbecile ward as a mad
woman. This is upwards of a fortnight ago.
But some knowledge of the case reached Mr.
Wright, one of the Middleton guardians, who
had seen Hannah Lee attending a place of
worship, and be therefore came up to the
workhouse to see what condition she was in.
He found that she was perfectly sane in every
respect, and was corroborated in that view by
Mfs. Fletcher, the matron of the ward. Mr.
Wright then procured the poor woman's discharge, and during the last week she returned
to Middleton, but not to her sane sister's house.
She went to reside at another place near to
them, where we suppose praying aloud, and
asking a blessing upon her food, are not
deemed to be tokens of insanity. On her entrance into the factory, to commence her usual
work again, her old companions in the mill
welcomed her back by singing, "Was dead,
and is alive again; was lost, and is found."

they stirred up their souls to cry mightily to
God; and then, ere they were aware, their
assemblies were moved; the glory of God
seemed to fill the place, and many are converted."
Who shall set limits to the power of the
Holy Ghost, coming in answer to such prayer
as honors God?- Oberlin Evangelist.
CAMP :MEETINGS.

THESE have fairly commenced. We attended one last week at Eagle, Wyoming county,
N. Y. There were only a few tents, but a
large number of people were on the ground,
especially on the Sabbath, and an untold
amount of good was done.
To-day, the Bergen Camp Meeting commences. We trust that the Divine power to
save may be more signally manifested than
even at any of the previous meetings which
have been held upon this ground. Thousands,
all over the land, can testify of Spiritual blessings received at the Bergen Camp Meetings.
They have been as the gate of Heaven to multitudes of souls. Reader, do you make it a
point annually to attenda feast of tabernacles?
REVIV.A.L IN IRELAND.
If not, you cannot commence the practice too
AT the close of February "the good work of soon. It is not possible to devote a week to
revival still continued to extend over several better purpose than to self-examination and
parts of the island."
the worship of God. At Camp Meeting you
.A.t the close of last year, it was estimated will meet persons of mature piety, whose faith
that not less than eighty thousand sou7.s bad and experience you may render very serviceahad been converted since the revival began. ble to yourself. By all means, go to Camp
We read of one "open air prayer meeting," Meeting. Take your family with you, and
in Clones, of four thousand people l
leave the world behind. Look for large bles·
In counties where the courts formerly con- sings, and you will not be disappointed.
victed scores each term, for crime, the record
now reads only "Nil "-no indictments. .A.
HALF YEAR SUBSCRIBERS.
general missionary laboring in that revival
says:-" I was greatly struck with the great
ANY persons wishing to provide themselves
change that had passed over the people; whole with religious reading of the first order, will
families of the very worst characters were be furnished with the Earnest Christian for the
saved; and instead of drunkenness and swear- last. half bf the year, commencing with this
ing, now there are songs of praise and thanks- number, for fifty cents. Will not our friends
giving."
see what they can do in adding to our list?
Whenever the historian of these revival To those who wish the volume complete, we
scenes touches the antecedent agencies, he is l will still furnish the back numbers. Send on
sure to say-" God's people believed in prayer; I your orders.
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God is no respecter of persons. He
makes for all the same conditions of
salvation. Without HOLINESS no man
shall see the Lord. The HOLY SPIRIT
may operate in a thousand different
modes for the awakening of men, but
all who gain Heaven become the subjects, while on earth, of the same radical change from nature to grace, and
they invariably exhibit the same holy
tempers in the varied circumstances
in which they are called to move,
The routes by which they came to the
"strait gate" of conversion may be
different, but all the pilgrims to Mount
Zion paid the same tribute, parted
with all their sins, passed through the
same low, narrow door-and traveled
the remainder of their lives in the
same narrow way, which soon becomes
the highway of holiness cast up for
the ransomed of the Lord.
Education and outward circumstances have less to do with religious experience than is commonly imagined.
God undertakes to be the teacher of
his children. He impresses upon all
who are willing to learn the same
great lessons. "If any man," Catholic or Protestant, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Baptist or Methodist, " lack
wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally and upbraideth
not ; and it shall be given him." One
breath of the Holy Spil'it can root
from the mind long cherished theories
which no arguments could overthrow.
The Holy Ghost can instantaneously
lead the sincere inquirer into the per15
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ma!1ent
of a state of grace,
wh1ch his creed and his teachers most
emphatically pronounce unattainable
in this present life.
When professing Christians give
themselves up fully to be led by the
Spirit of God, then, and not till then,
will be found in their experience and
in their lives, the unity for which the
Saviour prayed. They will differ
probably more than they do now in
circumstantials, while there will be a
substantial agreement in all essentials.
A formal religion will be characterized
by a cold uniformity, but wherever
real piety prevails there are "diversities of operations," but the "same
Spirit." God's works are marked by
variety. All men possess the same essential attributes, yet no two of the
millions who comprise the human family can be found who are in all points
alike.
JAMES BRAINERD TAYLOR belonged
to a denomination in which the doctrine
of HOLINESS as a distinct work of grace
attainable instantaneously by faith, was
not only not taught, but most positively denied. He was born in Haddam, Connecticut, in 1801. His parents were Episcopalians. In his early
youth he was gay and careless, fond of
the dance, and of the festive party.
A wakened through the instrumentality
uf an elder brother, at the age of fifteen, he made a public profession ofreligi.on, and united with the Congregational Church. He commenced at
once the faithful discharge of his duties as a Christian, and appears to have
steadily grown in grace. As a Sabbath school t.eacher, he engaged in the
instruction of children, and rendered
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himself efficient and useful. He soon
felt called upon to devote himself to
the work of the ministry, and at the
age of nineteen commenced with zeal
to receive the literary qualfications
deemed essential to a minister of the
Gospel by the church to which he belonged. He did not, however, suffer
his piety to decline, but endeavored
daily to grow in grace. He established a prayer meeting in a destitute
neighborhood, led Bible classes, visited
from house to house, and strove to do
all the good in his power to the souls
of men.
But he was not satisfied with his
progress in the divine life. The Spirit
of God in the absence of human teaching, convicted him of the necessity of
a deeper work of grace-of being
cleansed from inbred sin. In a letter
to a friend, after noting a precious
season he had recently enjoyed, when
"Heaven and its glories appeared in
view," and his soul was "joyful," he
says: "I am tired of living by halves;
God says, 'Son, give me thy heart.' l
answer, 0 for an entire surrender,! long for complete deliverance from
remaining corruption, for sanctification in soul, body and spirit, for that
perfect love which casteth out all fear;
and until I attain this, I shall feel that
I shall be unfit to be a minister of J esus Christ."
On the 23d of April 1822, the longing desires for full salvation begotten
within his heart by the Holy Spirit
were fully satisfieil. After a solemn
consecration of all to God, he felt that
Christ did indeed come and take possession. But we will let him give
that experience in his own language.
In speaking of the "great and wonderful things" which God had done for his
soul, he writes as follows to a friend:
"Shall I tell you? My tongue
could not, much less my pen express,
the loving kindness of the Lord to me,
who am less than the least of all his
mercies. ' Eternity is too short to
utter all his praise.' But [ may tell
you some of the merciful dealings of
the Lord to my soul.

You will doubtless recollect how
often I have complained to you of the
littleness of my attainments in
divine life; how much of sin was still remaining within me, notwithstanding
my profession, that I had crucified the
world, the flesh, and the devil. I have
had keener sorrows for ind welling sin,
than I ever experienced before conversion. 0 the distress which I have felt
on account of pride, envy, love of the
world, and other evil passions, which
have risen up and disturbed my peace,
and separated between God and my
soul. But the Lord heard my cries
and groans, and was witness to my
tears and my desires for holiness. I
pleaded and wrestled with him, and
praise to his name ! after six long years
I found what I had so long and earnestly sought. It was on the 23d day
of April, 1822, when I was on a visit
at Haddam, in Connecticut. Memora·
ble day! The time and place will
never, no, never, be forgotten. I recur to it at this moment with thankful
remembrance. For then, through the
great power and love of our Lord, my
feet were set in a large place.
I cannot give you the particulars
better than by making an extract from
my journal :
" For some days I have been desirous to visit some friends, who are distinguished for fervor of piety, and remarkable in the happiness which they
enjoy in religion. lt was my hope
that by associating with them, and
through the help of their prayers, I
might find the Lord more graciously
near to my soul. After my arrival, I
took up a hymn boo'k, where I found a
hymn descriptive of my situation.
The perusal of this increased my desire that the Lord would visit me, and
fill me with the Holy Ghost-my
cry to him was, "seal my soul forever
thine," I lifted up my heart in prayer
that the blessing might descend. I
felt that I needed something which I
did not possess. There was a void
within, which must be filled, or I could
not be happy. My earnest desire then
was, as it has been ever since I pro·
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fessed religion six years before, that
all love of the world might be destroyed-all selfishness extirpatedpride banished-unbelief removedall idols dethroned-everything hostile to holiness, and opposed to the divine will, crucified ; that holiness to
the Lord might be engraved on my
heart, and evermore characterize my
conversation. My mind was led to
reflect on what would probably be my
future situation. It recurred to me, I
am to be hereafter a minister of the
Gospel. But how shall I be able to
preach in my present state of mind ?
I cannot-never, no, never, shall I be
able to do it with pleasure, without
great overturnings in my soul. l felt
that I needed that, for which I was
there, and for a long time had been
hungering and thirsting. I desired it,
not for my benefit only, but for that
of the church and the world. At this
very juncture I was most de1ightfully
conscious of giving up all to God. I
was enabled in my heart to say, here,
Lord, take me, take my whole soul,
and seal me thine-thine now, and
thine forever. "If thou wilt, thou
canst make me clean." There then
ensued such emotions as I never before
experienced-all was calm and tranquil, silent, solemn-and a heaven of
love pervaded my whole soul. I had
a witness of God's love to me, and of
mine to him. Shortly after, I was
dissolved in tears of love and gratitude to our blessed Lord. The name
of Jesus was precious to me , " 'Twas
music in my ear." He came as king
and took full possession of my heart ;
and I was enabled to say, "I am crucified with Christ; nevertheless, I live;
yet not I, but Christ liveth in me."
Let him, as King of kings and Lord of
lords, reio-n in me, reign without a rival for
But this is not allsince that blessed season I have enjoyed times of refreshment, in which I
have gained nea,rer access to God. I
ha\'e enjoyed his presence from day to
day. Not one I believe has passed,
in which I have not had the witness in
myself, that I am born from above. 0
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the peace which I have had, and joy in
the Holy Ghost ! It has flowed as a
river. I have been happy in my Lord;
I have exulted in the God of my salvation. But I ascribe all to his grace.
The Lord hath done great things for
me, whereof I am glad, and for which
I would praise his name. Not unto
me, not unto me ! I am nothing-J esus is all. To his name be the glory !
He is the author and finisher of faith.
1 know and am as fully assured of my
acceptance with God as I can be of my
own existence-that is, if love, joy,
and peace, are evidences of reconciliation. I have a hope full of immortality. The perfect love of God casteth
out all fear of death, of the grave, of
judgment, of hell. Filial fear-fear of
offending my heavenly Father and my
brethren, possessed me. Surely I am
a miracle of grace-a sinner saved by
grace, free grace, sovereign grace, almighty grace. I feel that I love the
Lord, because he first loved me. And,
even now, I am favored with the gracious presence of Emrnanuel. How
suitable and delightful is the nameGod with us !-yes, andformed within
us, the hope of glory.
I find the Scriptures increasingly
delightful. I read no book with so
much pleasure. It is indeed not a
dead letter but spirit and life. Divinity is stamped on its pages; and when
carried home to the heart, its truths
are life and power.
In closet duties you doubtless find
most pleasure. Here I too find the
heavenly manna. My soul has had
Gospel measure in my evening's retirement. 'Tis here the Christian comes
at the essence of religion, while he holds
intimate communion with heaven, and
partakes of joys sublime and substantial, such as the world knoweth not,
the unrenewed never taste. But they
are real; they are pure; they are foretastes of good things to come, earnests
of future endless bliss.
The prospect before me is a pleasant one. I have no anxiety about the
future. My only wish is to know
what my heavenly Father will have
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me to do. I have indeed the ministry
in view. I believe that the great
Head of the Church has called me to
prepare for it. But whether he will
count me worthy to be put into it, is
not for me to decide. I would not determine. He may see fit to remove
me hence before I shall have finished
my course of study. Pleasing thought,
if it be his will! With some he has
dealt thus, and so taken them from
rendering service below, to render a
perfect service above. But whether
my life be protracted or shortened, my
enquiry is, Lord, what wilt thou have
me to do ? " Speak, Lord, for thy
servant heareth." I am not my own
keeper; neither would I be at my
own disposal. " Godliness with contentment is great gain." I trust that
I have won this prize. Pray that I
may keep and finish my course with
joy."
The light thus received was not
covered up. The Holy Spirit which
had led him into this state of grace,
taught him also the necessity of complying it to the glory of God.
In a letter to another friend, he
writes:
"I am ready to testify to the world
that the Lord has blessed my soul
yond my highest expectations. People may call this blessing by what
name they please, faith of assitrance,
holiness, perfect love, sanctificationit makes no difference with me whether
they give it a name, or no name, it
contains a blessed reality, and, thanks
to my Heavenly Father, it is my
privilege to enjoy it-it is yours also,
and the privilege of all to enjoy the
same, and to go beyond anything that
I have ever yet experienced."
Had he continued to walk in all
the light that God gave him, there is
no doubt but that he might have been
eminently useful. He felt that he
ought to abandon his preparatory studies and enter at once upon the work of
preaching the Gospel, for which he had
a passionate longing. He came near
forming the resolution to do so. But
"judicious " friends dissuaded him

from it. In consequence of following
their advice he never enjoyed the privilege, for which he sighed, of preaching
Christ to his fellow men. When will
Christians learn that it is not only safe
to follow the Spirit of the Lord themselves, but to allow others to do the
same? No one should engage in
preaching the Gospel without adequate
preparation. Rut the one great qualification is the anointing of the Holy
Spirit. Without this the well chosen
words of the learned minister will be
but as "sounding brass or a tinkling
cymbal." With this the most illiterate man that God ever sent out with
the message of salvation, will be instrumental in leading his fellow-men
Christ. Had James Brainerd Taylor
with his good, natural gifts, and his
deep experience in the things of God,
been permitted, in accordance with
what we cannot but regard as the
promptings of the Holy Spirit, to go
out and preach, he might have been
instrumental in the salvation of thousands of souls. But through the mistaken counsel of those whose advice
he felt bound to follow, he suppressed
the longing of his sanctified heart, and
continued some five years longer to
study for the ministry, until consumption marked him as its victim.
As he had been honest in his decision, God did not withdraw the blessing
he had received. He continued to
walk in the light of full salvation, en·
joying sweet communion with God.
He says of his enjoyments while in
college, "My seasons of prayer in the
evening, have been times of special
blessing, indescribable, sometimes full
of glory. My heart broke with the
longings it had to live to and for God
-rejoiced that Christ was in me the
hope of glory." As disease was doing its work upon his body he writes
to a friend: "Think of me as one
blessed of God, and happy though an
invalid." His end was peaceful and
triumphant. In the last letter dictated
by him a short time before his departure, he says: "Symptoms of disease
all tending to announce my departure.

MILDLY JUDGE YE OF EACH OTHER.
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I wish to say now that I am peaceful.
The prospect of changing worlds is MILDLY JUDGE YE OF EACH
is pleasant.i'
OTHER.
And thus, before his course of study
Mildly judge ye of each other,
was ended, and he permitted to preach
Be to condemnation slow ;
that Gospel which he had found to be
The very best have got their failings,
the power of God to his salvation, was
Something good the worst can show I
this devoted servant of Christ called
The brilliant sun hath spots of darkness
home to his reward.
In his experience we see how the
On his radiant front they say;
Holy Spirit will lead honest souls into
And the clock that never goeth,
the enjoyment of spiritual blessings,
Speaks correctly twice a day.
of which they had, prior to receiving
Do not mock your neighbor's weakness,
them, no adequate conception.
When his random whims you see,
For perhaps be something like it,
Every day beholds in thee.
Folly leavens all our natures;
Soundest metal hath its flaws;
And the rigid stoic scorner
Is no wiser for his saws.

PATERNAL DuTY.-The father who
plunges into business so deeply that he
has no leisure for domestic duties and
pleasures, and whose only intercourse
with his children consists in a brief
word of authority, or a surly lamenta.
Every mortal hath his bobby ;
tion over their intolerable expensiveIt may foolish seem to you,
ness, is equally to be pitied and to be
But remember! bright or simple,
blamed. What right has he to devote
You have got your hobby too.
to other pursuits the time which God
Let a fellow-feeling warm you,
has allotted to his children? Nor is
When you criticise your friend
it an excuse to say that he can not supHonor virtue in his actions,
port his family in their present style of
In yourself his virtues mend.
living without this effort. I ask by
what right can a family demand to live
Think r;ot those whom mortals honor
in a manner which requires him to
Are the best the earth affords,
neglect his most solemn and imporFor no tongue of praise doth blazon
tant duties? Nor is it an excuse to
Forth the deeds which God rewards.
say that he wishes to leave them a
There are fish behind in ocean,
competence. Is he under obligation
Good as ever from it came:
to leave them that competence which
There are men unknown, as noble
he desires? Is it an ad vantage to be
As the laureled heirs of fame.
relieved from the necessity of labor?
Besides, is money the only desirable
Mildly judge then of each other,
bequest which a father can leave his
Be to condemnation slow,
<;hildren? Surely, well-cultivated inFor the wisest have their failings,
tellects; hearts sensible to domestic
Something good the worst can show.
affection; the love of parents and
The sun himself hath spots of darkness
brethren, and sisters; a taste for home
On his radiant brow they say;
pleasures; habits of order, regularity,
And the clock that never goeth,
and industry ; hatred of vice and viSpeaks correctly twice a day.
cious men; and a Ii vely sensibility to
the excellence of virtue-are as valuaWE commend the following noble
ble a legacy as an inheritance of property-simple property, purchased by sentiment, from a heathen philosopher,
the loss of every habit which would to timid Christians.-" Heaven hath
render that property a blessing.- given me virtue - man cannot hurt
me."-CoNFUCIUS.
WAYLAND'S MORAL SCIENCE.
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"I'LL REST WHEN I GET HOME.While I was walking through a street
in the city of
, a few days ago, I
passed a man whose head was whitened
and body bowed by the hardships of not
less than sixty years. His limbs trembled under their heavy burden, and
with much apparent effort he advancect but slowly. I overheard
him talking in a low and subdued
voice, evidently mourning over his
weariness and poverty. Suddenly his
tone changed, and his step quickened,
as he exclaimed "I'll rest when I get
home."
Even the thought of rest filled him
with new life, so that he pursued with
energy his weary way. To me it was a
lesson. If the thought of the refreshing rest of home encourages the careworn laborer, so that, almost unmindful of fatigue and burdens, he quickens
his step homeward, surely the Christian, journeying heavenward, in view
of such a rest, should press onward
with renewed vigor.
This little incident often comes to
my mind amid the perplexing labors
of the day, and stimulates me to more
constant and earnest effort. Each laborer toiling in his Master's vineyard,
bearing the heat and burden of the
day, can say, "I'll rest when I get
home." Here let us be diligent in the
service of our Lord, remembering
that our rest is above. Fellow-traveler, are your burdens grievous to be
borne, so that you are ready to faint
in the way ? Jesus says, " Come unto
me, all ye that labor and are heavy-laden, and I will give you rest." To
rest from toil is sweet ; to rest from
sin is heaven.

A SoLEMN THoUGHT.-Very few men
better knew the human heart than Whitfield. He seemed to know all the
thoughts and feelings of his hearers,
and the best way in which to meet
them. He once preached in Scotland,
from the text, "The door was shut"Matt. xxv, 10. A respectable lady
who heard him sat near the door, a
considerable distance from the pulpit,
and observed two showy and trifling
young men who appeared to turn the
solemn appeals of the preacher into
ridicule ; she heard one of them say in
a low tone to the other, " Well, what
if the door be shut, another will open."
In a very few minutes, to the surprise
of the lady, Mr. Whitfield said, "It is
possible there may be some careless>
trifling person here to-day, who may
ward off the force of this impressive
subject by lightly thinking, 'What matters if the door be shut? another will
open.'" The two young men looked
at each other as though they were paralyzed, as the preacher proceeded:
"Yes, another door will open: and I
will tell you what door it will be; it
will be the door of the bottomless
pit-the door of hell !-the <Joor which
conceals from the eyes of angels the horrors of damnation."
FRESHNESS OF THE BrnLE.-" The
fairest productions of human wit," remarked Bishop Horne, "after a few
perusals, like gathered flowers, wither
in our hands, and lose their fragrancy,
but these unfading plants of Paradise
become, as we are accustomed to them,
still more and more beautiful ; their
bloom appears to be doubly heightened, fresh odors are emitted, and new
sweets extracted from them. He who
hath once tasted their excellences, will
desire to taste them again, and he who
tastes them oftenest, will relish them
best."

THE HEATHEN.-A clergyman traveling in a stage coach was asked by one
of the passengers, if he thought pious
heathens would go to Heaven. "Sir,"
said the clergyman, " I am not appointed judge of the world, and conseI FEAR to speak it, but it must be
quently cannot tell; but if you get to spoken, that even martyrdom itself,
Heaven, you shall either find them when suffered for admiration and apthere, or a good reason why they are plause, profits nothing, but is blood
not."
shed in vain ?-ST. JEROME.

THE BIBLE VIEW OF JUSTIFICATION.

THE BIBLE VIEW OF JUSTIFICATION.
BY REV. W. COOLEY.

THERE has been on the hearts of
many of God's people a painful conviction that the standard of Christian experience has been lowered down to a
fearful degree, to accommodate the feelings and professions of formal and
worldly members of the Church. We
are sate only when we make the Bible
our standard of experience.
No one lives in a state of justification who commits sin of any kind,
great or small, for the commission of
sin vitiates our justification : "For
whosoever shall 'keep the whole law,
and yet offend in one point, he is guilty
of all." To live free from the commission of actual sin, is not, as some suppose, peculiar to entire sanctification,
but is the condition of the lowest state
of justification. We cannot violate the
law of God in some of the smaller
matters, or omit known duties of any
kind, or refuse to walk in the light
given us, and be free from condemnation. The idea that we can perform
some duties and omit some, love God
some and the world some, or divide
our service between Christ and Belial,
and be accepted with God is a great and
fatal error, which is destroying multitudes of souls : for "Ye cannot serve
God and Mammon." We may know
we are accepted by God as definitely
and certainly as we can know any fact
in relation to our being; and where
this evidence is wanting there is something wrong, some self:indulgence, or
cherished idol, or neglect to meet the
full claims of God upon us; and these
uncertain Christians have this experience:
" 'Tis a point I long to know,
Oft it causes anxious thought,
Do I love the L<ird or no ?
Am I His or am I not?"

But God's children can all say from an
honest, but rejoicing heart,
"We by His Spirit prove,
An<l know the things of GodThe things which freely of His love
He hath on us bestowed."
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The justified soul feels and endorses
what the Bible says in relation to this
state, -..v hi ch is, " There is therefore
'
now, no condemnation to them
which'
are in Christ Jesus, who walk not
after the flesh, but after the Spirit."
" A wake to
and sin not."
"Whosoever abideth in Him, sinneth."
"Whosoever is born of God doth not
commit sin." " He that
sin, is of the devil.:' The economy of
God does not allow us to be Christians
and sinners; to be justified and condemned, to be saved and unsaved at
the same time. " He that hath my
commandments and keepeth them he
it is that loveth Me," and,
ever doeth not righteousness is not of
God."
'
. The fruits of justification are peace,
JOY, the witness of the Spirit, a relish
for Spiritual things, for Spiritual meetings, for Spiritual conversation, for
Spiritual reading, for communion with
God, for the Bible standard of experience, realizing that it is God's standard
and must be right; and a desire to
know and do the will of God. A justified person will have a relish for the
Lord's vineyard, and will possess power
to do execution in this work-not the
power, the girding power, that moves
out and onward the entirely sanctified
sou], and fills it with holy courage and
boldness, to wage an uncompromising
war against all sin; but power to win
souls to Christ. The peace and joy of
of this state are Heavenly, and at times
very great, but still it is not that deep
and full enjoyment which fills and ravishes the purified heart.
The experience of most justified persons has been very uneven, up and
down, back and forward, sinning and
repenting, happy and then unhappy,
free and then in bondage again; and
now, why is it so? The principal reason is, many fail to see and follow the
Divine order. Above and beyond this,
living without committing sin is a state
of purity, of likeness to God, of freedom from all inward or heart sin, so
that the lust of the flesh, and all roots
of bitterness are removed, and the foes
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of the child of God are all without the
heart. The strong man is not only
bound, but his goods are all destroyed,
and the soul is emptied of sin. As the
Word says, "But now being made free
from sin, (which includes all inward
sin,) and become servants to God, ye
have your fruit unto holiness, and the
end everlasting life." "That we might
serve Him without fear, in holiness and
righteousness all the days of our life."
''That ye may be perfect and entire,
wanting nothing." The order of God
is for justified souls to "go on unto
perfection." And the Spirit will lead
such unto this mature state, if it is not
grieved or repelled away from the
heart. It is a matter of universal experience that, after conversion, unholy
inclinations, the rising at times, under
provocations of anger, revenge, envy,
and sometimes pride and love of the
world will be felt in the heart. The
existence of these, in a somewhat latent
state, as they are found in the believing heart, does not prove a backslidden
state, for he may and will have the
witness of the Spirit that he is justified, as these feelings and inclinations
never destroy his justification, uhless
he allows them to obtain the ascendancy, and controlling power over him,
and thus cause him to cherish and follow them. So long as he keeps, by
grace, which he may, victory over
them, he will find in his soul a settled
hatred to every kind of sin. There are
some justified persons, who, not understanding the nature and attainability
of this state of purity, may retain justification, by constant praying, watching and wrestling, in order to keep
victory over these inward foes, without
pressing on to secu:e a definite a:id ?esired state of purity. Such gnevmg
the Spirit ignorantly, are borne with
and blessed of God, but how little do
they know of real freedom ? But such
as have light on this subject, and understood their duty in reference to holiness can keep justified only by pressing
after freedom from all sin, for if
we close our eyes to the light we shall
walk in darkness, and the favor of God
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shall be withdrawn from us. The reason so many Church members have
lost the witness of the Spirit, and are
left with only a dry form of religion
with now and then a degree of conviction, is, they have failed to observe the
Bible rule, to go on to a mature state.
Many have left their first love and are
obliged to confess, if they speak hon:estly, that they are not where they
once were, but are greatly under the
shadows of this world, with weaker
faith and love than they had years ago;
longing for the comfort and joy of past
experience, without seeming to know
the cause of this dead and desolate
state. But many of these have yet a
form of godliness, but the power is
gone, and what is still worse, many of
them either deny it or do not desire it.
What a sad truth it is that multitudes;
through resting in justification, have
wrecked on the rocks of sin, and are
now as much in the broad way to destruction as any that may be found.
One great necessity for holiness is seen
in-its power to prevent apostacy. How
active the Church should be to prevent
this settling down into a state of dead
formality, and especially its ministers
and sanctified members should lose no
opportunity, nor cease from any possible effort to arouse the slumbering
thousands in our Zion from this dangerous and uncertain state. The pious
and conscientious laborer in the Lord's
vineyard, has found that it is much
harder to make a saving impression
upon the mind of the formalist, bolstered up by his profession of religion,
than upon the mind of the man who
never was converted. But some of
these have tender hearts and longing
desires for the former bliss, but how
faint and fe\!ble are their efforts to regain it. They say" Thy secret voice invites me still,
'l'he sweetness of thy yoke to prove;
And fain I would; but though my will
Seems fix'd, yet wide my passions rove;
Yet hindrances strew all 1be way;
I aim at Thee, yet from Thee stray.''

Nothing but repentance, confession
and faith in Christ, will bring such to
God's favor.

SCR.APS FROM DR. REDFIELD.
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and not make pelief I vants my poots
mended, ven dat aint vot I come for."

SAY JUST WHAT YOU MEAN.

A CONVERSION OF THE OLDEN TIME.

A FEW years ago I met with an honest German who had been a resident of
our county but a few years. Had been
converted and sanctified about four
years when I heard him relate his experience substantially thus :
" Mein bredren, ven I vas to vork
for mine masther 'pout four years ago,
I t'inks I bees von poor miserable sinner, an' I shall goes to hell. Den I
feels so pad I cannot eat-I cannot
shleep ; so I goes out to te parn, und I
brays so loud an' hart as I
and I
feels no petter yet, py and by mme master comes out and say,' Shacop, you
musht shtop ! you vill kill yourself.'
Put I says 'I cannot sthop ! I musht
have rest to my soul!' Den mein sisther comes out an' tells me to get up,
I shall kill myself; put I dells her, 'I
shall not sthop, for I musht have rest
to my soul!'
Den I goes up onto de hay, and I
prays an' prays all :r:ight, and ven
morning light comes 111, I feels God did
convert my soul; and I shumps up, an'
shlaps my bans, and cries, ' Clory to
Cot I' Den I says, ' 0 ! mein Cot-I
vants ev'ry pody to haf dis coot relishion · an' I t'inks vere shall I go first?
So I t'inks I vill go to
an' tell him all apout it. So I t mks
I vill go and get mein poots, an' take
'em down and aet 'em mended, and
dat vill pe a coot vay to pegin to talk
mit him. So ven I has got shtarted,
I t'inks de Spirit say to me, 'Shacop,
vot you doin' mit your poots? You
don't care apout gettin' dem mended
-vat, den, does you vant de shoemaker to t'ink you comes to ?et
poots mended ven you pees on Ygom
to talk about de religion ! ' Den I
de
says, ' 0 ! mein Cot-I has not
relishion 'nough yet.' Den I
nght
back to de parn and I prays an prays
all night, and
de Lort gif me ?e
sanctification ! and den I could go midout mein poots, and tell de
v_at I
cum for-to talk apout de rehsh10n ;

AN old physician brought up in Massachusetts when Methodism was young,
and whose father was of the old Calvinistic school, said to me :
"When I was a schoolboy of 18, I
was sent off to an Academy; and while
there I became deeply concerned for
my soul; and so much so that I could
not attend to my studies. So I resolved to return home, and ask father what
I should do. My father seemed gratified to see the state of my mind. I
asked father if it would if be right for
me to pray. 'By no means,'
my
father, 'for the prayers of the wicked
are an abomination to the Lord. But
if the Lord should convert you, you
then might pray.' I then asked father
if I could go to a meeting where a Methodist vrns going to preach. He answered, ' 0 no, my son, these are the
false teache1·s prophesied of, who would
come in the last days, if possible deceiving the very elect.' I dared not
disobey my father, and in my distress,
thinking I was probably a reprobate,
took a razor and went to the stable to
cut my throat, and then I should know
the worst of my case. \V ell, I went
to the stable, unbuttoned my shirt collar and raised the hand to take my
life.' But each time I felt a power to
pull my razor from my throat, and
then I thought, ' I shall have to give it
up, for I cannot kill myself.'
.
Soon, hearing that another Methodist
meeting was to be held, I resolved to
go without asking father, and then I
should not be guilty of disobedience.
"A GREAT many believers walk upon
in the way
the promises of God's
to Heaven, even as a child upon weak
ice which they are afraid will crack
under them, and leave them in the
depth."-TRAILL, 1690.
IT is better to be a humble worm
than a proud angel.-FLA VEL.
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" A N D TH E N ."
A STORY is told of a very good and
pious man, whom the Church of Rome
has enrolled among her saints on account of his great holiness. He was
living at one of the Italian universities,
when a young man, whom he had
known as a boy, ran up to him, with a
face full of delight, and told him what
he had been long wishing, above all
things in the world, was at length fulfilled, his parents having just given him
leave to study the law; and that
upon he had come to the law school in
this university on account of its great
fame, and meant to spare no pains or
labor in getting through his studies as
quickly and as well as possible.
In this way he ran on a long time,
and, when at last he came to a stop,
the holy man, who had been listening
to him with great patience and kindness, said" Well ! and when you get through
your course of studies, what do you intend to do then?"
"Then I shall take my doctor's degree, answered the young man.
" And then?" asked St. Filippo
Neri, again.
"A'"d then,'' continued the youth,
"I shall have a number of difficult and
knotty cases to manage, and shall catch
people's notice by my eloquence, my
zeal, my learning, my acuteness, and
gain a great reput'.1tion."
"And then?" repeated the holy
man.
" And then," exclaimed the youth" why then, there can't be a question;
I shall be promoted to some high office
or other; besides, I shall make money
and grow rich."
"And then?" repeated St. Filippo.
"And then," pursued the young
lawyer-" then I shall live comfortably
and honoraoly in health and dignity,
and shall be able to look forward quietly to a happy old age."
" And then ? ''
"And then," said the youth-" and
then-and then-I shall die."

Here St. Filippo again lifted up his
voice, and again said-" and then? "
Whereupon, the young man made
no answer, but cast down his head and
went away.
This last "and then," had pierced
like a flash of lightning into his soul
and he could not get quit .of it.
after, he forsook the study of the law
and gave himself up to the ministry of
Christ, and spent the remainder of his
days in godly words and works.ARCHDEACON HARE.
AN
man may be kept
from the comm1ss10n of some sin, not
.there is a principle of grace
w1th111 hnn, but because of some provi.
dential restraint without him, or upon
him ; for it often falls out, that when
men have conceived sin, and are ready
to execute it, Providence puts on them
the fetters of restraint, and hinders them
from so doing. This was the case with
Abimelech, Gen. xx, 6 : "I withheld
thee." And though such persons so
restrained have not the good of such
providences, yet others have; .for by
it much mischief is prevented in the
world, which otherwise would break
out; and to this care of Providence we
owe our lives, liberties, estates and
comforts in this world.-FLAVEL.
THE SwoRD OF THE SPrnIT.-The
Seri ptures are called "the Sword of the
Spirit," because they derive all their
power from the Spirit. In themselves,
they are like a sword sheathed and
lying upon the ground; they are a
dead letter ; they convey no spiritual
energy; they carry with them neither
conviction nor consolation: whether
read or preached, they are equally with·
out effect. Paul was convinced with
the Scriptures before his conversion;
but could not see in them that Jesus
was the Christ; nor could he learn
from them the temper and the disposi·
tion of a child of God.-S1MEON.
THAT young man who drinks, bets,
swears, gambles, and idles away his
time, is on a thin place on the ice.

THE P.ASS OF DE.ATH.

THE PASS OF DEATH.

No
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REPENTANCE-No PEACE.-Have

you ever heard of the great clock of St.
Paul's in London? At mid-day, in the
It was a narrow pass,
roar of business, when carriages, and
Watered with human tears,
carts, and wagons, and omnibuses ao
For death had kept the outer gate
rolling through the streets, how
Almost six thousand years.
never hear that great clock strike, unAnd the ceaseless tread of a world's feet
they live near it. But when the
less
Was ever in my earswork o[ the day is over, and the roar
Thronging, jostling, hurrying by,
of busmess has passed away-when
As if they were only born to die.
men are gone to sleep and silence reigns
A stately king drew near,
in London-then, at twelve, at one, at
This narrow pass to tread,
two, at three, at four, the sound of that
Around him hung a gorgeous robe,
clock may be heard for miles around.
And a crown was on his head;
Twelve!-One !-Two!-Three!But death, with a look of withering scorn,
Four ! How that clock is heard by
many a sleepless man ! That clock is
Arrested him and said:
just like the conscience of the impeni''In humble dress must the king draw near,
For the crown and the purple are useless here." tent man. While he has health and
strength, and goes on in the whirl of
Next came a man of wealth,
business, he will not hear his conAnd his eye was proud and bold,
science. He drowns and silences his
And he bore in bis hand a lengthy scroll,
voice by plunging into the world. He
Telling of sums untold ;
will not allow the inner man to speak
But death, who careth not for rank,
to him. But the day will come when
Careth _as little for goldconscience will be heard, whether he
" Here that scroll I cannot allow,
likes it or not. The day will come
For the gold of the richest is powerless now."
when its voice will sound in his ears,
and pierce him like a sword. The time
Another followed fast,
will
come when he must retire from
And a book was in his hand,
the world, and lie down on the sick
Filled with the flashes of burning thought
bed, and look death in the face. And
That are known in many a land;
then
the clock of conscience, tb::i.t solBut the child of death quailed to bear
emn clock, will sound in his heart, and,
Death's pitiless demand,if he has not repented, will bring
" Here that book cannot enter with thee,
wretchedness and misery to his soul.
For the bright flash of genius is nothing to me."
Oh, no! write it down in the tablets of
Next came a maiden fair,
your heart - without repentance, no
With that eye so deeply bright,
peace !-J. C. RYLE.
That stirs within you strange sweet care,
Should you meet on a summer night;
But death, ere the gentle maid passed through,
Snatched away its light" Beauty is power in the world," be saith,
"But what can it do in the Pass of Death?"
A youth of sickly mien
Followed in thoughtful mood,
Whose heart was filled with love to God
And the early brotherhood ;
Death felt he could not quench the heart
That lived for others' good," I own," cried he, "the power oflove,
I must let it pass to the realms above ! "
SCOTTISH GUARDIAN.

EnucATION. Thewald thought it
very unfair to influence a child's mind
by inculcating any opinions before it
should have come to years of discretion,
and be able to choose for itself. I
showed him my garden, and told him
it was my botanic garden. "How so?"
said he, "it is covered with weeds."
" Oh," I replied, "that is beca,use it has
not yet come to its age of discretion
and choice. The weeds, you see, have
taken the liberty to grow, and I thought
it unfair in me to prejudicr:> the soil in
favor of roses and stra'.vberries." --

COLERIDGE.
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"BURNING AND SHINING."
BY REV. A. A. PHELPS.

IT is the highest ambition of some
persons to shine in the world. But
theirs is the glitter of empty show, ignoring the charms of the gospel, and
deifying the opinions of men. There
are also many that burn in the world ;
but it is with the fires of passion rather
than the quenchless zeal inspired by
the Holy Ghost. They that burn with
ambitious desires, and shine only to
show off themselves to better advantaO'e.
0 , are the enemies of the cross and
the servants of the devil. If we shine
at all, we must shine for God; and if
we burn at all, it must be for the honor
of his matchless name.
To burn is not enough-to shine is
not enough; we are to be "burning
and shining lights" in this crooked and
perverse generation. There are demands for all the light we can shed,
and all the fires we can kindle. To
say nothing of the mantle of midnight
darkness that enshrouds the hapless
millions of paganism proper, how terrible is the gloom that veils the acknowledged land of light, and holds in
ignorance of spiritual things ten thousand souls for whom the Saviour died !
A superficial observer could hardly be
made to credit the amazing amount of
darkness and dullness that prevails,
especially in our populous towns and
cities. Many of the inhabitants of
these need to be taught the first principles of the Gospel, and the work is so
great in extent and difficult in itself, as
to require a patient continuance in welldoing-a following up of effort after
effort, and blow after blow, till the
righteousness of God "go forth as
brightness," and sinners shall behold "a
light upon the road that leads them to
the Lamb."
But it is not in the capacity of spiritual teachers alone that we are to shine
for God. By the sweetness of our
tempers, the simplicity of our testimony, the sacredness of our conversa-

tion, and the sanctity of our entire lives,
we are to shed a halo of light around
us that shall reveal the indwelling Divinity, and richly exemplify his "glorious grace !" Let no one imagine that
the charms of personal character, the
lavish bestowments of nature, or the
polish of a classical education will an.
swer at all as a substitute for the light
of a heart-experience in the deep things
of God. If any would shine to the
honor of Jesus' name, he must first
burn with celestial fire ! The light
must be but an emanation from the
heat. God has united these two elements not only in nature, but in grace.
And what he "hath joined together let
no man put asunder." There is feeling-emotion-fire in the salvation of
the Gospel, as principle, reason and
light. We are to be so clothed with
the power of the Spirit, that we shall
burn our bigness through every circle
in which we are called by the Providence of God to move. It is doubtless
our privilege to call down the awakening influences .of the Holy Ghost on
those with whom we mingle, and compel them to feel the force of our faith
and the fervor of our spirit. And who
shall say that our privilege in this respect is not our bounden duty .2
We are to shine with "borrowed
rays divine," and shine with purest love.
Love is the very center and essence of
our holy religion. It is this that warms
the heart, energizes the soul, overleaps
difficulties, melts down icebergs, weeps
over sinners, and goes out in yearning
entreaties and earnest efforts for their
salvation. It is this that will give unction to our spirits, point to our words,
and access to the hearts of others. This
is the mighty impulsive power
urges onward the minister of Jesus m
the toils and trials that thicken on his
path. It is love that brought the
Saviour from above to rescue ruined
man. "The heaven of heavens is love;"
and the sanctified heart is chiefly distinguished by the fact that it is
"perfect in love I" The love of Chnst
is a quenchless flame in the home where
it dwells. It is this that makes How·

RULES FOR MORAL WARFARE.

ards and Wilberforces, and W esleys,
and starts them out into the moving
masses of mankind, to spread greater
terror and dismay among the devotees
of the devil, than did Sampson's foxes
among the Philistines when they set
their corn on fire. May the Head of
the Church fill us with this heaven-born
element, and send us out to burn and
glow, to live and labor, to fight and
conquer!
RULES :FOR MORAL WARFARE.
BY REV. T. L. CUYLER.

A SIMPLE "yes," or an emphatic
"no/' may cost you a fortune-may
cost you a troop of friends-may cost
your political promotion-may cost
you your character-may cost you
your soul! How many a public man
has had his whole career decided by his
course in some trying emergency, or
on some one great question of right.
He is led up into the mount of temptation where some gigantic iniquity
bids him bow down and worship it,
and promises in return "all the world
and the glory thereof." From that
mount of trial he comes down a hero or
a fool. The die is cast. If he has honored justice and truth, then justice and
truth will honor him; if not, his bones
will be left bleaching on the road to a
promotion he can never reach.
That was a hard struggle for Nathaniel Ripley Cobb, of Boston, ·when he
decided to accumulate no more than
$50,000 during his life, and to give all
the surplus to the treasury of the Lord.
But after the noble resolution was once
taken, selfishness was a conquered lust
in that man's breast forever. He had
come off more than conqueror. How
many a minister of Christ has been
charged upon and overcome by this accursed spirit of "wordly wisdom!"
He was put to the decisin· test, not in
Nero's judgment hall, or before Ar;r,grippa's tribunal: not before a Popish
inquisitor, or in sight of Smithfield's
fires of martyrdom. But in his quiet
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study, when some timid friend counseled a treacherous silence in pulpit on
some vital question of right, his "yes,"
or his "no," has either called from his
Master the precious benediction," Well
done, good and faithful servant" or
else the fearful anathema "Ye 'were
ashamed of me and of
truth, and
of thee will I be ashamed before my
Father and his holy angels !" We all
have our moral Marengos and our
\V aterloos, where we win or lose the
crown of Christian character. When
those decisive conflicts come on between our conscience on the one hand,
and some selfish scheme or Satanic iniquity on the other, then try to remember a few simple rules of moral war :
1. Never change your position in
sight of an enemy. This was a fatal
policy to the allies at Austerlitz. It
has cost many a disgraceful defeat in
spiritual warfare.
2. Never place on guard a doubtful
or a questionable principle. Your sentinel will be sure to betray you.
3. Never abandon the high ground
of right for the low lands of expediency.
Before you are aware, you will be
swamped in the bottomless morass of
ruin.
4. Get your moral armor from
God's Word ; and "put on the whole
armor." An exposed spot in character may admit the fatal weapon of the
foe. Ahab was wounded through the
joints of his harness. Do not mind
blows in the face. Heroes are wounded
in the face, cowards in the back.
5. But whether wounded by foes or
deserted by friends, never surrender.
It is said that none of the old Imperial
Guard survived the wreck of Waterloo. Toward the sunset of that long,
bloody day, when the surviving rem,.
nant of the Guards 1vas summoned to
lay clown their arms, the scarred veterans of fifty victorious fights cried out,
" The Old Guards can die, but they
never learned to surrender ! " The
glorious CAPTAIN OF OUR SALVATION
could die for us, but he could not desert us. Blessed is he who is found
faithful ! He shall wear the crown of
amaranth in the paradise of God.
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N 0 MIDDLE Co URSE IN RELIGION.Often do we hear remiss professors
strive to choke all forward holiness by
commending the golden mean. A cunning discouragement; the devil's sophistry ! The mean of virtue is between
two degrees. It is a mean grace that
loves a mean degree of grace; yet this
is the staff with which the world beats
all that would be better than themselves. What! will you be singularwalk alone? But were not the apostles singular in their walking, a spectacle to the world? Did not Christ call
for this singularity, what do ye more
than others? You that are God's peculiar people, will ye do no peculiar
thing? Ye are separate from the
world, will ye keep the world's road?
Must the name of a puritan dishearten us in the service of God?
St. Paul said in his apology, "by that
which they call heresy, so worship I
the God of my fathers;" and by that
which profane ones call puritanism,
which is indeed zealous devotion, so
let my heart desire to serve Jesus
Christ.-OLD PURITAN WRITER.
CHRISTIAN CoMFORT.-Let the course
of tribulation be what it will, "in Me
ye shall have peace." How is it then,
perhaps you will ask, that Christians
are not always rejoicing? How is it
that we so often see them bathed in
tears, and scarcely hear anything for
their sighs and complaints? It is easily
enough to be accounted for. It is because they love the world and the
things of the world so much that they
have no room or relish for divine consolations. To be sure, where Christ is
there is always ground for comfort;
but Christians are not always fit to be
comfortable. They may, through mere
inattention to spiritual things, or too
fond attention to temporal possessions
and enjoyments, be so sadly declined
as to require reproof rather than comfort; and what they want Christ gives.
-LAVINGTON.
IT is perfectly well understood, or if
not, it should be, that almost any husband would leap into the sea, or rush

into a burning edifice to rescue a perishing wife. But to anticipate the convenience or happiness of a wife in small
matters, the neglect of which would be
unobserved, is a more eloquent proof
of tenderness. This shows a mindful
fondness which wants occasion in which
to express itself. And the smaller the
occasion seized upon, the more intensely affectionate is the attention
paid.-HoRACE BusHNELL.
OuTSIDE AND INSIDE.-" Two things
a master commits to his servant's
care," saith one-" the child and the
child's clothes." It will be a poor excuse for the servant to say at his master's return,
"Sir, here are all the child's clothes,
neat and clean; but the child is lost!"
Much so with the account that many
will give to God of their souls and
bodies at the great day :
" Lord, here is my body; I was very
grateful for it; I neglected nothing that
belonged to its content and welfare;
but as for my soul, that is lost and cast
away forever,-! took little care and
thought about it! "-FLAVEL.
SENSIBLE PRAYER BY A Bov.-A little boy, one day, had done wrong, and
was sent, after parental correction, to
ask, in secret, the forgiveness of his
Heavenly Father. His offense had
been passion. Anxious to hear what
he had to say, his mother followed him
to the door of his room. In lisping
accents she heard him ask to be better,
never to be angry again, and then, with
child-like simplicity, he added, "Lord,
make ma's temper better, too I"
" Oh, blessed is he who can divine
Where real right doth lie,
And dares to tcike the.side that seems
Wrong to man's blindfold eye I
Oh, learn to scorn the praise of men I
Oh, learn to love with God.
For Jesus won the world through shame
And beckons thee bis road.
-ROMAN BREVIARY.

EVIL WHISPERING.

EVIL WHISPERING.
BY JOHN WESLEY.
OH that all you who bear the reproach of Christ, who are in derision
called Methodists, would set an example to the Christian world, so called, at
least in this one instance. Put ye
away evil speaking, tale bearing, whispering: let none of them proceed out
of your mouth ! See that you " speak
evil of no man;" of the absent, nothing
but good. If ye must be distinguished,
whether ye will or no, let this be the
distinguishing mark of a Methodist :
" He censures no man behind his back;
by this fruit ye may know him."
What a blessed effect of this self-denial
should we quickly feel in our hearts !
How would our "peace flow as a river,"
when we thus "followed peace with all
men!" How would the love of God
abound in our own souls while we thus
confirmed our love to our brethren !
And what an effect would it have on all
that were united
in the name
of the Lord Jesus ! How would brotherly love continually increase, when
this grand hindrance of it was removed!
All the members of Christ's mystical
body would then naturally care for each
other. "If one member suffered, all
would suffer with it;" "if one was honored, all would rejoice with it;" and
every one would love his brother
"with a pure heart fervently.:' Nor is
this all : but what an effect might this
have, even on the wild, unthinking
world ! How soon would they descry
in us what they could not find among
all the thousands of their brethren, and
cry, (as Julien the apostate to his heathen courtiers,) "See how these Christians love one another ! " By this
chiefly would (iod convince the world,
and prepare them also for his kingdom;
as we may easily learn from those remarkable words in our Lord's last, solemn prayer: "I pray for them who
shall believe in me, that they may be
one, as thou, Father, art in me and I in
thee,-that the world may believe that
hou hast sent me." The Lord hasten
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the time ! The Lord enable us to love
one another, and not only "in word
and in
but in deed and truth,"
even as Christ hath loved us !
ALONE AT THE JunGMENT.-There is
no escape alone or in the crowd at the
judgment day. It is not a multitude
amid which we may hide ourselves
and escape notice. At that solemn
tribunal, each man will be as transparent before the searching eye of the
Son of God, as if that man and Jesus
were the only twain in the whole universe : such will be the intense light of
that day, that one reason why the lost
will call out for the hills to cover them.
and the mountains to shadow them'
will be that thev cannot bear the
tensity of tha"t searching and unutterable splendor; and such will
be the dread silence of that moment,
that each man will hear the pulsations
of his own heart, and if that heart be
unregenerate, each pulse will sound a
keath-knell to his hopes and prospects
forever. There is no escape in the
crowd; there is no escape by wealth;
there is no escape by talent ; there is
no escape any way; for "how, if we
neglect so great a salvation," says the
apostle, as satisfied that there is no
escape whatever, "shall we escape?DR. CuMMJNG.
No COMPLIMENTS IN PRAYER.-We
have heard some prayers which were
designed to affect the hearer, rather
than to reach Heaven. The following
characteristic anecdote of John Randolph is a keen rebuke of the practice:
In one of his spells of repentance
and sickness, he was visited by a minister, who, at his request prayed for
and with him. The minister began in
this wise : " Lord, our friend is sick.
Thou knowest how generous he was to
the poor, and what eminent services
he has rendered to his country, and
how is among the honored and great
men of the earth-"
"Stop, stop," said the impatient
Randolph-" no more of such stuff,
else the Lord will damn us both."
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The formula, "baptised in the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost," means not merely christArt thou content to take to Christ ening or taking upon one's self the
for thy only Lord and King, to govern christian name; it signifies this higher
and guide thee by his laws and Spirit, baptism. We are baptised unto God
and to obey him when he commandeth as we are unto Christ. Not merely is
the hardest duties, and those which the name of God a portion of the formost cross the desires of the flesh ? mula; the spirit of God is the transfuIs it thv sorrow when thou breakest sing element. In true baptism, the
thy re;olution herein; and thy joy font is not hewn out of marble or fab.
when thou keepest closest in obedience ricated of silver. Our baptistry is
to him? Wouldst thou not change the universe; the baptismal flood is
thy Lord and Master for all the world? God, and Christ, and the Holy Spirit.
Thus is it with every true Christian. We are plunged in the mighty infiuen·
But if thou be a hypocrite, it is far ces of truth. It is a fiery baptism,otherwise. Thy mayest call Christ one that melts and refines us; one
thy Lord and thy Saviour, but thou that sheds warmth and vivacity
never foundest thyself so lost without through our. souls ; one that disperses
him as to drive thee to seek him, and the darkness of the mind and gives
trust him, and lay thy salvation in rest and peace to our natures. Daily
him alone ; at least thou didst never as the sun baptises the earth with light,
heartily consent that he should govern yearly as it baptises it with verdure,
thee as thy Lord, nor resign thy soul so ought we to be baptised with the
and life to be ruled by him, nor take power of God.
Whatever we may think about wa.
his word for the law of thy thoughts
and actions. Doubtless thou art wil- ter baptism, let us not forget the bapling to be saved from hell by Christ tism with the Holy Ghost and fire.
when thou diest, but, in the meantime, Let us strive for the baptism of Christ,
he must command thee no further than even as Paul did for the resurrection.
will consist with thy credit or pleasure -JUDD.
or other worldly ends ! And if he
would give thee leave, thou hadst far
rather live after the world and the
SECRET RELIGION.-God is often lost
flesh, than after the Word and the in prayers and ordinances. "Enter
Spirit. And though thou mayest now into thy chamber," said he, "and shut
and then have a notion or purpose to the thy door about thee." "Shut thy door
contrary, yet this that I have men- about thee," means much; it means
tioned is the ordinary desire and choice shut out not only frivolty, but busiof thy heart. Thou art, therefore, ness; not only the company abroad,
no true believer in Christ; for though but the company at home ; it means,
thou confess him in words, yet in let thy poor soul have a little rest and
works thou dost deny him, "being refreshment, and God have opportuabominable and disobedient, and unto nity to speak to thee in a still small
every good work reprobate."-BAxTER. voice, or he will speak in thunder. I
am persuaded the Lord would often
speak more softly if we would shut the
THE BAPTISM OF THE HOLY door.-CEOIL.
GHOST OF FIRE.
TRUE felicity is,
any one is
THERE is a spiritual baptism, to happy as to find out and follow what is
which we ought to aspire, " Baptised the proper bent of his genius, and turn
into Christ," " Baptised with the Holy all his endeavors to exert himself acGhost." This is peculiar language. cording as that prompts him.
ART THOU CHRIST.

CENSORIOUSNESS.

CENSORIOUSNESS.
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grees. We can see some points of danger here, even with those of the deepBY REV. A. A. PHELPS.
est devotion to God. Indeed, their
scrutinizing and painful views of the
THERE is a great deal of misappre- sad condition of things may render
hension and senseless talk about a cen- them even more liable to what Caughey
sorious spirit. If a brother has not has denominated a " sore conscience "
''charity" enough to apologize for sin, and this may lead to overwrought
and mantle the general " works of the tions of the state and duty of others.
devil," there are many religionists who Our sober conviction is that among the
are ready to charge him with "sour earnest Christians of this section there
godliness," " censoriousness," etc. is but Utt le to condemn as real densorThey forget that the purest love that iousness. Should any of our brethren
ever awakened the heart throbs of di- or sisters, however, be inclined to devine compassion, is at infinite and ir- preciate either the state of justification,
reconcilable odds with sin in every de- or entire sanctification, the suspicion of
gree and kind ; and the nearer the danger would be awakened in a correslove of the Christian approaches to the ponding degree. "\Ve confess we have
love of Christ, the more hearty will be observed a tinge of something which
his disapproval of everything opposed has suggested a word of caution, and
to God. It is simple nonsense to talk those who know us understand that we
of a holiness that has no rebuke for sin dare give it, even at the hazard of beand no opposition to Satan. Plainness ing thought conservative. We think
and earnestness of speech are not neces" there is demand for review and revis-sarily censoriousness of speech. The ion of one's theology, when he comes
" whole counsel of God" includes the to regard the great blessing of inward
"thunders of the law" as well as the purity as only a small attainment commessages of mercy. The sinner must pared with the other " gifts " of the
be alarmed- awakened - broken in Spirit, which it is the believer's privispirit, before he is ready to appropriate lege to enj-0y. And if he is disposed
the special promises of the Gospel. to look or talk suspiciously of those
And he that would largely succeed in who, while they are clear in the blesstaking captives for Jesus must learn to ing of perfect love, are convined of the
vary the tactics of war to meet the pe- superior importance of the graces of
culiarities of a thousand different cases. the Spirit to the gifts of the Spirit,
It is no sigp. that a man is censorious and of the concerns of the soul to those
because sinners become enraged under of the body, there is doubtless a touch
the burning truth he utters ; and as lit- of censoriousness, if not of fanaticism
tle so, because baokslidden church-mem- also. If these hints shall fall under the
hers rail out against the faithful utter- notice of any ·who find themselves leanance of God's ambassadors, and join ing in the direction indicated, we ask
their influence with the open enemies them to move cautiously; and while
of the cross. It is a cheap way they they are careful to walk in all the light
often have of apologizing for their own revealed, let them be equally careful to
meagerness in religion, to erect a very shun the false· glare of lights that are
ordinary standard of piety, and then not revealed. We can never effectually
stigmatize all that rise above it as cen- lead on souls to the very depths of
sors, fanatics, or fools ! With such love, if we allow ourselves by any
epithets, applied to such persons, and means to get ahead of the Spirit. Whatwith such a spirit, we have not the ever we think, or do, or say, let us forleast possible sympathy. There may
that salvation from sin
be real censoriousness indulged to some
the great thmg to be sought, to be
extent by very excellent people, who hved, and to be pressed upon the attenhave taken it on by imperceptible de- , tion of all.
16
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PARTIALITY.-There are some people
that must never be blamed ; and again
there are some that must never be
praised. There is a sort of step-motherish disposition running through all the
world. God alone is no respecter of
persons. Every one of us is conscious
that some people can do to us or to
ours, with impunity, things which,
were another to attempt them, would
anger us in an instant. It is "Jacob
have I loved, but Esau hav.e I hated,"
from generation to generation. In the
household, in society, in the business
and the literary world, it is the same.
One must be lauded and loved for everything, another for nothing. At
home, while the children are little, the
disposition is seen-there is a pet and
there is a scapegoat in almost every
family. Among the grown up sons
and daughters, and brothers and sisters,
it is still the same. " What do you
mean by such conduct, you wicked
Esau ?"-" It was not I, but Jacob that
did it."-" Oh! very well. I don't
think there is any harm done, after all."
This is the way. Sometimes it is the
wife, sometimes it is the husband, that
must not be blamed. No matter what
the favorite does, if a reflecting word
is uttered, somebody is angry and
ready for a fight. You must bear anything and everything from the favorite,
and never presume to complain-for
how can the favorite be wrong? He
will not be found so, you may depend
on that; and you will yourself meet
with the condemnation which you think
that he deserves. You will find it
your cheapest way to suffer in silence
if the favorite has injured you. Life,
as well as the household, has its favorites ; and it is in vain for any to seek
for justice against them. They must
not be blamed, nor shamed, nor thwarted; they must be allowed to help
themselves to the lion's share of everything.-M11wARD.
MoNDAY, 20TH DEc. 1742.-We
laid the first stone of the house. (At
Newcastle.) Many were gathered
from all parts, to see it ; but none

scoffed or interrupted, while we praised
God, and prayed that he would prosper
the work of our hands upon us.
Three. or four times in the evening, I
was forced to break off preaching
that we might pray and give thanks
to God. When I came home, they
told me the physician said, he did not
e:f!:pect Mr . .Meyrick could live till the
morning. I went to him, but his pulse
was gone. He had been speechless
and senseless for some time. A few
of us immediately joined in prayer;
(I relate the naked fact;) before we
had done his sense and his speech returned. Now, he that will account for
this by natural pauses, has my free
leave; but l choose to say, this is the
power of God.
Thursday, 23d.-It being computed
that such a house could not be finished
under seven hundred pounds, many
were positive it would never be fin·
ished at all ; others that I should not
live to see it covered. I was of another mind ; nothing doubting, but as
it was begun for God's sake, he would
provide what was needful for the finishing of it.
Saturday 25th.-The physician told
me he could do no more; Mr. Meyrick could not live over the night.
I went up and found them all crying
about him ; his legs being cold, and
(as it seemed) dead already. We all
kneeled down, and called upon God
with strong cries and tears. He
opened his eyes and called for me;
and from that hour, he continned to
recover his strength, till he was restored to perfect heal th. I wait to
hear who will disprove this fact, or
philosophically account for it.-WES·
LEY'S JOURNAL.
I HAVE been charged with " small
preaching." This is a new phrase to
me, but l suppose it means my condescending to dwell upon those "minute
points " of Christian experience, usual·
ly taken up in a more florid and eloquent sty le. But have you never read
that striking sentiment of Galen, "In
physic nothing is little." A little er·

OBEDIENCE THE PRICE OF FREEDOM.

ror there, may occasion fearful mischiefs; so a small mistake in soul's
may occasion everlasting
rum. Ap. error respecting conversion
is ruinous, damnable, if the person die
in it. " Except a man be born again,
he cannot see the Kingdom of God."
This is a decision of tremendous import. Now the object to be attained
by faithful preaching is, to tear away
the veil, so that the deluded conscience
may be enabled to look the deception
fully in the face. It is not, however,
that kind of preaching which you call
"eloquent," that is adapted to acccomplish this.-CAUGHEY.
OBEDIENCE THE PRICE OF
FREEDOM.
BY S. K. J.

CHESBROUGH.

To obey is better than sacrifice.
How few have learned this important
lesson ! All through our Zion, the
cry is heard, " I am not free." Why
not, dear reader 1 Has the Gospel
lost any of its power ? We want to
enjoy the freedom that belongs to the
child of God; but we are unwilling to
pay the price. Many of us once knew
what it was to be God's free men and
women. But alas, we feel creeping
over us·" the spidt of bondage again
to fear." We struggle at times to
get free. The price, or cost of this
freedom is set before us in God's word.
Obedience. A short command, but
comprehending all. God is our Father. He offers us salvation, and
adoption into his family, to make us
"joint heirs of Jesus Christ," " our
elder brother." This adoption, however is conditional. "We must continue in his words," walk in all his
holy commands. " Walk after the
Spirit; or, in other words, we must
obey. Perfect obedience brings perfect freedom. We forget sometimes
our individuality. Satan often entraps
us here. We are members perhaps
of some church or band, He appears
to us in the form of " an angel of
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light," and arrays before our mind the
glorious and precious promises given
to the Church. The next step is easily
taken. I am a member, therefore
they are mine; when at the same time
we are conscious of neglect of duties,
of shrinking from the cross, of a fearfulness in walking in all the light that
has shone upon our heads, of a dread
of being considered too forward, or a
secret coveting of the praise of men.
At times we have arisen above these
things, but soon relapsed again into
bondage ! The trouble arises from
our forgeting that the Church is
composed of individuals and that I,
even I, cannot claim one of these promises or blessings, as mine, until I have
complied with the conditions. We
look to others instead of looking to
Jesus. We lean upon one another,
instead of leaning upon that arm that
is alone able to save. Oh ! when will
we, as individuals, seek for ourselves
the fulfillment of the promises in us?
Many of our pilgrims are to-day in
bondage, because they have refused to
"go forward." Many have professed
to be freely justified. God has set
before them, a higher state of grace,
but for fear of the opinions of men
they have hesitated ; the Spirit has
been grieved ; to-day they mourn over
their leanness, " I am not free." Beloved reader, obey God, and "go
forward," believe in Jesus, Consecrate a.ll. (Oh ! may God show you
what is implied in the expression "My
little all to give.") You can then claim
the promises as yours, by simple faith
in Jesus.
Again, others have felt the cleansing blood. They have walked in
the light, have grown in grace, and
have power with God; but to-day
they are as " weak as other men."
Why? Because they have not obeyedThe path of the just is as the shining
Jiaht shining more and more. The
b
'
light
shone "very bright. Then new
heights, depths, lengths and breadths
were spread out before them. To experience them required a
perfect
burial of self, new sacnfices, nevr
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crosses and more self.abandonment.
"The shrinking flesh complained."
They shrank, ceased to obey the command " go forward," and now instead
of going through the length and
lfreath of the land, they are in bondage. How emphatic the words of
Jesus. "Ye shall know the truth, and
the truth shall make you free "
" Walk in the light." "Deny thyself,
take up thy cross and follow me."
Oh r this following Jesus everywhere.
"Ah!" says one," be careful." Jesus
says, "I am the way, the truth, aud the
life." Glory to God ! No fear of
fanaticism here. " If we abide in J esus, and his words abide in us, the
Spirit will guide us into all truth."
If we live near to Jesus, and follow
obediently, "gladly leaving all below,"
we shall never be ashamed or confounded. Reader, are you free in Jesus ?
Are you obeying fully? Remember
we are not only judged for the improvement of what we enjoy, but shall
be called into account for not receiving
all that was offered to us. Begin just
now a life of obedience. Obey. Ye
shall know the truth; and the truth, not
the Church, nor the pilgrims, but the
truth, shall make you free. Glory
to God!
THE "IRREPRESSIBLE

C 0 N F L I C T ."
BY REV. J. A. WELLS.

IlE that is not for me is against me;
and he that gathereth not with me scattereth abroad.-Matth. xii, 30.
The wise sayings of Jesus, though
mysterious, and, often apparently absurd, harmonize with the unfoldings of
human experience from age to age. He
knew what was in man-knew all the
deep-laid principles of human nature,
and the secret causes which can ever
develop themselves in the endless diversified character and condition of our
race. Many of his "hard sayings" have
long since received the full demonstration of experience.

One of those uncomprehended verities is the entireness of devotion demanded by the law of God-the impossibility of any common ground of
neutrality between God and the world,
on which a man may stand and be on
friendly terms with both. The character of God on the one hand, and the
character of the world 011 the oth€r, is
so imperfectly understood, that most
men are led to suppose that they may,
in some way, please God, while they
are in full sympathy with the world.
The teaching of Jesus is radical on this
point. " No man can serve two masters : " " He that is not for me is
against me." His character of pure,
spotless holiness cannot tolerate, in his
own dominions, a character which does
not harmonize with it. Infinite love,
guided by Infinite intelligence, is essential to the glorious ideal which the
Scriptures give us of God. It is His
fixed and unalterable determination,
that love and purity shall be the prime
characteristic of every sentient being
in all his moral empire. He never will
compromise holiness, or yield one ray
of its glory from his brow. Whereever the eye of His omniscience penetrates, whatever responsible being resists the universal sway of His holiness-His law in all its claims, must
encounter the fire of his Infinite displeasure. He never can change. All
that is unlike God, must itself change,
or suffer the consequences of a contest
with the Infinite.
The world is opposed to God. Man
is fallen and unholy. By nature he
has no common sympathy with God.
The whole force of his inclination is the
opposite of what the law of God requires. God may have mercy on a
wicked world and spare it for a time;
but, He can never change His character so as to harmonize with it. He
may institute a way of salvation, by
which individual men maybe redeemed
from the fall and brought to harmonize
with His holiness; but He can give
them no salvation without bringing
them into harmony with His holiness.
He may bridge the gulf of moral dis-

THE "IRREPRESSIBLE CONFLICT."

tance between himself and fallen men
by the mysterious, glorious atonement.
So that man may travel over the awful
void and harmonize with God; but He
can never come down in his character
towards that of a sinful world to harmonize with man.
All saved men are made harmonious
with God. They are in full sympathy
with him. They know Him and themselves. They recognize, as never before.they became saved men, the irreconcilable difference of spirit between
God and a fallen world. They hate
sin; they love holiness. Th.ere is no
longer a harmony between them and
the world. They are all harmonious
with God, angels, and the redeemed ;
but, intensely opposed to all that opposes God.
Can a company of men, called a
Christian Church, composed in part of
those who have the Spirit of God, and
in part of those who have the spirit of
the world, live and work together in
the labor of the Lord, harmoniously,
without a change on either
To
effect such a result, is the almost universal attempt of the ecclesiastical organizations of the present age. Theimpossibility of the supposed harmony
m-ay be seen in the light of gospel principles.
1. The .Spirit of God and that of the
world can never harmonize.
2. Men who are of God have the
Spirit of God. Their sympathies and
their actions are in accordance with the
mind of God.
3. The spirit of the world is in direct
antagonism to the Spirit of God. "The
carnal mind is enmity against God."
The world will resist every movement
of God to set up and a.dvance His kingdom, and establish righteousness in the
earth.
4. The men of the world are in full
sympathy with the world. "
that
will be the friend of the world 1s the
enemy of God." Hence, the impossibility of a harmony of spirit between
saved men and those not saved, is obvious.
Men of the world will never do the
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Lord's work. They may appear to be
much engaged in promoting the cause of
God, but the real motive, the true cause
of their actions, is something radically
different from an enlightened purpose
to do the work of the Lord. They
have no hearty intention of bringing
mankind to submission and full sympathy with all the mind of God; God
living, reigning, loving, all through the
soul of man ; God speaking, planning,
acting, in all the activities of the outer
man, is a conception too pure and glorious for men of
the world. Yet'
.·
nothing less than the realization of this
glorious conception in human experience, is the true object of the work of
the Lord. Christ will reign on earth
as He reigns in Heaven. All men who
have His spirit must labor to extend
His kingdom, to bring human hearts
into full submission to His sway. Men
not in sympathy with God will never
do this work. Their highest aims terminate in self. The gi·atification of
some constitutional propensity or sentiment is the limit of all that they will
do. They never think of losing sight
of self and letting Christ be all in all.
The men who have the spirit of Jesus
will labor to promote the real work of
God according to the best intelligence
which they have. They constantly desire only the holy, perfect will of God.
Their souls are in loving harmony with
God. They will labor to promote the
same object which Jesus died and lives,
intercedes, and reigns to promote. They
will not be diverted from this to some
other object.
The more fully the Spirit of Christ
takes possession of His people, the
more vigorous is their contest with the
world. Christ is intensely desirous of
bringing a lost world to himself. He
is intensely opposed to all sin. The
. whole force of His Infinite might moves
in the direction of saving the lost, and
of bringing them into entire harmony
with all the mind of God. As men are
brought in harmony with Him, they
feel the same hatred of sin-the same
love for souls-the same concern for
the lost-the same intense anxiety thai
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men should be brought into harmony
with all the mind of God. Hence, the
boldness, energy, ardor and perseverance, with which they contend against
the spirit of the world, increase with
the depth of their union with Christ.
The more of the Spirit of Christ a man
has, the more he feels as Christ feels.
The wider a man is removed from sympathy with the world, the more violent
will be the conflict of spirit between
him and the world. " Marvel not if
the world hate you; it hated me before
it hated you." " If ye were of the
world, the world would love its own,
but, because ye are not of the world,
therefore, the world hateth you."
It is the purpose of God to redeem
the earth tC> himself. He has undertaken it; and He will accomplish His
purpose. The earth is promised to the
Son as his inheritance. He must reign
till He triumphs over all. The conflict will wax hotter and hotter, till the
harps of God proclaim the final victory
of Emanuel, and Jesus stretches forth
His sceptre as King of Kings and Lord
of Lords. The opposition of spirit between the men of God and the men of
the world, can never be less. Deep in
the nature of man, the nature of the
wicked world, and the nature of God,
is laid the foundation of the " irrepressible conflict." It has been a conflict
ever since the plan of redemption has
operated in the world, and cannot cease
till the Triumphant Son has put all
enemies under His feet. With the
Almighty infusing His own Spirit and
power into His followers, and leading
them forward against the world; and,
with the world in irreconcilable hostility against God, there is no possibility of a peace, till the day that it is
proclaimed in Heaven, "The kingdo:ws
of this world have become the kingdoms of our Lord and of His Christ;
and He shall reign forever."
The world will never cease to fight
against God, while any strength remains in it to continue the conflict. It
is its nature to fight God. " The carnal mind is enmity against God." It
is the nature of God's Spirit to hate

sin. The men in whom God's Spirit
reigns are in love with holiness and in
enmity with sin. They must be so by
an unalterable law of their nature.
Hence, the conflict is irrepressible. It
cannot cease. No power in Heaven,
earth, or hell, can stop it. It is daily
culminating to its glorious consummation. The Sun of Righteousness is
rising to annihilate earth's darkness and
shine forever.
Every effort to quiet agitation will
prove a failure. The men of God will
never cease from their efforts to carry
on the real work of God. The desire
to quiet agitation implies that the mind
is not in enlightened sympathy with
God. God is the originator of the conflict. A soul in harmony with Him
goes heartily with him to the very
heat of the strife, never desiring that it
should be less till victory turns on the
Lord's side.
The conflict will drive the men of
God nearer to God', and the men of the
world to fortifv themselves more and
more in the
of the world.
God'.s people will become holier and
more like God; and the men of the
world will develop, more than ever,
their unlikeness to God. Those who,
at the present time, oppose the work
of God-the promotion of holinesswill go farther and farther away from
the principles of the gospel. They
have taken a position against God,
and the contest will drive them to
strengthen themselves by becoming
more and more grouned in their first
principle, which is deadly hostility
against God. The history of the Christian Church is full of examples of apostacy, wreck and ruin, which began by
opposition to what was supposed to be
unimportant matters, but, which were,
truly, the works of God. When a
man sets himself to oppose the works
of God, he Ii ttle thin ks where he will
end ; but, unless he retrace his steps,
he is sure to go far into the " gall of
bitterness and the bond of iniquity."
The nature of the conflict is spiritual.
It is to be decided whether the power
of darkness, on the one hand, shall
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reign to the depravation and ruin of
man's entire being; or, whether, on the
hand, God shall reign to his salvat10n, and elevate him morally, intelphysically, to that positi?n that will be pleasing to God. The
victory is sure. Jes us shall rei crn on
earth and in Heaven God
all
His faithful follower; will share with
Him the victory and triumph and glory,
and rest forever and ever. There are
toils, sufferings, conflicts and strucrrrles
here, but treasures and perfect hlessedness forever afterwards. Poverty,
scorn and death are for us in the militant state, but robes, palms, crowns
and thrones when we triumph with the
Lord. 0, for a greater baptism of
THE SPIRIT to at-m us, nerve us, inspire
us, as we press on in the IRREPRESSIBLE CONFLICT.

SEED TO THE SowER.-There are two
ways of treating the seed. The botanist splits it up, and discourses upon its
curious characteristics; the simple husbandman eats and sows; sows and eats.
Similarly there are two ways of treating the gospel. A critic dissects it·
raises a mountain of debate about
structure of the whole, and the relation of its parts; and wh0n he is done.
with his argument, he is done. To him
the letter is dead; he neither lives on
it himself, nor spreads it for the good
of his neighbors. He neither eats nor
sows. The disciples of Jesus, hungering for righteousness, take the seed
whole; it is bread for to-day's hunger
aud seed for to-morrow's supply.

THE AW AKE NI NG.
BY JAMES G. CLARK.

See them go forth like floods to the ocean t
Gathering might from each mountain and
glen,
Wider and deeper the tide of devotion
Rolls up to God from the bosoms of' men.
Hear the great multitude mingling in chorus,
Groan as they gaze from their crimes to the
sky,
''Father, the midnight of death gathers o'er us,
When will the dawn of redemption draw
nigh?"
''Look on us, wanderers, sinful and lowly,
Struggling with grief and temptation below
Thine is the goodness in everything holy,
•
Thine is the mercy to pity our woe.
Thine is the power to cleanse and restore us,
Spotless and pure as the angels on high,
Father, the midnight of death gathers o'er us,
When will the dawn of redemption draw
nigh?"
Gray hairs and golden youth, matron and
maiden,
Lovers of Mammon, and followers of fame,
All with the same solemn burden are laden,
Lifting their souls to that One mighty name.
"Wild is the pathway that surges before us,
On the broad waters the black shadows lie,
Father, the midnight of death gathers o'er us,
When will the dawn of redemption draw
nigh?"

Lo I the vast depths of futurity's ocean,
Heave with Jehovah's mysterious breath,
Mortals, press on, while the deep is in motion,
Jesus is walking the waters of death.
.Angels are mingling with men in the chorus,
Rising like incense from earth to the sky,
"Father, the billows grow brighter before us,
IF we duly join faith and works in
Heaven, with its mansions, eternal draws
all our preaching, we shall not fail of
nigh."

a blessing. But of all preaching,
what is usually called Gospel preachPuRITY, soberness, distributing onr
ing is the most useless, if not the most
mischievious; a dull, yea, or lively property amongst the poor are nothing,
harangue, on the sufferings of Christ, without love. Satan trembles to see
in us that true, lowly love which we
as salvation by faith, without strongly
bear to one another ; he grudges us
inculcating holiness. T see, more and
this harmony, for we thus display that
more, that this naturally tends to drive
which he himself was not able to reholiness out of the world.-J OHN
tain.-GREGORY.
WESLEY.
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THE CAUSE.
BY M. H. FREELAND,

TuE question is not unfrequently
asked, " Why do so many turn back
after commencing a life of devotion to
God?" The answers to this question
have been as various as the minds that
have given it their serious consideration. Our Calvinistic brethren give as
their final reply, "They never were
converted, else they would have continued faithful. God never commences
a work without finishing it." But they
forget, meanwhile, that the great work
of individual salvation is subject to
human volition; that God never resorts
to coersive measures when dealing with
the human will. That the answe:r given
by those of the Calvinistic school, is,
however, true to a very considerable
extent, must be admitted by every carefu.l observer. For, undoubtedly, multitudes who are gathered within the
pale of the Christian Church during
seasons of revival, have never known
the joys of pardoned sin, no conclusive
evidence having ever been given by
them of a radical change of heart-of
their being new creatures in Christ
Jesus. 'Tis . true that, while the tide
of revival influence is high, they float
along with the current and seem to
know something of the saving power
of grace; but no sooner does the time
of testing come, than it is found they
have no root in themselves, and they
quickly wither away. But it is not exclusively to this class that we allude
when speaking of those who turn back,
but also, and more particularly, to
those who actually experience a knowledge of sin forgiven-of pardon sealed.
For we believe it is possible for a saved
soul to fall into sin and thus become
alienated from God and be lost to all
eternity. Nor would we restrict our
inquiries to those who have barely become experimentally acquainted with
the first principles of the Gospel, as it
is a sad fact that individuals have fallen
from a state of grace far in advance of
justification. There is, undoubtedly,

one cause more than any other that oecasions the fearful apostacy from the
real life of God in the soul, everywhere
so painfully visible. While mioor
causes exist, this stands preeminen.t
.
. .
.
'
viz. : resting in present attainments.
Here lies the " Enchanted Ground"
where Bunyan's Pilgrim fell asleep and
lost his roll. There is no such thing
as attaining such a state of religious
experience in this life as leaves no more
enemies to be overcome, no more victories to be gained. Infinite as its originator, the glorious scheme of redemption provides an inexhaustible
store for the constantly increasing capacity of finite beings. And to suppose one's cup of bliss complete in the
hour of conversion, or at any subse.
quent period, is to suppose the infinite
can be exhausted by the finite. But
absurd as such a supposition may appear in theory, it is taught, practically1
to an alarming extent. Bible religion
is something that cannot be retained
without constantly increasing. It is diffusive in its nature, and as naturally
tends to permeate the entire being of
its possessor, as does the leaven hid
in three measures of meal to leaven the
whole lump. It is of the utmost importance that individuals just commencing in the service of God, should be
well informed at this point. How, often we hear the remark, "I supposed,
when I was converted, there was nothing more to be done or suffered, only
to rejoice in God all the day long.
Hence, when temptations came, they
found me all unprepared to meet them,
and before I was aware, I cast away
my confidence and became an easy prey
to my subtle foe." What need of
nursing fathers and mothers to instruct
the babes!
Nor is it less important for those
just entering the land of rest from inbred sin, the land of perfect holiness, to
be well instructed at this very point.
It is so natural to suppo:se all is gained
with this important victory, that very
many stop on the shores of Jordan,
instead of going up to possess the goodly land before them. Hence their ex-
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perience becomes stereotyped in its
character, and is destitute of that freshness and vigor it once possessed. As
we look around do we not find many
of this class among those professing
holiness. There is a deplorable lack
of power evidenced in all they do.
Their testimonies seem to savor of the
manna gathered over night. Unlike
St. Paul, they count themselves to have
apprehended. Nor do they leave the
things that are behind and press forward to the things that are before. The
Apostle was found reaching forward,
hence he was able to say he had kept
the faith. The Bible standard is, " to
be filled with all the fullness of God."
Where then is the end? " Be not
drunken with wine wherein is excess,
but be ye filled with the Spirit." But
let an individual begin to take possession of the legacy bequeathed to him
in the Word of God, and Satan comes
up at once and whispers the caution,
" You are going too fast." Indeed, this
caution is repeated at every successive
step, and almost invariably through the
instrumentality of a professor of religion. Ah, what multitudes have relaxed their exertions, and gradually fallen into a state of luke-warmness by
yielding to this suggestion!
Who believes the Bible? Who
takes that sacred book as the will of
God to them? Such truths as have
been tested by our fathers are received;
but what an inclination there is to reject what we have not seen tested by
actual experience. We read that the
records there are for examples to those
who follow after ; but let any one
teach, for instance, that the faith experienced by the ancient worthies, as recorded in the eleventh of Hebrews, is
still attainable, how quick the cry of
" fanaticism " will be heard in response,
and that, too, by many who have
known much of the deep things of God.
But the Apostle did not teach thus; on
the contrary he taught that God had
provided some better thing for us, i. e.,
for those under the Gospel dispensation. There is, however, great reproach
inseparably connected with receiving

by faith all Jesus has died to purchase.
It
something to be saved, to be
sanctified wholly, body, soul and spirit,
and to be preserved blameless unto the
coming of our Lord. Mr. Bramwell,
a man rarely equaled in depth of experience says, "I am persuaded many
turn back after receiving the cleansing
touch, and the cause generally is their
not determining to receive the whole."
Let us beware how we set down anything as fanatical that bears the broad
seal of God's eternal truth, for in so
doing we shall invariably find the light
waning in our own souls as a result.
Let ns not make void the law through
tradition. God cannot deny himself.
" Give kind words to all," says .Bramwell, " but tarry for none." The standard of Bible religion has been fearfully lowered during the ages past; and
nothing but a faith that
" Laughs at impossibilities,
And cries ' it shall be done,' "
\Vill eYer enable the friends of Jesus to
raise it again. Let the same stamp of
salvation be enjoyed as was possessed
in the early age of the Christian Church,
and the same determined opposition
will, undoubtedly, be made to it by the
hosts of hell. And will any other
stamp of salvation, or a less degree of
it than that which the early Christians
possessed, ever redeem the world from
the dominion of Satan to Jesus Christ?
Let us not forget that we live in the
dispensation of the Holy Ghost, ushered in by the day of Pentecost. The
power then felt and retained for centuries by the Church, is the power we
need in this age of infidelity and spurious religion, to meet the devil with.
Who can scripturally assert that the
Holy Ghost is a less efficient agent today than eighteen centuries ago? Ah,
follower of Jesus !-professed Pilgrim
to Canaan !-the inheritance is yours,
all yours. You and I may be filled
with faith and the Holy Ghost. Glory
be to God.

" Faith, mighty faith, the promise sees,
And looks to th1.1t a.lrine,
Laughs at impossibilities,
And cries 'it skall be d01ie.' "
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SELF EXAMINATION.
BY FLAVEL.

agreement that I shall not be harmed
by any man for so doing. I'll risk the
gods, but I dare not risk you.' The
crowd dropped off and let him go.
Brother Hu Long-Mi, our first Chinese
itinerant, stated that last Sunday, while
in the country preaching to our little
class of church members, his heart sank
within him to see the multitude working in the fields, in all directions, where
his message could not reach them. Soon
a violent thunder shower came up and
drove many of them into the house
where he was preaching. He made
them sit down, and for once he preached to a large congregation of them."

It will never repent you that you have
prayed and mourned, that you have
trembled and feared, that yon have
lilearched and tried; nay, it will never repent you, that God has tried you by
thousands of sharp affiictions and deep
1mflerings, if after all, your sincerity may
be fully cleared up to the satisfaction of
your soul: for, in the same day in which
your sincerity shall be cleared, your
title to Christ will be made as clear to
your soul as your sincerity is. You
may then go to the promises boldly,
H YPOCRISY.-Let all that profess reand take your own Christ into the arms ligion be uniform and steady in the
of your faith and say, "My Beloved is profession and practice of it without
mine and I am his." Yea, you may politic reserves and by-ends. 0, take
be confident that it shall be well with heed of this Laodicean neutrality and
you in the judgment of the great day, indifferency which Christ hates. Be
for "God will not cast away the up- sure your ground be good, and then be
right man." If his word clears you sure you stand your ground. The renow, it cannot condemn you then.
ligion of time-ser'\f"ers is but hypocrisy.
0, what an ease it is to the soul when They have sluices in their consciences
the fears and doubts that hang about which they can open or shut as occait are gone-when a man sees what he sion requires. Every fox will at least
is, and what he has in Christ and the have two holes to his den, that if one
promises-what he has to do, even to be stopped he may escape at the other.
2pend the time between this and heaven The hypocrite poises himself so evenly
in admiring the grace of God that has in a mediocrity, that-as it was said by
delivered him from the ruining mis- Baldwin, " Let Antony win, let Augus·
takes and miscarriages by which so tus win, all is one;" so, let Christ win,
great a part of the professing world are or let antichrist win, he hopes to make
lost to all eternity.
every wind that can blow serviceable to
to waft him to the port of his own interest. The hypocrite has always more
CHINA.-Dr. Wentworth writes, un- of the moon than of the sun, little
der date of April 24th, 1860: "Brother light, many spots, and frequent changes.
Lo Ting, while preaching in the streets It is easier to him to bow to the cross,
of the city ( Fuh Chau) \Vas surrounded than to bear the cross ; to sin, than to
by a crowd of Chinese, who said : 'You suffer .-FLAVEL.
say you are not afraid of idols; we will
AM I sincerely resolved to follow
now take you to a temple and you shall
break one of the idols to pieces, and Christ and holiness at all seasons, how·
then we shall see whether it has not ever the aspects of the times may be
-power to revenge itself.' While they towards religion? Or do I carry my·
were hurrying him along with insults self so warily and covertly as to shun
and derisive shouts, he said: ' I do not all hazards for religion, having a secret
fear your idols of wood and stone, and reserve in my heart to launch out no
mud, and will show you that I do not further than I may return with safe.ty,
by smashing any number of them to contrary to the practice and resolution
pieces if you will give me a written of upright souls?
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that veteran of the cross, Rev. Asa Abell, wrui
one of the most eloquent and powerful we
ever listened to. The services throughout
BY THE EDITOR.
were eminently spiritual. A good number of
BERGEN CAMP :MEETING.
conversions took place, and many sought and
Five years ago when Rev. L. Stiles was obtained the blessings of a clean heart ; and
Presiding Elder of Genesee District, we pur- the graces of believers generally, were quickchased in Bergen, Genesee Co., N. Y., twen- ened. Eternity alone can unfold the amount
ty-five acres of laud, the most of which was of good that was done.
The best of order generally prevailed.
covered with magnificent forest trees of primeval growth, for a Camp Ground. Mr. Stiles This we have found to be almost always the
and ourself became personally responsible for case where God's Spirit has worked in power.
the payment thereof. By some effort, w.ith The multitude as they came upon the ground,
the efficient agsistauce of Seth M. Woodruff seemed awe-struck, listened with attention
anJ. Rev. A. Hard, we succeeded, in a short and, at the close of the services, departed
time, in getting enough pledged to cancel our silence. Almost the only instances of a wilobligation. The most of these pledges have ful departure from becoming decorum that
been met, leaving only from one to two hun- have come to our knowledge, have been, we
are sorry to say, among those Methodist mindred dollars yet unpaid.
The annual C<i.mp Meetings upon this isters, whose object in attending, seems to bs
ground, have all been seasons of deep religious to obtain material which will enable a wild
interest. Here thou':lands of fluctuating imagination by misrepresentation, exaggeraChristians have been led on into the higher tion, and false coloring, to so mould over and
grades of Christian experience, and have had paint, as to throw contempt npon the whole
proceedings. It took a fallen arch-angel to
their wavering minds
make a devil i and it takes a backslidden min" Settleil and fixed
ister to ridicule meetings which God honors
With all the weight of love."
with the salvation of souls. It is with the
The meeting this year was thought by hope of preventing, in the future, conduct
many to be the most profitable one ever held disgraceful alike to the ministry and the
upon this ground. There were, it is estima- Church that we pen these remarks.
ted, at least. one hundred tents, most of them of
ST. CHARLES C.A.MP l\IEETING.
large size. We notice that from year to year,
From Bergen a company of seven of us
there is an increase, on the whole, in the size of
the tents. Nearly every tent is a prayer tent. went via the N. Y. Central, Lake Shore, and
It is found that much more good is accom- Mich. Southern R. R's to Chicago, on our way
plished in this way than by setting apart a to attend this meeting. We had a pleasant
few exclusively for religious services. The time on the cars. We cheerfully commend
tents were unusually well filled. On the Sab- this route to any of our friends at the west
bath the attendance was very large. It desirous of visiting the east, or vice versa.
would seem as if the whole of the densely The track was in good condition, the cars conpopulated country, with its thriving villages venient, and the running up to time. In all
for twenty miles around, turned out en masse. our travels we find no Rail Road that we
There were probably ten thousand persons on think is quite so pleasant and safe to travel
on as the New York Central. There is a
the ground.
The preaching was in demonstration of the double track all the way from Buffalo to AlSpirit and in power. There was no attempt bany, and these are always kept smooth and
at display, no historical or philosophical essays in fine order. The cars are all that could be
were read, no studied declamation upon the desired, and the conductors uniformly courtegreatness and power of the Church, but point- ous and obliging. Such is the skillful manblank shots were sent from the stand day af- agement of this road, that accidents are of
ter day, to the hearts and consciences of the rare occurrence.
We found the Camp Meeting located about
hearers. The sermon Sabbath morning from
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a mile from Wayne Station on the Galena
road, thirty-five miles west of Cliicago. It
was held in a fine grove, owned by brother
James Laughlan, who not only generously gave
tbe use of the ground, but kindly entertained
us, and a host besides. There was about
thirty tents upon the ground - the largest
number several informed us, that they had
seen of late years at a Western Camp Meeting. As we came upon the ground, we
plainly perceived that God was among the
people. At once we· felt at home. Strangers are brought nigh by the blood of Christ.
Dr. Redfield, whose labors for the promotion
of holiness have been greatly blessed in
Northern Illinois, had charge of the meeting.
He was assisted by as promising a body of
young ministers as we ever saw togethermen of grace, gifts, and physical vigor, who
will yet leave their mark for good upon the
world. Here, as at Bergen, God carried on
his work in power. The people were in
earnest, and they were blessed accordingly.
Many entered into the rest of perfect love.
as much good was accomplished as at
any Camp meeting we ever attended. At different times there were marked displays of
$he Divine presence. One evening in particular, the power of God rested upon the congregation in awful grandeur. Conviction was
general, and the altar was filled with weeping
penitents, agonizing in prayer for deliverance
from sin. Some of the most interesting cases of conversion occurred, that we ever witnessed. Two young men who came upon the
ground to sell liquor were arrested by the
Spirit of God. Loud and earnest were their
cries for mercy. Soon, he who delights to
save the chief of sinners, came to their relief,
spoke peace to their souls, and made them unspeakably happy in the assurance of sins forgiven.
One young man, converted on the evening
when the power of God came down in such a
wonderful manner, was indeed a miracle of
saving grace. In relating his experience he
said in effect, as nearly as we can recollect" My mother was a pious woman. She often
prayed for me, but I became very wicked.
I wandered far fr.om God. Last year I joined
a company that went to Battle Hill in Canada,
to dig for enchanted gold. The gold, it is said

was buried with magic rites in the revolutionary war. To get it we were told that we
must burn the Bible, and sell ourselves body
and soul to the devil. I consented. I went
to a sister's and a borrowed a Bible and
stood by anu saw it burned. I have been
upon the very verge of hell. But O, the
infinite mercy of God. He has had pity upon
me, and pardoned my sins." His narrative was interrupted by floods of tears. No
one who listened could doubt the genuineness
of his conversion, or sufficiently adore that
grace which had snatched him as a brand
from hell.
LETTER FROM DR. BOWEN.
The following letter from that veteran of the
cross, Dr. BOWEN, we lay before our readers
with his consent. If all our aged ministel'Bi
who mourn over the worldly Spirit that
claims control of the church, would thus boldly
speak out, the best results would follow. God
bless those who are "valiant for the truth!"
Dear Br.other BOBERTS:-I have not for.
gotten the very kind and respectful invitation
you gave me, soon after the "Earnest Ohristian" started its eventful career, to become a
contributor to its columus ; and though I have
not found time to do it, on account of an unusual press of other matters, hitherto, yet, as I
am 'beginning to be a little relieved about these
days, I shall soon, I trust, be able to send you
something.
If there ever was a time when there was oc·
casion for the friends of " Christianity in
earnest," to rally around that only evangelical
and saving form of religion, and plead its wan·
ing cause, we have unhappily fallen upon that
period. "How bas the gold become dim, and
the most fine gold changed." "Yea, truth
faileth; and he that departeth from evil rnaketb
himself a prey." I am glad, Brother ROBERTS,
that God has thrust you out into this field: nol
that there was any occasion for it, or that some
of your brethren should have been the guilty
instruments of bringing it about; but that you
have been led, in the order of Providence, to
imi;irove the occasion which has arisen to proclaim an earnest Christianity to the people.
I like the "Earnest Christian." I like ii
much. It is the very thing for the times. Its
matter and manner, its spirit and style, iti
character and course, so congenial with ita ob·
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ject and title, must open its way into a wide
circle of inquiring readers, and render it an
efficient instrumentality in advancing the cause
of holiness. Its adaptation to meet an important demand of the times in which we livetimes when the manifestations and spirit of
religion are being restricted to mere forms, and
even these tied down to the Procrustean bedstead of " Church order," could scarcely be
exceeded. We are fast approximating a state
of things, in which the prevalence of clerical
pride and profligacy and forgetfulness of God,
must call for another Wesleyan revival. And
who, or what is to be the in11trument of inaugurating and carrying forward such a work?
Officialism will never do it. There is nothing
in its boasted "law and order, its famous conferences and councils, its mighty self-magnified, wonder-working prestige, that can bring
us back to our primitive simplicity and purity
of life. We must have a live man, and a
pure press, to lead the van; "and who knoweth whether thou art come to the throne 11 of
obloquy and roartyrdom-"for such a time as
this?" There must be a breaking away from
forms and authorities-a plunging into the
simplicity and spirit of the pure Gospel-however "irregular, 11 or "contumacious " it may
appear, and a relying on God alone for the
accomplishment of the great ends and purposes of the Christian ministry. An unshackled
ministry, and a press independent, must be
put in requisition, even in defiance of "the
powers that be," if necessary, or Popery will
take the world.
Affectionately Yours,
ELIAS BOWEN.
CA.LL FOR HELP.

Tm; following letter, coming from a distant
place and from an entire stranger, we give to
our readers. It will encourage earnest Christians to learn how the Spirit is moving upon
honest hearts in different sections of the country. We have made arrangements for a
preacher to go to the place referred to, and we
shall expect soon to hear of a gracious revival
of God's work there.
B. T. ROBERTS:
Dear Brother in Christ:-Tbough an entire
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stranger to you, I have been led to address you
by letter. I saw in the Indepenrlerd an account
of your trial and expulsion from the Methodist
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Episcopal Church, which most deeply interested me, while it excited my feelings of sympathy in your behalf. At this you will not be
surprised, when I make known the fact that
not many months previous I had been silenced
by the Minister in meeting, (a meeting for
prayer and speaking,) for speaking as the Spirit
gave me utterance. I was urging holiness
upon God's people who were carnal, and who
I knew were hedging up the way of a revival.
This being the second time I had been silenced,
I was led to unite, with one other who was one
ia spirit with me, in holding meetings where
we could be free. From that period to the
present, we have kept up our meetings, and in
all weathers, have met three times each week
r
the Lord meeLing with us in power. We are
still members of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, but we have come out from her sins,
and no doubt would be expelled if we should
speak as formerly in the Church. I have been
charged with breaking up revivals even, by
my prayers; so Lthought the path of duty led
me to pray whei-e such charges could not be
made. Last winter I saw in the North-West.
ern Christian Advocate an account of a Minister holding meetings in St. Charles, Illinois,
and heard, through the Earnest Christian, fur·
ther particulars concerning this meeting, which
set me on fire, and made me thank God and
take courage. I involuntarily exclaimed, after reading the article in the Advocate, "These
are my people-I am one of them." An.d, by
further reading of your excellent paper, I am
confirmed in what I then believed. But, to be
brief, I will say that about two months since,
this sister and I engaged a house to hold our
meetings in, having previously held them at
our own houses alternately. The school houser
at which we now hold our meetings, is in the
centre of the town, and on Main street. There
we meet and pray, and there talk as directed
by the Holy Spirit. Our meetings are well attended, and the number is increasing at each
succeeding meeting. .A.nd I am now assured
that if one of your Ministers were to come to
this place and hold a meeting, there would be a
most glorious revival of religion. The people
are hungry for the truth-yes, starving for itmany of them so much so as to listen with
manifest interest even to a weak and stammering woman. The meetings are so largely at·
tended, and there is such apparent eagerness to
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hear that I feel bewildered with the responsibility; yes, overburdened-and I write to you
for help. Could you not send us a Minister?
If you know of one who could make the s1crifice of coming to this place, and you would
direct him to come, I will say his reward will
be sure, both temporal and spiritual. The
Church here is dead, as a body, spiritually, and
seems likely to remain so. The smooth sermons
that are preached are evidently hardening the
people, and unless sinners all around are
reached through some other instrumentality,
they will remain unsi:i,ved. I regard the people called N azarites as reformers of the genuine
stamp, and believing so, as I have for years
past, that a reformation is needed in all the
Churches, I am anxious to have one visit this
community and labor. In writing to you, I
am not insensible to the fact that it could
scarcely be expected that you should, upon the
suggestion of an entire stranger, take the responsibility of sending a Minister to this pla.ce.
But wil.h all the probabilities against your
doing so, I thought I would make the effort,
and I would be clear. I have ·been a traveler
in the King's Highway for the last seven years,
and feel experimentally the power of Jesus'
blood to cleanse from all sin. Believing you to
be spiritually minded, and consequently in a
special sense led by the Spirit, I have an unwavering confidence that in the matter under
consideration you will be led right, and if no
Minister comes, I shall think it is all right, believing that the Lord will show you your duty.
I praise my Redeemer that He condescends to
teach me and make known His will to me in
all matters with which I have any concern,
a.nd so He does to all who follow Him and
who walk in the light. Pray about this, my
brother, and all will be right. I feel that I
am a sheep without a shepherd, and there are
many such these perilous times. Please write
me a letter ; I shall be so thankful to you for
any instruction or advice.
Sincerely yours, in the bonds of Christian
love.
E. E. B.
FREE METHODIST CHURCH JN BUFFALO.
BUT few are aware of the religious destitution that prevails in our cities. The prevailing
rage for splendid Churches, with the pews
rented or sold, has the effect of driving the
ma&les from the House of God altogether.

The Buffalo (Jhristian Advocate said in 1856I
and thiags have not materially changed for the
better since, "We have in Buffalo about forty
Protestant Churches. 'rhese reach, and iuflu.
en.ce more or less, about twenty thousand of
our eighty thousand people. This leaves
sixty thousand either unprovided for, or to
Catholic influence. It may be safe to calculate
that forty thousand of our inhabitants at.
tend no place of worship whatever."
*
" Thousands do not attend any of our
ant Churches, for the simple reason that 00
sittings are desigm1ted for them. Our sauctu.
aries are built for the few, and not for the
many. Pews rented and sold ever alienate
the masses from the place of worship." Just
think of this I FORTY THOUSAND of the inhabit·
ants of Buffalo who 'attend no place of worship
whatever I" One great cause is the want of
FREE CIIRCHES. Thus, while we are making a
great ado about the conversion of the heath.en
abroad, it would seem that they are growing
up by the thousand under the very shadow
of our magnificent, tall- steepled, aristocratic
Churches I "Sittings may be designated" in a
pewed Church for those who have not the in·
clination or ability to pay for one, but who is
willing, by occupying them, to advertise,
from Sabbath to Sabbath, his poverty or indif.
ference?
In reference to the spiritual condition of the
Churches, the same paper said, in March, 18591
in an article headed " Religious Interest in
Buffalo: "We have none; we have no more
than is usual through the year. We do not
intend to convey the idea, by the above head·
ing that there is any special movement among
us, or· that there are any very marked efforts
towards getting souls converted, or keeping
those converted who are already in the Church.
The great movement among us, is, we judge,
to determine how far the Church can go back
to the world, and save its semblance to piety,
devotiou and truth. Hence, many, many
Church members have become the most frivolous and pleasure-loving, and folly-taking part
of our town's-people. They love, give and
sustain the most popular worldly amusements,
such as dancing pllrties, card parties, drinking
parties, masquerade and surprise parties, and
have no disposition to come out frvm the
and to be separate from it. All this may be
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seen, read and known in more or less of the
Buffalo Churches."
This is the testimony of an eye-witness. Mr.
ROBIE has, for a long time, been a resident of
Buffalo, and, at the time of writing the above,
he was a local preacher, belonging to one of
the city Churches This is not the testimony
of an old-fashioned Methodist, who might be
regarded as prejudiced-but. of a friend of the
prevailing order of things-one who was
never su8pected of being tainted with " N azariteism."
We send missionaries to Italy and to Turkey. Why? Have they not the gospel? Yes,
Have they no Christian Churches? They have
Churches planted by the Apostles, illu3trated
by the virtues and enriched by the blood of
martyrs. Have they no ministers? They have
a ministry, educated for their office-claiming
their authority by unbroken lineal descent
from Peter, and Paul, and James. Why, then,
do we, at great expense, eend missionaries
there to stir up strife, and awaken persecution?
The reply is, that 'their religion is a mere form,
insufficient to save the soul.' And what better, according to Mr. ROBIE 1 is the Protestant
religion of Buffalo?
1. No very marked efforts towards GETTING
SOULS CONVERTED.

2. Nor to keep SOULS CONVERTED.
3. '' The great movement is to determine how

far the Church can go back to the world and
save its SffiMBLANCE to piety, devotion and
troth." Real piety not at all cared for-its
semblance only is sought.
4. ''Many of the Church members have be-come the most frivolous and pleasure-loving
part of our town's-people."
5. ''They give and sustain dancing parties,
card parties, drinking parties, masquerade and
surprise parties, and have no dispositien to
come out from the world."
Now, we ask, in all candor, are not the devotees of the Greek and Roman Churches quite
as likely to gain Heaven as such Protestants?
Is not a Free Church needed in this city, not
only to reach some of the "forty thousand who
attend no place of worship whatever," but to
elevate the standard of piety among tbe
Churches, and to provoke them to love and
good works?
Our labors in the Church on Thirteenth street,
kindly furnished us by Mr. JESSE KETCHUM,
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have been greatly blessed. Some sixty or
more, we judge, have been converted the past
year-more, we heard it stated by a member
of the Young Men's Christian Union, than in
all the other Churches in the city, in the same
time. The work is still going on. Conversions are frequently occurring. Last Sunday
evening some six adults were forward seeking
religion, and three of these were very clearly
converted. We expect to keep up the meetings on Thirteenth Street, and to drive the battle on there more vigorously than ever. But
this Church is located in the suburbs-some
two miles from the heart of the city. We also
need a location more central.
In accordance with what we believe to be
the will of God, we have purchased a brick
building suitable for a Church. It was formerly used for a theatre. It costs us thirty-five
hundred dollars, and about five hundred dollars will be needed to put it in a proper condition. Towards it we have turned in our house
and lot in Buffalo, valued at fifteen hundred
dollars, leaving us for the present homeless.
We shall give the whole of this, cheerfully, if
needed. For the balance, we depend upon
the liberality of the friends of Jesus. .About
five hundred dollars was paid or pledged at the
Bergen Camp-Meeting. One sister gave a gold
watch chain, and another a gold watch. Two
thousand dollars are still unprovided for. We
can deperid upon but little in Buffalo, as our
friends there are poor. If any of the readers of the Earnest Christian feel that it would
be pleasing to God, we should be glad to have
them send on their contributions for this purpose. .Any sum from one dollar to a hundred,
will be thankfully received. Can you devote
your missionary money to a better object?
For whatever you give in this direction you
may expect a speedy return in a rich harvest
of souls. We trust that those who have
given us pledges, will send on their moneys as
soon as possible, as we have been obliged to
borrow to make the payments, and we need
still more to pay for seats and repairs. Brothers, sisters, on your knees please ask the
question. "Lord, what wilt Thou have me to
do?"
NOTICE FOR CAMP MEETING AND CONVENTION.

.A Camp Meeting will be held at Pekin, Niagara county, N. Y.1 twenty miles north of
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Buffalo, about forty rods from the depot, to
commence on Thursday, 16th of August. A
convention will be held at Pekin, for the pur·
pose of adopting a Discipline for the Free
Methodist Church, to commence at the close
of the Camp Meeting, Aug. 23d. All societies and bands that find it necessary, in order
to promote the prosperity and permanency of
the work of holiness, to organize a Free
Church on the following basis, are invited to
send delegates :
1. Doctrines and usages of primitive Methodism, such as the Witness of the Spirit, Entire Sanctification as a state of grace distinct
from justification, attainable instantaneously
by faith. Free seats, and congregational
singing, without instrumental music in all caiies; plainness of dress.
2. An equal representation of ministers and
members in all the councils of the Church.
3. No slave holding, and no connection with
iiecret oath bound societies.
Each society or band will be entitled to
send one delegate at least; and an additional
one for every forty members. The committee
appointed by the couvention at Bergen, will
meet at Albion, the 15th of Aug. at 9 o'clock
A.M.
WESTERN LAYMEN'S CONVENTION,

Tms was held in Wayne, Du Page County,
Illinois, July 2d, 1860. It was well attended,
and its action was harmonious, interesting and
important. Substantially the same ground of
complaints exists as at the East. Old and reliable members, ofundoubted piety, who have
done as much or more than any others for the
prosperity of the Church, have been expelled
on frivolous pretexts, or read out as "withdrawn," without their consent. The real difficulty is, they are simply old-fashioned Methodists, who cannot in conscience give their support to the peaceable reign of formalism and
worldly policy in their respective Churches.
The following resolution was unanimously
ad'Opted:
Resolved, ''That our attachment to the doctrines,. usages, spirit and discipline of Methodism is hearty and sincere. It is with the most
profound grief that we have witnessed the departure of many of the Ministers, from the Godhenored usages of Methodism. We feel bound
to adhere to them, and to labor all we can, and

to the best possible advantage, to promote th&
life and power of godliness. We recommend
that those in sympathy with the doctrine of
holiness, as taught by WESLEY, should labor
in harmony with the respective Churches to
which they belong; but where this cannot be
done-where they cannot do their duty without continuar strife and contention, we recom.
mend the f-ormation of Free Methodist Churches;
as contemplated by the late Convention held
in the Genesee Conference in the State of New
York."
Some eighteen preachers - most of them
young men of promise-were authorized by
the Convention to go out under its auspices
and labor for the salvation of souls.
It was decided to hold a Camp-Meeting at
Wayne, on the same ground on which it was
held this year, to commence on Wednesday;
the 12th of Jnne, 1861. They also concluded.
to hold one this fall, the time and place to be
hereafter designated. We expect to see great
results from this Convention.
After the Camp-Meeting, we held meetings
at St. Charles, Clintonville, Kishwaukee, Frank·
linville, Marengo, Bonus, Woodstock and Queen
Ann. In each of these places we found large
and attentive congregations, and living Chris·
tians, m earnest to save themselves and others.
God has begun a glorious work in Northern
Illinois. The country is one of the finest we
ever saw. May a revival of pure religion
sweep like fire all over these splendid prairies!
OUR SELECTIONS.

In each number we give short articles, ta·
ken from old standard authors of different de-

nominations. These extracts cost us, generally, quite as much, and often more labor than
would be required to furnish original articles.
But we think it better to let these old divines
speak, than it would be to say the same things
ourselves, even if we were capable of saying
them as well. They show very plainly, th&t
the
religion we are endeavoring
to inculcate is no new thing. We are glad to
see that many of these articles find their way
in the Church papers. We hope they will do
good. In a single paper edited by a regular
minister, we noticed some six arti·
ticles taken from our pages. We tender our
thanks for even this indirect acknowledgrneni
of the merits of the Earnest Chr'istw'I/,.
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SANCTIFICATION NOT IDENTI
CAL WITH REGENERATION.
BY E. BOWEN, D. D.
DEAR BROTHER ROBERTS:

We still hail the arrival of your ex
cellent monthly," The Earnest Chris
tian," with feelings of the liveliest in
terest. The exhibition and advocacy
of Christianity in earnest, or of pure
Wesleyan Methodism, to which it is
pledged and devoted by the very title
it bears, have strikingly characterized
its course thus far, in every suceessive
number. We arc highly gratified to
observe in it both the spirit and the
teachings of our sainted founder. Es
pecially are we pleased with this com
plexion of it at a time when worldli
ness and formalism are becoming so
prevalent in the Church, and our dis
tinguishing characteristics - the ele
ment of "Scripture holiness,"-is fast
falling into disrepute among us.
There was a time when '' holiness to
the Lord," was the motto of our
Church. The pulpit, the social gather
ing, and the private circle, dwelt upon
it as a most delightful theme; a,nd
many among us, both preachers and
people, enjoyed the precious attain
ment of full salvation. Such was em
phatically the case in our own Confer
ence a few years ago. Hamlin, of pre
cious memory, said to me the last time
he visit�d us, that we were the banner
Conference with regard to this sub
ject.
But 0, alas! "Our silver has be
come dross, and our wine mixed with
water." Few are now the witnesses of
perfect love, particularly among the
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ministrY:; an;1 many actually oppose,
_
nay, ridicule 1t, as a matter of fanati
cism and delusion. And this they do,
partly " because they know not the
Scriptures, neither the power of God,"
and partly to keep themselves in coun
tenance in their stand-stillism or
rather in their retrogressive �ove
ments. Shade of Wesley! And has
it come to this? Must thou look
down upon thy own children and see
them trample upon the doctrine of ho
liness as taught by thee, with the clear
est illustration of it in thy long life be
fore their eyes; and the voluminous pub
lished works in which thou hast estab
lished it by the Scriptures, in their
hands? And that too within less than
three-quarters of a century after thy
death? And must thou see them do
all this while they still continue to call
themselves by thy name, and boast
thee as their founder and pattern?
True, our standards of religion, both
doctrinal and experimental, remain un
changed. And an intimation of a de
parture from these old land-marks was
somewhat obscurely given by the
Bishops, in their quadrennial address
at the last general Conference. But no
further notice was taken of it. The
whole matter was passed over as a,
thing of no consequence. We were
not even " advised," to " return to our
first love," or " go on to perfection,"
in fulfillment of our ordination vows.
How strange! How discouraging to
the friends of " Old-fashioned Method
ism ! " And what are we to infer
from all this? In our opinion, the
failure of the General Conference to
rebuke the innovation alluded to in
the address of the Episcopacy, virtu
ally inaugurates the old. Moravian her-
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esy of the identity of entire sanctification with the new birth, as an article of
our creed; and that henceforth little is
to be expected, either from our
preachers, or our press, in support of
the genuine Wesleyan perfection. We
must now look, we cannot help thinking, for real experimental holiness, nay,
for the life and power of religion generally, to be scouted among us as
mere animal excitement, or wild enthusiasm, in the manner of the famous
Genesee Conference "Pastoral," of
which you so justly complained.
But we will not "give up the ship,"
for holiness-the life and soul of our
holy religion-is immortal, and destined to exist forever. "Many waters cam1ot drown it, nor the fires" (of
persecution) "consume it." It is a living, g_uenchless flame, which God himself has kindled in the Church. And
we greatly rejoice, since so little can
be hoped for from our worldly-minded
officialism in "spreading Scripture holiness over the land," or " driving
away the strange doctrine" of the
identity of sanctification with regeneration which has infested our borders
for a while past-we greatly rejoice,
we say, in this view of the state of
things among us-that " The Earnest
Christian" is in the field, "doing battle for the Lord," and nobly laboring,
in connection with a few coadjutors in
the same work, to promote the blessed
cause of a living Christianity, and
bring back a declining Church to her
primitive purity and power, This
" new school Methodism," as you
rightly named it, must be put down;
or the life of the Church will soon become extinct, and " Ichabod will be
written upon our door-posts ! " We
do not draw this gloomy picture of
the Church because we have any pleasure in contemplating her spiritual decline, or feel the least degree of satisfaction in spreading her pitiable condition before the world. Far from it.
" Our heart's desire, and prayer to
God for Israel is, that they might be
saved" from their sins, and from the
calamities that await them on their ac-

count. And to aid in effecting this
most worthy object, we propose in the
few brief paragraphs that shall follow
to exhibit the fallacy of the
by which it is attempted to sustain the
Count Zinzendorf notion of Christian
perfection that she is so greedily drinking in, and to indicate the irrefragable
grounds on which the orthodox or
Wesleyan view of the subject must
forever rest.
For the enemies of holiness to deny
the doctrine, in terms, would be impolitic. All Christian denominations hold
it in some form. They are aware a far
more deadly wound can be given it by
confounding it with regeneration, or
the new birth. Whether they are
aware of it or not, Satan, their great
prompter in this matter, knows that
by arresting the work of grace at the
point of conversion, many will be utterly destroyed. Some, by discovering in themselves "the remains of the
carnal mind," which they had been
taught to believe were wholly extirpa·
ted by the new birth, will be led to
give up their hope altogether ; suppo·
sing that they could not have been converted at all: while others will lose
their justification, and sink into a backslidden state by failing to "go on to
perfection,'' in obedience to the divine command, or to seek an attainment which they imagine they already
possess.
Among the arguments by which the
" new school" di vines attempt to sustain their Moravian theology, those
dawn from the analogy of regeneration
to the natural birth of a child, the perfection of the works of God, and their
own negative experience, are the chief.
A brief examination of these, therefore, will furnish no unfair specimen of
the weakness of their cause.
The arguments drawn from the analogy of regeneration to a natural birth,
they deem conclusive; lugging it in on
all occasions, and proclaiming it as
decisive of the question in dispute.
The idea is, that "the possession
of a perfect human nature by the new·
born child-the full-grown man differ-
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ing from the infant only in the dearee
0
of the developement of his parts and
powers-proves the possession of a
perfect Christian nature by the young
convert-the mature, or perfect Christian, differing from "the babe in
Christ," only in the developement of
his Christian graces. In a word, that
nothing but growth, developement,
expansion, is necessary to constitute
the young convert a perfect Christian;
the same as an "infant of days," a full
grown man. But this argument loses
all its force when viewed in the light
of the following considerations : 1st. Analogy proves nothing any way.
It only serves to illustrate some assumed fact, proposition, or sentiment,
and render it more obvious and intellible to the understanding. 2. It is
never intended to bear at all points, or
to go on all fours, as the expression is ;
but simply to aid us in the discovery,
or presentation of truth, by some particular resemblance which one thing
bears to another-a thing that is well
understood, to one that is obscure and
difficult of comprehension. 3. Though
the analogy of the birth of a child to
the conversion of a soul, be drawn out
or extended to every conceivable point
of resemblance, (which, by the by, no
rules of interpretation or construction
would justify,) still, a distinction between regeneration and sanctification,
rather than their identity with each
other, would be established by the
process ; for there is something to be
removed from the natural child after
it is born into the world-something
that pertains to its pre-existent or unborn condition-and that something,
let it be remembered, unclean, and fatal to the life of the child except it be
taken away, is analogous to " the remains of the carnal mind " in the new
born soul.
The araument drawn from the perfection of° the works of God, is equally
groundless and futile. This argument
runs thus-" What God does, he does
to perfection-not at the halves, but
to perfection, i. e. completely ; finishing it all up at once. Consequently,
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we are saved from all sin, and constituted perfect Christians by the work of
regeneration, or the new birth. Now,
we have no difficulty in admitting the
fact of the perfection of the works of
God ; but we deny the conclusion
drawn from it. The perfection of the
works of God is one thing ; the process by which they are carried on, distinctly another. The work of God in
the creation of the world, was perfect;
but he did not do it all at once. He
was six long days about it-doing it,
so to speak, at the halves or piecemeal. So, time is required, in the divine economy, perhaps days merely, it
may be weeks, or months, to consummate the work of entire sanctification.
Yet, there is perfection, both in the
work, and in the manner of its accomplishment. The perfection of the
works of God does i1ot depend upon
the manner in which they are wrought;
whether it be instantaneous or gradual,
at once or at successive periods, in a
single whole, or in various additional
parts or parcels; only so that the
method employed be adapted to secure the proposed end.
The only remaining argument of our
new divinity teachers, for the identity
of entire holiness with the work of regeneration, which we propose to examine in this article, lies in their own
negative experience, and is easily disposed of. They tell us that " the great
second blessing " we talk of, or the
being cleansed from "the remains of
the carnal mind," subsequently to "a
change of heart," is something they
have never experienced, and therefore
it cannot be true. But this argument, if argument it may be called, is
almost too trifling to be entitled to notice. If it prove anything, it proves
too much. "The world that Heth in
wickedness," has never experienced religion at all. And does this prove
that there is no religon i How then
does the non-experience of the second
blessing, as we call it, prove that there
is no such blessing attainable i That
many among us, perhaps all
maintain the heresy we are opposmg here,
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have never experienced the witness of
perfect love, is too true, we fear; and
lamentable as true. Yet, their negative experience of this attainment, invalidates neither its authority, nor its
importance. It still remains a doctrine of the holy Scriptures, a prominent feature of our beloved Methodism, and an indispensable acquisition
to the candidate for heaven. A fair
specimen of the character and use of
the argument founded on negative experience, may be seen in the following
anecdote : "A Paddy, being accused of
a criminal act, and told that half-adozen witnesses saw him do it, replied, by way of vindicating himself
from the charge, " Indade, and I can
bring twice that number who didn't
see me do it."
It only remains to indicate the
grounds of the doctrine of a clear and
important distinction between the two
states of grace, denominated sanctification and regeneration. We shall
not enlarge here, however, but simply
refer the reader to the Holy Scriptures
and the standard authorities of the
Church, Wesley in particular, with but
a very few accompanying remarks.
If believers are wholly sanctified at
the time, and by the process of regeneration, what mean the following precepts, with many others of the same
kind, addressed to them in the word of
God ? " Let us go on unto perfection"
-"Let us cleanse ourselves from all
filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God."
What mean such promises as the
following : " I will sprinkle clean
water upon you, and ye shall be clean;
from all your idols, and from all your
filthiness will I cleanse you." " His
name shall be called Jesus, for he shall
save his people from their sins."
And why those prayers offered by, and
for believers, for the blessing of full
salvation? " Create in me a clean
heart, 0 God, and renew a right spirit·
within me." " The very God of peace
sanctify you wholly ; and I pray God
your whole spirit and soul, and body,
be preserved blameless to the coming

of our Lord Jesus Christ." "Sanctify them through thy truth; thy word
is truth." Would the inspired penmen employ precepts, and promises
and prayers in reference to a work of
grace which had been superceded by a
previous work upon the heart-a
work already accomplished in the believer?
That our standard authors teach the
doctrine of a distinction between sanctification and regeneration, no one, we
believe, is prepared to deny. They
are all unanimously agreed upon the
subject; and some of them are very
full and explicit.
See Wesley's
"Plain Account " - his sermon on
" Sin in believers "-also one on " Let
us go unto perfection," with here and
there a narrative, a comment, a biographical sketch or allusion scattered
all through his "Works," in which he
has presented the subject in all its various bearings-doctrinal, experimental, and practical-as one of vital importance to the interests of religion.
The cavil that Wesley was not infallible, and therefore we are not bound
to follow him in this matter, does very
little credit either to the head or the
heart of its author. The Scriptures
are infallible, and until we can overthrow his interpretation of these in
the premises, let us be. manly enough
to forbear to attempt to hide our love
of sin under his fallibility. It will be
time enough to reject the doctrine he
so ably advocates and proves, when
we shall have given a better interpretation of Holy Writ upon the question
at issue, and sustained it by better arguments.
We shall only add, that this blessed
Scripture doctrine of the verity and
importance of the great " second blessing," so called, is corroborated by actual experience. " A cloud of witnesses"-of living, intelligent, competent
"witnesses "-have testified their pwn
happy experience of the blessing ; and
what is all the negative experience in
the universe compared to this? They
have borne witness to this delightful
state of grace through a long succes·
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sion of years, some of them-they
have done it in prosperity and in adversity, in sickness and in health, living and dying-and there is no law,
authority, or power, in heaven, earth
or hell, that can impeach their testimony.
PRESUMPTION.
BY J. G. TERRILL.

Definition:
Unreasonable confidence. Webster.
It is not presumption to venture as
far as the word of God will allow ; it
is presumption to refuse to go as far
as the word of God says we must. J esus says, " Whatsoever things ye desire when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them."
John says, "And this is the confidence
that we have in him, that if we ask any
thing according to his will, he heareth
us ; and if we know that he hear us,
whatsoever we ask, we know that we
have the petitions that we desired of
him." Charles Wesley sang :
"If what I wish is good,
And suits the will di vine,

By earth and hell in vain withstood,

I know it shall be mine.
Here then I doubt no more,
But in his pleasure rest;
Whose wisdom, love, anil truth and power,
Engage to make me blest.

When in seekina for any blessing at
the hand of God, the suppliant having
performed the ?onclitions, it is not pre-.
sumption for hlm to take the words of
Jesus and say I receive it now,
'
"throurrh
the blood of the L am b"
.
b
It is presumption for that.one to come
into the presence of Goel. with
idol in his heart, that he is unw1llmg to
aive up. "If I regard iniquity in my
heart the Lord will not hear me."
It is not presumption to cry, " Create in me a clean heart," but it is presumption of the most fearful kind to
nealect
seekinab for it, when we • know
b
t
God's will. It is not presumpt10n o
say "I'll stay here till I get it," but it
is presumption to wilfully go one moGd
' hout it.
.
ment wit
o says, "Nw"
o ,
and we please bim when we say
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"Now." I once saw a man, a n,1m1ster of the Gospel, at the altar, seeking
for the blessing of Holiness. We
staid with him until two o'clock in the
morning; he would not say, "I'll stay
till I get it." Afterwards, he put it
three months ahead; nine have passed,
and he can not claim it.
It is not presumption to "go straight
for God," and leave consequences with
him. It is presumption to run as near
to God as we think it will do, and not
discommode the devil, and then " let
God take care of his own cause."
It is not presumption to offer " to
be a wedge for Jesus," to dare to go
in and throw down the fence that has
been the seat of "trimmers between the
two " for years, but it is presumption
to dare to pass them by, calling "it a
light thing," and not warn them of
their danger.
It is not presumption to dare to
meet the scorn, the contempt of the
worldling, the hatred of the disturbed,
but half awakened Pharisee, the jealousy of the cold-hearted; but it is
presumption to dare to falter for a moment on account of them.
It is not presumption for the minister of the Gospel to say, "Lord I'll
lean on thee:'' but it is presumption to
undertake to handle the edge-tools of
God without his help.
It is not presumption for that young
preacher to throw himself into the
hands of the Lord, and "lay like clay
in the hands of the potter;" but it is
presumption for him, after God has
rriven him a mind, a Bible, and a Holy
Ghost to " lead him into all truth," to
idle away his time by lounging around
until the hour of his appointment
comes, and then think of leaning on
the Lord. You will get hurt.
It is not presumption for the children of Goel, in time of vengeance from
the hand of the Lord to throw themselves like a Moses into the gap, but it
is presumption in time of refreshing
from the hand of God, for any one to
make light of the work, or of those
enO'ao-ed in it, or to get in the way by
bb
·•
M ay Gd
bad
counsel or oppos1t1on.
o
help us. Amen.
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I Is it then, to be united merely in our

0 NE

IN J E S U S.

BY MRS. M. F. KENDALL,

The last prayer of Jesus before he
entered the garden of Gethsemane to
drink the bitter cup of a world1s transgressions, was for those whom the Father had given him. And he adds,
"Neither pray I for these alone, but
for them also which shall believe on
me through their word ; that they all
may be one; as thou, Father, art in
me, and I in thee, that they also may be
one in us; that the world may believe
that thou hast sent me. " I in them,
and thou in me, that they may be made
perfect in one."
0 ! what infinity of love is breathed through this whole prayer! A fit
climax to the gospel scheme, whose
crowning beauty must fill every mind
with the most exalted conceptions of
God's love to man. What could be
done more for us-made one with each
other, and then with the Redeemer,
our blessed Saviour, the Almighty
Father ! And as if this perfection of
all love, was the last effort of Divinity to entrance, and save an unbelieving world, he adds yet again-" that
the world may know that thou hast
sent me, and hast loved them as thou
hast loved me." What inimitable
condescending love !
This plain, simple test-" perfect in
one," was, and is ever to be, then, the
sure mark of the disciples of Jesus,
by which the world may judge of the
reality of their professed faith. And
now in a matter so important, so allabsorbing to those who are intent on
eternal life, let us carefully and honestly enquire.
Jn what are we to " be one .2" Is it
to be one in theory in our doctrinal
views of God's word? If so, but a
tithe of the professed Christian world,
ever were or will be members of the
great family of Christ. All history
and experience contradict this, for we
have the record of a multitude of those
who lived and died in Jesus, belonging
to different branches of the Church.

efforts to save others lost in
No, this is not it, for even among
those who can agree in their theology, there is discord here. And
taking the whole Church, in no one
thing is there greater diversity of
feeling than in this.
Is it to be so united that the worldly
goods of all are held in common ?
Let the results of the many associations am.ong Christians professedly established for this end, answer the question. There have been many " mutual
aid " societies, but who ever heard of
them as a fruit of being one in Jesus.
They were never cemented together by
love to God, as in the old Apostolic
Church, nor did they ever prove to the
world, that their members were " perfect in one." The record of their effects upon Christians, and upon the
world, tells us that they were ever a
most fruitful source of hatred, envy,
and discord.
Ah ! the secret of being " one," lies
not in any one or all of them. It is a
power that no human wisdom can
counterfeit. Men may embrace theories that are perfect, and may make
their views of truth harmonize, while
their hearts are as opposite as the
poles, and full of hatred. They may
band together in great numbers to secure union of effort in carrying out
their plans for making disciples to
their faith, but pride OT self-love
is the main-spring of their zeal, and
the world only beholds a semblance of
union. They may form societies and
raise funds for mutual benefit, but experience proves that here the only
bond of " brotherhood" is a love that
requires some dowry to render the object worthy of being loved or relieved.
Through all these we make a fruitless search for the element which J esus infused into the hearts of those
who left all to follow him. These
were to be one as the Father and the
Son were one-" as thou Father, art in
me, and I in thee "-so "I in them."
This unfolds the whole mystery: Jesus
in its. \Vhen the Son of God is revealed in our hearts we cannot but be

ONE IN JESUS.

one. Does one ask here, how then
are we to know he is in us? We answer by the fruit we bear, as well as
"by the Spirit which he had given us."
And now then as we have ascertained where this :perfection of union
does not exist, let us find if we can
where it does. Who are one in
If we are in Jesus and he in us, our
hearts will unite in love for each other,
and for sinners. So that whatever
doctrines we hold, founded on God's
word, or whatever are our notions of
the best means of saving souls, love
for the perishing, swallows up every
minor consideration, and we have no
room for controversy. United in J esus, no self reigns to the exclusion of
our brother, in gratifying our wants.
We love to share what we have with
those who have not. The end of our
ambition is not to secure position or
enjoyment, or a name, but to further
the cause of God in the earth. To do
this, we can give a farm as soon as a
shilling, when we are convinced God
demands it. We live not unto ourselves, but unto God. When we thus
become one, we put forth as much effort to save the poor as the rich-we
love the bond as well as the free-we
will sacrifice as much to save outcasts,
reckless in sin, as to save genteel sinness. We that are truly one love
those most who bear most of the image of Jesus-we do not love becuuse
we are loved alone, but because we
see that which is to be loved. And
this in no wise excludes that love for
souls which will lead us even to peril
our lives for their salvation. \Ve can
possess and exercise both, in obedience
to that law of the divine mind which
necessarily loves best that which bears
most of its own likeness. We are
one in Jesus who love to bear spiritual
burdens for each other, and for the
work of God. We love to weep with
those who weep and rejoice with those
that rejoice-their griefs are ours, their
joys are ours, and we watch over each
other in love, jealous only lest we
and offend
grieve the Holy
We live to bmld each other up m

Go?.
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Christ, and we rejoice in proportion as
we see the impress of the Master in
each other. No jealousy lest one become more a favorite than ourselves.
"In honor, preferring one another."
We cannot receive honor one of another-we know no titles of distinction, but those God has made. We remember that the nobility of heaven,
are the weak " chosen" to confound
the things that are mighty, and things
which are not to bring to nought the
things that are."
How many of us who profess to be
pilgrims to Mount Zion, bear these
marks of the love which is in Christ
Jes us ? We fear the siftings of reproach and persecution will leave but
a handful, who can be measured by the
standard which Jesus himself raised.
How many are there who are willing
to be counted as the filth and off-scouring of all things-who glory in tribulations-who have gladly suffered the
loss of all things for Jesus' sakewho are ready for stripes and imprisonment-yea, who count not their
lives dear unto themselves, so they may
finish their course with joy? There
are those in these days, bless God! who
can answer these questions, and anS"wer them right. All these things the
Holy Ghost witnesseth they are able
to do, and some of them they have
done, Glory to God in the highest!
And as Jesus said, "The world hath
hated them because they are not of
this world." They are accused of
causing strife and divisions-of dividing families and neighborhoods-of
rending Churches and Conferences-of
casting out devils by Belzebub, the
prince of the devils. But while they
have, in all these things, been learning
how to sympathise with Jesus, in the
dreadful load he bore, they have had
the presence of the promised Comforter to sustain them. Jesus says of
them, " I am glorified in them."
"And the glory which thou gavest me
I have given them, that they may be
one, even as we are one ! " They have
tasted of this glory even here, and
found it bearing the soul far beyond
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the reach of their foes. They love
their enemies. :From the depths of
their souls they can say, "Father forgive them, they know not what they
do." There is love that none but God
can bestow. And then to seal this
glorious union with each other and
with Christ, we have the promise that
we shall be with him, where he is, that
we may behold the glory given him of
the Father. Blessed union, begun on
earth-to know no barrier but sin to
its everlasting growth and perfection !
Exhaustless love !
This is the grace must live and sing
When faith and hope shall cease,
And sound from every joyful string
Through all the realms of bliss.

TRUSTING IN JESUS.
BY

ALFRED SULLY.

Trusting in a Saviour's blood0, my Father, here I pray,
Plunge me in the healing flood,
Cleanse and wash my sins away;
Make, 0 make me pure and white
In that fount that gushed for me,
Fit to be au angel bright,
And to dwell above with thee.
Trusting in a Saviour's loveFather, now I come to thee,
Send to me the heav'nly dove,
Set me from earth's trammels free;
Cleanse my heart and make me pure ;
Give to me a spirit new,
And oh, help me to endure
All on earth I may pass through.
Guide me thro' the valley deep,
Thro' the dark and tangled wood,
O'er the mountain's rugged steep,
Till I come where Jesus stood.
'Till I come to be like him,
Filled with thy own beauteous love,
Freed from every mortal sinFit to dwell with thee above.

HE is happy whose circumstances
suit his temper, but he is more excellent who can suit his temper to any
circumstances.

ARE YOU SAFE?

It is no infallible sign that we are
not ourselves the sons of perdition,
because people regard us as the children of Goel, and beoause our external
deportment seems to justify their opinion. For among those who are respected, and reputed as blameless
characters, among churchmen and
those who are apparently devout, nay,
even among those who frequent the
Lord's Table, may be found such as
are rushing onward to destruction. In
congregations where the Gospel is
preached, Satan entraps individuals in
the snare of religious self-deception,
as well as in the pits of infidelity and
ungodliness. Among those to whom
the dreadful words will be addressed,
" I never knew you," not a few will be
found, who with good reason, are able
to say, "Lord have we not eaten and
drunk in thy presence ? have we not
prophesied in thy name? and in thy
name done many wonderful works?"
The disciples were aware of this ; and
hence, on the Lord's informing them,
that there was one among them who
was accursed, they were by no means
satisfied with being merely in their
Master's immediate vicinity. "Lord,"
they ask one after the other, deeply
concerned and grieved, " Is it I? Is it
I?" Let us follow their example in
this respect, and not seek at a distance
those who shall eventually perish.
Let us commence the inquiry within
our own walls, and not exclude our·
selves from those whom we regard as
being possibly the deplorable people
in question. On the contrary, let
each first examine himself. It is not
only those who openly revolt, and
swear allegiance to the enemies of
God and his annointecl, who are httstening to perdition, but there are also
others, with the Bible in their hands,
and the name of Jesus on their lips,
who will finally perish.-KRUMMACHER.
REPUTATION is often got without
merit, and lost without fault.

A BITTER BUT HEALTHFUL MORSEL.

A BITTER BUT HEALTHFUL
MORSEL.
BY THE REV. WILLIAM ARNOT.

" Whnso love th instruction, loveth knowledge;
but he that hateth reproof is brutish.-PRov. xii, 1.

Reproof is not pleasant to nature.
We may learn to value it for its results, but it never will be sweet to
our taste. At the best it is a bitter
morsel. The difference between a
wise man and a fool is, not that one
likes and the other loathes it-both
dislike it-but the fool casts away the
precious because it is unpalatable, and
the wise man accepts the unpalatable
because it is precious. It is brutish in
a man to act merely according to the
impulse of sense. We are not so
foolish when the health of our bodies
is at stake. When we were children indeed, if left to ourselves, we would have
swallovrnd greedily the gilded sweetmeat that sickened us, and thrown
away the bitter medicine which was
fitted to purge disease from the channels of lite ; but when we became men,
we put these childish things away.
Day by day, in thousands of instances
that concern this life, we accept the
bitter because it is salutary, and reject
the sweet because it destroys. Would
that we were equally wise for higher
interests ! ':I hate him ; for he doth
.
not prop hecy gooc1 concernmg
me, "
(1 Kings xxii, 8 ;) there, in the person
of that ancient Israelitish king, is humanity in the lump and without disguise. Grown men lick flattery in
because it is sweet, and refuse faithful
reproof because it is unpleasant. The
best of us has much to learn here ;
and. yet we think that, by pains and.
prayer, Christians might make large
and rapid progress in this department.
No advancement will be attained without particular and painstaking trial ;
but such trial will not be labor lost.
Paul reached his hiah attainments not
by an easy flight
the air, but
by many toilsome steps on the weary
ground ; smaller men need not expect
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to find a royal road to spiritual perfection. " Herein do I exercise myself," he said, " that I may have a conscience void of offence." What he
obtained only bv hard exercise we
need not expect "to drop into our' bosom. Here is an exercise ground for
Christians who would like to grow in
grace. Nature. hates reproof; let
grace take the bitter potion, and thrust
it down nature's throat, for the sake
of its healing power. If we had wisdom and energy to take to ourselves
more of the reproof that is agoing, and
less of the praise, our spiritual constitution would be in a sounder state.
Some of the reproof comes directly
from God by his providence and in his
word. This, if there be a right spirit
of adoption, it is perhaps easier to
take. So thought David. When he
found that a terrible rebuke must come,
he pleaded that he might fall into the
hands of God, and not into the hands
of man. Still these chastenings are
painful, and wisdom from above is
needed to receive them
But
although all are ultimately at the disposal of the Supreme, most of the reproofs that meet us in life come immediately from our fellow-men. Even
when it is just in substance and kindly
given, our own self-love kicks hard
against it; and, alas ! the most of it is
mixed with envy and applied in anger.
Here is room for the exercise of a
Christian's highest art. There is a
\my of profiting by reproof, although
it be administered by an enemy. It is
in such narro\YS of life's voyage that
the difference comes most clearly out
between the wise and the foolish. A
neighbor is offended by something that
I have said or done. He becomes
enraged, and opens a foul mouth upon
me. This is his sin and his burden;
but what of me? Do I kindle at his
fire, and throw back his epithets with
interest in his face? This is brutish.
It is the stupid ox kicking everything
that pricks him, and being doubly lacerated for his pains. It is my business
and my interest to take good for myself, out of another's evil. The good
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is there, and there is a way of extract- in Melita, while you are so sparing of
ing it. The most unmannerly scold them among your best friends ? For
that ever came from an unbridled the very reason of showing that miratongue may have its filth precipitated cles are rather for the proof of the Gosand turned into a precious ointment, pel, shan for the private benefit even
as the sewerage of a city, instead of of the heirs of glory. God is sovereign
damaging the people's health, may as in this as well as in everything else.
a fertilizer become the reduplicator of Jesus healed the ear of the high priest's
the people's food. The process is servant, while Paul did not heal his
difficult, but when skillfully performed friend Trophimus. The apostles exerit produces a large return. When cised their power, not by their discreShimei basely cursed David in his dis- tion or caprice, but by the suggestion
tress, the counsel of a rude warrior of the Holy Spirit. This, then, is a
was, " Let me go over and take off his providential fact, the record of which,
head." This was merely a brutish in- though to human wisdom trifling, is yet
stinct-the beam that lay not on the of great importance to the children of
solid, rebounding, by the law of its God. They are not to expect that they
nature, to the blow. But the king will always be free from sickness, or
had been getting the good of his great that their sickness will be soon dismissaffliction. At that moment he had ed. They have reason to trust that
wisdom, and therefore he got more. God will always be with them, and will
He recognized a heavenly Father's turn every thing to good for them.
hand far behind the foul tongue of But they must submit to him as a sovShimei; he felt that the rebuke, though ereign who gives no account of his
cruelly given, contained salutary truth. matters.
He occupied himself not with the
NOTHING can avail or save, if Jesus
falsehood that was in it, in order to
blame the reprover, but with the truth is not ours. If you, my readers had
that was in it, in order to get humbling any commensura.te idea, how much
for himself. " Let him alone," said you need him, you would throw open
the fallen monarch, meekly; "let him every avenue to admit him. Gladly
alone and let him curse, for the Lord would you divest yourselves of that
hath bidden him," Here is wisdom. which is the dearest and most precious
It is wise to receive correction from to you, in order that you might possess
God, although it come thTough an un- him. Nay, you would risk your very
worthy instrurn.ent. Although the im- i lives, much more the vain delights,
mediate agent meant it for evil, our and empty honors of this world, in
Father in heaven can make it work for order to gain him. There exists no
compensation for the want of Jesus,
good.
and the cleansing efficacy of his blood.
The most specious tissue of austeriScoPE OF MrnACLEs.-The Gospel ties, of morality, and devotional ·exmiracles differ from all others in their ercises, can not supply his place. It is
nature and frequency, and in the disin- only a ni.ore handsome dress for a deterestedness which characterized them.. linquent, and not the wedding garment
Neither the Saviour nor his disciples for the invited guest.-KRUMMACRER.
ever wrought a miracle for their own
TEMPTATIONS, when we meet them
personal benefit.
Dr. Carson well
at first, are as the Lion that roared
says:
upon Sampson; but if we overcome
"Trophimus have I left at Miletum
them, the next time we see them we
sick." Did you, Paul? And why did
shall find a nest of honey within them.
you leave him sick when you possessed
-BUNYAN.
the power of working miracles? Why
were you so profuse of your miracles
S1LENCE seldom doeth harm,
1

GROWTH IN GRACE.

GROWTH IN GRACE.
BY

DODDRIDGE.

Do you find divine love advancing
in your soul? Do you feel yourself
more and more sensible of the presence
of God? and does that sense grow more
delightful to you than it formerly was?
Can you, even when your natural spirits are weak and low, and you are not
in any frame for the orders and ecstacies of devotion, nevertheless find a
pleasing rest, a calm repose of heart, in
the thought that God is near you, and
that he sees the secret sentiments of
your soul, while you are, as it were,
laboring up the hill, and casting a longing eye toward him, though you cannot
say you enjoy any sensible communications from him ? Is it agreeable to
you to open your heart to
tion and regard, to present it to him
laid bare of every disguise, and say
with David "Thou, Lord, knowest thy
. esservant?" ' Do you find a growmg
teem and approbation of that sacred
law of God which is the transcript of
his moral ' perfections? D o you .mwarcUy " esteem all his precepts concerning all things to be right?" Psalm
cxix, 128. Do you discern, not only
the necessity, but the reasonabl.eness,
the beauty, the pleasure of obedience;
and feel a growing scorn and contempt
of those thinrrs which may be offered
b
•
d
as the price of your
an
would tempt you to sacrifice or hazard
your interest in the divine r;ower and
friendship ? Do you find an rngenuous
desire to please God, not only because
he is so powerful,
?as so
good and so many evil thmgs
at his command, but from a venerat10n
of his most amiable nature and character? and do you find your heart habitually reconciled to a most hum.ble subjection, both to his commandmg and
to his disposing will? Do you perceive that your own will is now. more
ready and disposed in every
stance to bear the yoke, and to submit
to the' divine determination, whatever
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he appoints to be borne or forborne?
Can you "in patience possess your
soul?" Luke xxi, 19. Can you maintain a more steady calmness and serenity, when God is striking at your dearest enjoyments in this world, and acting most directly contrary to your
present interests, to your natural passions and desires! If you can, it is a
most certain and noble sign that grace
is growing up in you to a very vigorrous state.
AN AWFUL W ARNING.-The Baltimore Clippei· of June 1st, has the following : We heard yesterday, from
an entirely satisfactory and responsible
source, the particulars of an occurrence
which can only be looked upon as an
instance of Divine rebuke for taking
the name of the Almighty in justification of a falsehood. We refrain from
mentioning names through consideration of the parties, who are respectable
persons, residing in the south-western
section of the city. It appears that a
few days since the aunt of a young girl
about eighteen years of age, accused
her of having been guilty of some misconduct, which she positively denied,
and on being again accused, she called
upon God to strike her blind if she was
not telling the truth. In a moment af.
ter, according to her own statement, a
film seemed to pass before her eyes,
and in the course of five minutes she
was totally blind, and has continued
sightless ever since. The affiicted victim of her 0'.Vn impiety confessed that
she had called upon her Maker to justify her in what was a falsehood.
The Madison (Iowa) Plain dealer
savs that a poor miserable wretch livnear Farmington, in Van Buren
Cgunty, while horribly blaspheming
God on Saturday last, for withholding
rain from his suffering crops, was suddenly struck with palsy, and almost
immediately died.
ONE always receiving never giving,
is like the stagnant po()l, in which
whatever remains corrupts.
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WOMAN'S INFLUENCE.
BY MISS L. S. CLEMENT.

SrsTER in Christ-Did you ever consider the weighty influence you are exerting either for or against the cause
you have espoused? Did you ever
reflect upon the fathomless depths of
the consequences which will arise from
your individual influence: that if directed to the promotion of the highest
good of your fellow-beings you will
call into action the noblest energies and
highest powers of which humanity is
susceptible? Did you ever think that
in every soul with whom you come in
contact in your daily walks, there is a
power for good, or evil, that may tell
upon generations yet in the remote
future; that an action of which you are
hardly conscious, may make an indelible impression upon others-an impression which may affect their future
destiny, and the destiny of the world?
Perhaps you think your sphere is so
limited, and your influence so small
that it does not matter. You may
think your sex shields you from the
exercise of this unbounded influence ;
but, Sister, you are laboring under a
serious mistake. If your direct influence does not extend beyond your own
family circle, you may there wield a
power that shall shake the world.
Your sex brings you into the closest
contact with the mind in its most impressible state, and you are fearfully
accountable for the impressions you
make. Have you a brother'? You
are, perhaps, unconscious of the power
you exert over him. Your gentle influence has restrained him when his impetuous nature has rebelled against
parental authority. He may affect contempt for your religion, but in his
heart he respects you for it, and your
pious example and earnest prayers may
yet lead him to seek the " Pearl of
great price," and the life which might
otherwise have been a curse to the
world, may, in the service of the Redeemer, win many souls from sin. He

may become a bright star in your
crown of rejoicing.
Perhaps your earnest zeal in the
cause of God may stimulate a father,
who, \VOrn and weary with the strifes
and turmoils of life, is ready to lay
down his watch, to renewed diligence in
the Master's service. His counsels and
prayers first led you into the narrow
way, and, when treading the slippery
path of youth, he anxiously guarded
your footsteps, enabling you to shun
the snares of the tempter, and now,
trusting that your feet are firmly plant;..
ed on the Rock, he feels safe in your
counsels, and relies upon your spiritual
strength to aid him in his journey
home.
Sister, is your destiny linked with
one whom you have promised to love,
honor, and keep in sickness and health,
for whom you have promised to forsake all others, and keep thee only unto him so long as ye both shall livd
Your influence may determine the character of your husband. If he is a
stranger to Christ, your life of devotion, your patience amid trials, your
resignation in affliction, and your faithfulness in the discharge of duty, may
win the heart over to the service of his
Maker, which the most stirring appeals
from the pulpit have failed to reach.
Has your husband heard and obeyed
the command of the Master, "Go ye
into all the world, and preach the Gospei to every creature?'' Your sympathy and counsels may do more to encourage and sustain him in his heavenappointed labors, than all the world beside. Are you repining at your lot in
being cast out upon the world with no
permanent abiding place? are you sigh·
ing for the happy home, and its delightful associations, in which you spent
your childhood? Do you meet him
whom you have promised to labor
for the building up of Christ's king·
<lorn in the world, with murmurs and
complaint?
These will do more to fetter his
spirit and hinder his usefulness, than
all the scorn and contempt that an un·
godly world could heap upon him.

STRIVE TO ENTER IN ..A.T THE STRAIT GA.TE.

And your influence may rob him of
many a bright star that would otherwise shine in his crown of rejoicing.
Sister, have you calmly folded your
hands, and quietly sat down content to
see others labor in the vineyard of
the Lord, while you are sighing that
you have not a more extensive field to
labor in? What though your position
is an obscure one? your influence is just
as potent in your sphere, as though it
were a more exalted one. If you first
discharge the duties which devolve
upon you in your humble station faithfully, and the Father sees that you are
fitted for a broader field of usefulness,
he will open the way for you. But if
you already possess wealth, station, and
talent, they only add to the extent of
your influence. How important then
that it be wholly on the right side. In
order to have your influence over
others all that it should be, regard must
be had, not to the outward deportment
alone, but to the outward adornings
which every one can observe, and
which exert an influence wherever you
go. "They are known and read of all
men." Christ said to his disciples,
" Ye are not of the world, but I have
chosen you out of the world," and
again the Apostle Paul says, "Be not
conformed to this world, but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your
mind ; that ye may prove what is that
good, and acceptable, and perfect will
of God."
Then, Sister in Christ, let us awake,
and in spite of position, circumstances,
or means, let our whole influence be to
the building up of Christ's Kingdom
in the world. "For so an entrance
shall be ministered unto you abundantly into the everlasting Kingdom of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
IT is better, said Antisthenes, to fall
among crows than flatterers, for those
only devour the dead, these the living.
Gon hath often a great share in a little house.
ALL

are not thieves that dogs bark at.
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STRIVE TO ENTER IN AT
THE STRAIT GATE.
" STRIVE to enter in at the strait
gate." And in order thereto, settle it
in your heart, and let it ever be upperin your thoughts, that if you are
m the broad way, you are in the way
that .leadeth to destruction. If many
go with you, as sure as God is true,
both they and you are going to hell !
If you are walking as the generality of
men walk, you are walking to the bott?mless pit ! . Are many wise, many
many .mighty, or noble, traveling
with you m the same way ? By this
token, without going any farther, you
know it does not lead to life. Here is
a short, a plain, an infallible rule, before you enter into particulars. In
whatever
you are engaged,
you must be smgular, or be damned !
The way to hell has nothing singular in
·it; but the way to heaven is singularity all over ; if you move but one step
towards God, you are not as other
men are. But regard not this. It is
far better to stand alone, than to fall
into the pit. Run then with patience
the race which is set before thee,
though thy companions therein are but
few ! They will not always be so.
Yet a little while, and thou wilt come
to an innumerable company of angels,
the general assembly and church of
the first-born, and to the spirits of just
men made perfect."
Now, then,. " strive to enter in at
the strait gate," being penetrated with
the deepest sense of the inexpressible
danger your soul is in, so long as you
are in the broad way-so long as you
are void of poverty of spirit, and all
that inward religion which the many,
the rich, and the wise, account madness.
" Strive to enter in," being
pierced with sorrow and shame for
having so long run on with the unthinking crowd, utterly neglecting, if not
despising that "holiness without which
no man can see the Lord." Strive, as
in an agony of holy fear, lest "a promise being made you of entering into his
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rest," even that "rest which remaineth
for the people of God," you should
nevertheless " come short of it."
"Strive, in all the fervor of desire,
with " groanings which cannot be uttered." Strive by prayer without ceasing; at all times, in all places, lifting
up your heart to God, and giving him
no rest, till you "awake up after his
likeness," and are "satisfied with it."
" Strive to enter in at the strait gate,"
not only by this agony of soul, of conviction, of sorrow, of shame, of desire, of
fear, of unceasing prayer; but likewise
by ordering thy conversation aright,
by walking with all thy strength in all
the ways of God; the way of innocence,
of piety, and of mercy. Abstain from
all appearance of evil; do all possible
good to all men; deny thyself, thy own
will, in all things, and take up thy cross
daily. Be ready to cut off thy right
hand, to pluck out thy right eye, and
cast it from thee; to suffer the loss of
goods, friends, health, all things on
earth, so thou mayest enter into the
Kingdom of Heaven !-JOHN WESLEY.
DR. ARNOLD once observed of a bad
pupil and his instruction, " It is very
often like kicking a football up hill.
You kick it upwards twenty yards, and
it rolls back nineteen. Still you have
gained one yard, and then in a good
many kicks you make some progress.
Here is genuine encouragement for the
teacher placed among the rough and
rude. It is not in the nature of instruction and correction wholly to be thrown
away.
"IF we work on marble, it will perish; if we work on brass, time will
efface it; if we rear temples, they will
crumble into dust. If we work upon
immortal minds, if we imbue them
with high principles, with just fear of
God and their fellow men, we engrave
on these tablets something which no
time can efface, but which will brighten
to all eternity."
SoME professed Christians have nothing belonging to the sheep but the skin.

THE POWER OF THE HOLY
GHOST.
IF the amazing revival which charac.
terized the last century be viewed
merely as a natural progress of mental
influence, no analysis can find elements
of power greater than have often ex.
isted in a corrupting and falling Church,
or than are found at many periods when
no blessed effects are produced. Men
equally learned, eloquent, orthodox, instructive, may be found in many ages
of Christianity. It is utterly impossible to assign a nat11ral reason why
Whitefield should have been the means
of converting so many more sinners
than other men. Without one trace
of logic, philosophy, or any thing worthy to be called systematic theology,
his sermons, viewed intellectually, take
an humble place among humble efforts.
Turning again to his friend, Wesley, we
find calmness, clearness, logic, theology,
discussion, definition, point, appeal, but
none of that prodigious and unaccountable power which the human intellect
would naturally connect with movements so amazing as those which took
place under his word. Neither the
logic of the one, nor the declamation
of the other, furnishes us with the secret of their success. There is enough
to account for men's being affected, ex·
cited, or convinced ; but that does not
account for their living holy lives ever
after. Thousands of pulpit orators
have swayed their audiences, as a wind
sways standing corn; but, in the result,
those who were most affected differed
nothing from their former selves. An
effect of eloquence is sufficient to account for a vast amount of feeling at
the moment; but to trace to this a
moral power, by which a man, for his
life long, overcomes his besetting sins,
and adorns his name with Christian
virtues, is to make sport of human
nature.
Why should these men have done
what many equally learned, and able,
as divines and orators, never did 1
There must have been an element of
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power in them which criticism cannot fireside talking of some humble Chrisdiscover. What was that power? It tians, who had themselves gone to the
must be judged of by its sphere, and t.hrone of Grace, and waited there units effects. Where did it act? and what til they had received the baptism of
did it produce? Every power has its fire.
In proportion as thtt power of this
own sphere. The strongest arm will
never convince the understanding; the one instrument is overlooked, and other
most forcible reasoning will never lift means are trusted in to supply its
a weight, the brightest sunbeam will place, does the true force of Christian
never pierce a plate of iron, nor the agency decline ; and it may without
most powerful magnet move a pane of hesitation be said, that when men holdglass. The soul of man has separate :ing the Christian ministry habitually
regions, and that which merely convin- and constantly manifest their distrust
ces the intellect may leave the emo- in the power of the Holy Ghost to
tions untouched ; that which merely give them utterance, they publicly aboperates on the emotions may leave jure the true theory of Christian preachthe understanding unsatisfied, and that ing. It is according to the authority
which affects both, may yet leave the of its Author, delivering a message
moral powers uninspired. The crown- from God-a message through man, it
ing power of the messenger of God, is is true-but not delivered through the
power over the moral man ; power excellency of man's speech, not under
which, whether it approaches the soul the guidance of man's natural wisdom;
through the avenue of the intellect or of a message, the effect of which does not
the affections, does reach into the soul. rest upon the artistic arrangement,
The sphere of true Christian power is choice, and ardor of words, but upon
the heart-the moral man; and the re- the extent to which its utterance is persult of its action is not to be surely vaded by the Holy Ghost.-ARTHUR.
distinguished from that of mere eloquence by instantaneous emotion, but
A BEAUTIFUL THOUGHT.-When I
by subsequent moral fruit. Power gaze into the stars, they look down
which cleanses the heart, and produces upon me with pity from their serene
holy living, is the power of the Holy spaces, like eyes glistening with tears,
Ghost. It may be through the logic over the little lot of man. Thousands
of Wesley, the declamation of White- of generations, all as noisy as our own,
field, or the simple common sense have been swallowed up by time, and
of a plain servant woman, or labor- th.Are remains no record of them any
ing-man; but whenever this power is more; yet Arcturus and Orion, Sirius
in action, it strikes deeper into
and the Pleiades, are still shining in
nature than any mere reasonrng or their courses, clear and young as when
pathos. Possibly it does not so soon the shepherd first noted them from the
bring a tear to the eye, or throw
plain of Shinar. What shadows we
judgment into a posture of acqmes- are, and what shadows we pursue!cence · but it raises in the breast THOMAS CARLYLE.
thoughts of God, eternity, sin, death,
RuLE OF F AITH.-A belief that in
heaven and hell; raises them, not as
all
things, and at all events God is to
mere ideas, opinions, or articles of faith,
obeyed;
that there is the essential
be
but as the images and echoes of real
distinction of holiness and sin in all
things.
We may find in many parts of the conduct, both within the wind and in
country, where much has been done .to external action, and that sin is abso1utely a dreadful evil; that that must
dispel darkness and diffuse
relignot be done which must be repented
ion that some of the first triumphs of
that the future should predominate
' were entirely due to the wonder- of;
grace
over
the present.-FosTER.
ful effects produced by the private and
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DIVINE GurnANCE.-Though the Divine dispensation of spiritual aid is no
When the Holy Spirit is in full longer miraculous, the presence of
union with a Church, and when a Christ no longer visible, for we "walk
Church is in full communication with the (wholly) by faith, not by sight," still
influences of the Holy Spirit, there that aid is not less real, that presence
will be proportionate compassion, ten- not less abiding. The Spirit ever "helpderness and concern for the souls of eth our infirmities." Our Divine Masmen; and these will be excited and ter has promised to " come unto them
developed in a higher degree than that love Him, and keep His saying,"
could be accomplished by the mere and to manifest himself to them. He
sympathies of humanity. It deserves speaks to them, though not in a literto be exhibited on the face of the skies, ally audible voice. He leads them,
in letters as bright and vivid as rain- not less really than of old, though not
bows, that, on the supposition that a literally, by the hand; for "as many,'>
soul is in real danger of being lost, no says the Apostle Paul, "as are led by
excitement of the emotions however the Spirit of God, they are the sons of
high, no anguish of feeling however God." If we look earnestly we shall
intense, is either extravagant or enthu- see Him; if we listen attentively we
siastic. The enemies of religious shall hear His voice.-W HATELEY.
emotion brand this excitement with
DrFFICULTIEs.-W ait not for your
the epithet of enthusiastic; but it is difficulties to cease; there is no solonly in proportion as they diminish dier's glory to be won on peaceful
the amount of danger which produ- fields; no sailor's daring to be shown
ces it. lt must, however, be admitted on sunny seas, no trust or friendship
that there is, in connection with this to be proved when all goes well.
subject one state of religious emotion Faith, patience, heroic love, devout
which well deserves to be called enthu- courage, gentleness, are not to be formsiasm-weak, vain and empty enthu- ed when there are no doubts, no pains,
siasm. lt is enthusiasm to fancy facts no irritations, no difficulties. The
concerning the soul which are not tes- highly favored are they who amid tritified in the Scriptures ; it is enthusi- bulation are patient, amid rebuffs are
asm to fancy that a soul is under the meek, amid chastisement are resigned,
influences of the Spirit, when there are amid pains are courageous, amid prono fruits of the Spirit: it is enthusi- vocations are gentle, amid enemies are
asm to expect a thing strongly without full of love, amid doubts hold fast the
using the appointed means; to expect faith, amid sorrows find joy in God.
who neither
a soul to go to
MvsTERIEs.-Those who profess, by
walks nor seeks the way thitherward;
to expect a mysterious process of simplifying and explaining the mysteforced conversion to take place in the ries of the Christian religion, to make
dying hour ; and to hope there is no Faith easy, destroy in effect the very
danger to the soul, when the Scriptures nature of it, considered as a duty ; for
declare that it is in danger of eternal there is surely no virtue in assenting
perdition. The men who indulge in to Euclid's propositions or anything
these fancies and expectations, and op- denonstrable to the understanding.
pose enthusiasm, are themselves fanat- Such men in endeavoring to widen the
ics the most wild and extravagant.- strait gate, are guilty of much the
fault with those who turn aside from it
DR. JENKYN.
in disgust. The latter will not
ONE half our forebodings of ill to our what they find it impossible to explam;
neighbors are but our wishes, which the former are resolved to explain what
we are ashamed to utter in any other they find themselves compelled to believe.-ARCHBISHOP w HATELEY.
form.-LANDON.
ENTHUSIASM.
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if we thought it was really so : and I

EXPERIENCE OF FRANCES D. said, (honestly) I did not think it was·
BYRNS.
and he said he guessed not.
'
The first
years of my life, I was
the only child of good, but over indulgent
.. They professed religion,
but will, I thmk, agree with me in saying, they were then very worldly. I
was
taught to pray ; yet I did
sometimes; though I was too proud to
kneel. I do not remember hearing
much about religion in my early days,
though I knew my parents professed
it, because my father asked a blessing
at the breakfast table; and when the
minister came the large Bible was
handed him and he read and prayed
with us. But glory be to God a very
great change has taken place in our
family since then. I can remember
having but few serious thoughts when
a child. I told a wicked lie once for
which I felt very bad and could not rest
till I had confessed it to my mother.
While in a class-meeting at a very
early age, I felt bad because my
mother trembled and wept when she
spoke. But I knew not the cause of it.
I went to Sunday school at an early
age, and was generally prompt in attendance. I loved to excel in reciting
verses from the testament, but I did
not realize the true object of the Sunday school, and no one taught me.
Perhaps the teachers did not have
time, as it took so long to hear so
many recite.
I distinctly remember admiring the
rich and gay clothing of some of my
teachers, and thinking one morning
when my aunt wore a new bonnet
with flowers, "I should not think
she would like to kneel down this
mornina." It was then prayer time.
Alas ! how many think it of small importance what example is set before
children. At another time when the
Superintendent was asking questions
upon the lesson, the verse came up,
''But I say unto you, that every idle
word that men shall speak, they shall
ai ve account thereof in the day of
Judgment." He then asked the school
18

Thus was my natural inclination to
speak idle words left unchecked. Yet
I thank God I ever went to Sunday
school, for those lessons there learned
now appear like an unsealed book.
I grew up with an unhappy fretful
disposition, seeking enjoyment in trving to out-do some one in making
as I termed it. 0, what a snare did
this prove to me in after years! I
reached my thirteenth year before I
remember having any conviction for
sin. There was at the time a protracted effort being made for the salvation of souls in our village. I attended
several of the meetings, and though
no one spoke to me on the subject, I
felt myself to be a great sinner. And
when the invitation was given for
those seeking religion to take the front
seat, I went. I wept bitterly, and
told them my determination to find
my Saviour. But the next day Satan
tried to shame me out of it, and made
great use of my proneness to trifling
conversation. I could not shed a tear
dming the first part of the day, but in
the afternoon I went to meeting; and
again my heart was melted. After a
season of prayer, while they were
singing, "My God is reconciled, his
pardoning voice I hear," the preacher
said, if we would believe it, it would
be so. I thought I can do that, and for
a moment felt relieved. But I thought
it could not be that the work was done
so quickly, but that I must feel very bad
a great while, so I kept on seeking.
But 1 no longer felt the weight of sin,
and think 1 was converted that afternoon. I now felt that Jesus smiled
upon me-that I was his child. Still
I do not remember to have had much
of the glorious Joys of salvation for
more than three years after I made a
profession of re1igion. I thought my
life must be different--that I ought
not to get angry nor laugh so much,
now that I professed to be a Christian.
and many were the resolutions I made
in my own strength. Of course I
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could not keep them alone, and it
seems to me now, I never thought of
looking to Jesus. Being large of my
age, I had begun to go among young
people some, before my conversion,
and they seemed to like me just as
well after it.
Gradually I found myself more and
more entangled with the vain things
of earth. I often think, with regret,
r was about that time instrumental
in two young persons making a profession of religion when they knew
very little, if any, of the power of saving grace in the heart. Alas! the almost blind leading the totally blind.
0, how we cling to the world ! Yet,
" If any man love the world the love
of the J:i.,ather is not in him."' Thus I
lived on, conforming more and more
to the world-giving way to bursts of
anger-or when things suited, in indulging too much in levity. For a whole
year after my conversion, I refused or
failed to pray in public. The bell
ringing for prayer-meeting seemed to
say, "Coml.'l pray, come pray." And I
would resolve "I will," but when there
the cross seemed so heavy, and I did
not understand the way of looking to
God for help to bear it. Finally, by
a mighty effort, I did take the cross,
and for a time was justified. During
all this time I had been to class meeting, and would weep and tell that I
had .been trying " to carry religion in
one hand, and the world in the other,"
and would resolve not to be so rude
for the week to come-not to get impatient again. But as often did I
break my good resolutions.
About a year and a half after I had
professed to be a follower of Jesus, a
seminary was built in our
and
school opened. Here the young and
gay assembled, and I wished to be as
lively as any one, if not more so.
Again the cross was presented, and
very humiliating it was too, to kneel in
prayer-time before all the students.
Well, at first I made the excuse to my
mother, when she asked me concerning
it, that the seats were too close together. But soon they were placed

farther apart, so that I had no
excuse. A short time afterward I
resolved in class-meeting, I would do
it, and for a few mornings following I
did. I must have had a little influence
then, for a young sister who sat near
me would kneel when I did; but my
example the rest of the time was so
bad, I grew ashamed of kneeling, and
she gave it up also. I tried to persuade myself it was not
For
another year I lived in the known
omission of duty-ceased to repent of
my "little sins," went to class, told a
fair story, and was loved by a large
circle of friends. About this time,
Brother Wells came to our place to
labor, and once in a class meeting after
I had spoken so smoothly, he asked
me if I was doing every known duty 1
I thought a moment, and the Spirit of
God, tr:ue to its work, said very dis·
tinctly, "You do not kneel in chapel."
But I quickly replied, " It isn't duty," and told him I did not think of
any I was :neglecting, or something to
that effect. 0 ! God, why was I not
cut down when thus cumbering the
ground! He told me to revolve it in
my mind during the next week, and
see if I could not find something I was
leaving undone. And I did think of
it, but did not consent to do it till the
next watch-night, when I solemnly
promised God, I would. During that
winter some of those with whom I had
been so intimate, did not attend school,
and I was mercifully thrown under the
benign influence of a young sister who
had, a few months previous, received
the blessing of holiness, Glory be to
God ! I think I was justified a part of
the time, but if anything personal was
said upon the subject of dress or any
such thing, I would immediately rebel.
Still the Spirit of God was at work in
my heart, and I saw I was far from be·
ing right. Thank God for light.
But in the spring the dear sister left
me, and again I sought my intimate
friends among the ungodly. I was
once more as light and trifling as ever,
though I did religious duties,
:vas
thought to be a consistent Christian.
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At times, 'tis true, I felt my sinfulness, unruffled surface. It was service time
and once said to my near friend 0 I when we reached the encampment, and
feel so wicked ! But she kissed
the loud Amens from happy saints,
and said something about my being
found no sympathy in me. I grew
good. Thus was my pride fed and I more and more astonished, but the
glided along. At this time I took an light was
to shine into my
active part in two exhibitions at the darkened soul. Glory, glory to Jesus
seminary, which seemed to kill all the for conviction.
At night I felt too wicked to return
spirituality I had remaining. What
will the reader think of a follower of home, and my parents consented to let
the " meek and lowly Jesus," appear- me stay as long as I wished. Bless
ing before a gazing crowd, dressed in the Lord for that. One morning, I
white, and wearing a wreath of flow- strayed into a class meeting where
ers, and a long white veil, to represent truly they had such salvation as
religion?
At another time, with I never had heard of: " I would
painted face and arms, decked with praise thee, where shall I thy praise
feathers, &c., representing an Indian begin? " Sister Kendall who led the
maiden? 0, my Father how couldst class asked me several heart-searching
thou bear with me? Yes, many pre- questions, and among other things
cious hours have I spent in preparing said, "I know you are not in the clear
my dress, and committing compositions light or you would not wear that ring."
to memory, just to feed my pride-to 0, how sinful I felt as those holy sisgain the applause of the multitude. ters looked at me, and I began to
I remember thinking one afternoon break down before the Lord. Plain
when going on the stage to rehearse dealing was just what I needed. I had
the dialogue, " What if God should been told I was so good, too long also convict me that I should be com- ready. I was soon seeking justifying
pelled to fall down here and cry for grace, trying to humble myself bemercy on the night of the exhibition?" fore God, the young people from our
Though the teachers who superin- town looking into the tent with astontended these things professed religion, ishment I suppose. I went mourning
yet it was no excuse for me. I knew that day till toward evening, when the
very well it was wrong, after I had light broke in, and God did bless my
commenced, but thought I had such a soul. I must have promised to give
prominent part it would be a pity to up the world then, for ] was justified.
break it all up. So I persisted in it. But I soon drew back, and the
But glory to Jesus ! soon after this I next morning when questioned again
obtained salvation, and no longer felt in class, I sobbed out, "0 I can't dress
any desire to gain the applause of the plain." N o·w I never dressed very
world. Yes, many grateful hearts of- costly, but every time I knelt down to
ten praise God for the well-known pray, something would strive with me
"Black Creek Camp Meeting," or in to give up those needless flowers and
other words, "The Independent Lay- ribbons at home. And I wore my
men's Camp Meeting." As it was hair curled, which I saw would not do
only a few miles from home, I went, for me, if I would get into the light.
intending to stay but one day. I felt Finally after some struggling, I was
that I was very good that morning, for enabled to consecrate my little all, to
I did not realize my true condition in break off my ring, to arrange my hair
the sight of God. I had concluded in a manner more becoming a Christhat it was policy to cultivate a good tian, and to promise I would trim my
disposition-not to show. impatience bonnet when I should reach home. My
when Ifelt it-for I wanted to be ami- soul was now happy in God, my Fa
.able and have manv friends. But a ther. Truly I tasted the joys of salva
wicked, proud heart lay beneath the tion. But frequently my past exam
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ple came before my mind with such
force, that I would almost despair,
give way to doubts, and thus bring the
shadows over my soul. Yet the Lord
did bless and save me, and now I see
he was leading me. I left the camp
ground feeling rather sorrowful, yet
little dreaming what awaited me in
the future. I began to fulfill my
promises to do duty, and the light of
God shone more and more. The next
Sabbath, I committed myself .to seek
definitely the blessing of sanctification.
A num her of professed Christians had
received great good at the camp meeting, and we had powerful prayer meetings. Some three weeks after the
camp meeting closed, in one of these
glorious meetings, I was enabled to
consecrate myself more fully to J esus, to look to Him as a perfect Saviour, and the great work was
wrought. 0 glory to God in the
highest. What light and glory
streamed into my soul as soon as I
believed. 'Tis vain to try to express
it, but thank God many have felt the
same.
It is nearly a year since I commenced to walk the highway of holiness. I am very sorry I have not
been more faithful. I remember the
dark hours that have followed when I
have neglected duty or compromised.
0, it seemed as if I never could smile
again. When Jesus had done so much
for me, to think I would ever shrink
from the cross or cover up its glorious
reproach. But at such times I had to
confess and seek the fountain again.
0 yes ! the all-cleansing fountain that
never is empty or shallow. Glory to
Jesus for salvation. I wish I could
tell how I have triumphed over everything at times. When my dear parents
thought I would be crazy, and many
things conspired to crush my soul then
it was that Jesus stooped to earth,
filled my soul with glory and carried
me above. It did seem sometimes
that I did not breathe the air of earth,
so far did my soul soar above all its
trials. But it was not a] ways so: Ah!
no, I have sometimes let these things

trouble me. It was so hard to take a
course which my own parents and relatives could not approve! If I could
only be a consistent Christian, not so
unlike every body else, if I would only
dress so as not to attract attention,
and not go to certain (blessed) meetings, then all would go well. But I
must believe till Jesus says otherwise.
I did my heavenly Father's will.
'Tis nothing to boast of, for I came
very near compromising several times,
and once I did. But God's children
prayed, and he answered prayer, and I
was enabled to retrace my steps, and
walk the narrow glorious way. I went
to Jesus and asked him to undertake
for me. And he did ; bless his holy
name ! The tide of opposition was
rolled back, and for months I have
been permitted to follow God as I saw
fit. I doubt not many think me stubborn and self-willed.
But Jesus
knows how hard it was. He knows
how much I suffered mentally. He
knows 1 loved to obey my parents,
when I could obey him at the same
time. 0 yes ! T kept a standing wish
for sometime that I might please Jesus
and my mother too. But I finally
gave it to Him, for it seems as though
one were not satisfied when wishing
for anything. And now this sumiy
afternoon, it seems to me I could walk
with Jesus upon this sinful earth, and
never grow weary. 0, may I ever
walk in white! I know it soils easily,
but by keeping close to Jesus' precious
wound, the blood will keep my garments as white as snow. How I long
to see the work of God go on. I
want to be kept in the dust at my Saviour's feet, lost to self and the world;
but 0, let Jesus reign without a rival.
Yes, give me Jesus ! I can say and
feel it too.
"Let the winds blow high, or the winds blow low,
'Tis a pleasant sail to Canaan. Hallelujah I"

WATCH AND PRAY. - Watching
without prayer were but an impi?us
homage to ourselves. Prayer without watching were but an impious and
also absurd homage to God.-FosTER·

BIGOTRY.

BIGOTRY.
. Gon sometimes puts our desire for
his glory to the test, by bringing under
our eyes signal and extensive usefulness
by other hands than our own, or those
of our party. Can we say, "I therein
do rejoice, yea and will rejoice?" Or
do we refuse to " wish him God speed"
whom God has sent? Are we slow
to believe the laborer which God has
owned? Dare we repine, when God
has blessed ? Are we cold when many
hearts are made to glow with " the love
of God shed abroad" therein? Are
we unthankful when " one" who is
not of us, " converteth a sinner from
the error of his way, and that saveth
a soul from death and hideth a multitude of sins?" When God causeth
others to triumph in Christ, and maketh manifest the savor of his name
by them, do we sullenly refuse to join
in the joyous procession ? Do we refuse to unite in the symphonies of
angels when they rejoice over one sinner that repenteth, because that sinner
repenteth not at our bidding, but at
some other voice not tuned to our key,
or not shaped to our form of words ?
Have we to accuse ourselves in any
measure of these godless discontents ?
0 tell it not ;in Gath! Publish it not
in the streets of Ashkelon ! Genuine
bigotry would rather see men sink into perdition, than consent that they
should be saved by another hand.
What foe to the Gospel ! Who would
not wish to see it detroyed ?-THOMAS
QUINTON STOW.
DEAD W ORSHIP.-In a Christian
land men become Christians by profession. And while the life is decent, and
the Church attended, all things pass off
mighty well. But it happens these
genteel professors are the very troops
of Ezekiel's army, before it was quickened; covered well with plump flesh
and fair skin, yet no breath was in
them ; ranged well in rank and file,
bone comes to his bone, and at a distance they seem a famous army ; but
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on a near approach all are dead men.
No life is found among them, because
the Holy Spirit has not breathed upon
them.
So fared it in the prophet's day, and
so. fareth it
A Christian army
still appears, with many decent soldiers
of kindly flesh and skin and when ex. d at church, are ' ranked
' well in
ermse
order ; bone comes to his bone, and a
noise of prayer is heard, but no breath
of life is found, no presence of the
Lord bestowed, no quickening aids imparted, no cheering consolations granted. It is a dead scene of worship, conducted like an undertaker's funeral
with a. very cloudy face, and yawning
entertamment.-BERRIDGE.
F AITH.-A stranger to the life of
faith
a sport about believing,
and thmks no work so easy or so trifling. He wonders whv such gentle
business should be called the fight of
faith? why the chosen twelve should
pray for faith, when every human
brain might quickly furnish out a
handsome dose ?
For my part, since first my unbelief was felt, I have been praying fifteen years for faith, and praying with
some earnestness, and am not yet possessed of more than half a grain. You
smile, sir, I perceive, at the smallness
of the quantity ; but you would not
if you knew its efficacy. Jesus who
knew it well assures you that a single
grain, and a grain as small as mustardseed, would remove a mountain j remove a mountain load of guilt from
the conscience, a mountain-lust from
the heart, and a mountain-load of
trouble from the mind.-BERRIDGE.
SATAN'S great design is eternally to
ruin souls; and where he cannot do
that, there he wi.11 endeavor to discomfit souls by busying them about
the secret decrees and counsels of God,
or by engaging them in such debates
and disputes as neither men nor angels
can certainly and infallibly determine,
that so he may spoil their comforts,
when he cannot take away their crown.
-BROOKS.
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THE BOY MARTYR.
IT was at Antioch, about three hundred years after the birth of Christ,
that the deacon of the Church of Cresarea-the place from which the devout
Centurion of the Roman army sent for
St. Peter-was subjected to the most
cruel tortures, in order to try his faith,
and force him to deny the Lord who
bought him with His own precious
blood. The martyr, amidst his agonies, persisted in declaring his belief
that there is but " one God, and one
Mediator between God and men, the
man Christ Jesus.'' His flesh was almost torn to pieces ; the Roman Emperor Galerius himself looking on.
At length, weary of answering their
taunting demands that he should acknowledge the many gods of the Heathen, he told his tormentor to refer the
question to any little child whose simple understanding could decide whether
it were better to worship one God, the
Maker of the heaven and earth, and
one Saviour, who was able to bring us
to God, or to worship the gods many,
and the lords many whom the Romans served.
Now, it happened that a Roman
mother had approached the scene of
the martyr's sufferings, holding by the
hand a little boy of eight or nine
years old. Pity, or the desire of
helping the sufferer, had probably
brought her there; but the providence
of God had ordained for her an unexpected trial. The judge no .sooner
heard the martyr's words than his eye
rested on the child, and pointing to
the boy from his tribunal, he desired
the Christian to put the question he
proposed to him.
The question was asked; and to the
surprise of those who heard it, the
little boy replied, " God is one, and
Jesus Christ is one with the Father."
The persecutor heard it, but far
from being either softened or convinced, he was filled with fresh rage.
"It is a snare," he cried: " 0 base
and wicked Christian! thou hast instructed that child to answer thus."

Then, turning to the boy, he said more
mildly, "Tell me, child; who taught
you thus to speak? How did you
learn this faith ? "
The boy glanced up to his mother's
face, and then replied: " It was God's
grace, that taught it to my mother·
and when I sat upon her knee a baby:
she taught me that Jesus loved little
children, and I learned to love Him
for his love to us."
"Let us see now what the love of
Christ can do for you," cried the cruel
judge; and at a sign from him, the
lictors, who stood ready with their
rods, after the fashion of the Romans,
instantly seized the poor trembling
boy. Fain would the mother have
saved her timid dove, even at the expense of her own life. She could not
do so; but she could whisper to him
to trust in the love of Christ and to
maintain the truth. And the po·or
child, feeble and timid as he was, did
trust in that love ; nor could all the
cruelty of his tormentors separate him
from it.
" What can the love of Christ do
for him now ? " asked the judge as the
blood streamed from that tender flesh.
"It enables him to endure what his
Master endured for him and for us all,"
was the reply.
Again they smote the child to torture
his mother.
"What can the love of Christ do for
him now? " they asked again. And
tears fell even from heathen eyes as
that Roman mother, a thousand times
more tortured than her son, answered;
"It teaches him to forgive his persecutors."
And the boy watched his mother's
eye as it rose up to heaven for him,
and he thought of the sufferings of his
dear Lord and Saviour, of which she
had told ; and when his tormentors inquired whether he would not now acknowledge the false gods they served,
and- deny Christ, he steadfastly answered, "No ! there is no other God
but one ; Jesus Christ is the Redeemer
of the world. He loved me, and I
love Him for his love."
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Then, as the poor child fainted be- 1 love-feasts and class-meetings ; then to
tween. the. repeated strokes,. they cast pray in the public congregation. His
q LU vermg and mangled little body appearance is that of the merest boy,
mto the mother's
crying, "See and he seems wholly unconscious of
what the love of Christ can do for any superior o-ifts or attainments. He
h"im now. "
now preachesb regularly every Sabbath
And as the
pressed it gently at. his father's place, near the town.
to her own bleedmg heart, she answer- His parents have i:efused to allow him
ed ,:,.
.
to enter the pulpit and supply the
That love will take him from the place of the regular minister on Sabwrath of man to the peace of heaven." bath, although he is often solicited to
"Mother,'' murmured the gasping do so. He does nothing without perchild, " give me a drop of water from mission from his parents. He attends
our cool well upon my tongue."
school and joins in all the amusements
" Child, thou shouldst not have of the boys of his own aO'e · he is a
time to receive it, ere it was here thou mere child everywhere,
when
shouldst be drinking of the river of preaching. On last Sabbath I sat unlife in the paradise of God."
der his ministry, and have seldom
She spoke over the dying ; for the been more edified and delighted with
little martyr spake no more; and a sermon. His style is chaste, his
thus the mother continued: " Already words fitly and happily chosen. The
dearest, hast thou tasted of the well nicest critic would not detect a gramthat springeth up to everlasting life, matical error; his manner is earnest,
the grace of Christ given to his little and his pathetic appeals reach all
one; thou hast spoken the truth in hearts. Occasionally his feelings overlove; arise now, for the Saviour call- whelm him, and he gives way to floods
eth for thee. Young, happy martyr, of tears.
The most gifted lawyers, doctors
for His sake, may He grant thy
mother grace to follow thy bright and divines have heard him with aspath ! "
tonishment and delight. I confess that
The boy faintly raised his quivering it is most _wonderful, and to me.ineye-lids, looked up to where the elder comprehensible. When I heard him,
martyr was and said again, " There he preached from the text, "How long
is but
God. and Jesus Christ halt ye between two opinions?" He
whom He has sent ·" and so saying, preached from notes, sometimes seemhe died.
'
ing to forget that his notes were be.
fore him. His subject was arranged
with perfect system ; and most logiTHE BOY PREACHER OF cally treated. When through with his
sermon, he closed the book and gave a
LOUISIANA.
brief and touching exhortation, under
MARK BoATNER CHAPMAN is now in which I could, with others, but weep.
his fourteenth year. He was born in His public addresses, published, have
Clinton, Louisiana, where his parents attracted much attention, and should
still reside. About two years ago he he live, he must, in his onward course,
was received in the church; very soon leave a broad wake on the tide of
after this he commenced instructing his morals. Such is the character of the
father's servants on the afternoon of " Boy Preacher," whose wonderful
every Sabbath. His custom was to precocity is without a parallel.-N. 0.
read a chapter and comment upon it, CRESCENT.
having first closely studied the chapter,
THOU art not the more holy, though
consulting Benson, Clark and Wesley
thou be commended ; nor the more
on every passage.
.
He at length began, says a writer to abject, though thou be dispraised.the Memphis Advocate, to speak in the KEMPIS.
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ONE BRICK WRONG. - Workmen
we.re recently building a large brick
tower1 which was to be carried up
very high. The architect and the
foreman both charged the masons to
lay each brick with the greatest
ness, especially the first courses, which
were to sustain all the rest. However, in laying a corner, by accident or
carelessness, one brick was set a very
little out of line. The work went on
without its being noticed, but as each
course of bricks was kept in line with
those already laid, the tower was not
put up exactly straight: and the
they built the more msecure it became. One day, when the tower had
been carried up about fifty feet, there
was heard a tremendous crash. The
building had fallen, burying the men
in the ruins. All the previous work
was lost, the materials wasted, and
worst still, valuable lives were sacrificed and all from one brick laid wrong
at the start. The workman at fault in
this matter little thought how much
mischief he was making for the future.
Do you ever think what ruin may
come of one bad habit, one brick laid
wrong while you are now building a
character for life? Remember, in
youth the foundation is laid. See to it
that all is kept straight.
THERE are many persons who would
willingly be Christians, and eminent
Christians too, if Christianity were
limited to great occasions. For such
occasions they call forth whatever
pious and devotional resources they
have, or seem to have, and not only
place them in the best light, but inspire them, for the time being, with
the greatest possible efficiency. But
on smaller occasions, in the every-day
occurrences and events of life, the religious principle is in a state of dormancy, giving no signs of effective vitality and movement. The life of such
persons is not like that of the sun,
equable, constant, diffusive and beneficent, though attracting but little notice;
but like the eruptive and glaring blaze
of volcanos, which comes forth at re-

mote periods, in company with great
thunderings and shakings of the earth;
and yet the heart of the people is not
made glad by it. Such religion is
vain ; and its possessors know not
what manner of spirit they are of.UPHAM.
TEMPTATION.-lt is usual with the
devil in his temptings of poor creatures,
to put a good and bad together, that by
show of the good the tempted might
be d.rawn tO do that which in truth is
evil. Thus he served Saul ; he spared
the best of the herd and flock, under
pretence of sacrificing to God, and so
transgressed the plain command. But
this the apostle said was dangerous, and
therefore censureth such as in a state
of condemnation. Thus he served Adam ; he put the desirableness of light,
and a plain transgression of God's law
together, that by the loneliness of the
one, they might the easier be brought
to do the other. 0, poor Eve, do we
wonder at thy folly ? Doubtless we
had done as bad with half the argument
of thy temptation.-BuNYAN.
THAT love which accompanies salvavation is like the sun. The sun casts
his beams upward and downward, to
the east and to the west, to the north
and to the south ; so the love of a
saint ascends to God above, and descends to men on earth; to our friends
on the right hand, to our enemies on
the left hand ; to them that are in a
state of grace, and to them that are in
a state of nature. Divine love will
still be working one way or another.BROOKS.
BEFORE we have God with us in
outward labor, we must seek Him and
obtain His direction and promise of
help in secret. 0, if thy heart were
more in the closet, it would be more
full of hope in the Church of God,
where thou oughtest to act the man
always.
Krnw AN says that a pious Scotch·
man used to pray, "0, Lord, keep me
right ; for thou knowest if I go wrong,
it is very hard to turn me."

STA.ND TO YOUR POST.

STAND TO YOUR POST.
BY M. N. DOWNING.

IF ever there was a time when the
friends of the cause of God both
among the ministry and laity should
love religion, it is now. We are on
the eve of a great battle ; yea, it has
commenced. The issue is truth and
righteousness. It is between the reign
of a deadly formalism, and the life and
power of godliness in the soul. The
world is in commotion. Church and
state are rocking with excitement ; and
we say, rock away, if Satan is only
routed, and his kingdom demolished.
The Church of God has fallen asleep
a number of times since its establishment. Every time she has awoke to
see her danger-how far down the
stream of formalism she has floatedand how near the precipice she has
reached,-there have been heart-rending cries, groans, tears, convulsions,
noise, and commotion while striving to
regain her former position. Some of
her priests have clothed themselves in
" sackcloths and ashes," and have
mourned before God on account of
their sins-on account of indolence,
carnal prudence, worldly policy, love
of praise and position, and God has
restored them to His favor. Others
have been aroused, but only to mock
and deride, and cry " fanaticism," and
" crucify him," and to float on to the
vortex of eternal woe, with their craft
freighted with immortal souls for
whom Christ died. The Church asleep!
One of her seasons of slumber has
been during nearly a half of a century
just past. Many will say this is unrighteous judgment, but the thousands
of formal ministers and members that
throng our churches, will ere long be
obliged to assent to the awful truth.
Could the shrieks of the lost-those
who have gone to the world of woe
from the cradle of formalism,-break
upon our ears, they would utter the
same assent. Asleep ! and, as such
a state is one in which men dream,
dream of happiness, of prosperity, and
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awake to the sad consciousness that it
was only a dream. So has the Church
on account of her outward appearance,
and her amount of machinery, been
dreaming of prosperity. Behold her
numerous and costly edifices, well
filled with intelligent hearers. But
pause ! Look inside. What do you
see? Her splendid choir of singers.
Who are they ? Many of them are
worldlings, who, not unfrequently until past the midnight hour, are reveling in the ball-room, the ante-chamber
to hell. Yet they come to church on
the Sabbath, and monopolize that part
of divine worship which belongs to the
children of God. Look again! What
do you see ? A concourse of people,
who, by their profession represent J esus Christ. Who, by their profession
are a peculiar people. But is their
profession true ? Were we to class
them off as God does in his word,
where would they appear? On the
side of the worldling, decorated and
adorned with all the paraphernalia of
the world!
She has been dreaming of prosperity
on account of her refined and educated
ministry, too many of whom spend
most of their time in their studies,
writing essays, which are brought to
the Church, spread out in the Bible,
and prayers offered that God would
help to preach the Gospel!
Dreaming of prosperity on account
of her wide-spread mission fields, her
literary institutions and her wealth;
all of which are means of diffusing
light, but light is not salvation.
Where, in our home lands is her life,
her power, her glory ? Where are
they who are joined to God ? Who
"know Jesus, the fellowship of his
sufferings,-being made conformable
to his death?" There are a few.
The Church has some life and power,
and why? Because she is awaking,
and God is again coming to Zion. She
feels his awful tread. All denominations are feeling his power. Volcanos
are bursting, and sending their thunderbolts into the sepulchre of the dead,
whose bones begin to stir, causing com-
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motion ! The wheels of God's car are
rolling in fire! Devils are aroused,
believe and tremble. Sinners are being awakened and converted. Backsliders are returning home to God.
The lukewarm are embarking either
for the region of iceberg formalism or
the sea of divine love, while what
saints there are, are shouting for the
battle of our God, who "is a man of
war." Yes, God is coming! Hallelujah! Apostolic times are returning.
The millenium may not be far distant,
for the light is rapidly spreading, and
Protestantism is making wide paths
into the Romish Church. But whether
it is far or near, one thing is certainGod's work is reviving-a work of
faith and power. God will have a
remnant-all have not bowed the knee
to Baal-the Church is on a rock, the
devil cannot get it, for " the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it." Bible truth, so long crushed to earth, is
rearing its head and winning its victories. The banner of the Prince of
Peace, dyed in His own blood is waving over the valiant band who know
no retreat. Victory or death is the
watchword of those who sing as they
march through Immanuel's land,
" Thy saints in all this glorious war

Shall conquer though they die."

A soldier of the Cross can stand
amidst the din and strife of battle, with
an unblanched cheek ; and though the
crack of human superstructures may
be heard, he prays " ride on, 0 God
of power!"
Then brother, sister, stand at your
post, for you have a post if you are a
child of God. Do not be alarmed at
the roar of battle. God's order must
and will prevail ; and if men hedge up
the way of God, think it not strange
if you see sights and hear wonders.
God's ways are not as ours. Stand at
your post as a faithful sentinel, and
never yield, for the battle is the Lord's
and victory will turn on Zion's side.
Some of you have preached and labored ' and groaned, and .have "earnestly contended for the faith once delivered to the saints," all alone, and

that for years, while the missiles of the
devil have fallen thick and fast around
you. But thus far the Lord has led
you on. Then raise your Ebenezer,
and take courage, for as that man of
God, who fell on the plains of Africa,
declared, " though a thousand fall, Af.
rica shall be redeemed; " so it may be
said of the work of God throughout
these lands; it shall go on though a
thousand feel the knife of an ecclesias·
tical guillotine. In a spiritual contest
some must go ahead. Some must fall.
Some must hear the cry of "lo ! a fa.
natic," an " enthusiast." But happy
are such, for the " Spirit of glory and
of God rested upon them."
Stand at your post, brother, sister,
and never leave it to do the duty of
some one else, for in so doing you will
be overcome. Individualism is the
order of battle that must be observed.
Never leave your post to follow a deserter, for if any become afraid and
draw back, they draw back to perdition, which you cannot afford to do.
Better stand until, if need be, you are
shot down, and your final reward will
be a voyage on the sea of eternal bliss.
STAND AT YOUR POST,
DEEns.-Deeds are greater than
words. Deeds have such a life, mute
but undeniable, and grow as living
trees and fruit trees do ; they people
the vacuity of Time, and make it green
and worthy. Why should the oak
prove logically that it ought to grow,
and will grow? Plant it, try it; what
gifts of diligent, judicious assimilation
and secretion it has, of progress and resistance, of force to grow, will then
declare themselves.-CARLYLE.
IT is said that where the most beau·
tiful cacti grow, there the venomous
serpents are to be found at the root of
every plant. And so it is with sin.
Your fairest pleasures will harbor your
grossest sins. Take care; take care of
your pleasures. Cleopatra's asp was
introduced in a basket of flowers ; so
are our sins often brought to us in the
flowers of our pleasures.

REVIVALS.
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sinia in his own language. He received them
with great joy, and began at once to distribute
them, telling the priests to whom he gave
BY THE EDITOR.
them that henceforth they must teach the
PEKIN CAMP MEETING.
people out of this book in the vernacular.
Tms has been a very successful meeting The missionaries who labor there have gained
The number of conversions have been greater, a great influence over the mind of King Theowe think, than has beer;. usual at camp meet- dorus. They build roads and bridges, introings in late years. The attendance is large-· duce usefnl arts of all kinds, distribute Bibles,
very
how busy farmers are, and recommend the truth by their conversagetting in their grain and preparing to sow tion and their lives. The King has so far retheir wheat. The Rev. DA.NIEL WORTH, re- cognized their civil services as to raise them to
cently confi.Red in jail iri. North Carolina, for the rank of nobles. Re has recognized them
the crime of selling Helper's Impending Crisis, to be right in those points where the doctrines
and sentenced to one year's imprisonment, was of the Bible differ from the traditions of the
present, and gave an interesting account of .Abyssinian Church, and in token of it has rehis experience among slaveholders ; and on ceived the sacrament of the Lord's Supper
another occasion preached a most pointed and with them.
effective gospel sermon. Friends of liberty
REVIVAL IN NEWTONLIM.A.V ADY.
have helped him to money to pay his bonds.
A YOUNG woman was stricken down in the
God bless him, and make him instrumental in
Roman Catholic Chapel on Sunday morning,
creating a greater hatred of slavery of all
the 14th instant, and the doors were immedikinds, and enable him yet to lead many souls
ately closed to prevent her screaming being
to Jesus.
heard by those outside. Another young wo-

REVIVALS.

FROM a recent number of the London Quarterly Review we learn that the religious move-

ment in Sweden has been attended with the
most extraordinary results. Out of a population of 2,500,000, the lowest estimates place
the number of converts which have been
made at 250,000. Ev<:lrywhere meetings for
worship and reading the Scriptures are being
largely attended; and what may seem most
remarkable, is, that the great mass of human
means employed in this work has been the
pious efforts of laymen, inspired for their noble work not by the love of fame or lucre,
but by the meek and holy spirit of their divine
master. The moral consequences of this religious movement have been exceedingly gratifying. Drinking has so far ceased that twothirds of the distilleries have been closed. In
the parishes bordering on Russia, where nearly
every man was guilty of smuggling, hundreds
of persons have returned the duties of which
they had defrauded the government, in many
cases even selling their property to obtain the
money.
ABYSSINIA BECOMING CHRISTIANIZED.
So ME months ago the Bishop of Jerusalem
sent a supply of Bibles to the King of Abys-

man, a Romanist, was stricken down here on
Saturday last, in her own house. Her father
was sent for, and, on his arrival, be began to
pray for the "Blessed Virgin to come to banish the evil spirit" out of his daughter; but
she still cried, "None but Jesus-none but
Jesus," much to the annoyance of those
present, who wished her to pray to some favorite saint, instead of Jesus, who alone can
do poor
sinners good. Meetings are
held here every evening, and are well attended
by all parties, Romanists included ; but a
great many of the latter are prevented from
attendi::ig, as meetings are held in the chapel
every evening to prevent any of the poor
creatures attending where Scriptural knowledge can be obtained. But, thank God,
Rome is daily losing her power over the deluded people in this place.
THE following letter from one of the preachers employed by the late Western Convention,
shows the good that is already being realized.
We are satisfied that immediate results should
be looked for in every meeting.
REV. B. T. ROBER'l'S;
Dear Brother :-Since the <'amp meeting, I
have been exploring. God has been with us.
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and no meeting has been a barren one, for I
have learned to ask and believe for present
results, and we have them. At our first
meeting, fifteen came forward as seekers-all
were adults. One was soundly convertedtwo thoroughly sanctified, and several backsliders reclaimed. At the next appointment,
five rose for prayers-not barely to ask others
to pray for them, but pledging to pray for
themselves, and to die in the struggle or get
salvation. We have held no meeting yet
' where God has not at the first assembling so
far removed prejudice from the public mind as
to get a place to set his seal, at least, in convicting power. The people, thus far, plead at
each appointment for Bible preaching, and we
promise them, thus far, to send them somebody that enjoys religion, that will talk Bible,
and that will labor for the salvation of souls.
Another discovery that we make is this:
That God has laborers standing all the day
idle, anJ for the reason assigned long since,
"because no man employs us." They are
not prepared to read a lecture upon the stars,
and hence they are not encouraged to labor
for God. I firmly believe that God is able,
and will man his own work, if he is allowed
his choice of implements. He wants burdenbearers, axe-men, not many log-rollers, breaking plows, harrows, sowers of seed, bearers of
water, dressers of the vineyard, pruning
hooks, reapers, binders, flails and threshers.
Ob that God could have his own way in
these 'matters, then would our earth blossom
as the rose, and in no distant season bring
forth its fruit unto holiness, and secure us
with the end, everlasting life.
D. T. S.
CHURCH FESTIVALS.

THE Gospel represents that there is to be,
after death, a difference such as imagination
can scarcely conceive, between the fate of sinners and the fate of Christians. The one shall
dwell in mansions prepared for them by Christ,
in the nalace of the " King of Kings.''. They
shall
the society of the pious and holy,
redeemed from earth-of angels th:;i.t never
sinned, and God shall wipe away all tears from
their eyes. There the scorching sun shall
never beat upon the aching brow of toil, nor
the pale moon shed her rays upon the couch
of suffering, for the glory of God shall lighten

that blessed place, and there shall be no more
death, neither shall there be any more pain.
" Fair Ian d, could mortal eyes,
But half its charms explore,
How would our spirits long to rise,
And dwell on earth no more!"

On the other hand "the wicked shall be
turned into hell," where "the smoke of their
torment ascendeth up for ever and ever."
Their companions shall be devils and damned
spirits, " the fearful and unbelieving, and the
abominable and murderers, and whoremongers an:d sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars,"
all of whom the unerring word declares " shall
have their portion in the lake which burneth
with fire and brimstone, which is the second
death."
" 0, what eternal horrors hang
Around the second death."

This difference of condition is not the result
of caprice or chance, or unavoidable necessity.
It springs from a real and voluntary difference
in the character and conduct of men while on
earth.
The traveler to Heaven, with his loins girt
about, steadily pressing forward in the
of
every difficulty and danger, is very unlike the
careless passenger floating thoughtlessly but
surely down the stream of time to perdition.
The faithful picture which the Holy Ghost has
drawn of the adopted children of God, bears
no resemblance to the children of the Wicked
One. The Bible describes Christians as "a
peculiar people.,, They have "come out" from
the ungodly, and are " separate." They are
not "conformed to the world."
Transformed by the renewing of their minds
they ''walk not after the flesh, but after the
Spirit." They are crucified with Christ, dead
unto sin, seeking no longer the pleasures of
the world, but denying themselves and taking
up their crosl'! daily and following Jesus. They
have renounced the hidden things of dishoner, by never "doing evil, that good may come."
They seek, not the pleasures of the world, but
the peace of God which passeth all under·
standing, and the joy of the Holy Ghost.
Most, if not all, of Christian churches, both
those .which still flourish, and those which
have gone to decay, commenced their career
upon these principles of self denial. Two centuries ago, and the founders of some of the
most fashionable churches of the present day
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were stigmatized as puritans, on account of the
austerity of their manners.
The Methodists set out with the avowed object of spreading Scriptural Holiness over these
lands. They were a simple-hearted, plain,
earnest people. In the face of much opposition
and persecution, they relied upon the co-operation of the Holy Ghost. Their success proved
that their reliance was not in vain. To obtain
the necessary means for carrying on the work
of the Church, the appeal was simply made to
the love the people bad for Christ. It is but
a few years since, even in the city of New
York, but a single Methodist Church could be
found where the pews were rented or sold.
Now, even in the rural districts, free churches,
where the poor can have the Gospel preached
to them are the exception and not the rule.
When once a divergence from the right
course is commenced, no human eye can foresee where it will end. From the mammoth
depot of the Central Railroad in Buffalo, two
trains start out, and for a little time they run
in the same direction, and apparently side by
side. By little and little they diverge-soon
they lose sight of ell.ch other-and in twentyfour hours the passenger upon one finds himself among the fertile prairies of Illinois or
Wisconsin, while the traveler upon the other
is winding his way among the mountains of
Massachusetts, or is swallowed up in the sea of
human beings that throng the metropolis. So
when an individual or a church turns aside
from the narrow path, no one can tell how fast
or how far they will go in a direction opposite
to that in which they at first set out.
We have seen, with sorrow, the unholy
plans that have been adopted to raise money
for holy purposes. We have borne our testimony against all the contrivances resorted to
for the purpose of beguiling the enemies of
God into an involuntary support of his precious cause. We expected that according to
the laws of spiritual declension, those who
adopted, in order to raise money for the church,
the expedients of oyster suppers and festivals,
grab-bags and lotteries, and post offices where
"fun is sold cheap, and dealers in that commodity are invited to come and purchase,"
would go on from bad to worse, but we must
say that the latest plan devised to raise money
for the support of the church, took us utterly

by surprise. It was carried out in Buffalo, the
seat of the late General Conference, and it
took place only a few weeks after the delegates
left, while yet the savor of their influence remained.
"CLAM BA.KE .AND CHOWDER."
For a few days previous to the great festival
held by the Methodist Episcopal Church in
:Buffalo, large hand-bills, with the above heading, were posted up throughout the city. The
following notice was published in the daily
papers:
" M. E. CHURCH FESTIV.AL.-Next Thursday
a grimd festival of the Methodist Episcopal
Church is to inaugurate " Clinton Forest,'' the
newly fitted-up picnic-grove at Black Rock,
on the line of the Niagara Street Railroad.
In many features the affair will be quite an
extraordinary one. The great incident of the occasion will be an old-fashioned "Clam Bake and
Chowder," upon a large scale, which will be a
great novelty in these parts. One or two of
the military companies are expected to attend,
and the Twilight Serenaders will assist a fine
band in enlivening the occasion with music. A.
large delegation from Lockport is looked for
to a.ttend the festival, as the Central Railroad
Company has consented to bring an excursion
party at half-price."
We did not attend. When we made a pro,
fession of religion, a number of years ago, we
ceased attending such places. Of course, we
cannot, speak of the occurrence from personal
observation, but the following account from
the Buffalo Courier of August 4th, we think is
worth preserving. The editor, who was present, appears to have heartily enjoyed the festival, of which he speaks in the following complimentary terms :
" CLAM BAKE .AND CHOWDER. - The spot
selected for the clam bake was Clinton Forest,
situated about half a mile from the road. This
place, containing about twenty acres, was
surrounded by a neat board fence, and ten
cents demanded from each visitor for admission within the enclosure. Within we found
thousands of people, some v;entilating their
garments on swings, some playing games of
different descriptions, hundreds eating icecre11m, coffee, ham, fowls and other substantials, while the great mass opened, swallowed
or gorged themselves with clams. Clams was
the cry-from every corner came the echo,
clams l clams l and the odor and flavor of
clams went up and down odorous as exquisite
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ottars, and fragrant as a back kitchen about opened his wares. No one will be unkind
dinner time. The heroic FERGUSON presided enough to intimate that the music came from
over the clams, within an enclosure of plank, the lager. Nol
"The festival altogether was a success, and
and with his head wreathed in a towel, and
his delicate waist spanned by a clean apron, has initiated a new order of excursions, which
he looked the very god Epicurus, as he in- we hope will be followed up. The receipts at
trepidly ladled out the chowder, and coura- the gate were over four hundred dollars, we
geously burned his fingers in his mortal haste. . understand, and at the different booths, &c.,
several hundred dollars more. The proceeds
(Entre nous the chowder was superb.)
"At other points on the grounds were many are for the benefit of Niagara Street Methodist
tables, spread with delicacies of all sorts, be- Church, and will prove a great assistance to
hind which handsome women added their them in paying off the debt of the church.
voices to urge on appetite; flower tables were The ladies, .particularly, deserve the highest
many, where young and pretty damsels way- encomiums for their efforts and attempts to
laid pecunious youl)g men with their eyes, make the festival a model one, and carrying it
and persuaded them into floral purchases; ice- on to triumph."
The person who stood at the door of the
cream booths, where shillings were exchanged
for the frigid luxury, accompanied with paral- rope-walk and collected "ten cents" of each
lelogrammatic sections of sponge cake; there one who attended the " dance," is, we underwere other places where money cquld be laid stand, a member of one of the M. E. Churches
out to advantage in many ways, but of them in the city, and the proceeds, after "paying
we remember none. At the rope-walk, a for the music," went for the benefit of the
building which appeared to us to be a mile church. There will, quite likely, be a revival
long, a large crowd had collected, and to the of dancing, when the church becomes its pamusic of two bands were jumping about and tron, and when any one can dance " to his
perspiring to their heart's content, which priv- heart's content" for only "ten cents!"
The "chief priests" of old, would not peJrilege cost each dancer the sum of ten cents.
The atmosphere in this place was so intensely mit the money which Juda.s received for betrayhot and high flavored, that we positively ing Christ to go into the treaswry of the Lord.
The object of this "festival,'' was to raise
failed to get the programme of the dances.
'' In the main grounds, the Union Cornet money to pay off the debt of the Niagara
Band, with their new instruments, delighted Street M. E. Church. This Church once highly
the crowds with their music, while the Twi- prosperous, when "holiness" was a common
light Serenaders were kept musical all day theme among its members, bas been declining
long, by the voices of women and girls, who for several years. The members were taught
surrounded them with a rampart of charms, that this lack of prosperity was not occadenying their egress without some specimen sioned by a decline of spirituality, but by the
of their vocal attributes. The singers fairly want of a better edifice. The church was remade themselves hoarse with their efforts. modeled, and made one of the most splendid
All was hilarity and enjoyment throughout in the city. All the money was raised that
the afternoon, everybody appearing to be could be raised by the sale of pews-by taxhappy just in proportion as they had absorbed 1ng the members to the utmost of their ability,
clams, (and here arises the question of the and by making one of the largest liquor dealrelation of good humor to baked clams. Per- ers in the city trustee and treasurer. Still the
haps the gentlemen who tool} the money at the debt of the church was augmented to eight
gate will inform us.) We call particulair at- or nine thousand dollars.
Many of the members, we have no doubt,
tention to this new social meteor, in consequence of hearing some gentlemen who never disapprove in their hearts of these unchristian
were considered musical, successfully attempt- proceedings, but they are so accustomed to
ing the "Star Spangled Banner," with varia- obey their preacher that they fall in with his
tions, about thirty rods from Clinton Forest, wishes, faintly whispering to their souls,
where a contraband lager beer merchant had
"The evil which I would not, that I do.''

REVIVALS.

In the name of our common Christianity,
we protest against all these contrivances for
raising money. If the cause of God cannot
be sustained in any other way let it go down.
1. All these expedients for obtaining funds
for the Church are based on the assumpiion that
the Church is in a state of hopeless apostacy. St.
Paul in lst Tim., 3d chapter, gives it as one of
the marks of "men of corrupt minds, reprobate concerning the faith," that they are lovers of pleasure, more than lovers of God, HAVING A FORM OF GODLINESS
POWER

thereof."

but denying THE

" From such,'' be says,

"TURN AWAY."
2. They foster and encourage vice for the
sake of pecuniary gain. What better are they
in principle than the indulgences of the Romish Church ?
3. They tend to sap the foundations of morality. If the Church may "do evil that
good may come," why may not the individual?
Personal gain is thus made the standard of
action instead of the immutable principles of
right and wrong.
4. They lead to practical Atheism. They
say in effect that God cannot save us, and now
we must go to the world for help.
5. They lead souls to hell. Many a
Church member who has, for years, stood
out against the seductions of pleasure and the
blandishments of the world, has out of love for
the Church, been induced to go to those festivals, " lost his first love," sank down into dead
formalism, and gone from the bosom of the
Church to the fires of perdition. Many a
penitent has had his convictions dissipated,
and many a doubter has gone away saying
that religion is all a humbug and a farce.
CONVENTION AT PEKIN.

ABOUT eighty laymen and fifteen preachers
met in convention, at Pekin, Niagara County,
N. Y., on the 23d of August, to take into consideration the adoption of a Discipline for the
"FREE METHODIST CHURCH." Quite a discussion took place as to the propriety of effecting, at present, a formal organization. When
the vote was taken, all but seven-five
preachers and two laymen-etood up in favor
of organizing immediately.
In considering the provisions of the Discipline presented by the committee, every new
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feature was scanned most closely and critically.
The deep interest and close scrutiny of the
intelligent laymen who were present as delegates, must have convinced any one that t.hat
church is a great loser which excludes them
from her councils. After a careful examination, item by item, the Discipline, as agreed
upon, was adopted with singular unanimity.
It was as surprising as delightful to notice the
similarity of views entertained by men who
think for themselves, coming from different
parts of the country.
The doctrines agreed upon are those entertained by Methodists generaHy throughout the
world. An article on sanctification, taken
from Wesley's writings, was adopted. As a
difference in views upon this subject is one
cause of the difficulties that have occurred in
the Genesee Conference, it was thought best
to have a definite expression of our belief.
The countenance given of late by Methodist
ministers in this region to U niversalists, by
affiliating with them-supplying their pulpits,
and going without rebuke to their communion-rendered it necessary, in the judgment
of the convention to have an article, drawn
from the Bible, on future rewards and punishments.
The annual and quadrennial conventions
are to be composed of an equal number of laymen and ministers. The episcopacy and presiding eldership are abolished. Class leaders
and stewards are chosen by the members, and
the sacred right of every accused person
to an impartial trial and appeal is carefully
guarded.
Several searching questions relating to personal experience and his purpose to lead a life
devoted to God, must be proposed to every individual offering to join the church; and upon
an affirmative response, he is to be admitted
with the consent of three-fourths of the members present at a society meeting.
It is not the intention to try to get up a secession. On the contrary, as much as in
us lies, we shall live peaceably with all men.
The wicked expulsion of several ministers,
for no other crime than simply trying to carry
out their ordination vows, and the cruel refusal of the General Conference to grant us the
hearing of our appeals, guaranteed to us in
the most solemn manner by the Constitution
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an.cl Laws of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
and the violent ejection from the Church of
many of its most pious and devoted members,
whose only offence was that of sympathising
with us, as we are trying to endure "the af:tilictions of the Gospel," have rendered it necessary to provide a humble shelter, for ourselves, and for such poor, wayfaring pilgrims
as may wish to journey with us to heaven.
We are very firm in the conviction that it is
the will of the Lord that we should establish
free Chm:ches-the seats to be forever freewhere the Gospel can be preached to the
poor. We have this consolation- and it is a
great one-that if our effort is not for the
glory of God, and does not receive His approval, it cannot succeed. And if it is not for His
glory, we most devoutly pray that it may fail
in its very incipiency. We would rather be
covered with any amount of dishonor than
have the cause of God suffer. We have no
men of commanding ability and influence to
help on the enterprise-no wealth, no sympathy from powerful ecclesiastical, or political,
or secret societies; but all these against usso that if we succeed, it must be by the blessings of Heaven upon our feeble endeavors.
We cannot avail ourselves of any popular excitement in fuvor of a reform in Church government-or against slavery; but we are engaged in the work, always unpopular, and especially so in this age, of trying to persuade
our fellow-men to tread in the path of self-denial-the narrow way that leadeth unto life.
The new discipline will be ready probably
in two or three weeks. It will be about the
size and form of llhe old Methodist Disciplines,
and will be furnished at two dollars a dozen,
or twenty-five cents for a single copy.
Orders may be addressed to B. T. ROBERTS,
Buffalo, N. Y.

A SOLEMN BALLAD.
CONTAINING :MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY.
THE

silks brought to this country, exceed in

value, by eight millions of dollars, all the flour
that we send abroad. During the year 1855,
$1,3'74,0'77 worth of coin left our ports, and
cigars valued at $3,311,935 were brought in.
Of beef, tallow, hides and horned cattie, we
sold for other countries only $2,214,544 in the
last commercial year, and during that time we
bought brandy to the amount of $3,241,408.
Three leading principles have we,
An Orion's belt of stars,
To guide the nation of the free :
Silks, brandy and cigars.

I

Were battle here, we'd, bravely fight,
And would not shrink for sears ;
But oh-we'd tremble should we miss
Silks, brandy and cigars.
We fear the loss of trash, and smoke,
And rum, much more than wars;
We're ripe to tight-but can't give up
Silks, brandy and cigars.
Americans, ye are not now
Like your old pa's and ma's;
They gave up tea, and with it, too,
Silks, brandy and cigars.
But you go on-lock'd fast and tight,
Twixt French and British bars;
Selling your birthright-and for what?
Silks, Brandy and Cigars.
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN the flesh and spirit." From all outward pollution of the flesh if there is
REGENERATION AND SANC- any ; and then from all pollution of
TIFICATION.
the spirit, which includes all inward
sin. These Corinthians were justified
BY REV. WM. COOLEY.
persons. Paul call them " dearly beWe understand by regeneration, loved." In verse 4th, he says "great is
that change of heart resulting from my glorying of you." Though some
being born of the Spirit, which makes of this Church had been backslidden,
its subject a new creat1.1-re ; and by Paul's first letter corrected them, and
entire sanctification that cleansing of he now says, in verse 9th : they had
the heart from all inward corruption, sorrowed after a godly sort, ar...-J then
which constitutes it holy. This entire mentions the result of this sorrow,
sanctification is a work wrought in the " yea, what clearing of yourselves, yea
heart subsequent to regeneration, and what zeal, etc. In verse 16, he says," I
not in conjunction with it. Regenera- rejoice therefore, that I have confidence
tion is only a partial renovation in you in all things." The conclusion is,
of the heart, while sanctification is an these must have been justified persons,
entire work as far as purity is con- who needed to be fully cleansed.
cerned. The necessity of this subse- Paul prays for the Thessalonian Church
quent work grows out of the fact, that in a way to teach this doctrine. 1
the heart is not freed from all the car- Thess. v, 23. "And the very God of
nal nature when it is regenerated. peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray
a.nd soul and
What remains is inbred sin, inward God your whole
sin, sin of the heart, of desire, feeling body, be preserviwl blameless unto the
and volition, such as the roots of pride, coming of our LQrd Jesus Christ.,,
of anger, jealousy, envy, or love of These were Christian&ii partially sanctithe world ; and not actual sin, or the fied, but not wholly, and Paul prays
sin of the life. Though these are found that they might be sanctified wholly.
in the heart after regeneration, grace Sanctification begins with regeneragives us victory over them, and we com- tion, and thus all justified persons are
mit sin only when we let these get the partly sanctified. These were to be
mastery over us. Some find it quite dif- entirely sanctified and then kept so,ficult to understand such distinctions, " preserved blameless."
Gal. v, 17:
the flesh lusteth
but they agree with the Bible and with
experience. In vindicatfng this view, against the Spirit, and the Spirit
we shall present the testimony of the against the flesh ; and tliese are conBible and of able divines, and also the trary the one to the other." Mr.
experience of Christians. Paul in ad- Wesley says, "He is speaking to bedressing the Church at Corinth says lievers, and describes the state of bein 2 Cor. 7, 1 : "Having therefore lievers in general when he says, " the
these promises, dearly beloved, let us flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and
cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of these are contrary the one to the otht'r ."

rn
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Nothing can be more express. The
apostle here directly affirms that the
evil nature, opposes the Spirit,
even in believers ; that even in the regenerate there are two principles, contrary one to the other. Ser. vol. 2, p.
109. The apostle speaks of a class of
persons in 1 Cor. iii, 1-2, whom he
denominated carnal in a sense, and yet
they were babes in Christ. Mr. Wesley thinks they were believers.
Paul speaks in Heb. xii, 15, of" roots
of bitterness spring up and troubling
them," in connection with the duty to
follow holiness, which leads us to conclude, (though it may refer also to
other things,) that it must have reference to inward sin. 1 John i, 9,-" If
we confess our sins He is faithful and
just to forgive us our sins, and to
cleanse us from all unrighteousness."
This means He will pardon us, and then
He will cleanse our hearts. Christians
are addressed in the Scriptures as
though they needed a higher state of
purity. "And every man that hath
this hope in him purifieth himself, even
as he is pure." 1 John, iii, 3. "Be
ye holy for I am holy." "Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father in
heaven is perfect." " Sanctify them
through thy truth, thy word is truth."
" Leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on to perfection." " This is the will of God, even
your sanctification!' "That ye may
l;>e perfect and entire, wanting nothing."
"Always laboring fervently for you
in prayer, that ye may stand perfect
and complete in all the will of God."
The apostles gave evidence of inward
sin, which sometimes got the mastery
over them, before they " we1·e filled
with the Holy Spirit," and entirely
sanctified, as they evidently were on
the day of Penticost.
We will now consider some objections to this doctrine. " If any man
be in Christ, he is a new creature: old
things are passed away ; behold all
things are become new." 2 Cor. v,
17. This passage means that a great
change has taken place in conversion,
so that the power of the old man is

broken, and the views and feelings are
greatly changed, but it cannot mean
that this is done in an absolute sense,
for the physical and mental powers remain much as they were before. Mr.
Wesley says, "But we must not so interpret the apostle's words as to make
him contradict himself. And if we will
make him consistent with himself, the
plain meaning of the words is this : His
old judgment concerning justification,
holiness, happiness, indeed concerning
the things of God in general, is now
passed away: so are his old desires,
designs, affections, tempers, and conversation. All these are undeniably become new-greatly changed from what
they were. And yet though they are
new, they are not wholly new. Still
he feels, to his sorrow and shame, remains of the old man, too manifest
taints of his former tempers and affections, though they cannot gain any
advantage over him, as long as he
watches and prays." Ser. vol. 1, p.
112. Some have understood 1 Cor.
vi, 11, which mentions the word sanctified before justified, as opposed to this
view, but the term is simply used not
in the sense of holiness, but in its
lower meaning of separation from sinful uses. Dr. Clark says, "It means
ye are separated from idols to be joined to the living God."
An objection of this character is
sometimes made, " God never does a
partial or imperfect work" This objection is not valid, as we propose to
show. He might have created the
world in a moment of time, but he
was six days in doing it. He was
four thousand years in introducing the
scheme of redemption into our world.
When our Saviour raised Lazarus
from the dead, he left part of the work
to be done afterwards, which was
" loose him and let him go." He led
the blind man out of the town and
then partially cured him, so that he
saw men as trees walking, and then he
put his hands again upon his eyes, and
he was restored, and saw every man
clearly. Mark viii, 23. There are steps
or degrees in the personal salvation of

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGENERATION AND SANCTIFICATION.

every soul. The enlightening of the
mind, the conviction of guilt, the penitence, the faith exercised, the conversion of the soul, the witness of the
spirit, the subsequent growth in grace,
the entire sanctification of the heart,
the subsequent growth in love, and enlargement of the heart, and increase in
power and faith. It is so in the natural world. The work God does there
is not all done at once, for there is the
small sprout, and then the tree, the germinating seed, the stalk, and the full
corn in the ear, the rose-bud, and then
the beautiful flower. In religious experience there is the b::ibe in Christ,
and the perfect man. These illustrations are used to show the two states,
and not the length of time in passing
from one state to the other.
We will now introduce the testimony of several prominent writers, beginning with Dr. Dempster; he says,
speaking of sanctification, " Between
this state and mere regeneration, the
distinction should be accuratel v defined. You ask in what then does ;egeneration consist? Simply in this threefold change, viz: justification, partial
renovation, and divine adoption.
Above and beyond this great change
stands that of Christian Perfection.
Do you then demand an exact expression of the difference? It is this, the
one admits of controlled tendencies to
sin, the other extirpates those tendencies. That is, the merely regenerate
has remaining impurity, the fully sanctified has none. The difference between these two states is, therefore,
moral, not physical-owing not to one
being more largely developed than the
other, but to one being more pure than
the other. Beyond sanctification there
is no increase in purity, but unceasing
increase in expansion."
Says Mr. Wesley, "When does
inward sanctification begin? In the
moment a man is justified, yet sin remains in him, yea the seed of all sin, till
he is sanctified throughout." Plain Account, p. 48. "By sin, I here understand inward sin, any sinful temper, passion or affection ; such as pride, self-
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will, love of the world, in any kind of
degree, such as lust, anger, or peevishness ; any disposition contrary to the
mind which was in Christ." Ser. vol. 1,
p. 109. "And it is most certain that
there does still remain even in the hearts
of them that are justified, a mind that is
in some measure carnal, a heart bent
to backsliding, a propensity to pride,
anger, revenge, love of the world, yea
and all evil, a root of bitterness, which
if the restraint were taken off for a moment, would instantly spring up ; yea,
such a depth of corruption, as without
clear light from God, we cannot possibly conceive, if you think it (inbred
sin) does not remain, you certainly
have not considered the length and
breadth, and heighth and depth of the
law of God." Wesley's Ser., vol. 1,
p. 119 and 113.
Richard Watson says, "That a distinction exists between a regenerate
state, and a state of entire and perfect
holiness will be generally allowed.
Regeneration we have seen, is concomitant with justification ; but the apostles
in addressing the body of believers in
the churches to whom they wrote their
epistles, set before them, both in the
prayers they offer in their behalf, and
in the exhortations they administer, a
still higher degree of deliverance from
sin as well as a higher growth in
Christian virtues. Two passages only
need be quoted to prove this: 1 Thes.
v, 23. "And the very God of peace
sanctify you wholly, and I pray God
your whole spirit and soul and body
be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 2 Cor.
vii, 1. "Having these promises, dearly
beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from
all filthiness of the flesh, perfecting holiness in the fear of God." In both
these passages deliverance from sin is
the subject spoken of; and the prayer
in one instance, and the exhortation in
the other, goes to the extent of the entire sanctification of the soul and spirit
as well as the flesh or body, from all
sin ; by which can only be meant our
complete deliverance from all spiritual
pollution; all inward depravation of
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the heart, as well as that which expres- more so than ever, of the impurity of
ses itself outwardly by the indulgence his nature, we freely admit; not indeed
of the senses, is called filthiness of the because he is more impure, but beflesh." Theological Inst. vol. 2, p. cause the light of God's Spirit shining
450.
into his soul, now more clearly discovMr1 Fletcher says, " We do not ers to him the native impurity, the
deny that the remains of the carnal roots of bitterness within." In-another
mind still cleave to imperfect Chris- article we propose to consider the extians; and that when the expression perience of many intelligent Chris" carnal " is softened and qualified, it tians on this question.
may in a low sense, be applied to such
professors as these Corinthians were, to
whom St. Paul said, "I could not THE BEAUTIES OF THE
speak to you as to spiritual."
WORLD TO COME.
Dr. J. T. Peck says, "We hazard
nothing in asserting that true ChrisBeautiful Zion built above,
tians may, and often do know, that
Beautiful City that I love;
they have the remains of carnal naBeautiful Gates of pearly white,
ture within them, while at the same
Beautiful Temple, God its light.
time, "the Spirit itself beareth witBeautiful Trees for ever there,
ness with their spirits that they are
Beautiful Fruits they always bear;
the children of God." The more
Beautiful Rivers gliding by,
they improve in religious experience,
Beautiful Fountains never dry.
until wholly sanctified, the more they
see of the evils of their own hearts.
Beautiful Light without the sun,
Their tendency to sin is not so great,
Beautiful Days revolving on,
because they are living nearer to God,
Beautiful Worlds on Worlds untold,
but because they know more of it.
Beautiful Streets of shining gold.
Their spiritual vision is constantly beBeautiful Heaven where all is light,
coming clearer, and hence they detect
depravity in their own souls, which
Beautiful Angels clothed in white,
was before unknown to them. Is not
Beautiful Songs that never tire,
this incontestably so? Who are they
Beautiful Harps thro' all the Choir.
who have the deepest sense of inward
Beautiful Crowns on every brow,
Who have most mental
Beautiful Palms the conqueror's show,
agony upon the discovery of their unBeautiful Robes the ransomed wear,
likeness to Christ? Certainly not
Beautiful
All who enter there.
those who have departed from the
faith; not those who seldom pray in
Beautiful Throne for God the Lamb,
earnest--whose lives are yielded a
Beautiful Seats at God's right hand,
sacrifice to the world. " No, they are
Beautiful Rest all wanderings cease,
surely those who live nearest to God
Beautiful Home of perfect peace.
in a justified state; who are most conPsalm xlviii, 2; Isaiah Iii, 1; l::i:, 19, 20, 21; Hebrews
stant and devout in the use of the iv, 9; II Peter iii, 13, 14; Revelations iv, 7; 21, 22
Chap.
means of grace." Central Idea, p. 77.
Bishop Hedding says, " The justified soul finds in himself the remains
WITH the same height of desire that
of inbred corruption, or original sin : thou hast· sinned, with the like depth
such as pride, anger, envy, a feeling of of sorrow thou must repent ; thou that
hatred to an enemy, a rejoicing at a hast sinned to-day, defer not thy recalamity which has fallen upon him." pentance till to-morrow : he that hath
Dr. Bangs says, "That after a sin- promised pardon to thy repentance,
ner is justified freely by his grace, he hath not promised life till thou repent.
is made deeply sensible, and perhaps -QUARLES.

REV. JOHN SMITH.

REV. J 0 H N SMITH.
BY REV. A, A. PHELPS.

I HAVE just closed the life of Rev.
John Smith, of the British Wesleyan
Conference. It forms an 18-mo. volume of 324 pages, besides nearly a
hundred pages of introductory matter
by Dr. James Dixon, which is both
sound and suggestive. The body of
the work was written by Rev. Richard
Treffry, Jr., who has shown himself an
able biographer. The subject of the
memoir was one of the most pious
and useful ministers of his or any
age. His career was short, but full of
labors and signal conquests for God.
His zeal was as intense as his faith
was invincib]e. Having neither time
nor inclination to dabble in worldly
speculations, he fixed his eye on the
one great object of the Christian ministry, and pursued it with a devotion
that swallowed up every power of his
being. He was on the track of souls,
and 0 how bitter his grief when he
failed to rescue them from ruin's brink
and lead them to the " fountain filled
with blood ! " But he did succeed in
plucking thousands from death and
hell, and helping them on in the way
to heaven. It ought to be remarked,
that one great element of his success
was the energy with which he strove
to create a fond of power in the
Church. He did this by constantly
urging believers on to holiness. Indeed, his uniform way of working, like
that of the celebrated Caughey, was to
have two revivals go on simultaneously-one among sinners and backsliders, the other among justified
Christians. A revival ocurring under
such circumstances, has a three-fold
advantage. First, the Church itself is
made holy and happy and stable.
Second, the members of a Church
thus baptized and sanctified, are
clothed with such power that more sinners are actually converted than would
otherwise be the case. Third, the
converts stand a thousand times better
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chance to live, by being thus fanned
by gracious breezes around them and
urged on themselves to the depths of
perfect love. How much better it
seems for a minister of the Gospel to
imitate the example of such men as
Smith, Nelson and Bramwell, (who
all drank into the same spirit) in waving the banners of salvation on the
watch-tower of Zion, marshalling the
soldiers of Christ to an earnest contest with ·the prince of darkness, and
then joining in the shout of victory
over the retreating legions of Satan,
than to be throwing obstacles in the way
of their ever gaining a victory, and if
perchance a few intrepid heroes should
lead the way to a bloody slaughter
in the "army of the aliens," to have
him rally his sleepy forces and unite
his influence with theirs in suppressing the rising joys of their more
. valiant-hearted comrades !
We conclude this hasty sketch with
an extract from the biographer, at
the close of Mr. Smith's labors
on the Nottingham circuit: "Such
was the closing scene of Mr. Smith's
regular ministry, in a circuit most tenderly endeared to his own heart, and
in which his name will long be remembered with deep emotions of gratitude
and reverence. Of his usefulness, during the four years of his residence
here, it is impossible to form any adequate estimate. A gentleman intimately acquainted with the circuit, and
in every other respect qualified to
form a correct calculation, states it as
his opinion, that there are now in its
societies not fewer than four hundred
persons, who were converted to God
through Mr. Smith's immediate instr:umentality. And if to this extraordinary number, wc add those cases in
which his ministry was powerfully
blessed to neighboring circuits, and the
other instances in which he was in a
still more extended, though less palpable and d.irect way, the instrument of
good in his own circuit,-we have an
amount of spiritual service to the
Church, as the result of one man's labor, such as, in so short a period, has
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ve.ry rarely beeq surpast1.¢d. Upon
prh1ciples were
the i'!Upposition that
really i.ncor.rect, and his mode.s of effort un,soriptural, the marvelloqs charof his. µsefulnes;s. is strikingly enhanced. What must have been the
might of that piety, which in spite of
fandamental and practical error,
ao.hieved such an incalculable mass of
good! .
the energy of that faith
whii;h, with such serious hindrances,
succeeded in bringing down heavenly
influence so extensive and powerful !
Nay, rather, we are compelled to say,
"Blessed is the error which tends to
lead such multitudes to the knowledge
of the truth ! honorable is the heresy
whieh establishes countless believers
on their most holy faith ! sacred is the
extravagance whieh from every side
calls wandering sheep into the fold of
Christ,! and happy, thrice happy is
the man who, with the brand of error,
heresy, and extravagance affixed to his
character .at a human tribuna.l, returns
to God to be enshrined and exalted, as
a radiant and spotless star, forever and
ever!"

IF the members of churches are to
be not Christians, but "respectable
persons," if their piety is to be not the
reverent upturning of the finite eye
to the Infinite God, but a fluctuating
accommodation to the religious fashions of the day-that goes once to
Church, or twice, as is the mode, that
su hscribes to missions, and gets up
sales for charitable purposes, or does
not, as is the mode-then they may indeed remain for a time, and even do
their work and. get their reward ; but
the first blast of millennial Christianity will sweep them utterly away.
The Tyrians chained Appollo to the
statue of Dagon, but Alexander laid
their towers in the dust all the same !
Revolution is fearful ; the unchained
masses, foaming, maddened in atheistic
frenzy, are fearful ; but Christianity
chained in the temple of mammon is
the most fearful of all.-BAYNE.

THE TRUE WISDOM.
A MAN may know all about the
rocks, and his heart remain as hard as
they are; a man may know all a.bout
the winds, and be the sport of passions
as fierce as they ; a man may know all
about the stars, and his fate be the
meteor's, that, after a brief and brilliant
career, is quenched in eternal night; a
man may know all about the sea, and
his soul resemble the troubled waters,
which cannot rest ; a man may know
how to rule the spirits of the elements,
yet know not how to rule his own ; a
man may know how to turn aside the
flashing thunderbolt, but not the wrath
of God from his own guilty head ; he
may know all that La Place knew-all
that Shakspeare knew-all that Watts
knew-all that the greatest geniuses
have known; he may know all mysteries and all knowledge, but if he does
not know his Bible, what shall it avail 1
I take my stand by the bed of a dying
philosopher as well as of a dying miser,
and ask of the world's wisdom, "What
shall it profit a man if he gain the
world and lose his own soul i "
I despise not the lights of science;
but they burn in a dying chamber as
dim as its candles. They cannot penetrate the mists of death, nor light the
foot of the weary traveler on his way
in that valley through which we have
to pass. Commend me, therefore, to
the light which illumines the last hour
of life-commend me to the light that,
when all others are qllenched, shall
guide my feet to the portals of that
blessed world where there is no need
of the sun, and no need of the moon,
and no need of any created lights, for
God and the Lamb are the light
thereof. Brethren, leave others to
climb the steps of fame-brother, sister, put your feet upon the ladder that
scales the sky ; nor mind though your
brows are never crowned with fading
pays, if you win, through faith in
Jesus, the crown of eternal life.-DR.
GuTHIUE.

CONFIRMATION OF SDRIPTURE.
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prophet, he beheld at Tyre. There
CONFIRMATION OF SCRIP- are the forts built over against the beleaguered city; the king placing his
TURE.
feet on the necks of the captive prinTHE following interesting article, ces; and the idols of the conquered
from an exchange, shows the bearing carried away by the victors, precisely
of the discoveries at Nineveh on the as described by Hosea and other sacred authors. There are also the Asteachings of the Bible:
The discoveries of Layard at Ni- syrian Gods, still the same as when
neveh, though curious and instructive their portraits were drawn five-andin all respects, are most important twenty centuries ago-cut frorn the
from the light they throw on Scrip- trees of the forest, decked with silver
ture. In reading the narrative of the and gold, fastened with nails, and
bold explorer, we seem to be trans- clothed with purple and blue. The
ported back to the days of the He- very star to which Amos alludes is yet
brew prophet, for substantially the on those palace walls, above the
same manners and customs prevail in horned cup of the idol, though the
Messopotamia now as did three thous- worshippers have been dead for thouand years ago. There are still the sands of years, and though the wild
lodges in the cucumber gardens which beasts as predicted, have made their
Isaiah describes ; the oxen still tread lairs there.
Even the enormous circumference
out the corn; the vessels of bulrushes
may still be seen ; and the wild asses which Jonah gives to the walls of Niof the desert, so poetically alluded to neveh is fully corroborated. The three
by Job, still watch the traveler from a day's journey of the prophet is still
distance, pause for him to draw near, required to make the circuit of the
and then gallop away to the shadowy great ruins on the east bank of the Tihorizon. To realize the Old Testament, gris, for the people of Messopotamia
Layard should be read. The ancient build their cities as the Hindoos still
portion of the Bible ceases to be the construct theirs. First one king
dim, far-off record it has heretofore erected a palace, around which grew
appeared ; light gleams all along its up a town; then a new monarch built
pages; its actors live and move be- one, for fresh air on the verge of the
fore us; we become ourselves sharers open country, whither soon followed
in the story ; and the past, for the mo- another town ; and this process was
repeated till several contiguous cities
ment, is vivified in the present.
The confirmation of the truth of the were decaying and being erected, all
Scripture derived from the sculptures passing, however, under the general
of Nineveh is not less remarkable. name, and covering together an extent
The bas-reliefs on the walls of the pal- of ground which would otherwise be
aces, now just restored to light, after incredible. The light thrown on
being entombed for nearly two thous- Scripture, the confirmation afforded to
and
verify perpetually the He- the Bible by these recent discoveries
brew Bible. There is still to be seen at Nineveh, is so remarkable, that it
the wild bull in the net mentioned by almost seems ais if that ancient city,
Isaiah; the Babylonian princes in ver- after being buried, had been allowed to
million, with dyed attire on their heads be disinterred solely tq confound the
described by Ezekiel; and warriors folly of modern skepticism.
bringing the heads of their enemies in
BonILY infirmities, like breaks in
caskets, to cast them down at the palace gates, as was done with the seventy a wall, have often become avenues
sons of Ahab. There, too, are painted through which the light of Heaven has
shields hung on the walls of besieged entered to the soul, and made the imtowns, as we are told by the Jewish prisoned inmate long for release.
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the weak things of the world to c1Im-

RE THAT WlNN'E'l'H SOULS found the mighty, and things that are
not, to bring to nought things that are."
IS \VISE.
BY J;t;E:V. J.AMES M.AT;EIEWS.

P .AUSE a moment,. my brother, and
think of this. Not he tha.t winn.eth
hono:rs, not he that gains a. position
in the world, or the Church, but "he
that winneth souls." How many
have forgotten this! Young men of
promise, whom God called out of the
world, made wise unto salvation, and
sent into the vineyard to work for
him, have labored for a little time,
then forgetting that the only wisdom
was to win souls, turned their eyes to
a college course, and left the fieldturned away from the great work, and
instead.of laboring to pull men out of
the fire, began to work for a degree, as
though death would forbear to call
any away until they were prepared to
warn them. What has been the re·sult i They have gained the prizegone out titled-able to please the
fancy of wise men, to round a period,
frame a sentence, speak correctly, and
gesture faultlessly. Men applaud and
sink down to the regions of woe under their··preaching.
There are many to-day, called of
God to proclaim the gospel, who are
shrinking from it. Ask them why i
"Oh," they say," we know so little."
So thought Gideon Ousely : He
would say, "Lord, I am a poor, ignorant creature ; how can I go i Then
it would rush into his mind, "Do you
know the disease i "0 yes, Lord, I
do ! " " And do you not know the
cure i " " 0 yes, glory be to thy
name ! I do." Then go and tell them
of the disease and the cure." He did
so, and his works say he was wise, for
he won souls.
"If that man is the best physician
who performs the most cures, that is
the best preacher who brings the greatest number of souls to God."
A course of study never made a
man mighty to pull down the strong
holds of the devil. " God has chosen

When a man cries out, " Who is sufficient for these. things i" and wrestles
with God for help, makes his closet
his study, his Bible his hand-book, and
goes through the college of Jesusthen the degree he takes will be of
some use. He that denies himself,
wrestles with God in mighty prayer,
and takes hold on the horns of the al-.
tar, holding on by persevering faith,
will take a degree that will fit him for
service. God makes A. M's. "All
is yours." The man of God knows it,
and cries, "All is mine. Now Father, give me souls,"-and he wins
them. Such a man is wise.
There are hundreds of learned men
in the ministry to-day, who win everything but souls. Large churches are.
built for them: they win applause, preferment, congregations, fortunes, but
souls never.
Why i Not because they do not
labor. They travel, write, lecture and
preach all the time, and are really earnest men. But they do not aim to win
souls. They wear themselves out lopping off branches, instead of striking
at the root of the tree of evil ; building up a party, or establishing some
favorite notion of church order, instead of insisting on repentance, deep·
and self-killing-leaving all to follow
Jesus or no salvation,-and so win
members to the Church perhaps, but
no souls to Christ. Yet they talk of
repentance ; so does the Universalist.
They talk of faith in Christ ; so does
the Antinomian. They preach, but .
not as did the apostle, " warning every
man, and teaching every man in all
wisdom, that they may present every
man perfect before God,'' or they
would reap, as did the apostle, souls
daily. St. Paul was a leader of the
sect of Nazarenes, (so called,) and had
he been possessed of worldly poli-0y,
he would have first attempted to.make
the movement a popular one. Not so
did he act. He boldly struck for
souls, and won them. Would to God
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men did so to-day, instead of piping
the tune "Popularity," with soul-saving accompaniments. Look at the fathers; they sought souls, won them ;
oounted not their lives dear unto them,
so they might pull men out of the fire.
They were wise men. God gave them
seals to their ministry. The names
of many wise men, who have won souls
are written on God's calendar. Their
memory is precious. And some such
we have to-day, but how few, compared with the thousands called " Heralds of the Cross." Yet, there is here
and there one, thank God ! What is
the secret of their success ? Knee
work! Yes, my brother, KNEE WORK!
The closet can tell of wrestlings, and
importunate pleadings, as did Fletcher's, and that old man, who, when going
to preach said, "I will not go, except
the Lord goes with me."
Young men, in the name of God I
appeal to you. We are called to win
souls. Shall we do it? Can we bear
to be drones here, and then hear the
master say, "Take ye the unprofitable
servant, and cast him into outer darkness?"
Brothers, let us band together to
win souls. Let it be before you ever.
Pray, agonize for the mighty power of
the Holy Ghost. Get this first-God
will show you what to do next. You
will then study as those who have to
give an account.
Be wise-never rest-but with the
sword unsheathed rush into the battle
and take spoils for Jesus.
"Herein is my Father glorified, that
ye bear much fruit, so shall ye be my
disciples."
HuMILITY.-lt is worthy of remark,
that· soon after Paul was converted he
declared himself "unworthy to be
called an':Apostle." As time rolled on
and he grew in grace, he cried out,
" I am less than the least of all saints."
And just before his martyrdom, when
he had reached the stature of a perfect
man in Christ, his exclamation was,
"I am the chief of sinners."

COME TO JESUS.
Sinner list ; a voice is speaking
In sweet tones of love to thee ;
Through thy soul's deep silence breaking
With its holy melody;
And each tuneful cord is waking
With its echoes, "Lo vest thou me?"
Hear those
sweetly pleading,
As they whisper, " Come to me; "
Mark that side, now freshly bleeding,
See how truly, earnestly,
That One's voice is interceding
For thy soul: 'Tia all for thee.
Thou hast hitherto neglected,
In thy deep iniquity,
That sweet voice; else ne'er reflected
Who it was thus spake to thee;
Surely thou has oft suspected
It was he who died for thee.
Mark him in his holy calling,
Kneeling in Gethsemane;
Note the sorrow so appalling
Which he suffered there for thee I
Till his sweat like blood was falling
From his brow-and all for thee I
Canst thou now that cross reviewing,
Watch his silent agony?
See taat saving blood imbuing
With its hue the accursed tree ?
By thy sins each pang renewing,
When those pangs are all for thee ?
Hear that cry so agonizing,
" Why hast thou forsaken me? "
Heed that prayer so sympathizing,
''Lord forgive, they know not me! "
See him whom thou .art despising,
Suffering, dying thus for thee,
Come to Jesus! Come believing,
Come in true humility;
J eaus loves to be receiving
Sinners such as thou must be.
Come to Jesus-he forgiving
Waits to pardon all like thee.
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BE DEFINITE.
BY

ALEXAl'<DER:.

SU]):;J!:R8. of perfect love ! Suffer a
a, wor:o of exhortation from one who
wou1d fain assist you in entering the
narrow way.
L Be definite in your conviction of
'Nial want. A vague and ill-defined desire will not avail. You want to be
cleanse,d from all sin, and filled with
all the fulness of God. Nothing less
will answer, and nothing different.
Try to get on your naked heart and
conscience, a burning sense of the precise facts in the case. It is the Spirit :
that must produce this conviction, but
put yourself in the way to receive
the light, and welcome the most painfµl disclosures which that Spirit may
make. Remember the searching truth
will not injure you, though its penetrating edge may hurt. You need
never expect to blunder into the
"King's highway." If your heart
shall ever exult in the triumphs of full
redemption, it will be after you have
seen the dark depravity of your nature, and been filled with unutterable
longings for inward purity. Open
your eyes then, to see the very worst.
Lay bare your bosom to the "sharpness of the two-edged sword." Do
not dare to shrink away from the
most humilitating revelations of the
Holy Ghost, but rather cry out from
the depths of your yearning heart,
"Spirit of burning come I"
2. Be definite in your committal for
the blessing. Some are so accustomed
to deal in generalities that nobody
can tell what they are after, and I
have sometimes thought it doubtful
whether they themselves know. They
are forever expressing a desire for
" more religion," or a " deeper work
of grace." But what do they mean
by that? How.muon " more religion"
would they have? How much deeper
would tbey have the
of grace?"
This looseness, my brethren, will
never answer for those who intend to
have their religion amount to any-

thing.. If you are not justified, yolil.
do not want " more religion," -you
want religion I If you are justified
your wants can never be adequately
expressed by such general phrases;
you now want inward purity-entire holiness-perfect love ! Not a
" deeper work of grace," but salvation
from all sin, ought to be the burden
of your prayers and testimonies, till
you get the thing itself. Bring your
heart up to this definite point, and
make it your" one idea," and you will
succeed without the shadow of a doubt.
Besiege the throne of grace for a clean
heart, and utterly refuse to accept of
any substitute. Be not shy of using
the language of Inspiration to express
your convictions. Bible terms are
good enough for anybody. If you are
really in earnest for purity, tell God of
it in all the simplicity of a hungry
child; and tell it to the deeply devoted
that they may unite their supplications
with yours in helping you to secure
" A heart in every thought renewed,
And full of love divine."

A PLACE FOR PRAYER.-.· " Where
do you find a place to pray in ? " was
asked of a pious sailor on board of a
whaling ship.
" Oh," he said, "I can always find a
quiet spot at the mast-head."
"Sam, do you find a spot for secret
prayer?" asked a minister of a stableboy.
"Oh, yes sir; that old coach is my
closet, and it is the best spot on
earth."
Where there is a heart to pray, it is
easy enough to find a place.
IT is in vain for the bird to com·
plain that it saw the corn, but not the
pitfall. So it will be vain for sinners
to plead company and allurements, by
which they have been enticed to undo
their souls for ever. The God of
Spirits, the God of ·all flesh, will not be
put off with any excus·es or pretences
when he shall try and judge the children of men.-BROOKS.

.NOBODY' SAVED.

NOBODY SAVED.
BY

REV.

A. A.

PHELPS.

'TwAs Tuesday evening, and I made
my way to the General Class Meeting
in the beautiful village of L
.
Quite a large number were present,
and probably thirty to forty gave in
public testimony as the representatives
of Christ. Some spoke of happy seasons in other days ; some expressed
their hopes for days to come. Some
descanted very cooly and logically on
the general character and benefits of
Christianity. Some knew religion to
be good, although they had lost its sacred flame-its soul-moving vitality;
yet they would not sell their hope of
heaven for ten thousand worlds ! Some
rejoiced in anticipation of greeting
in the kingdom above, friends who
had "passed on before." Some spoke
extensively of living beneath their
privilege-coming short of God's glory
-making crooked paths-doing many
things they ought not to do-having
dark days, weak faith, etc., though
cherishing very strong desires to serve
the Lord and find their way to heaven.
But of all this number, no one spoke
of the joys of present and full salvation, through the atoning Lamb.
As I sat, and mused, and listened,
the question was forcibly impressed :
Is there nobody saved? And the response came echoing back, "Nobody
saved! nobody saved!" But why
should the fact exist that requires such
testimony to be given? Why should
any so live as to be compelled to tell
the heart-rending story that falls on
our ears from time to time ? Are
there not abundant provisions made to
help us out of all the difficulties in
which sin has involved us? ls there
not an infinite ability, willingness and
desire on the part of God to lead his
children. out into a large place, where
the light of salvation unceasingly
shines ? Many would like to be saved,
but in all their pleadings they seem
tacitly to cherish the idea that they are
invoking a cruel tyrant who keeps
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shoving them away from the cross and
is loth to graht their petitions. The
case, however,. is far
The
fact is, every one enjoys as much _salvation as he really proposes
enjoy.
Not that we are -to make a divinity
of our will; but the God of red:emption is waiting to be gracious-anxious
to pour upon us all the riches of his
grace. Salvation is provided. Its
terms are plain and reasonable. All
may meet them. Jesus beckons us to
the gushing fountain and the cleansing
blood. The Holy Spirit enlightens,
melts and moves. All heaven is in
favor of our complete deliverance frotn
sin; and if we are not saved, it is
plainly because we will not be saved;
we prefer another course. If this be
true, how fearful our responsibility,
and how inexcusable all our complaints
of darkness and leanness of soul !
RETALIATION-The great apostle of
the Gentiles felt himself under a painful necessity to rebuke Peter in the
presence of the whole Church. He had.
recorded that rebuke, too, in one of his
epistles. It was thus to be handed
down to every age as a permanent and
humiliating evidence of the wavering
inconstancy of his fellow-laborer.
Peter, doubtless, must have felt
acutely the severity of the chastisement. Does he resent it? He, too,
puts on record long after, in one of his
own epistles, a sentence regarding his
rebuker, but it is this-"Our beloved
brother Paul!"
Speak of the faults of others only
in prayer; manifesting more sorrow
for the sin of the censorious and unkind, than for the evil inflicted on
yourselves.
Retaliate I No such word should
have a place in the Christian's vocabulary. Retaliate ! If I cherish such
a spirit towards my brother, how can
I meet that brother in heaven? " But
ye have not so
Christ."
" APoSTACY from God begins at the
closet door."-MATTHEW HENRY.
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TlI'E. LAND OF' HUINS.
A B.OYE all other countries in the
wodd Palestine is the land of ruins.
It is not that the particuhtr ruins arc
on a scatc equal to those of Greece or
ltaly, still less to those of Egypt. But
there is no country where they are so
numerous, none in which they bear so
large a proportion to the villages and
towns still in existence. In Judea it
is hardly an exaggeration to say, that
while for miles and miles there is no
present lifo and habitation, except the
occasiol)al goatherd on the hill side, or
gathering of women at the wells, there
is yet hardly a hill-top of the many in
sight, which is not covered by the vestiges of some fortress or city of former ages. Sometimes they are fragments of ancient walls, sometimes
mere foundations and piles of stone,
but always enough to indicate signs of
human dwellings and civilization.
These countless ruins, of whatever
date they may be, tell us at a glance
that we must not judge the resources
of that ancient land by its present depressed and desolate state. How often
is the question asked by eastern travelers, can these stony hills, these deserted valleys, be indeed the land of
promise, the land flowing with milk
and honey? Could they ever have
supported such a teeming population as
the Israelites ?
The country must have been very
different when every hill was crowned
with a flourishing town or village, from
what it is, since it ceased to be the seat
not only of civilization, but in many
instances'even of the people who fertilized it.
The entire destruction of the woods
which once covered the mountains, and
the utter neglect of the terraces which
supported the soil on steep declivities,
haYe given full scope to the ruins,
which have left many tracts of bare
rock, where formerly were vineyards
and cornfields. The loss of foliage has
hindered rain, and so has exposed the
country in a greater degree than formerly to the evils of drought. The

1 forests

of Bethel, of Sharon, of Hereth,
the thicket wood of Ziph, and the forests which give their name to Kirjathjearim, the city of forests, .have long
since disappeared. Palm trees, which
are now all but unknown on the hills
of Palestine, formerly grew with myrtles and pines on the almost barren
slopes of Olivet, and groves of oak
though never frequent, must have been
far more common than now. The very
labor which was expended on these
barren fields in former times has increased their present sterility. The
natural vegetation has been swept
away, and no human cultivation now
occupies the terrace which once took
the place of forests and pastures.
It should also be borne in mind that
Palestine, in contrast with the waterless deserts which skirt it on the south
and east, must have appeared like an
oasis of uncommon fertility. It was
emphatically a good land, a land of
brooks of water, of fountains and depths
that spring out of plains and mo@tains, not as the land of Egypt, where
thou sowest the seed, and waterest with
thy foot as a garden of herbs, but as
a land of mountains and plains, which
drinketh water of the rain of heaven.
This mountainous character, this abundance of water, both from natural
springs and from the clouds of heaven,
this abundance of milk from its cattle
on a thousand hills, of honey, from its
forests and its thymy shrubs, was absolutely peculiar to Palestine among
the civilized nations of the East. Feeble as its brooks might be, though
doubtless they were then more frequently filled than now, yet still it was
the only country where an Oriental
could have been familiar with the image
of the Psalmist : " He sendeth
springs into the valleys, which run
among the hills." These springs, too,
however short-lived, are remarkable
for their copiousness and beauty. Not
only in the East, but hardly in the
West, can any fountains or sources of
streams be seen so clear, so full grown,
even at their birth, as those which fall
into the Jordan and its lakes, through
its whole course, from north to south.

" IT IS WRIT.TEN."

"IT IS WRITTEN."
WE cannot fail to be struck, in the
course of the Saviour's public teachina
with his constant appeal to the word
of God. \Vhile, at times, He utters,
in His own name, the authoritative behest, "Verily, verily, I say unto you,"
He as often thus introduces some
mighty work, or gives intimation of
some impending
in His own momentous life, ':These things must
come to pass that the Scriptures be
fulfilled, which saith." He commands
His people to " search the Scriptures,"
but He sets the example, by searching
and submitting to them Himself.
Whether he drives the moneychangers from their sacreligious traffic
in the temple, or foils his great adversary on the mount of temptation, he
does so with the same weapon, " It is
written." When he rises from the
grave, the theme of his first discourse
is one impressive tribute to the value
and authority of the same sacred oracles.
The disciples on the road to Emmaus listen to nothing but a Bible lesson. " He expounded unto them in
all the Scriptures the things concerning himself."
If an infallible Redeemer, " a law
to Himself," was submissive in all respects to the "written law," shall fallible man refuse to sit with the teachableness of a little child, and listen to
the Divine
There may be, there is, in the Bible,
what reason
at: "We have
nothing to draw with, and the well is
deep." But "Thus saith the Lord," is
enough. Faith does not first ask
what the bread is made of, but eats it.
It does not analyse the components of
the living stream, but with joy draws
the water from "the wells of salvation."
Reader ! take that Word as "the
lamp to thy feet, and the light to thy
path." In days when false lights are
hung out, the're is the more need of
keeping the eye steadily fixed on the
unerring beacon.
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Make the Bible the arbiter in all
ultimate comt of appeal. Like Mary, ''Sit at the feet of
Jesus," willing only to learn of Him.
How many perplexities it would save
you ! how many fatal steps in lifo it
would prevent-how many tears!
"It is a great matter," says the noblest of modern Christian philosophers, "When the mind dwells on any
passage of Scripture, just to think how
true it is."
In every dubious questiun, when the
foot trembling on debatable ground,
knowmg not whether to adYance or
recede, make this the final criterion,
" What saith the Scripture? " The
world may remonstrate-erring friends
may disapprove-Satan may tcmptingenious arguments may explain
away; but, with our finger on the revealed page, let the words of our
Great Example be ever a divine formula for our guidance. " This commandment have I received of my Father ! "
ABOUNDING IN FAITH.
FAITH has won its grandest conquests on straightened and sorrowful
fields. If the strength and joy of believing are proportioned to the weight
of the crosses for it-and such a rule
as that does appear to have place in
the spiritual economy-then it is in
some such post of perplexity as a
Cresar's household, some age of persecution or close corner of peril, that we
must look for the bravest witnesses to
truth. So keenly has this been felt by
some adventurous souls, that they
have positively longed for fiercer onsets of trial than our common and
easy fortunes bring, giving their religious constancy a chance to prove itself invincible. Sir Thomas Browne,
with his unbounded veneration, had an
appetite so hungry for this stimulur;:; to
trust, that he says, in one Qf the passages of
Treatise on the H,eligion of
a Physician, "I bless myself a11d a,m.
thankful that I lived not in the days of
miracles, and that I never saw Christ
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nor h1s disciples; for then my faith
would ha-ve been th.rust upon rne, and
I could not have enjoyed that greater
blassing promised to all that see not
and f et believe." He envies the old
Ifobrews their title to the only bold
and noble faith, since they lived before
the Saviour's coming, and gathered
their confidence out of the mystical
type and obscure prophecies. Modern
society does not abound in instances of
such enthusiasm for believing. More
persons seel1l'I to be asking what is the
minimum. of faith that can be made to
serve for safety-how much knowledge will release them from here, and
divine indulgence there-than how affluent a measure they may be privileged to keep in reserve. We eulogize virtues that flourish only in a favorable soil and climate. We palliate
and excuse the deficiency, when honesty is missing in the household of
seats of power, or wealth,
or folly, in office or at court, in Washington or in Paris. We forget that
the current piety of the Church, of society, and of the market sinks and
dwindles inevitably, unless it is replenished by the energy of those valiant examples which will dare to bear
testimony and be true in the very palaces of power, and fashion, and mammon.-REv. F. D. HuNTINGTON.

their spirit. After my return home, I
clearly discovered that I still conformed
too much in my appearance to the
spirit and fashions of the world; but I
plainly saw a renunciation of that conformity would give my relations great
offence. I loved my parents, and feared
to disoblige them. I sought for arguments to quench that little spark of
light which was kindling in my soul,
conscious they could not see in my
light, and knowing that obedience to
parents was one of the first duties. I
did so far quench it that I put on again
many of the things I had thrown off.
My acquaintance took much notice of
me, and I was so afraid of losing their
good opinion, that I had no power to
reprove sin, or even to refrain from
joining in light or trifling conversation
when in company. But I soon discerned the danger consequent on their
approval, and therefore determined to
weigh well what was most likely to
please God, and by that abide.
I prayed for direction, and saw clear1y that plainness of dress and behaviour
best became a Christian, and that for
the following reasons : First. The apostle expressly forbids women professing godliness to let
their adorning be in apparel; allowing
them no other ornament than that of a
meek and quiet spirit.
Secondly. I saw the reasonableness
of the command, and proved it good
DECISION OF MRS. FLETCHER. for a proud heart to wear the plain and
modest livery of God's children.
I WAS now about nineteen years of
Thirdly. It tended to open my
age, and soon after, my parents having mouth ; for when I appeared like the
an intention to go to Bath for a season, world, in Babylonish garments, I had
proposed that I should spend that time its esteem, and knew not how to part
at Bristol, as I was now thought to be with it. But when I showed, by my
consumptive. I gladly embraced the appearance, that I considered myself
offer, as a merciful providence. I ac- as a stranger and foreigner, none can
cordingly went to Bristol, where I re- know (but by trying) what an influence
mained seven weeks. Mrs. Downes it has on our whole conduct, and what
(late Miss Furley,) showed me much a fence it is to keep us from sinking
kindness. Indeed, I was in some sense into the spirit of the world. For there
committed to her care by my parents, is no medium: they who are conformwho had for years been acquainted ed to the fashions, customs, and maxwith her family. I spent much of my ims of the world, must embrace the
time with Mrs. Ryan and Mrs. Clark, spirit also, and they shall find the esand I trust in some degree partook of teem they seek : for the world will
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love its own. But let them remember · customs, fashions, and maxims 0£ the
also that word, .The friendship of this world, He heard me with great paworld is enmity with God.
tience; and as I loved him
it
Fourthly. I saw myself as a stew- came very near me to oppose him.
ard, who must render an account for My trials increased daily. I was perevery talent, and that it was my priv- plexed to know how far to conform,
ilege to have the. smiles of God on ev- and how far to resist. I feared,. on the
ery rn.oment of my time, or penny of one hand, disobedience to my parents,
money which I laid out.
and on the other, disobedience to God.
Fifthly. I saw clearly that the helpMy dear mother had sometimes exing my fellow creatures in their need, pressed a belief that it would be better
was both more rational, and more for the family if I were removed from
pleasant, than spending my substance it, lest my brothers, who were younger
on superfluities ; and as I am com- than I, should be infected by my sentimanded to love my neighbor as myself, ments and example. Yet she did not
and to consider all done to the house- see it clear to bid me go; but rather
hold of faith as done to Christ, surely wished me to depart of my own acI ought not only to suffer my super- cord. The furnace now became hot;
fluity to give way to their necessity, but I did not dare to come out without
but also (as occasion may require) my the Lord. Indeed, could there have
necessities to their extremities.
been any amicable agreement between
Sixthly. But it is not only the tal- us, and that I had my parents' leave to
ent of money, but of time, which is live elsewhere, I would gladly have acthrown away by conformity to the cepted it. I even made some distant
world, entangling us in a thousand proposals of this kind, but they never
little engagements, which a dress en- saw it good to concur. Providence
tirely plain cuts through at once.
thus overruled my desire for wise ends:
Seventhly. The end usually pro- and to run away from my father's
posed by young persons in their dress house, I could not think of. I was
is such as a devout soul would abom- twenty-one years of age, and had a small
inate. A heathen may say, It will fortune of my own. I saw myself on
promote my being comfortably settled the verge of a material change, and it
in life; but I believe the Lord appoints was easy to discern that my father's·
the bounds of our habitation, and that house would not long be a refuge for
no good thing shall be withheld from me; but in what manner I should be
those who walk uprightly. I have there- removed, or what trials I might yet
fore nothing to do, but to commend have to go through, I could not telL
myself to God, in holy obedience, and The continual language of my heart
to leave every step of my life to be was, I am oppressed: Lord, undertake
guided by his will. I will therefore thou for me.
One day my father said to me :
make it my rule to be clean and neat,
but in the plainest things, according to " There is a particular promise which I
my station; and whenever I thought require of you; that is, that you will
on the subject, these words would pass never, on any occasion, either now, or
through my mind with power, For so hereafter, attempt to make your broththe holy women of old adorned them- ers what you call a Christian." I answered, (looking to the Lord,) "I think,
selves.
As soon as I saw my way clearly, I sir, I dare not consent to that." He
ventured to open my mind to my replied, "Then you force me to put
father concerning dress, as I had done you out of my house.?' I answered,
before with regard to public places; "Yes, sir, according to your views of
entreating him to l;>ear with me while things, I acknowledge it; and, if I may
I endeavored to show :him my reasons have your approval, no situatfon will
for refusing to be conformed to the be disagreeable." He replied, "There
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are many__things in your present situation whlGh must be, I should think,
very uncorn,fortable." This I acknowand added that if he would but
say he approved of my removal, I
would take a lodging which I had heard
of at Mrs. Gold's, in Roxton-square;
but that no suffering could incline me
to leave him, except by his free consent. He replied with some emotion,
"I do not know that you ever disobliged me wilfully in your life, but
only in these fancies; and my children
shall always have a home in my house."
As I could not but discern a separation
would take place, (though I knew not
how nor when,) I judged it most prudent to take the lodging, that in case I
should be suddenly removed, I might
have a home to go to ; which I preferred to the going into any friend's
house as a visitor. I also hired a sober
girl, to be ready whenever I might want
her. I informed my mother, a short
time after, of the steps I had taken.
She gave me me two beds, one for myself, and a little one for my maid; and
appeared to converse on it in a way of
approval. Something, however, seemed to hold us, on both sides, from
bringing it to the point.
For the next two months I suffered
much ; my mind was exercised with
many tender and painful feelings. One
day my mother sent me word, I must
go home to my lodgings that night. I
went down to dinner, but they said
nothing on the subject, and I could not
begin it. The next day, as I was sitting in my room, I received again the
same message. During dinner, however, nothing was spoken on the subject. When it was over, I knew not
what to do. I was much distressed.
I thought, if they go without saying
anything to me, I cannot go; and if
they should not invite me to come ancl
see them again, how shall I bear it?
My mind was pressed down with sorrow by this suspense. Just as they
were going out, my mother said, "If
you will, the coach, when it has set us
down, may carry you home to your
lodging." My father added, "And we

shall be glad to see you to dinner next
Tuesday." This was some relief. I
remained silent. When the coach returned, I ordered my trunk into it; and
struggling with myself, took a kind of
leave of each of the servants, as they
stood in a row in tears, in my way out
of the house. About eight o'clock I
reached my lodging.
It consisted of two rooms, as yet
unfurnished. I had neither candle nor
any convenience. The people of the
house I had never seen before, only I
knew them by character to be sober
persons. I borrowed a table and a
candlestick. and the window seat served
me as a chair. When bolting the door,
I began to muse on my present situation.
lam, said I, but young-only entered
into my twenty-second year. I am
cast out of my father's house. I know
the heart of a stranger). but, alas! how
much more of it may I yet have to
prove ! I cried unto the Lord, and
found a sweet calm overspread my
spirit. I could in a measure act faith
on these words : " When thy father
and thy mother forsake thee, the Lord
shall take thee up." The following reflections also arose in my mind: I am
now exposed to the world, and know not
what snares may be gathering around
me. I have a weak understanding,
and but little grace. Therefore, now,
before any snare has entangled me, I
shall form a plan for my future conduct, and endeavor to walk thereby.
First, I will not receive visits from
single men, and in order to evade the
trial more easily, I will not get acquainted with any ; I will, as much as
possible, refrain from going into any
company where they are. Secondly, I
will endeavor to lay out my time by
rule, that I may know each hour what
is to be done: nevertheless, I will
cheerfully submit to have these rules
broken or overturned, whenever the
providence of God thinks fit to do so.
And thirdly, I will endeavor to fix my
mind on the example of Jesus Christ,
and to lead a mortified life ; remembering, "He came not to be ministered
unto, but to minister."

SPIRITUAL LIBERTY.

SPIRITUAL LIBERTY.
It has probably come within the obsen·ation of many persons, that there is
a form or modification of religious experience, which is denominated " Liberty." Hence, in common religious parlance, it is not unfreq uently the case that
we hear of persons being "in the liberty," or in the" true liberty." These expressions undoubtedly indicate an important religious truth, which has not
altogether escaped the notice of writers on the religious life. The account
which is given by Francis de Sales of
" liberty of spirit" is, that " it consists
in keeping the heart totally disengaged
from every created thing, in order that
it may follow the known will of God.
To this statement of De Sales, considered as a general and somewhat indefinite statement, we do not find it
necessary to object. Certain it is,
that he who is in the "true liberty "
is "disengaged," and has escaped from
the enslaving influence of the world.
God has become to him an inward, operative principle, without whom he
feels he can do nothing, and in connection with ·whose blessed assistance he
has an inward consciousness that the
world and its lusts have lost their inthralling power. Liberty-considered
in this general sense of the term-is
to be regarded as expressive of one of
the highest and most excellent forms
of Christian experience. And we may
add further, that none truly enjoy it in
this high sense but those who are in a
state of mind which may with propriety be denominated a holy or sanctified state ; none but those whom God
has made "free indeed." We proceed
now to mention some of the marks by
which the condition or state of true
spiritual liberty is characterized. Nor
does there seem to be much difficulty
in doing this, because liberty is the opposite of inthralment; and because it
is easy, as a general thing, to understand and to specify the things by
which we are most apt to be in thralled.
( 1.) The person who is in the en20
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joyment of true spiritual liberty is no
longer inthralled to the lower or appetitive part of his nature. "\Vhether
he eats or drinks, or whatever other
appetite may claim its appropriate exercise, he can say in truth that b.e does
be
all to the glory of God. It is
lamented-but is, nevertheless, truethat there are many persons of a reputable Christian standing, who are subject, in a greater or less degree, to a
very injurious tyranny from this
source. But this is not the case with
those who are in the possession of inward liberty. Their souls have entered into the pleasures of divine rest ;
and they can truly say they are dead
to all appetites, except so far as they
operate to fulfil the original and wise
intentions of the being who implanted
them.
(2.) The person who is in the enjoyment of true spiritual liberty is no
longer inthralled by certain desires of
a higher character than the appetitessuch as the desire of society, the desire of knowledge, the desire of the
world's esteem, and the like. These
principles, which in order to distinguish them from the appetites, may
conveniently be designated as the propensities, or the propensive principles,
operate in the man of true inward liberty as they were designed to operate,
but never with the power to enslave.
He desires, for instance, to go into society, and in compliance with the suggestions of the social principle, to
spend a portion of time in social intercourse; but he finds it entirely easy,
although the desire in itself considered
may be somewhat marked and strong,
to keep it in strict subordination to his
great purpose of doing everything for
the glory of God. Or, perhaps, under
the influence of another propensive
tendency,-that of the principle of curiosity-he desires to read a book of
much interest, which some individual
has placed Lefore him; but he finds it
entirely within his power as in the
other case, to check his desire, and to
keep it in its proper place. In neither
of these instances, nor in others like
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them, is he borne down, as we often
perQeive to be the case, by an almost
unl:on.trollable tendency of mind.
The d(ttlir.e, as soon as it begins to exist, ,if) at; o.nce brought to the true test.
The question at once arises, Is the desire Qf spending my time in this way
conformable to the will of God? And
if it is found, or suspected to be at variance with the divine will, it is dismi.ssed at once. The mind is conscious of an inward strength, which
enables it to set at defiance all enslaving tendencies of this nature.
(3.) A man who is in the enjoyment of true religious liberty will not
be inthralled by inordinate domestic or
patriotic affections, however ennobling
they may be thought to be-such as
the love of parents and children, the
love of friends and country. It is
true that spiritual liberty does not exclude the exercise of these affectionswhich are, in many respects, generous
and elevated-any more than it condemns and excludes the existence and
exercise of the lower appetites and
propensities. It pronounces its condemnation and exclusion upon a certain degree of them, or a certain intensity of power. When they are so
strong as to become perplexities and
entanglements in the path of duty,
then they are evidently inconsistent
with the existence of true spiritual
freedom, and in that shape, and in that
degree, necessarily come under condemnation. I have, for instance, a
very near and dear friend, who is exceedingly worthy of my affections;
but if my love to him leads me-perhaps almost involuntarily-to seek his
company when my duty to my God
and my fellowmen calls me in another
direction, and if I find it difficult to
subdue and regulate this disposition of
mind, it is evident that I am not in the
purest and highest state of internal
liberty. I have wrongly given to a
creature s.om.ething which belongs to
God alone.
( 4.) When we are wrongly under
the influence of disinclinations and
a.versions, we cannot be said to be in

internal liberty. Sometimes, when
God very obviously calls us to the discharge of duty, we are internally conscious of a great degree of backwardness. We do it, it is true; but we
feel that we do not like to do it.
There are certain duties which we owe
to the poor and degraded, to the
openly profane and impure, which are
oftentimes repugnant to persons of
certain refined mental habits; but if
we find that these refined repugnances
which come in the way of duty, have
great power over us, we are not in the
true liberty. We have not that
strength in God, which enables us to
act vigorously and freely. Sometimes
we have an aversion to an individual,
the origin of which we cannot easily
account for ; there is something unpleasant to us, and perhaps unreasonably so, in his countenance, his manners,
or his person. If this aversion interferes with, and prevents, the prompt
and full discharge of the duty which, as
a friend and a Christian, we owe to him,
then we have reason to think that we
have not reached that state of holy and
unrestrained flexibility of mind which
the true idea of spiritual liberty implies.
(5.) The person is not in the enjoyment of true liberty of spirit, who is
wanting in the disposition of accommodation to others in things which are
not of especial importance. And this
is the case when we needlessly insist
upon having everything done in our
own time and manner ; when we are
troubled about little things, which are
in themselves indifferent, and think,
perhaps, more of the position of a
chair than of the salvation of a soul;
when we find a difficulty in making allowance for the constitutional differences in others, which it may not be
either easy or important for them to
correct; when we find ourselves disgusted because another does not express himself in entire accordance wjth
our principles of taste ; or when we
are displeased and dissatisfied with his
religious, or other performances, although we know he does the best he
can. All these things and many oth-
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ers like them, give evidence of a lim- jecting them to severe temptations
ited mind that has not entered into the from the adversary of souls, or by laybroad and untrammeled domain of ing upon them the burden of deep
spiritual freedom.
grief for an impenitent world, or in
We may properly add here, that the any other way, they feel it to be all
fault-finder-especially one who is in right and well. They ask for their
the confirmed habit of fault-finding- daily bread spiritually, as well as temis not a man of a free spirit. Accord- porally; and they cheerfully receive
ingly, those who are often complaining what God sees fit to send them.
of their minister, of the brethren of
(8.) The person who enjoys true
the church, of the time and manner of liberty of spirit is the most deliberate
the ordinances, and of many other per- and cautious in doing what he is most
sons and things, will find, on a careful desirous to do. This arises from the
examination, that they are too full of fact that he is very much afraid of beself, too strorrgly moved by their per- ing out of the line of God's will and
sonal views and interests, to know the order. He distru.sts, and examines
true and full import of that ennobling closely, all strong desires and strong
liberty which the Saviour gives to his feelings generally, especially if they
truly sanctified ones.
agitate his mind, and render it some( 6.) The person who is disturbed what uncontrollable; not merely or
and impatient when events fall out dif- chiefly because the feelings are strong;
ferently from what he expected and that is not the reason; but because
anticipated, is not in the enjoyment of there is reason to fear, from the very
true spiritual freedom. In accordance fact of their strength and agitating tenwith the great idea of God's perfect dency, that some of nature's fire,
sovereignty, the man of a religiously which true sanctification quenches and
free spirit regards all events which destroys, has mingled in with the holy
take place-SIN ONL y EXCEPTED-as an and peaceable flame of divine love.
expression, under the existing circum- John the Baptist, no doubt, had a
stances, of the will of God. And strong natural desire to be near Jesus
such is his unity with the divine will Christ while he was here on earth, to
that there is an immediate acquiescence hear his divine words, to enjoy personin the event, whatever may be its na- ally his company; but in the ennoture, and however affiicting in its per- bling liberty of spirit which the Holy
sonal bearings. His mind has acquired Ghost gave him, he was enabled to
as it were, a di vine flexibility, in vir- overrule and suppress this desire, and
tue of which it accommodates itself, to remain alone in the solitary places
with surprising ease and readiness, to of the wilderness.
(9.) He who is in true liberty of
all the developments of Providence,
spirit is not easily excited by opposiwhether prosperous or adverse.
(7.) Those who are in the enjoy- tion. The power of grace gives him
ment of true liberty are patient under inward strength; and it is the nature
interior temptations, and all inward of true strength to be deliberate. Actrials of mind. They can bless the cordingly, when his views are controhand that smites them internally as verted, he is not hasty to reply. He
well as externally. Knowing that all is not indifferent; but he replies calmgood exercises are from the Holy ly and thoughtfully. He has confiSpirit, they have no disposition to pre- dence in the truth, because he has conscribe to God what the particular na- dence in God. " God is true ; " and beture of those exercises shall be. If ing what he is, God can have no fellowGod sees fit to try, and to strengthen, ship with that which is the opposite of
their spirit of submission and patience · truth. He knows that, if his own senby bringing them into a state of great timents are not correct, they will pass
heaviness and sorrow, either by sub- away in due time ; because everything
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which is false necessarily carries in itself the element of its own destruction. He knows too, that if the sentiments ()f his adversaries are false, they
bear no stamp of durability. God is
arrayed against them; and they must
sooner or later fall. Hence it is, that
his strong faith in God, and in the
truth of which God is the protector,
kills the eagerness of nature. He is
calm amid opposition; patient under
rebuke.
( 10.) The person of a truly liberated
spirit, although he is ever ready to do
his duty, waits patiently till the proper time of action. He has no choice
of time but that which is indicated by
the providence of God. The Saviour
himself could not act until his "hour
was come." When he was young, he
was subject to his parents; when he
was older, he taught in the synagogues.
In his journeyings, in his miracles, in
his instructions, in his sufferings, he always had an acquiescent and approving
reference to that providential order of
events which his heavenly Father had
established. On the contrary, an inthralled mind, although it is religiously
disposed in part, will frequently adopt
a precipitate and undeliberate course
of action, which is inconsistent with a
humble love of the divine order.
Such a person thinks that freedom consists in having things in his own way,
whereas true freedom consists in having things the right way; and the
right way is God's way. And in this
remark we include not only the thing
to be done, and the manner of doing it,
but also the time of doing it.
( 11.) The possessor of true religious liberty, when he bas submissively
and conscientiously done his duty, is
not troubled by any undue anxiety in
relation to the result. It may be laid
down as a maxim, that he who asserts
that he has left all things in the hands
of God, and at the same time exhibits
trouble and agitation of spirit in relation to the results of those very things
(with the exception of those agitated movements or disquietudes which
are purely instinctive,) gives abund-

ant evidence, in the fact of this ao-itation of spirit, that he has not
made the entire surrender which he
professes to have made. The
facts are contradictory of each other,
and both cannot exist at the same time.
Finally. In view of what has been
said, and as a sort of summary of the
whole, we may remark that true liberty of spirit is found in those, and in
those only, who, in the language of
De Sales, " keep the heart totally disengaged from every created thing, in
order that they may follow the known
will of God." In other words, it is
found with those who can say, with
are "dead,
the apostle Paul, that
and their life is hid with Christ in
God." The ruling motive in the
breast of the man of a religiously free
spirit is, that he may, in all cases, and
on all occasions, do the will of God.
In that will his "life is hid." The supremacy of the divine will-in other
words, the reign of God in the heart-necessarily has a direct and povrnrful
operation upon the appetites, propensi·
ties and affections; keeping them, each
and all, in their proper place. As
God rules in the heart, everything else
is necessarily subordinate. It is said
of the Saviour himself, that "he
pleased not himself," but that he came
"to do his Father's will."
Another thing, which can be said affirmatively and positively, is, that
those who are spiritually free are led
by the Spirit of God. A man who is
really guided by his appetites, his propensities, or even by his affections, his
love of country, or anything else
other than the Spirit of God, cannot
be said to be led by that di vine Spirit.
The Spirit of God, ruling in the heart,
will not bear the presence of any rival, or competitor. In the heart of
true liberty the Spirit of God rules,
and rules alone; so that he who is in
the possession of this liberty does
nothing of his own pleasure or his
own choice. That is to say, in all cases of voluntary action, he does nothing under the impulse and guidance of
natural pleasure or natural choice
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alone. His liberty consists in being
free from self; in being liberated from
the dominion of the world; in lying
quietly and submissiYely in the hands
of God ; in leaving himself, like clay
in the hands of the potter, to be
moulded and fashioned by the di vine
will. Natural liberty may be said to
consist in following the natural sentiments ; in doing our own desires and
purposes, ·which naturally throng in
upon the soul and take possession. It
is like a strong man, that is under the
complete control of his irregular passions. Spiritual liberty consists in
passively, yet intelligently and approvingly, following the leadings of the
Holy Ghost. It is but a little child,
that reposes in simplicity and in perfect confidence, on the bosom of its
beloved mother. Natural liLerty combines, \Vith the appearance of liberty,
the reality of subjection. He \\·ho has
but natural liberty is a slave to himself. In spiritual liberty, it is just the
opposite. He who is spiritually free
has entire dominion over himself.
Spiritual liberty implies, with the fact
of entire submission to God, the great
and precious reality of interior emancipation. He who is spiritually free
is free with God. And he may, perhaps, be said to be free in the same
sense in which God is, who is free to
do every thing right, and nothing
wrong.
This is freedom indeed. This is the
liberty with which Christ makes free.
This is emancipation which inspires
the sollgs of angels-a freedom which
earth cannot purchase, and which hell
cannot shackle.-U PHAM.
BAD BooKs AND EvrL CoMPANY.Sir Peter Lely made it a rule never to
look at a bad picture, having found by
experience that whenever he did so his
pencil took a tint from it. Apply the
same rule to bad books and bad company.
"THE Soul and Body make a man ;
the Spirit and Discipline make a Christian."-WESLEY.
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TRUE AND FALSE HUMILlTY.
IN the whole catalogue of Ghdstian
virtues, there is, perhaps1 none wluch
is so decisive a mark of a renewed nature, as a meek and lowly mind.
"It is reported," says .Robert Hall,
" of the celebrated Austin of Hippo,
that being asked what w1;1s the first
thing in religion, he said Humility.
When asked what was the second, he
answered Humility; and what was the
third, he still returned the same answer, Humility ! "
Yet there is no trait which is more
often counterfeited. It is made to consist in a demure or downcast look, or
an abject posture-in externals which
imply only a humiliation and self-degradation, while they cover up a heart
foll of pride and of duplicity. It is
well, therefore, to understand ·what is
not and what is genuine Humility.
It is not meanness of spirit. The
idea of meanness properly includes that
of selfishness. A man is called mean,
when, for the sake of some petty advantage, he will sacrifice the interests,
or disregard the feelings of others.
From such meanness, humility is at the
farthest remove, as it is opposed to all
arrogance and assumption, and of course
forbids the slightest trespass on the
rights and feelings of the humblest human being.
But, perhaps, by meanness is meant
timidity, or cowardice, a \Vant of spirit or
resolution in maintaining one's rights.
Here, too, the term applies not at all.
Humility never forbids the firm maintenance of personal rights. Indeed a
man \Yhose modesty and principle lead
him never to ask more than his just
due, will often be most firm in maintaining that against intended injustice.
Nor does humility consist in selfconternpt. It is not opposed to a just
self-respect. Sourn make this mistake,
because they confound se]f:respect with
pride and self-conceit, whereas the two
states of feeling are. not only distinct
but incompatible. A conceited man
can not have a true self-respect, for the
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flutt@r of se.lf-conceit blinds his mind
to really valuable qualities.
Nor does humility require a man to
think meanly of himself; to think himself the mos't ignorant or wicked of
mankind. A wise and good man can
not think so. He knows better. He
can not believe himself the most igno
rant of his race, any more than he can
believe himself the wisest or the best.
Nor does humility require of us any
such thing.
Nor does humility require a man always to speak in dispraise of himself.
This is a habit with some Christians.
But it is a bad habit, aud one which
springs inore often from a subtle spiritual pride than from real humility.
There is a vast deal of self-conceit in
those public conjessions which some
modern preachers have urged upon
their followers, and which their disciples naturally enough at last got to be
fond of. It was an easy way to become conspicuous. A man had but to
confess himself " the greatest of sinners," and he was thought the greatest
of saints. This is all hypocrisy. These
men, who get up in public meetings,
and abuse themselves so, would be
very angry if any body else charged
them with the very sins which they arc
confessing.
Let us not be misunderstood, as if
we m.eant to imply that confessions are
never called for. Alas! sometimes the
cause of truth demands them, when
they are most galling to our pride.
Sometimes a guilty conscience, or the
sentiment of the Christian community,
outraged by a public scandal, compels
us to rise in the great congregation and
confess our sins with sorrow and shame.
But unless the interests of religion require it, it is better to keep silent, and
cohfess our sins to God alone. For
often .there is as much pride in speaking evil of ourselves as in speaking
good. The conceit lies in talking of
ourselves at all. Fenelon, with his
rare knowledge of the hui1rnn heart,
says : " It is not safe to speak of ourselves unnecessarily, either good or
evil."

Thus humility never requires us to
say or think anything of ourselves
which is not in accordance with the exact truth. Its only caution to any one's
self-respect is, "not to think of himself
more highly than he ought to think;
but to think soberly." That is, we are
to see ourselves as we are, and regard
ourselves as we deserve, no more and
no less.
What then is humilitv? We define
it by its opposites. It "is opposed to
all forms of pride-to pride of birth,
beauty, wealth, or fashion, to pride of
intellect or of character. It is opposed
to extravagant self-esteem, as shown in
an insufferable air of superiority; in a
positiveness of opinion, and impatience
of contradiction; or, more good naturedly, though not less offensively, in
a condescending and patronizing manner. It is opposed to that self-confidence which makes a man headstrong
and obstinate; and to that irritable
vanity which cannot bear to hear anybody praised but itself, and which constantly oozes out in low envy and detraction.
Humility consists in u,najfected rnodesty-in a modest estimate of our talents and our importance in the world,
and in a deep consciousness of our weakness and moral imperfections. It consists, too, in careful deference to others
-to age, to superior station, and longer
experience, and to the characters and
feelings of all. As such it is allied to
instinctive delicacy of feeling, that nice
sense of propriety, which constitutes
the indescribable charm of ingenuous
youth, and of the female sex, and from
which all true refinement springs.
Above all, it consists in that deep humiliation, that sense of guilt and nothingness which becomes a \Yorm in the
presence of the Great God.-N. Y.

Ev ANG ELI ST.

SHOULD any attempt to praise you,
dart immediately to God, "Lord, I am
thine; save me! "-JOHN NELSON.
WE had better be 'saved in a storm,
than lost in a calm.-JoHN NELSON.
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ONCE :MORE, ST. PATRICK NO
RO)IANIST.

GOD KNOWN BY LOVING RIM.

TH.E following testimony to the
Catholicity of the first Prelate of all
lreland, is µseful in its way, and may
be added to the others before given:
The oldest piece of writing in the
Irish tongue is called " St. Patrick's
Defence, or Breastplate." It is a prayer
written when St. Patrick was going to
Tara, to preach before the king and
nobles; and at that time the people in
Ireland were Pagans, and he feared he
should be killed. Now it is remarkable that St. Patrick should have written such a prayer, and not mentioned
the name of the Virgin Mary in it !
Yet we find there is not one word addressed to her in the whole prayer.
Hear the prayer:
"At Tara, to-day, the strength of
God pilot me-the power of God preserve me-may the wisdom of God instruct me-the eye of God watch over
me-the ear of God hear me-the word
of God aive me sweet talk-the hand of
God defend me-the way of God guide
me. Christ be with me-Christ before
me-Christ after me-Christ in meChrist under me-Christ over meChrist on the right hand-Christ on my
left hand-Christ on this side-Christ
on that side-Christ at my backChrist in the heart of every one to
whom I speak-Christ in the mouth of
every person who speaks to me-Christ
in the eye of every person who looks
upon me-Christ in the ear of every
person who hears me at Tara to-day."
-AUSTIN.

'Tis not the skill. of .buma:n air!;,
Which gives me power my God to know;
The sacred lessons of the heart
Come not from instruments below.

BY. MADA'M'E 00\tON.

Love is my teacher. Re can tell
The wonders that he learnt above;
No other master knows so well;'Tis love alone can tell of love.
Oh ! then, of God if thou wouldst learn,
His wisdom, goodness, glory see,
All human arts and knowledge spurn,
Let love alone thy teacher be.
Love is my master. When it breaks,
The morning light, with rising ray,
To thee, 0 God I my spirit wakes,
And love instructs it all the day.
And when the gleams of day retire,
And midnight spreads its dark control,
Love's secret whispers still inspire
Their holy lessons on my soul.

" My conception of heaven," said
Robert Hall to Wilberforce, His rest."
" Mine " replied Wilberforce, " is
'1
LOVE ; ' love to God,
and 1ove to every
briO"ht and holy inhabitant of that
place." Hall was an almost
constant sufferer from acute bodily
pain; Wilberforce enjoyed life, and
was all amiability and sunshine ; so
that it was easy to account, says Mr.
Gurney " for their respective conceptions of the subject." What a mercy
that both these conceptions are true.
Yes, both are true ; and the union
of rest and love, perhaps, conveys
within a small compass, the most corDISPLAY IN DEVOTION.-Dr. Way- rect idea of the heavenly state.
on in
land says : " If we.
THE life of faith, when
is perpresent course, bmldmg
fect, is a very simple one. The pdnchurches and keeping up our expensive ciple of faith is to the soul,
worship, our population will all be in its relation to God, what the princiheathen both within the church and ple of gravitation is to the
'
without."
universe; i.miting aiU, harmornzing all,
but al ways without confosion . and
"His .ha.nd
gopd man fastens on the skies, noise, and with the greatest simplicity
And bids ear.th rdll, nor feels her idle whirl." of operation.-GuYON.
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church. Let us, with godly simplicity,
strike at the selfishness of the heart
with the truth of a crucified Saviour.
"R.Anicil" is a term of reproach. Let us convince men of sin by presentTo
it to a preacher, is one of the ing the great sin-offering-then we
surest 'ways of injuring his reputation shall not lead any to self-righteousness
and his usefulness with multitudes. or hypocrisy. Neither shall we repel
But in the true sense of the word, every or offend any. But we shall, by Him
preacher ought to be radical-he ought who was lifted up from the earth, draw
to go to the root of the matter. Bax- men to repentance, faith and love, to
ter's advice, given on the very last page holiness and heaven.
of his " Reformed Pastor," is just as
good now as it was two centuries ago.
"Strike," he says, "at the great radDISCOURAGEMENT.
ical sins."
We fear that our modern preachers
BY THE EDITOR.
are too much given to lopping off the
ARE you a child of God? Then
branches, and thus promote the vigor
of the poison tree that is rooted in ev- what right have you to yield to disery heart, while they dream that they couragement? A desponding heart is
are destroying it. Pruning sends the the almost certain harbinger to defeat.
vigor of the tree downward, and causes An army that goes into battle with the
many new fibres of relf-righteousness expectation of being conquered, was
to start, which not only root the tree never known to be victorious. If you
more firmly, but soon manifest their have doubts about your acceptance
power in causing a more vigorous with God, get them settled. On your
growth of branch and foliage than that knees repent, consecrate, believe! Rest
which was pruned away. There can not till satisfied that you are sincerely
be no reformation of character, no and entirely and forever set apart to
newness of lifo in this fallen world, do and suffer the will of God in all
until selfishness is uprooted. Against things. Look for the evidence of your
it the preacher of righteousness must acceptance. Get it. It is for you. Be
direct his most vigorous efforts. When assured that you enjoy the divine favor.
it is eradicated, all the growth of de- Put on at once the whole armor of
pravity will wither and die.
God. Inquire not as a matter of form,
But how shall the preacher strike at but with a sincere desire to obtain a
radical sins 1 To hack at the root of a reply, Lord what wilt thou have me to
tree, only deforms instead of destroy- do? Get an answer. Then go to work.
ing it. And there are those who "cry Never suffer yourself to be discouraloud and spare not," yet only drive aged. Discouragement to one who is
their hearers to new and worse forms doing the work of the Lord, is of the
of depravity. To make a hypocrite or devil. It should be resisted like any
religious formalist of a careless sinner, other temptation. He will try to disis only bringing a more monstrous courage you,
growth from the old root. Everything
1. In relation to your own religious
depends upon the spirit of our radical- experience.
ism. We may go down fearlessly to
'Vhen God lets us see the fullness of
the lowest rootlet in the heart, if we go our spiritual graces in comparison with
with the true gospel implement. Paul those which he has promised in the
wrote to .the Corinthians, "I deter- Bible to work in his children, there is,
mined tQ know nothing among you but with the light, a sweet encouragement
Jesus Christ and him crucified." That to press forward, and in all humility,
was radicalism, one-ideaism. But it yet boldness, claim all that we see necresulted in the upbuilding of a noble essary to render us useful and happy.

TRCE RADICALISM.

DISCOUIM.GEMENT.

But when Satan, transformed into an
angel of light, holds up a high standard,
it may be the Bible standard of religion,
there is a depressing influence exerted
upon the mind, and in taunting tones
he may be heard to say, "Now it is of
no use; you may as well give up ;
you can never meet the requirements
of God." Resist the temptation. God
is no respector of person. Go to Him
in confidence. Do not be denied.
ls not His grace as mighty now
As when Elijah feltits power,
When glory beamed from Moses brow
Or Job endured the trying hour?

Obtain the complete mastery over
the world, the flesh and the devil.
Never be discouraged,
2. In your business. Suppose it
does go wrong. If you are the Lord's,
that should not trouble you. It may
be that you have too heavy a load to
carry to march with much rapidity
through
Immanuel's ground,
To fairer worlds on high.

If the Lord lightens your burden,
should you complain 7 If your business
is right in
and tends not to deprave and undo, but to benefit your
fellow men, and it is that which the
providence of God points out for you
to pursue, follow it to the glory of
God, and you will have all of this
world that is necessary for you. Your
main object is to lay up treasures in
Heaven. Keep that clearly in view,
and however the minor matters of this
world go, you will steadily prosper in
your great undertaking. The sainted
Payson prayed, that if the Lord had
any temporal prosperity for him, He
would withhold it and grant him grace
instead ! Imitate this devotion, and
every disappointment that in the providence of God comes upon you, will be
a great success. Then do not be discouraged,
3. In laboring for the salvation of
souls.
Here there is much to discourage.
Men are hard. They love sin. They
love the world. It is difficult to get
them converted. It is still more diffi-
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cult to keep them converted. Rut there
is also much to encourage. The Spirit
of God is Almighty, He can melt the
hardest heart. His efficacious assistance is promised to all ·who earnestly
seek it. Rely upon the Holy Ghost.
He will never disappoint you. JU'St as
certainly as you lean upon Him you
will be successful in laboring for souls.
Sinners will be convicted whether they
desire it or not. The wicked may rage,
formalists may divide and oppose, but
some honest souls will be saved.
Are you a minister7 Has God callell
you to preach? And are you discouraged? You who should be rallying
the hosts of God to battle, and infusing
a spirit of courage into the most timid!
Shame on you. Read over your commission. It concludes with "And lo,
I am ·with you always, even unto the
encl of the world." John afterwards
saw Him who uttered these words, and
he had upon his vesture and upon his
thigh a name written King of Kings,
and Lord of Lords. He with you !
and you discouraged ? It seems incredible. I thank my Saviour that we
do not know in these days what a feeling of discouragement is. Our name
is cast out as evil-bandied about by
the tongue of calumny and defamation.
Ministers with whom we were once
associated by tenderest ties, and whom
we still love, and would be glad to
serve, exert all their influence to prevent our usefulness. The grossest misrepresentations and caricatures of us,
and of our meetings, are published in
the public journals. To say a good
word for us is often as much as a man's
reputation is worth. Many, whose
convictions and sympathies are with
us, are fearful and faint-hearted. Yet
in the midst of all we never had a
lighter and more joyous heart. Discouragement is a stranger to us. We
are doing the work of God, and we
must succeed. Mighty obstacles, like
mountains of mist, vanish as we approach them. For the encouragement
of others to do this whole duty fearles8
of conseq w.mces and to the· glory of
Divine grace, we feel bound to say,
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that it is our delibe.'!Ta.te convietiou. that to Christ.
more souls have. been saved through
our j,Jp,stJ:umentality, during the past
two yea.rs, than during the ten years
W6 st.oo-d. connected with the Confere1Jce1 though then our labors were
DleMBd quite as much, we believe, as
those of our brethren generally.
Do not be discouraged. If yon meet
with difficulty, or opposition, or persecution, face it manfully. Look up.
Discoura,gement is of the devil. Have
notbing to do with it.
CALLED TO PREACH.
BY

THE EDITOR.

You will, of course, do all you can
to help save others if you are yourself
a child of God. His Spirit within will
prompt you to it. You will delight in
this work. Many, as soon as they are
really saved, think, because they feel
this desire to do good to the soul£ of
men, that they are therefore called of
God to preach. Do not let the devil
get you here. By setting unwary souls
to looking at this, and weeping over it,
and praying over it, he often keeps
those busy in doing nothing, who otherin building
wise might labor
up the Redeemer's Kmgdom. Embrace the first opportunity to persuade
your neighbors to seek the forgiveness
of their sins. Make opportunities. If
you aire really called of God to preach,
the fruit of your labors will render it
evident both to yourself and to the
spiritually-minded of your acquaintance. But a pulpit cannot help you.
If you cannot speak to exhortation and
edification, and comfort, without a license, you cannot with. Parchments
do not make scholars. A certificate
from the church for the sun to shine,
would not make rt any brighter or
warmer. Standing two feet above the
congrt>gaition, with a desk before you,
and a lieense in youil.l pocket, will not
make your thoughts clearer, nor your
heart w:llirmw, nor givie your woL"Js
a greater power to lead erring men

Do not then be troubled
about your call to preach. Labor
where you are, and as you are, as God
directs. If He wants you to bear
weightier burdens, He will in His prDV'idence lay them upon you soon enough.
Complaining that your are not suffi"
ciently put forward, will neither help
you nor the cause of God. The tree
is not all the while asserting its right
to grow, but it demonstrates it by
making the rain, and the sunshine, and
the frost, and the tempest, contribute to its growth. Do not wait for
somebody to make an opening, or get
a congregation for you. Go to work.
If God calls you to preach you will
have no difficulty in securing a congregation, whether you have a license, or
take a text or not. If you are moved
by the Holy Ghost it will be apparent.
You will have something to say that
will benefit somebody. God never
sends a messenger without putting a
meRsage in his mouth.
THE RoMAN SENTINEL.-When Pompeii was destroyed, there were many
buried in the ruins of it, who were afterwards found in different situations.
There were some found in deep vaults
as if they had gone thither for security.
There were some found in lofty chambers. But where did they find the
Roman sentinel? They found him
standing at the city gate with his hand
still grasping his war-weapon, where
he had been placed by his captain ;
and there where the heavens threatened
him ; there where the earth shook beneath him; there where the lava
stream rolled, he stood at his post,
and there, after 1,000 years had passed
away, was he found. So let Christians
learn to stand to their duty, willing
to stand at the post on which their
Captain has placed them, and they
will find that grace will support and
sustain them.
THE powerless Chri$tian ought to be
felt to be as great a misnomer as the
forceless thundei•bolt,-n,Ev. S. H.
PLATT.

TURNED OUT, ARE YOU.
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neither death, nor lite, nor angels, nor
principalities, nor powers, nor things
present, nor things tb come, nor hight,
Are you turned out of the house? nor depth, nor any other ereature,
Well, how do you like it? How do shall be able to separate us from the
you feel? How do you bear it, love of God, which is in Christ Jesus,
meekly, patiently, humbly,-as Christ our Lord." Rom. viii, 18; 37-39.
did, as tlie prophets and the apostles ?
"But what are all our suffering$ here,
This turning out of house and home is
If, Lord, thou count us meet,
With all the enraptured host to appear,
no uncommon thing. Christ told his
And worship at thy feet."-GoLpEN Hi:rLE.
disciples, when turned out of a house
or city for truth's sake, to shake off the
dust of their feet, as a testimony against
THINK GENTLY OF THE
the opposers and persecutors.
ERRING.
Madame Guyon was turned out of
house, into prison,-even a cold, damp
Think g@tly of the erring one,
dungeon; for adhering to truth! Bax0, let us not forget,
ter was served in a similar manner.
However darkly stained by sin,
Bunyan was turned out of house and
She is our sister yet.
home, and turned into prison twelve
years, in which time he wrote the imHeir of the same inheritance,
mortal "Pilgrim." Most all God's
Child of the self-same God,
faithful servants are turned out, sooner
She bath but stumbled in the path
or later. Some are turned out of
We have in weakness trod.
Union prayer-meetings, for opening
their lips for the dumb, and for witSpeak gently to the erring ones,
nessing to a full salvation. Editors
We yet may lead them back;
are often turned out arbuptly, uncere·with holy words, and tones of love,
moniously, for dealing "all the words
From misery's thorny track.
of this life" boldly. Missionaries of
Forget not, mortal, thou hast sinned,
the Cross, the humble followers of Jesus
-in Kentucky Brother Fee and his
And sinful yet may'st be ;
associates were violentlv turned out of
Deal gently with the erring heart,
their peaceful dwellings: in mid-winter,
As God hath dealt with thee.
for declaring " all the words of this
Zife " in meekness and love. Our beTOBACCO AND RuM are no doubt
loved brother Worth, in N. C., was not
only turned out, but turned into prison, shortening the lives of our fellow citifor preaching Jesus, for " remember- zens and bringing more diseases upon
ing those in bonds as bound with the human body than any other cause
them."
What sayeth the Lord of that can be named by the most learned
glory?-" Think not I am come to send physician.
"There is infinitely more poison in
peace on earth: I came, not to send
peace, but a sword." "They that will one paper of tobacco than in the tinEve godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer foil that surrounds a hundred. If anypersecution." " Behold, I send you body doubts this let them hold a sheet
forth as sheep in the midst of wolves." of white paper over the smoke that
Hear what Paul says :-" I reckon curls up from burning tobacco, and afthat the sufferings of this present time ter a pipefull or a cigar has been deare not worthy to be compared with voured, scrape the condensed smoke
the glory that shall be revealed in us. from the paper, and put a, very small
Nay, in all these things we are more amount on the tongue of a cat, and
than conquerors, through him that they will see her diie b:v "''Strnkes of
loved us. For I am persuaded, that pm'alysis" in fifteen minutes."
TURNED OUT, ARE YOU ?
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nEVIVALS.
BY THE EDITOR.
&U.SHFORD CAnlP MEETING.

Tms was held near the village of Rushford,
Alleghany Co., N. Y., the last of .August, and
the first of September. We reached the
ground on Friday, and staid until Monday
morning. The attendance was good, though
the farmers of that region were very busy in
securing their crops. A. large congregation
was in attendance upon the Sabbath, and the
preaching of the ·word was listened to with
marked attention. Conversions took place in
the altar, and in the various prayer-rings on
the Sabbath; but how many we do not know.
But the great benefit of those meetings is
found in their inciting Christians to seek a
deeper experience in tile tilings of God.
They come in contact with those who have
drank more deeply than themselves at the
fountain of salvation, and seeing the beneficial
results, they are thus encouraged to drink
more freely at the waters of lifo. Some were
sanctified, and the meeting was, as far as we
can learn, a profitable one.
There is a good band of Earnest Christians
at Rushford. They have purchased the old
Methodist Church, and intend to consecrate
it again to the worship of God. We trust it
may be in time to come, as it has been in
years past, the birth-place of ruany redeemed
souls.
AURORA CAMP MEETING.

THIS was held in a pleasant oak grove, on
the banks of the Fox River, about two miles
from the city of Aurora, Illinois. There were
upon the grnuud twenty-six large tents, well
fitted. The attendance from the adjoming
city, villages and country was large.
I believe nearly all the preachers professed
to enjoy the blessing of holiness. Their appearance upon the Camp Ground justified
their profession. They worked in the pulpit,
in the altar, and in the tents, as if their only
aim was to save souls. There was a point
and directness in their labors that we have seldom seen equalled. The result was glorious.
We never attended a more successful Camp
Meeting. Prejudices gave way, and many

who went there out of curiosity, went.away
to pray, and to lead a new life.
The pastor of the M. E. Church in Aurora
as we were informed from several
sources, publicly gave his people to understand that if they wished to remain members
of the M. E. Church, they must. not partici.
pate in this Camp Meeting. Yet the strength
of the church was there, we should judge;
and many were greatly blessed. Two of
their local preachers rendered efficient a8sisttance. We love to witness these exhibitions
of Christian unity.
It is impossible to sum up in figures the
results of a religious meeting. Converts may
be numbered by the hundred, when, owing to
the superficial nature of the work, real injury
rather than good was done. Ou the other
hand, through the life-long devotion of a soul
fully sanctified to God, an untold amount of
good may be accomplished in a meeting that
is seemingly a failure. At this Camp Meeting
the work was, as far as could be judged, deep
and thorough. There was a parting with
iJols. Men gave up their tobacco, and women gave up their jewelry, and came to Christ
for grace to save them both inwardly anq outwardly.
In one afternoon meeting, some
gave explicit testimony that the Lord had, in
that meeting, cleansed their hearts from all
sin. We dismissed the meeting, but it continued on without intermission until ten at night.
Two who came forward while we were
singing the doxology, were fully saved, (as
none could doubt who heard their testimony,
and witnessed their rejoicing in Christ,) be·
fore the singing was finished. A lady who
stood weeping at the altar, hesitated to go forward for fear she should " be turned out of
church." .A local preacher, belonging to the
same church with herself, encouraged her to
go, if she felt it her duty to do so. .As she went,
she deliberately consecrated herself fully to
God's service, whatever the consequences
might be. The Lord met her as she fell upon
her knees, and in an instant almost, she
bounded upon her feet, and went shoutiug
through the altar, giving testimony that no
one could doubt, that. the Lord had saved her
from her sins, and filled her soul with glory.
That meeting will never be forgotten. It was
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thought by those best qualified to judge, that
there were at least fifty or sixty who received
the blessing of pardon, and more than twice
that number who sought and obtained purity
of heart during the Camp Meeting. One
man who started to go home before the meet·
ing closed, had his buggy kicked to pieces by
his horse. He and his wife returned to the
camp ground, and one of them experienced
the blessing of holiness, and the other was
converted.
AURORA, ILLINOIS.
Tms is a beautiful city of about' eight thousand inhabitants, situated about seventy miles
south-west, I believe, from Chicago, on both
sides of the Fox River. It has the appearance of an enterprising business place. The
afternoon the Camp Meeting closed, we
preached in the public park, on the east side
of the river, to a large and attentive congregation. The truth appeared to take effect. The
next day we held another
there, and
one sinner deeply pricked to the heart, came
forward to seek salvati0Il. '\Ve had another
meeting there the next day, and again in the
same place on the Sabbath. The large congregation listened with intense interest, and
we do not know when we ever saw more deep
feeling manifested in a congregation, than
while our companion in labor, as well as in
life, related what God had done for her, and
exhorted the weeping multitude to become
partakers of the like precious faith. We also
held several meetings in a hall, which were
well attended, and with good results. Some
obtained, we trust, the blessing of purity, and
many were encouraged to lay themselves out
for usefulness in the cause of God.
We also preached at St. Charles, and Geneva, on the green, to attentive congregations.
One middle-aged man, of some prominence,
who had been seeking the Lord without getting an evidence of pardon, said he would lay
aside Jais Masonic badge, and break off his
connection with the lodge. The Lord spoke
peace to his soul. The next day his wife was
triumphantly converted to God. We have
seldom seen any one manifest more gratitude
for plab dealing than he did, after he renounced all, and obtained the assurance that
God received him.
From Aurora we went, by iuvitation, to
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WHEATON. This is a new, l:wa;utiful village,
on the open prairie, about twenty-five miles
west of Chicago. Here the Wesleyan Methodists have a college. Their Annual Confer·
ence was in session at the time of our
visit; and at their request we preached in the
evening in the College Chapel. The Lord
graciously assisted us to enforce the claims
of holiness to the personal and earnest attention of all-especially of ministers of the
gospel. It was one of the best meetings we
ever attended. This Conference is made up,
we should judge, of earnest, honest men, who
have entered the ministry not for the sake of
the loaves and fishes-but because they believe God has called them to it-men who
hate sin and oppression, and love righteousness. They deeply felt their need of that
spiritual power found only in connection with
purity of heart. Such a time of breaking
down among ministers we never witnessed before. Some of their strongest men wept like
children. We doubt if there was one among
them that did not feel determined to experience holiness, live holiness, and preach holiness the rest of his days. Several came out
very clearly in its enjoyment before we left,
The President of the college, a Congregational Doctor of Divinity, endorsed the doctrine, and said he was not a stranger to the
experience of this state of grace, and hoped to
come again into its enjoyment. He bad read
our "Trial" with care, and bid us God speed
in our work. We shall be greatly disap·
pointed if the Wesleyan Methodist Church
within the bounds of the Illinois Conference
does not double its membership, and more
than double its spiritual strength the coming
year. Our visit to Wheaton will long be
cherished among our most pleasing recollections.
AT MOUNT PLEASANT, Ogle Co., we held a
grove meeting, commencing on Thursday, and
continuing over the Sabbath. The meeting
was a profitable one, and the fruit will, we
trust, long remain. We went, we were told,
within forty miles of the :Mississippi. Tbe
prairies were most magnificent. In some directions, as far as the eye could range, not a
tree nor a bush could be seen. 1'he immense
growth of corn, and the countless stacks of
grain, attest the great fertility of the soil.
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sanctified, and sinners are getting converted
WE ne'Ver were in a place where heaven and from time to time. The congregations are
earth seemed quite as near together as at that large and attentive. Brother M., besides
meet'ing. There is a fire kindled on that beau- preaching twice at the Church, keeps up an
ti"l'a1 p1'ltltie that will not soon be extinguished. out-door service every Sabbath on the dock.
Among other narrations of experience to Hundreds flock to hear the Word. The conwhich we listened with interest, was that of a gregations are uniformly quiet, orderly and atlocal preacher from Belvidere. He experi- tenti ve, and a feeling of seriousness has been
enced the blessing of holiness at Wheaton at manifested by many. Somrt have walked up
the meeting referred to. He said on going from the dock to the Church, a distance, we
horne, he told his wife what God had done for should judge, of from two to three miles, that
him. Greatly affected, she fell upon her knees, they might have the prayers and assistance of
and sought the same blessing. He felt as if God's people in seeking the salvation of their
he ought to go to a neighbor's, a very wicked souls.
DEDICATION.
man, and a bitter enemy of his, who bad forbidden him his house. "But," said he, "I
THE second Free Methodist Church of Bufthought I could go in if the house was bolted falo, located on Pearl street, just above Eagle
and barred." He went. His neighbor came street, will he dedicated to the service of Alto the door. "O," said the brother, "I have mighty God, on Friday the 19th of October, at
something good to tell you I " " Something 2 o'clock, P. M. Preaching, also in the evegood to tell me," said the man in astonishment. ning, and the meeting will continue over the
" Yes; the Lord has sanctified my soul, and Sabbath. The friends of an earnest ChrisI now love Hrn with all my heart; and I love tianity are cordially invited to attend.
you I" "O," said his neighbor, the tears
We need very much the money that our
streaming down his face, "I once enjoyed the friends have pledged to assist us in paying for
bles.:.mg of the Lord upon my soul, but now this Church, and about four times as much
I do not know as there is any mercy for me I " besides. On the strength of these pledges
He finally promised to go to the brother's we have made engagements which must be
house to a prayer meeting.
met. Brother, sister, will you not without delay, send us the money you have promised?
GOW ANDA INDIAN CAMP MEETING.
And if any one who has not subscribed,
THIS was held on the Reservation, about six
would like to contribute some of the money
miles from the village of Gowanda. To our
with whii!!h the Lord has entrusted them, to
great regret we were unable to be present, as
help open a place where the Gospel may be
it took place at the same tim!ii of the Aurora
preached to the poor, any remittance that they
meeting. We understand that they had a
may send us, would be thankfully received.
very profitable time, and that about one hunHave you paid your missionary money this
dred were converted. Dr. Redfield was there
year? If not, here is an opportunity to apthrough the meeting.
propriate it where, without doubt, a large and
SUSPENSION OF REV. GEORGE FOX.
speedy return may be looked for in a rich
WE understand that this devoted brother harvest of souls. Send by mail, directed to
has been suspended from the ministry in the B. T. Roberts, Buffalo, N. Y.
Wisconsin Conference. His chief offence, we
THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN.
understand, was circulating the Earnest Ohri,sWE
feel
gratified to our Heavenly Father
tian, and writing for the Northern Independent
for
the
success
with which he has crowned our
a favorable notice of the dedication of the
efforts to establish a magazine devoted to the
Free Methodist Church in Albion.
fearless advocacy of an uncompromising, earBUFFALO.
nest Christianity. Our success has so far ex·
THE Lord is carrying on his work in the ceeded our anticipations, that we are unable
Free Methodist Church, under the labors of any longer to furnish back numbers to the
brother James Mathews. Befo;ivers are being · commencement of the volume. We can still
BbNCS GROVE . MEETING.

REVIVALS.

supply subscribers from July to the end of the
year. Send on your orders. The price for
the last half of the year is fifLy cents in advance. We shall continue the publication of
the Earnest Christian. It may now be regarded as a fixed institution. It is the child
of prayer and faith, and God gives it favor in
the eyes of His people. We expect all our
old subscribers will continue with us, and we
request them to renew their subscriptions at
an early date.
We also want a large list of new subscribers. We sliould be glad to commence the
next volume with ten thousand subscribers.
AGENTS.
To enterprising agents, male or female, who
will devote their time to canvassing for new
subscribers, we will pay a liberal commiss10n.
We want every county in the land canvassed.
Those desiring to canvass for new subscribers,
may send on their applications. Good recommendations will be required from those who
are strangers to us.
The character of THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN
will remain the same. It will not be denominational or sectarian, but filled with solid,
substantial matter, calculated to promote the
life and power of godlines!'! -the holiness without which no man shall see the Lord.
PROSPECTUS.-THE FREE METHODIST.
OUR friends are urging us to establish a
weekly paper. We feel the need of it as
much as any one can, but we are not willing
to undertake it unless we can get assurances
that it will pay its way. If we can get
enough subscribers to warrant it, we will
commence on the first of Jan. 1861, the publication of a weekly of the size of the Northern
Independent. We cannot edit it, but we know
of a suitable man who can.
It shall be the object of our paper to oppose
sin rather than churches, and to advocate principl,es rather than men. While it will seek to
treat every subject with the utmost fairness,
and to defend the right with unblushing fearkssness, it will studiously avoid a mere "war
of words" carried on in the spirit of bitterness. By the grace of God we mean to make
it a "terror to evil doers, but a praise to them
that do well." It shall advocate an uncompromising Christianity, whose characterist.ic

elements are faith, and love, anci power, and
whose requirements are the universal reiiunciation of sin and the consecration of all to
God. In short, we design to make it a salvation journal, spiced with bits of burning
rience and enforcing a type of religion tbat
saves the soul.
It will not be so " lady-fingered " as not to
meddle with the great moral questions of t):ie
day. On the subject of intemperance in all
its departments, and of oppression in all its
phases, it will ring out the clarion notes of
truth, and endeavor to merit the respect of
real men.
Let all that sympathise with the above sentiments, male and female, exert themselves at
once to get up and send on a large list of sub·
scribers for "THE FREE METHODIST." We
want ten thousand at least! The subscription
price will be one dollar a year, payable always
in advance. Direct all orders to
REV. A. A. PHELPS,
Holley, Orleans Co., N. Y.
DISCIPLINE OF THE FREE METHODIST CHURCH.
OUR unexpectedly protracted visit to the
west has occasioned a longer delay in the publication of the Discipline than we anticipa,ted.
It is partly printed, and we trust will be ready
for distribution soon after this meets the eye
of the reader. Orders are coming which will
be filled just as soon as possible.
.A. BR.A.VE BOY.

For the information of some of our young
readers, we would mention that Holland, or
the Kingdom of the Netherlands, is the most
level part of Europe, and much of its surface
is lower than the sea, which is prevented from
overflowing the land by vast dykes or embankments.
There was once a little Hollander, who
though a very child in years, saved many of
his countrymen from destruction. The legend, for history has hardly stooped to chronicle the deed, informs us that this lad, on his
return from school, passing along a sequestered road, and looking with childlike curiosity
at a great dyke, saw, breaking through, a
small stream of water, which, as it oowd, carried away some parbicles of the banm. It
was the small beginni>Ilg of what might be a
frightful end - some such catastrophe as
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sweeps away, before its relentless tide, our
southern homes. The boy bad simply present
to bis mind the sense of danger; befor'e he
could reach assistance, it might be too late,
and he felt that the remedy was with him and
must be promptly applied. Our hero left the
highway, and clambering to the Rpot, planted
himself in the very breach of danger, and
thrust his litt.le band into the increasing aperture ; to his joy he found it closed the avenue,
and all was right. A few hours, at worst, he
deemed would bring some passer-by to bis relief; but though he strained eye-balls and
hearing, no wayfarer greeted his senses. The
evening would surely find some stray wanderer, or perchance they might be passing on
the opposite side and not perceive him. He
tried his voice, but this soon failed him, and
night came; to him, brave boy,
"The night came on alone."

As darkness closed around him, we can
well imagine, tears found their way down his
cheeks. Doubtless, too, there came before him
the image of home-of the waiting brothers
and sisters, the anxious parents. With that
thought would come the recollection of the
lessons of piety received from a mother's lips;
of the prayers she had taught him on her
knee ; and to his cry for help and strength
would succeed a holy and abiding trust. All
unused to such exposure-wearied, hungered,
strained with the compulsion of his attitude,
hisli ttle arm paining and swelling- all these
increasing through the long watches of that
night, what else was his support'? No mere
animal, endurance could have sustained this
anguish for half that time; and yet, till
day-break, and searching friends brought
relief, this faithful sentinel withstood it all!
When, recovered from this and the peril of
succeeding sickness, he was asked if during
that long night he bad felt no fear? His
answer tells of trne patriotism: "No, no!
I knew God would preserve me for preserving others."

LITER.A.RY NOTICES.
GUIDE TO HOLINESS.
Tms standard Monthly comes to hand,
freighted as usual with solid matter upon the
most important theme. The Guide has done,
and is doing a good service to the cause of
boliness. It is published at one dollar a year
by H. V. Degen & Son, 456 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.
THE BEAUTY OF HOLINESS.
Tms, too, is devoted, as its title indicates,
exclusively to the subject of holiness. It
takes a strong, Scriptural position upon the
subject of slavery, advocating a holiness that
cannot consist with oppression. It is ably
conducted by Mr. & Mrs. French. Its influence is good in promoting heart religion.
Published at one dollar per annum, by Rev
A. M. French, 48 Beekman St., New York.
THE GOLDEN RULE.
WE are glad to form the acquaintance of
this vigorous, earnest periodical. It is the
most outspoken advocate of an uncompromi·
sing Christianity among all the religious journals of our acquaintance. It speaks in bold
utterances against the fashionable, pleasureloving, tobacco-using pro-slavery religion of
the day. Its edi.tor is evidently a man who
does not fear to declare the whole counsel of
God. It is published monthly in newspaper
form at fifty cents a year for a single copyone hundred copies for twenty-five dollars.
All orders should be addressed to Rev. David
F. Newton, editor. Box 1212, New York.
THE AMERICAN MONTHLY,
INCLUDING also The Household Magazine, and
Beadl,e's Home Monthly. Edited by Rev. S.
H. Platt. This is the best miscellaneous
Magazine for family reading with which we
are acquainted. It is conducted with ability,
and has a "religious" and Sunday School de·
partment. It is published at one dollar twenfive cents a year, by H. M. Platt, 5 Beekman
St., New York.
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SANCTIFICATION EXPERIENCED.
BY REV. WM. COOLEY.

IT is proper that we should attach
great importance to the light we receive from Christian experience, and
especially if this experience is our own.
An experience that leads to a holy life,
and that is in harmony with the plain
teachings of the Bible, must be a safe
guide in matters of salvation, and becomes an incontestible argument in
favor of its truth. Arguments which
oppose positive experience have but
little power to convince. When experience is clear and positive, no mere
theory, however plausible, can induce
the conscientious man to throw it aside
as false. It is really a matter of great
surprise, that an intelligent Christian
should ignore the experience of holiness, or deny any important facts in
such experience, when so large a number of members of the Christian church
declare it to have been their personal
realization.
There are three points in the experience of sanctification. The first is the
felt presence of inbred sin in the heart
after conversion. The second is, a conviction of unlikeness to God, or a want
of purity; and then the instantaneous
cleansing of the heart from all its corruption, or inbred sin, by the Holy
Ghost. These three facts will be found
in every clear and definite experience
of holiness. We have found this true
in all the cases with which we are acquainted. Who knows of any experience against these facts? What man
can say he has never felt since his con21
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version, any r1smgs of anger, pride,
love of the world, or unholy ambition?
The existence of inbred sin, after conversion, can no more be disproved by
experience, than it can by the written
word. Who ever has received a clear
experience of freedom from inbred sin
in a gradual way? Who among the
many experiences published to the
world, or among the thousands of living witnesses have testified to any such
thing ? It is allowed that there is a vast
amount of defective experience. That
experience which falls short of entire
sanctification, can no more disprove
this high state of grace, than the unconverted man's defective experience
can disprove the doctrine of regeneration. In arraying our experience
against any doctrine, we should be careful to see whether it really is against
it, or only falls short of the standard
claimed.
We will give, in a condensed form,
the experience of a large number of
Christians, eminent for intelligence,
good sense, and long years of devotion
and integrity in the service of
Our design in presenting these examples, is to show the uniformity of conviction of inward depravity, and its removal by faith in Christ, in an instantaneous manner.
Dr. Adam Clark in a letter to Mr.
Wesley says, " Since I was justified I
have in general expected and
for that inestimable blessing, a heart in
all things devoted to God, which, soon
after I received pardon, I found to be
indispensably necessary ; but meeting
with little encouragement in my pursuit after it, I obtained it not. Here,
(meaning in the Bradford Circuit,) the
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good Lord was pleased to give me a have I such a peace as excludes the possight of the unspeakable depravity of sibility either of fear or doubt. When
my heart; and one time in particular, men have told me I have no faith, I
in such a measure, that the distress I have often doubted whether I had or
felt was as painful in sustaining, as it no. And those doubts have made me
would be difficult in describing. * * very uneasy, till I was relieved by
Soon after this, while earnestly wrest- prayer and the Holy Ghost, nor the
ling with the Lord in prayer, and en- full assurance of faith, much less am I,
deavoring self-desperately to believe, I in the full sense of the words, in Christ
found a change wrought in my soul. a new creature. I nevertheless trust
* * * But my indulgent Saviour that I have a measure of faith, and am
continued to support and encourage accepted in the beloved. I trust the
me, and enabled me with all my power hand-writing that was against me is
to preach the glad tidings to others, so blotted out, and that I am reconciled
that I soon saw more of the effects of to God through His Son."-Wesley's
the travail of my Redeemer's soul than Journal, vol. I, p. 112.
Mr. Carvosso says of himself, "My
I had ever seen before. Glory be to
God through Christ."
inward nature appeared so black and
Mr. Fletcher had a clear experience sinful, that I felt it impossible to rest
of entire sanctification, and rejoiced in in that state. Some perhaps will imit many years. While he was in a jus- agine that this may have arisen from
tified state he felt the need of the re- the want of the knowledge of forgivemoval of the remains of the carnal na- ness. That could not be the case for I
ture, which he expresses in the follow- never had one doubt of my acceptance.
ing manner: "My heart is hard! 0 At length one evening, while engaged
wretched man that I am, who shall de- in a prayer-meeting, the great deliverliver me from this heart of unbelief." ance came. I began to exercise faith,
" But I see my heart is full of deceit. I by believing I shall have the blessing
mourn deeply for my corruptions, now. Just at that moment a heavenly
which are many and great."
influence filled the room ; and no sooner
Mr. Wesley had a deep experience had I uttered or spoken the words from
of the things of God, and without any my heart, I shall receive the blessing
doubt experienced and enjoyed holiness, now, than refining fire went through
for he preached it himself, and urged my heart, illuminated my soul, scathis ministers to do the same every- tered its life through every part, and
where; but he has not left as full a sanctified the whole."-His Life, pp.
record of this work in his own heart 32 and 38.
"Mr. Bromwell," says his biograas we could desire ; but in reference to
the need of it, in about four months af- pher, "being obedient to the teaching
ter his conversion he examines himself of the Spirit, it was not long before he
to see if he was a new creature in Christ was convinced of the necessity of a
Jesus. He says of a new creature, further work of grace upon his heart.
meaning in a high sense, " His love, He now saw that it was his privilege
and joy, and hope, his sorrows and to be cleansed from all sin.' 'I was
fears, have all respect to things above. for some time deeply convinced of my
* * * I dare not say I am a new need of purity, and sought it carefully
creature in this respect. For other de- with tears, and entreaties, and sacrifice;
sires often arise in my heart, but they thinking nothing too much to give up,
do not reign. I put them all under nothing too much to do or suffer, if I
my feet through Christ which strength- might but attain this pearl of great
ens me." Speaking of the fruit of the price. * * * When in the house
Spirit he says, "I find a measure of of a friend at Liverpool, whither I had
peace, long-suffering, gentleness, meek- gone to settle some temporal affairs,
ness, temperance ; others I find not, nor previously to my going out to travel,
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I was sitting,' said he, 'as it might be
on this chair,' pointing to the chair on
which he sat, 'with my mind engaged
in various meditations concerning my
affairs and future prospects, my heart
now and then lifted up to God, but not
particularly about this blessing, heaven
came down to earth; it came to my
soul. The Lord, for whom I had waited, came suddenly to the temple of my
heart; and I had an immediate evidence
that this was the blessing I had for
some time been seeking. My soul was
then all wonder, love, and praise. It
is now about twenty-six years ago; I
have walked in this liberty ever since.
Glory be to God! I have been kept
by his power. By faith I stand.'"His Life, p. 36.
Father Reeves says, " I believe the
ever blessed Lord is carrying on His
own work of grace in my poor soul,
because I never felt the corruption and
awful depravity of my own heart and
life as I do now." Again he says, "For
several w.eeks past my soul has been
longing for a clearer testimony from
the Spirit of my entire sanctification.
I pleaded hard with the Lord for it,
through the precious blood of Jesus ;
:and glory be to my Heavenly Father,
He very soon granted me the desire of
my heart, though so unworthy, and
filled my soul with perfect love."-His
Life, pp. 112, 114.
Thomas Welch says, after his conversion, " If an evil thought was at
any time injected, or the remains of the
old man began to stir, I had immediate
power to resist and overcome them."
Again he says, after praying earnestly
for the presence and fullness of God,
0 how plentifully did the Lord pour
his love and consolation into my soul !
I am amazed at the goodness and long
suffering of God toward me."-His
Life, pp. 50, 156.
Mrs. Fletcher says, " I know Him
mine, but other things had life in me,
though not dominion over me ! Again
I said in my heart, Thy will be done I
Thy will be done I And in that I felt
my rest. In the same moment brother
Gilford changed prayer into praise, tel-
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ling the Lord He had heard and answered; He had set me at liberty, and
now he would praise Him. This surprised me, as I had not given the least
sign, by either word or motion, of
what I had felt within. He concluded
his prayer with that act of praise. He
asked me how I felt myself? I could
not fully tell; but that I found that the
love of the will of God had brought
an unspeakable peace into my soul;
but that I did not feel joy, only a rest
in that thought, the Lord 1·eigneth, and
His will shall be done." Again she
says, "But above all I felt such a simplicity, such a hanging on the Lord
Jesus, that self seemed annihilated, and
Jesus was my all. The nothing into
which I felt myself sunk, and the great
salvation I seemed to possess in Jesus,
were such as I cannot explain."-Mrs.
Fletcher's Life, p. 46.
Hester Ann Rogers says, "I had a
deeper sense of my impurity than ever;
and though by grace I was restrained
from giving way outwardly, yet I felt
such inward impatience, pride, fretfulness, and in short, every ill temper,
that at times I could truly say, I was
weary and heavy laden." Again she
says, " But now Lord, I do believe ;
this moment thou dost save.
Lord, my soul is delivered of her burden, I am emptied of all; I am at thy
feet, a helpless, worthless worm ; but
I take hold of Thee as my fullness."Her Life, pp. 40, 45.
Mr. Bromwell says of Ann Cutler,
" In a short time she received pardon,
and her serious deportment evinced the
blessing she enjoyed. It was not long
before she had a clearer sight into her
own heart). and, though she retained
her confidence of pardon, she was made
deeply sensible of her need of perfect
love. * * * In the same year of
her finding mercy, the Lord said, 'I
will, be thou clean.' She fouud a sinking into humility, love, and dependence
upon God. At this time her language
was, ' Jesus, I love Thee with all my
heart.' * * * After this change,
something remarkable appeared in her
countenance-a smile of sweet compo-
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sure. It was noticed by many as a reflection of the divine nature, and it increased to the time of her death."
Says the Biographer of Gideon Ouseley, "When he had become saved by
grace from the guilt and power of sin,
he resolved to be a Christian in earnest. He was instructed by the ministers of the Methodist preachers to go
on to higher attainments in the life divine; to 'press toward the mark for
the prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus;' and he longed to love
the Lord his God with all his heart,
and with all his soul, and with all his
mind. * * * He therefore concluded that the privilege of a matured
Christian was distinct and clear. '0
God,' he would say, 'clease me from
all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, that
I may perfectly love Thee, and worthily
magnify Thy holy name.' * * *
He 'cried mightily to God,' to use his
his own words, and after a short, but
severe struggle, he proved that 'the
blood of Jesus Christ His Son, cleanseth from all sin. * * * He now
' rejoiced with joy unspeakable and full
of glory.' * * * Mr. Ouseley was
now supremely happy, or to use his
own words, 'as happy as the day is
long.' "-His Life, pp. 68, 70.
Benjamin Abbott, after hungering
and thirsting for full salvation for a
time, says he prayed at family prayer,
" Come Lord, and sanctify me, soul
and body. That moment the Spirit of
God came upon me in such a manner
that I fell flat to the floor, and lay as
one struggling in blood, while my wife
and children stood weeping over me.
But I had not power to lift hand or foot,
nor yet to speak one word. I believe
I lay there half an hour, and felt the
power of God running through every
part of soul and body, like fire consuming the inward corntptions offallen depraved nature. When I arose
and walked out of doors, and stood
pondering these things in my heart, it
appeared to me that the whole creation
was praising God; it also appeared as
if I had got new eyes, for everything
appeared new."-His Life, p. 38.

We have before us a book denominated the " Riches of Grace," containing the Christian experiences of sixtytwo living witnesses. We have found
nothing in these experiences contrary
to what we advocate in this article;
that there is, after conversion, carnal
inclinations that are in the way of loving God with all the heart; and that
these inclinations are instantaneously
removed by faith in Christ; but a uniform testimony confirming these facts.
We select from this volume the testimony of the following eminent Christians.
Bishop Hamline says, "He saw that
in his heart were the roots of many
evils, which, though they could not
gro\V while under the reign of grace,
yet were ever ready to spring up under
the least declinings of faith and love.a
Arrain he says, " All at once he felt as
a hand, not feeble, but omnipotent, not of wrath, but of love, was
laid on his brow. He felt it not only
outwardly, but inwardly. It seemed
to press upon his whole being, and to
diffuse all through and through it a
holy, sin-consuming energy. As it:
passed downward, his heart as well as
his head was conscious of the presence
of this soul-cleansing energy, under the
influence of which he fell to the floorr
and in the joyful surprise of the moment cried out in a loud voice."-pp.
13, 18.
Mrs. Bishop Hamline says, speaking of her efforts to obey God, "Therewas much of self-confidence, and of effort to work out a righteousness of my
own ' * * * while unbelief
was still so
.
much the habit of my soul, that I feared to offer praise, lest I should express
what I did not feel. * * * The
heavens seemed bowed almost to my
reach, and every breath bore upward
the prayer, 0 Lord, give me a clean
heart! I had laid all on the altar, and
so intensely was I occupied in watching
the sacrifice till it should be consumed,
that I dreaded even the salutation of a
friend lest my heart should be for a
' diverted from its ob'
*
moment
* * I found around me a few of those
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who were used to pray with and for
me. One of them, a dear sister, began
to exhort me to look up. I did look,
and quick as thought was spoken to my
inmost soul, 'If you ask bread, will He
give you a stone 7" A glimpse of the
fullness of God was at the same instant
presented to my now opened eyes, and
glory to God brake from my lips,
which had so long refused to speak His
praise. I wondered at myself, but had
no idea that I had received the longsought blessing. * * * About an
hour after, the congregation assembled
at the stand, (as this was at Campmeeting,) for preaching. As I was
kneeling, during the first prayer, I
thought, I shall meet sister - - - - on
the ground in the morning, and in spite
of the tempter, I will say I am an heir
of God; and at the thought my soul
filled and overflowed with unutterable
bliss. My heart had become like the
full vessel, which runs over with the
slightest motion. That was indeed a
new life, in which hallelujas rose spontaneously from a heart so long unused
to notes of joy."-p. 288.
Dr. Upham says, "The principal
difficulty, as I daily examined my heart
to see how the case stood between my
soul and God, seemed to be a consciousness, while other evils were greatly or entirely removed, of the remains
of selfishness. Indeed, at this particular time, the selfish principle, or rather
the principle of self-love, and its inordinate and unholy exercises, seemed to
be stimulated to unwonted activity.
The remains of every form of internal
opposition to God appeared to be centred in one point, and to be presented
in one aspect." Again he says, "The
soul seemed to have gathered strength
from the storm which it had passed
through on the previous night, and,
aided by a power from on high, it
leaped forward, as it were by a bound,
to the great and decisive mark. I was
distinctly conscious when I reached it.
* * * I was then redeemed by a
mighty power, and filled with the blessing of perfect love. * * * There
was calm sunshine upon the soul. The
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praise of God is continually upon my
Iips."-pp. 25.
Mrs. Upham says, "But I had come
to the Bible to receive and believe it
all, and my eye fastened on the promise of our Saviour, 'Blessed are they
that hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they shall be filled. Blessed,
sweet promise, my heart swells with
emotion ·while I repeat it. While pleading this promise, kneeling before God
with the words upon my lips, I felt a
sweet assurance that my prayer was
heard ; a sensible peace entered into
my soul. I arose and returned to my
Bible with new emotion. Now I saw
and believed. * * * But after this
peace or love entered into my soul,
nothing moved me."-pp. 437.
President Mahon says, " In regard
to my early ex,perience as a Christian,
I would say, that that experience had
two prominent characteristics, a desire,
inexpressibly strong, to be entirely
consecrated to the love and service of
God." Again he says, "In a moment
of deep and solemn thought, the veil
seemed to be lifted, and I had a vision
of the infinite glory and love of Christ,
as manifested in the mysteries of redemption. * * * My heart melted
and flowed out like water. The heart
of stone was taken away, and a heart
of love and tenderness assumed its
place."-p. 46.
J. J. Pettee, of N. E. Conference,
says, "I felt convicted of the remains
of sin in my heart, and deeply convinced of my need of holiness." Again
he says, " The fullness of the promise
assured me that God was ever on the
giving hand-willing, ready, waiting;
this reduced it to the present tense.
Here infinite benevolence met the suppliant, and cut short the work in righteousness. The blessing was mine, I
felt I possessed it; it made me contented. * * * A mighty comfort
pervaded my heart ; a mighty peace
rolled through my soul."--p. 34.
James Brainard Taylor says, "I
have had keener sorrow for indwelllng
sin, than I ever experienced before conversion. 0 the distress which I have
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felt on account of pride, envy, love of/ He took me out of the pit. A new
the world, and other evil passions, song was put into my mouth. I dewhich have risen up and disturbed my clared to all around, 'This is the way
peace." Again he says, "At this very I long have sought.' "-Her Life, pp.
juncture I was most delightfully con- 20, 28.
We will close this article with a
scious of giving up all to God. I was
enabled in my heart to say, here Lord, quotation from Dr. G. Peck's work on
take me, take my whole soul, and seal Perfection. He says, "Is it not preme thine-thine now, and thine forever. surn.ing too far to suppose that those
'If thou wilt thou canst make me clean.' who have professed this high and holy
Then there ensued such emotions as I state were mistaken-that they do not
never before experienced-all now was understand the character of their own
calm and tranquil, silent, solemn, and experience? To say nothing of those
a heaven of love pervaded my whole among ourselves who have made prosoul. I had a witness of God's love to fessions of this kind, and have given
me, and of mine to Him."-His Life, the most indubitable proofs of their
p. 85.
sincerity, let us refer to Messrs. FletchMrs. Fanny L. Bartlett says, "0 er, Bramwell, C(1rvosso; Mrs. Hogers,
the agony of that hour, in which God Mrs. Fletcher, Lady Maxwell, and a
showed me all I could bear of the re- host of others who have died in the
mains of inbred sin! My convictions faith. All these explicitly declare that
exceeded those before my conversion, they received a distinct witness of this
which caused me to feel that the pains second blessing; that while in a justiof hell got hold upon me. I was riv- fied state they felt the workings of ineted to the spot, and had no idea of ward corruption ; they sought by
giving up the contest until my spirit- prayer and faith for deliverance, and
ual foes were all vanquished. The obtained a clear and satisfactory evduties and crosses connected with a life idence of entire sanctification, so that
of holiness were presented to my mind, they reckoned themselves dead indeed
and the Holy Spirit seemed to propose unto sin, and alive unto God through
the definite inquiry, Will you make Jesus Christ! They now had the witthese sacrifices? My heart replied, by ness of perfect love, distinct from the
the grace of God I will. At that witness of pardon which was commumoment I made a full surrender, and nicated on their justification. Now
in the twinkling of an eye, those never shall we say they mistook the operto be forgotten words were applied to ations of their own minds? This we
my heart, 'Though your sins be as might do if there was anything in their
scarlet, they shall be white as snow.' experience contrary to the word of
A sweet calm overspread my spirit. God; or if they had in other instances
I bathed in the sea of inexpressible de- exhibited signs of mental aberration,
light."-Her Life,p. 15.
or incorrigible enthusiasm, we might
Mrs. Cordelia Thomas says, " I re- be justified in supposing that they were
alized in a manner never before expe- self-deceived. But of the persons above
rienced the contamination of sin, and named we can form no such conclusion.
the odiousness of it in God's sight. * In all they say on other points, reason
* * Pride and anger were sins which and the true spirit of the Gospel are
easily beset me." Again she says, predominant. Why should we con" Conscious, through the illumination elude them entirely beside themselves
of the Spirit, that I was saved, 'faith here ? Indeed, if the Gospel remains
being the substance of things hoped the same that it was in the days of
for, the evidence of things not seen.' John and Paul, we have good reason
I was not filled with extatic delight, to conclude them in their sober senses
but Christ gave me rest in that hour. I even in their highest professions."

THE JOY OF THE CROSS.

THE JOY OF THE CROSS.
BY MADAME GUYON.
Long plunged in sorrow, I resign
My soul to that dear hand of thine,
Without reserve or fear;
That hand shall wipe my streaming eyes;
Or into smiles of glad surprise
Transform the falling tear.
My sole possession is thy love;
In earth beneath, or heaven above,
I have no other
;
Aud though with fervent suit I pray,
And importune thee, night and day,
I ask thee nothing more.
1Iy rapid hours pursue the course
Prescribed them by love's sweetest force,
And I thy sovereign will,
Without a wish to escape my doom ;
Though still a sufferer from the womb,
And doomed to suffer still.
By thy command, where'er I strny,

SORROW attends me all my way,
A never failing friend ;
And, if my sufferings may augment
Thy praise, behold me well content,
Let sorrow still attend.
It costs me no regret, that she

Who followed Christ, should follow me;
And though where'er she goes,
Thorns spring spontaneous at her feet,
I love her, and extract a sweet
From all her bitter woes.
Adieu ! ye vain delights of earth,
Insipid sports and childish mirth,
I taste no sweets in you;
Unknown delights are in the Cross,
All J°oy beside, to me is dross;
And Jesus thought so too.
The Cross! Ob, ravishment and blissHow grateful e'en its anguish is ;
Its bitterness how sweet !
There every sense, and all the mind,
In all her faculties refined,
Taste happiness complete.
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Souls, once enabled to disdain
Base, sublunary joys, maintain
Their dignity secure;
The fever of desire is passed,
And love has all its genuine taste,Is delicate and pure.
Self-love no grace in sorrow sees;
Consults her own peculiar
;
'Tis all the bliss she knows;
But nobler aims true Love employ,
In self-denial is her joy,
In suffering her repose.
Jesus, avenger of our falI,
Thou faithful lover, above-all
The Cross have ever borne I
Oh tell me,-life is in thy voice,How much afflictions were thy choice,
And sloth and ease thy scorn I
Thy choice and mine shall be the same,
Inspirer of that holy flame,
Which must forever blaze!
To take the Gross and follow Thee,
Where love and duty lead, shall be
My portion and my praise.

SoME ONE MusT PRAY.-A man of
learning and talent, but an unbeliever,
was traveling in Manilla on a scientific
expedition. He was escorted by a
native, and, as they were about to start,
the native, with the refined politeness
which characterizes the Orientals, requested the white stranger to pray to
his God.
This was probably the only thing he
could have been asked to do without
being able to comply; and on his declining, the native said;
"Well, some God must be prayed
to, so you will excuse me if I pray to
mine."
"Full many a shaft at random sent
Finds mark the archer never meant."

So it was in this case. The unbeliever was rebuked by a heathen, and
the man of science who had gone there
in quest of natural curiosites, returned,
having found the "pearl of great price."
His next visit is to be as a missionary
to preach Christ.
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A HINT TO MOTHERS.
"There's music iu a mother's voice,
More sweet than breezes sighing,
There's kindness in a mother's glance,
Too pure for ever dying."

MoTHERs, how do you adorn your
little ones: modestly? When about
to costume your daughter for the parlor, the social circle, or the sanctuary,
do you turn to the map of maps, to
wisdom eternrrl? to Romans xii, 2; 1
'Tim. ii, 9; 1 Peter v, 3? Or do you
lay aside the heavenly chart, let popu]ar fancy take the Jead ? Many of
you manifest a commendable scrupulosity and scriptural consciousness in
your own personal decorations. Your
apparel is, in the main, modest, plain,
simple, economical, Gospel-like. Meanwhile, you tip off your little ones
gaudily and fashionably-allow them
to gratify their fancies to the utmost !
Mothers, how is this? What right
have you to bedeck your offspring in
butterfly costume, gay and costly finery,
any more than yourselves?
Have you not just as good a right
to follow the fashions and follies, yourselves, in expensive adornments," gold,
pearls, and costly array," ·which God
forbids, as you have to allow your
daughters to do so? What's the difference in the sinfulness or criminality?
God holds parents responsible for
the conduct of their children, for their
influence at home and abroad. Mark
the case of Eli.
The tendencies of this worldly conformity in dress, are evil, and only evi1.
Furthermore, very many parents allow their sons and daughters to read
novels, romances, sip at the muddy,
corrupting streams of the popular
weeklies and monthlies-the Godeys,
Harpers, Leslies, Ledgers, Leaders,
Mercurys, and the whole batch of these
locusts, lice, flies and frogs of Egypt !
And do these parents begin to realize
that the guilt and consequences of this
undue license given to those under
their charge, rests upon their own
shoulders ? Beloved, the Lord holds
you responsible for the deeds of your
little ones.

Again, very many parents that suffer
their little ones to kill time on these
debasing, soul-destroying influences,
would not be seen, on any account
poring over these reptiles, these
pents in the grass ! Parents, rest assured, God, by-and-bye, will bring this
whole matter into judgment. And
even in this life, you may sip the wormwood and the gall, or reap the whirlwind.
This sinful apathy of yours, this
criminal neglect of wholesome parental
disciplii1e, may bring down your gray
hairs with sorrow to the grave.
" God is not mocked ; whatsoever a
man soweth that shall he also reap.
He that soweth to the flesh, shall of
the flesh reap corruption."
" Train up a child in the way he
should go, and when he is old he will
not depart from it."
"Mothers, your cause is holy, 'tis to guide the erring,
To lead the blind, and make the deaf to hear;
To win to virtue those who, vice preferring,
Plunge in the slough of crime without:.; fear."
-GOLDEN l{ULll.

"BY reflecting on an odd book," The
general delusion of Christians with regard to Prophecy," I was fully convinced of what I had long suspected,
1. That the Montanists in the second and third centuries, were real,
scriptural Christians; and 2. That the
grand reason why the miraculous gifts
were so soon withdrawn, was not only
that faith and holiness were well nigh
lost, but that dry, formal orthodox
men, began even then to ridicule whatever gifts they had not themselves;
and to decry them all, as either madness or imposture."-W ESLEY.
PRAYER.-It is not the place of
prayer that God examines ; nor is it
the words that God primarily regards;
it is not the form in any sense that
avails ;-it is the intense and ardent
desire breathed from the depths of the
heart into the ear of God, which God
answers exceeding abundantly above
all that we can ask or think.- CuMMING.

WORSHIP.

WORSHIP.
DY THE EDITOR.

Is God worshiped in our Churches ?
This may seem a strange question.
But we ask it in all seriousness. If so
by whom? By all present? To assert
that, would be to assume that worship
consists in decently sitting for an hour
within consecrated walls. Then the
gambler, the libertine, the swindler, is
a worshipper. But he certainly does
not intend to bear that character.
Prayer and praise are acts of worship. But how many pray in the solemn
assemblies of Protestant Churches ?
How many assume even the outward
attitude of prayer ? The Psalmist
says, " 0 come let us worship and
bow down, let us kneel before the Lord
our Maker."
The Bible teaches that men ought to
pray, nieekly kneeling upon their knees.
It furnishes a not very flattering example of standing in prayer, for the
Pharisee " stood and prayed.
His
prayer like too many we have heard
men make in that position, was more
of a self-complacent speech than a
prayer. While listening to such addresses, we have been often reminded
of what an eastern editor said of a
prayer made upon some public occasion by Edward Everett, when he was
a preacher. "That it was the most
eloquent prayer that was ever offered
to the Boston people."
"It is not all gold that glitters," but
real gold shines nevertheless. An at·
titucle of devotion may be assumed by
an undevout person, but we very much
doubt whether any one ever offered
fervent prayer whose position of body,
indicated the greatest listlessness and
indifference, unless circumstances rendered such position unavoidable.
Dr. Adam Clarke says, "I suppose
the grossly absurd and perfectly ungodly custom of sitting during prayer
is out of the question. It was so perfectly unlike every thing that was becoming in divine worship, and so expressive of a total want of reverence
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in the worshipper, and of that consciousness of his wants, and deep sense
of his own worthlessness that he ought
to have, that the Church of God never
tolerated it, a custom that even heathenism itself had too niuch light either to
pract-ice or sanction."
vVho, then,
prays in public worship ? The minister says " Let us pray : " but who
heeds the invitation? One of our
preachers of the primitive stamp, after
vainly striving to induce his people to
unite with him in prayer gave up in
despair, and instead of the usual formula
he prefaced his public devotions, with
the phrase "LET ME PRAY."
Singing is a part of worship. But
in our Protestant Churches who sings 1
Usually does one in ten of the congregation 1 Is not this part of worship
generally in the hands of merely professional singers ?-Of persons who do
not even profess to be Christians? Can
any one suppose that God is pleased
with this vicarious worship 1 The
leading singers are frequently paid for
their services-sonietines in moneysometimes in deference and submission.
In some places it is the custom, in time
of singing, for the congregation to arise,
turn around, and stand in respectful
silence before the choir during their
musical performances. Whether the
object is, that the choir may sing to
the congregation or that the congregation may pay their homage to the
choir, we could never determine.
God is a Spirit : and they that worship him, must worship him in spirit
and in truth. With what propriety
then can heartless ceremonies, performed for pay, be called worship 1 We
send missionaries to the poor heathen,
who, fastening a written prayer to a
wind-mill imagine that at every revolution acceptable worship is paid to
the divinity to whom it is addressed.
Who can say of merely mechanical
performances of sacred rites, that one
kind is more pleasing to God than another? Who can say that prayer or
praise, when offered upon the arms of
a wind-mill, will not meet with the
Di vine approbation just as readily as.
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when it is uttered by the unpurged lips
of one who does not mean a word he
says, but whose only desire is that he
may play his part well?
When God is lost sight of-when
the Holy Spirit's aid is not earnestly
implored " to help our infirmities,"
and to teach us " what we should pray
for as we ought, and to make intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered," when the house of God
becomes merely a place of fashionable
resort for genteel people upon the Sabbath, then imposing ceremonies that
dazzle the imagination and please the
taste may exert a restraining influence
upon
but can we in the light of
the Scriptures call any thing worship
that does not spring from the heart ?
Vainly we offer each ample oblation·
Vainly with gifts would his favor sec'ure ·
Richer by fa.r is the heart's adoration
'
Dearer to G<ld are the prayers of the' poor.

A WORTHY CoNFESSOR.-lt was a
fine reply which Basil, of Cresarea,
made when the Emperor Valens sent
by his prefect, endeavoring by threats
to ?ompe.l him to receive acknowledged
Arians mto the fellowship of the
Church. The prefect demanded whether
he alone, when all others obeyed the
to wish to have any
other rehg10n than that of his master.
Basil replied, that he had nothinrr to be
afraid of; possessions, of which men
deprive him, he had none, except
his few books and his cloak. An exile
was no exile for him, since he knew the
whole earth was the Lord's. If torture was threatened, his feeble body
would yield to the first blows ; and as
for death, that would only bring him
nearer to God after whom he longed.
The prefect gave up the case. It was
vain to threaten such a man.
TEMPER.-Too many have no idea
of the subjection of their temper to
the influence of religion and yet what
is changed if the temper is not! If a
man is as passionate, malicious, resentful, sullen, moody, or morose, after his
conversion as before it, what is he converted from or to.-J. A. JAMES.

DRINKING POISON
LAST week Dr. Cox delivered a
couple of lectures in the Lecture Room
of Dr. Pressly's Church Allerrhany
b
'
t Imt should alarm the drinkers
of
beer'
and liquors, and awaken concerted
movement throughout the entire community against the farther prorrress of
the drinking habits that have been so
greatly revived among us. Because
if the Dr. be a true man, as he is
erally supposed to be, and if the tests
are reliable, which can be easily determined, most of what is now drunk under the
of beer, whiskey, brandy, and wme, 1s nothing less than diluted poison-and not so very diluted
after all.
He pronounced a specimen of Lager
beer, from one of the most popular establishments for that kind of manufacture in Allegheny, to have in its ingredients tobacco, instead of hops. A
bottle of whiskey, obtained from one
?f th.e most respectable liquor dealers
m Pittsburg, was found to contain a
large amount of sulphuric acid. With
respect to brandy, he said that instead
of being made from wine, its base was
bad. whiskey, containing sweet
spirits of nitre, sulphuric acid lead
.
'
'
?h l orofarm, and other ingredients.
l ime,
In wine he had found arsenic. Sulphate of. zinc was very common in gin.
Strychnine was a most wonderful stimulant, and would make one barrel of
liquor go as far as four. He had examined a specimen of imported old
Oogniac, and discovered it to have
whiskey as a base, with fusil oil sulacid, chloroform, pepper,
In
vie": of these facts why will people
contmue to use such maddening and
death-dealing preparations any longed
And why is the community so regardless of such fearful ruin ?-PITTSBURG
PRESBYTERIAN BANNER.
THOSE who pretend to live by faith
when they are spiritually blind and
dead, do but deceive themselves.BELLAMY.

REFLECTIONS.

REFLECTIONS.
BY REV. JAMES MATHEWS.

SoLD myself for naught! Bound up
here in these miserable chains of my
own forging. 0 ! wretched man that
I am-who shall deliver me. Jesus
once delivered me-that first time
when I came a trembling sinner to the
footstool of mercy, loathing myself, and
repenting in dust and ashes. Oh! I
could believe then and there the joy
that filled my soul, when God whispered Peace. 0 ! how the remembrance
increases my agony. I thought in that
hour that I never should be moved. I
determined, 0 how resolutely, to serve
God and him only, all the days of my
life. It was all light then, gloriously
light. As I read the blessed word, it
opened to my understanding, and there
I read of the inheritance of the children
of God-that " Land of rest from inbred sin," and my heart was drawn
toward it; yes, the light was very
clear. I understood the meaning of
being sanctified wholly, soul, body, and
spirit, in that hour. 0 ! the yearning
of my soul after that state can never
be told. You that have felt it know.
For a while I trembled on the verge,
until my heart cried out,
"By faith I plunge me in that sea."

0 ! how glory flooded my soul. I
leaped as an hart. Hallelujahs burst
forth, and I exulted in perfect freedom.
Yes, I knew then for myself the power
of Jesus to save to the uttermost.
Would to God I could stop now, for
memory goads me. Must I, can I write
it. I will). it is my only hope. I
went out, rejoicing as a strong man to
run a race. That night one came to
me, (0 that I could forget it,) a member of the church, an old man, a class
leader; he took my hand, and told me
he rejoiced with me. Then I praised
God aloud out of a full heart ; again
he told me, he was glad to find me in
such a good way, (I could not think
why I felt so strangely while he was
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speaking, I know now.) "But, said he,
" you will need to be careful, very
careful. I have been on the mountain
where you are, and it is a dangerous
place; now I rest, I live in the valley."
I did not then know the difference between the valley of humility, and the
valley of sin. I know now to my sorrow.
Again he said, "You say you are
sanctified. I do not doubt your sincerity, but then we are so likely to be
mistaken, you may enjoy the blessings
of entire holiness, but I would not say
anything about it; wait awhile, if you
find you can live it, why then on proper
occasions, profess it, but be very careful. I have been a member of the
church forty years, and never professed
it, and there is no one in our church
that does." 0 ! my God, I listened,
I could not account for my feelings;
chilliness crept over me, and I felt as
though death was near.
Next day, in meeting, I rose to tell
what God had done for my soul, and
right before me sat the old man ; his
counsel flashed across my mind, and
after stammering a few words I sat
down, with, 0 such a weight upon my
heart; I went home, but not to rest;
that night my thoughts troubled me; I
tossed restlessly from side to side, and
felt that I had been ashamed of Jesus,
-had suffered man to make me fear.
I was reproved in that hour. And now
what could I do? I resolved to go and
confess it, but I found pride had been
sown again in my heart; there was opposition to this within me, but I went
to the meeting, and instead of obeying
the Spirit, suffered my feelings to check
me. The next meeting I felt but little,
then I gave way to impatience, then to
peevishness, at last to passion, and so
forth from step to step; until I became
a poor miserable backslider. I see now
where my feet began to slide, 0 ! that
I could recall the past. 0 ! that I
could retrace my steps. Can God have
mercy upon me? May I dare come to
him again? 0 is there any hope for
me ? Lord have
upon me. I
will return. No, I havl;J tried so many
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times and failed. What shall I do ?
God help me.
There was the Prodigal ; he wandered into sin, so have I. He felt his
degradation, so do I. He saw his folly,
so do I. He cried, "I am not worthy
to be called thy son," this I feel. He
went towards his home, so will I. I
will, I will. Father l have sinned, Oh
forgive me. Thou didst receive the
Prodigal, wilt Thou not receiYe me?
Thou wilt, I dare believe. Father! I
come. Thou dost inYite, thou dost. I
come, Father. Thou dost accept.
"Hallelujah! Father's reconciledFor me the house must now rtjoice,
My Father owns his child."

So much as you have of pride, so
much you lrnve of the fallen nnge'l alive
in you. So much as you have of
true humility, so much you have of
the Lamb of God within you. Could
you see ·with your eyes what every
stirring of pride does to your soul, you
woulc1 beg of every thing you meet to
teal' the viper from you, though with
the loss of an hand or an eye. Could
you sec what a sweet, divine transforming power there is in humility, what
an heaYenly water of life it gives to
the fiery breath of your soul, how it
expels the poison of your fallen nature,
and makes room for God to live in you,
you would rather
to be the footstool of all the world, than to want
the smallest degree of it.-LAw.
A \V ONDERFUL MISSION .-The mission of the American Baptist Union
.among the Karens in Burmah has a
wonderful history. Only thirty years
.ago the first convert was baptized, and
now the number of church members
is over fifteen thousand, and the natives
under regular Christian instruction
a.mount to more than one hundred
thousand. The station at Toungoo was
commenced seven years ago by a native
years there numpreacher, and in
bered in that place two thousand converts. Prosperity still attends it. Will
the churches withhold funds when God
is thus pouring down his blessings?

WHICH WILL YOU HA VE?
Your finery, your fashionable .dressing, your ear jewels, breastpins, fingerrings, your flounces and gay artificials
your costly attire, or Jesus, the blessed
Saviour, the gift of power, the fruits of
the Spirit, love, joy, peace, Qentleness
u
'
.
goo dness, a pure conscience, a sweet
holy, heavenly joy, all that is lovel.}:
and of good report, a sure hope of lifo
eternal? "Which will you have, sister?
\vhich will you choose? You can have
one or the other, as you please, hut
not both-no man can serve two masters.
Whom will you serve? the god of
fashion, or the Lord of Lords, King of
Kings, the Holy One of Israel?
·•What is beauty? Not the show
Of shapely limbs and features. No,
These are but flowers
That have their dated hours,
To breathe their momentary sweets, then go.
'Tis the stainlP-ss soul within.''

Says Joshua, " Choose you this day
whom ye will serve; * * * but
as for me and my house, we will serve
the Lord." Josh. xxiv: 15.-GoLDEN
RuLE.
DISPUTE WITH THE DEVIL.-Never
a word, a single syllable; the very instant he whispers in your ear, say,
" Get thee hence, Satan."
An exce1lent writer remarks, " If
you would not be foiled by temptation,
do not enter into a dispute with Satan.
When Eve began to argue the case
with the serpent it was too hard for
her; the devil, by his logic, disputed
her out of Paradise. Satan can mince
sin, make it sma11, and varnish it over,
and make it look like virtue. Satan is
too subtle a sophister to hold an argument with him. Dispute not, but
fight. lf you enter into a parley with
Satan, you give him half the victory."
DIVINE truths are like chain-shot,
they go together, and we need not perplex ourselves which should enter first;
if any one enter, it will draw the rest
after it.-ANDREW FULLER.

BACKSLIDERS.

BACKSLIDERS.
BY FINNEY.

No c1ass of persons make so much
troub1e for a minister. If he preaches
so as to commend himself to their conscience, he hurts their feelings, and
they oppose him. If he preaches so as
to satisfy their feelings, then their conscience condemns him, and they have
no confidence in his honesty. You
come down to their standard, and they
know you are wrong.
There is no such thing as pleasing
them by preaching.
If you crowd the truth home to them,
they will grumble, and call it harsh
and personal. If you do not preach so
as to cut them to the quick, they know
that it is wrong, and they will say,
" That will never do, we shall never
get awake by such preaching as this,
the minister is as much asleep as we
are, and we never can get along so."
Thus they will always feel uneasy,
let the preaching be as it may.
A minister ought not to conciliate
the feelings of professors who are in a
backslidden state, by any compromise,
but he ought to tear open their hearts,
and pour in the burning truth, till he
can drive them out from their bed of
slumber and death.
Backsliders are the most hypocritical
of all people. They neither serve God
nor the devil, sincerely. They have
forsaken the devil, so that they no
longer serve him with singleness of
heart, and have given themselves to
God, but now they do not serve him.
They are hypocrites on both sides.
Neither God nor the devil can trust
them.
THE reason why many seek to be
saved from the carnal mind, and do
not obtain the blessing, is, because
they have secretly backslidden, and
have forfeited the divine favour. If
they were correctly acquainted with
their own state, they would first seek
to be justified by faith in Christ Jesus.
-BRAMWELL.
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PAUL'S ESTIMATE OF HEAVEN.-ln
speaking of the glories of the eternal
wor1d, the rapture of the Apostle does
not escape him as a sally of the imagination, as a thought awakened by the
sudden glance of the object; he does
not express himself at random from the
sudden impulse of the moment, but in
the sober tone of calculation. "I reckon," he says, like a man skilled in this
spiritual arithmetic, "I reckon," after
a due estimate of their comparative
value," that the sufferings of the present
time aee not worthy to be compared
with the glory that shall be revealed."
No man was ever so well qualified
to make this estimate. Of the sufferings of the present world he had shared
more largely than any man. He had
heard the words of God, and seen the
vision of the Almighty, and the result
of this privileged experience was, that
he desired to escape from this valley of
tears; that he was impatient to recover
the celestial vision, eager to perpetuate
the momentary foretaste of the glories
of immortality.-HANNAH MoRE.
THE formalist may, from legal fears
and mercenary hopes, be so strict and
conscientious in his ways, as to think
himself a choice good man. And the
enthusiast, from a firm persuasion of the
pardon of his sins, and the love of
Christ, may be so full of joy and love,
zeal and devotion, as to think himself
a most eminent saint; but there is
nothing of the nature of true holiness
in either ; for it is self, and nothing
but self, that is the principle, centre,
and end of all this religion.-BELLAMY.
IT may be found, upon strict inquiry,
that there is not a grace of the Holy
Spirit which does not possess a portion of every other grace. Yet faith
is not love, nor hope, nor joy, nor longsuffering, nor gentleness, nor goodness,
nor patience ; each has a distinctive
character ; and yet each is so blended
with the other, that in dissecting one,
you must cut through the veins of all.
-ANDREW FULLER.
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Do Goon. -.- Thousands of men
breathe, move and live, pass off the
stage of life, and are heard of no more.
Why? They did not a particle of
good in the world ; and none were
blessed by them, none could point to
them as the instruments of their redemption ; not a word they spoke
could be recalled, and so they perished;
their light went out in darkness, and
they were not remembered more than
the insects of yesterday. Will you
thus live and die, 0 man immortal?
Live for something. Do good, and
leave behind you a monument of virtue that the storm of time can never
destroy. Write your name in kindness, love and mercy, on the hearts of
thousands you come in contact with,
year by year, and you will never be
forgotten. No, your name, your deeds,
will be as legible on the hearts you
leave behind, as the stars on the brow
of evening. Good deeds will shine as
the stars of heaven.-Dr. CHALMERS.

HEATHEN BoYS.-A missionary in
the East Indies was giving away tracts,
when a little boy, about eight years
old, asked for one. At first he was
refused, for tracts were then very
scarce. But the child begged so hard,
that one called "The Way to Heavenly Bliss " was given him. Some days
passed, and the little fellow came again
with the same request. "But have
you read the other ? " he was asked.
'' Yes," said he ; and standing before
the missionary and several heathens,
he repeated the whole tract from the
title to the end. Well done, poor little heathen boy.
Thus we see that books and tracts
reach the dark spots of the earth, and
like rays of light serve to guide some
from among the heathen to heaven.
Gon's CHILDREN are like the stars,
that shine brightest in the darkest
night. Like torches, that are the better
for beating, like grapes, that come not
to the proof till they come to the press.
Like trees, that drive down their roots
further, and grasp the earth tighter by
reason of the storm. Like vines that
grow the better for bleeding. Like
gold, that looks the better for scouring; like glow worms, that shine best
in the dark. Like Juniper, that smells
sweetest in the fire. Like the Pomander, which becomes more fragrant
for chafing.
Like the Palm Tree,
which proves the better for preserving.
Like the Chamomile whi0h spreads
the more as you tread upon it.

MoTIVES TO HoLINEss.-A man who
has been redeemed by the blood of the
Son of God should be pure. He who
is an heir of life should be holv. He
who is attended by the celestial ubeings,
and who is soon-be knows not how
soon - to be translated to heaven,
should be holy. Are angels my attendants? Then I should walk worthy
of their companionship. Am I soon
to go and dwell with angels? Then
I should be pure. Are these feet soon
to tread the court of heaven? Is this
tongue soon to unite with heavenly
beings in praising God ? Are these
You may as well think to be saved
eyes of mine soon to look on the throne for being good musicians, physicians,
of eternal glory, and on the ascended or astronomers, as for being learned
Redeemer ? Then these feet and eyes divines, if your knowledge cause not
and lips should be pure and holy, and holy love, it may help others to heaven,
I should be dead to the world and live but it will be but vanity to you; and
for heaven.-ALBERT BARNES.
you will be as sounding brass, or a
tinkling cymbal. You glory in a lifeDuTIES AND EvENTs.-Duties are less picture of wisdom ; and hell may
ours-events are God's. This removes shortly tell you, that you had better
an infinite burden from the shoulders have chosen anything to play the fool
of a miserable, tempted, dying creat- with, than with the notions and words
ure.-CECIL.
of wisdom rnortified.-BAxTER.

SECRET SINS.

SECRET SINS.
OF all sinners, the man who makes
of religion, and yet lives
m m1qmty, is the most miserable. A
downright wicked man who takes a
glass in his hand, and 'says, "I am a
drunkard, I am not ashamed of it" he
shall be unutterably
in
worlds to come, but brief though it be
he has his hour of pleasure. A
who curses and swears and says "That
is my habit, I am a p;ofane m;n," and
makes a profession of it, he has at
least some peace in his soul ; but the
man who walks with God's minister
who is united with God's church
co1;Des o_ut before God's people,' and
umtes with them, and then lives in sin
what a miserable existence he must
have of it! Why, he has a worse existence than the mouse that is in the
parlor, running out now and then to
pick up the crumbs, and then back
again to his hole. Such men must run
out now and then to sin; and 0 ! how
fearful they are to be discovered ! One
perhaps, their character turns up;
with wonderful cunning they manage
to conceal and gloss it over ; but the
next day something else comes and
they
in constant fear, telling lie
after he, to make the last lie appear
adding deception to deception,
m order that they may not be discovered.

?'

" 0 ! 'tis a tangled web we weave,
When once we venture to deceive."
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very sinews in twain, has been this
most damnable hypocrisy. O ! in how
have we men whom you
might
to the very skies, if you
could believe their words but whom
rou might cast into the nethermost pit
if you could see their secret actions.
God forgive any of you who are so
acting ! I had almost said I can scarce
forgive you. I can forgive the man
riots op.enly, and makes no profess10n of bemg better; but the man
who fawns, and cants, and pretends and
prays, and then lives in sin, that man
I hate, I can not bear him, I abhor him
from my very soul. If he will turn
from his ways, I will love him but in
his hypocrisy he is to me the most
loathsome of all creatures. 'Tis said
the toad doth wear a jewel in her head
but this man hath none, but
filthiness about him, while he pretends
to be in love with righteousness. A
mere profession, my hearers is but
painted pageantry to go to
in : it
is like the plumes upon the hearse and
the trappings upon the black horses
which draQ:u men to their Baraves ' the
funeral array of dead souls. Take
heed above every thing of a waxen profession that will not stand the sun ·
take care of a life that needs to hav;
two faces to carry it out; be one thing,
or else the other. If you make up
your mind to serve Satan, do not pretend to serve God ; and if you serve
God, serve him with all your heart.
"No man can serve two m,asters ·" do
not try it, do not endeavor to do it
for no life will be more miserable
that. Above all, beware of committing acts which it will be necessary to
conceal.-SPURGEON.

If I must be a wicked man, give me
the life of a roystering sinner, who sins
before the face of day; if I must sin,
let me not act as a hypocrite and a
coward; let me not profess to be God's,
and spend my life for the devil. This
" BEWARE of self-dependence.
The
way of cheating the devil is a thing
first
step
in
spiritual
declension
is
which every honest sinner will be
ashamed of. He will say, "Now, ifl thus : - " Let him that thinketh he
do serve my master I will serve him standeth I" The secret of real strength
out and out, I will have no sham about is this:-" Kept by the power of God!"
it; but if. I do not, if I live in sin, I
THE road ambition travels is too
am not gomg to gloss it over by cant
and hypocrisy." One thinD" which has narrow for friendship, and too crooked
cut her for love.
ham-stringed the church,
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day. When his friends sought to persuade Newton, then upwards of eighty
years old, to preach no more, he reTHE pious Christmas Evans, when plied, " I can not stop ; what ! shall
he was about putting off his harness, the old African blasphemer stop while
thus wrote to a young minister : "I he can speak ?"-DR. MURRAY.
am old, my dear boy, and you are just
entering the ministry. Let me now,
PRAYER.-A man cannot be a true
and here, tell you one thing, and com- believer, a child of Christ, unless he be
mend it to your attention and memory. a man of prayer. For what the breath
All the ministers that I have ever is to the body, prayer is to the soul.
known, who have fallen into disgrace, If the breath gasp and be faint, the
or into uselessness, have been idle men. body grows out of order; and if prayer
An idle man is in the way of every be slack and unfrequent, the soul betemptation. Temptation has not to comes diseased. If breath ceases, life
seek him ; he is at the corner of the is at an end; and if prayer ceases, all
street, ready and waiting for it. In hope for the soul perishes. As soon
the case of a minister of the gospel, as we give over communing with God>
this peril is multiplied by his position, Satan enters in, and begins to commune
his neglected duties, the temptations with us. Man can never walk alone:
peculiar to his condition, and his supe- if he choose not the better part, to walk
rior susceptibility. Remember this, with his God, he must choose to walk
stick to your book. I am never much with God's adversary and his own.
afraid of a young minister, when I That man would but be persuaded,
know that he can, and doei:t, fairly sit " Prayer is man's best work ! " down to his book. There is Mr.--, LUTHER.
of such unhappy temper, and who has
such a love to meddle with everything;
RECOGNITION IN HEAVEN.-" I must
he would long ago have been utterly
wrecked, but his habits of industry confess, as the experience of my own
soul, that the expectation of loving my
saved him."
Let no merchant in the town-no friends in heaven, principally kindles
lawyer-no physician of your acquain- my love to them while on earth. If I
tance-no farmer of your parish-be thought I should never know them and
more industrious than you, in their consequently never love them after
calling. Give not a day of your life, this life is ended, I should number them
but for its worth. Industry will keep with temporal things and love them as
you always busy and always at leisure. such; but I now delightfully converse
It will give you time for everything, with my pious friends in a firm perand enable you to do everything in its suasion that I shall converse with them
time, and to perfect everything you un- forever ; and I take comfort in those
dertake. It will aid you in writing that are dead or absent, believing that
short sermons. It will bless you and I shall shortly meet them in heaven,
your people, and the Church, in a thou- and love them with a heavenly love.BAXTER.
sand ways.
And examples for your imitation
you will find in Luther, Calvin, Baxter,
A mortified spirit is such, without
vVesley, in every man, in every de- indignation against scorn, without
partment of life, who has risen to high revenge against injuries, without murposition among his fellows. Shepherd, muring at low offices, not impatient in
himself a great preacher, used to say: troubles, indifferent in all accidents,
" God will curse that man's labors who neither transported with joy, nor degoes idly up and down all the week, pressed with so1Tow and is humble in
and then goes into his study on Satur- all his thoughts.-JEREMY TAYLOR.
IND US TRY IN MINISTERS.

ARE YOU SAVED?

ARE YOU SAVED?
BY M. N. DOWNING.

READER ! of all questions this is the
most important. The interest involved
is weighty and eternal. You are to
live forever, either with the bloodwashed millions, or in the land of deepest shade, the world of woe ! Do not
evade the question, but bare your heart
to the searching light. You are hastening to the judgment. Probation
with you will soon close, when your
second life, or " second death," bounded only by the coming years of Him
whose attribute is eternity, will commence. " These shall go away into
everlasting punishment, but the righteous into life eternal."
.In whatever else you may be deceived, you cannot afford to be deceived in reference to your soul's eternal
welfare. It will be too bad for you to
dream of heaven ; its jasper walls, its
pearly streets, its crowns, its palms its
glorified inhabitants, and wake up in
hell ! Oh, it will be too bad. What a
sting, what a gnawing, what an eternal
anguish will it be. Oh, my soul is
stirred, my head is sick, my heart is
faint, while beholding the wreck of the
vast multitude of immortal minds
capacitated to enjoy heaven, the
centration of all that is
but who
with the same capacities must take up
with the concentration of all that is
unlike God-banished " from God and
the glory of his power," and locked up
in eternal night, where fiends forever
dwell, who curse
"Almighty God, and curse the Lamb, and curse
The earth, the resurrection morn, and seek,
And ever vainly seek, for utter death."

God, angels, ministers, Christians,
engage in stirring the millions in and
out of the churches, who only need to
die to be damned! God help me to
write the truth. Others may soar,
others may abound in flowery sentences, others may write to make display,
and to see their names in print ; but
oh, Thou discerner of the thoughts and
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intents of the heart, I mitst and will
write for Thee_ I Help thou author of
truth I Thou Judge of quick and dead!
Again I ask, especially you who are
orthodox in your creed, are you saved?
may better answer the quest10n, I will ask you a series of others.
1. Have you ever had the "witness
of the Spirit" that you were a child of
God?
Not do you profess religion and belong to a church ; not how many sacrifices have you made, how many means
of grace have you attended· not do
. to gain heaven at last
'
you d esire
; but
do you know, by the Spirit of God,
that you have been converted? The
"witness of the Spirit" is the only
sure evidence that we have been saved.
This is the sealing of the work. "The
Spirit itself beareth witness with our
spirit that we are the children of God.
This is not a flight of the imagination
something .we think we have, when
have it not. It is not a seeming to be
right, a thinking we are right but it is
lcn?u:ing_ we are right, "by the Holy
Spmt given unto us." It is an inward
consciousness produced by the Spirit
of God, of the removal of guilt and
condemnation, so that we no longer
feel the load of sin. Our souls are
free. Notwithstanding the enormity
of our past transgressions, we feel innocent before God. This is accompanied with peace of mind. The breast
no long;er heaves the burdened sigh;
the achmg heart no longer throbs with
disquieted emotion, but all is peaceful,
calm and serene. Now
"The Spirit answers to the blood,
And tells me I am born of God,''

Was this your experience when you
professed religion ? If so you were
converted to God; if not, you were
not converted to God ; and if this has
not been your experience since you
professed the religion of Jesus Christ
let me tell you, in love for your soul:
you have never been converted to
God. We are aware some may take
exceptions to this close dealino- · but
the time is upon us that
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must begin at the house of God." You
had better know the truth now, and get
right with God while you may, than to
face it when the cold earth is making
its deathly rattle over your coffin, and
your spirit stands undressed before
your final Judge. The conversion of
the soul to God is the greatest work
that can be done for man. That it
might be accomplished, the crimson
blood of the Incarnate God ran freely,
crying, "Mercy's free ! " Then it is
not a "cunningly devised fable," but a
reality, wrought by the Holy Ghost,
so that they who are saved can say,
"What we have felt and seen,
With confidence we tell;
And publish to the sons of men,
The signs infallible."

The doctrine of the " witness of the
Spirit" is clearly taught in the bible,
and corroborated by the experience of
every one who has been truly born of
God. It has been lost sight of too
much. It is a part of the faith for
which the church is exhorted "earnestly to contend." Strike it out and there
is no use of preaching to sinners.
Strike it out and the system of Christianity is worthless. What ! shall we
tell the sinner that by the righteous
judgment of the Most High he is
doomed to everlasting destruction from
the presence of God, and from the
glory of His power? Shall we alarm
him with guilty fears by the terrors of
the Lord, and then tell him, that notwithstanding he may be saved, he need
not expect an assurance of his present
salvation, for he cannot have it, but
only hope he is saved?
What consolation is it to the awakened sinner, who stands trembling between two worlds with a lively sense
of his unholiness, the wrath of a holy
God abiding upon him, and the fiery
billows rolling beneath him, to be told
in that hour that he cannot know when
his sins are cancelled, wrath turned
away, and the smiles of a reconciled
Father beaming upon him ? Such a
docrine has proved the ruin of more
souls than the " Age of Reason." The
hardened sinner wants to know when

God is reconciled; and he may know,
yea he does know, for "he that believe th
on the Son of God hath the witness in
himself." "And because ye are sons,
God hath sent forth the Spirit of His
Son into your hearts, crying, "Abba,
Father." Can a person cry "Abba,
Father," by the Spirit of Christ and
not know it ? Again, "For ye have
not received the spirit of bondage again
to fear, but ye have received the spirit
of adoption, whereby we cry Abba
Father." The Spirit itself bearing witness with our spirit that we are the
children of God. Do not these passages teach an inward assurance of a
state of acceptance with God? Verily!
If the foregoing has been your experience, we ask,
2. Have you retained it? Is it your
present experience? Remember the
inquiry is, are you saved, not have you
been. You are walled in by a profession, a church relation it may be, or
even an official position ; you may be
a class-leader, a steward, or a preacher.
Have you peace with God? Have you
joy in the Holy Ghost? Do you know
from day to day that you are a child
of God? Let us see ; before you could
obtain peace with God, you had to renounce the devil and all his works, the
vain pomp and glory of the world.
Are they still renounced ? Since your
conversion you have felt the necessity
of more fully renouncing the world.
Have you done it? and do you do so
now? Since you were converted you
have seen that you could not wear
some articles of dress, or adorning, and
retain your justification. Have you
laid them aside? Perhaps you have
seen that the business in which you
were engaged did not please God, and
that you must give it up in order to
enjoy religion. Have you done it?
Old habits you must renounce. Have
you renounced them? If you cannot
answer these jnterrogatories in the affirmative, you cannot claim, on bible
ground, to be a Christian. Hear what
God says: "If any man draw back,
my soul shall have no pleasure in him."
Heb. x, 38. "Jesus Christ, the same

ARE YOU SAVED ?

yesterday, to-day,and forever." Hence
His command, as well as his promise,
is immutable. We may change our
views of God's requirements; we may
shift them to circumstances, but " the
word of the Lord endureth forever !"
Think of this, you who take back part
of the price. Remember the case of
Ananias and Sapphira.
Again, God never gives light for
nought. What he shows us to be His
will must be done. His Spirit and His
word agree. His word says, "without holiness no man shall see the Lord."
Has the Holy Spirit written this upon
your heart? It has if you have been
converted, and have walked in the light
of this grace a great length of time.
This is the Divine order in the process
of redempti_on. The Spirit first awakens the sinner, then if he yields to the
claims of God, it pardons and regenerates him, and that not only instantaneously, but, as far as his apprehension is concerned, simultaneously.
If this is your experience, a great work
has been wrought; one that cannot be
retained, and knowingly break one of
the least of God's holy commandments.
Yet you are not fully saved. From
guilt and condemnation you are fully
saved, but you have felt the need of
something more being done; of being
cleansed from inbred corruption. You
have felt under provocation a rising
contrary to love. It may have been
pride, or anger, or impatience. This
is experience. We may split theoretical hairs until we are gray, and it will
not change the word of God.
The testimony of all who have been
freely justified, while living in the enjoyment of this state, is that they have
felt these things, prior to their entire
sanctification, call them what we may.
The state of the heart subsequent to
justification, and prior to entire sanctification, is expressed by the use of various terms, such as "the remains of
the carnal mind," "native depravity,"
"inbred sin," &c. It matters not so
much what terms are used to express
the state, as it does to be saved from it.
God wants to save us from it. Has
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He convicted you for this second work?
What have you done? Yon felt its
need, not only to save you to the uttermost, but to impart unto you power to
do or suffer the will of God. Have
you obeyed the dictates of the Spirit,
and sought for this blessing? If not,
you are not now freely justified. No
one can refuse to take what God holds
out and be clear. Here is where many
make shipwreck of faith. They have
the light, they feel their need, but they
fail through fear and unbelief to enter
into this second rest. They settle down
and try to pacify themselves; talk of
peace, but it is the peace of death, for
there can be no true peace without
obedience to God. They lose their
love for souls, and power to reach them.
Is this your state? if so, you are not
saved. Awake ! renew your consecration, and again take Christ and the cross.
Again, if you have experienced this
second work, we ask,
3. Have you retained
If not,
you are not now justified, unless you
have aroused and are hastening with
all possible speed to return. Some
have imbibed the idea tha"t one may
fall from a state of entire sanctification
into justification. This, in the nature
of things, cannot be. One cannot fall
from a state of purity but through
transgression of some point of God's
law, which is sin, for "sin is the transgression of the law." If one fall
through disobedience, law is transgressed; if through doubt, law is transgressed, for ''what is not of faith is
sin," and " without faith it is impossible to please God." Then if law is
tl'ansgressed condemnation ensues, and
whoever is condemned is not in Christ
Jesus, for " there is therefore now no
condemnation to them that are in Christ
Jesus, who walk not after the flesh but
after the Spirit." If not in Christ
Jes us, not justified. If not justified,
not in the way to heaven; the truth is
not in thein, neither have they spiritual life, for Christ is "the way, the
truth, and the life." This is a fine
point, and in the defence of which my
opinion may conflict with some of deep
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experience, but I think not when I am
rightly understood. The witness of
the state of entire sanctification may
not be equally clear at all times, and
yet the state is equally clear of itself,
at all times, while it is retained.
There are a variety of emotions or conditions of the soul which are consistent
with a state of purity, such as " heaviness through manifold temptations,"
sadness on account of the unbelief of
the church, sorrowfulness on account of
the wickedness and doom of the unsaved around. These are all consistent
with a state of purity ; yea, I should
doubt the existence of purity without
them more or less. But those who
are but little disciplined in the school
of Christ may regard these emotions
as evidences of the absence of purity.
But not so. Christ was pure, and yet
he was sad; he was sorrowful, yea he
wept, groaned, cried aloud. But it was
not for himself, but for others. When
one is weeping for others, he is not
weeping for himself, neither is he rejoicing, and yet he may be pure. When
a soul first enters into perfect rest, it
is in neither a state of heaviness, sadness, nor sorrowfulness ; but perfect
peace, clear light, and it may be, great
joy. But because these other emotions
may subsequently exist, they do not
argue that we have lost purity. But,
on the other hand, if we are willing
and obedient, they argue that purity
exists. Now, in the case of one who
has entered into perfect rest, if while
willing and obedient, yet in great heaviness, they were asked if they had
the witness of purity, they might say,
"It is not as clear as it has been."
This may be said in truth, and yet we
think it would honor God more if they
would say, "though my faith is being
tried, yet I know that I am all the
Lord's."
In reference to this point I conclude
by saying that he who is entirely sanctified, has, amidst the varied emotions
of soul, mortal conflicts, and under all
circumstances, the testimony of his
own spirit that he is wholly given to
God, and here he stands by faith.

Is this your experience ? Are you
now living in obedience to God? Are
you willing to die in your present
state? It requires no more purity to
stand before the searching eyes of
Christ at the judgment, than it does to
live for Him on earth. If you do not
dress your soul with the spotless robe
in this world, it never will be dressed
but with the drapery of "blackness
and darkness for ever." Hasten to the
blood and be washed. Of whatever
name or denomination you are, hasten
to the blood, for God has not one
standard for you, and another for someone else; but all who are to compose
that church which Christ is to present
to his Father, must be " without spot
or wrinkle, or any such thing." Glory
to Jesus ! He is mighty to save, strong
to deliver, powerful to redeem !
"His blood can make the foulest clean,
Hrs blood avails for me."

ETERNITY.-Solemn and important
was the advice given by Robert Hall,
" Walk, as it were, upon the borders
of the ocean of eternity and listen to
the sound of its waters, till you are
deaf to every sound beside." 0, if
we always did this, what different persons we should be to what we are now,
"in all manner of holy conversation
and godliness." Archbishop Tillotson,
when his brethren were all preaching
on " the times," asked permission to
discourse on eternity.
RELIGION is the tie that connects man
with his Creator, and holds him to his
throne. If that tie be sundered or broken, he floats away a worthless atom
in the universe, its proper attractions
all gone, its destiny thwarted, and its
whole future nothing but darkness,
desolation, and death.
ALLOWED Ev1L.-It is dangerous to
tolerate the least evil, though prudence
itself may require it, because toleration
in this case, rai.ses itself insensibly into
permission, and permission soon sets
up for command.-Dr. CLARKE.

FORMALISM.

FORMALISM.
THE following, which we clip from
an editorial of the North Western
Christian Advocate, shows that the
evils which we have attempted to remove are so great and so widely spread
as to admit no longer of concealment.
We have found that it is dangerous
business to war against formalism. We
fear it is too strongly intrenched to be
easily dislodged. We should not be
willing to guarantee the safety of that
minister who wars against the fashionable, time-serving religion of the day,
with that vigor and earnestness that
promises success.
In our Saviour's time some longed
for his coming, who opposed him most
bitterly when he made his advent. So
is it at the present day. Many who deplore the dignified, soul-killing formality that prevails, when a revival of real,
spiritual religion breaks out, array
themselves against it with all their
might. Perhaps there are circumstances connected with it that tend to humble pride, and that bring reproach. Or
perhaps the instruments that God is
pleased to use to carry on his work,
are persecuted and reviled, "thrust out
of the synagogues," and have "all
manner of evil spoken of them falsely
for Christ's sake." The disposition
which leads one to "garnish the sepulchres " of the righteous dead, and to
stone the living, is still extant. Happy
is he, who, where God works, is not
found fighting against him.-En.
" How unconsciously it creeps upon
us ! A brother said in a social meeting a few days ago, that he had his religious principles as strongly fixed as
ever-that he was constant in the performance of duty, but when he closed
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his prayers it seemed to him he felt
much as when he subscribed a business
letter, Yours respectfully. It was a
business transaction, done in business
hours, and in a cool, business way !
We fear it is the experience of thousands. They suffer no external duty to
be overdue; no promise to pay goes to
protest ; no item goes over; but, instead of the warm, hearty gush of the
affection-instead of the heart-yearning of desire; instead of the outcry of
a wanting soul for a needed blessing,
the prayer is a cool record of receipts,
acknowledging certain blessings, and
an invoice of wants, while the Saviour's
merits are mentioned as the valuable
consideration, and the Amen rounds
off with the cold " Yours respectfully"
ring to it. The heart goes not into the
worship-the principles of right are
there as moorings holding the soul
from evil, but we need the warmth.
Our preaching is too cold, too devoid
of appeal and exhortation, of reference
to personal experience. There is the
same cold " Yours respectfully " in the
address to the people. Style is faultless, doctrine orthodox, sentiment
evangelical, manner finished, but the
sympathies are untouched, no soul is
stirred, no heart is melted. Formalism has erected an ice barrier between
the preacher and his auditors. Can he
reach them to lead them to Christ
while it remains?
How formal are our songs! Oh,
for one good hearty song sung by a
whole congregation with hearts full of
love! Oh, for strains in which harmony and praise are alike perfect !
Our remembrances of sacred song,
those which linger longest and most
sweetly in our memory, are they not
of sweet lyrics, sung by whole audiences, or by sweet voices in home's hallowed circle? Were they the cold
songs from lips which have never professed Christ, but which now "lead our
praises?"
There is no war between full harmony and full hearts, between perfected
music and perfected devotion. We
want it much. Give it to the people,
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oh ye who have the sacred trust in
charge.
At our family altars how little have
we of earnest pleading with God !
How tame our prayers ! We do not
ask that home may be made a Bethel.
Formalism chills into cold propriety
what should be earnest and simple.
The heart cannot be satisfied without a religion of emotion. Love, joy,
hope, peace-these are not quieted with
syllogisms, nor feed upon formulas.
The heart cries out for food. Do not
give it a stone.
"Denying the power" has been the
bane of many a church which had a
blameless form. Shall it be so of ours 1
Men and brethren, there is danger
that it may."
NOW!
To-MORROW, and that mind immortal
might be filled with burning thoughts
of time wasted, life lost, and an eternity of misery secured. "Now is the
accepted time." Think now. 'Twould
be awful to begin to think of the soul
when beyond the reach of mercy.
Think of a Saviour's love; of the prayers and tears, and groans that have ascended up to God on your behalf. Can
you wade through these to hell? Think
of it. What a remembrance. What a
worm to know the soul lost forever.
And then, think forward. 0 ! forever
-to reap the reward of my neglect forever. You cannot bear the thought.
Would you avoid it?
Act now. Just now. It is yours.
Bless the Lord, the present moment is
yours, to be saved in. You have often
thought about getting religion some
time, but have put it off to a more convenient season. But you meant to get
it. And yet to-day you are unsaved.
Don't delay another moment, you see
the danger. He who means to be saved
to-morrow, drops into perdition, for
to-morrow never comes. We must
be saved now, or lost forever.
Seeker of Entire Holiness, when do
you expect to obtain it? You have
sought long - yes, so long that you

are quite used to it. It has become a
form to pray for a clean heart. Years
roll around and find you praying to
be cleansed from all unrighteousness ..
How long do you mean to have it so 1'
Do you say, "I sha.11 be cleansed in
God's time." That time is now.
Come to the altar now. Lay the
sacrifice on it. Bind it there, now.
And the fire will fall and consume it.
Glory to God.
A word to you who are saved now.
Never let the Devil persuade you from
doing your duty in the present. You
know sometimes the Spirit of the Lord
has brought you up to a cross, and instead of taking it up, you meant to do
it. Now is the only time.
Never be put back by the enemy,
but live, work for God by the moment,
and soon you shall hear the word.Now come up higher. Hallelujah.
Do DuTY.-Consult duty, not events.
We have nothing to do but to mind
our duty. All speculations that tend
not to holiness are among your superfluities; but forebodings of what may
befall you in doing your duty, may be
reckoned among your sins; and to
venture upon sin to avoid danger, is to
sink a shi.p to avoid pirates. Oh, how
quiet, as well as holy, would our lives
be, had we learned that single lesson.
To be careful for nothing, but to do our·
duty, and leave all the consequences
to God 1 What madness for silly dust
to prescribe to infinite Wisdom! To
let go our work, and meddle with God's!
He hath managed the concerns of the
world, and of every individual person
in it without giving cause of complaint
to any, for above these five thousand
years. And does he now need yourcounsel? Nay, it is your business to·
mind your own duty.-Dr. ANNESLEY.
TRrALs.-Didst thou part with thy
tria1s, thou wouldst part with some of'
thy choicest blessings. Not that trials
are in themselves blessings, but it is
the pathway in which the Lord walks
when he comes to bless.

WARNING.
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nance in England to be discharged
against thy body, thunder, thunder,
one after another! Nay, this would
"Hast thou not reason? Canst thou not be comparable to the reports that
not so much as once soberly think of the law (for the breach thereof) will
thy dying hour? or of whither thy sin- give against thy soul; for those can
ful life will drive thee then? Hast but kill the body, but these will keep
thou no conscience? or having one, is both body and soul; and that not for
it rocked so fast asleep by sin, or made an hour, a day, a month, or a year,
so weary by an unsuccessful calling but they will condemn thee for ever.
upon thee, that it is laid down and
Mark, it is for ever, FOR EVER. It
cares for thee no more? Poor man ! is into everlasting damnation, eternal
thy state is to be lamented. Hast no destruction, eternal wrath and displeasjudgment? Art not able to conclude ure from God, eternal gnawings of conthat to be saved is better than to burn science, eternal continuance with devils.
in hell; and that eternal life, with God's . . . . . . If it were but for a time,
favor, is better than temporal life in even ten thousand years, there would
God's displeasure ? Hast no affection be ground of comfort, and hopes of debut what is brutish? what, none at all? liverance; but here is thy misery,no affection for the God that made this is thy state for ever, here thou
thee? none for his loving Son that has must be for ever. When thou lookest
showed his love, and died for thee? Is about thee, and seest what an innumernot heaven worth thy affection? 0, able company of howling devils thou
poor man! which is strongest, thinkest art amongst, thou shalt think this
thou, God or thee? If thou art not again, - this is my portion for ever.
able to overcome him, thou art a fool When thou hast been in hell so many
for standing out against him. 'It is a thousand years as there are stars in
fearful thing to fall into the hands of the firmament, or drops in the sea, or
the living God.' He will gripe hard ; sands on the sea-shore, yet art thou to
his fist is stronger than a lion's paw; lie there for ever. 0 ! this one word,
take heed of him, he will be angry if EVER, how will it torment thy soul !
you despise his Son ; and will you
Consider and regard these things,
stand guilty in your trespasses, when and lay them to thy heart, before it be
he offereth you his grace and favor? too late. 0 ! I say, regard, regard, for
Consider thus with thyself: Would hell is hot. God's hand is up! The
I be glad to have all, every one of my Law is resolved to discharge against
sins, to come in against me, to inflame thy soul! The judgment day is at
the justice of God against me? Would hand! The graves are ready to fly
I be glad to be bound up in them, as open! The trumpet is near the soundthe three children were bound in their ing ! The sentence will ere long be
clothes, and to be as really thrown in- past, and then you and I cannot call
to the fiery furnace of the wrath of al- time again."
"Friends, I have given you lhit a
mighty God, as they were into Nebuchadnezzar's fiery furnace? Would 1 short touch of the torments of hell. 0 !
I be glad to have all and every one of I am set, I am set, and am not able to
the ten commandments to discharge utter what my mind conceives of the
themselves against my soul,-the first torments of hell ! Yet this let me say
saying, 'Damn him, for he hath broken to thee, Accept of God's mercy through
me ; ' the second saying, ' Damn him, our Lord Jesus
lest. thou feel
for he hath broken me? ' &c. Con- that with thy conscience which I cansider how terrible this will be; yea, not express with my tongue, and say,
more terrible than if thou shouldst 'I am sorely tormented in this flame.'"
have ten of the biggest pieces of ord- j -BuNYAN.
WARNING.
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PIC-NIC RELIGION.
IT is on the increase, the order of the
day. Conviviality is the ultimatwn,
the first and the last. " Let us have a
jolly time, eat, drink, and be merry,
for to-morrow we die."
Curtail in the least the joyfulness of
the little folks or the great folks? Not
for the ·world. Our joy is increased
with their joy. We Jelight ev-ermore
to see parents and children, teachers
and pupils, on the wing of happy, joyful extacy, always abounding in cheerful vivacity. But how is this joyfulness to be, save in the Lord, in all
purity and loveliness ; save in seeking
first the kingdom of God and his
righteousness ; things true, honest,
just, pure, lovely and of good report ?
The question is whether this pic-nic or
convivial religion is gospel, pure, undefiled, such as meets the emergencies
of the day, and is well pleasing in the
sight of Heaven. It is more than
possible that pic-nics may be harmless,
the amusements connected therewith,
the relaxation also, lawful and healthy:
but are they so ? Are pic-nics profitable, spiritually or religiously, the
way they are generally managed? Do
they tend to reform, enlighten the
mind, convict and convert the soul ?
Instead of exerting a saving, salutary
influence, do they not frequently prove
detrimental to spiritual life and hope ?
The excitement for weeks is more or
less dissipating, swallowing up every
thought of the soul's welfare. Children
are on fire for a spree,-and what else
are very many of these pic-nic excursions but sprees or frolics?
We rejoice to see a waking-up on
this question. A valuable correspondent of " The Boston Recorder " inquires whether Satan is not spreading
his net hereabouts; whether there is
not now an excess of this pic-nic and
sleigh-ride development in our religion,
and whether we are not losing sight of
the spiritual in the animal: All false
religions seek to attract interest by
amusements and animal gratifications.

The worshippers of the golden calf sat
do·wn to eat and drink the oblations to
their new god, and then rose up to
play. And a bait of sensuality in
some form has always been the lure to
heathen worship. Popery has always
followed in the same line. Even its
Sabbath-worship connects a dance with
the mass. And throughout the whole
structure of that "mystery of iniquity,"
the sensual and the comic are interwoven
with the pomps and ritual of worship.
And one of the most common methods
by which decay advances upon sound
churches is by pleas of amusements to
give an attractive and hilarious character to religion-which usually are so
many pleas for conformity to the
world.
I am not unaware of the value of a
cheerful religion. I respond to the
reasonableness of the command to "rejoice evermore." And yet I read that
the "joy of the Lo1'd is your strength,"
and that our rejoicing must be in God
to make it a religious joy. It is not a
religious joy, where professedly religious men indulge in gratifications that
are worldly, sensual, and frivolous.
"There is a path that leads to God;
All others go astray."-GoLDEN RuLE,

REV. JOHN WINEBRENNER.
BY THE EDITOR.

The lives of persons eminent for piety
and for devotion to the cause of God
belong to the church at large. Though,
more perhaps from the prevailing bigotry of the day, which would forbid
one to cast out devils if he follow not
us, than from choice, his services may
be bestowed chiefly upon the denomination to which he belongs, yet all
branches of the Church of Christ are
benefited by his labors. His example
is not lost. Even those who oppose
him will be aroused to activity by his
persevering zeal and his faithful love.
The apostle tells us to hold such in
reputation as regard not their own lives
for the work of Christ.
Such a man was Rev. John Wine-

REV. JOHN WINEBRENNER.

brenner. He was educated in the German Reformed Church, of which at the
age of twenty-three, he became a minister, having received a collegiate and
theological training for this purpose.
But he did not enter the ministry as a
mere profession. In his twentieth year
he was powerfully converted and made
unspeakably happy in a Saviour's love.
His heart yearned for the salvation of
his fellow men. Settled in the year
1820, over three German Reformed
Congregations, one in Harrisburg, and
two in the country, he at once commenced laboring for a revival. God
owned his efforts-poured out His Spirit
upon his congregations, and many were
brought to a knowledge of sins forgiven. A violent opposition against
the work, and against the minister that
God was pleased to employ to promote
it, followed. He was persecuted and
annoyed in almost every possible way.
This continued for five years, and resulted in his final separation from the
German Reformed Church.
He continued to labor as before for
the salvation of souls. "He preached"
says the editor of The Church Advocate, "that all men must repent or
perish, that they must be regenerated
or lost, and used great efforts and man_ifested a most ardent zeal to bring the
unconverted, whether members of the
church, or non-professors, to immediate
submission to God. To this end he
not only preached, but held prayer
meetings, anxious meetings, experience
meetings ; praying and laboring with
anxious and sin-sick souls ; pointing
them direct to Christ for salvation.
These were the things that gave offence and disturbed the peace of the
churches of his charge ; and no remonstrance, no threats, no persecution or
opposition that these carnal professors
of religion, whether Elders of the
Churches, or influential members, or
brethren in the ministry, could offer,
could move him from his fixed purpose,
or cause him to desist an hour from
laboring to secure the salvation of his
hearers ; and when every other effort
failed them, they locked the doors of
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the meeting houses against him." He
then went to the Court House. But
such was the influence of his opposers
that they succeeded in getting this
locked against him. He then preached
from the steps of the churches -in the
lumber yards, and market places; and
held prayer meetings in private houses
with those who became convicted under
his preaching. This continued for some
time. The work spread through the
adjacent villages and country. The
converts, numbered by scores and hundreds, were associated together, and
the pastoral charge was left with young
ministers whom God raised up through
the labor of this devoted Evangelist.
In the year 1830, Elder Winebrenner, and his co-adjutors associated the
minister and elders of their churches
together for general and united co-operation. This was the origin of the
denomination which has taken the
name of " The Church of God." They
are evangelical in their doctrines. One
of the most striking of their peculiarities is that of practising, as a religious
ordinance, " the washing of the saints'
feet "-a practice which it is much
easier to ridicule than it is to prove to
be contrary to the word of God. They
number at present about thirty thousand scattered throughout Pennsylvania, and the western states. They are,
we should judge, a devoted pious people, laboring to gain Heaven. They
have a weekly organ, "The Church Advocate," published at Lancaster, Pa.
It is much more decidedly religious
than church papers usually are. It is
edited by Rev. E. H. Thomas, in a
good spirit and with ability. To this
paper we are chiefly indebted for the
facts in this article.
Elder Winebrenner, lived down the
calumny that his opposers heaped upon
him. The editor referred to says," No
man perhaps in the past or present
generation, has been more persecuted,
more calumniated, at least on the continent of America, than Elder Winebrenner, though no man has been more
self-sacrificing for the good of others,
or has accomplished more real good in
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his day, than he; no man ever had
warmer friends, or more bitter enemies.
But he lived to triumph over all opposition and died embalmed in the inemory of' his many true-hearted brethen. "
On the 12th of September last, in
the 64th year of his age, he exchanged
the cross for the crown. His end was
peaceful and triumphant. To one of
his preachers he said in his last hours,
':Brother, preach Jesus while you have
health !" "0 ! the glory of preaching
Jesus in health." "Tell the brethren
to stick together." "Stand up for
Jesus! " " Stand up for Jesus! "
ORIGIN OF THE FREE METHODIST CHURCH.
THE Free Methodist Church had its
origin in necessity and not in choice.
It did not grow out of a secession, nor
out of an unsuccessful attempt to bring
about a reform in the government of
the Church. Those concerned in its
formation never expected a separation
from the Methodist Episcopal Church,
until they were unjustly excluded from
its pale. They sought redress at the
proper tribunal. It was not granted.
Even a candid hearing was denied them.
Thus thrown out, and the possibility of
a restoration being cut off, and believing that God still called them to labor
for the salvation of souls, they had no
alternative but to form a new organization. In doctrine, discipline, and
spirit they were Methodists, and hence
they could not offer themselves to any
other denomination.
The issue on which they were thrust
out was between dead' formalism, and
the life and power of godliness, and
so they could not feel at home with
those branches of the Methodist family
into whose formation other questions
mainly entered.
Jesus has always had a people-a
plain, humble, earnest people-to preach
the Gospel to the poor, and to spread
scriptural holiness throughout the
world. We belieYe the Methodists were
raised up for this purpose. God was

with them, and gave them great success
in saving souls.
.But as they grew strong
wealthy,
pride, and a love of popularity crept in
among them. The Discipline was too
generally unheeded. It became obvious to the most casual observer, that
there was, among many of the ministers and members of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in the United States,
a very wide and growing departure
from the original spirit of Methodism.
This departure is also seen in the alterations that have been recentlv made
in the Discipline.
•
In 1852 the rule requiring our houses
of worship to be built "plain and with
free seats," was effectually neutralized
by adding the words, "wherever practicable." Conformity to the world was
greatly encouraged in 1856 by repealing the law which had stood in the Discipline from the first, forbidding the reception of members until they had laid
off "superfluous ornaments," and substituting a simple exhortation to "conform to the spirit of the apostolic precept," as though plain commands of
God could be violated without violating their spirit.
In the Genesee Conference this departure from the old paths was hastened
by the connection of several of its prominent members with secret societies.
These, bound together by a tie unknown
to the rest of the body, and laying their
plans in the strictest secrecy, formed a
solid nucleus, around which the formal
and the aspiring naturally rallied. A
portion of the Conference wished to adhere to primitive Methodism. They
loved the doctrine of holiness, and
preached it with success. Their labors
were prospered, and their services were
sought for. While they had the countenance of the bishops they were unmolested.
At the General Conference of the M.
E. Church, held in 1856, the bishops
took a decided stand against the enactment of a law excluding slave-holders
from the church. The secret-society
worldly-policy members of the Genesee
Conference, some of whom had been
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radical abolitionists, sided with the
bishops, on the slavery question. At
its next session, thirty of them combined together not to take work unless
Rev. L. Stiles, and Rev. I. C. Kingsley
-men whose sympathies and labors
were for the promotion of spiritual reHgion-were removed from the cabinet.
They were transferred, and their places
supplied by such men as the thirty
(who, with their adherents, were henceforth known as "The Regency,") could
render subservient to their purposes.
But the work of holiness went on.
Dead and formal ministers were in no
better demand than before. At tbe
next session of the Genesee Conference·
. a secret meeting held by the regency,'
m
they voted to bring Rev. B. T. Roberts, and Rev. W. C. Kendall to trial.
Charges were preferred. Mr. Roberts
was voted guilty of "immoral and unchristian conduct" for publishing in the
Northern Independent, in an article
entitled " New School Methodism,"
things that were not in that article, or
in any other that he ever wrote.
His character was then passed, and
out to preach. For the
he was
want of time Mr. Kendall's trial was
deferred. At the next Conference, held
in Perry, in October, 1858, secret
meetings of the regency were held, as
had been done at the two preceding
sessions. Mr. Roberts was charged
with "contumacy/' for
and
circulating a second edition of "New
School Methodism," and a pamphlet
signed by "George W. Estes," which
gave a short account of the trial of the
year preceding. On this charge, and
on the testimony of only one witness,
whose veracity was fully impeached,
Mr. Roberts was expelled from the
Conference, and from the M. E. Church.
Mr. McCreery was also expelled at the
same time on the same charges.
Called of God to preach, they could
not cease because the human authority
with which they had been invested was
thus taken away. The members of the
church who had witnessed their labors
and their spirit, thought they should
still endeavor to save their fellow men.
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One hundred and ninety-five prominent
laymen met in convention at Albion,
Dec. 1st, 1858, and passed resolutions,
expressing their entire and unabated
confidence in the expelled preachers,
and recommending them to continue to
labor for the salvation of souls.
At the next session of the Genesee
Conference, held at Brockport, in Oct.
1858, Reverends L. Stiles, C. D. Burlingham, J. A. Wells, and W. Cooley,
were expelled for " contumacy," in
sympathizing with those who had been
expelled the year preceding. Reverends J. W. Reddy, and H. H. Farnsworth, were located for the same cause.
Members of the Church who manifested an active sympathy with the expelled preachers, were themselves expelled in large numbers. Many were
without their consent, and contrary
their wishes, read out by the preachers
as "withdrawn." Among both these
classes were many of undoubted piety,
and of long standing in the church, who
had contributed largely by their money
and their influence to its prosperity,
and whose love for it was unabated.
Fifteen hundred members of the M.
E. Church, within the bounds of the
Genesee Conference, respectfully petitioned the General Conference, at its
session in Buffalo, in May, 1860, to investigate the judicial action of the Genesee Conference. A committee of fortytwo was appointed for this purpose.
A memorial setting forth the grievances complained of, and affidavits and
documents substantiating the complaints, were presented. A determined effort to get the committee discharged was made by the partisans of the
majority of Genesee Conference. The
committee was discharged, and investigation was suppressed.
The appeal cases were summarily
disposed of. That of the Rev. C. D.
Burlingham, who, from the time of his
expulsion, desisted from all public efforts to do good to the souls of men,
was, without the shadow of a reason,
sent back for a new trial. Upon the
first appeal of Mr. Roberts-that from
the verdict of reproof-line committee
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stood equally divided. The other appeals were not entertained, though the
of the M. E. Church de-clares, in the most emphatic manner,
that the General Conference shall not
deprive the ministers of the privilege
of appeal.
The same General Conference authorized the preachers to go beyond the
bounds of their charge to obtain a committee to try their members.
Under this new rule the work of expulsion went. on. Pious men, long
known for their strong attachment to
Methodism, who were too conscientious and God-fearing, to give their sanction to what they believed to be great
iniquities, were excommunicated.
Committees, imported from a distance for the purpose, expelled, after
the mockery of a trial, devoted men of
God. All hope of a change for the
better being cut off, and it being evident that the authorities of the Methodist Episcopal Church were determined to put down what devout souls
believed to be the work of God, a
convention of laymen and ministers
met at Pekin, Niagara Co., N. Y., on
the 23d of August, 1860, and adopted
the following form of Discipline.
vV e do not wish any to subscribe to
it unless they believe it will be for the
glory of God and the good of their
souls. We have no desire to get up
simply a large church; but we do hope
that our societies will be composed exclusively, of those who are in
to gain heaven, and who are determined, by the grace of God, to live up to
the requirements of the Bible.
Where societies already organized
design to unite with the Free Methodist Church, we recommend that they
adopt the Discipline as a whole; and
then, that each member be admitted in
his individual capacity, as provided for
in section third of chapter first, entitled
" Of receiving members into the
Church."
It is of the greatest importance that
those who come into the new organization be of one heart and one mind.Introduction to Discipline.

WORLDLINESS.
With the increase of nominal Christ.
ians, there is always an increase of conformity to the world; and the world
appears better that it did to Christians
not so much because it has changed
because they have changed ; the ;ild
beasts and the tame ones dwell totrether
b
h because the leopards
not so
eat'
straw like an ox, as because the ox eats
flesh like a leopard. Ephraim he hatli
mixed himself among the people ; the
people have not come over to Ephraim
but Ephraim has gone over to them'.
the people hath not learned the
of Ephraim, but Ephraim hath learned
the manners of the people. This is
too much the case in the Vanity Fair
?f the world at the present time; there
is not such a marked and manifest distinction between the church, and the
world as there should be; their habits
.
..
'
maxims, opm10ns, pursuits, amusements, whole manner of life, are too
much the same ; so that the Pilgrims
in our day have lost the character of a
peculiar people, not so much because
they have become vastly more numerous than formerly, as because they
have become conformed to the world
not like strangers, but natives of
ty Fair.
The great temptations of the church
in our day is that of entire almost unmingled worldliness ·
and
are too dadly the types of
our piety? we are in imminent danger
of forgettmg that our life is a pilgrimage, and that this is not our rest.CHEEVER.
CLOSING WITH CHRIST.-Salvation is
not waiting till some miracle is wrought
before we come; nor till we have made
ourselves different from what we are
now; it is instant closing with Christ:
first, for his forgiveness, as our Priest ;
next, for his teaching, as our Prophet;
lastly, for peace, accounting Him as
our complete and accomplished righteousness, as our great God our Sovereign and gracious Ruler.-'CuMMING.

REVIVALS.

REVIVALS.
BY THE EDITOR.

So rigid was the discipline among the old
Spartans, that a campaign was looked upon
by them in the light of a pleasant duty. So it
is with every real Christian. His best days
are when he is putting forth the most vigorous
efforts for the salvation of men. He loves
revival scenes. The cry for mercy of the convicted sinner, groaning under the load of his
sins, and the shouts of the redeemed, fall like
sweet music upon his ear. We are never so
happy-never so raised above the world-as
when God condescends to use us as his "battleaxe to break in pieces the nations " of sinners
and to "destroy kingdoms" of darkness.
But a revival to be a blessing and not a
curse, must be accompanied with the purification of the church. The old Pharisees made
proselytes, but they were twofold more the
children of hell than themselves. So it is with
the converts of a cold, dead, formal, fashionable church. .A.mong the old members are
many who were once soundly converted, and
who, when they were poor, and when their
church was persecuted and dispersed, really
enjoyed religion. These are gen-erally, unless
they are living in the secret commission of
flagrant sin, sufficiently in sympathy with salvation not to oppose it very bitterly. But
when unrenewed men in large numbers get
into the church and take the reigns of government into their hands, then the opposition to
the life and power of godliness becomes too
formidable to be successfully encountered.
Then the Sanctuary of the Most High is turned
into a market place where the right of worshipping God is sold by auction to the highest
bidder. Then fairs and festivals, pleasure rides,
oyster suppers and sociables, become the order
of the day. True religion is treated with
ridicule and those who enjoy it are stigmatized as' fanatical or superstitious .
.A. genuine revival is one that leads its subjects to get right with God and man, that leads
the stout-hearted to bow in humble submission
at the feet of Jesus. Brother, would you enjoy a revival? Begin at once to search your
own heart. Get right at any cost. Wherein
you have wronged any one in bis character or
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property, make confession and restoration to
the utmost of your ability. Consecrate yourself fully to God for all coming time. Get the
baptism of the Holy Ghost upon your soul.
This will give you a spirit of prevailing prayer.
You will love souls.
Your efforts will be
attended by divine power and be crowned with
success. God grant you, dear reader, a
gracious revival in your own heart, in your
family and in your church !
DEDICATION OF THE SECOND J;'REE METHODIST
CHURCH OF BUFFA.LO.
Tms interesting event took place on Friday
the 19th of October. Rev. DR. REDFIBLD
offered the dedicatory prayer, and Rev. L.
STILES preached the dedication sermon. It
was a soul-stirring discourse, full of moving
thoughts of God and salvation. DR. REDFIELD
preached in the evening and on the Sabbath.
The congregation kept increasing till on Sab·
bath evening the house was well filled. The
edifice is a plain, unpretending brick building,
pleasantly and commodiously fitted, and
capable of seating from five to six hundred
people. We never felt so sensibly that God
owned any place as that. His glorious presence has filled the temple every time we have
met there for His worship. IT IS FREE. Glory
to God ! there is one place in the heart of this
large wicked city where the poor may have
the Gospel preached to them; one place where
the auctioneer's voice is not beard converting
the house of God into a house of merchandise;
one place where the Gospel will, we trust, be
preached without fear or compromise, where
it will be in order for God's people to get
blessed.
To secure it bas cost us sacrifices which but
few can appreciate, and exposed us to calumnies which we would not have thought Satanic
malignity could infuse into human minds.
But we are glad that it is done. We have no
doubt but that it will be the spiritual birth-place
of hundreds if not thousands of souls. Jesus
smiles upon the enterprise and that is enough.
PROSCRIPTION GOING ON.
THE following extract from a letter from
Brother D. B. INGRA.HAM, well known to many
of our readers in this section, shows that the
spirit which thrusts men out of the church for
doing their whole duty, is not confined to
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Genesee Conference. Brother INGRAHAM bas
long maintained the character of a consistent
straight forward Christian. He was much
petted by the church, until he experienced the
blessing of holiness. We hope that all others
who are called upon to suffer in a similar manner, will exhibit the same spirit of meekness
and forbearance. "If ye be reproached for the
for the name of Christ, happy are ye."
PAWTUCKET, R. I.
DEAR BROTHER ROBERTS:-We need all the
helps we can have down here in this region,
especially at this time, as we are called to pass
through some peculiar trials. We have been
expelled from the M. E. Church. A Bill of
charges was presented, Brother INGRAHAM
accused, tried, condemned and executed, without a counsel or one witness. The committee
consisted of five members all pre}udiced as well
as the witnesses. We thought we could sympathise with you and Brother McCREERY when
we were out there, but we just begin to realize
what sympathy means. There are a number
of the church who feel bad, and who are dispo.>eJ. LO stand out, aud if nei.:es.::1ary, be driven
from the bosom of their home. We have had a
Friday evening prayer meeting at my house
since last fall.
The preachers say to the
members you must not attend them-just the
same spirit as is found in Genesee Conference. But, my dear Brother, amidst it all
my soul is resting sweetly in the arms of my
bless©d Jesus. Oh, how he saves me I Not
the first rising of resentment against the
is love, and I am enabled through
grace imparted to say as did Christ, "Father
forgive them." I think we hardly know God
or ourselves until we are put to the test and
placed in the crucible. Well, Brother R., bless
God, help me praise him for his goodness, to
me so unworthy. Oh, how thankful I ought
to be that God permitted me to become
acquainted with the Pilgrims, and especially
yourself and Brother MCCREERY.
Bless God that through these mediums my
eyes were opened and the way, the narrow
way, was shown me.
Yours, in Christian bonds,
D. B. INGRAHAM.
The following, from a highly responsible
source, gives a little insight into the character

of the men who proscribe them who sympathise with us, and who dare to labor with
us for the salvation of souls. The letter is
from Illinois, where, as we informed our readers
in our last, we had the privilege of spending
several weeks most delightfully in the vineyard
of the Lord.
AURORA, Oct. 15th, 1860.
DEARBROTHERAND SISTEii ROBERTS:--With
regard to the Camp-meeting, I think it wasthe
best I ever attended. It lives with me yet,
and when I reflect how you both labored for
unworthy me, it sends a thrill all through me,
and an involuntary groan escapes me. I trust
it was not all in vain. You speak of a lady
who feared she should be turned out of the
church if she went in the altar. I am going to
see if she will not subscribe for the EARNEST
CHRISTIAN and FREE METHODIST. You men·
tion two local preachers who assisted at the
Camp-meeting.
When Brother J. 's character was brought
up, Brother W., a conference preacher, object·
ed to it because he had taken part in the
Camp-meeting, and when the votes were called
for, Brother A., the presiding elder, thought
the yeas had it; and then it was moved that
it should be taken by a rising vote, when nine
rose in favor, and
W. and one other
man against him. Brother J. was not there.
Brother M.'s character was called up next, to
which Brother W. also objected, and asked him
if he did not take part in said Camp-meeting.
Brother M. arose and confessed that he did
exhort there twice-did the best he could, was
not sorry for it, for the Lord blessed him in it.
He confessed also that when another opportunity presented itself, he should do the same if
be knew he would be turned out of the church
the nGixt minute. Then Brother W. asked him
if he recognized Brother ROBERTS as a minister of the Gospel. His answer was that he
did, and that he believed him to be a holy man
of God, and that Brother ROBERTS would find
in Brother M. just as true and faithful a friend
when he was a thousand miles away, as when
close at hand. Then the vote was taken, and
no one rose against him. Brother B. and J.
H., and Brother S. were turned out of the
stewardship, and three others of the right stripe
were put in their places. When Sister S.
heard that Brother W. objected to Brothers M.
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.and J. she thought he had better be careful,
·or like Mordecai he might build a gallows to
hang himself on.
Brother M. followed up a report until he
·Came to where Brother W. had been insulting
a young Sister in the church, from the 2d of
February until the 20th of March, and then
went to Brother Q. with it, and they two
went to Conference whither Brother W. had
gone, and got him, Brother A. and Brother
B. together, to whom he confessed the whole.
'They took from him bis Agency, and the Con·
ference gave him a station. And we suppose
if it had been Brother ROBERTS, he would
have be.en expelled from the Conference and
from the Methodist Episcopal Church.
We feel thankful to the Almighty for sending
Brother and Sister ROBERTS, Brother TINKHAM,
and Sister SMITH to the West. We believe it
will be a blessing to us in time and in eternity,
and our prayer is that the Lord will direct
their steps here again, and that speedily.
*
The result in the above case was what
might have been anticipated. When the Gen·
eral Conference restores to the ministry such
men as were restored at its recent session, it
cannot be expected that an Annual Conference
will deal with its members for insulting ladies.
THE following from a highly esteemed bro·
ther, a member of one of the Eastern Conferenceti, breathes the right spirit. Were all, or
even a majoriiy of the Conference, thus devoted
to the right, the necessity for a new organization would not exist.
DEAR BROTHER ROBERTS:-Believing that
the Free Methodists are now well organized
into a body by themselves for all the high and
holy purposes for which the Saviour has established his church on earth, I
to be better informed concerning them ; for if they are
such a people as are described in the New
Testament, they are my people, and their God
is my God for ever.
I have long desired and prayed that oldfashioned Methodism, or pure Wesleyanism,
both experimental and practical, might again
revive and stand out before the world, baptized
with hallowed fire, and shining like the sun
at mid-day. And I have always held myself
in readiness to identify myself with a people of
this type of piety, whether rich or poor, few
or many.
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I am no stickler for a name, but I do love
and earnestly contend for the highest state of
moral piety to which the church can attain in
this life ; and whenever I find a person who
enjoys this grace, be is my brother.
The church may have numbers and wealth,
and churches many and fine; but if she lack
purity of heart and life, she is a dead letter.
O, for a Holy Ghost people, a church full of
fire and power!
In the last number of the EARNEST CHRIST·
IAN you say, "Many whose convictions and
sympathies are with us, are fearful and fainthearted." I pity such, and pray that they
may have better hearts and courage to live up
to their convictions in the church or churches
where they belong, let the consequences be
what they may. They may be persecuted,
suspended from the ministry, or turned out of
the church; but what of it? "The foundation
of God standetb sure," and be who stands
thereon stands securely; he shall never be
moved.
Our God bas given a great many in the dif·
ferent churches the light to see the truth and
their duty with reference to it; but fear or
shame bolds them back from embracing it.
Such should feel the danger of their position,
and arise at once and walk in the light as it
shines upon them, lest it go out in darkness,
and they lose their way.
Brother ROBERTS, fight on, tl10ugh clouds
and tempests rise around you; the battle is the
Lord's, and bis truth shall triumph. " Greater
is be that is in you, than be that is in the
world."
I want a Discipline as soon as it is ready,
and the EARNEST CHRISTIAN another year; and
also the "Free Methodist." I like the proposed plan of the paper very much.
The Discipline I presume will furnish me all
the needful information concerning the church,
but I should be glad to bear from you if you
can find it convenient to write.
Truly yo11rs,
THE brother-a local preacher-at the East
who wrote the following, is drawn towards us
just as many others are, whom we have never
seen in the flesh. The Lord blesses him, saves
him fully, and then his heart is drawn out
towards us.
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DEAR BROTHER RORERTS:-1 want you to
send me one dollar's worth of Free Methodist
Disciplines, as soon as you can, for I think it
will be congenial to my spirit. God converted me over twenty years ago. In a short
time after I called on Jesus to wash my sins
all away. And he did; glory to his name I
I am a Free Methodist, for Christ made me so.
I take a good many scoldings and threatenings
for trying to publish this free salvation to others, and for sympathy with the persecuted.
But God is with me. Bless his name. All we
know about the people called Nazarites out
your way, we get from the Independent and
your welcome Monthly, which I gratefully receive. I hope God will bless it to thousands
in our world. Some of our traveling preachers here call you N azarites very bad names,
b.ut the Holy Ghost has impressed it on my
heart that you are my people, and I long to
get out there to see some of the despised ones.
I think if Brother ROBERTS will keep us posted
about the meetings out there, and let us into
some light where they are, we shall yet have
more knowledge of this way and people; for,
Brother ROBERTS, be assured that the element
is out here in many hearts, and we pant to be
free. I know of many here that want to be
free, and it is all we can do to wait. I am
glad, and thank God that the time is come
when be is about to raise up a free and holy
people. Brother R., I will do the best I can to
get more subscribers for the EARNEST CHRISTIAN this winter, if you continue to publish, and
I hope you will. I think God will bless your
efforts in that. I should like to give you a history of our camp-meeting, but I have not
space. Oh how it was managed to crush out
the Spirit ! Not one conversion, as we could
learn; and no wonder, the inclement weather.
But oh what pains to Rtop all the working of
the Spirit for fear we should get out of order.
God forgive, is our prayer. Now, Br. ROBERTS,
I must close. I shall weary yoN, but my heart
is full. Keep us posted as much as possible.
I send you one dollar in this; please to forward me the books as soon as you get them.
THE following is from the pen of one whose
writings upon religious experience we used to
read with pleasure and profit in other periodicals. We shall gladly welcome her contributions to our columns. Our readers may expect

to hear from several new and valuable correspondents in our forthcoming volume. How
we thank our God for putting it into the hearts
of his children to write us such letters.
DISTRICT P .ARSONAGE, Oct. 10, 1860.
REV. B. T. ROBERTS :-Dear Brother-We
are delighted with your magazine, and pronounce it unequivocally the best religious periodical in the nation. We recommend it to
others as having no rival, and believe no one
can read its pages without spiritual profit. Its
original articles are concise, pointed, searching,
and will compare in a literary point of view
with any other in the land. I ts selected articles
display rare talent and research, and bring out
from the mines of olden literature, the rich ore
of the masters in theology and spirituality. In
short I am more and more pleased with it,
and bid you good speed in spreading spiritual
holiness over these lands. The Lord help you
to deal lusty blows at formalism, and worldly
conformity; drawing the division line between
a Church party religion, and a Holy Ghost salvation. So that all shall see there is a difference between him that serves God, and him
who serves Him not.
I have been unwell all summer, and have
written nothing until recently. Shall send you
a manuscript soon. Love to Sister ROBERTS,
and believe me in sympathy with the little
ones of Christ's flock, who are persecuted for
His sake.
Yours, in the fellowship of Saints.
THE FREE METHODIST DISCIPLINE.
THE demand for this has been so great that
we have been unable as yet, to fill the orders
as fast as they come in. Our binders have
good facilities which they are using to the best
advantage. We hope soon to get enough
ahead to promptly supply all that may be called
for.
We published all that we supposed
would be needed for the two years to come,
but about one-half are gone already, and we
apprehend that we shall soon be obliged to
issue a new edition.
The heaviest cross we ever took up was in
doing what we were satisfied was our duty in
regard to getting out this Discipline. We
hope none will adopt it unle1'S they intend by
God's grace to live up to it, and to such we
have no doubt but that it will prove a great
blessing.
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PREACHING.
WE take the following from an article in the March number of the At-

lantic Monthly, entitled "Is the religious want of the age met?" It is a
corroboration from an unexpected
source of the views which we have set
forth in this magazine, of the inefficacy
of the ministry of the present age.ED.
The prevailing impression among the
ministry appears to be, that the man
who cannot write " an able doctrinal
discourse" is but an inferior man, fit
only to preach in an inferior place;
and that it would be a great gain to the
Church, if scholarship were only so
general that the standard of the universities could be applied, and only
Phi-Beta-Kappa men allowed to enter
the ministry. No doubt, those who
incline to this view are quite honest,
and not unkindly in it. But those who
think this, grievously misunderstand
the necessities of the age in which we
live. Reading men know where to find
better reading than can possibly be
furnished by any man who is bound to
write two sermons weekly, or even
one sermon a week ; and to train any
corps of young men in the expectation
that any considerable fraction of them
will be able to win and to maintain a
commanding influence in their parishes
mainly by the weekly production of
learned discourses, is to do them the
greatest injury, by cherishing expectations which never can be realized. *
* * It is not worth while for any
man to go into the ministry who can-
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not relish the Apostle's invitation, running thus : " I beseech you, therefore,
brethren, by the mercies of God, that
ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which
is your reasonable service." If that
seem not reasonable, ay, and exceedingly inviting too, better let it alone.
All men cannot do all things. Better
raise extraordinary potatoes than hammer out insignificant ideas. you do
not see the connection ? you were a
Phi-Beta-Kappa man in college, and
know that you can write better than
many a man in a metropolitan pulpit?
Very likely; but we of the few go to
church to be made better men, and not
by fine writing but by significant ideas,
which may come in a homely garb, so
they be only pervaded with affectionate
piety, but which can come to us only
from one who has laid all ambitious
self-seeking on the altar of God. There
is a power of persuasion in every minister who follows God as a dear child,
and who walks in love, as Christ loved
us, which the hardest heart cannot long
resist,-which will win the congregation, however an individual here and
there may be able to harden himself
against it. You think that the great
power of the pulpit is in high doctrine,
presented with a metaphysical precision and acuteness. We have no disparagement to offer of your doctrinal
knowledge, nor of your ability :to state
it with metaphysical precision and hairsplitting acuteness. But we know,
from much experience, that there is a
divine truth, and a fervor and power in
imparting it, with which God inspires
the man who is wholly devoted to
Him, in comparison with which the
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higher achievements of the man who
lacks these are trumpery and rubbish.
Many, many men have failed in the
ministry, are failing in the ministry
every day, because their principal reliance has been upon what they deem
their thorough mastery of the soundest
theories of doctrine and of duty. They
were confident they could administer
to minds and hearts diseased the certain specific laid down in the book, admeasured to the twentieth part of a
scruple. Confident in their theoretical
acquisitions, they could not comprehend the indispensable necessity of a
large experience in actual cases of mental malady. And for want of such experience, it was absolutely impossible
that they should be en rapport with
the souls they honestly desired to benefit. Can you heal a heart-ache with a
syllogism? There is no dispensing
with the precept and prescription," Weep with those that weep ! " " Be
of the same mind one toward another ! "
Theories of doctrine and of practice
are not without their value; but the
minister who is merely or chiefly a
theorist, whether in doctrines or in
measures, is an adventurer; and the
chances against him are as many as the
chances against the precise similarity
of any two cases presented to his attention, -as many as the chances
against the education of any two men
of fifty years being precisely alike, in
every particular and in all their results.
The soul's problems are not to be
solved by theories. Such was not the
practice of the Great Physician; "surely He hath borne our griefs and carried our sorr.ows." Theories shirk that.
"In all their ajftiction, He was ajfticted;
in His love and in His pity, He redeemed them." And precisely in this way
his ministers are now to follow up _his
practice. Our age is growing less and
less tolerant of formality,-less and
less willing to accept metaphysical disquisition in place of a warm-hearted,
loving, fervent expansion of the Word
of God, recommended to the understanding and to the sensibility by lively illustrations of spiritual truth, de-

rived from all the experience of life
from all observation, from all
ogies in the natural world,-in short,
from every manner of illumination, from
the heavens above, from the earth beneath, and from the waters which are
under the earth. God is surely everywhere, and hath made all things, and
all to testify of Him ; and the innumerable voices all agree together.
And when this is both understood
and felt, what rules shall be given to
guide and control the construction and
the delivery of discourses? Shall we
say, The people must be brought back
to the old-time endurance-ay, endurance, that is the word-of long-drawn,
laborious ratiocinations, wherein the
truth is diligently pursued for its own
sake, with an ultimate reference, indeed, to the needs and uses of the hearer,
but so remote as rarely to be noticed,
except by that very small fraction of
any customary congregation who may
chance to have an interest in such doings,-some of whom watch the clergyman as they would the entomologist,
running down a truth that he may impale it, and add one more specimen to
his well-ordered collection of common
and of uncommon bugs? Our neighbors in the South do better than this;
for they hunt with the lasso, and never
throw the noose except to capture
something which can be harnessed to
the wheels of common life.
No, the people are not going back to
the endurance of any such misery.
They have found out that still-born
rhetoric is by no means the one thing
needful, and care far less for the art of
speech than for the nature of a holy
heart. They want a man to speak less
of what he believes and more of what
he 'feels. The expectation of bringing
the people again to endure prolonged
mataphysical discriminations, spun out
of commonplace minds, cobwebs to
cloak their own nakedness and universal inaptitude, if indulged, is
indulged. The whole Church is sick
of such trifling. She knows well that
it has made her most unsavory to those
who might have found their way into
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the temples of God, or kept their places
there, but for the memory of an immense amount of wearisome readings
from the pulpit,-too often a vocabulary of words seldom or never found
-0ut of sermons,-a manner of speech
which, when tried by the sure test of
natural, animated conversation, must
be pronounced absurd and abominable.
It is a wonder of wonders, that, in spite
of such drawbacks, an individual here
and there has been reclaimed from
worldliness to the love and service of
God.
The student-habits of the clergy
most naturally lead them to prefer the
formal statement, the studied elaboration of ideas, which their own training cannot but render facile and dear
to them. And there is here and there
a man who, in virtue of extraordinary
genius, can infuse new life into wornout phrases,-a man or two who can
for a moment or for an hour, by the
very weight and excellence of their
thoughts, and because they truly and
deeply feel them, arrest the age, and
challenge and secure attention, in spite
of all the infelicities of an antiquated
sty le and an unearthly delivery. But
in this age, more than ever before, we
are summoned to surrender our scholastic preferences and esoteric honors to
the exigencies of the million. And the
men of this ge.neration have, without
much conference, come with great unanimity to the determination that they
will not not long endure, either in or
-0ut of the pulpit, speakers who are
dull and unaffecting, either from want
-0f words, ideas, or method and wisdom in the arrangement of them, or
lack of sympathies,-and especially that
they will not endure dull declamation
from the pulpit.
If any man really wish to know how
he is preaching, let him imagine himself conversing earnestly with an intelligent and highly gifted, but uneducated
man or woman, in his own parlor, or
with his younger children. Would
any but an idiot keep on talking, when,
with half an eye, he might discern
TEDIOUS, wrought by himself upon the
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uncalloused sensibilities of his hearers?
How long ought a sermon to be?
As long as you can read in the eye of
seven-eighths of your audience, Pray ,go
on. If you cannot read that, you have
mistaken your vocation; you were
never called to the ministry. The secret of the persuasive power of our
favorite orators is in their constant
recognition of the ebb and flow of the
sensibilities they are acting upon. Their
speech is, in effect, an actual conversati on, in which they are speaking for as
as well as to the audience ; and the interlocutors are made almost as palpably such as at the "Breakfast Table"
of our dramatic "Autocrat." In contrast with this, the dull preacher, falling below the dignity and the privilege
of his office, addresses himself, not to
living men, but to an imaginary sensibility to abstract truth. The effect of
this is obvious and inevitable; it converts hearers into doubters as to whether in fact there be any snch thing as a
religion worth recommending or possessing, and preachers into complainers
of the people as indifferent and insensible to the truth,-a libel which ought
to render them liable to fine and punishment. God's truth, fairly presented,
is never a matter of indifference 9r of
insensibility to an intelligent, nor even
to an unintelligent audience. However
an individual here and there may contrive to withdraw himself from the
sphere of its influence, truth can no
more lose her power than the sun can
lose his heat.
The people, under the quickening influences characteristic of our age, are
awaking to the consciousness, that, on
the day which should be the best of all
the week, they have been defrauded of
their right, in having solemn dulness
palmed upon them, in place of living,
earnest, animated truth. Let not ministers, unwisely overlooking this undeniable fact, defame the people, by
alleging a growing
in .clissolving the pastoral relat10n,-:--a. disregard
of solemn contracts,-a willingness to
dismiss excellent, godly, and devoted
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men, without other reason than the indisposition to retain them. Be it known
to all such, that capable men in every
department of life were never in such
request as at this very hour; and never,
since the world began, was there an
audience so large and so attentive to
truth, well wrought and fitted to its
purpose, as now.
PLEASE YOUR HUSBAND?
Do you wear jewelry to please your
husband; do you, sister, wear that
breastpin to please your husband ?
Well, will this pleasing your husband
please Jesus? Which do you prefer to
please: your husband or your Saviour?
who ":F'or you bore the shameful cross
and carried all your grief ? "
"What's the harm, pray, in wearing a modest gold breastpin '? "
What's the harm, sister, in wearing
any ornaments of gold? Why did the
Holy Spirit say: "Whose adorning
let it not be that outward adorning *
* * of wearing of gold," &c.,-see
also 1 Tim. ii, 9. If it is right for
you to wear a gold breastpin, why not
also gold ear-rings, gold wristbands,
tip off from top to toe in gold, even
to nose-jewels like the heathen? The
Bible makes no distinction between
much gold or little gold: "He that
offendeth in one point is guilty of all."
It's the little foxes that destroy the
vines; it's the little leak that sinks the
ship; it's the little spark that kindles
the flames. "Behold how great a matter a little fire kindleth." Sister, you
profess to be a Christian, enjoy the inner life,-what is the effect of your example on the lambs of the flock? What
says Christ of those who offend or
cause to stumble "one of these little
ones." Read Matth. xviii, 6-8.
But you wear the gold breastpin to
please your husband! Sister, beware
of this trap of Satan, beware, lest like
Sampson you are shorn of your locks.
"He that loveth father or mother more
than me, is not worthy of me; and he
that loveth son or daughter mol'e than

me, is not worthy of me. And he that
taketh not his cross and followeth after
me, is not worthy of me."
" At his command, we must take up
Our cross without delay ·
Our lives-and thousand
of oursCan ne'er bis love repay.
"Each faithful suff'rer Jesus views
With infinite delight :
Their lives to him are dear; their deaths
Are precious in his sight.
" To bear bis name-his cross to bearOur highest honor this !
Who nobly suffers now for him,
Shall reign with him in bliss.
"But should we, in the evil day,
From our profession fly,Jesus, the Judge, before tile world,
The traitor will deny."-GoLDEN RULE.

STRONG BELIEVERs.-Luther was a
tower of strength, because his whole
trust was in the Lord. Baxter was a
burning flame, because he lived hard
by the mercy-seat, whereon the glory
dwelt between the cherubim. Whitefield was " the voice of one crying in
the wilderness," because like John, his
crying was, "Behold the LambofGod!"
Chalmers foamed like a cataract because the deep rapids came rushing
down upon him from the everlasting
mountains. Hall's words were all
moulten in the furnace where his faith
was tried with fire. These were great
preachers, because they were strong
believers ; and they were strong believers because they loved the truth,
kept their hearts with all diligence,
and walked in the light of heaven.
There is no age in which such preachers
would not have power. - EcLECTIC
REVIEW.
RELIGION in the hands of self, or
corrupt nature, serves only to discover
vices of a worse kind, than in nature
left to itself. Thence are all the disordered passions of religious men, which
burn in a worse flame, than passions
only employed about worldly matters;
pride, self:exultation, hatred and persecution, under a cloak of religious
zeal, will sanctify action, which nature,
left to itself would be ashamed to own.
-LAW.
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It hath God for its Author; Salvation
for its End : and Truth, without any
mixture of Error, for its matter.'
I have carefully and regularly peA BooK which Sir Isaac Newton esrused
the Holy Scriptures and am of
teemed the most authentic of all hisopinion
that the volume
more
tories ; which by its celestial light illumes the darkest ages of antiquity; sublimity, purer morality, more imwhich is the touchstone whereby we portant history and finer strains of elare enabled to distinguish between true oquence than can be collected from all
and fabulous theology-between the other books, in whatever language
God of Israel, holy, just, and good, and they may have· been written.-Sir
the impure rabble of heathen Baalim; William Jones.
In every generation, and wherever
which has been thought by competent
the
light of revelation has shone, men
judges, to have afforded matter for the
laws of Solon, and a foundation for of all ranks, conditions, and states of
the philosophy of Plato ; which has mind, have found in this volume a corbeen illustrated by the labor of learn- respondent of every movement towing in all ages and countries, and been ards the better felt in their own hearts.
.admired and venerated for its piety, its The needy soul has found a supply, the
sublimity, its veracity, by all who feeble a help, the sorrowful a comfort!
were able to read and understand it.- yea, be the recipiency the least that
can consist with mortal life, there is an
Bishop Watson.
answering grace ready to enter. The
There never was found in any age of Bible has been found a spiritual world
the world, either philosopher, or sect, -spiritual, and yet at the same
or 1aw, or discipline, which did so outward, and common to all. You in
highly exalt the public good as the one place, I in another, all men someChristian faith.-Lord Bacon.
where or at some time, meet with
There is no book upon which we can an assurance that the hopes and fears,
Test in a dying moment, but the Bible. the thoughts and yearnings that proceed from, or tend to, a right spirit in
-John Selden.
There are no songs comparable to us, are not dreams of floating irreguthe Songs of Zion; no orations equal larities, no :voices heard in sleep, or
spectres, which the eye suffers, but not
to those of the Prophets, and no politics like those which the Scriptures perceives. As if on some dark night
a pilgrim, suddenly beholding a bright
teach.-Milton.
star moving before him, should stop in
There is no book like the Bible for fear and perplexity. But lo! a travexcellent wisdom, learning and use.- eler passes by him, and each, being
.Sir Matthew Hale.
questioned whither he is going, makes
It is a matchless volume; it is im- answer. "I am following yon guiding
possible we can study it too much, or star.!" The pilgrim quickens his own
esteem it too highly.-Hon. Robert steps, and presses onward in confidence.
More confident still will he be, if by
Boyle.
the way-side, he should find here and
To a person who asked that profound there ancient monuments, each with its
thinker, John Locke, which was the votive lamp, and on each the name of
-Shortest and surest way for a young. some former pilgrim, and a record, that
gentleman to attain to the true know- there had he seen or begun to follow
ledge of the Christian religion, in the the benignant star !-Coleridge.
full and just extent of it, he replied,The Bible is by far the most inex' Let him study the Holy Scriptures,
haustible
book in the world, even layespecially the New Testament ; therein
.are contained the words of eternal life. ing aside its Divine origin altogether .
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For its great antiquity, simplicity of
narrative, splendor of poetry, and wise
and holy injunctions, there is no work
once to be compared with it.-James
Hogg.
In this world we are children standing on the bank of a mighty river.
Casting our eyes upward and downward along the channel, we discern
various windings of its current; and
perceive that it is now visible, now obscure, and now entirely hidden from
our view. But being far removed
from the fountain whence it springs,
and from the ocean into which it is
emptied, we are unable to form any
conceptions of the beauty, usefulness,
or grandeur of its purpose. Lost in
perplexity and ignorance, we gaze, wonder, and despond. In this situation, a
messenger from Heaven comes to our
relief, with authentic information of its
nature, its course, and its end ; conducts us backward to the fountain, and
leads us forward to the ocean. This
river is the earthly system of Providence; the Bible is the celestial messenger; and Heaven is the ocean in
which all preceding dispensations find
their end.-Dwight.
A single Book has saved me; but
that book is not of human origin.
Long had I despised it ; long had I
deemed it a class-book for the ci:edulous
and ignorant; until, having investigated the Gospel of Christ with an ardent
desire to ascertain its truth or falsity,
its pages proffered to my inquiries the
sublimest knowledge of man and nature, and the simplest, and at the same
time the most exalted system of moral
ethics. Faith, hope, and charity, were
enkindled in my bosom ; and every
advancing step strengthened me in the
conviction, that the morals of this
book are as superior to human morals,
as its oracles are superior to human
opinions.-M. L. Bautain.
A person who tells you of the faults
of others, intends to tell others of your
faults.

AMAZING GHACE.
Dr. TYNG is writing a series of articles
for one of the New York papers, in
which we find the following incident that
occurred in his pastoral experience. It
illustrates the power of Divine grace
to subdue the strongest will, and also
shows the power of gentleness, of a
wife's gentleness, to bring a husband
near the Saviour's feet. As the account
is true, it will be read with the more
interest:
"Many years since, a gay and fashionable pair lived near me and attended
my ministry. The wife was beautiful
social and admired. The husband
rich and worldly, and delighted in the
admiration which, in society, his wife
received. They lived a reckless, gay,
and worldly life. Except in the worship of an occasional Sunday morning,
they knew nothing of religion, and
cared nothing for what they heard even
then. But in the wonders of grace this
gay and fashionable woman was converted there, and in the most open and
decided manner renounced her life of
folly, and cast her lot among the followers of the Lord. Her sudden change
of life and purpose intensely enraged
her unconverted husband, who had no
sympathy with her, and could not understand her. He tried in every possible manner to overthrow her plans,
and drive her from her choice. He
forbid her union with the church, in
any personal act. He watched at the
gates of the church-yard to prevent her
entrance by force. So far was this
hostility carried, that at last she found
access to the church for her appointed
baptism only through the window in
the rear. Thus matters went on for
weeks, every day bringing me some
new tidings of his violence and her sufferings. How much their domestic
affairs were known to others, I never
knew. The people and the generatiort
have since passed away. Their young
children are now mature, and several
of them parents themselves.
Some weeks of this new history had
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passed, when late one evening, after I
had retired to my chamber for the
night, my door-bell was violently pulled, and a messenger said Mrs. - - desired to see me immediatelv. I dressed
myself and went, anticipating some
scene of violence, and simply saying to
my wife where I was going, in case I
might be prevented from returning.
The streets were solitary and still. As
I ascended the steps, the door was
quietly opened to me, and I was directed to the parlor, where, to my surprise,
I found the two sitting together on the
sofa, with no other person present. The
man looked up to me in an agony of
tears, as in astonishment I sat by his
side and asked an explanation. "Oh,
sir," he cried, "can I be saved, can I be
saved?" "Yes, surely," I answered;
"but you amaze me-what has led you
to this ? " " This angel," he replied,
with eagerness,-" you know how I
hated her religion. But you do not
know how I hated you. I thought you
the blackest of human beings. You
had broken up my happiness, you had
destroyed my peace, you had separated
my family, you had alienated my wife
from me. I laid it all to you. I was
intensely enraged with you. I have
several times watched for you at night
with the intention of killing you. But
it is all over now. I am thankful to
see you. But this angel wife-I have
cursed her, I have persecuted her in
every way. I have beaten her, I have
pulled her down by her hair ; and she
has received it all in silence and meekness. She has never said one unkind
word in reply; but she has prayed for
me and loved me. And I can stand it
no longer. I am miserable, because I
am so guilty. I have rebelled so horribly. I have been loved and treated
so affectionately. Can I be saved?"
The wife sat silently and heard the
whole -and then gently said, "My
dear husband seemed so distressed toniaht that I took the liberty to send
How fresh and vivid is that
whole scene before me as I write, with
all its incidents and details, which I will
not describe. With what delight did

fof.
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I preach the Saviour's love to this lost
one thus at last aroused by that love
to see his own voluntary and aggravated guilt!
We passed more than an hour thus
together, and closed our conversation
with earnest prayer. Blessed indeed
was the result. The strong man :;i,rmed
had found a stronger than he, who had
taken from him all his armor wherein
he trusted, and spoiled his goods. . He
was subdued by love, converted by
Divine power. He too came into the
Saviour's flock, and on the side of Jesus,
How changed the mad one became,
"sitting at the feet of Jesus, clothed,
and in his right mind." He witnessed
among us for years a good confession ;
-he was honored and beloved in the
church ;-a pattern of gentleness and
fidelity at home and abroad. After
some years of earnest Christian life on
earth, his course was finished and his
rest attained.
I have since hardly
passed the house in which they lived
without recalling to my mind this
whole remarkable scene-that peculiar
display of grace-that voluntary wanderer, and the wonderful love and
mercy which in so much rebellion he
received. He assumed all the responsibility of the guilty wandering upon
himself. He learned to give all the
glory of his recovery to that amazing
grace, which had plucked him as a
brand from the burning, and loved him
when he was dead in sins."
ANY movement by the oppressed to
recover their rights, will be resisted by
those who have oppressed them ; but
sufferin_q, and persecution, ill a cause
which the love of Goo and MAN requires, should be .fearlessly 1net and
resolutely borne.-BAscoM.
DEFECTIVE RELIGION.-A religion
that never suffices to govern a man,
will never suffice to save him; that
which does not sufficiently distinguish
one from a wicked world, will never
distinguish him from a perishing world.
-HowE.
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SECRET PRAYER.
MEN never take so firm a hold on
God as in secret. Remember Jacob.
Thou shouldst pray alone, for thou
hast sinned alone, and thou art to die
alone, and to be judged alone. Alone
wilt thou have to appear before the
judgment seat. Why not go alone to
the mercy seat? In the great transaction between thee and God, thou canst
have no human helper. You can be
free before God. You are not going
to tell him any secret. You may be
sure he will not betray your confidence.
Whatever reasons there may be for
any species of devotion, there are more
and stronger reasons for secret devotion.
Nothing is more embarrassing and
disturbing in secret prayer than unpropitious circumstances. Great attention
ought always to be paid to this point.
" Enter into thy closet," says Christ.
He says not a closet, nor the closet,
but thy closet. The habit of secret
communion is supposed to be formed.
The man is supposed to have a closet
-some place to which he is accustomed to retire for prayer-some spot consecrated by many a meeting there with
God-some place that has often been
to him a Bethel. The Saviour uses
the word to mean any place, where,
with no embarrassment either from
fear or pride of observation, we can
freely pour out our heart in prayer to
God. No matter what are the dimensions of the place, what its floorh1g or
canopy. Christ's closet was a mountain, Isaac's a field, Peter's a house top.
Go not to thy closet to say prayers.
Oh! I wish obsolete could be written
against that phrase, "saying prayers."
It were as proper to speak of saying
phrases. If, when in thy closet, thou
feel nothing, say, "Oh, God, I feel
nothing-no gratitude, no contrition."
God likes truth.
It is in the closet, and not in the
crowd, that men become acquainted
with God ! Oh, how it lightens the
pressure of a calamity, relieves the

loneliness of death, and breaks the
shock of the entrance to eternity.
To become remiss in secret devotion
is to become tired of God.
What an argument we have for secret
prayer, in the example of Christ, who
seems to have been in the habit of retiring to very solitary places, for the
purpose of personal communion with
God, and especially for prayer. Yes!
He who knew no sin, needed no forgiveness, and whose mind was not liable to be diverted and distracted, as
ours is, maintained secret prayer.
Though the habit of his soul was devotion, and every breath bore upon it,
and wherever he was, he held perfect
and uninterrupted communion with the
Father, yet he was wont to seclude
himself to pray. With these advantages over us, he felt the necessity of
it; and, with the business of the world's
redemption to attend to, he found time
for it. This example speaks volumes
to us all. Was it necessary for him
and not for thee, poor, guilty, exposed
sinner, who hast a God to propitiate, a
soul to save, a heaven to obtain? Was
it practicable for him, and canst thou,
durst thou, say it is not for thee? Canst
thou not find a secrecy, or rnake a solitude? And if the day is not thy own,
is not the
That was the Saviour's time for prayer, and the cold
mountain-top was his oratory.
The Scriptures do clearly teach that
secret prayer ought not only to be
daily-" give us us this day our daily
bread "-but often through the day.
Daniel and David prayed three times
a day at least. "To pray frequently,
is to pray fervently."-NEVINS.
A WITNESS FOR JEsus.-Mary Dyar
who was hung in Boston, in 1660, for
being a Quaker, on her way to the gallaws said, " This is to me an hour of
the greatest joy I could enjoy in this
world. No eye can see, no ear can
hear, no tongue can utter, and no heart
can understand, the sweet incomes, or
influence, and the refreshings of the
Spirit of the Lord, which now I feel."

PRAYER.

PRAYER.
BY REV.

JOI-IN

B. GRAHAM.

PRAYER is the key of the Kingdom
of Heaven. It opens the celestial gates.
It unlocks the store-house of divine
grace.
Prayer is the keeper of the human
heart. It admits the truth into the
chambers of our imagery-into the
secret things of the spirit of a man.
Prayer like rest or music, brings an
evenness and serenity over the mind.
It calms the soul till it becomes like the
countenance of the benign Saviour. It
imparts a peace which the world cannot give nor take away. The spritual
part of man ascends in prayer, as upon
the wings of a dove, to the sky, enters
into the presence of God, and returns
to earth with the radiance and tranquility of heaven about it.
Prayer for ourselves is the entrance
to every good gift, and it elevates and
purifies the suppliant.
But when the saint prays for others,
the bond of perfectness, the generous
emotions of unbounded love, makes
him resemble the divine Advocate with
the Father, the interceding Spirit of
God. The good man thus goes abroad
in his desires towards the family of his
great Parent, like an angel on his ministrations here below.
What has prayer not done? What
mountain, what natural impossibility
has it not removed and cast into the
sea? Has not God often spared a city
or a people at the prayer of one holy
person? Are not the children of God
the salt of the earth which preserves it
from corruption ? Do not the prayers
of the saints prevent the Holy One
from leaving it to dissolve by the force
of its own enmities and discord? Shall
not the cries of the martyrs proceeding
from beneath the altar arouse the Judge
of the quick and the dead? The prayers of holy men have hindered God's
judgments, and again they have hastened them. Prayer has quenched his
wrath, and inflamed it. It has repelled
the mightiest temptations, and chased
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away the evil one from his prey. It
has procured the ministry of angels to
supplant the attendance of devils. For
sickness it has brought health; for
barrenness, fruitfulness ; for death, life.
Prayer has given nerve and constancy to the timid and weak virgin to resist the fire, and the rack, and the cord
of demoniac inquisitors.
It has made torments, however
sharp, appear easy; afflictions however
protracted, brief; dangers, however formidable, unseen and unheeded. What
cannot prayer do?
And then how suitable this work is
to our nature, and how accommodated
to our diversified circumstances. It is
not the cumbrous and and imprisoned
body that need act in this work. We
need no eloquence but that of the unfortunate and needy beggar. A sigh
may contain a prayer ; a groan, a tear,
a cast of the eye, may each wrap up
many petitions. The current of thoughts
is like the incessant flowing of a mighty
river, and each thought may be a
prayer. Oh ! how niggardly the soul
that cannot spare a few drops. Faith
is like the sun upon the river of the
human soul. It turns a certain portion
of the stream of mind into celestial desires, which ascend to heaven and come
down again in fertilizing showers of
blessed influences upon this parched
world, causing the desert to rejoice and
blossom as the rose.
But some prayers are like the sluggish and creeping mists that hang over
the stagnant marsh. They are not sufficiently rarified by holy fire. They
proceed from formal, unthinking, unbelieving souls. They are as unpleasant
breath in the nostrils of God. He
smells no sweet savour of faith and
love. They turn back upon the false,
unfeeling suppliant, without ever reaching the skies.
What can an indifferent prayer do ?
Can it save a soul from death? Can it
even vanquish a sinful passion, or obtain
a piece of bread? If men must be in
earnest to bespeak effectually benefits
from men, how much more from God?
If the paltry concerns of sense and time
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be worth fervency and importunity,
how much more the one thing needful.
God hates a cold prayer worse than
none at all. For it is pouring contempt
on those things on which he himself
has put more value by the death of his
Son, and the intercession of his Spirit,
and his own eternal concern about
them, than he hath put upon the globes,
and crowns, and sceptres of imperial
kings-upon the hidden treasures of
golden mountains, or the pomp and
fame of conquests. Oh! then, dear
reader, pray in faith, for
"Prayer is the Chriatian's vital breath,
The Christian's native air;
His watchword at the gate of death,He enters Heaven by prayer."

FAULT Frnnrna.-To fotd fault with
others requires neither commanding
talents, nor a high state of piety. It is
much easier to idly look upon the tireless endeavors of active Christianity to
do good, and to show wherein they
might have done better, than it is to
improve upon their example. He who
is most ready to examine others, will
generally be found most backward to
examine himself. If we are faithful to
our own convictions we shall have too
much to do at home, to become "busybodies in other men's matters." He
who scrutinizes the conduct of his fellow
Christians with the greatest severity is
not unfrequently least able to bear such
scrutiny himself. Many have been excommunicated for the faithful discharge
of duty, by those who deserved to be
themselves excluded from the pale of
the Christian Church for real crimes.
Before w.e can attain to the stature of
perfect Christians we must have less
tongue, and more heart work. Speak
not evil one of another, brethren.
THE W ORLD.-As you love your
souls, beware of the world; it has slain
its thousands and tens of thousands.
What ruined Lot's wife? The world.
What ruined Judas ? The world.
What ruined Simon Magus ? The
world. And "what shall it profit a
man, if he gain the whole world and
lose his own soul ?"-MAsoN's REMAINS.

READING.
The principles of holy living extend
in their application, not only to the affections and the ordinary outward actions, but to every thing.
For instance, in the matter of reading, he who has given himself wholly
to God, can read only what God permits him to read.
He cannot read books, however they
may be characterized by wit or power,
merely to indulge an idle curiosity, or
in any other way to please himself
alone.
If we look to God for direction in
the spirit of humility, we may reasonably hope to be guided aright in this
thing as in others. As a subordinate
means of such guidance, it is proper for
us, not only to exercise our own judgments with care, but to consult the opinions of religious friends and teachers.
In the reading of religious books, I
think this may be a suitable direction,
namely, to read but little at a time,
and to interrupt the reading by intervals of religious recollection, in order
that we may let the Holy Spirit more
deeply imprint in us the Christian
truths to which we are attending.
When the state of recollection turns
our minds from the truths of the book
to the object of those truths, so much
so that our desires are no longer upon
the book, we may let it fall from our
hands without scruple.
God, in the person of the Holy
Ghost, becomes to the fully renovated
mind, the great inward teacher. This
is a great truth.
At the same time we are not to suppose that the presence of the inward
teacher exempts us from the necessity
of the outward lesson. The Holy
Ghost, operating through the medium
of a purified judgment, teaches us by
the means of books, especially by the
word of God, which is never to be laid
aside.-FENELON.
MEN are generally deserted in adversity. When the sun sets, our very
shadows refuse to follow us.

LEA.N ON JESUS.

LEAN ON JESUS.
When thy spirit is opprest,
Sad and weary, longs for rest,
Burden'd with the weight of sin,
Foes without and fears within.
Anxious cares press heavily,
Dreaded ills thou may'st not flee,
Lean on Jesus, He can cheer,
He can dry each falling tear.
None can such relief afford,
None sustain thee like thy Lord,
He can soothe thy fainting heart,
He can peace and joy impart.
Chase thy anxious fears away,
Turn thy darkness into day;
He removes sin's heavy load,
With His own most precious blood.
Clothe thee in the beauteous dress
Of His spotless righteousness,
Guide thee with His gentle hand
Safely to the promised land.
Fit thee now the cross to bear,
Then a glorious crown to wear;
Lean on Jesus, trust His word,
Lean, 0 ! lean upon thy Lord.

DRUNKEN WOMEN.
THERE is a great and growing evil in
this city, but one of such a delicate nature as to almost forbid being dragged
into public print. I refer to the increasing and lamentable habit, now so common, of the indulgence by ladies in intoxicating drinks. I do not refer to
those who do wrong from necessity,
but that other class who have rich husbands and homes, that might be made
happy. A larger number of this class
are steadily diving deeper and deeper
into dissipation every year than many
persons greatly interested in their welfare even imagine. I have heard recently of several distressing cases of
this kind, and to-day I learn that the
wife of a well known citizen, reported
to be very wealthy, has been sent to
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the Lunatic Asylum, in the hope that
she may, with returning reason, be enabled to overcome the terrible temptation which intoxicating liquors have of
late had for her. Her husband's name
is almost as familiar in some parts of
the South as it is here.
It is unwise to attribute this growing
evil to one cause, for there are a variety in operation. A few may be named,
and the reader must make such use of
them as an intelligent conscience may
urge.
Reputable physicians seem to be falling into the habit, more and more, of
advising alcoholic remedies, either
frankly and above board, or under the
disguise of Tonics, Tinctures, and bitters. Scarcely a religious newspaper
of any name or sect can be taken up
which does not contain advertisements
of these same mischievous agencies,
with'' Reverend" certifiers, ad nauseam.
The editors of respectable medical journals, and the publishers of tlle same,
lend their aid towards the introduction
of wines, and beers, and brandies into
the families by whose patronage they
live; thus prostituting their influence
to vile purposes for the sake of a few
dollars they receive from the advertisement of the same. To show the extent
to which these things are practised we
take up a medical periodical, for July,
of this city, issuing from the establishment of a name which for half a century has commanded the respect of the
whole community ; the editor an old
man of learning and culture, and high
position in his profession and his church;
such men we say, are found introducing to the knowledge of their readers
" Pure liquors for the use of the sick,"
and telling where such a brand of gin
and such a quality of whiskey can be
had; showing, however, some little
deference to public decency, by saying:
" So long as people will take domestic
medicines, they ought at least to discriminate the good from the bad.
How is it possible to "discriminate"
between good and bad London Dock
Gin and Philadelphia Whiskey and
French Cordials, when all are bad;
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when the use of any of them for a short
time tends to set up a desire for more,
which no man of intelligence and who
has any respect for himself or truth
will deny? How many men and women under the habitual use of Tonics
and Bitters and Beers and Cordials,
have waked up at last to the fearful
truth that "they cannot do without
them-must have them," let our asylmns and prisons and poor-houses testify ; and let ruined families and blasted
reputations and broken hearts the land
over confirm the terrible record. He,
and he only, is safe from a drunkard's
death who never tastes a drop of
thing that can intoxicate.-THE J ouRN AL OF HEALTH.
THE QUARTER-DOLLAR SIN.
Rev. DANIEL LINDLEY, after an absence of forty years-more than half of
the time passed as a missionary in Africa-returned to this country and returned to Athens, Ohio-the home of
his childhood-the theatre of his youthful days. He trod again the old Campus, walked through the old college
halls, stood upon the cliff-the rocky
rostrum Of college boys. He examined the old paths, and inquired for the
companions of his youth. Changes
had passed upon every scene. He was
asked to preach at night, and to give
some account of his life in Africa. At
the close of the services, a very respectable and aged gentleman approached,
and desired him to take a walk.
They passed on, and, when they had
reached a somewhat retired place, the
gentleman turned, and said :
" Brother Lindley, if a man has ever
done wrong-has committed a sindon't you think he should confess it?"
"Why, yes,': said Mr. Lindley, " if
thereby he may glorify God; if it will
make amends to the party wronged, or
do good to the party who sinned."
" Well, that is just what I think. I
am in that predicament. I have long
desired and prayed for an opportunity
to make a confession and amendment

to you. When we were boys together
fifty years ago, we were playing to'.
gether. You dropped a quarter of a
dollar, and I snatched it up, and put it
I claimed it as my own,
in my
and kept it. It was, perhaps, a little
mean1 dirty trick : and it has worried
and troubled me ever since."
" Oh, it was a small matter, and I
have no recollection of it," said Mr.
Lindley.
"Ah, you may call it a small matter
but it has been a mighty burden for
to bear. I have carried it now for fifty
years; I would not carry it fifty more
for all the gold in California. And
suppose I had to carry it for fifty thousand years, or for all eternity! No,
sir, it is no small matter ; it has been
growing bigger and heavier, and I want
to get rid of it. I have no doubt you
have forgotten it, but I could never forget it. I have not, for the last fifty
years, heard your name mentioned, or
the name of your father, or any of the
family, but that quarter has come in
connection. Why, the very buttons on
your coat-every thing that is round,
represents a quarter. The moon and
stars are magnified and illuminated
quarters. You need not call it a little
sin; if it was, it has grown mighty to
plague me; and deservedly too."
With this the gentleman took from
his pocket-book a five-franc piece, worn
bright and smooth, and said :
"I wish you to take this; it belongs
to you, it is rightfully yours, and will
be no burden to you. And if this is
not enough, I will give you more."
Mr. Lindley accepted it, and the gentleman raised himself erect, and drew
a long breath, as a man would who has
thrown off a heavy load. He was at
last relieved.
The sense of guilt is enduring and
to rm en ting, and can only die or be relieved by repentance, confession, amendment, or atonement. It needs not that
it be the theft, fraud, or wrong, amounting to a thousand, ten, twenty, fifty, or
a hundred thousand dollars, in order
that the soul be oppressed by its burden; a twenty-five cents-a qua.rter of
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a dollar sin-may become larger than blessing; I therefore resolved in the
the globe, weightier than many worlds, strength of the Lord, that I would not
with a punishment like the sin of Cain rest till I had obtained the prize; now
I was willing to become anything or
-unendurable.-N. Y. OBSERVER.
nothing for Christ sake. In that momy prayer, my struggle, my unment,
EXPERIENCE OF MRS. EUNICE
utterable longing was gratified ; praise
COBB.
took the place of prayer, my full soul,
dissolved in love and praise, seemed as
AT a grove meeting which we held wax before the fire ; then was that
last spring near Marengo, Illinois, our "new name" written upon my heart,
attention was attracted to an aged fe- which no man knoweth save he that
male, whose plain dress, devout appear- receiveth it. In a moment I saw that
ance, and clear, explicit testimony to this was sanctification, but quick as
thought it was suggested, " Do not
the power of Christ to save to the ut- speak of it, for no one will believe· you;
termost, bespoke the pilgrim to Mount it is only a blessing, and you have been
Zion. We learned that it was Mother blessed a great many times ; " but
Cobb, of whose earnest uncompromis- blessed be God, who enable me to resist
the devil and claim the blessing! My
ing piety we had heard much in that peace was "like a river." In the mornregion. The following account of her ing with streaming eyes I was enabled
experience, which was published in the to tell the dear friends in love-feast that
Christian Advocate and Journal, in I had received a great blessing from
1847, has been forwarded to us, and the Lord. I had not strength fully to
profess the blessing. 0, it seemed such
will we trust be made a blessing to a great thing to profess sanctification t
our readers.-En.
I had never heard any say they enjoySoon after I was converted I felt con- ed sanctification, and it appeared to me
viction for a deeper work of Grace, and that no one could believe me, if I proa fervent desire for full redemption in fessed it. For a number of weeks in
the blood of the Lamb. Sometimes I every prayer and class-meeting, I told
felt as though I had almost obtained it as well as I could, and not say sanctithat great blessing, then I would lose fied. After another conflict with the
my grief and for sometime live with- powers of darkness, I was strengthened
out my accustomed deep feeling. Still I fully to profess what God had done for
me. Thanks be to God for ever for
continued to pray for the blessing.
After a time that man of God, G. victorious love !
A beloved sister said to me, " I am
Fillmore, came to our circuit.
He
preached the doctrine of holiness so sorry you have made such a profession,
plainly and powerfully that my heart I am afraid you will wound the cause."
became all alive for that perfect love I replied, my blessed Master, who has
enabled me to testify of his goodness,
of God that casteth out fear.
Now I was powerfully tempted. It is able to keep me ; for it is not I that
was suggested to me that I was so igno- live, but Christ that liveth in me.
rant and unworthy, that God could not When I reached home, my Bible, my
bestow such an inestimable blessing Hymn Book, were full of holiness,
upon me. I thought all my friends and upon the walls and door-posts I
would shun me, and that all would could read holiness; all praise be to
despise me; and the powers of dark- God and the Lamb for ever, that when
ness gathered so thick about me, that we fully believe with the heart, we
I was already in despair. The struggle may then make confession with the
By faith,
I now felt was a fearful one. I felt that mouth unto salvation.
I could no longer live without this faith only, I received this precious treas-
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ure, and by simple faith I held it fast.
Now my fellowship is with the Father,
and with his Son Jesus Christ, and I
am anxious that all the world should
taste the riches of his grace. 0,
The arms of Love that compass me
Would a.II mankind embrace.

About this time several in our vilage experienced religion, and I commenced praying in earnest for my unconverted companion. God convicted;
but still he refused to yield, and he
pointedly opposed me ; yet I told my
friends he would be converted-that I
could claim that promise. "The unbelieving husband is sanctified by the
wife." To this promise my soul clung
for a long time, rejoicing and praying
without ceasing, until the time of our
Camp Meeting, when his long captivated soul was set at liberty. He, however, made no profession till a few
weeks after the meeting, at which time
our neighbors came in to rejoice with
ns. that "the dead was alive, and the
was found.:; \V hen li.ev. J. Dempster, came in, he said "you have no
need of a physician," and he added" you
remind me of a merchant in Rochester,
who, on being converted rushed into
the street, swinging his arms, inviting
every one as he went to come to J csus,
just now come to Jesus,just now come
to Jesus."
Now I went from house to house,
and tried to persuade the people to embrace religion. Every -one rejoiced
with me for the wonderful work which
God had wrought. Instead of being
neglected, as I had been tempted to
believe I should be, every one seemed
to have confidence in me. Some sent
for me to their homes, others would
call me in when I was passing, to inquire concerning what God had done.
Occasionally I had some difficulty in
ascertaining duty, and I have found it
vastly important carefully to guard my
heart, lest Satan should find an entrance.
On one occasion, havino- been in great
distress for about an
and all access.·at a throne of Grace appearing to
be cut off, I retired, opened my Bible,

knelt and read, "Ye are they who have
continued with me in my temptation.
ye that sit down with me in my
dom." The cloud broke, and 0 what
a bright light shone all around me !
Then I felt as though I could convince
a world of the divine realities of religion. Glory to our great deliverer, who
set me in a large place! I now felt it
my duty to be decidedly plain in dress.
Going one day to church I met a lady
dressed in the height of fashion; I was
tempted, and it was suggested to my
mind, " Why should I be so plain and
singular when I can have those fashionable articles just as well as others?
nay, and my friends feel mortified to
observe my old dress? All as in a
moment I seemed to see a robe displayed before me, which outshone the sun
in brightness. I cried out, farewell all
earthly grandeur, while a voice seemed
to say, " Be thou faithful unto death,
and I will give the a crown of life."
Dear Saviour, let thy beauties be,
My soul's eternal food ;
And grace command my heart a.way,
From a.11 creii,ted good.

My heart is grieved when I witness
and trifling among those professing godliness. Surely we must
have the spirit of Christ, or we are none
of his. We read that "Jesus wept,"
but where do we read that Jesus laughed and trifled ?
On one occasion it was suggested to
me, "you have given way to temptation; you have been impatient; you
may now give up this great blessing,"
and while I was crying mightily to God,
these words came to my mind, "cast
not away, therefore, your confidence
which hath great recompence of reward," and again my enemy was vanquished. Glory be to God that we
have an advocate with the Father, Jesus
Christ the righteous !
Our physician called upon me about
this time, saying he wished me to take
a number with me, and visit and pray
with a young man who was lying sick
in our village, and so low that
had ceased to effect him, adding that 1f
prayer would not raise him he must

LOSS OF THE SOUL.

die. We went, he took no notice of
us ; but there was a mighty spirit of
prayer given to us; faith lent her realizing light, and I felt constrained to say
that the young man would recover,
and be thrust out to preach. In a few
days he was able to be removed a hundred miles to his father's house, and
some time after I learned that he was
standing upon the walls of Zion, a faithful ambassador for Christ. At a Camp
Meeting in Indiana, I heard Brother J.
Armstrong, and Brother Griffith, preach
their last sermons. The effect was
glorious. Many ·where so cut down
that they could not move. Such weeping, such shouting, such displays of the
power of God I never witnesseth before.
When Dr. Ruter came out to preach
Brother Armstrong's funeral sermon, I
inquired if there were many in the Conference who enjoyed the blessing of
sanctification. He replied that now
Brethren Griffith and Armstrong were
gone he feared there were few who enjoyed sanctification. How lamentable
that a preacher of the Gospel should
lack a blessing so essential ! How can
such a one with satisfaction to himself
feed the flock of God? 0, let the constant cry of the church be, "give us a
holy ministry ! I thank God that the
witnesses of this great grace are becoming more numerous. Many can now
say from happy experience that the
blood of Christ cleanseth from all sin.
0, may this blessing become common,
yea, general ! Lord, hasten the glorious time!
From the moment in which I received the blessing of perfect love, I have
ardently desired to do all in my power,
and am constantly inquiring, "Lord,
what wilt thou have me to do? I have
found by blessed experience that ''labor
is rest, and pain is sweet,'' when we see
God in everything. 0, if every professor would arise and assert his liberty,
what a great turning to God there would
be among sinners ! My Bible teaches
me to visit the widows and fatherless
in their afflictions, and to keep myself
unspotted from the world. All this
by the grace of God I am striving to
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do; and the Gospel, the blessed Gospel!
I am doing all I can to sustain it, and
send it abroad to every destitute corner
of the earth.
It is now twenty-three years since I
experienced this blessing, and my way
is brighter, and brightening still. I
find that all things work together for
my good. 0, how delightful to cast
every care upon Jesus, knowing he
careth for me! 0 what green pastures,
what still waters! How I love to dwell
in the house of the Lord.
I have felt frequently a wish to send
forth my experience in the Christian
Advocate and Journal, but knowing
my unfitness to write, r have deferred
it from time to time ; but impelled by
a sense of duty, I have at length
written as above, praying that the grace
thus shown me, may encourage others
to embrace this fullness of the blessing
of the Gospel.

LOSS OF THE SOUL.
IF you get not the soul's attachments
to the world loosened before death.
there will ensue such a rending and
agony upon your departure, as no loss
of country, of wife or children, can be
compared with, and, if you take not a
cool forethought of the future, nor prepare to meet it, there will come such a
brood of fears, such a wreck of hopes,
as no improvident spendthrift ever encountered. 0 ! ye sons of men, if
these things are so, and ye tread every
moment upon the brink of time, and
live upon the eve of judgment, what
avail your many cares, and your unresting occupations? Will your snug
dwellings, your gay clothing, and your
downy beds, give freshness to the stiffened joints, or remove the disease which
hath got a lodgment in your marrow
and in your bones ? Will a crowded
board,and the full flow of jovial mirth,
and beauty's wreathed smile, and
beauty's dulcet voice, charm back to
a crazy dwelling the ardours and gract:>s
of youth? Will yellow gold bribe the
tongue of memory, and wipe away from
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the tablets of the mind the remembrance of former doings? Will wordly
goods reach up:-vard to
and
bribe the pen of the recordmg angel,
that he should cancel from God's book
or abrogate
all vestige of our
the eternal love by which sin and sorrow, righteousness and peace are bound
together? Once more, ye sons of men,
hear me for your honor and your interests' sake; and give ear as yo_u value
the love of Christ and the majesty of
God. It is as sure as death and destiny that if vou awaken not from this
'
infatuation
of" custom and pleasure, at
the calls of God your Saviour, the habitations of dismal cruelty, endless days
and nights of sorrow, shall be your
doom. 0 ! could I lift the curtain
which shrouds eternity from the eye of
time and disclose the lazar-house of
death, what sleeper of you
would not start at the chaos of commingled grief?-EnwARD IRVING.

FATE OF THE APOSTLES.

Do you complain of hardships? See
how the apostles fared. Do you think
you ought to have an easy time in ?ld
aae and die surrounded by weepmg
Read the fate of the apostles.
Job says of the wicked, "They spend
their days in wealth, and in a moment
go down to the gra;e. " .D av1'd says
''There are no bonds m their death; but
their strength is firm. They are not
in trouble as other men; neither are
they flayed like other men."
But the apostles, those holy men of
God, not only endured bitter persecutions though life, but the most of them
met with a violent death.
St. Matthew is supposed to have suf..
fered martyrdom, or been put to death
by the sword at a city in Ethiopia.
St. Mark was dragged through the
streets of Alexandria, in Egypt, till he
expired.
St. Luke was hanged upon an olive
tree in Greece.
GROWING IN GRACE.-I was considerSt. John was put into a cauldron of
ing how it was, that so many who were
boilincrb oil at Rome ' and escaped death.
once filled with love, are now weak and
He afterwards died a natural death at
faint. And the case is plain : the inEphesus, in Asia.
variable rule of God's proceeding is
St. James the Great was beheaded
" From him that hath not, shall be
at Jerusalem.
taken away even that which he hath."
St. James was thrown from a pinnaHence it is impossible that any should
cle or wing of the temple, and then
retain
they receive, without imbeaten to death with a fuller's club.
proving it. Add to this, that the more
St. Philip was hanged up against. a
we have received, the more of care and
labor is required, the more wat.chful- pillar at Heirapolis, a city of
St. Bartholomew was flayed alive by
ness and prayer, the more circumspecthe command of a barbarous king.
tion and earnestness in all manner of
St. Andrew was bound to a cross,
conversation. Is it any wonder, then,
whence he preached to the people till
that they who forget this, should soon
he expired.
lose what they had received ?-WEsSt. Thomas was run through the
LEY.
body by a lance, at Coromandel, in the
East Indies.
St. Jude was shot to death with arPRIDE is as loud a beggar as want,
rows.
and a great deal more saucy. When
St. Simeon Zelotes was crucified in
you have bought one fine thing, you
Persia.
must buy ten more that your appearSt. Mathias was first stoned and then
ance may be all of a piece; but it is
easier to suppress the first desire than beheaded.
to satisfy that which will follow it.BENJ. FRANKLIN.
BE temperate in all things.

WESLEYAN METHODISM.

WESLEYAN METHODISM.
WE are confident that we shall do
our readers a favor in presenting to
them the following article, which we
take from the North British Review,
an able journal of Presbyterian proclivities. It breathes a commendable
8pirit ofliberality. We hope that some,
at least, who read it may be stirred up
to imitate the ceaseless activity of the
founder of Methodism in doing good.
Who, like him will consecrate themselves fully to the Lord? There never
was a greater demand for LABORERS in
the Lord's vineyard than at the present
time. Reader, will you go to work
for God ?-En.
In the year 1785, well nigh half a
century after the rise of Methodism, a
sapient society in London discussed,
for three nights in succession, this question: "Have the Methodists done most
good or evil?" The disputants do not
appear to have been either a company
of free-thinkers, or a set of frolicsome
and reckless young men. It seems to
have been a grave and earnest affair.
Thomas Olivers, of whom Southey, in
the Life of Wesley, gives such an interesting sketch, joined the society to be
present at the debate, and his speech
on the occasion was published long
afterwards in the form of a pamphlet.
How the question was decided we do
not know; nor is it of any consequence.
It is the discussion, not the decision, of
the question that is at all curious. That
serious men should at that date have
made this a subject of prolonged debate, is not a little remarkable. We
cannot but think that, in our own day,
Methodism is better understood and
better appreciated. Looking at its extensive labours at home and abroad,
and estimating-if it can be estimated
-the value of its services to the human
race, we might smile at, but should
never think of discussing, the question
which the London sages so laboriously
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debated. Doubtless, there are still
whole classes of men who would
promptly give their vote against Methodism. Infidels would do so; so would
Papists ; so would the enemies and
revilers of evangelical religion; and so,.
we fear, would many who consider
themselves zealous Christians in that
church which the W esleys loved so
well and treated so tenderly. We are
told by John Wesley, that up till the
time when he commenced field-preaching, he thought it "almost a sin to save
souls out of a church ; " so there are
some who seem to think that it is almost a sin-if, indeed, it be not an impossibility-to save souls out of the
Church of England; and that it is both
almost and altogether a sin to detach
them from her communion. But among
intelligent and earnest Protestants, who
will, of course, treat such pretensions
with derision, there can, we imagine,
be only one opinion as to the debt
which the world owes to Methodism.
That debt we cordially acknowledge,
without qualification or reserve. We
do not say, of course, that we are prepared to subscribe all its dogmas, or
to approve of all its ecclesiastical reO'u0
lations. It might be easy enough to
find things in the Wesleyan creed and
organization to which we should be
disposed to take exception; but this
does not hinder us from expressing our
hearty admiration of the zeal and devotedness with which Methodism has
prosecuted the great work of promoting the best interests of mankind.
Our reader8 will have no difficulty
in discerning, that the special ground
of our esteem for this branch of the
Church of Christ is the amount of good
which it has done to the souls of men.
Indeed, it is only when we look at man
as an immortal being, and take eternity into our reckoning, that we can duly
appreciate the services of Wesleyan
Methodism. We cheerfully ad1uit that
it claims our respect and gratitude upon other grounds. It has done much
to elevate and aivilize the lower orders
of society in England and elsewhere,
and thus to diffuse elements of order
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and stability through our social system.
By its efforts multitudes in heathen
lands, who, a few years ago, were debased and brutal savages, are now "sitting clothed, and in their right mind."
It has produced many men of distinguished talent, and the literature emanating from its book-room, has neither
been scanty in amount nor contemptible in quality. But we strongly feel
that Wesleyan Methodism would be
unfairly treated if it were tried by such
standards of judgments as these. For
however great may have been the
material, or social, or intellectual benefits flowing from its labours, these were
rather the incidental accompaniments
of the Christianity which it sought to
diffuse than the direct object of its efforts and aims. If it were the main
business of a church to polish and refine human society, to add extensively
to the stock of general literature, to
maintain a body of dignified, well-bred,
and scholarly ecclesiastics, or even
to frame an orthodox creed, and construct symmetrical systems of divinity,
and exhibit a stately and harmonious
development of correct ecclesiastical
order, we might probably be of opinion
that Methodism must retire from competition with some other denominations.
But it was not any of these things which
it set before it as its leading object.
"Your business is to save souls," was
Wesley's pointed and oft-repeated admonition to his preachers. And if this
be, in truth, the primary and principal
mission of the Church of Christ, then
we cannot but regard Methodism as
having, from the first, done the great
work of the Church vigorously and
well. And the more adequately we
realize the incalculable value of immortal souls, the higher will be our
estimate of all that W esleyanism has
done, and is still doing for their welfare.
·
It is not necessary that we should
affirm that the erection of the Wesleyan
Institute was the very best thing that
could have occurred in England at the
time when it arose,-that it was better,
for example, than would have been an

extensive revival of true religion in the
Establishment, or better than if some
one or more of the Non-conformist
bodies had taken the place and perfomed the part which fell to Wesley and
his coadjutors. But, if the religious
condition of the Church was such as to
call for supplementary efforts for the
Christianization of the people, and if
none of the other ecclesiastical systems
them, then we are surely not
only at liberty, but bound to rejoice in
the rise of Methodism, and to look with
complacency upon its progress.
The annals of Methodism form a
curious chapter in the ecclesiastical history of England. The reign of the
second George is a singularly dreary
and uninviting period to contemplate,
both as respects the political, and social,
and religious, character of the nation.
Corruption rioted in all the public departments of the state; a withering
Socinianism infested the Church, and,
as a consequence, gross immorality and
avowed irreligion widely prevailed.
Nor did evangelical religion fare much
better among the Dissenters in England than in the Established Church.
The fervent piety of the early Non-conformists had grievously declined; and
many of the ministers had lapsed, or
were fast lapsing, into a virtual and
practical, if not an open and professed
Socinianism, and many of the people
into utter ungodliness. It was at the
time when the gloom seemed to be
deepening all around, and every source
of illumination becoming hopelessly
obscured, that a light dawned at Oxford, which, faint and struggling at first,
soon shed its rays into the surrounding darkness, and ultimately did not a
little to dispel it.
The W esleys sprang from a good
stock. The parents had been educated
as Puritans, though they subsequently
"conformed." The Father-the rector
of Epworth-was a diligent and conscientious minister. The mother-like
so many mothers of eminent men-was
remarkable for strong sense, high principle: deep piety, uncommon natural
talent, energy, and force of character,
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It is easy to prophecy after the event ;
but one feels disposed to say, that the
sons of such a woman could hardly
turn out mere ordinary men.
Under deep religious convictions
John and Charles Wesley, with three or
four kindred spirits, formed at Oxford
about one hundred and thirty years ago,
what was called, in derision, the "Holy
Club," and they were nicknamed" Methodists." Braving the storm of ridicule,
-that most formidable of all modes of
assault against educated young men,
-they resolutely held on their course.
Prominent even then, as ever after,
was the distinctive aim of Wesley, to
which we have before adverted. And,
as their work went on, the broad and
placid surface of ecclesiastical routine
was stirred ; the waters were put in
motion, and though there might be here
and there, a turbid eddy visible, yet
even the wildest rush of the torrent
was infinitely preferable to the sluggishness and stagnation which reigned before. The W esleys and Whitfield were
soon surrounded by listening thousands, many of them men for whose
souls no one had hitherto cared, and on
whose ears now fell, for the first time,
the warnings and offers of the Gosrel.
Church dignitaries fretted and fumed
at these disorderly proceedings; though
they might have remembered that, as
Wesley says, " one pretty remarkable
precedent of field-preaching" is to be
found in the Sermon on the Mount.
But with all their reverence for the
Church, these fervid evangelists were
not to be driven from their labour of
love, even by a bishop's frown. "You
have no business here," said the Bishop
of Bristol to Wesley, "you are not
commissioned to preach in this diocese."
"My Lord," said Wesley, "my business on earth is to do what good I can.
Wherever, therefore, I think I can do
most good, there must I stay so long
.as 1 think so. At present I think I can
do most good here, therefore here I
stay." The pulpits were generally
shut against them ; but this, instead of
silencing, only drove them the more to
preach in the open air, where tens of
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thousands listened to their message,
who never would have entered within
the walls of a church to hear it.
But the frown of the regular clergy,
was far from being the only or the
most formidable opposition, which the
early Methodists had to encounter.
They were violently persecuted,-and
the narrative of these persecutions is
one of the strangest chapters in their
history. It is sad to think that, in a
Christian land, those who were preaching the Gospel of the grace of God, and
who could have no other aim or object
than the good of their hearers, should
be assailed and put in peril of their
lives by fierce and brutal mobs, composed of men and women who had
themselves been baptised into the
Christian Church, and who called themselves Christians. We read, till we
are absolutely sickened with the details,
of Methodist preachers being hustled,
pelted with stones and filth, dragged
by the hair of the head through the
streets, and trampled bleeding in the
mire; of men and women plundered
and maltreated; of soldiers sentenced,
one to receive two hundred, and another five hundred lashes, for attending
a Methodist meeting, when off duty,
etc., etc. We might fill pages with the
hideous recitals, and yet the worst
would remain to be told. No honourable mind can learn, without indignation and disgust, that these abominble
atrocities were, in many cases, openly
encouraged by the gentry and the
clergy ; not unfrequently by some of
both these orders who were in the
Commission of the Peace, and occasionally by some of both these orders, who
were at the moment in a state of intoxication. " We find and present," said
an English jury, when receiving-or
rather when throwing out-the depositions of some of the sufferers, " We
find and present Charles Wesley to be
a person of ill-fame, a vagabond and a
common disturber of his Majesty's
peace, and we pray he may be transported!"
When scenes like these occurred in
England, one cannot be surprised to
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read of men and women present at a
Methodist meeting in Ireland, being
"beaten without mercy;" the preacher
being knocked down, " one thrusting a
stick into his mouth, another tramping
upon his face, swearing that he would
'tread the Holy Ghost out of him,' "
etc., etc. It is pleasing to us, as North
Britons, to think that though Wesley
might occasionally have to complain of
a Scottish congregation, "which seemed
to know everything and to feel nothing," no similar proceedings disgraced
our Presbyterian country. Meanwhile,
fed continually by the untiring labours
of its founder and the preachers appointed by him, and organized by the
sagacity and administrative talent which
so pre-eminently characterised him, the
system of Methodism began to take
shape and consistency. Wesley was
not content, like Whitefield, simply to
Christianize great multitudes of men.
He would not leave the " babes in
Christ " to walk alone, or find support
to their tottering steps wherever they
could; whether from the clergy, or in
the chance fellowship of private Christians. He surrounded each of them
with suitable counsel, and provided
needful superintendence,-thus linking
the several parts of the mechanism together by a strong yet flexible chain.
With a zeal which burned like a fire,
and consumed every personal feeling
of reluctance or self-indulgence ; with
a courage which braved the most appalling dangers ; with a determination
which bore him right onward over obstacles which would have staggered the
timid and repulsed the feeble; with a
capacity for work which hardly knew
weariness or claimed repose, and a capacity for administration, which moulded with plastic skill the rough materials
with which he had to deal, into form
and symmetry; with a heaven-inspired
devotedness which breathed the spirit
of his Divine Master,-" My meat is
to do the will of my Father, and to
finish His work;" and with a band of
ardent coadjutors, whom he raised up,
or rather whom God raised up, to
second his efforts and to share his toils;

and above all, with the blessings of the
Most High upon his and their labours,
Wesley soon had thousands belonging
to his societies, and calling themselves
without scruple by the once despised
name of Methodists,
But we are to keep it full in view,
that in all this, John Wesley never intended to establish a separate ecclesiastical community, or to detach his converts
from the Church of England. This
pregnant and remarkable fact should
at least exempt him from the imputation of ambitiously aiming at making
himself a name as the founder of a sect.
But it deserves careful consideration on
many other grounds. His resolute
and tenacious clinging to the Established Church, and his desire to frame his
own institute-or rather to regulate
his societies-so as to give scope to
this strong attachment, and harmonize,
if possible, with this fond adherence,
materially affected the constitution of
the Wesleyan system, and modified it!§
course. Indeed, the relation of Wesley and Wesleyanism to the Church of
England, is one of the departments of
this subject which deserve special attention. As to Wesley himself, it is
certain that, amid obloquy and insults
heaped upon him for half a century,
and fierce opposition to his efforts for
the salvation of souls, he cherished an
undying love for the Church, and was
most unwilling to become, or to be
called, a separatist. No man was more
tender of her reputation or more anxious for her welfare. No man with a
spirit so high as Wesley's, and, as has
been sometimes alleged, so imperious
and impatient of contradiction, could,
unless animated with profound reverence and affection, have borne the treatment which he had to endure from his
mother church and her clergy, without
being driven into hostility and hatred.
Towards her, at least, he largely manifested that charity which "suffereth
long and is kind," which "envieth not,
doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh
not her own, is not easily provoked,
thinketh no evil, beareth all things,
believeth all things, hopeth all things,
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endureth all things ; " and, in this re- I machinery of Methodism, were instispect as in so many others, his mantle tuted, not primarily or professedly,
has, to a wonderful extent, fallen upon because Scripture expressly prescribed
his successors. Even in the state of them as necessary component parts of,
separation, into which the Church did and as together constituting, the exso much to force them to enter, they ternal economy of a Church of Christ,
have cherished towards her, feelings but because they were deemed impornot merely of forbearance, but of kind- tant auxiliaries, and useful arrangeness and good-will, which have been ments in carrying on, i-n the bosom of
but coldly acknowledged and but scanti- the Church of England, the great work
ly reciprocated.
of converting sinners, and building up
We remarked that W es1ey's stanch believers in their most holy faith.
adherence to the Church had an impor- Hence it occurs, that intelligent and
tant bearing upon the constitution of candid W esleyans, like the biographer
his societies. It followed from it that of Dr. Bunting, freely admit that
Methodism, as it came from the hands "Methodists do not profess to rest their
of its founder, was not properly a ecclesiastical policy upon any jus diviChurch, but a society within a Church;
84, note. It is interesting
not a distinct and complete ecclesiasti- to observe how, in spite of Wesley's
cal institute, but an auxiliary, or sup- fond predilections, and strong prejuplement, or appendage, to the national dices, and resolute struggles, and firm
institute alreN.dy existing. Thus, he will, and sovereign authority, his socieadmonishes his preachers to attend the ties were gradually falling, even in his
Church at least two Sundays every own day, into a distinctive ecclesiastical
month, and denies that the service of mould, and admitted an organization
the Methodists is "public worship," in which paved the way for a separate
1mch a sense as to supersede the Church denominational existence. Some laservice. "It presupposes public prayer, ment that he did not bind his societies
like the sermons at the University." indissolubly to the Church : we can
" If the people put ours in place of the only marvel at the tenacity with which
Church service, we hurt them that he clung to her. What was anticipated
stay with us, and ruin them that leave by others, and dreaded by himself, oous.;' In harmony with these views, so curred soon after his death. Yet so
frequently and forcibly expressed, was reluctant were many, even then, formalthe constant declaration of Wesley, that ly to withdraw from the Establishment,
his preachers we1·e mere laymen, hav- that we find, in the life of Dr. Bunting,
ing no right to administer the sacra- that when he was on probation in the
ments, or to assume the designation of Macclesfield Circuit, 1803, " service
ministers, or clergy, or the title of during church hours not having been
yet introduced into the Methodist
reverend.
From all this it follows that the Wes- Chapel, he was able frequently to atleyan system was not framed after what tend the vigorous ministry of Mr.
was in reality-or even after what ap- Horne "-an Episcopal minister-" and
peared to its founder to be-the New he communicated occasionally at his
Testament model of a Church, just be- church."
Ere we pass from the Methodism of
cause it was not designed to be a Church
at all. It was constructed piece-meal, Wesley's day, and the career of that
. new extraordinary man, we have a few adas experience required, and
emergencies called for new prov1s10ns. ditional remarks to offer. We have
The Conference, the District, and Quar- seen that Wesley did not owe his sucterl v and Leaders' Meetings, the Cir- cess, in any measure, to the exhibition
cuit•'and Superintendent, the Class an d of a new church, claiming to be more
its Leader, ltinerancy and Lay Preach- scriptural and complete in its constituing,-these and other parts of the vast tion than the existing Establishment.
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Nor did it flow from the promulgation
of new doctrines, although so obsolete
had the old doctrines become in many
parishes, that we read of the people, in
one place, engaging in high debate as
to what religion the preacher (Wesley)
was of, some averring that he was a
Quaker, others insisting that he was an
Anabaptist, till a village oracle solved
the pro bl em and settled the controversy, by pronouncing him to be a
Presbyterian Papist.
Nor did Wesley attract men to him
by speaking smooth things, and crying,
" Peace, peace," while there was no
peace. He and his follow-laborers
proclaimed the total depravity of the
natural man, and the absolute necessity
of the great and thorough spiritual
change called conversion, and offered
to their hearers a free and present salvation through an all-sufficient Saviour.
Under God, we ascribe \Vesley's success, instrumentally, to that noble characteristic which pre-eminently distinguished him, and which has distinguished all great men, and been productive
of all great achievements, the characteristic of hard work. It was not by the
magic of genius that he won his triumphs. Universally, indeed-at least
the exceptions are marvellously fewit has been by strenuous, persevering
toil-by sheer hard work-that even
great men have achieved great results.
So it was with Wesley. When we
read his journal and letters, we discover
the secret of the spread of Methodism,
in so far as it depended upon human
instrumentality. For example, under
the date of Friday-not Sunday, be it
observed-the 11th July 1765, when
he was in his sixty-third year, we have
this record, " Preached at five ; again
at nine, in the new house at Stokesley;
came to Gainsborough a little before
twelve, and preached immediately ;
then rode on to Whitby, and preached
at seven." Writing from Dumfries, on
June 1st 1790, he says, "I doubt I shall
not recover my strength till I use the
noble medicine, preaching in the morning." Well may Mr. Bunting exclaim,
"To think of an early morning preach-

ing "-i. e., at five A. M.-" curing the
ailments of a man in the eighty-eighth
year of his age !" All the pages at
our disposal might be filled with similar
illustrations of this splendid capacity
for work.
And these labours of Wesley and his
confreres were carried on amid many
outward discomforts.
We have referred to the persecutions which they
endured, but they had other hardships
to encounter. "Brother Nelson," said
Wesley, one morning about three
o'clock, to his companion, as they lay
on the floor. where they had lain every
night for near three weeks, one of them
having a great coat for a pillow, and
the other "Burkitt's Notes on the New
Testament ; " "Brother Nelson, let us
be of good cheer, 1 have one whole side
yet, for the skin is off but one side."
Then look at Mr. Thomas Taylor, paying 3s. a week for room, fire, and attendance in Glasgow, often telling the
landlady not to provide anything for
dinner, dressing himself a little before
noon, and walking out, then coming in
to his " hungry room with a hungry
belly," thus making her think that he
had dined out, and so saving his credit.
We read of an entry in the society
book of a certain city to this effect,
"7s. 6d. for turning the assistant
preacher's coat to make it fit the second
preacher." In the Bradford Circuit
book 1770, the whole annual income of
the preacher for
clothes, books,
and all other necessaries, for himself
and his family, is stated to be less than
L. 33. Assuredly it could not be for
filthy lucre that any man, educated or
not, could engage in a work of which
the wages amounted to such a pittance
as this. These circumstances made
the hard work of the early Methodist
preachers · harder still. Yet we find
Wesley labouring after the fashion
now indicated, from day to day, and
from year to year, through more than
half a century. It is truly a noble
spectacle to contemplate, such a long
lifetime of toil, expended in such a
cause. We must not, of course, say
that it absolutely deserved succes, but
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we do say that it was the most likely Wesley. He Ii ved so long and bulked
of all things to obtain it.
so large, that it is not easy to lose
And when treating of this subject, sight of him. Fettered as he was by
we may observe that the example of his devoted allegiance to the Church of
Wesley has been extensively followed England, hampered and hindered as
by his successors. No one, indeed, was his rare talent for organising, by
will affirm that they have universally the fear of invading existing ecclesiastior generally manifested a zeal and as- cal authority, yet impelled irresistibly
siduity equal to his. Had they done onwards by his ardent zeal for the conso, there would scarcely, we believe, version of sinners, and his anxious conhave been at this moment, a man, wo- cern for the growth in grace of his conman, or child, in England, ignorant of verts, this great evangelist went resothe way of salvation. This, however, lutely on, doing most energetically the
was not to be expected. Men like work to which he felt himself called,
Wesley are not so rife. But there is preaching the Gospel, tending and trainample evidence of the possession by ing his spiritual children, and proviothers of an . admirable aptitude for ding for the oversight and government
"My circuit," wrote John of his rapidly multiplying societies.
work.
Bennet in 1750, "is one hundred and We follow his footsteps with unflagging
fifty miles in two weeks, during which interest for upwards of sixty years,
time I preach thirty-four times, besides from the days of the "godly club" at
meeting the societies and visiting the Oxford, onwards to the time when, in
sick," Half a century later, "Brother 1790, he presided over his last ConferSolomon Ashton" describes his walks ence, and when the circuits in the Britand labours in the Lancaster circuit. ish dominions numbered 119, served
"Eighty-two miles and eleven sermons by 313 preachers, and comprising rt,the first week; forty-three miles and 000 members ; and, in addition to
nine sermons the second," and so on. these, there were 97 circuits, 198
"This," he adds, "was my first month's preachers, and 43,000 members in the
work on foot. The fatigue of walking United States.
With what feelings
and talking, rain by day, damp beds by must the venerable \Vesley have connight, etc., have caused me to suffer templated the prodigious results of his
very much in health." During the two apostolic labours ! Before another
years which young Bunting spent in Conference, he had entered into his
the Oldham circuit, "he preached six rest and reward; and when at length
hundred and twenty-eight times in his he rested from his labours, of few men
own circuit, and twenty-two times out that ever lived could i'G be said with so
of it." In his four years of probatio1i, much truth and emphasis, that "his
" he preached thirteen hundred and works do follow him." "There may
forty-eight times." We are told of an come a time," said Southey, some forty
old gentlemen, still surviving, who years ago, "when the name of Wesley
"walked with Adam Clarke, during will be more generally known, and in
the three years of his residence in remoter regions of the globe, than that
London six thousand miles, heard him of Frederic or of Catherine." Assuredpreach 'nine hundred sermons (eight ly that time has already come.
hundred and ninety-eight of which were
Wesley passed away; but the vast
from different texts)." Work like this mechanism which he had constructed
carried on for a long course of years, did not fall in pieces or come to a stand.
and over the whole empire, could not The hopes of enemies, and the fears of
fail, by the blessing of God, to be ex- friends, were alike disappointed. Antensively successful.
.
other Wesley, indeed, could n.ot be
In sketching, however rapidly, the found, nor.could any
i.n the
history of Methodism, one loves to same relat10n to the societies whrch he
linger upon the character and career of . had formed. It was impossible, there
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fore, to perpetuate such an autocracy as
he had exercised, and if it had been
possible, it would not have been desirable. But the Conference which had
met annually for almost half a century,
through which, and in whose name,
Wesley had governed the societies, and
which he had formally designated, by
the legal Deed of Declaration, his successors in power, now firmly grasped
-if we must not say the sceptre-at
least the helm, and the good ship moved
steadil v forward in her course. She
did not, indeed, escape some stiff gales,
which now and then rent a sail, and
snapped a spar, and on more than one
occasion severely tested the sea-worthiness of the vessel, but she bore bravely
on ; and though she sometimes reeled
and staggered in the storm, she never
foundered, nor, though once or twice
very near the breakers, did she ever
run aground.
In looking at Methodism after the
death of Wesley, we miss, of course,
the grand central figure-the masterspirit which had so long directed all
its movements; and the men whom he
left behind must have missed him much
more. They would feel every hour
the want of his sagacity and authority
in counsel, his skill and promptitude
in administration, his energy and unquenchable ardour in action. But it
was not merely that his seat of supremacy was empty, and that the blank
was sorely felt. There were grave
questions, which a respectful deference
to his feelings and authority had kept
in abeyance while he lived, and, we
were about to say, reigned, which now
urgently clamoured for a settlement.
Were the tens of thousands who had
grown up in the bosom of Methodist
families, or had been converted by
Methodist preachers, both of which
classes had scarcely known, and had
never valued any other religious services than those held in Methodist
chapels-were they still to profess a
nominal adherence to the Church of
England, and were they to deny themselves, or suffer themselves to be deprived of sealing ordinances within

what they could not but esteem their
own communion? They had in the
Wesleyan preachers the only ministers
of the Gospel from whom they had
ever derived spiritual benefit; were
they to go to others, of w horn they
knew nothing, and who might possibly
refuse and repel them, for the sacraments of baptism and the Lord's Supper? They had hitherto yielded to
Mr. Wesley's wishes; but was the
glaring anomaly to continue? In short,
was Wesleyan Methodism to be a
church, or was it to be a mere appendage or supplement to the English
Establishment ? The moment was
critical, the question vital. Warm and
wide-spread discussion took place as to
whether the sacraments should be administered in Wesleyan chapels, and
by Wesleyan preachers ; and it required all the cautious wisdom of the
Conference to prevent an explosion.
The danger was averted by the adoption of a prudent " Plan of Pacification," which permitted, under certain
regulations, the sacraments to be administered ; and thus was Wesleyan
Methodism launched as a distinct and
independent branch of the Church of
Christ.
THE cruelest magistrates seldom
are very bloody or persecuting, but
when a worldly or proud clergy stirs
them up to it. And all the heresies
that ever sprang up in the church, do
seem to have done less harm on one
side, than by pretences of unity, order
and government, they have done on
the other. 0 how unspeakably great
have been, and still are the church's,
sufferings, by a proud and worldly
clergy, and by mens abuse of pretended
learning and authority .-BAXTER.
lT is certainly a parodox that we are
naturally desirous of long life, and yet
unwilling to be old.
lT is one of the worst of errors to
suppose that there is another path of
safety beside that of duty.
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REVIVALS.
BY THE EDITOR,

:A.. REVIVAL of pure religion is the work of
God. Whatever human instrumentalities may
be employed in its promotion, so far as the
work is genuine, it is Divine. Every real conyert is born of the Spirit. There may be
proselytes where the influence of the Holy
Ghost is scarcely recognized or felt. But when
l!ouls are really saved, and fitted for Heaven,
there God works in a supernatmal manner.
His Spirit melts, subdues and changes sinful
hearts. He influences man to yield-working
in him to will-and then enables him to carry
out the good resolutions he has formed, working in him to do of his good pleasure. Would
you see a revival. Then be filled with the
Spirit. Just as certainly as you are, souls
will be brought to Christ through your efforts.
But in order to do this you must,
Eirst. Consecrate yourself fully to God.
The Spirit never dwells in a divided heart.
There may be zeal where self reigns. And
aeal may bustle about, build churches 3,nd parsonages, endow colleges, and make a display
before the world, but it alone cannot save souls.
The present age does not need more activity
llO much as it needs more deadness to the
world, more of a spirit of unreserved consecration to God, his truth, and his cause. How
few are there who listen always to the voice of
God, who dare stand by his truth when it is
unpopular to do so? How few are there so
fully given up to God as to act up to their own
convictions of right at all times and in all
places? Does not expediency, instead of conviction of right, control the actions of most
professing Christians, and ministers of the
Gospel? So long as this is the case, revivals
of religion will be superficial in their nature,
and limited in their extent.
Second. You must lead a life of self-denial.
He who would live in the Spirit must mortify self. He who lives in sensual indulgence
need not expect to have any considerable
measure of the Spirit of God. " Sensual, not
having the Spirit," is a brief but truthful description of too many who come around the altars, and occupy the pulpits of Christian
churches. Ministers may defend with ram-

parts of subtle logic and plausible sophistry,
the pleasure ground on which the church and
the world meet in in loving embrace, but he
who would have the Spirit of God, must not
come down upon the plains of Ono.
PREACHING.

THE London Christian Observer, on the question, "Why preaching does so little good,"
asks:
" Is it not because, while the world has apparently come nearer to the Church, the
Church has really drawn nearer to the world?
It seems as if a mutual approximation had
taken place, and a mutual sacrifice had been
made; but in truth the sacrifice bas been
chiefly on one side, and that on the wrong side.
Things which are, perhaps, not unlawful in
themselves, have become a snare to the great
mass of professors of religion. The world has
smiled upon them, and they have too often
been fascinated."
Some instances of the inconsistency of
Christians, such as taking great pains to attend
a fashionable concert of music one evening,
and the next deterred by fear of taking cold
from attending church or lecture close at their
doors, are cited, and then the writer proceeds:
"And when the world sees such conduct
on the part of Christian neighbors, what other
iu.ference can they be expected to draw from
it than that professing Christians do not believe what they profess; that their religion is
but a cloak, which hangs loosely upon them,
and which they are glad at any time to cast
off, in order that they may enjoy the pleasures
of sense ? This is one great cause which serves
to neutralize the effect of the most earnest and
faithful ministrations of the Christian Sabbath
and sanctuary. It is doubted whether the
minister means what he says, when he denounces the love of the world, and of the
things of the world ; because they who profess the greatest attachment to his ministry
are so little affected by his preaching. And
if he who thus preaches begins himself to descend to any kind of frivolities, then he may
preach like an angel, without evtJr converting
one sinner from the error of bis ways."
TOUCHING INCIDENT.

SOME two or three weeks since, a little girl
in West Newton, predicted her own death.
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When apparently in her usual health, she was
suddenly taken with croup, and died the same
night, exclaiming just before her death: "Do
you see the angels over there? they have
come for me." The following communication
from a valued corrospondent narrates an incident of a similar touching and remarkable
character, and equally well authenticated:'foston Journal.

Weep no more I that t.hy lovely and lov'd one is taken
Like rending the chords of the heart though it
seem,For the death-robe of earth laid aside and forsaken
She is happy with Him whom she saw in her dream

Hast thou gone up to God on the wings of the morning,
Ere sin cast a shadow, or grief woke a sighWhile fresh to thy young eye the world was just
dawning,
And bright shone this beautiful dome of the sky?

THE propriety of starting one at present was
very fully discussed. The want of having a
medium in which the many misrepresentations
of our actions and motives can be corrected, is
very generally felt. But the financial risk is
considerable.
.A. weekly paper at the present time would
almost unavoidably involve us in controversy. Those who are leaving no means untried
to destroy us, have put so many weapons
into our hands, that might be employed to
our advantage and their discomfiture, that the
temptation to use them would, we fear, be irresistable. But to beget and foster a controversial spirit among the people of God would
be a great calamity. What we most need is
a general, deep, and thorough revival of religion.'
.A. rehearsal of the wrongs we have suffered,
and of the misdeeds of others, will not be very
likely to save souls. If we stick to this, the

i

FREE METHODIST CONVENTION.
THE first session of the Eastern Convention
of the Free Methodist Church was held in
Rushford, Alleghany Co. N. Y. It was com" Out qf the mouths of babes and suclclings hast
thou ordainedpraisiJ."-PsALM viii. 2.
posed of fourteen lay delegates, and fourteen
Jennie Sharp, only daughter of Elisha B. preachers. The district chairmen were auPratt, Esq., of this city, died Feb. 3, 1857, at thorized to employ ten other preachers. Still
the age of three and a half years, after a short all the places that called for preachers could
illness. .A few weeks since she arose early in not be supplied. Men full of faith and the
the morning and got into her mother's bed, Holy Ghost, who seek not their own ease or
saying " Mother, I dreamed that I saw God, profit, but the salvation of souls, are in great
and he asked me to come and live with Him." demand. Though in its infancy, the Free
" What did you say to Him, my child?" "I Methodist Chocch could profitably employ a
told him, I do not want to leave my dear hundred such men. In the work of soul-saving
father and mother, and my dear little brothers.'' -in trying to reach the masses, and lead them
Her father then asked her, "What did God by the way of the Cross to Heaven, there is
say then ? " " He said," she replied, " You too little competition among the " leading demay stay with them a little longer." .A short nominations" of our country.
There appears to be a very general tendency
time before her death, she whispered to one of
to
display. Fine edifices, fine musical instruher playmates, then visiting at the house, ''I
am going to be an Angel." It was an affecting ments, fine singing, and fine sermons, are all
sight when this beautiful creature lay in her the rage. Be it ever the business of the Free
coffin-surrounded by flowers-her small Methodists to preach the Gospel to the poor,
hands clasped on her bosom-and her little and hold out to all the self-denying doctrines
chair by its side, in which her fond parents of Christ.
would never see her more.
THE WEEKLY PAPER.

Didst thou see Him, whom heavenly hosts are adoringWhom SagesandSaintslonged to see-but in vainWho veil'd his own glory, our lost race restoring,
And. rose from the dead in his glory again?
God is love. He came down to th.e little one's dwelling,
And he spake in a still small voice to her ear
As He spake on the Mount-when the
had
ceased swelling,
And the earthquake and fire-to Elijah, the seer.
For the Angels of childhood are always beholding
The face of our Father in Heaven, we knowAnd the words which she breath'd a great truth were
unfolding" I shall soon be an Angel! "-And is it not so?

REVIVALS.
Lord will be our defence. Salvation wilZ God
appoint for walls and bulwarks. So we look
upon the worst of encouragement to start a
weekly paper at this time, as providential. As
soon as the Lord puts it into the hearts of
those who have the means to supply what is
necessary to place the enterprise upon a safe
basis, a weekly paper will, we have no doubt,
be commenced. From eight hundred to a
thousand dollars are needed to buy type, press,
and other fixtures. A committee consisting of
A. W. Perry, D. E. Tyler, George Worthington, G. W. Holmes, J. Handley, Rev. A. F.
Curry, Rev. J. W. Reddy, W. H. Doyle, E. S.
Woodruff, Rev. T. W. Read, Charles Denny,
and Seth M. Woodruff, was appointed to raise
the above amount for this purpose. The pilgrims of the west were invited to participate
in this enterprise.
THE A.PPOINTMENTS
Were made by a committee of five laymen and
five preachers, as follows:
GENESEE DrSTRICT.-Chairman. Holleyto be supplied. Albion-Rev. L. Stiles, KenM. N. Downing. Rochester and ChiliDaniel M. Sinclair. Buffalo, Thirteenth Street
-James Mathews. Second Free Methodist
Church-supplied by S. K. J. Chesbrough and
others, Cary and Shelby, J. B. Freeland.
Asbury-to be supplied. Carlton and Yates
-supplied by A. C. Leonard. Alden-to be
supplied. Pekin, Tonawanda-Porter and
Wilson, Russell Wilcox, Judah Mitchell, Arthur King, and Isaac Williams.
ALLEGRA.NY DrSTRICT.-A. F. Curry, Chairman. Alleghany-A. F. Curry. Wales and
Springbrook-Ephraim Herrick. West Falls
-supplied by Levi Metcalf. East Otto-supplied by Otis Bacon. Rushford-J. W. Reddy.
Gowanda and Collins-to be supplied. Chemung-T. W. Read, Henry W. Spears. Perry
-A. A. Phelps. Cadiz-supplied by A. B.
Mathewson.
A. A. Phelps was ordained deacon. The
preachers went to their appointments with,
we believe, the determination to have revivals
of religion. May the Great Head of the
Church abundantly bless their labors for the
salvation of souls.
MIRACULOUS GIFTS.
AMONG many other things charged upon
those who, in western New York, are trying
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to "walk in the light," is that of claiming the
exercise of miraculous powers or gifts in the
theological sense of the term. We know of
no one who makes any such pretensions. In
our judgment, the best way to meet such
charges, is with silence. The attempt to repel them clothes them with an importance to
which they are not entitled. But the late convention thought otherwise. They judged that
it was best to make the effort to set ourselves
right before the public. So they passed the
following resolution, which was introduced by
Rev. L. STILES.
" Resolved. That we, as individual members
of this convention, do not believe that miraculous gifts in the commonly received theological sense of the term, are for us as Christians
at the present day, to be obtained or exercised;
nor do we believe that the gifts of healing, of
working miracles, of prophecy of discerning of
spirits, of divers kinds of tongues, and the interpretation of tongues, as miraculous gifts or
powers, are any of them attainable by any of
the children of God at the present day."
A. great deal of the misunderstanding on
this subject has arisen from a misconception of
the meaning of the word miracle, in the theological sem;e of the term. Any special and
marked interposition of God in behalf of his
children, is denominated by some a miracle.
It may be wonderful, but in the theologfoal
sense of the term it is not miraculous.
A miracle, in the theological sense of the
term, is defined by Watson to be "An effect
or event contrary to the established constitution or cause of things, or a sensible suspension or controlment of, or deviation from, the
known laws of nature, wrought either by the
immediate act, or by the concurrence, or by
the permission of God, for the proof or evidence
of some particular doctrine, or in attestation of
the authority of some particulmr person."
The canon of Scripture is camplete. We
are not to look for any new revelations of the
will of God. Hence no miracle will be performed for the confirmation of any new doctrines. .As mighty wonders will yet be
wrought as any of which our earth has heretofore been the theatre-the dead shall be
raised, and the living changed, the earth and
all its works shall be burned up, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, but these
will not be miracles, in a theological sense. In
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the philosophic sense, " A. miracle is an effect
which does not follow from any of the regular
laws of nature, or which is inconsistent with
some known law of it, or contrary to the settled constitution and cause of things."
It must be obvious to every careful reader
of the Bible, that God designs that miracles
should, in this sense, be continued in his church
till the end of time.
THE REV. E. BOWEN, D. D., has just sent
us a very able article on the subject of
"SPIRITUAL GIFTs." It was not received in
time for this number, but will be found in our
next. This article alone is worth the subscription price of the magazine for a year.
THE EARNEST CHRISTIAN.
WITH the present number closes the first
volume of the Earnest Christian. We would
record our gratitude to God for t'Be assistance
He has so graciously afforded us. Its publication was commenced without subscribers, and
without contributors, but, as we believed, at
the call of God. The success has, so far, ex·
ceeded our most sanguine anticipations. But
few ministers have acted as agents, or subscribed for themselves. On the contrary many
have used all their influence to prevent its circulation. But by the blessing of the I.ord it
has lived. From the first the subscription list
has been steadily increasing. Our friends have
done nobly. They have our warmest thanks.
We trust they will not be weary in well doing.
Will you not at once send your subscripti.0n
and get a neighbor or friend to subscribe also?
We ought to have at least twice as many subscribers for the next volume. If our friends
will work as hard for us for one month as we
have for them the past twelve, it will be done.
Do you say, "It shall be done? " Then set to
work forthwith to send us three or four times
as many subscribers from your post-office, as
have taken the Earnest Christian there the
past year.
NEW CONTRIBUTORS.
WE expect several new, pious, and able
contributors for the next volume, We have
no desire to present a list of eminent names
merely for show. A. person may write well
on many subjects, and yet write very poorly
on experimental religion. A clear understanding of the subject is the first qualification to

good writing. Then a deep feeling of its importance will ellable one of even small literary
pretensions to write to edification. He who
sees clearly and feels deeply, will generally
write well. But however skillful one may be
in the construction of sentences, if he write
merely for the sake of writing, it will generally be to but little plll'pose. Hence the reason why so many titled divines write so poorly,
if at all on experimental piety. They are not
at home. They understand neither what they
say, nor whereof they affirm. They give mere
theories. But theories do not feed hungry souls.
We must have a deep, heartfelt experieuce to
lead others into the high way of holiness.
What we have seen and felt,
With confidence we tell.

Our readers may expect to find in our pages
the contributions of those who are in earnest.
Encourage them and encourage us, by giving
their productions a wide circulation. One can
write just as easily, and generally a good deal
better for ten thousand, than fora few hundred.
We shall do our utmost to make the second
volume of the Earnest Christian still better
than the first has been, and many of our subscribers have thought that a single number
was worth the subscription price for a wholeyear.
RENEW.
Do it at once. Do not put it off. Do noi
wait for an agent to call upon you. Send on
your dollars. It will not take you five mmutes
to write a letter, and the postage will only be
three cents. So do not wait for any body.
We wish to know just as soon as possible, how
many to publish for the next volume, Be particular to write your name, post office, county,
and state, very plain. Be your own agent.
And if you can get any of your neighbors to
subscribe, seud on for them.
PAY IN ADV ANOE.
FOR our own satety, as well as for the benefit of our subscribers, we shall be obliged to
adhere strictly to adrnnce payment. If you
have not a dullar at hand, you bad better borrow it uf S' irne one uear t•i you than owe it to
We endeavor to "pay a'-i we
us at a
gd," but to do this we must have payment in
advance from our subscribers.
SPECIMEN NUMBERS.
IF any of our readers will send us the Post
Office address of a11y persons, that will probably subscribe another year for the Earnest
we will send them a specimen number gratis. Send on the names at once.

